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Overview of Appellant's Appeal:
On the 18 February 2009, Trial Chamber 1 of the Special Court for Sierra Leone found the Appellant
guilty of 16 counts of War crimes. Crimes against Humanity and Serious Violations of International
Humanitarian Law.

On the 25 March 2009 the Accused was sentenced to serve a maximum sentenee of 40 years
imprisonment. The Appellant appealed to this Honourable Appeals Chambers and filed 31 grounds of

appeaL
Without in any way challenging the Pre- Appeals Judge"s Deci,5ion on the Appellant's Motion to extend

page and time limits for the Brid herein, the Appellant respectfully notes that he has faced serious
challenges in prt:senting all the arguments he would have wished to present to the Honourable Appeals
Chamber due to the number of pages pennitted by the Honourable Pre·Appeals Judge. The Appellant is
of the humble opinion that the limitations placed on him in the presentation {Jf this brief ha\'e seriously
hampered his duty to exhaustively and adequately present his case. Nevertheless, the Appellant has dont;:
his best in the difficult circumstances and respecrfully presents Ihis Brief.
The reeurring grievance by the Appellant in this Appeal frrst

f~lal~s

to the overly expansive, opaque and

amorphous manner in whieh the theory of joint criminal enterprise has been applied to him.
The Chamb,;:r found Iht: Appellant either absent or remotely linked to the crimes for whieh he was
nl;'..-t:rtheless ultimately convicted rendering thiS case only one of its kind. Never in the history of criminal
law has individual responsibility been so liberally adjusted to justify a conviction unsupported by
evidence ..
The Appellant is further concerned that the entire judieial process has been unfair, unbalanCt:d and biased
against him to tb,;: extent that he was convicted as a result of selectht: application of the law.
The Appellant further notes that his right to a fair and credible legal process was seriously compromised
at every material stage of the pruceedings from pre~trial to judgment and senrencing.
The right to take a plea is one of the most hasic and yet fundamental rights protected by the Statute of the
Special Court as well as all civilized criminal jurisdictions the world over. In this case however, the Trial
Chamber granted the Prosecutor request to file consolidated indictments, amended consolidated
indictments, amended indictment and correeted amended indictment" which profoundly ex4l:IlUed and
added new criminal allega!ions against the Appellant but denied him on request, the right to take a
plea. Due to the persistence of the Appellant in asserting his right to be promptly informed of the case
against him by providing material detail to enable him prepare the neeessary defence to confront his
accuser, the Trial Chamber waited until Judgment to find that the pleading of alleged personal
participatiDn of the Appellant in criminal conduct was defective and that the Prosecutor had failed to
explain why it could not provide the required material detail to give the Appellant notice. Rather than

make a finding of prejudice and sanction this egregious violation, the Trial Chamber endorsed it by
abdicating its statutory role of neutral arbiter by undertaking to eure the defects in the indietment.
Regrettably and 10 the material prejudice of the Appellant, the Trial Chamber proceeded to eonvict him
on most allegations and counts where it failed to

aseertain as promised, that the indictment had been

cured.
The Chamber took the eonsistent and principlt:d position at trial that ineriminating eo-accused evidence
was inadmissible against co-accused in this Joint trial because it violated Rule 82 of the Rules of
Procedure and Evidence of the Special Court. The Appellant conducted his defence throughout with this
assurance in mind. The Trial Chamber reneged on this finding in respect of the Appellant and unjustly
relied heaVIly on co-accused evidence to convict him on the UNAMSIL and other eaunts. This violation
is egregious beeause the said co-accused evidenee did not form the basis of the prosecution case against
the accused and the Appellant was never pUl on notice that the said evidenee would be used in any
manner adverse to him.
The Appellant was also eonfronted with a process where motions filed by him raising material fair trial
issues were either rejeeted without sound legal justification or unfairly expunged from the record. At
Judgment the Appellant's testimony was repudiated on legally untenable and unjustified grounds. The
Chamber also completely disregarded aU the 20-plus

witne~ses

he presented in defence by taking rt:fuge

in its general discretionary power of evaluation of evidenee. Thcse witnesses were only referrt:d to only
when the Chamber found any of their testimonies useful in justifying the Appellant's conviction.

In

consequence the Appellant has been condemned unheard.
This Honourable Appeals Chamber is urged to step in and remedy the grave injustice that this improper
convietion has occasioned

x

IL
GROU'l/D ONE: VIOLATION OF FAIR TRIAL RIGHTS
Sub-Grouud 2.2

2.

On 13 May 2004 the

PrOSecutor

filed the Amended Consolidated Indictment. 1 On 17

May 2004, the Appellant was invited to enter a plea on Count 8 of the said indictment
only. The Appellant dtclincd, arguing his right to plea to the entire indictment, as
amended, on the grounds that substantial amendments had been made with respect to,

inter alia, the panies, modes of liability, timeframes and crime bases2 which, it is
submitted, are "readily charaeterized as ntw charges" and to which the Appellant was
entitled to enter a new plea.
1.

On 1 October 2004, the Appellant filed "Motion on Issues of Urgent Concern to the

Accused Morris KaHan" in which he asserted his right to be arraigned on the
ronsolidated Indictment pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules. On 9 December 2004, the
Chamber delivered a \1ajority decision on the Motion on Issues of Urgent Concern to the
Appellant,
2.

di~missing his

request to plead to the new eharge.

The Amended Indictment introduced, inter alia, new alleged members of the JCE,]
additional crimes bases 4 and timeframes 5• The Appellant was never permitted to enter a
plea in relation to the Amended Indictment. Case law requires that if charges are added,
an additional appei:1fance is necessary to enahle the accused to enter a plea on the new
charges. 6 The Trial Chamber's holding that the Amended Indictment only provided

i
r ....,.Se~ay el ai" SrSl·04-15-T·122, Amended Consolidated lndichnent, ("the Amended Consolidated
Indietment").
I See Annex B to the Tnal Judgment on "Procedural History", at paras. 20-22. See also, Pro~'eclOr ~'. Sesay et aI,
Kal\on Motion fOT Quashing of Consolidated Indietment, 10 February 2004.
00
J At paras. 34 and 36 of the current Indictment dated 2
August 2006, new members of the JCE like Brima Bazzy
Kamara and Santigie Rorbor Kanu were added to the Indictment in contrast willI para. 22 of the initial Indictment
dated 3 rd March 2003 aud filed ou 71h Mareh 2003 whicll made no menJion of them.
4 Also, "Kailahun District", "the Western Area" and "Port Loko Distriet" were, for example, missing from the crime
bases cited under Counts 3-5 of the 1" March 2003 lndicbnent in eontrast "";Ih the cutrent lndklment of 2nd August

2006. Considering that KaHon was convil,;led for crimes in KailahuTI, he ought to have pled to charges alleged there.
~ Under ·'Bombali Oismet" of Counts 3-5 of tbe 7'Jl March 2003 Indictment, for example, the timeframe for crime~
alleged in Bombali was from "1'1 May 1998 to .H" july 1998", in contnm with the current Indictment wherein the
timeframe fur Bombali District is "I" May 1998 [0 30U. November 1998".
6 Muvunyi, (Trial Chamber), September /2,2006, para, 405-06 {"[TJhe Prosecution (,;<111001 amend In existing charge
in an indil;:tment or introduce a new charge wilhoutfollowing thepropeT ptocednre. Rule 50 deals with the
azmndme'llt of indictments. Once the indictmmt is confirmed it can be amendal only with leave of the Confinnillg
Judge or the Trial Chamber, as the case may be. {(fWW charge,~' ore added when lhe aCCl.I5ed has already made an
initial a.opeurance bf{{Qre a Trial Chamber. a fur/her appearanCf' shall be held in order 10 enable Ihe accused to
enler a plea on the new charges") (emphasis added).

I
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l)--i

greater specificity without adding any new crimes or charges7 was accordingly erroneous;
the Defence particularly notes that "'forced marriage" as 'an act of sexual violence' and
"other inhumane act" as 'a criml.:: against humanity' were completely missing from the
initial Indictment of

ill

March 2003 (under Counts 6-8) in contrast with the current

Corrected Amended Consolidated Indictment, which contains them. The Appellant
submits that refusal to order a new plea occasioned prejudice and the Amended
Indictment on which he was convicted is a nullity.

Sub-Ground 2.3

3.

The Chamber erred in expunging the Appellant's Motion on Defects in the Indictment'6
on thc strength of a request by the Prosecution to do so and without affording the
Appellant the opportunity to be heard. 9 Subsequenf efforts requesting the Chamber to
reconsider its Decision to dismiss the Appellant's said Motion without a hearing were
dismissed by the Chamber. 10 Significantly, the Kallon Defence notes that the AppeUant
was so aggTitvoo by the prejudicial conduct of the Trial Chamber [hat he personally had
to write to the Chamber complaining about the violation of his statutory rights. I I The
Kallon Defenee submits that firstly, it was erroneous for the Chamber to expunge the said
Motion, whieh raised fundamental issues on the rights of the Appellant in view of the fact
that the Motion did not violate any of the Rules or Orders of the Chamber. Secondly,
even if it did, it was erroneous and highhanded for the Chamber to expunge the Motion
(which formed part of the Court's Records) on the strength of a practice direction limiting
page numbers and thus violating the Appellant's statutory right to effectively defend
himself. Thirdly, it was improper for the Chamber to expunge the Motion from the
record, thus undermining proper appellate review urthe matter. This, taken together with
the other violations, invalidates the Appellant's conviccion.

Sub-Ground 2.4
~ Trial Chamber Judgment, para. oi34.
8 Ka(loll Moriun Challenging Dejecl.f in the Form oflhe [lidiarnen! and A'Inexes A. B & C, 28 January 2UUl:\.
~ See tbe Trial Cbamber's Ordel." Relaling to Kallon Molion Challenging DifeelS in rhe Fcomr oj the lndic.lrnenl and
Anrlexes A, B & C, )1 Janumy 2U08. This Order was made pUThuant to tbe Prosecution's Urgent Public Motionfor
Rehef Iff Resp~'c' ofKallon Motion Challenging Dejf!cfS in the For."., of the [ndiclmenl, 29 January 200B. Of l.:ru<;ial
note is that tbe said Order was mwe without any Response from Kallun itS required by the Ru le~ of Procedure.
10 See KaNan Molion on ChallengeJ (0 the Form of Ihf' Tndictment alld for Recom'ideration of Order Rejecting
FIling and Imposing Sarrr.ti(J!lS, 7 February 2008, and the attendant Decision by the Chamber dated 6 M~f<;h 2008.
11 See Exhibit 283: Letter of Protest from the Appellanl, Morris Kallon dated 04/021200R.
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4.

The Chamber found at paragraph 399 of the Trial Judgment that the Indictment was
defective and that the Prosecution had not argued that it would have bljen impracticable

for it to have ineluded more details in the Indictment. The Chamber was not satisfied that
tht:: Prosecution had provided the best information that it CQuid in the indictment. The

Appellant submits that the Prosecution failed to plead in the Indictment any of the crimes
for which the Appellant was convicted throughout the 16 counts found against him. 11

These defects ure so grave that they go beyond the narrow exception discussed in
Kupres/ric below:

A defective indictment, in and of itself, may, in cenain circumstances cause the
Appeals Chamber to reverse a conviction. The Appeals Chamber, however, does
not exclude the possibility that, in some instances, a defective indictment ean be
cured if the Prosecution provides the accused with timely, clear and consistent
infonnation detailing the factual basis underpinning the charges against him or
her. Neverrheless. ill light of the fuctual and legal complexities normally

5.

associa/ed with the crimes within 'hejurisdictioll of this Tribunal, there can on~v
be a limited number of cases thai fall within that category. For the reasons that
follow, the Appeal Chamber finds that this case is not one of them. I.'
The Appellant submirs that given the scope and .'>Cale of defects in the IndJchnent against
him as well as the Prosecutor's failure to explain lhe said defects, the Chamber erred by
failing to find that the Appellant had heen irreparably prejudiced in the preparation of his
defence. In this regard, it is submitltld that the convictions on all the Counts were
unjustilled and therefore invalid.

Sub-Ground 2.5 Adverse testimoD)' of II Co-Accused:
6.

Pursua.nt to Rule 82 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence, the Chamher consistently
held that it would not rely on the adverse evidence of the co_accused. 14 However, in its
Trial Judgment, the Chamber adversely relied on the evidence of the co-accused and
employed them on two critical issues central to the Appellant's conviction. Firstly, at
paragraph 609 of the Trial Judgment, the Chamber elearly explained why it held the

I: This submi~si()\1 is made in the context of the totality of the arguments and submissions by the Appellanf in this
Brief relating to notice and pleading issues discuss.-:d under each Ground of Appeal herein. The Appellant contends
Ihat for each of the crimes under which he was convicted the Indietment was defective and that he was nul properly
and sufticiclltly nOlified of the crimes and material particulars alleged against him.
n Kltpn:-1kic ;/ppeal~ Chamber Judgmel/t, 23 October 200 I, para 114. (EmphllS~ lidded).
1-1 See for example, Transcriptof; November 2005, p.23 lines 2-26: Transcript of 17 April 2008, p.5 { Jines 27-29 &
p.S2, lines 1-4; and Transcript of 13 May 2001\, p.50 lines 3-22. Interestingly, the Chamber wa:; ~Iive to the fact Inat
it cannot u~e Inc !ldverse evidence of a co-accused to incriminate an accused Wht:l.l it held in para. 521, p, 177 of the
Judgment that .1 statement of agreed fucts can only be used if"lhere is no prejudice to the other".
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t ;,
,

Appellant liable for the UNAMSIL events at MaJ...llmp on 15l May 2000. It stated that it
believed the testimony of a co-accllsed's witness (DAG-III) against the Appellant, evcn
though the Appellant had no notice of DAG-lll 's testimony and

that

the Chamber had

led the Appellant to believe that such adverse evidt:Ilce would not be used against him,
pursuant to the Rules of Pmcedure and Evidl::l1ce. 15 Secondly, the Chamber relied heavily
on Exhibit 212 tendered by a

()o~accused

(Scsay) and in respect of which the Appellant

had no proper notice,16 to determine the Appellant's superior responsibility for
UNAMSIL events under Counts 15 and 17. J] The Appellant submits that the use of such
adverse evidence has

occa~ioned

him sufficient prejudice to warrant invalidation of the

conviction. Additional submissions on these sub-grounds are made at Ground 23 herein.
Sub-Grounds 2.8, 2.12 to 2.24 (Prejudicial Evaluation of Alibi) - argued together:
7.

Despite its findings that the Prosecution had not established the presence of the Appellant
in many of the crime bases, the Chamber nevertheless proceeded to consider at length
and dismiss in a prejudicial fashion the Appellant's alibi in respect of those crime
locations. The Chamber's evaluation of the Appellant's alibi amounted to shifting the
burden of proof to him: 1M The Appellant submits that the Trial Chamber's findings at
paragraph 631 of the Trial Judgment not only fails to reflect the evidence availa!llc to the
Court, but also attempts to shift the burdl::ll of proof to the Appellant. The Trial Chamber

l~ See Transetipt of ] 7 June 2008. pp.l 00- J 32. In partieular. see the Chamber's ruling at p.132 of the said Transcript
in which thc Chamber permitted Counsel for the Third Accli~ed to proceed with his examination of DAG Ilion the
grounds thal he does not "elicit incriminating evidence against the second accused". Funher, on the issue of Notice,
the Appellant notes that the notice he received from the Third Aecused (i.e. summary of DAG J J 1's intended
testimony/stateml!J1t, Gbao-Filing of Updaled And Reduce<! Witness List And Indietment Chart 23 January 2008)
did not implieate him in any materi<ll p<lrtkular and instead specified other RUF Commanders as being responsible
for the lJ\[AMSIL abductions - see Transcript of 17 June 2008, p.123.
16 In the Transcript of 30 May 2007, at p.3, the Sesay Defence, which tendered Exhibit 2) 2, noted that they were
using the document merely as an 'exeulpatoryradio message' for the defence of the 1st Accused and that the said
Exhibit. which was disclosed by the Prosecution only to the Sesay team, wa<; in fact only given to that team after the
dose ofthe Prosecution's case.
17 See parns. 2267-2292, pp.662-669 of the Trial Judgement. II was therefore improper fOT the Chamber to use
evidence tendered by a co-accused after the close of the Prosecution's ease to convict Kallon for UNAMSIL crimes.
\a In relation to Kenema, for example. the Chamber, in a contradietory fashion, ~t.ated that the evidence concerning
the presence of Kallon in Kenema at the relevant time was 'inconclusive' (para. 636), even though it had previously
held thal at pam, 618 that Prosecution witnesses Tf 1-071, 125 and 367 eormbmated Kallon'5 abseTIce from Kenema
at the time of the erimes. In respect of Masiaka. the Chamber also noted that "the evidence presented by the
Prosecution and accepted by the Chamber leads us to conclude that the evidence presented by the Kallon Defense
does not esta01ish the presence of KaHon in Masiaka at the time." It is therefore unclear as to why the Chamber- went
further 10 eonelude in the same paragraph thal "(it will] therefore decline to addres!> the evidenee of the witnesses in
support of the alibi" (see para. 637). Furthermore, the Chamber acknowledged that not all of Kallon's elaims in
support of the alibi eonstituted an alibi (para. 631), yet it pruceedcd to evaluate the variom; testimonies as alibi
testimonie<; (see paras. 6] ! -630, 631-645 of the Trial Judgment).
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had. found at paragraph 631 that "[nor some of the alibi claims discussed [in the

judgemenlj, evidence l{'as adduced that Kallan was absent from an alleged location.
Howe,,'er, evidence was 110t adduced to demonstrate that he was in a different or
particular location indicated with precision. In the Chamber's view, this amounts on(v to
a denial ofKallon 's pre:ience during certain events, rather than a true claim of alibi". It
is contended that apart from the fact that the Appelant's tested testimony to the Court,
supported by the evidence of his witnesses, showed where he was at all times material to
the Indictment and his alibi defence,19 the Appellant, in his plea of alibi, merely bore an
evidential burden posited on a balance of probabilities standard, rather than a proof
beyond reasonable doubt threshold, which the Court appeared to have u"ed in requiring
him to state every location he may have visited during the Indictment period.
8.

The Chamber erred in law and fact by taking the drastic and ufi1conian step of repudiating
wholesale the Appellant's evidence based on the Chamber's misrepresentation of the
Appellant's testimony thus violating his statutory rights;20

9.

The Trial chamber used the very testimony it had purported to repudiate io prejudicially
support a pre-determined finding of guilt while rejecting the same when the said
testimony tended to exculpate the Appellant. 2 !

10.

The Chamber deliherately misinterpreted the largely corroborated testimony of the
AppeUtlnt in relation to that of witness TFl-I22 on the events in Kenerna, thus leading to
a repudiation of the Appellant's testimony.:': Whilst it is true that witness TFl-122
testified about an incident in which he personally intervened to assist a woman who was
'disturbed' and pick-pocketed by some "oldiers during a flag~raising event in Kenema.2.l
it is equally true that the same witness TFl~ 122 also unequivocally admitted, under crossexamination, to the contents of a statement he had made to the Prosecution in which he,

inter alia, stated that the Appdlant was "actually very friendly with the civilians at the
time"; that himself (the wimess) saw the Appellant ""top soldiers from harassing
civilians"; and in particUlar, that "one time when soldiers were putting up Ihe national
I~ Which the Prosecution was unable to disprove beyond reasonable doubt under cross-examination.

:ro Para. 609 pp.201-202 oflhe Trial Judgment.
S<;:t Para. 39 p13. footnote 106; Para. 651 pl15 - footnote J188; Para. 656 p217~ footnote 1202; Para. 666 p220footnote 1226; Para. 667 p221 - footnote 1232; Para. 672 p222. footnole: 1240; Para. 741 p243 footnote - 1419 of
the Trial Judgment.
12 Para 609 pp20 I ~202 of the Trial Judgment.
IJ Transcript of7 July 2005, p. 65
1\
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flag, they saw a woman passing by (...) they stopped her and took her money" and that
"Kallon saw this and intervened to help the woman,,?4 It is therefore inconceivable that
the Trial Chamber, without perhaps evaluating the cross-examination of this witness by
Counsel for the Appt:llanl, proceeded to conclude that the Appellant consciously aligned
his testimony with witness TFI-122 in order to "downplay or accentuate his role in
incidents described by the Pro~ecution witnesses".25 This lopsided view invalidates the
Chamber's conclusion in rejecting the Appellant's alibi and should be set aside.
II.

The Chamber also deliberately misinterpreted the evidence in order to arrive at the
conclusion that it was "highly unlikely" that the Appellant as "Battle-Ground"
commander would have been afraid of arresting Kailondo in relation to the lJNAMSlL
events of May 2000. 20 The Chamber erred by misrepresenting the evidence and/or
19nonng its own pertinent conclusions and erroneously empJoying circumstantial
evidence to arrive at a wrong amI prejudicial

conclusion as one of the bases for

repudiating the Appellant Defence. 27
12.

In relation to the same UNAMSIL events, the Chamber erred by employing the accused

Gbao's witness DAG-U 28 to disprove the Appellant's alibi. The Chamber had earlier
rejected the entirety of the testimony of the witness saVe for the Appellant, decided to
selectively use the witness to sustain its repudiation of the Appellant's testimony.29 The

14 Trans~npt

of8 July 2005, pp.93-94.
Para 609 pp201-202 ofthe Trial Judgment.
16 Para 609 p202; Paras 640 p212 of the Trial Judgment.
17The Chamber noted at Para 609 p202 of the Trial Judgment that the Appellant had testified that in May 2000 he
had been afraid to arrest Kai londo who wa~ acting on Sankoh's orders. The Chamber found this" highly unlikely" as
KalJon was Battle Ground (sic) Commander at the rime. This reasoning by the Chamber contradicl~ several other
findings in the Judgmcnt that would support KaHon's testimony, to wit, that Sankoh was at timcs authoritarian if not
dictatorial - he had paramount responsibility over all activities within the RUF and detennined its political and
military 80als (rara. 6.'iR); Vanguards were powerful (para 667) and the Vanguards included Mike Lamin, Sesay,
Kallon, Gbao Bockarie, Kailondo, Co Rocky etc (para. 668); that a Vanguard could not obstru~l the orders or
activities of a fellow Vanguard (para 667); Ranks in the RUF did not have necessarily the same meaning as ranks in
a conventional army (para 670): while ranks were used and respected by the RUF, they were not strictly followed.
An individual's assignment supeIScded rank and was thc morc important factor in seniority (pam. 672). The
Chamber iIlustratcs this point by noting that Foday Sankoh, the RUF leader, remained a Corporal throughout the
conflict (footnole 1239) (para 649); that the RUF command structure was dctermincd by other factors than simply
rank. Sec also para. 672 at p.222, where thc Chamber concludes that while ranks were used and respeeted by the
RUF. they were not always strictly followed.
l~ Para 609 p20t of the Trial Judgmen1.
29 Para 578 pI93 ofthc Trial Judgment.

1;
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Chamber further erred by disregarding its stated position and consistent practice during
trial on the inadmissibility of a co-accused's adverse testimony.3o
13.

The finding of the Trial Chamber at para. 633 p.210 of its Judgment that "the Kallon
Defence (...) moulded its alibi to fit the case for the Prosecution as it was presented" is
subjective and erroneously prejudicial: The Defence notes that Prosecution witnesses
were not witnesses for KaHon and that they each independently swore on oath to speak
the truth. In the case of Kenema District for example, a minimum of three Prosecution
witnesses, including TFl·071, TFl-125 and TFl-367 - whose testimony the Court
especially accepted as 'credible and trustworthydl, testified that KaHon was not in
Kenema District at the material time of the Indictment. 32 The KaHon Defence thus avers
that it is highly prejudicial and subjective to conclude or infer that any Defence witness,
including but not limited to KaHon and DMK-047 who corroborated the Kenema
account, for example, were either self-serving or incredible.

14.

The Trial Chamber further mischaracterized and subjectively treated the evidence of
TFI-041, a Prosecution witness who testified about events at the DDR Camp in Bombali
District in early May 2000 and was corroborated by the Appellant. The repudiation of the
Appellanfs testimony on the basis of this misrepresentation and the wrong conclusion
drawn therefrom have occasioned a miscarriage of justice. In particular, the Trial
Chamber's eonclusion that the said account

ofTFl~041

and the Appellant did not occur

on I gl May 2000 as suggested by the Appellant but on 28 April 2008 "in the light of other
[unknown and unsubstantiated] evidence")) is factually erroneous. In not stating what the
other evidence is, which according to the Court contradicts the evidence of TFl·041 and
the Appellant, the ehamber sufficiently confirms, albeit unwittingly, that there was no
basis for disbelieving the Appellant's alibi.
15.

Furthermore, the conclusion of the Trial Chamber in its evaluation of the Appellant's
alibi defence regarding Bo District at paragraph 635 pp.21 0-211 of the Trial Judgment is
also prejudicial. The Chamber failed to substantiate its finding that "there is no evidence
to support an alibi for the Accused in Bo". The Trial Chamber had repeatedly stated in its

See tne submissions on Sub-Gl'Ound 2.5 "Adverse teslimony of a Co-Accused", supra.
Paras. 550-552 ofthe Trial Judgment.
J~ Para. 6 t 8, ibid.
Jl Para. 633 p2IO of the Trial Judgment.
JO

JI
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Trial Judgment that the Appellant only went to Bo in early August 1997.34 after the
crimes found to have been committed in Bo District had occurred. At paragraph 768
p.2S! of the Trial Judgment, the Trial Chamber found that "it was not until August 1997
when Bockarie assigned Kallon to Bo as the senior RUF Commander iliat an RUF
contingent was based there. Kallon remained in Bo until February 1998".
16.

The Trial Chamber's finding on the Appellant's alibi for Masiaka is also prejudicial and
inconsistent with the Trial Chamber's holding that 'Kallon's claim of alibi relevant to
Masiaka is "false"'. The Trial Chamber found that "the evidence presented by the
Prosecution and accepted by the Chamber, leads [the Chamber] to conclude that the
evidenee presented by the Kallon Defence does not establish the presence of Kallon in
Masiaka at this particular time".)5 In relation to Five-Five Spot and Tombodu,36 the
Chamber fails to support its findings.

17.

Additionally, the finding of the Trial Chamber at paragraph 639 p.211 of the Trial
Judgment on Gold Town, is irrelevant, prejudicial and erroneous to the extent that the
Chamber concluded that the Appellant was present at Gold Town in Kono District at the
time of his alibi claim on the basis that Sesay had ordered him to attack the town in midDecember 1998, which period is outside the timeframe for Joint Criminal Enterprise
(hereinafter referred to as "ICE") in Kana District as found by the Court.

18.

The Chamber further erred in law and fact by failing to rely on the Statement of Agreed
Facts between the Appellant and the Prosecutor, which in a fundamental manner
impacted on the Appellant's criminal responsibility, identity and alibi and without
ascribing any reasons for it. 3? It is crucial to note that on 30 th October 2006, it was the
Trial Chamber itself that ordered the Prosecution and the respective Defence Teams to
submit, by 16 th February 2007, a 'joint statement of agreed facts and matters which are

See paras. 741 p 243 and 768 p 251 of the Trial Judgment. See also para. 614 pp 203-204 of the said Judgment,
ref. to KaHon's Notification of Alibi and his testimony on alibi to the Court, Transcript of II April, 2008, pp. 100-

]4

102.

Para. 637 P 211 of the Trial Judgment.
638 p 211 of the Trial Judgment.
.\7 This is despite thc Chamber's holding that it would rely on those facts agreed upon if there is no prejudice to the
other Accused, para. 521 p.l77), and by holding that there was no provision in the Rules pertaining 10 agreed facts
(para. 521 p.I77).
.l~

J~ Para.
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not in dispute' as well as a 'joint statement of contested matters of fact and law,;38 and
the respective Parties to the trial complied on 5th March 1007. Moreover, contrary to
paragraph 521 of the Judgment, rule 73Jer (B) of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence
provides that after the close of the Prosecution's case, the Trial Chamber or Judge may
order the Defence to tile, inter alia, "admissions by the parties and a statement of other
matters which are not in dispute" and a "statement of contested matters of fact and law".
One of the prejudiees suffered by the Appellant through the Trial Chamber's failure to
rely on the statemcnt of agreed facts is that the Prosecution had. in that Statement
conceded to the fact that"during the peace proeess after the Lome Peaee Agreement, the
War Council was transfonned into the Peaee Council", implying the end of the eonflict
and absence of an anned conflict after the Llme Peace Agreement.)9This clear
concession by the Prosecutor negatives the existence of an armed conflict that would
support any war erimes under Counts J5-18 of the indictment As the Appellant argues
elsewhere in this Brief, the Chamber's reliance on judicial notice of "a conflict" to
establish the requisite element of an "anned eonflict" is erroneous.
Sub-ground 2.9: argned together with Ground 7 (assessment of evidence): Sub-ground 2.10
19.

The Appellant relies on the explanations provided at paragraph 2.10 of the Amended
Notice of Appeal and the references therein and further makes the submission that the
Chamber erred by relying on alleged evidence of consistent pattern of conduet This
evidence had never been disclosed to the Appellant in accordance with the Rule 93 ofthe
Rules of Procedure and Evidence, which Chamber acknowledges but surprisingly fails to
apply.4o This violation has occasioned prejudice to the Appellant as he has been
convicted on the basis of presumptions not proven beyond a reasonable doubt In relation
to sexual offences in Kono, the Chamber relied on a consistent pattern of forcing "women
into conjugal relationships.,,41 This finding is critical in the Chamber's conviction of the
Appellant for the crime of forced marriage. 41 Also, the Chamber relies on a consistent

See the Scheduling Order Concerning the Preparation and Commencement offhe Defence Case, 30 October 2006,
para 3. This Order was even funher extended to 5th March 2007 by vinue of an another order of the Court dated 7
February 2007. Consequently, on 5 March 2007, the joint statement of agreed facts and law was filed by the Parties.
39 See Confidential Ka/{on Defence Filing in Compliance with Scheduling Order Concerning the Preparation and
Commencement ofthe Defence Case, 5 March 2007 - Annex H, para. 12 in particular.
Para 482 pl65 of the Trial Judgement.
41 Paras 1293-1294 pp 390-391 of the Trial Judgement.
42 Para 2148 p633 of the Trial Judgment.
.1ij

.0
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12 S1
pattern of conduct to support its conviction of the Appellant for use of child soldiers. 43
This has violated the Appellant's right to a fair trial and thus invalidates his conviction.

Sub-ground 2.11~ shall be argued together with Ground 18 (Counh. 6-9).
Also~

Sub-ground 2.25 shall be argued together with Ground 7.

Sub-grounds 2.26 and 2.29 - Discriminatory approach in the application of JCE and Bias:
20.

The Appellant notes that the expansive and amorphous manner in which the Prosecution
pleaded, and to that extent failed to limit, the concept of leE fonned the subject-matter of
both the Separate Concurring Opinion of Justice Bankole Thompson44 and the Dissenting

Opinion of Justice Pierre Boutet45 • Whilst Justice Boutet opined that "the broadly pleaded
joint criminal enterprise" failed to closely connect the goals of the common design with
the contribution of each accused, lustice Thompson was categorical about its fluid and
amorphous nature, noting especially thus: "I opine strongZv that the present uncritical
adoption and application of the doctrine of joint criminal enterprise, in its lhreefold
dimension, unquestionably comp01mds not only the opaqueness and amorphous
characler of some of its conceptual elements but also the degree offluctuation of its
doctrinal contours".46 The learned Judges failed to apply their opinions to the Appellant.

The Appellant's glaring absence from, and lack of connection with, crime bases including
Bo, Kcncma and Kailahun Districts, as shall be illustrated in this Brief under Ground 2,
shows that he should not have been convicted for any crimes in those areas through a
broad and expansive lCE mode of liability as recognized by the two Judges above, In the
case of Kana District, whilst the Appellant's presence in the District during the
Indictment period is not denied, it is contended in this Brief that the Appellant had clearly
distanced himse1ffrom any lCE between the AFRC and RUF, in addition to the fact that
he had no discrete units of command under him to use in the ICE. Also, the conviction of
Kallon for the crimes of Rocky CO, Savage and Staff Alhaji, whom the Chamber held
were not members of the JCE but were used by JCE members (without indicating which
member of the lCE used them),47 represents an expansive and broad application of JCE.
Paras 1707 p508, 1745, p518 of the Trial Judgement. See also para 2231-2233 of the Trial Judgment.
At Paras. 22 and23, especially regarding the nature and expanse oHhe foreseeability Conn of the JCE.
H At Para. 16.
46 Para. 23, Separate Concurring Opinion of Justice Bankole Thompson.
47 See para. 2080 of the Trial Judgment.
4J

44
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21.

The Appellant submits that 'it is a fundamental right uf all persons facing criminal
charges to be tried before an independent and impartial tribunal.,,48 "Article 20 of the
Statute guarantees a 'fair and public hearing', and Article 12 requires judges to be
'persons of... impartiality' ,'.49 A touehstone of a fair trial is the impartial tribunal, whieh
neeessarily demands the "quintessential values of the judicial eulture, namely,
impartiality, objectivity and dispassionateness as enshrined in the jUdicial oath.,,50 \\illile
''judieial rulings alone almost never constitute a valid basis for

II

bias or partiality motion

... [aJlmost invariably, they are proper grounds for appeal."S! In this trial, the Honorable
Justice Bankole Thompson makes eertain statements that raise a specter of bias and
create an appearance of impartiality that has prejudiced the rights of the Appellant. Thus,
although the Appeals Chamber had dismissed the Appellant's request for the recusal of
the Hun. Justice Bankole Thompson, the learned Trial Judge persisted in his bias as
exhibited in his Separate Concurring Opinion where he criminalizes the RUF, and hence
the Appellant, by concluding that they were involved in an unjust Wllr.~2 1h: Appellant
submits that by eontinuing to express strong anti-RUF sentiments and imputing them to
the Appellant and further failing to apply to this case his reservations about the general
applicability of leE as a mode ofliability, the Ilonomble Justice Bankole Thompson has
exhibited an appearance of bias thus denying the Appellant the opportunity of a trial by
impartial judges. 53 The AppelJant thus urges the Appeals Chamber to re.. . iew and/or
reconsider its Decision on the recusal of the Hon Justice Bankole Thompson, S4 and to
reverse the conviction of the Appellant on grounds of bias as welL
22.

It is submitted that "opinions fanned by the judge on the basis of facts introduced

Or

events occurring in the course of the current proceedings, or of prior proceedings ...

~a Prosecuror \.' Kord/c,

Case No, IT-95-1412, Bur<;:au D<;:cision, (May 4, 1998).
No. ICTR-98-44-T, Decision on Motion by Karemera for Disqualification of Trial

~9 Prowcutor \.'. Karemera. Case
Judges, para. 7, (May i7, 2004,.

~o Judgement, P v. Norman el al Case Nu SC'SL-04~ 14-J, pg Col, para 1
Sl Prosecutor v. Karemera. Case No. lCTR-98-44-T, Decision on Motion by Nzirorera for Disqualification of Trial
Judges, para. i3 (May 17,20(4) (emphasis added).
H Para/; 79-82 pp. 721-722 of the Separate Com:uning Opinion of Justice Bankole Thomps(Jn,
53 Para 20-23 of the Honorable Judge's Separate and concurring opinion. It would seem that the only element in
relation to JCE that the Honorable Justice Bank-ole agrees ",ith is that "it requires essentially a plurality of persons"
See Paragraph 19 of the the Separate Concurring Opinion of Justice Bankolc Thompson.
54 See the Appeals Chamber Decision on Sesay, Kalion and Gbao Appeal Agaill.·,t Deeisioll on Sesay and Gbao
Motionjor Voluntary Withdrawal or Disqualification ~f Han. Justice Bemkole Thompson from the RUF Case. 24
January 2008,
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constitute a basis for a bias or partiality motion [it] they display a deep-seated favoritism
or antagonism that would make fair judgement impossible."55 "Whether in a given case
there is a legitimate reason to fear that a particular ludge lacks impartiality the standpoint
of the accused is important but not decisive.... [Wjhot is decisive is whether this fear can
be held objectively justified. Thus, one must ascertain. apart from whether a judge has

sho\\'1l actual bias, whether one can apprehend an appearance of bias.,,56 The test for
determining appearance of bias issues is: whether a "fair-minded observer, with sufficient
knowledge of the circumstances of this case to make a reasonable judgement, would
conclude that the Trial Chamber might not bring an impartial and unprejudiced mind to
the issues arising in this case. ,,57

GROUND 2: GENERAL ERRORS RELA TING TO THE APPLICATION OF
JOINT CRIMINAL ENTEPRISE:
Sub-grounds 3.1-3.14 of this Ground have been argued together.

23.

The thrust of the Appellant's submissions is that the application of ICE to this case and
eonviction of the Appellant is erroneous and thus invalidates the judgement.

24.

In this case, the Trial Chamber alleges a massive criminal enterprise that includes each
direct perpetrator (however nameless) for every crime alleged, and imputes liability to the
Appellant based on a perceived ICE. It is submitted that an imputation of individual
criminal responsibility to the Appellant unfairly attributes criminal liability to him.

25.

Furthermore, the Chamber fails to identify, much less connect, the direct perpetrators
with respect to the Appellant or even include them as members of the enterprise. Such a
failure omits the essential component of ICE liability-the commonality of intention or
act--eliminates the requirement for a guilty mind, and violates the fundamental principle
of nulla poena sine culpa, causing serious prejudice to the Appellant.

Prosecutor v. Karemera, Case No. lCTR-98-44-T, Decision on Motion by Nzirorc'ta for Disqualification of Trial
Judges, para. 13 (May 17, 2004) (emphasis added).
% Pmsecu/or ~. Furund:i.ija, Case No. 1T-95- 1711-A, Judgement, para. 182, (July 21, 2000).
~7 PrusewlOr v. Brrljanin, Case No. IT-99-36-R.77, Decision on Application fOT DisQualificalion, para. 35 (June I I,
2004).
55
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Error Relating to the Principle of nulla poena sine culpa:
26.

This principle holds that nobody may be held criminally responsible for acts or
transactions in which he has not personally engaged or in some other way participated."s8
Since the Nuremberg trials, international eriminal jurisprudence has included a similar
principle-that "criminal guilt is personal, and that mass punishments should be
avoided.,,59 This principle, of "no punishment without guilt" is anehored in the guarantee
of human dignity and individual responsibility and forbids the infliction of punishment
for an act in respect of which the perpetrator is not responsible. 6o This princip1e is
inherent in the statutes of the international criminal tribunals.

61

A related cornerstone of

the nulla poena sine culpa principle is the presumption of innocence, which requires the
proof of individual guilt, and is regarded as fundamenta1. 62 The Trial Chamber recognizes
this principle,63 However, the Trial ludgment has forgotten the required connection
between criminal responsibility and personal culpability, and has therefore abandoned the
fundamental requirement of fairness.
27.

Although over the past ten years, the theory of ICE has seen significant expansion, much
of whieh has been eontroversial, the Trial ludgment herein has further stretched JCE
liability to limits that far exceed the bounds of individual culpability. The Chamber holds
that to prove a lCE, the plurality of persons need not be defined,64 the common purpose
need neither be fixed 65 nor criminal,66 and the acts of the Appellant, which render him

S! prosecutor v. ladie, case no. it-94-1-a, judgement, para. 186 (July 15, 1999)
http://wv.'W. iCly.orgfx/cases/tadic/aciuglen/tad-aj990715e.pdf ("Iadic appeals judgement"), as quoted in prosecutor
v. brima er aI, case no. scs1-scsl-2004-16-a, judgement, para.72 (feb. 22, 2008); see olso prosecutor v. mpambara,
case no. ictr-01-6H,judgement para. 26 (sept. 11,2006)
http://69.94.11 .53/eng1ishicascs/mparnbara/judgementJI20906.pdf; juridical status and human rights of the child,
advisory opinion, oc-17/02, inter-am. ct. h,r. (ser. a) no. 17 (aug. 28, 2002), available at:
http://wwwl.unm.edulhumanrtsJiachr/series a oc-17.htm1; unesco brief introduction of the penal code of macao,
avai1abl e at: http://wwv... unesco.org.mo/engllaw/6penaJ.html;
59 International Military Tribunal. Judgement, in Trial of thc Major War Criminals Before the International Military
Tribunal: Nuremberg, [4 November 1945-1 October 1946, 256 (1947).
60 Bundesverfassungsgcrichl [BVerfG], (Federal Constitutional Court], 2 BvR 564/95. (Jan. 14,2004)
ht1p://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/en/decisions/rs200401142bvr056495.html(..2 BvR 564/95"),
61 Tadic Appeals Judgeme/lt. para. I 86.
61 Protocol I Geneva art. 56(b); Protocol II art 6(2)(b); Coffin v United Siales, 156 U.S. 432 (1&95)
http://bulk.resource.org/courts.gov/cIUSIl56/156.US.H2.741.hfml ; European Convention for the Protection of
Human RighlS and Fundamental Freedoms art. 6, Sept. 3, 1953,213 U.N.T.S. 222.
6] Prosecutor v. Sesay, Brima, Kallon, Gbao, Kamara & Kanu, C<LSe No. SCSL-2003-07-PT, Decision and Order on
Prosecution Motions for Joinder para. 22, (Jan. 27, 2004).
64 Prosecutor v. S.:say et of., Case No. SCSL-04-15-T, Judgement 1262 (March 2, 2009) ("Judgement").
6S Trial Judgement, para.259
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criminally responsible for the acts of others, may be limited in scope and geography, so
long as he is aware of the wider (admittedly non_criminal)67 common purpose. 6B This
theory accepted by the Chamber (albeit with expressed hesitancy) has exceeded the
boundaries initially established under Tadic and universally accepted in criminal law.
28.

As noted in Ground I, the tenuous connection betw"een individual culpability and the
expansive theory of leE liability advanced by the Prosecution is speeifically, and
justifiably so, questioned by both Justices Boutet and Thompson. 69 It is however puzzling
that the learned Justices nevertheless proceed to convict the Appellant as though they
were under some unstated obligation to do so.

29.

The Appellant submits that, as illustrated in Grounds 8 to 15 of this Brief, he was found
individuaIZ).' criminalIy Hable for a number of massive crimes, with which (a) he was not

personally involved, (b) he did not share the intention to commit, (c) he did not
"command" for the purposes of command responsibility, (d) he did not aid or abet, (e) he
did not instigate, (f) he did not ordcr, he did not (g) commit, by any understanding of the
word, and (h) the perpctration of which he may not even have been aware, Accordingly,
the fundamental requirement of nulla poena sine culpa was violated, and the convictions
entered under the flawed theory should be withdrawn.

Trial Judgement, para.260.
Trial Judgement para.1979
68 Trial Judgement, par<1.262.
69 [n his Separ<1te Concurring Opinion to the Trial Chamber's Judgement, Justice Bankole Thompson "question[s] ...
the legal justification for category (c) [of joint criminal enterprise liability), from the penpective of the principle of
legality in its proscriptive and penological contexts, given the logical pitfalls latcnt in them." (para. 18 of the
Separate Concurring Opinion). Indeed. he questions just "how expansive ... the scope of liability envisaged by the
third category" of leE liability should be, especially conceming the ''principle that the attribution of criminal
responsibility to a person charged with violation of a proscriptive norm can only be predicated upon his or her own
individual conduct, and ... the principle that a person found guilty of criminal ....-rongdoinE can only be penally
sanctioned for his indi\'idual choice to engage in such conduct." (para. 22 of the Separate Concurring Opinion)
Justice Thompson's own opinion indicates the tenuous interplay between nulla poena ,',ine culpa and the theory of
lCE liability and the hesitancy of Justice Thompson to accede to the Prosecution's expansive thoory. In the case of
Justice Pierre Boutet, his Dissenting Opinion similarly express~s a hesilancy to accede to an overly-expansive
understanding of JCE liability. (paras. 16-17, Dissenting Opinion of Justiee Boutet) In particular, Justice BOlltet
seeks to require that especially in "such a broadly pleaded joint criminal enterprise," courts should "require a close
connection between the goals of the common design, as pleaded, and the contribution of each of the Accused. This
is eVel] more important when the purpose is such that is not even reflective of a crime which would fall under the
jurisdiction of this Court." (para. 16, Dissenting Opinion of Justice Boutet). This language expresses the caution of a
majority of the Trial Chamber in accepting a non-criminal common purposc and a consider<ltion that liability, in this
case, may have been "attributed expansively and [therefore] inappropriately." (para. 16, Dissenting Opinion of
Justice Boutet). The failure of the two learned Judges to apply lhcir reservations in respect of the Appellant Kallon
for the crimes with which they eonvict him constitutes a legal error that invalidates the Chamber's verdict
M

67
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Error Relating to
30.

Over~ExpBnsive

Joint Criminal Enterprise:

The United States, in its interpretation of the conspiracy mode of liability (which

IS

analogous, if not identical, to the theory of JCE),70 has considered the theory of
individual criminal responsibility for a considerable time and has established significant
limitations on the applicability of the theory, especially as the conspiracies become
excessively large. In the landmark case of Kotteakos et al., v. United States,71 the
Supreme Court rejected the lower court's determination that "all of the defendants were
parties to a single common plan, design and scheme, where none was shown by the
proof," and found that it was erroneous to "impute to each defendant the acts and
statements of the others without reference to whether they related to one of the schemes
proven or another, and to find an overt act affecting all in conduct which admittedly
could only have affected some."n As liability is broadened to include more and more, in
varying degrees of attachment to the confederation, the possibilities for miscarriage of
justice to particular individuals become greater and greater. 73 Indeed, as the scope of the
enterprise becomes larger, more inclusive, and less criminal, it is inevitable that more
individuals get caught (perhaps unfairly) in the ever-growing web of liability. While it
may be clear that, at some point, there is a limit to how large the enterprise may become
before it is unfair to assign all-encompassing liability to one Aecused person, it is less
clear where this boundary may lie. Although not conclusive, United States jurisprudence
involving diverse and complex conspiracy litigation may be helpful in charting this
boundary or in considering the contours of fairness and individual culpability.74
31.

As in the Kotteakos case above, this case has a grave potential for prejudice. Indeed, the
criminal enterprise alleged, and for which guilt was assigned, is massive in scope,
geography, participation and purpose, just like the conflict itself. The massive criminal
enterprise accepted by the Chamber involves potentially thousands of direct perpetrators,
and creates too many possibilities for transferences of guilt, shortcuts, and unfairness. In
addition, there is absolutely no evidence that suggests the existence of one massive .TCE.

Tadic Appeals Judgement, para. 224, fin. 289.
Kotleakos et afv. United Stmes. 328 US 750, 66 S.O. 1239,90 L.Ed. 1557 (S. Ct., June. 10, 1946).
72 Koltealws.
7~ Kortealws.
7~ See. inter alia, IeJ Statute, Article 38, acknowledging that the general principles of law recognized by civilized
nations, international custom, and judicial decisions may be considered as sources of international law.

70
71
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Rather, there existed such gulf of disparity and imbalance bctween the AFRC and RUF
regarding positions and authority respectively held by them in Government and the
Military that the Trial Chamber found that "by early September 1997, Bockarie had

C... )

become disillusioned with the RUF's limited role in the AFRC government,,75 and that
"the failure to integrate the two military organizations into the military command
structure led to misunderstandings and conflicts".76 The command and control structure
was in disarray and the Chamber further found that "while some AFRC fighters obeyed
orders from RUF Commanders, others would not. [Also,] lower-ranking RUF fighters
disobeyed orders from their senior officers".77 Government positions were divided
unequally between the AFRC and RUF, "with the AFRC receiving the more senior
positions,,;78 this situation led Sam Bockarie, who was the acting Leader of the RUF then,
to relocate from Freetown to Kenema in August 1997 as "he was dissatisfied with Johnny
79
Paul Koroma's management of the government" and also feared for his life.
32.

Consequently, the Trial Chamber's holding that "a joint criminal enterprise is divisible as
to participants, time and location [as well as] ... the crimes charged as being within or the
foreseeable consequence of the purpose of the joint enterprise"so is entirely too vast,
ephemeral and imprecise, as the foundation of criminal responsibility as well as the
imputation of guilt runs foul of the fundamental guarantees ofjustice and fairness.

33.

In rejecting the imputation of guilt for involvement in a massive conspiraey, the Supreme
Court of the United States indicated that it was fundamentally unfair to find guilt on the
basis of a perceived larger conspiracy by defendants "who join together with only a few,
though man.}' others may be doing the same and though some of them may line up with
more than one group.,,81 In this case, while the Trial Chamber attempts to discuss the

membership in the common enterprise (ofwhieh the Appellant is said to be part) in most
general tenns, it does very little, if anything, to indicate why the Appellant should earry
the burden of non-members who are the direct perpetrators of the vast majority of the
crimes. Most importantly, it conflates similarity of action with commonality of purpose.
Para. 764 of the Trial Judgment
Para. 763 of the Trial Judgment.
77 Para. 763 of the Trial Judgment.
H Para. 22 of the Trial Judgment.
79 Para. 24 of the Trial Judgment.
80 Para. 354 of the Trial Judgement.
81 Kotteak05. (emphasis added).
75
76
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j2S:?
While the direct perpetrators may have been committing acts that could be conceived of
as consistent with the common purpose advanced by the Prosecutor, there is no proof that

the direct perpetrators shared any common purpose with the Appellant or were in any
way affiliated with the Appellant.

34.

Where no evidence is found that binds "the separate conspiracies together and make them
one (... ) it is improper to try the members of many separate eonspiracies en masse."S2
Indeed, for a "wheel"-type "conspiracy to exist those people who fonn the wheel's spokes
must have been aware of each other and must do something in furtherance of some
single, illegal enterprise. Otherwise, the conspiracy lacks 'the rim of the wheel to enclose

the spokes.' If there is not some interaction between those conspirators who form the
spokes of the wheel as to at least one common illegal object, the "wheel" is incomplete,
and two conspiracies rather than one are charged."B As a result, Appellant should not
havc been tried (and convicted) under a theory of massive joint criminal enterprise.
Extended theory as applied omits the fundamental requirement of a guilty mind (mens
rea);
35.

The application of type HI lCE eliminated the foundational requirement of a guilty,
culpable mind. Accordingly, no conviction should be properly entered in this case on the
basis of participation under the "extended" theory of ICE in this case. In Morissette v.
United States, the Supreme Court of the United States held that the principle that "an
injury can amount to a crime only when inflicted by intention is no provincial or transient
notion. It is as universal and persistent in mature systems of law as belief in freedom of
the human will and a consequent ability and duty of the nonnal individual to choose
between good and evil.,,84 Indeed, the "existence of a mens rea [requirement] is the rule

8l Uniled Slatesv. Brito, 721 F.2d 743 (11th Cir. 1983)
http://bulkresource,orgfcourts.gov/c1F2/72l/721.F2d. 743,82-5168.hImJ ("Briru"); Jet" also u.s. v. farantino, 846
F.2d 1384 (D.C. Cir. 1988) http://bu1k.resource.orglcourts.gov/c1F2/846/846.F2d.1384.85-5846.85-5810.855808.hlml ("Torantino"', ("Without a rim to enelose the spokes, however, the l.'videncl.' made out multipll.'
eonspirncies, not the single om: allegt:d:')
8) u.s. to. Levine, 546 F.2d 658 (5th Cir. 1977) http://bulkresource.orgtcouns.l;ov/cIF2/546/546.F2d.658.76I 543.html ("Levine") (internal citations omitted).
M Muri:j,5eUe v. United States 342 U.S. 246, 250 (1952)
http:Fbulk.resource.org!cotJrts.govlc/US/J421342.US.246.12.hrml ( "Marisselle 'j; as quoted in ProseclJlor v.
Defalic et af, Case No.IT-96-21-T, Judgement, ftn.433 (No... 16, 1998)
http://wwwufl.orgficly/celebiciJtriillc2JjY!Jgementl(''De/abc'') ("While Ihe terminology utilised varies, these Iwo
elements [of mens rea and actus reus] have been described as "universal and persistent in mature systems of law'");
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of, rather than the exception to,

the principles of Anglo-American criminal

jurisprudence.,,85 As a fundamental rule of "utmost importance for the protection of thl;
liberty of the subject,"86 the principle of mens rea require that a "Court should not find a
man guilty of an offence against the criminal law unless he has a guilty mind.,,87 A crime
is committed in the nexus of "an evil-meaning mind with an evil-doing hand.,,88
36.

The Trial Chamber indicated that in the extended theory of liability, the requisite mens
rea is as follows. First, the "Accused must have had the intention to take part in and

contribute to the common purpose.,,89 Second, the Prosecution must prove that the
"Accust:d hlJd sufficicnt knowledge that the additional crime was a natural and
foreseeable consequence to him in particular" and "must also know that the crime which
was not part of the common purpose, but which was nevertheless lJ natural and
foreseeable consequence of it, might be perpetrated by a member of the group" and
"willingly take the risk that the crime might occur by joining or cuntinuing to participate
in the enterprise.,,9{] This standard appears benign when, in fact, the criminal purpose is
supposed to be inherently criminal as required in the ICE jurisprudence?l. In this case,
the Accused is said to be personally eulpable for the foreseeable crimes that may be
commilled by his co-petpetrators. Thus, where the purpose is not inherently criminal (as
recognized by the Trial Chamber)92, the underlying intention of the Appellant to take part
in and contribute to the common purpose must not be culpable. Indeed, the aim to gain
control over a country is merely the exercise of political ambition, not criminal
intention. 93 The second prong of the analysis requires only that the Appellant has
.fec aha Liparotu r. United States, 471 U.S. 419 (/985)
http://bulk.resource.orgicouTts.gov/ciUS/471/471 .U8.419.84-51 Oli.htrnl ("Liparola").
~s Uniled SJU/coY ~'. Freed, 401 U.S. 6()J (197 j) http:/tbulk.rcsourcc.org.'courts.govlcIl1S/401 140 I.US.60l,345.html
("Freed").
86 BreTld v Wood(J 946) 62 TLR 462, 463 (Lord Goddard) Cl ("Brend"), as quoted in B v. Director of Publie
Ptosecutions [20ooJ UKHL 13. http://www_baili~,kJcasesIUKHLl2000!13.html
87 Brend v Wood (1946) 62 TLR 462, 463 (Lord Goddard) Cl.
ag Morissetle.
89 Trial Judgement, para. 266.
90 Trial Judgement, para. 266.
91 Prosecutor r Brima et cl, Case No. SCSL-04-16-T. Judgement paras. 67, 778 (June 20, 2007).
92 Trial Judgement, para. 20lJ. It was, for example, held by the Chamber that the holding ofa revolutionary idea or
ideology does not cunstitute a crime.
91 The Chamber makes a troubling admission concerning the fitting of ICE liability to the adherents of a
revolutionary ideology. Although the Coun is explicit rhat the RUF itself is not on trial, (para. 4 of the Trial
Judgement) and accepts that a revolutionary ideology is not inherently criminal as such, (para. 2013 of the Trial
IUdgement)9J the Court insists that where a "criminal nexus between sueh an ideology and the crimes charged and
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knowledge that a crime might be committed by others sharing such an intention, and
willingly take the risk that the crime might occur by participating in the common
enterprise. In sueh a scenario, there is no intention to engage in eriminal behavior. On
the eontrary, there is only awareness that others may become eriminals. Accordingly, the

use of the extended theory of ICE liability in cases where the common purpose is not
inherently criminal runs afoul of the fundamental requirement of a guilty mind (men.)'

rea), and is therefore inconsistent with and eontravenes the established international
jurisprudence. As a result, any conviction entered against the Appellant under a theory of
extended ICE liability for the inherently non-criminal purpose ought to be withdrawn.
37.

Holding otherv,rise would render mere membership in a group, organization, or collective
that shares some common goal (however general and non-criminal) a culpable act, as
soon as any member thereof commits a crime that may be foreseeable) - an outeome that
would "amount to a flagrant infringement of the principle of llullum crimen sine lege. ,,94
All members of the enterprise would be liable for all crimes committed by any and all

members, regardless of the individual intention of, or participation by, the Appellant.
Such a conclusion con nates group membership with individual criminality.
38.

Moreover, the Appellant notes that in coming to the conclusion that liability via ICE is
appropriate, the Chamber made a number of detenninations. First, the Chamber finds that
the RUF's objective to topple the government with the use of anns "necessarily implies
the resolve and detennination to shed blood and commit the erimes for which the
Accused are indicted.,,95 Next, the Chamber "considers that the RUF's military ideology
provided a degree of specialization and organization, which in turn allowed the RUF to
engage in a joint criminal enterprise that utilized the commission of crimes under the
Statute in order to take power and control in Sierra Leone, in particular its diamond
mining areas. 96 The Chamber concludes, with Justice Boutet dissenting, that "there is
convincing evidence to warrant the inference that without the ideology there would have
been no joint criminal enterprise and that the revolution, of which the joint criminal

alleged to have been committed, the perpetrators of those crimes should be held criminally accountable under the
rubric of a joint criminal enterprise for the crimes so alleged in the Indictment." (para. 2013 of the Trial Judgment).
94 see Prosecutor v. Stakic, f'-ase No. IT-97-24-T, Judgement para. 432 (Juty 31, 2003),
http://w\VW.icty.orglxlcaseslstakicltjuglen/stak-tj030731c.pdf.
~5 Trial Judgemenl, para. 2016.
96 Trial Judgement, para. 2025
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enterprise was a key element, is a product of the ideology [and that] (...) the revolution
was the ideology in aetion.'J97 Such a judicial conclusion defies logie and appears to
conflate the legal theory of individual criminal responsibility of .TCE with a judgment on
the moral propriety (and even legality) of an entire organization or struggle. This
determination is ultra vires and "inapposite as a basis for a theory of individual criminal
responsibility,,;98 it runs the risk of abandoning the legitimacy of the institution by
placing pervasive blame that applies to an entire organization to a few persons, without
taking time to substantiate the affinna6ve actions of the Appellant within the institution.
39.

In addition, the inherently non-criminal common purpose (which the member of any
political or religious group in Sierra Leone may share) necesc;arily includes many
individuals involved with the civil war, including collaborators who were pardoned under
99
the Lome Peace Agreement of 1999 . In addition, by accepting a cornman purpose that
was not inherently criminal, the Chamber made the "significant contribution" element of
leE liability excessively lax, such that any contribution (however non-criminal) of an

individual to effect a non-criminal purpose, could essentially make that individual
personally criminally Hablc for all of the criminal acts of others, regardless of the lack of
affiliation between the two.

IQO

In effect, mere membership of the RUF and participation

in the civLl war would make an individual liable for any acts committed by any other
RUF member (or agent thereot).

This theory accepteu by thc Chamber. which

constituted the grounds for most of the convictions of the Appellant. unfairly attributes
criminal liability to him, and should be rejected. The ICTY Appeals Chamber has
declared lhat "crimjnal liability pursuant to a joint criminal enterprist:: is not liability for
mere

membership or for conspiring to commit crimes, but a fonn of liability concerned

with the participation in the commission of a crime as part of a joint criminal enterprise, a
different matter." 101 Accordingly, "joint criminal enterprise cannot be viewed as

97

Trial Judgemenl, para. 2032

9~ ProsecUfor ~'. Brdjanin, Case No. IT-99-36.A, Judgement para, 42 (April 3, 2007) ("Brdanin").

See Artic1e ii{ of the Lome Peace Agreement 1999 (Ex.hibit 304). Ex.-combatants, exiles and civilian collaborators
who were grllnled 'absolute pardon' for their conduet can be tried and convicted for associating with the factions.
\00 For instance, the Chamber attributes culpability to the Appellant merely for membership in the Supnmle Council
without showing that the Council was inherently criminal and that the Appellant participated in any criminal
decisions by the A foRe or Supreme Council.
101 ProseculOT v. Multinovic et at. Decisiorl on Dragoljub OjdaniC's Motion Challenging Jurisdiction· Joint Criminal
Enterprise. .'\ ppeals Chamber, Case No. IT-99+37·AR72 para. 26 (May 21, 2003)
99
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membership in an organization because this would constitute a new crime not foreseen
under the Statute and therefore [would] amount to a flagrant infringement of the priociple
nul/urn crimen sine lege.,,102

Mens Rea: Common Purpose:
40.

The Prosecution submitted that, even though the common purpose was not inherently
criminal, it nevertheless became criminal because it was perpetrated by criminal
means. I03 However enticing this proposition, the criminality of means adopted to effect a
non-criminal goal does not alter the relevant mens rea, only the actus reus involved.
Accordingly, because the common purpose is not inherently criminal,104 there is no
culpable mens rea involved, and accordingly, no ICE liability can be predicated upon
such a purpose and the Appellant's convictions under this theory should be withdrawn.
"Fluid" Theory ofJoint Criminal Enterprise:

41.

Moreover, the "fluid,,105 theory of ICE as applied by the Chamber, impermissibly
eliminates the requirement of any static common purpose, and instead indicates that the
common objective can change over time, "when leading members of the joint criminal
enterprise are made aware of ... new types of crimes committed, take no measures to
prevent these crimes and persist in the implementation of the common objective.,,106 In
essence, the Chamber accepted that the nature, scope, and purpose of the lCE could be
amended by any actor within the ICE and then subsequently "ratified,,107 by the others.
This theory begs the question of how concrete and how truly shared the purpose must be
to impute liability via a theory of ICE. In addition, it necessitates an inquiry into the
timing of the acts of "significant contribution" for the purposes of imputing liability.
Thus, if the Appellant's contribution took place prior to the change in the eommon
purpose, could he be held liable for the ICE, as amended? This legal fonnulation
criminalizes omissions (failure to withdraw from, or prevent the commission of, the
common objective) and thereby substitutes a theory of complicity with a theory of

102 Prosecutor v. Stakic, Judgement, Case No. IT-97-24-T 11433 (July 31,2003)
http://www.iety.org/Aieaseslstakic/tjugien/030731 Static summary en.pdf (Stakic Trial Chamber Judgement)..
101 Trial Judgement paras. 1979, 1982 and 19&4-5; see alsoP1-osecutor v. Brima et ai, Case No. SCSL-04-16-A,
Judgement para. 76 (Feb. 22, 2008).
1M Tri;,l Judgemenl, para. 1985.
lOS Trial Judgement, para. 259.
206 Trial Judgement, para. 259.
107 Trial JUdgement, para. 259, fin. 456.
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/2bS
commission, both of which are fundamental elements in positing a standard for JeE
responsibility.

"SigIJificant Contribution" Theory:]08
42.

Similarly, the Trial Chamber's rinding that the Appellant's acts constituted a "significant
contributiun" that rendered him liable for all the crimes for which he was convicted

oversteps the boundaries of the nulla poena sine culpa principle by unfairly imputing to
him liability without participation. Indeed, the Trial Chamber's imputation of guilt upon
the Appellant is a legal and factual error, as his positive acts known to the Chamber did
not constitute a significant contribution. IQ9 Little wonder that in his Dissenting Juugment,

Hon. Justice Boutet stated that in "such a broadly pleaded joint criminal enterprise, it is
necessary (... ) to require a close connection between the goals of the common design, as
pleaded, and the contribution each of the Aecused. This is even more important when the
purpose is such th.at it is not even reflective of a crime which would fall under the
jurisdiction of this Court.,,110 Regrettably, he failed to apply this thinking to the Appellant
and thus wrongfully eonvicted him. This error invalidates the conviction on ICE liability.
43.

The Trial Chamber's

conc1usion~that an

"accused may be found criminally responsible

for his participation in the [JCE], even if his significant eontributions to the enterprise
occurred only in a much smaller geographical area, provided that he had knowledge of
··• purpose
the Wluer

0f

.
t he common deSlgn

",l,·

IS

I dge".IS
a1so erroneous. M ere "1mowe

inconsistent with the requirement that the Appellant "shar[es) the purpose of the joint
criminal enterprise ... as opposed to merely knowing about it... 112 Indeed, it runs contrary

Trial Judgement, paras. 261 and 2007.
Being a key requirement of JeE pursuant to para. 261 of the Trial Judgment At para. ! 23) of the Trial Judgment
the Chamber found that Kallull visit~d Kaidu and advised Rocky CO that the rebels should not be hostile 'Nith the
civilians. Also, as noted earlier in this Brief, witness TFI-122 unequivocally admitted, under eross-examination, 10
the contents Ori:! ~latt::metlt he had made to the Prosecution in which he, inter f1lia, stated that the Appellant Kallan
was "actually very friendly with the civilians at the time"; that himself (the witness) saw the Appellant "stup soldiers
from hi:!ri:!~sing civilians"; and in particular. that "one time when soldiers were putting up the national flag, they saw
a woman passing by ( ... ) they stopped her and took her money" and that it was the Appellant) thi:!t helped 1he lady
(Transcript of 8 July 20D5, pp.9J.94), Also, the Chamber found ill its Trial Judgment that Kallan was not personally
liable for the events in Bo (para. 1976), Kenema (para. 2053). Kono (para. 2066) and Ki:!ili:!hun (para. 2157).
ll~ Justice Boutet's Dis!';enting Opinion, para.16.
III Trial Judgement, para. 262.
111 Prosel"'TlJor v. FojQlIa. Case No. SCSL-04- 14-J, Judgement para. 208 (Aug. 2, 2007).
I,g
lD9
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to the established jurisprudence surrounding leE liability that distinguishes it from a
theory of aiding-and-abetting liability. j 13
The Application ofthe "TooVAgency" Theory ofICE: Legal and Factual Errors:
44.

The Trial Chamber also erred in its finding that the Appellant was liable under category
one theory of lCE liability for acts of perpetrators who were not members of the
enterprise, but mere agents or tools of members. 114 This holding eliminates the "plurality
of persons" requirement that the direct perpetrator be a member of the enterprise as well
and erodes the requirement that hath the prineipal perpetrator and the accused person
share a common intention. As a result, this application constitutes legal error, and any
convictions predicated upon this improper theory must be reversed. The "tool" or
"agency" theory of leE was established in Brdjanin, which held that "where the principal
perpetrator is not shown to belong to the lCE, the trier of fact must further establish that
the crime can be imputed to at least one member of the joint criminal enterprise, and that
this member - when using the principal perperrator - acted in accordance with the
common plan.,,115 The Trial Chamber does not demonstrate this linkage and in particular,
fails to establish that perpt:lrators of crimes, such as Rocky CO, ROF Rambo, AFRC
Savage and his Deputy Staff Alhaji - who were not found to have been members of the
lCE but were said by the Chambers to have been used by unidentified members of the
lCE lIfo

45.

_

had any affiliation with or were used by the Appellant to commit crimes.

In addition, the Appeals Chamber in Brdjanin held that the Trial Chamber must (a)
identify the plurality of persons belonging to the lCE; (b) specify the common criminal
purpose ;n terms of both the criminal goal intended and its scope (for example, the
temporal and geographic limits of this goal, and the general identities of the intended
victims; (c) make a finding that this criminal purpose is not merely the same, but also

See Prosecutor vk Slahe. Case No. JT-97-24-T, Judgement para. 432 (July 3[, 2003). ("In the Ojdanie
Dccision, the Appe~ls Chamber held unequivocally that joint criminal enterprise is to be regarded as a form of
"commission" pursuant to Article 7(1) oflhe Statute and not as a form ofaccomplice liability. Since it cortstitutes a
form of "commission" in the scnse that, insofar as a participant shares the purpose of the joint criminal t~llt~rise as
opposed to merely knowing about it, he cannot be regarded as a merc aider and abettor to the crime conlemplated.
_plaint criminal enterprise can not be viewed as memhership in an organisation because t11is would constitute a new
crime not foreseen under the Statule and therefore amount 10 a flagrant infringemenl of Ihe principle nullum crimen
sine legc. This must always be bome in mind when working with this definition ofthe term ·'commission").
114 Trial JUdgement, pams. 263, 266~ footnote 464, para. 1992.
us Brdjanin, para. 430; see ahiO Prosecutor ~'. Martic, Case No. IT-95-L I-A, Judgement paras. 16S, [7i (Oct. 8,
2008) http://wv.w.ictv.orglxlcasesJmartic/aduglcnlmar-ai081008c,pdf ("Martic Appeals Judgement').
116 Trial Judgement, paras. 20!'iO.
W
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common to all of the persons acting together within a joint criminal enterprise: and Cd)
characterize the contribution of the accused in this common plan, which must be
significant. JJ7 Although the Appellant disputes the propriety of the "agency" theory of

leE ba;ause it undermines the requirement for a plurality of persons and lommonality of
intention, the Appellant asserts that the Appeals Chamber, in establishing this theory,
clearly required that the common purpose be inherently criminal. Indeed, the Appeals
Chamber, in requiring the

element~

listed above. indicated that an Appellant convicted

under such a theory would have "done far mare than merely associate with criminal
persons. He has the intent to commit a crime, he has joined with others to achieve this
goal, and he has made a significant contribution to the crime's commission.,,118 Such a
holding would ensure that both the principal perpetrator and the person to whom the
liability is imputed had a culpable mens rea, which would render criminal liability
appropriate. In light of the fact that the common purpose alleged and accepted in this case
is not inherently criminal, the Appellant respectfully asserts that the "agency" theory of

leE is inappropriate. The "ageney" theory of conspiracy liability (the American legal
equivalent of leE liability), has been soundly and repeatedly rejected by the Supreme
Court of the United States. In the landmark Kotteakos case, discussed supra, the Supreme
Court rejected the theory that mere involvement by one person in otherwise-unrelated
encerprises renders the sum orthe pcrsons liable under a theory of conspiracy per se.

46.

In the ··traditional" fonn of leE liability, there is a clear unity of criminal intention and
culpable act. Indeed. co-perpetrators intend to participate in a joint enterprise that has a
eriminal objective. Accordingly, there is a culpable, criminal intention that is punishable.

In addition, there is a positive act in furtherance of the criminal objective, and therefore
there is consummated. criminal intention. For conspiracy, thl; "r,;ssencc" of the crime "is
an agreement to commit an unlawfu.l act," which is punishable hecause a "conspiracy
poses distinct dangers quite apart from those ofthc substantive offense.',119

Brdianin, para. 430.
Brdjanin. para. 431.
119 lrmnclli v. Uniled Stalf'.~, 420 L.s. 770 (1975) htm:/fbulk.resource.orglcourts.gov!cfUS/420l 420.US. 770. 7364.htrnl ("IanneW"); see arS() Sa/irla!i v. United States, 522 U.S. 52 (1997)
hup:l/bu I~ _res()urce.Qrglf..ou,rt,; .gmklUS/ 522/.'i22. U5.52. 96- 73 8.htrnl (" Sali'la!i").
117

118
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/266
47.

Where, however, as in this case, the common purpose is not inherently criminal, and
where, as in this case, the positive acts are themselves not necessarily L:riminal, the
culpable conduct and intention may be lacking (ultimately in contravention of the
requirements of the nulla poena sine cu.lpa principle). It is submitted that there is a

glaring lack of connection between the perpetrators (the non-ICE members) of crimes
and the Appellant, which would have would rendered imputation of guilt appropriate, as

in "wheel" conspiracies discussed su.pra. Indeed, holding the Appellant liable for actions
of persons with whom he was in no way criminally affiliated. and with whom he did not

share any common objective or design, runs counter both to fundamental fairness and the
established international eriminal jurisprodence. 120 Accordingly, any convictions based
upon the "agency" theory of JCE liability are a legal error and should be withdrawn.

Continuation ofAgency Thmry: Actus reus:
48.

In a Separate Opinion, Judge lain Bonomy conducted a review of domestic laws
concerning the imputation of guilt through agents to principals in a ICE, and detennined
that "the world's major legal systems recognize the imposition of liability on an accused
for the 'commission' of a crime, even where he does not perfonn the actus reus, as long
as his actions in some way cause an element of the actus reus.,,121 At a minimum, this
.TCE/agency hybrid fonn of individual criminal liability should 01l~Y fairly exist where the
accused (principal) has participated causally in the commission of at least one element of
the actus reus by the agent (perpetrator). Here, the Trial Chamber did not find any causal
relationship between the Appellant and the direct perpetrators of the various crimes for
which he was convicted under the theory of .TCE liability. Accordingly, this application
constitutes legal and factual error and for that reason the conviction should be withdrawn.

Specific Findings 0fthe Trial Chamber:
1. Errors as to the "Common Plan":
49.

Firstly, in its analysis of the "common plan," the Trial CfUlmber acknowledges that "the
Proscculion has alleged lin the Indictment) that ajoint criminal enterprise benveen the

RUF and the AFRC commenced about 25 May 1997". J22 This sharply contrasts with the

See ProsewUJr v. Vasiljevic, Case ~o, IT-98-32-A. Judgement, para. 100 (Feb. 25, 2~).
Prosecutor \I, MilulinMic, Case No. IT-05-87-PT, Decision on Ojdanic's Motion Challenging Jurisdiction:
Indirect Co-Perpetntion, Separate Opinion of Judge lain Bonomy, (March 22, 20(6) (emphasis added).
122 Trial Judgment, para. 1977. (emphasis added).
1]0

121
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Trial Chamber's findings and pronouncement that it was not trying RUF as an institution
or organization, but that it was trying the three Accused, I Z3 One may want to ask and
know: if the Chamher was not trying the RUF on an indictment that alleges a lCE
between "thl;; RUF' and "the AFRC", then what was it trying? This fiction of a trial
involving the Appellant who, as the findings of the Trial Chamber shows, was on trial for
the conduct of the RUF as an organization becomes glaring when consistent attempts are
made by the Chamber to convict the Appellant for conduct associated with combatants of
the RUF and AFRC. The Chamber found that "there is sUfficient evidence to conclude
that Kallon by his membership in the Supreme Council was involved in decisions or
policy-making by the Supreme Coundl".124
50.

Besides the arguments in Ground 8 of this Rrief - illustraling that the Appellant was an
inactive and insignificant member of the AFRC Council, which was different from the
Supreme Council, there is no finding by the Court to thc effect that the Supreme Council
was itself a criminal body or that it planned criminal policies and/or executed criminal
programs/directives to the knowledge, and with the participation, of the Appellant. In
fact,

(0

the contrary, the only documentary evidence available to the Court and showing

the Appellant's participation in an AFRC meeting (Exhibit 224)125 makes no reference to
criminal policies, plans or designs to undertake the events outlined in the Indictment.
Rather, Exhibit 224 contains decisions on, inter alia, controlling subordinates of AFRC
Council members, regulating the use of fuel, Chinese aid to the Junta and, interestingly,
disciplining of AFRC Honourables. This is in addition to the fact lbal at tbe time of lhc

meeting. the Appellant was not officially a member of the AFRC Council.

126

Then:fore, if

tile KUF and tht: Junta Supreme/AFRe Council were not on trial and were not inherently
crimina1 in nature, how could mere membership of these bodies by the Appellant be held
criminal? J r

l1J See para. 4 of the Trial JudgmefLI as wen as the opening paragraph of (fie Oral Judgment delivered in the RVF
trial in February 2009.
124 Para. 2004 of the Trial Judgment.
m Minutes of an Emet"r;ency AFRC Meeting dated 16 lh Allgust 1997.
116 By virtue of Exhibit 6, Kallon only officially became AFRC member on lSIhScptemher 1997.
127 This conllates with the Chamber's finding that although the leadership of the AFRC and RUF agreed to fllnn a
joint government in order to control Sierra Leone, "such an objective in and of itself is nOl criminal and therefore
does not amount to a common purpose within the meaning ofthe law of JCE" (para. 1979). It also harmofLizes with
the fact that at the time of taking/seizing power over Sierra Leone, the RUF had not joined. the AFRC (para, 22),
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51.

The Appellant avers further that whilst the Trio) Chamber correctly held that the purpose
of the common plan of a lCE must be "either inherently criminal" or "contemplate the
realization of an objective through conduct constituting crimes within the Statute,"iZ8 it,
as already notcd, failed to apply that standard to its assessrnentidetennination of the case.
Thus, in addition to the errors outlined above, it is submitted that there are a number of
other errors in the Court's findings as to leE, anyone of which would render the
Chamber's conclusions and thcrefore its verdict defective.

52.

Firstly, the evidence presented at the trial made clear that there was no common plan
between senior RUF and Senior AFRC leaders. 129 The Chamber itself acknowledges that
"(t]he common purpose ceased to exist in April 1998.,,130 Even prior to then, the frequent
infighting between lhe RUF and AFRC and lack of recognition of each others' authority
shows there was no shareJ intent and no common plan. The groups were

nOl

acting in

concert. For example, the Trial Chamber found that SAl Musa (of the AFRC) withdrew
from the JCE,IJJ but an equallY reasonable inference is that such disagreements show that
there was no lCE. There existed such gulf of disparity uod imbalance between the AFRC
and RUF regarding positions and authority respectively held by lhem in Government and
the Military that the Trial Chamber found that "by early September 1997, Dockarie had
( ... ) become disillusioned with the RUF's limited role in the AFRC go\-ernment"m and
that "the failure to integrate the two military organizations into the military command
structure led to misunderstandings and eonfliets".133 The command and control structure
was in disarray and the Chamber further found that "while some AFRC fighters obeyed
orders from RUF Commanders, others would not. (Also,]

Jower~ranking

RUF fightcrs

disobeyed orders frum their senior ofticers".134 Government positions were divided
unequally between the AFRC

<lOci

RUF, "with the AFRC receiving the more senior

positions";131 this situation led Sam Bockaric, who was the acting Leader of the ROF

m Trial Judgment, Para. 1978.
129 See for exa.mple Prosecution Witness TFI- 367: Transcript of 26 June 2006 pp.70-72; TFJ-36 I : Transcript of 14
July 2005 p.75.
lJO Trial Judgment, Para. 2077.
UI Trial Judgment, Paras. 2077-79.
IlZ Para. 764 of the Trial Judgment.
lH Para. 763 of the Trial Judgment.
04 Para. 763 of the Trial Judgment.
135 Para. 22 of the Trial Judgmenl.
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then, to relocate from Freetown to Kencma in August 1997 as "he was dissatisfied with
Johnny Paul Koroma 's management of the government" and also feared for his life. 136 It
is submitted that "in order 10 draw [an) inference [of a JCE] (... ), it must be the only
reasonable inference available from the evidence.,,137 Consequently, the Chamber has

erred in inferring the existence of a single lCE when <In equally reasonable inference
could have been that there was no single common plan, if was any common plan at all.
53.

Secondly, the Trial Chamber essentjal1y admits that the common plan changed mid-way
through the JCE. The Trial Chamber finds that following the 2/14/98 ECOMOG
intervention, "the starus of the AFRCIRUF alliance dramatically changed."

138

It had to

"reorganize" and was "now focused on regaining power and control over the territory of
Sierra Leone.,,139 It had a "flew plait to achieve that purpose."I40 This also makes dear
that there was not in fact one JeE at all, and that the Trial Chamber's own conclusions
are internally inconsistent. 141 Indeed, it is hard to imagine that every singie event at issue
was all part of one single plan: that the rcbels who had lost control of Freetown and were
being chased by ECOMOG would have formulated a new plan to retake Freetown and

regain power and control of Sierra Leone, in lieu of the more rational endeavor of
escaping to Kailahun, following ECOMOG's hot pursuit.

14Z

It followed that by the time

of ECOMOG's intervention and control of Freetown, any semblance of a political
alliance between the AfRC and RUF had collapsed to the extent that subsequent rifts
between the two groups and mistreatment of the Leaders of the AFRC by the RUF,
became manifestations of the break in their relationship rather than the cause of it.

14

.'

The

Appellant's conduct in executing two AFRC 'loldiers and preventing them from holding
muster parades in Kono Djstrictl44 was also a clear portrayal of his subsisting lack of
intention to participate in a JCE with the AFRC. It belies common sense that all these

Para. 2~ of the Trial Judgment.
Brdjal'li'l, (TCTY Trial Chamber), September l, 2004, para. 353.
13B Trial Chamber Judgment, Para. 2067.
\J9 Trial CnambeT Judgment, Pafa.2067.
140 Trial Chamber Judgment, Para. 2067 (emphasis added).
14\ See Kona Districl analysis below_
142 See paras. 29 and 31 of the Trial Judgment (the Junta's withdrawal from Freeto.....n "c11<lotic and disorganised").
(43 Paras. 80 l-b04 of the Triiil Judgment.
144 Para. 817 of the Trialludgment.
IJ6

,j7
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events were part of one joint plan.

145

An equally reasonable inferenee

LS

that events on the

ground were largely an ad hoe reaetion to how the tighting was going between the rebels
and government forees. Again, it is impermissible to draw an inferenee unless it is the
only reasonable inferenee available. 146
2. Impermissible findings in the alternative; failure to decide whether there was a type #1 or type #3 JCE:

54.

The Chamber's analysis is additionally defeetive for failure to determine whether there
was a "type #1" or "type #3" ICE, and entering findings in the alternative. Specifically,
the Trial Chamber found that "mid- and lower-level RUF and AFRC Commanders" were
not part of the ICE agreement, but these individuals were "used by" the "members of the
[ICE] to commit crimes that were either intended by the members to further the eommon
purpose, or were a natural and foreseeable eonsequenee of the implementation of the
eommon purpose.',147 This is an impermissible finding in the alternative. The Chamber
has not deeided whether it found a type #i ICE (where there was shared intent to further
the common purpose) or a type #3 ICE (where the crimes were a natural and foreseeable
consequt:ncc). 14& Thus, all ICE findings are defective for failure to find a type of ICE. As
the ICTR makes clear: "While an accused can be convicted for a single crime on the
basis of several modes of (responsibility], alternative convictions for several modes of
{responsibility} are, in general, incompatible with the principle thal a judgement has to
express ullambiguously the scope ofthe convicted person's cn'minal responsihilit;·.',149

3. Erroneous imputation ofcrimes ofnon-JCE members to the JCE absent proper flnding~':

145 The errors committed seem 10 parallel those in the conspiracy findings in Ihe judgement of the International
Military Tribunal for the Far East (Tokyo) (as to which many criticisms have been leveled). As explained by one
author, l'ommcnli"g on the view of dissenting Ju.uice Pal:
[A]ccording to [Justice] Pal, "adopting the conspiracy method of proof [not entirely dissimilar to JCE] implied an
{. _.) astounding amount of foresight on the part of the Japanese leaden;, Pal found it difficult to believe thai none of
the events which occurred during this fourteen year period [at issue] happened by accident; every event was duly
calculated, planned for and put info execution (... ) though the accused from time to time differed among themselves,
at no time during Ihe enlire course of the conspiracy did any of the accused differ with the others on the fundamental
object of the conspiracy itself'. In Pal's view, this us!:: oftllc notion ofa broad web ofconspirncy as an explanation
for a wide variety of events over an extended period of time was simpliEtic and completely illegitimate. Thus, it is
obvioll~ thal the RUF/AFRC's actions were a response to how the eivil war unfolded, and nOl part of a single plan.
14~ Brdjardn, (lCTY Tl;al Chamber), September I. 2004, para. 353.
141 TCJ, para. 1992 (emphasis added).
14~ Elsewhere, though, the Trial ('hamneT appears to find a type #J leE. See parn. J 985 ("The Chamber finds that
the erimes were contemplated by the participants of the [lCE] to be wilhin the common purpose."). If [hat i~ the
case, then anything that should have been characterized as a type #3 JCE should be stricken.
4
1 9 Ndindabahizi, (Appeals Chamber), January 16, 2007, para.l22 (empha~is added).
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12?-/
55.

As noted earlier, the language of the Judgment shows that the Trial Chamber erroneowsly
imputed crimes of non-JCE members to the ICE without the appropriate criteria being
satisfied. The Chambcr found that mid- and

lower~level

RHF and AFRC Commanders

were not part of the ICE agreement, but were ''used by" the members of the ICE

[0

commit crimes, and attributes their crimes to the JCE.I~(' It held: "the Chamber is satisfied
that the non-members who committed crimes were sufticiently closely connected to one

or more members of the joint criminal enterprise acting in furtherance of thc:= common
purpose that such crimes can properly be imputed to aU members of the [ICE] when the
other conditions for liability are fUlfilled."ISI The Trial Chamber does not elaborate on

the meaning of "when the other conditions for liability are fulfilled." However, under the
case law, such imputation requires specific evidence of "control or influence" as to each
incident and group of non~lCE members at issue.
56.

Thus, for example, in Prosecutor v. Martie,152 the Appeals Chamber observed that "in
relation to some armed structures and paramilitary units, including those referred to as
'Martie's men' or 'Martie's police' (Marticevri), the Trial Chamber did not reach any
definitive finding on their link with Martic.,,153 The Appeals Chamber went on to detail

all of the factual findings of the Trial Chamber and how a reasonable fact finder could or
eould not conclude that they supported a finding that Martie controlled the

non~member's

conduct. 154 With regard to the defendant's control over one particular set of atrocities ~
"the acts of destruction perpelrated by armed Serbs from Zivaja led hy Nikola Begovic" ~
the Appeals Chambcr held that the evidence at trial "only suggests that the armed men
under Begovie had received weapons from the JNA, without OilY evidence of additional
co1ltrol or influence by Martie or other members of the leE. "ISS Therefore, the Appeals

Chamber concluded that "[wJithout any further elaboration on the link between thesl.;
forces and the INA, no reasonable trier of fact could have held that the only reasonable
conclusion in the circumstances was that these crimes could be imputed to a member of
the leE. The link between the principal perpetrators or these crimes and members of the

Trial Chamber Judgment, Para. 1992 (emphasis added).
Trial Chamber Judgmenl, Para. 1992 (emphasis added).
1<2 Case No. IT~95-11-A (Appeals Chamber), October 8,2008.
IJ] [d. at para.1Sl_
Ijq [d. at paras.182~213.
m ld. at pan_I92 (emphasis added).

1.'0
III
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JCE is therefore too tenuous to support Martie's eonvietion.'d56 The Appeals Chamber
ultimately held that several other convictions also had to be overturned for insutllcient
evidence to support imputing those acts to the JCE. lH

4. Type #1 JCE is Defective:
57.

A typical type #1 JCE consists of a plurality of persons who share the same intent,'58 and
JCE responsibility extends to all participants, regardless. of the role played by eaeh.I~9
Lnder this "imputation" thooty, the crimes of mid- and lower-level RUF and AFRC
could only be imputed to the lCE if there was evidence of control or influenee by the
Appellant as to each crime and group of non-lCE participants. 160 This is notably lacking
from the Trial Chamber's Judgment, and as to various non-JCE members, the Appellant
clearly had no such control or influencc.

5. Type #3 JCE is Defedo'e:
58.

Similarly, a typical type #3 JCE applies to crimes committed by members of the JCE that
go beyond the original common plan, but which were a natural and foreseeable

[d.
ld. at para. 213. A similar result was reached in the Krajisnik case, where the Appeals Chamber held that "in
relation 10 a large number ofpnncipal pcrpetratolS, the Trial Chamber did not reach any definite finding on their
link with one of the lCE members." ProSl!cutor v, KrajiS/'Iik, Case No, JT-OO-39-A (Appeals Chamber), March t 7,
2009, para. 237. As a result, various convictions were quashed, ld. al para. 284. So 100 here, tIle RUF Trial
Chamber has simply not made the type of detailed inquiry required to ascertain the Appellant's (or the other lCE
members') link to each non-leE member that would be required for imputation of their crimes to the ICE.
lS8 See Kvocka e{ al., (Appeals Chamber), February 28,2005, para. 82 ("In [he first form ofJoint criminal enterpriiSe,
all of the co-peTpetrator:s pussess the same intent to effect the common purpose."); Variljevic, (Appeals Chamber),
February 25, 2004, para. 97 ("The first category is a 'basic' form of joint criminal ente1ptise. II is represenled b)'
cases whcre all co-perpetr",lo~, actingpuISuant to a common purpose, possess the same criminal intention.").
1,9 See Vasiljcvic, (Appeals Chamber), February 25, 2004, para. I [1; ("all of the participants in (he joint criminal
enterpri5e [aTe] equally gui}ly of the crime regardless of the pan played by each in ill' commi5sion.~) (emphasis
addcd); Blagojevic and Jokic, (Trial Chamber), January 17, 2005, para.71J2 ("Regardless of thf' role t:acll played in
its commission, all of the participants in th" pn/f'wrise are guilty of the same crimc.") (emphasis added); Vasiljevic,
(Trial Chamber), November 29, 2002, para. 67 ("If the agreed crime is committed by one OT other of Ih~ partiCipants
in a iuillJ ,·rin/ina] enJcrptise , , ., all of !JKparticipalfts in that enterprise are equally guilly of the crime regardless
of the part played by each in its commiss.ion.") (t"Tllphasis added).
1"0 Alternatively, the Trial Chamber in Brdjllnin looked to whether therc was "closeD cooperat[ion)" ill determining
wltcthf'f imputation was appropriate. See Prosecutor v. Radoslav Brdjanin, Case No. IT-99-36-A (Appeals
Chamber), April 3, 2007, at para. 1,J(J ("In cases where the principal perpetrator of a particular crime is not a
member of the lCE, this essential requirement [for imputation] may bt: inferred nom various circumstance:;,
including the fact that tlle accused or any other member oftlle lCE closely cooperated with the principal pf'rpetralor
in order to further the common criminal purpose.") The ReF Trial Chambcr, by contrast. has made no findings of
"close cooperation" between the non-1CE members and Kalion or any other eircnmstances that would justify
imputation. See also ProseClJlOr v. Krajis/lik, CJse No. H-OO-39-A (Appeals Chamber) para. 226, Marcil 17,2009
(listing factor!': relevant to imputation of Mn-members' actions to the lCE, including; '''that !lIe ICE member
explieitly or implicitly requcsted the non-ICE member to commit ~uch a crime or instigated, orde,red, encouraged, or
otherv.'i~e availed himself oftf1e non-1CE member to commit the crime").
156

157
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consequence of it. 161 Again, if this "imputation" theory is to be used, it requires evidence

of control or influence by the Appellant as to each crime and group of non-leE
participants, which is lacking from the Trial Judgment; and disproven regarding the
crimes afRocky, Savage and Alhaji. Thus, the Trial Chamber's own test that imputation
can occur "when the other conditions for liability arefulfllled, ,,[62 has not been met.
59.

Alternatively, not only are these detailed control and/or influence findings absent, if the

Trial Chamber truly found a type #1 or type #3 JCE, it would have had to make that
finding as to each crime location - that certain aets were in fact part of the common plan,
and that other

a(;t~

were a natural and foreseeable consequence of it. The Chamber never

did this: it cannot simply make a blanket statement that all of the crimes committed over
vast expanses of territory, over a number of years, and by a diverse group of participants
were "either intended by the members to further the criminal enterprise ( ...) or were a
natural and foreseeable consequence of the implementation of the common purpose:· 163

6. Impermissible findings in the alternative; failure to decide on a type #1 or rype #3 JCE - Kono District:
60,

In its discussion of crimes in Kano District, the Trial Chamber, as noted earlier, found
that "CO Rocky, Rambo RUF, AFRC Commander Savage and his deputy, Staff Sergeant
Alhaji" were

I]Ot

members of the

.reE. ]64 However,

jt

concluded that they were "used by

members of the (.TeE] to commit crimes that were either intended by the members to

further the common design, or which were a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the
common purpose.,,16~ Firstly, it is submitted that typical type #1 and type #3 .ICE's
involve the crimes of leE members, not non-members; if crimes by non-members are
"imputed," the ICTY's

~fartii:

Appeal requires specific evidence of the accused's

"control or influence" as to those non-members. 166 Thus. it was legal error to impute the
crimes of Rocky. Rambo, Savage and Staff Alhaji to the leE, absent such finding. 167
Furthermore, the evidence at trial was that the Appellant had no such control over Rocky,

I~( See Kvocka et at.,

(Appeal. Chamher), February 28,2005, para. 83
Trial Chamber Judgment, Para. ]992 (emphasis added).
16~ Tri,,] CbllmberJudgment, Para. 1992 (emph~.,js added).
1M Trial Chambt'r Judgment Para. 2080.
H;~ Trial Chamber Judgment, Para. 2080.
:M Martie, Appeals Chamber Judgemenl, al para. 192.
167 Should the Appeal> Chamber apply the "dose cooperation" test from Brdjanin as to wherl imputation is
appropriate, that also was 1101 salisfied.l SCI' Prosecutor v. Radosluv Brdjanin, Case No_ IT-99-36-A (Appeals
Chamber), April 3, 2007, atpara.410.
161
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Rambo, Savage and Alhaji. rndependently, it was also legal error to make the findings in
the alternative, and it failed to definitively determine which fonn of responsibility (a type

#1 or type #3 lCE) was found.
7. Lack ofsignificant contribution:
Alternatively, the Trial Chamber has made certain findings as to the Appellant's role

61.

regarding certain of the crimes committed in Kono District,IH and concludcd that this
was a "significant contribution to the furtherance of the common purpose."169 This is
erroneous. Firstly, the alleged actions of the Appellant are disputed irl the discussiorl of
lCE under Kano. Secondly, any such significant contribution in Kono could not have

been a significant contribution for crimes in Kenema Dislrid. Furthcnnore, alleged
significant contribution in anyone of the Districts could not properly be considered
significant contribution in other districts.
Additionally, the Trial Chamber acknowledged th.d llle Appellant was acting under

62.

orders of Sesay and Johnny Paul Koroma as to the attack on Koidu Town. 17o That
warrants mitigation as to sentencing, something not grantcd. l71 Add-itionally, as to the
Trial Chamber's finding that a civilian woman was raped by RUF fighters during a foodfinding mission ordered by the Appellant,ln that docs not establish grounds for holding
Kallon responsible for that crime. There is no finding that the Appellant ordered the
rape, and no findings that the three elements of command responsibility were met, so that
sexual violence conviction is unfounded. 173
8.
63.

TiminglDale Error:
The Trial Chamber also makes several date errors. It held: "By his participation [KaHon]
significflntJy contributed to thc commission of crimes of acts of terrorism ... collective

lb! It finds he was involved in lht: planning and execution of the attack ag:ainst Koidu Town and had an active role
during the attack; was present when JP Koroma and Sesay instructed fighters to kill Kana civilians and bum houst:s;
was present in Koidu TOWll when AFRCIRUF killed civilians, (para. 2093); had bodyguards under (5 years and
hew SBUs were used for mining and guarding the mining, (para. 2095); brought children under 15 to be trained by
the RUF; was actively engaged in abductions for and lraining ofSBUs in Kana, (para, 2096): had bcdyguards that
supervised mining by enslaved civilians, (para. 2(97); organized camps for civilians, (para. 2098), and that a civilian
woman was raped by RUF fighters during a food-finding mission ordered by KllllOn, (para. 2099).
I~ Trial Chamber Judgment, Par.a 2101.
riO Trial Chamber Judgment, Para 2093.
1;1 As argued elsewhcrc, the Trial Chamher erred in finding that because Kallon was a superior, he could not utilize
a~ting "under orders" as a mitigating factor.
1'2 Trial Chamber Judgmenr., rllTa. 2099.
lH Participation in a "mock vote" as to somoone else does not show that he encouraged rape. (Trial Judgmellt 2099).
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punishment (... ) unlawful killings ... sexual violence (Counts 6 to 9), physical violence .
. . enslavement (... ) and pillage. These crimes were committed in Kana District between

14 February 1998 and April/May 1998.,,174 The Chamber acknowledges the ICE ended in
April) 998, 175 so there can be no ICE convictions for any crimes in \!fay 1998. Besides,
the Trial Chamber's dilemma in contriving a new ICE between the two forces in the
glaring absence of any eomes to the fore when it failed to show with precision the closing
timeframe of the "renewed ICE" it had contrived. The Chamber had suggested that it was
in "late April 2998",17(, then it moved to "the end of April 1998",177 then to "the
beginning of May 199K,178 only to conclude that "it was prior 10 the end of April

1998".179 It is submitted that in the unambiguous absence of a precise closing timeframe
for the renewed ICE

cr~fted by

the Tria) Chamber, added to the several objections against

this poSition as nuted above, the conviction of the Appellant under this renewed mode
was not unly circumstantial but open to multiple doubtful interpretations as to its precise
nature, fonn and extent.
9,
64.

Error on Failing to Determine Mens Rea:
Finany, the Trial Chamber makes insufficient findings as to the Appellant's mens rea
regarding the entire ICE. It primarily appears to suggest he had the mens rea for a lype
#1 JCE.I~O Not only is that conclusion not the only reasonable inference based on the

evidence (see above), then the Chamber failed to make any JeE #3 mens rea findings,181
rendering any findings of a type # 3 ICE additionally defective for this reason.
10,
65.

Error on the AppIication and Conviction ofthe Appellant on Type # 2 JCE:
Furthennore, the Trial Chamber erred in law and fact to have introduced the 'systemic' or
Type #2 ICE in convicting the Appellant for crimes in Ho and Kencma Districts,11I2 and

------Trial Chamber Judgment, Para 2091 (emphasis added).
Trios! Chamber Judgment, Pam 2077.
116 Pam. 2076 of the Trial Judgment.
m Par<l. 2063 ofthc Trial Judgml'11t
IH Para. 2080 of the Trial Judgment.
179 Para. 820 of lJ)~ Trial Judgrnellt.
180 See Trial Judgment, Para 2008 ("Kallon shared with the other participants in the Joint criminal cn1crprise the
requisite intent to commit these crimes.").
[~j For a type # J JCE, the mens rea would require a finding of intent to participate, and a finding Olat although the
crime which was beyond the scope oftac ICE, it was fores~able and the accused willingly took that risk. See, e.g.,
Vasiljevic, (Appeals Chamber), February 25, 2004, parll. 101 (stating mens rea for different types of JCE).
102 This was later extended to crimes in Kono llnd Knilahun, wherein KaHon was convicted fOT his membership of a
~ystem opera.ted by lhe AFRC and RUF.
114

lH
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for holding as well at paragraphs 784 and 2071 of the Trial Judgment that 'since the
announcement of "Operation Pay Yourself' by the AFRC/RUF, looting [Pillage] became

a systemic feature of both the AFRC and RUF until the end ot the Indictment period'.
Unfortunately, although the Chamber had ruled that individuals and not orgllnizations or
bodies like the RUF (or the AFRC Supreme Council) were on trial,/8:l it particularly
convicted the Appellant for "the attacks on Bo and the forced labour in Kenema District,
in which the RUf was engaged" on the basis that the said conduct was "a deliberate
policy of the AFRC!RUF that the Chamber finds must have been initiated by the
Supreme Council, of which Kallon was a member".184 This conflicts with the Trial
Chamber's finding and conclusion at paragraphs 387 of the Trial Judgment that:
"Although the information in the Prosecution Final Trial Brief does not provide notice of
the charges to the Accused, it is relevant here because the Prosecution reverted to its
[initial theory on JCE] and submitted that Counts 1

to

14 were either within the joint

criminal enterprise [i.e. the basic or Type #1 JCE] or were the foreseeable consequence of
the joint criminal enterprise [i.e. the foreseeable or Type #3 .TCE1". m It is contended that
ha\ing chosen for the Prosecution the form of JeE relied upon in the Indictment, which
was missing in the Prosecution's Final Trial Brief, the Trial Chamber erred in law 10

come back on that position and introduce a third form of JeE into its Judgment, the
Indictment and, a fortiori, the Prosecution's case. It is especially worth noting that Justice
Boutet distanced himself from this error in his Dissenting Opinion from the Trial
Judgment, J~6 but yet failed to apply it to the Appellant leading lo his conviction.
66.

For all the errors outlined aoove, the Appel1am submits that all the leE findings against
him are invalidated and should be set aside.

GROUNDS 3 TO 6: ERRORS RELATING TO DEFECTIVE INDICTMENT:

The Appellant submits in support of Sub-Ground 5.2 that the Chamber ernd hy
relying on unpleaded locations in the Indictment to convict him. He relies on
ANNEX II to illustrate and highlight this Ground.

In Para. 4 of the Trial Judgment.
184 Para. 2(104 of the Trial Judgment.
185 See paras. 388 t(l 389 (If the Trial Judgment.
1~6 Dissenting Opinion of Justice Pierre G. Boutet, para.

18.
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The Appellant consolidates Grounds 3 to 6 of the Amended Notice of Appeal and argues

67.

them together as one Ground hereunder. In this regard, the Appellant adopts all the subgrounds in Grounds 3 to 6 of the Kallon Notice and Grounds of Appeal filed together
with the explanations, references and citations made under them respectively.

1,
68.

Errors as to Burden ofProof:
As to burden of proof regarding indictment defects, the Trial Chamher stated thus:
"Where the Defence has raised no objections during the course of the trial, (... ) and raises
the matter only in its closing brief, the burden shifts to the Defence to demonstt<lte that
the Aceused's ability to defend himself has been materially impaired, unless it can give a
reasonable explanation for its failure to raise the objection at trial.,,1117 The Appellant
submits that the 'I rial Chamber's statement of law in this regard is erroneous. The
Appeals Chamber in both ICTY and ICTR cases has explained that: "When an accused
raises the issue of lack of notice before the Trial Chamber, the burden rests on the
Prosecution to demonstrate that the accused's ability to prepare a defence was not
materially lmpaired.,,18S The Niyitegeka case goes even further, discussing the

''presumption'' that a fundamental defect in the indictment is not cured. 189 Thus, for
example, "[t]he Prosecution cannot eure a vague indictment by presuming that the ...
defence would not have changed had proper notice of a material fact been given.,,190
Case law has found that objections to defective pleadings may be raised by the defence
tR1

Trial Judgment, Para. 336.

1~8 Prosecutor v, Kvocka, Case No. IT-98·30/l-A, Appeals Chamber. Feb. 28. 2005. Para. ]5 (emphasis added);

Prosecutor ~' Gacumbilsi, Case No. ICTR-2201-64-A. Appeals Chamber, luly 7, 2006, Para. 49 (virtually identical
quote); Prosecutor v. Si1llic, Case No. IT-95-9-A. Appeals Chamber, NoY. 28.2006, Para. 25 (similar); Prosecutor
\I. Ntagerura et al., ICTR-99-46-A (Appeals Chamber, July 7, 2006), Parll. 138 (similar): Niyilegeka II. Prosecutor,
No. ICTR.-96-14-A, (Appeals Chamber, July 9, 2004) at Para. 200 (similar); Muhimana v. Prosecutor, No. lCTR95-1 B-A, Appeals Chamber Judgement (May 21, 2UU7) af Patl:l. 80 (where the dcfcrlse l13ised (he pleading defect in
the dife1/Se closing hrie}; "[i)t therefore falls to the Prosecution to prove that the Appellant's defence was not
materially impaired by this defect") (emphasis added).
l~~ See Niyilegeka v_ Prosecutor. J\'o. iCIR-96-14-A, (Appeals Chamber, July 9, 2004) at Para. 198 (noting that in
the Kupresldc Appeal Judgment, Pa.ra. 122, "a breaeh of 'the substantial safeguard:; Ihat an indictment is intended to
fumish to thc accused' ruhfi'd the presumption 'that such a fundamental defect in the ... Indictment did indeed
cause injustice."') (emphasis added); Niyitegeka v. Prosecutor, No. ICTK-96-14-A, (Appeills Chamber, luly 9,
2004) (il Pan. 234 ("The Prosecution has theref()re nct rebutted the presumption of material impairment of the
defenee thaI arise;; from lhis omission [of a matl..·riaJ fact from the indictment).") (emphasis added). But see
Prosecutor \I. Bluskk, (Appeals Chamber), July 29,2004, Para. 238 (''TIle Appeals Chamber is not persuaded by the
argument !hat prejndice should be presumed").
190 Niyiiegeka v. Prosecutur, No. ICffi·96-- !4-A, (Appeal':: Chamber, July 9, 2004) at Para. 58; see aha Pro5ecu!or
v. Kupreskic el 01., Case No. JT-95-16-A (Oct. 23, lOOI), Para_ 122 ("In the absence of such a showing [thaI
defendants' ability to prepare their defence was not materially impaired] the conclusion must be that sueh a
fundamental defect in the Amended Indietment did cause injustice (...) The trial (...) was, thereby, rendered unfair.·J.
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when new evidence is introduced at trial, by a time1y motion to strike the evidence at
issue, as part of a motion for acquittal at the close of the prosecution '~. case, or in the
defence closing brie/ 91 The Appellant raised indictment issues in trial arguments,

motions 192 and in his closing brief l93 Consequcrllly, it is submitted that most of the Trial
Chamber's findings on indictment dt:feds arc erroneous, because the Chamber places the
burden of proof on the defell<.;e.
69.

Because of the importance of issues of lack of notice and their potential impact upon a
defendanes fair trial rights. such issues may even be raised for the first time upon
appeal. 194 Having raised the question of prejudice during trial and in the final brief, the

Chamber ought to have placed the burden of showing lack of prejudice on the
Prosecution, It however failed to role on this question and instead proceeded to
191 See Muhimana l'. Prosecutor, No. JCTR-95-1 B-A. Appeals Chamber, May 21, 2007, at Paro. 80 (it was helrl. that
objection on pleading defects raiserl in defense e10sing brief but not raised at pre-trial or when evidence was
introduced was timely); Prosecutor \I. Simic, Case No. IT-95-9-A, Appeals Chambcr, Nov. 28, 2006, PaTa. 61
(considering pleading defect raised by the defensc in a Rule 98 bis motion filed at the close of the prosecution's
case); Prosecuror v. Gacl1mbitsi, Case No. ICTR-2201-64-A, Appeals Chamber, July 7, 2006, Para. 52 (relating to
pleading defe<:( raised by the defence in a Rule 98 bi..., motion for acquittal on certain charges tiled at the close oflhe
prosecution's case): Niyitegeko \I. Prosecutor, No. ICTR-96-14-A, (Appeals Chamber, July 9, 2004) at Para. 199 ("In
the case of objections based on lack of notice, the Defenee must challenge the admissibility of evidence of material
facts not pleaded in the indictment by interposing a specific objection at the time the evidenl:t: irs introdw;:ed. The
Defence may also choorsc to file a timely motion to strike the evidence ... :'); Kamuhonda ~. Prosecutor, Case No.
ICTR-99-54A-A (Appeals Chamber, Sept. 19,2005), Para.21 (quoting Niyifegekil); Prosecutor v. Ntakirll.timana &
NlaHrulimal1a, No. ICTR-96-1O-A & ICTR-96-17-A (Appeals Chamber, December 13, 2004) at Para. 22 (similar).
Thus, for example, in Gacumbilsi, the killing of a certain individual was not alleged in the Indictment, and while
the Trial Chamber consl;;quently acquitted Gacumbit~i of murder charges, it relied upon the murder in considering
gerlOcide chalges. Prosecutor v. Gacumb,'fsi, Case No. ICfR-2201,6<4-A, Appeals Chamber, july 7,2006, Para. 46.
The Appeals Chamber acknowkdgoo that "[tJne Appellant could not reasonably have known, on the basis of the
Indictment alone, that he was being charged with the killing [of the individual at issue]" and the indictmem Wi'S lhus
"defective." rd. at Para, 50. The prosecution, upon appeal, however, argued that Gacumbitsi waived any objection
by failing to object when the testimony about the killing was introduced. Td. at Para. 51. The Appeals Ch,:lIllbcr,
however, disagreed: because ,he defence raised the pleading defect in a Rule 9.5 bis motion for acquil1aJ on certain
charges filed at the close of the Prosecution's case and in its Final Trial Brief, it concluded Gacumbits, "did not
waive his objection to the pleading ddel:'" and the burden of proof "remains [ul'Onl the ProsecLltion[ ] ( ... ) 10 prove
that [Gacumbitsi's] defence was not materially impaired by the defect." rd, at Para. 54. A similar result wars
reached in Si"dc, S{!e Prosecutor li. Simk, Case No. 1T-95-9-A, Appeals Chamber, Nov. 28, Z006, Paras, 60,61
(where the defense raised pleading objections in their Rule 98 his motion and at the end of the trial - but not prior to
trial - "Appellant did not waive nis riglJt to raise the is~ue of failure to plead joint criminal enterprise in the
indictment").
192 Kallon Motion to Exclude Evidenl,;e ouwide the Scope of the Tndictment with Confidential Annex A, 14 March
2008 lKallon Exclusion Motion), Oral arguments on motion for acquinal 16 October 2006 pp lO-f20.See also
Kallon Final Brief J 8 August 2008.See also detailed insWI1ces outlined by the Chamber when the Appellant made
variou5 objection-Para 335 of the Judgment footnote 628.
1>3 Kallon's final-trial brief ibid
194 See Niyitegckfl v. Prosecutor, No. rCTR-96·14-A, (Appeals Chamber, July9, 20M) at Para, 200; Prosecutor v.
Gacumbitsi, Case No. ICTR-2201-64-A, Appeals Chamber, July 7, 2006, Para. 51 (quoting same); prosecutor v.
Simic, Case No. IT-95-9-A, Appeals Chamber, Nov. 28, 2006, Para. 25 (similar}.
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unilaterally 'administer cure' on (he llt:fective indictment thus compromising its
impartiality. The Appellant submits that all "l.:uring" holdings were defective as well.

2. Errors regarding the Pleading ofJCE:
70.

Preliminarily, the Trial Chamber's statement: "In the Chamber's considered opinion, then
a joint criminal enterprise is divisible as to participants, timc ond location. it is also
divisible as to the crimes charged as being within or llle foreseeable consequence of the
purpose of the joint criminal enterprise,,,19~ is troubling. The Trial Chamber has cited no
law to support this position. Indeed, we are aware of no ICTY or ICTR law that leE
participants can change, or there can be different JCE time-periods, and changing
locations. (The Appellant has earlier argued that the Trial Chamber's acknowledgement
of different plans and different participants shows that there was not in fact onc JeE). As
to the statement that the crimes m3y be "within (the ICE] or the foreseeable
consequen~e" of it,

demonstrates the Trial Chamber's fundamental L:onfusion in believing

that it was not required to detennine - at either the pleading or merits level

~

whether

there was a type #1 leE (with erimes within the lCE), or a type #3 leE (witll crime being
a foreseeable consequence).

3.
71.

Failure to Plead the Material Facts Specifying the Role ofKallon in the JCE:

The Indictment additionally failed to state the material facts constituting the Appellant's
participation in the JCE, "The charges against an accused and the material facts
supP(Jrting those charges must be pleaded with sufficient precision in an indictment so as
to provide notice to the accused."j~6 An indictment therefore is defective where it "in no

way particularises what form thee] alleged participation took"-and thus, "tails to fulfil
the fundamental purpose of providing the accused with a description of the charges
against him with sufficient particularity to enable him to mount his defence."I97
72.

Here, the rhambcr held that the Indictment revealed that the Appellant "individually, or
in concert with each other" and other participants "exercise authority, command and

I~, Trial Judgment, Para. 354.

l~& Muwnyi, (Appeals Chamber), August 29, 2008, Para_ ! ~ (emphasis added.) See also Seromba. (Appeals
Chamber), March 12, 2008, Para. 27 (similar); Simba. (Appeals Chamber), No'\'ember 27.2007. Para. 63 (similar);
Gocumbi/si, (Appeals Chamber), July 7, 20U6, Para. 49 (same as MuvulIvi); Muhimana. (Appeals Chamber), May
21, 2007, f'ams. 76, 167 (same as Seromba); MuvulIyi, (Trial Chamber), September 12, 2006, Paras. 24, 401
(similar); MuhimrJrlQ. (Trial Chamber), April 28, 2005, Para. 451 (similar); Nlogerura, Rngombiki. and
fmallishimwe, (Trial Chamber), February 25, 2004. Para. 30 (similar).
197 Prosecutor v. Kupreskic el a!', Case No. IT-95-16-A (Oct. 23, 2(01), para. 95.
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1760
control over all RUF, Junta and AFRCiR1JF forces,"\S;S and, thus, that the Appellant
panieipate<.i through his leadership role. H9 The capacity in which the Appellant allegedly

participated is not the same as the

"m~teria!

faets supporting" his participation. Since the

material facts ahout his participation were wholly lacking, the Appellant submiL'l that the

Trial Chamber erred as a matter of law in finding that his capadty and alleged presence
suffi.ced to litate the material faets M constituting his particIpation.
4.

Errors in Pleading Article 6(1) Responsibility:
a.

73.

All Material Fads liS to Personal Commission nor Pleaded

The Trial Chamber correctly found that the "prosecution's dut}' to provide particulars in
the Indictment is at its highest when it alleges that the Aecused have pen:onally
committed a crime.,,201 The Trial Chamber admits that the "Indictment is defective in
form in that it fails to plead the material facts underlying allegations that the AeCllsed
personally committed the erimes charges in the IndictTnent.,,202 The Trial Chamber,
however, incorrectly 1lt:td2Q3 th:lt all such defects were "curcd.,,7~4 Case law is clear that:
"Curing" may only illuminate eharges specified in the indictment, but may not amend the
Indictment .~ubstantially.205 Thus, for example, any purported "curing" cannot cluUl~e

the identity of "'iclims nor include new aJfeKafirms of murder,2D6

nur is a "radi..:al

transformation" of the charges permitted. 207 Furthermore, while defects in an indictment

199 Trial
19'i Trial
2)(1 Trial
'01 Trhl
102 Trial
l~' Trial

Jl1dgmt:l1t,
Judgnlent.,
Judgmenl,
JLldgment,
Judgment,

P.-.ra, 393,
Para. J9l
Pllra. 393.
P8ra. 397.

Para. 400.

J\1d~l;mellt, Pura. 400.

'().\ See Kar;'·(1., (Trial Chamber), December 7,2007, Para. IJ ("Allegations of physical perpe(falion oh crirnil1al act
by an accllsed rtW~( appear in nn indictment.") (empha.~;s lldded); NcJwl'lihigo, (Trial Chamber), November 12,
2008, P<1fa. 32H ("[T]he mode and extellt of an accuscd'~ panicipation in <m alleged clirne arc matcrid facts which
must be c!c<lJly set forth in IlIt; indictment.") (emplmsis addeu); Kari'ra, (Trial Chamber), December 7, 2007, Para,
14 ("Where it is alltged fhal the accused planned, in~tigaterl, ordered, or .-.ided IUld ilbetteci the alleged crimcs, the
?rosccution is required III identify the 'p«rticular :lets' or 'the particular C\)l.lr~e of conduct' on the part of lhc accu.=i
which fonus tbe basi~ for the cllarges. in ~ucstiun.··).
m PrOsec/ilor." Gucurnhif,\i, No, ICTR-2DOI-64_T, (Trial Chamber, lune 17, 2004) <lll'arR 188 (the pre-trial brief
"cannot bt: used as an inst.mm~t to amend lhe lnrlietmrot SUbstantially").
106 Proseculor \". Gacu1llhhsi, No. lCTR.2OQ 1-64-T, fTrial Chllmber, Junc 17,21)04) al Pam. 188.
tm PrOseCI.iID~ 1'. KupreJkic ellll" Case No. IT.95-16-A (Oct. 23, 200n. Paras.. J 17, \21, 92 (rejeelin,!; material facts
nct pled iI1 the amended iudictmcnt l1S a "radtc21 'tran5funnation' of the prosecution ciJSe," t~(' vagueness of whieh
tendered the lrial unfair where lhe "extremely genera) nature" of the Pro5ccutiOtl Pre-Ttial Brief did nol cure the
defect); Prosecutor ]I. Bagosora, ci aI., No. ICTR·98-~ i -ARB, Decision on AIQ):~ NtabrJltme '$ Inferloclj(ory Appeal
0'1

QUe.l'tiOlLJ fI/ Law Raised by the 29 June 2fJ06 Tnul Chamber 1 Decision on Motion for F.u-[us;on of Evidetu:c

(Appeals

Chamber, September PI, 2(06) al

P2Ta,

30 ("'new material facb' sho\lld not !t;ld

to a 'tadical
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may be "'remedied' under certain circumstances" "this should be limited to exception.al
flR
Cllscs.,,2
As the Trial Chilmber admits: "Entering a conviction based on evidence of
criminal acts entirely Llifferent than those particularized in the Inuictment would ullow the
Prosecution lo amend its original allegations without seeking leave to amend the
]ndictment.,,209 This is what has occurred in the instant case.
fJ.

74.

The Purported "Cures" 0(6(1) Requirements in Ihe Indictment mu,~ be Rciectt!d:

All purported "curing" as to Kallon'$ personal commission of crimes must be rejected as

either; (1) providing new infonnation not previously contained in the Indictment, which
is therefore a radical ttansfonnation of the charges; and (2) for failing to provide clear,
consistent and timely infonnation to the Appellant.
75.

The Amended Indictment is completely silent as to which crimes the Appel1ant is

personally alleged to have committed; the Prosecution's Pre-Trial Brief is similarly silent
on this subject. The

rno~t

dct'liled elucidation comes from the Prosecutor',s Opening

Statement whIch states that the Appellant "used ehild soldiers in altacks he led,"
"oversaw the use of civilian labour," "looted" money at a bank, in Bo (and not K<Jno, for
which the court convicts him), "killed a civilian in Kuno," "was present (... ) when

civilians were killed," :lnd th,H he "abducted UN military observers and attacked Kenyan
peacekeepers.,,2JO The Appellant submits thllt such briefreferenct:~ neither discussed nor
proven at the tria! are imuffieient information given the exacting standard required when
an individual is said to have personally committed crimes. As explained in Kupresltic, "in
a case where the Prosecution alleges that an accused personally committed the criminal
acts, the material facts. such as the identity of the victim, the time and place of the events
and the means by which the acts were committed, have to be pleaded in detail.,,211 This
was simply .absent from this case. The various crimes of personal participation, among
others, listed in the crime bases of Bo, Kenema, Kono and KaiJahun and argued under

ca~e"); Prosecutor v, Ntakirufimal1G & Nwkirutimana, No. ICTR·96-IO-A &
lCTR·9fi-17-A (Appeals Chamber, December 13, 2O(4) at PllTa. 2& (adopting Kupreskic Slancillro).
20! Prasulo4lor v. Ntagerom et ai., ICTR-99·46-A (Appeals Chamber, July 7. 20(6), Para. 114_
100; Trial Judgment, Pilm. 418_
110 Proseculnr's Opening Statement. p. 46, Tilles 5-13.
l!1 PrOHlcwlor ¥. Kupreskic, TCTY Case No. 1T·95·16.A, Appellis Chamber, Oct. 23, 2001. para. 89; see also
Prosecutor v. Krnojelf1c, (AppcabChamber). Sept. 17,2003, para. ]32 ("arne); Kamuhantia v. ProseClilOr, Cast: No.
lCTR·Y9-;4A.A (Appeals Chamber. Sept. 19, 2005), para. 17 (same); Pr{}s~craor v. Ntagerura et ai., lCTR-99·46A (Appeals Chambt:r, July 7, 2006.1, para. 23 (similal).

rransfQnnation' ortn.:: Prosecution's
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Grounds 9 to 15 as well as UNAMSIL offences under Grounds 23 to 30 discussed in this
Brief were not specifically pleaded in the Indictment,212 and the Appellant had no notice
of them and thus suffered prejudice in preparing his defenee.

5.
76.

Errors in Pleading Article 6(3) Responsibility:
The Appellant submits that the Trial Chamber erred in holding that the subordinates and
victims involved in or affected by the crimes were sufficiently identified: and that the
Chamber's findings on Article 6(3) responsibility were based on a defective pleading that
failed to sufficiently notify the Appellant in a timely manner about particulars of offences
forming the subject of his Article 6(3) liability as well as his relationship with his
purported subordinates. The Appellant shall amore fully argue this issue in his discussion
of the crime bases of Bo, Kenema, Kono and Kailahun under Grounds 9 to 15 as well as
UNAMSIL offences under Grounds 23 to 30 discussed in this Brief.

GROUND 7: ERRORS RELATING TO THE RIGHT TO A REASONED OPINION
AND EVALUATION OF EVIDENCE:
Sub-ground 8.1 to 8.6 argued together: (The Appellant shall also relie on Annex [[

which is flIed as an attachment to this Briel).
77.

The Appellant again adopts and relies on the explanations. references and citations
contained in the Amended Notice of Appeal relevant to Ground 7 and futher makes the
following additional submissions in support of this sub-grounds. At paragraphs 539 to
564 of the Trial Judgement, the Trial Chamber discussed the credibility of several insider

witnesses, many of whom it relied upon to convict the Appellant. However, in respect of
most them, the Chamber ruled that because of credibility concerns, it would not rely on
their testimonies without corroboration. 213 The Chamber expressed similar concerns
about other Prosecution witnesses, including child soldiers?l4 Despite credibility issues
raised by the Chamber on Prosecution witnesses, the Chamber relied on many of these
witnesses in many instances without corroboration. Further, the Chamber completely and

212 See for example: Couni-.1 (murder), instigating in Wendedu, Kono Distriel; Count 5 (violence to life etc.);
instigating murder in Wendedu. Kono District; Count 12 (child sQldiers) planning in Kenema, Kailahun, Kono and
Bombali Districls; and Count 15 (peacekeeper attacks) committing and ordering in relation to Bombali District
213 See Paras 540-578, pp 184-193; paras. 579·594, pp.193-l97 of the Trial Judgement,
114 Paras. 579-603, pp.193-199 of the Trial Judgement
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erroneously disregarded Defence witnesses called hy the Appellant without any case by
case credibility analysis. The Appellant submits that whereas the Trial Chamber has some
discretion in the assessment of evidence, this discretion does not exttmd to an outright
disregard for the entire Defence case. This violation is compounded when the Prosecution
witnesses relied un are found to be largely incredihle. The Appellant therefore submits
that it is a gross travesty of justice to rely on discredited Prosecution witnesses without
any assessment oC Defence witnesses, who otherwise would have cast serious doubt on
the Prosecution's case.
78.

The Appellant suffered prejUdice as a result of the reliance on

Witnes~ TFl~141

to

determine command responsibility for the AppeIlanr and disregarding credible defence
testimonies. By relying on winesses: TFI-14I and TFT-263 to determine the Appellant's
alleged planning of the use of child soldiers and ignoring defence witnesses on the issue;
hy relying on discredited testimonies of witnesses: TFr-045 and TFI-371 to detennine the

Appellant's involvement in the crimes at Tonga; and by relying on the discredited
tef'timony ofTFl-366 in relation to events in Kono and other areas to the prejudice of the
Appellant, while absolutely ignoring credible Ddence witnesses, and also relying on
TFf-071 on crimes at Kana without any consideration of the available credible Defence

witnesses (some of whom are mentioned below), far-reaching prejudice was created by
the Trial Chamber against the Appellant.
79.

Although the Court purported to properly approach the issue of evaluation of evidence, it
adopted a selective and prejudicial assessment of the evidence.

215

The Trial Chamber

erred in failing to consider and therefore give appropriate credit to thc following Defence

witnesses: for Kono: DMK-132 lwho provided credible and unchallenged testimonyon,

Inter alia, events in Kono),zl6 DMK-163 (a radio operator in Kana whose testimony too

Although the Chamber acknowledged and adopted tne Kvocke ICTY Appeals Chumber decision to the effect that
the Chamber was 'only 'required to make tlndings of those facts which are essential to the dctermination of guilt on
a particular count and that there should be IIU IndIcation t"a~ the Tn'o! Chamber disregardt>d allY particular piece Of
evidence (paragraph 478 of the judgement), it did not l;onsider this principle in its assessment of the evidence.
For instance the Chamber mischarncterized it!' approach when it in~ccurateJy stated thal it had considered all of the
evidcllce which tends to prove/disprove JCE (pangraph 482). Forinstan~'"e, it ignored and or failed attach any or
any proper wcight 10 the Prosecution /Defense evidence that the Suprcme council of the AFRC junta was not
illherently criminal and that in fa~t the Council's mandate included the maintet1anee oflaw and \lnjeT.
!I~ Transcript of29 April, 2008 Generally <lnJ Specifically, pp 22- 47
215
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was unchalJenged).211 The Chamber also crred by totally ignoring the testimony ofDMK087 (a senior

G~5

who provides credible unchallenged testimony about the command

structure in Kono and refuted allegations on the Appellant's use of child soldiers and
attacks on UNAMSIL Personnel. He also provided credible testimony on the Appellant's
relationship with civilians, which contradicts the Prosecution's theory on the Appellant's
role as a criminal).218 Regarding UNASMIL events, the Chamber di~regarded several
Defence witnesses, like DMK-161 ,219 and relied on the uncorroborated and discredited
testimonies of Prosecution witnesses. Regarding the abduction of the Zambian conti gent
at a plaee called Moria, for example, the Chamber erroneously relied on witness Kasoma
and disregarded the corroborated and credible testimon)' of DMK-161, who participated
in the abductions himself and denied the presence of the Appellant.11o As further
illustration uf the deliberate lopsided approach to the evaluation of evidence to the
prejudice of the Appellant, the Trial Chamber only relied on Defence witnesses when it
suited its interest in justifYing a conviction. 221
Sub~grounds

80.

8.7 (Identification)

For these grounds the Appellant relies on the explanations and references provided in the
amended Notice of Appeal and the discussions of the issue in relation to the I::vents at
Cyborg pit in Tongo, the testimony of witness TFI-263 in relation to Count 12 and
UNASMIL attacK<! in relation to Counts 5, 15 and 17, among others.

Sulrgrounds 8.8 (Hearsay Evidence)

81.

The Appellant relies on the references in the Appellant's Amended Notice of Appeal.
Further the Appellant submits that the Chamber's rehance on the hearsa)' testimony of
witness TFI • 078 m to conclude that the Appellant "organised camps for civilians and
was a senior commander authurized to issue passes to ci.. .iJians ,,2Z} is erroneous and has
occasioned a miscarriage of justice. No reasonable trier of facl would conclude, on the

Transcript of 25 April, 2008 Genenll1y and Spccificillly pp 75-106. The witness gave an exculpatory testimony
on command structure, personal responsibi lity of Kanon and related matters.
m Transcript of 22 April, 2008, espeeially at pp.78-; 16, Transeript of 24 April, 2008, pp.3-94.
119 Hi~ ..:nlire Transcripts of ll" alld 22"d April 2008.
220 Transeript of 22 April, 2008 Generally and Specifically p.43 onwards; see also the testimony of DMK 039
Transcript of2S April, 2008, p.16 onwards; DMK 047, Transeriptof25 Apnl, 2008 p.57 onwards.
1:11 See for instance paras 183 I - 1858 pp 541 - 550 where the Chamberrefers to Defence . . . i tnesses only to support
adverse findings, also paras 1863 and :864
122 Para 1228 pp 372 - 373 of the Trial Judgement.
m Pam 2089 pp 1621
:!-ll
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JUS
basis of.'l single hearsay and even so misconstrued account that the Appellant hall the
gc:m:ral power to supervise civilian

also relies on

thi,~

camp~,

hence had command authority. The Appellant

sub-ground in relation to the hearsay identification of the Appellant

regarding the attacks at Makump on 18 May. 2000 diseussed under Ground 23 of the
Amended Notice of Appeal, as well as the testimony of witness TFI~035 in relation to the
events in Tongo Pieldl:>.

Sub-ground H.9 (Circumstantial Evidence)
82.

The Appellant relies on the references in the Amended Notice of Appeal and further submissions in various grounds including ettors in the applicaton of ICE, errors
regarding the use of circumstantial evidence in relation to UNASMIL attack!". and errors
in the use of L:ircumstantial evidence in relation to command authority by the accused
Kallon during the UNASMIL events (counts 15 and 17)

SUb-ground 8.10 (Single WitneslJi AceouDt)

83.

The Appellant relies on the references contained in the Amended Notiee of Appeal in
relation to this ground. The Appellant will further rely on the submissiom in relation to
the testimony of witness TFI-035 (on events in Kenema Cyborg pit,) witness Kasoma (in
relation to abduction of Zambian UNASMIL troops at Moria near Makeni), witness TFI141 (in relation to the allegation that the Appel1am organised and addressed muster

parades at the Guinea highway), and witness

Tn-On

(in relation to miseonstrued

allegations of Kaiion's role as supervisor of eamps in Kono).

Sub-ground 8.11 (Reliance on documentary evidence witb little or no Probative value)

84,

The Appellant relies on the references contained in the Amended Notiee of Appeal i.n
relation to tIJis Sub-ground. The Appellant further submits that the Chamber erred by
relying on Exhibit 212 to make adverse findings against the Appellant when the Exhibit

had little or no probative value in relation to the Appellant. 224 This Exhibit was tendered
by a co-aceused and hence violated the safeguards contained in rule 82 of the Rules of
Proeedure and Evidence. The Chamber trroneously relied on documentary evidence not
amenable to cros~·examination to dismiss the Appellant's defence witnesses. m

m Paras 22E5-2292 pp 667·669 of the Trial Judgm~nt (where the Chamber uses this exhibit as the sole ba.~is tor
t:::itablishmg superior responsibility of the Appellant.)
125 Para. 531 pp.l80-18l of the Trial Judgment
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Sub-ground 8.12: This sub-ground is adopted in the form in which it appears in the Ground.

Sub-ground 8.13 (Ignoring UNAMSIL Defence Witness)
85.

The Chamber erred by selectively ignoring UNAMSIL Defence witnesses whereas it had
ruled that UNAMSIL witnesses were truthful and genuine in their effort to assist the
court to ascertain the truth. 226 Despite this evaluation, the Chamber disregarded critical
testimonies of several Defence witnesses in this category including: General Garba (who
was deputy Force Commander of UNAMSIL) and who provided credible evidence
blaming the UNAMSIL force Commander Jetley for the conflict between UNAMSIL and
RUF;227 Witness General Mulinge, who was witness Kasoma's superior and who
contradicted Kasoma on key issues concerning the abduction of Zambians at Moria near
Makeni and their experiences while in captivity at Yengema;228an d General Gpande who
acted as foree commander and gave critical evidence relating to the peace initiatives
undertaken by the Appellant, which the Chamber disregarded. 229 Additional submissions
on this ground are contained at Grounds 23-24 of this Brief.

GROUND 8: ERRORS RELATING TO KALLON'S MEMBERSffiP OF THE SUPREME
COUNCILlAFRC COUNCIL AND HIS PERCEIVED SENIORITY:

86.

The Appellant relies on the references on the Amended Notice of Appeal and the
explanations therein. He argues the sub-grounds relating to this ground as follows:

Sub-ground 9.0,
87.

230

The Chamber erred by equating the Supreme Council with the AFRC Council and
finding that the Appellant was a member of the former. 23J Both exhibits 6 and 150 relied
upon by the Trial Chamber refer to the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC).
Proclamation (Public Notice No.3 of 1997) dated 25 May 1997, which establishes only
an AFRC Council and not a "Supreme Council". Exhibits 6 and 150 establish

m Para. 644 p.2l3 of the Trial Judgment.
m Transcript of 19 11l May 2008 General and Specifically pp 48-57)
m Transcript 6 March, 2008 Generally and specifically pp 50-65
22?
230
231

Trallscripl 10 March, 2008 Generally and specifically pp 84 - 85, It March 2008, pg 37-38
Paras 754-755p 247 of the Trial Judgment.
Paras, 754-755 ofthe Trial Judgement, at p. 247.
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membership of the AFRC and make no reference to an AFRC Supreme Council. Exhibit
232
39 mentions a "Supreme Council", but fails to define it and similarly fails to mention
the Appellant among "the key RUF commanders" who were to serve in "prominent
positions" both in the "integrated National Anny" and in remaining Ministries assigned
to the RUF. 233 Significantly the testimonies of Prosecution witnesses TFI-045 and TFlk
334 relied upon by the Trial Chamber 234 fail to support this finding. Without indicating
that the AFRC and Supreme Council were the same, witness TFI-045 mentioned that the
Appellant and other RUF fighters were members of the Supreme Council; but when
asked what he understood "Supreme Council" to mean, he stated as follows: "Well, I
don't know exactly what they mean in their government. But that was what I heard
people calling it".235 Witness TFI-334, who said he was assigned to work with one of the
17 AFRC coup pJotters,236 testified that the coup plotters were the members of the
Supreme Council of the AFRC 237 In order to be graphic, the witness testified that he
drew up a chart of the hierarchy of the AFRC command structure and indicated that at the
top was the AFRC Chainnan, his Deputy, the Principal Liaison Officers (PLOPs), "the
Supreme Council", the anned forces 238 , the Sierra Leone Anned Forces and so forth,239
There was no doubt in TFl-334's mind that the Supreme Council was a distinct body
within the AFRC Council, separate from its general membership240 and the Appellant
belonged to the latter, by virtue of Exhibits 6 and 150. This general membership included
not only members of the "armed forces" but civilians as we11. 24 !
88.

The Trial Chamber further found that the AFRC Council "did not vote on issues, as
significant decisions were made by [Johnny Paul] Koroma, SAJ Musa and certain other

m Para. 761 p.2<l9 & para. 24p,B ofrhe Trial Judgement.
m Kallon was not also thc occupant ofany previous Ministry or position assigncd to the RUF by thc AFRC.
m Para, 754 of the Trial Judgement, atp. 247.
w TF1-045, Transcript of 18 November 2005, p.81,
m Ex. 119B, Transcript of 16 May 2005, p, 83.
137 Ex. 119B, Transcript of 16 May 2005, pp.82 & 88.
m Which may havc included the RUF.
m Ex. 119B. Transcript of 16 May 2005, pp. 82-8],
240 Ex. 119B, Transcript of 16 May 2005, pp. 78-88,
241 Para, 754, p.247 of the Trial Judgement See also Exhibit 150, were "civilians" is inscribed against names like
Mohamed Saidu Kamara, Bai Hinga Kurrary·Bangura, Abdulai Michael Munu alld Kande Sorie-Sebbe Bangura. It
is also conceived that the AFRC Council may have expanded to include more civilians - According to TFI-334,
Hall. Hector Bob Lahai (whose name is not on exhibits 6 and 150) was a civilian member of the AFRC Council, see
Exhibit 1198, AFRC Trial Transcript of 17 May 2005, p.].
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Honourables",242 whieh did not inelude the Appellant. These signifieant decisions, it is
submitted, were taken by the Supreme Couneil and not the AFRC Council and the
Appellant only belongeo to the latter. Besides, Exhibit 2242.n makes no referenee to
criminal polieies or designs to undertake the events outlined in the Indictment. Also.
witness TFl-167 in his testimony to the Court. confirmed under cross·examinalion that
he did not know where the Appellant was assigned or deployed during the Junta
period?44 Not being an AFRC Council member himself, his conclusion that he saw the
Appellant most times in Freetown and at AFRC Council meetings defeats the Court's
finding that the Appellant often had diflil:ulty in travelling to Freetown due to Kamajor
ambushes on the road. Regarding TFl-37l, he displayed glaring confusion under cross·
examination abollt his knowledge of the relationship between the AFRC and Supreme
Council and, in his seeming confusion, categorised both bodies as one and the same, but
without acknowledging that all members of the AFRC were also members of the
Supreme Counci1. 24.'i It was thnefore erroneous for the Chamber to have concluded that
the Appellant was a member ofthe Supreme Council.
Sub-grounds 9.1~9.6 3J"gued together:
89.

The thrust of the Appellant's argument In these sub-grounds is that alleged mere
membership ill the supreme council without more does not imply criminal conduct.
Further the Appellant was not Involved in any decision making processes amounting to
criminal activity and the Supreme Council was in any event not inherently criminal. The
contents of sub-grounds 9.0-9.6 in the Amended Notice of Appeal.

90.

The Chamber further erred in Law and in its assessment of the evidence by failing to find
th<lt the Appellant's membership of the Supreme/AFRC Council was inconsequential as
he did not participate in any decision making process and certainly did not participate in
decisions regarding any criminal activity.w The Chamber's conclusion at paragraph

Para, 756, p.24B of the Trial Judgement temphasis added),
Minutes of all Emergency AFRC Ma:ting dated 16lh August 1997 attended by Kallon. At the time of lhe meeting
KaJ10n was not officially a member of the AFRC Council (Exhibit 6 show.~ that Kallon only officially became
AFRC member on IS....Seplember 1997).
:144 TFI-167, Transcript of 19 October 2004. p.J 19-120.
w TfI-371, Transcript oDI July 2006, p.l \7-119.
}46 As aheady noted ahove. the Chamber found that the AFRC Council did not vote on issues, as significant
decisions were mllde by Korom:l., SAJ Musa and certain other Honorables (para .756) and that therc wa~ lUI
Advisory Council of Se<:retaries lo the AFRC Supreme Council established to execute policies and directives (pam.
H2

HJ
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2004 that it "considers that there is sufficient evidence to conclude that Kallon by his
membership in the Supreme Council was involved in decisions or policy making by the
Supreme Council" is based on no evidence on the record and the Chamber refers to none.
This Conclusion just like the next one in the same paragraph to the effed that Kallon
cooperated with AFRC at Teko Barracks is erroneous, speculative and prejudicial. The
Appellant submits that mere membership of the AFRC Council without any significant
participation in the "crimina'" policies, conduct and design of the AFRC Junta or without
holding any position of effective command and control in government i:- insufficient to
establish a conviction under joint criminal t:nterprise for the crimes outlined in thc
Indictment.247 Thus, apart from finding that Kallon was a member of the AFRC Council
by virtue of Exhibit 6, which was dated 3rd September 1997 and published on

18\h

Septembcr 1997, the Trial Chamber failed to arrive at any meaningful conclusion made
beyond reasonable doubt that Kallon actively participated in or contributed to the

day~to

day operations, deliberations and policies of the AFRC Junta. Kallon was never found to
have been involvcd in any of the national programs and ptocesses put in place to mine
diamonds and raise revenue fOT the Junta government. Rather, what was erroneously
found against him concerned various acts of personal conduct involving him, hi.s
bodyguard:> and SBUs involved in diamond mining at Tonga Field,24il which could not be
substantiated and has been appealed. H"

GROUND 9: DO CRIME LOCATION; ERRQRS OF LAW AND FArT & JCE;

91.

The Chamber erred in law and in fact by convicting the Appellant for the commi:-sion of
variuus crimes in Bo District under the ICE mode ofliabiliry?50 The Appellant proposes

757) & Exhibit 1201:l; Kallan was not a member of this Advisory Council. Also, the Chamber found that SAl MUSIL
was in charge of mining (para. 760) and that senior RUF officers were left with-out official appointments within the
jl1nta military structun: and the RUF retained its own command structure (para. 762). And that a proposal by
Bockarie to integrotl" the AFRC/RUF annies was rejected (pam. 761) a.nd further that there was were conflicts and
misunderstallding$ between the AfRC and RLr' with many RUF fighters feeling that the AFRC did 1101 respect
tht'TI'l ( para 763).
147 See Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 64; Rrdjanill Appeal Jurlgemeflt, pam. 430 and Kvocka et at Appeal
Judgement, pilr"dS. 97·9~, See also paras. 585-589 of the Kill/orr Firral Trial Bruf
l4! P3.rlls. 2005-2006, p.591 ofthe Trial Judgement.
249 This shall he additionally addressed under Grounds 2-3 and 9- i 5 of this Appea\ Brief.
Wl Paras 1974-2008 pp..'iRO~590 of the Trial judgement
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to argue Sub-grounds 10.1-10,8 together and thereafter Sub-grounds 10.9 and 10.10
together, 10.11- 10.19 (Relating to unlawfLJl killings) together, and 10.20- 1O.2S(reiating
to Pillage) together and finally 10.26 -10-34 (relating to Aets of Terrorism) together. In
arguing this Ground, the Appellant shall commence by adopting its arguments under
Ground 8 above, regarding KaHon's membership of the AFRC/Suprerne Council and his
purported participation in the JCE between AFRC and RUF in its entirety. The thrust of
the Appellant's arguments in this Ground is that there was no proper legal and factual
basis for holding him guilty for crimes in Bo District, which happened before he became
a member of the AFRC Council and before he moved to Bo. Further, there was no
showing of the Appellant's substantial contribution to the common plan to commit crimes
in Bo; nor was there any evidence that the Supreme Council initiated the crimes in Bo.
SUb-grounds
92.

lO.1~IO.8:

As an important preHminary point, the Chamber gravely erred by concluding that the
Appellant substantially contributed to the crimes committed in Bo between 1'( June and
30 June 1997. 251 The Chamber itself concluded that the Appellant became a member of
the Supreme Council in August 1997 and moved to Bo that same month 252 . It found that
the Appellant was based at Kangari Hills in the Northern Jungle from November' 996 to
June 1997. 253 Further, it was found that he did not personally commit any of the crimes in
80

District, including unlawful killings, pillage and acts of terrorism. 254 The Chamber

nevertheless convicted the Appellant of the said crimes for 'participating and
significantly contributing' to the JCE between AFRC and RUF. 255 There was no showing
as to how, when am] where the JeE, common design or shared intent occurred. 256 In the

See Paragraph 1974 p580 of the Judg~meT'l1
See paragraph 774 p 253 of the Judgement
m Para,74!, p.l43 of the Trial Judgement..
154 Pants. 1974-1976 pp.580-58 1 of the Trial JudBement.
155 Para. 2003 p.590 of the Trial Judgement
156 Besides, the Chamber had found that by Jnne 1997, only parts ofBo Di~trict were jointly eontrolled by the AF'RC
and RUF and 'hat 'he AFRC controlled all the apparatus of power in Bo District, in the sense that it wholly
cOtltrollcd the Brigade and lh~ Secrctariat based in Bo as well as appointcd the Secretary of State for the South. who
was AFRC (Para.767, p.25! of the Tria! Judgement). Furthermore, the Court found that Members of the RUF,
including Sam Bockarie, only passed through Bo District in the early months of the Junta. regime, and that "it was
not until August 1997 when Bockarie assigned KaHon 10 80 as the senior RUf Commander thi:ll an RUr contingenl
was based there. Kallon remained in 80 until February 1998. His responsibilitics included arranging for RUF
supplies from Freetown." (Para.76B, p.l5] of the Tnal JudBementj. Moreover, the Court conc1udf'd tilat "although
Kallon was a member of the AFRC Supreme Council, it was often difficult for him to travel to Freetown due to
Z51

H2
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circumstances, the Appellant submits that the relevant aClus reus and mens rea required
in a JCE were not proven against him. Paragraphs 2003 to 2008 of the Trial Judgement
are completely bereft of the legal requirements of JCE outlined by the Court in its
Judgement at pa.ragraphs 251 to 266.
93.

In vie\';' of the foregoing as well as the contention in Ground 8 that the Appellant was an
ordinary member of the AFRC Council who did not makt:: any (significant) contribution
to the decisions or policies of the Junta Government and participation in the JCE found
between the AFRC and RUF during the Junta period, it was factually erroneous for the
Court to have found that the Appellant "substantially eontributed" to the crimes in Bo and
that he was involved in a JCE or common plan with the perpetrators of the suid crimes
without substantiating how. In view of this fachial error, it is submitted that it is legally
erroneous as well for the Court to have convieted Kallon for events in Bo Distr'iet?S1

94.

The Chamber also erred by concluding that the non-members of the ICE who committed
crimes in Bo District were sufficiently closely connected to one or more members of the
JCE acting in furtherance of the common purpose, and that those crimes could thus be
imputed fo the Appellanl.1.5& The Appellant adopts his submissions in Ground 2 and his
arguments herein regarding his absence, non-participation or contribution to crimes in Bo
Sub-grounds 10.9 - 10.10:

95.

'lbe Chamber erred by applying a prejudicial standard and/or threshold not applied to the
other Appellants, in similar factual circumstances, in fmding him guilty of the crimes
committed in 130. The Chamber's conclusion that the Appellant shared with the other
participants the requisite intent to commit the crimes in B0159 is erroneous in law and
without any evidential basis. The Chamber, for example, removed the Third Appellant
from liability for crimes fDund in Bo District under a ICE #1 on the basis that he did not
inter alia have effeetive control over RUP fighlers and held that it was doubtful for the

Third Appellant to effectively exercise his powers in areas where Bockarie ordered the

Kamajor attacks", noting rather ambiguously, howevcr, that Kallon attended Supreme Council meetings regularly
dUllng thaI tim~. (P<lnl.. 774 of the Trial Judgement)
157 See Stakic Appeal Judgement, para. 64; B,.djanillAppeal Judgement, para. 430 and Kvocka el al. Appeal
Judgement, paras. 97-98. See also para. 261 p. 84 oftlle Trial Judgement.
m Para 1992 p.587 of the Trial Judgement - sub-ground 10.5
2.'~ Para 200!! p.59\ ofthe Trial Judgement.
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IL'fL
commission of erimes. 260 It, however, failed to apply the same or similar standard to
Kallon, who was not present and did not participate or contribute to the crimes in Bo
District and only had control over RUF troops in the District in August 1997 after
Boekarie had assigned him there - more than a month after the erimes had occurred.

SUb-ground~ 10.11 - W.19 (Relating to unlawful killings) (Counts J and J to 5).261

Commencing at SUb-grounds 10.14:
96.

The Appellant submits that the unlawful killings in Bo District were not specifically
pleaded in the Indictment against him and that he had no sufficient or proper notice or at

all regarding his alleged role in the <:ommission of these crimes. Without prejudice to this

submissions, the Appellant further contends that he was not provided any timely, clear
and consistent infonnation regarding his alleged responsibility for the crimes in Bo. The
Appellant had amply dealt with the issue of notice regarding Bo Dishiet and other crime
bases in its Final Trial Brief/ 62 but the Trial Chamber attached little or no weighc to his
submissions. In the said Final Trial Brief, it was argued that the Indictment failed to plead
the personal physical perpetratiun of the crimes by Kallon; that it failed to disclose
material facts pertaining to the allegations therein; that the identities of the physical
perpetrators were not mentioned; and that both the Pre-Trial and Supplemental Pre·Trial
Briefs by the Prosecution failed to eure the said defects. It is submitted that the defects in
the Indictment and failure to disclose prejudiced the case of the Appellant. Ht: thus
submits that the error in coo\"jcting him for unlawful killings not pleaded in the
indictment invalidates the t:onviction and should be quashed.
Sub~grouods

97.

10.15 -10.16 (Mens rea and Substantial Contribution):

The Appellant reiterates the submissions above. Further, the Appellant notes that whereas
the Chamber convicts him for crimes committed in Bo before he was posted there, no
erimes are charged for Bo during the period he served there, from August 1997 to
February 1998. This is an importam r.;unsideration that the Chamber ignored, whieh
negates mens rea for the crimes committed during his absence.
Sub-grounds 10.17 - 10.18 (lJoTeliabJe Prosecution Testimony aod Failure to Give

Reasoned Opinion and to Consider Defence Testimonies)
2M Paras. 2040-2042 pp600·601 of the Trial Judgement.
201 Para. 1974 pp580-581 ofthe Trial Judgement.
262 PaTlls. 932-938, pp.265-266 of the KaHon Final Trial Brief, 29 July 2008 - relevant to Bo District.
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98.

The evidence used by the ChambtT to support a conviction for the commission of these
crimes was discredited and wholly unreliable: The Appellant submit~ that in view of the
evidence of Proseclltion witnesses, like TF!-054 amI TF1-004, and DMK-160 (a Defence
witness whost: testimony was used in part by the Court) regarding events in Gcrihun and
elsewhere- in Bo District, no reasonable trier of fact deHberatiog on the said evidence
would have linked the Appellant to the crimes found in Bo District. 263
Suh--ground 10.19 (Failure to Identify tbe Category or JCE for the Bo Crimes):

99.

For arguments on this suh-ground. the Appellant relies on the relevant submissioni' nnder
Ground 2 of this Appeal Brief. This error invalidated the conviction on Bo crimes.
Sub-ground5 10.20- 10,25 - PillAge (Count 14)1~4

100.

The Chamber erred in law and in it'l factual analysis by finding the Appellant Kallon

guilty of pillage in Bo in whieh Bockarie looted Lc 800, 000 from lbrahim Kamara in
June 1997 in Sembehun: The Appellant Proposes TO argue Sllb~grounds lO,20-1O.25
relating to Pillage in Bo together with Ground 22. the Main Ground of Appeal on Pillage.
Sub-ground 10.26- HU4 - Further Bds of terrorism (COUllt 1)1."5
101.

The Appellant proposes to i:lrgue these SUb-grounds together with Ground 16 of the
Amended Notii.:e of ApPci:ll, on Counts 1·2.

GROUND 10; )(ENEMA CRIME LOCATIO:';; ERRORS OF LAW AND FACT·.ICE:
102,

The Appellant adopts his arguments under Grounds 8 and 9 of this Brief rcgiirding
Kallen's membership of the AFRClSuprcml: Council and his purported participation in

the JCE hetw-ecn AFRC and RUF m Bo District in thtir entirety.
103.

The Chamber erred in law and in faet in concluding that the Appellant was involved in

the oommi.'ision of variou" crimc5 in Kenema District under the JCE mode of liability.2<>6
In particular, the Chamber erred in law and in
commitTed by the accused with respect

10

ils

factual analysis by relying

Of)

the "aets

Bo amounting to a significant contribution to

2'J The Chamber f~i!ed to demrmstTlllc fur each 5p~ific crime, how the Appellant ....as liable. hJ~tead, the Chamber,
ill a generoHuu veft;ion and w([hollt a crime by crime allalysi~, concluded without aflyhasis thai lhe Appellant wa.s
f;uilty of llnlawfull<ilJings in Btl. This denied him the right !OJ a rellsoned opinifln.
M Pitra. i ~7J. p.581 of the TriaIJlldgement.
~~~ PUDI. 1974 pS8 of tlle Trial Judgl':ment
1<6

Paras. 2050-2056 pp.603-W6 of tnt: Trial Judgement.
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the furthcraflce of the common plan" in support of its findings as to the Appellant's JCE
liability for thc criml;:s in Kenema: 2bJ The Trial Chamber erred in applying mUla/is

mutandis
Distriet.

26s

it~

findings and conclusion on leE in 80 District to events in Kenema

Whilst it is contended that the Appellant did not participate

Of

contribute to

any JCE in respect of 80 and Kenema Dishicts, the evidence used fo convict him as well

as the crimes fur which he was convicted under the JCE mode of liability were different
for the two Districts. The Appellant submits that using the erroneous Bo template to
convict him for crimcs in Kenema District renders the findings erroneous and untenable.

It is further submitted that because the Appellant played no or no significant rote in the
crimes in Bo, the use of non-existent contribution tn Bo District to find crimes In Kenema
District against him is erroneous and a miscarriage of justice.
104.

For the reasons stated below, the Appellant contends that thr.: Trial Chamber further failed
to show that he made

'sub~tantia!

or significant contribution'

La

the leb in Kenema

District or that he shared the mens rea of the perpetrators of thc crimt:s there. The
Chamber found that the Prosecution failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt th<:lt the
Appellant pt:rsonally committed any of the crimes in Kenema Districe 6? and that "from
August 1997 to Pebruary 1998, (the Appellant) was the senior RUF Commander in Bo
District,,,270 which period coincides with the timeframe in the Indictment relevant to
Kenema District. namely, 25 fh May 1997 to 19 1h Fehruary 1998. The Appellant's

respunsibilities in 80 included "arranging for RUF supplies from Freeto....n".1il About
this same periud. the Trial Chamher found that Sam Bockarie of the RUF and Eddie
Kanneh of the

Arne were

in control of Kenema District under the Junta government's

administration and that they both possessed "the same level of de Jacto authority." Both
men were involved in diamond mining in the District but Bockarie conecntraled further
on mili.tary affairs whilst Kanneh was involved in civilian administrative matters, such as
food procurement. 17?: The Appellant featured nowhere in this power equation.

l~7 Pan. 1055 pp.605-606 uf the Trial

Judgement.

Para. 10.1 of Ground 9.
lW Para, 2053 pp.60Softhe Trial Judgement
1;0 Pam. 774, p.25J. of t!leTrial Judgement.
m Para. 7611, p.lS: of the Tria! Judgement
w Paras. 76q-'771, pp.25 1-252 of the Irial Judgement.
1,8
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105.

Also, athough the Chamber found that diamonds dug by civilians in Tongo were either
"given to the RUF Commanders including Bockarie, Sesay and Mike Lamin" or 'taken by
AFRC Commanders to Eddie Kanneh in Kenema who arranged for sales abroad to
procure arms and ammunition for the Junta,273 the Court made no finding to the effect
that the Appellant was involved in any of these official government processes and
programs put in place by the Junta to mine diamonds and raise revenue for the
Government. The Appellant contends that what was rather found against him, which he
has appealed against, involved various acts of personal conduct alluded to him by the
Court concerning him, his alleged bodyguards and SBUs involved in diamond mining at
Tongo. Tt is, for example, found that the Appellant and other AFRC/RUF Otlicials
"operated mining sites {or their personal profit during the Junta period.,,274 although, as
noted, the Court also found thai he did not personally commit crime in Kenema District.

106.

The Appellant therefore submits that it was not proved beyond a reasonable doubt that he
had the mens rea and substantially contributed to the crimes in Kenema District as to
render him guilty under a ICE mode of liability.
Sub-Grounds 11.5 -11.6 of the Amended Notice of Appeal Argued Together:

107.

The Trial Chamber erred in law and in its application of the evidence by adopting a
double-standard and discriminatory approach regarding the alleged responsibility by the
Appellant KaHon for the crimes committed in Kenema. The Trial Chamber found that the
Third Appellant's "ability to exercise his powers effectively in areas where Bockarie
ordered the commission of crimes is doubtful,,275 even where the Third Appellant is said
to be present. The Chamber however, failed to apply the same standard to the Appellant
Kallon who was in Bo at the time Bockarie, his superior, was committing crimes in
Kenema District, which District was under Boekarie's command and control at the time
of the crimes. Z76 This double-standard, taken together with the 'broad', 'expansive',
'opaque' and 'amorphous' nature of the ICE as acknowledged by Justices Boutet and

Para. 1091, p.336 of the Trilll Judgement (emphasis added).
Para. 1092, ppJJ6-337 of the Trial Judgement. Apart from the personlll nature of this accusation, the Prosecution
witnesses who gave this testimony against Kallan had motive and proved to be unreliable insiders who had issues
with Kallan. TFI-366 was found to be incredible and like TF1-045 had been punished for misconduct by Kallon.
See paras. 546 & 561 of the Judgement. For motive, see also Transcript 01'25 November 2005, pp.l5-J6, Trllnscript
of24 November 2005, p.27, Transcript of 14 April 2008, p.72 & Transcript of 10 November 2005, pp.77-79.
mId., para. 2041, pp.600-601 of the Trial Judgement.
2/6 Paras, 769-771, pp.251-252; para. 2050; para. 24 all of the Trial Judgement.
27J

!i4
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Thompson in their Dissenting27~ and Separate Concurring Opinions:m respectively,
render the conviction ofKallon for JCE-related events dubious and prejudicial.
Sub-Grounds II.9-Il.Z0 of the Amended Notice of Appeal (IJnlawful killings ill Kenema)279
argued together:
108.

The Appellant proposes to argue these sub-grounds together. The thrusr of the Appellanls
submissions on the crime of unlawful killings in Kenema District is that the conduct for
which the Appellant was convicted was not pleaded in the Indictment, and that it did not
constitute substantial contribution nor did it demonstrate a shared intent on the part of the
Appellant with the perpetrators of the said crimes. The findings thereunder were also
erroneous for failing to identify the category of leE under which the

App~nant

was

convicted; the crimes found against him were also not proved beyond rea~unable doubt.
209.

The Trial Chamber erred by convicting the Appellant for the killings in Kenema, which
were not specifically pleaded

In

the Indictment and in respect of which he had no notice

or no proper notice. Without prejUdice tu this sub-ground, the Appellant further contends
that he was not provided with any timely, dear and consistent information regarding his
alleged responsibility for the crimes in Kenema: The Kallon Defence had amply dealt
wilh the issue of notice regarding Kenema District and Tonga Fields in its Final Trial
Brief,2110 but the Trial Chamher attached little or no weight to its submissions. In that
Brief, it was argued that the Indictment failed to plead the locations of the allegations
made by certain Prosecution witnesses, such as TFI-035 and TFl-141, and that the
Indictment, the Pre·Trial and Supplemental Pre-Trial Briefs by the Prosecution altogether
fail to provide timeframes and the AppelJant's role or level of involvement in the crimt's.
It is averred that this defect in the Prosecution's case prejudiced the

110.

Appellant'~

defence.

Regarding substantial contribution and the failure by the Trial Chl'unber to identify the
specific category of ICE under which they found him guilty, the Appellant adopts the
legal submission on ICE errors Wlder Ground 2. In particular, the Trial Chamber erred in
law and fact by disregarding material exculpatory evidence in relation to Kenema and

177 Sec Paras. \ 6-17 of Justice Boutet's Dissenting Opinion. He calls for a narrower interpretation of "significant
contribution" in assessing an IIccused's liability under II JCE.
17K St;:e Paras. 22-23 of Justice Thompson's Separate Concurring Opinion. He considers the conceptual elements of
leE as having an opaque and amorpholls character with "doctrinal contollrs" that f1u(;luates.
119 Paras. 2050-2056 pp.603-606 of Ihe Trial Judgement.
2~O See paras. 953-955, pp.272-273 ofthe KaHon Final Trial Brief, 29 July 20U~ - relevant to Kenema District.
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also unchallenged defence evidence. Notwithstanding the Trial Chamber's finding that
"KaHon's absence from Kenema at the time of the Intervention was also supported by
several Prosecution witnesses, ineluding TFI_071,~BI TFI~125Z82 and TFl_367283 ,,284 and
that "DMK-047 also tt:'itified that he was personally at Tonga Field in Kenema District
between May 1997 and February 1998 and did not see Kallon at that Jocation,,283, the
Court dismissed both the Appellant's alibi evidence and defence regarding his absence
from Kenema at the time of the crimes as well as the unchallenged evidence of the
outlined Prosecution and Defence witnesses. It, however, failed to arrive at a finding
beyond reasonable doubt in convicting the Appellant for ICE-related offences in Kenema
District. Further and specifically, the Chamber erred in law and in its factual analysis by
holding that the Appellant was guilty of killings at Cyborg Pit in Tongo Field?86
II L

rhe Chamber failed to find that the alleged eonduct of the Appellant in Tongo field did
not amount to a common purpose within a ICE. The Appellant submits that no reasonable
trier of fact would have arrived at the conclusion that the Appellant was at Tongo Field
during the relevant period of the crimes committed there, not to mention his personal
involvement in such crimes. m In the Appellant's Closing Rrief during trial, the
testimony of TFI-035 relied upon by the Trial Chamber to arrive at its findings on the
crimes against the Appellant at Tongo 288 was challenged on several grounds, including
the admission by the witness that he did know and had never seen the Appellant and did
not know that KalIon was based in Bo between August and December 1997 when the
crimes in Tongo were pcrpetratcd;289 the non-identification of the Appellant by the
witness during his testimony; the fact that the witness's reference to the Appellant
regarding his alleged involvement in the crimes in Tongo were based on hearsay
evidence passed on to him by his friends and colleagues aft!::l his release from detention
in Tonga?9\} The unsubstantiated and uncorroborated aCCQunt of TFI-035 particularly

281

Transcript of26 January 2005, pp. 19-20 (TFI-071).

m Transcript of 16 May 2005, pp. 82-83 (TFl-125).
m Transcript of26 June 2006, pp. 22-23 (TFI-367) (CS).
284

Para. 618, pp.204-205 oETrial of the RUF Trial Judgement.

m let, Para. 61 &, pp.204-205 of Trial oflhe RUF Trial Judgement.

Para 2050 p.604 of the Trial Judgement.
See paras. 962-966 and 956-959 of the KaHan Defence Final Trial Brief.
288 See par(lS. 1084-1086, pp.334-335 & paras. 112"1-1130, pp.346-347 of the Trial Judgement.
~59 Transcript
July 2005, p.27. pp.35-37 & TTaI1script 00 July 2005, pp.89-90 (TF1-035).
290 Id., Transcript of 7 July 2005, p.27 pp.35-37 & Transcript of 5 July 2005, ppJl9_90 (TFI-035).
286

H"l

on
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12U~
conflicted with the accounts of several other Prosecution and Defence witnesses,
including Tlil-071, TFl·125, TFl~367, DMK-047. D18_069291 and, inter alia, DIS157191 , In the case of TF1~071, TFI-125, TFl~367 and D"tvtK-047. the Court as noted
found that "Kallan's absence from Kenema at the time of the Intervention was also
supported by several Prosecution witnesses. inclUding TFI-071,29J TFIM125~94 and TFt367.295 DMK-047 also testified that he was personally at fango Field in Kenemil District

between May 1997 and February 1998 and did not see KaHan at that location".196 It is
thus submitted that

th~re

was no basis for the Chamber's conclusion that the Appellant

substantially contributed to the crimes in Tongo Field. This conclusion has occasioned a
miscarriage of justice. Besides, the killings in Cyborg Pit, which constitutes personal
commission of crimes, were not specifically pledded in the indictment The Appellant had
n.o proper and sufficient notice of these killings and therefore he suffered prejudice in the
preparation of his defence.
Sub-Grounds 11.21- 11.27 (Physical violence in Kenema).297

112.

The Appellant wholesomely adopts his arguments and submissions above in relation to
his conviction for conduct not pleaded and for which he had no notice; for lack of
substantial contribution, lack of shared intent, failure to identify the category of leE and
for failure to prove the crimes beyond reasonable doubt.

Sub-Ground~ 11.28 - 11.33 (Enslanment in Kenema). Z98
113.

The Appellant adopts the above submissions in relation to his conviction for conduct not
pleaded and faT which he had no notice; and there is lack of substantial contribution and
shared intent fmm the Appellant; as well as for failure to identify the category of JeI:: and
failure to prove the crimes beyond reasonable doubt.

GROUl\l) 11 (A): KONO CRIME LOCAnON. ERRORS OF LAW & FACT - JCE:

~------

m Transcript of 23 October 2007, p.22, lines 17-27 (DIS-069).

Transcript of2S January ZaOl!, p.ll, line Ito p.2l, line 12 (DIS-l 5"7).
Transcript of 26 hnaary 2005, pp. 19-20 (TF t-071).
194 Transcript of 16 May 2005. pp. 82-83 (TFl-125).
:9' Transcript of26 June 2006. pp. 22-23 (TFl-367) (CS).
J9~ Para. 618 of Trial of"the RUF Trial Judgement.
297 Para 2050 p 604 aftne Judgement
298 Para 205] p 604 of the Judgtmellt
1/2
29)
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114.

While the Chamber concluded that the Appellant Kallon did not personally commit any
of the crimes in Kono District,299 the Chamber erred in law and in its factual analysis by
holding him liable under the JCE mode of liability.3°O The Appellant adopts his
arguments under Ground 8 of this Brief on AFRC/Supreme Council and the general legal
arguments on errors in the application of JCE at Ground 2. To the extent that there was
no more Junta Government andlor Supreme Council in Kana, which the Chamber
erroneously employed to infer substantial contribution by the Appellant in the JCE, it is
submitted that the lCE conviction of the Appellant for events in Kana has no basis.
1. Error Relating to nChanged Plan ":

! 15.

There is overwhelming evidence that any alleged common plan during the Junta period
no tonger existed after the retreat from Freetown and that there possibly existed other
"plans". Indeed, at Paragraph 790 of the Trial Judgement, it is held that Kallon was not
involved in the plan drawn in Kabala between the AFRC (represented by SAl Musa and
.lP Koroma) and the RUF (represented by Superman and Sam Bockarie) to attack and
gain control of Kana District. In view of the Appellant's non.participation in the plan to
attack and gain control of Kono District, which the Appellant submits was a new plan
that was not pleaded in the indictment, it is submitted that the actus reus and mens rea are
lacking; the Appellant did not intend to participate in the common plan whose object
turned out to be criminal;JOI nor did he share the intention of the perpetrators of the
concerted plan. J 02

116,

Significantly, the Trial Chamber itself found that "the common plan, purpose or design
Goint criminal enterprise)" relied upon by the Prosecution in the Indictmene03 as well as
the status of the AFRCIRUF alliance had "drastically changed" following the 14 lh
February 1998 ECOMOG intervention. 304 Furthermore, the Trial Chamber noted that "the
Junta was no longer in power and was unable to depend on the government or
administrative appmatus"M for its survival; accordingly, a "new plan" was contemplated
by high ranking AFRC and RUF leaders to attack Kana District and Koidu Town in order

Para. 2066 p.612 of the Trial Judgement.
See Paras. 2062-2064 pp.607-610; & paras. 2093-2103 pp.619-622 of the Trial Judgement.
301 See the Brdjanin Appeal Judgement, para. 365; & the Tadic Appeal Judgemenl, para. 228.
3Q~ See the Tadic Appeal Judgemrr1t, para. 228.
~03 See Para. 36 ofthe Indietment
JQ4 Para. 2067, p.612 of the Trial Judgement.
305 Id. Emphasis added
299

300
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to gain control of its diamondmines 306 and, primarily, 'lo secure a passage to Kailahun as
Bo and Kenema were under control of ECOMOG and the Kamjors forces then' .307 In
view of the fact that this sudden change in the JCE of, inter alia, "regaining power" never
fonned part of the Indictment and the Prosecution's case, as well as that KaHon was
never notified of it, the conclusion by the Trial Chamber at paragraph 2069 of its Trial
Judgement that the said "new formulation" and "drastic strategic change" in the JCE
between tht: AFRC and RUF did not affcct the common purpose or design to commit the
crimes outlined in the Indictment, is erroneous. What fonned part of the Indictment for
the purpmes of a ICE between the AFRC .md RUF, and which the Appellant was notified
about, was the 'common plan, purpose and design (ICE) to take any actions necessary

10

gain and exercise political power and control over the territory of Sierra Leone' .~Q8
117.

~oreover,

the Trial Chamber's findings at paragraphs 24, 27, 28 through to 35 and 803 to

804 of the Trial Judgement portrayed that not only was the Junta's withdrawal from

Freetown "chaotic and disorganised",309 but that the purported joint enterprise which had
seemingly kept the Junta together witnessed severe rifts, tensions and collapse. With the
overthrow of the Junta government, and ECOMOG being in hot pursuit of both AFRC
and RUF combatants after the February 1998 Intervcntion as well as the fmding that
throughout March and April 1998 ECOMOG, aided by CDP Militias, had made
"significant advances" into the Northern and Southern Provinces of Sierra Leone,
recaptured Koidu Town in Kono Distriet and regained control of Kcncrna District in the
East,)10 it became obvious that the disorganised AFRC and RUF combatants were more
interested In securing a passage to Kailahun 311 for their safety and protection than in
endeavouring to continue to 'secure power and gain control of Sierra Leone through
criminal means' as claimed in the Indictment. m Amidst this chaos, it is highly doubtful
that any concerted efforts would have existed between the AFRC and RUF.
rd, Para. 2067, p.612 of the Trial Judgement.
Paras 790, pp.256-257 and 2067 p.612 of the Trial Judgement
lO~ Para. 36 of the Indictment
M Para. 29, p.JO of the Trial Judgement.
110 Para. 31, p.ll of the Trial Judgement.
~ll Para. 7~O, pp.256-Z57 ofttle Trial Judgement.
m As a maNer of fact, the Chamber's findings revealed further that after the ECOMOG illlervention, the AFRC and
RUF force~ became so highly suspicious of each other's security that each force orchestrated its own plan of selfpreservation: Boehne and Sesay, by their actions. inlendec and did arrest, detain and d:isposses~ the AFRC leaders,
Johnny Paul Koroma and Gul1it, of diamonds which they did by luring them into relocating to Kailahun from Kono;
JOfJ

.107
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It is also inconceivable that a JCE would have continued between the AFRC and RUF

after Johnny Paul Koroma's detention and "removal from power" by Bockarie a few days
after the relreat from Freetown. m The Trial Chamber's dilemma in contriving a new
unpleaded joint criminal enterprise between the two forces in the glaring absence of any
eomes to the fore when it failed to show with precision the closing timeframe of the
"renewed joint crimina! enterprise" it had created. 3J4 It is submitted that in the absence of
a precise closing timeframe for the renewed lCE crafted by the Trial Chamber, added to
the fact that the Chamber considered the commencement date of the initial JCE as an
immaterial fact to be pleaded in the Indictment,315 the conviction of Kallon for crimes
under the renewed JCE that was never pled is an unjustified resort to circumstantial proof
in the face of multiple doubtful interpretations as to the precise nature, fonn and extent of
the relationship between the RUF and the AFRC, at the time.

1.
119.

Error Relating to Sharing Intent with non-JCE members.

Most of the crimes in Kono were committed by persons with no demonstrable link with
the Appellant. The Chamber erred in law and in fact by finding that although Rocky
(RUF) Rambo (RUF), Savage AFRC and Alhajj (AFRC) were no' members of the JCE
the Appellant could, however, be liable for their crimes which were "either intended by
the members to further the common design or which were a reasonably foreseeable
consequence of the common purpose" .3 16 This is legally incongruous and untenable as at
paragraph 2103 (p.622) of the Trial Judgement, the Chamber had ruled that Kanon shared
the intent to commit the crimes in Kono District with the perpetrators. The Chamber
therefore erred in its findings at paragraphs 2063 to 2064 (pp.608-610) of the Trial
Judgement in the sense that it uses both the basic and foreseeable fonns of intent under
the JeE mode of liability to convict KaHon. It is submitted that the three categories of

(Paras. 802-804, pp.259-260 of the Trial Judgement) SAJ Musa and Gullit, by their actions, intended 10 regain
contml of Freeto""'"n and the Western Area and they marshalled mostly AFRC troops in that direetion. The Court
finds that the tensions between these two forces "coincided with sustained military pressure from ECOMOG" to
regain lost territories.( Para. 817, pp.263-264 of the Trial Judgement).
m Para. 804, p.260 of the Trial Judgement.
.114 As noted earlier, the Chamber had suggested that it was in "late April 1998", (Para, 2076, p.615 of the Tria!
Judgement); then it moved to "the end of April 1998"; (Para. 206], pp.608-610 ) then to "the beginning of May
1998; (Para. 2080. p.616) only to conclude tl13t "it was prior fo the end of April 1998".( Para. 820, p.264).
m Para. 358, p.122 ofthe Trial Judgement.
116 Para 2080, p.616 of the Trial Judgement.
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Is 02ICE outlined by the Trial Chamber in its Judgement and described therein as "settled law
under customary intemationallaw,,317 can only be used or applied alternatively to convict
. 1y. ll.
an accus ed , not cumu Iatlve

3.
120.

Error Relating to Mens Rea and Significant Contribution

The Chamber erred in taw and in its factual analysis by concluding that Kallan made a
significant contribution to the furtherance of the common purpose in Kono 319 and that he
had the necessary mens rea to participate in a lCE in Kono: 32D The Court found that in

April 1998, "the relationship between the AFRC and RUF in Kana District was
fractious" and the Appellant executed two AFRC fighters and attempted to prevent the
AFRC from holding muster parades, asserting that the AFRC had no right to assemble as
the RUF was the only true fighting force in Kana; this created further tensions between
the AFRC and RUF. 321 By his said demonstrable conduct, the Appellant eould be said to
have distanced himself entirely from any lCE between the RUF and AFRC forces. 322
Further, the Chamber erred in law and its factual analysis by failing to attach due weight
to its finding that in Kono District. the AFRC troops took orders from their own
commanders rather than from the RUF,323 which finding negatives the Appellant's
alleged participation in any concerted criminal purpose with the AFRC.

4.
121.

Error relating to alleged Kallon 's Command AuthorifJ! befOre & during Kona Events:
The Chamber attributes illusory powers, authority and influence to the Appellant to
justify his conviction on an overly elastic and unprecedented theory of lCE. It however
points to no significant position of responsibility that the Appellant may have occupied
during a great part of the pre- and post- indictment period. At para 733 of the Trial
Judgment, the Chamber simply states that between 1991 and 1994 Kallon was stationed
in Kailahun and thereafter at the Bo jungle and camp Zogoda; no position of

responsibility is attached to him. Also, at para. 741 of the Judgment, the Chamber found
that Kallon was based at the Northern jungle, in Kangari Hills, from November 1996 to
lune 1997 and that he was promoted to Major in March 1997 by Sankoh and served in
paras. 254-255, pp.82-83 of the Trial Judgement.
m See legal arguments on JeE under Ground 2 herein.
J19Paras. 2093-2103, pp.6 I 9-622 ofthe Trial Judgement.
3lOPara 2103, p.622 of the Trial Judgement.
)7J Para. 817, pp.263-264 of the Trial Judgement.
mIhis point was adequately argued in Mr. Kallon's Final Trial Brief, at para. 675.
323 Para, 797, p.258 of the Trial Judgement.

3lJ
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Ihe Northern jungle under Area Commander Isaac Mangor. Apart from his membership
of the AFRC Council which the Chamber exaggerates to justify its unwarranted
conviction of the accused, the Chamber points to no other significant position of
responsibility to warrant the accused's liability under ICE; the Chamber makes no finding
regarding the positions attributed to the Appellant indictment. Further, at paragraph 833
of the Judgment, the Chamber concluded that in February 1998 during the retreat, the
Appellant had the rank of Major and that he remained in Kono District and reported to
Superman. The Chamber also nOled that the Appellant was one of several senior RUF
commanders who were nol direcl1y wilhin the control hierarchy of Superman and did not
havc discrete eombat units or forces assigned to their command. 324 The Chamber further
recalled that 'the Appellant allhough a senior RUF Commander, did not occupy a formal
position within the operational command structure of the RUF and that it is therefore
unclear to what extent he received reports on the actions oftroops throughout Kono' .325
122.

The Chamber, however, eontradicts itself by stating that in Kono, the Appellant was an
operalional commander who gave orders which were complied with by troops and that he
was assigned to an area known as Guinea Highway and was also tasked with Ihe
particular responsibility of defending the Makeni-Kono Highway againsl advancing
ECOMOG ..i26 This finding/particulars is, however, not pleaded in Ihe Indictment and the
Appellant had no proper notice of it and was thus prejudiced in his defence.

123.

Regarding the assignment at Guinea Highway, the Chamber erroneously relied on the
testimony of witness TFl-141 without corroboration. It further erred by relying on TF1141 to conclude that Ihe Appellant enjoyed privileges only afforded to senior RUF
commanders such as bodyguards.

327

The Chamber had ruled that it would not rely on the

witness when dealing with the acls and conduct of Ihe accused unless corroboraled. 328
124.

As discussed elsewhere (under Ground 20 - eounl12) the leslimony of witness TFI-141
lacks credit and is implausible. The witness provided irreconcilable and conlradiclory
versions of his location between February and December 1998. Thus, no reasonable trier
of fact could have relied on the witness 10 conclude that Ihe Appellant had command

)z4

Para 834 of the Trial Judgement.

m Para, 2149 ofthe Trial Judgement (emphasis added).
m Paras. 835 and 2135 of the Trial Judgement.

m Par 838 of the Trial Judgement.
m Paras 582- 583, P

194 ofthe Trial Judgement.
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control at the Guinea Highway and he gave orders to fighters at daily master parades
while there. 319 Indeed, the Chamber erred by holding that the Appellant gave orders in
March 1998 to fighters at daily muster parades in Guinea Highway arca. 33Q The Appellant
could not have given these orders at Guinea Highway as at that material time, himself and
the other RUF troops were based in Koidu town; according to the Chamber's own
finding, the RUF troops retreated from Koidu town in April 1998. 331
125.

Regarding the Appellant's responsihility of defending the Makeni Highway against
advancing ECOMOG, the Chamber concluded without any basis and/or reference to the
record that in that capacity "Kallnn would instruct commanders to undertake ambush
laying missions on the basis of orders from Superman".J32 The Appellant submits that his
posting at the

Kono~Makenj

Highway is not pleaded and that he waS prejudiced by lad

of notice. Morever, this position did nol confer on him any overall command authority, as
any command responsibility within that context for the Appellant would have bt:en unly
limited to the commanders or fighters he was supposed to have instructed to lay ambush
at the Kono-Makeni Highway. There is absolutely no evidence that any of these fighters
or commanders were involved in the commission of crimes for which the Appellant
should be responsible.

~o

reasonable trier of fact would thus conclude Oll the basis of his

posting at this limited specific location, that he had general command authority in Kono.
126.

The other element the Chamber employs to find command responsibility for the
Appellant in Kono is based on the testimony of witness

TF1~361,

who stated that the

Appellant supervised the burning of homes in Kono during the retreat of April 1998.3~3
Witness TFI-361's testimony however lacks any credit. During eross-examination, the
witness admitted that the Appellant neither had any area of responsibility nor a ratlio set
and that he (witness) did not know much about the Appellant. 334 No reasonable trier of
fact would thus rely on this testimony to conclude that the Appellant is the pt:rson who
supervised the burning of homes in Kono during the retreat from Koidu in April 1998 and
that consequently, he (the Appellant) had effective control over all fighters in Kono. Also

m Par 836 p 268 of the Trial Judgement.
Para 836, p.26M oflhe Trial Judgement
JJI Para 836, p.26S of the Trial Judgement.
.HZ Para 835 of the Trial Judgement.
m Para 8360flheTrial Judgement.
.J-U Transcript 19 July 2005 p 28 lines 18-22
HO
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1]05:
the burning of houses is a crime of personal commission that was never pleaded and in
respect of which the Appellant had no notice to his prejudice.

5.

Errors Relating to the Appellanl's status as Vanguard.

The Chamber erred in law by holding that the mere fact of being a Vanguard afforded the

127.

Appellant 'power and engendered respect'. There is no faetual basis for this conclusion
and there is certainly no factual basis that for the specific case of the Appellant, his status
as a Vanguard 'afforded him power and engendered respect' among fighters. 335 Moreover,
this was a material fact that ought to have been pleaded in the indictment which omission
caused prejudice to the defence of the Appellant who knew he was charged on the basis
of specific positions specified in the indictmene 36 and not the ambiguous designation of
"Vanguard". Besides, the Chamber erred in law and in its factual analysis by generally
convicting the Appellant Kallon for crimes committed in Kono District, which were not
specifically pleaded in the Indictment. The Appellant submits that this occasioned
prejudice to his defence as he had no proper and sufficient notice of the charges against
him. The Chamber erred in law by implying that any defects in the Indictment in relation
to the crimes in Kono District had been cured, but failed to show how.

GROUND II (B): KONO: ERRORS RELATED TO SPECIFIC CRIMES IN KONO:
Sub-Grounds 12.28-12.34 (Unlawful Killings - Kono) Counts 1_5337 argued together.
The Appellant adopts the submissions above and those related to lCE at Ground 2.

128.

Sub-Grounds 12.35-12.41 (Sexual Violence - Kono) Counts 1 & 6-~38 argued together.
129.

The Appellant adopts the above submissions.
Sub-Grounds 12.42-12. 49 (Physical Violence - Kono) Counts 1 & 2, 10 & 11 339 also

argued together.
130.

The Appellant adopts the above submissions.
Sub-grounds 12.50-12.56 (Enslavement-Kono)Count 13 340 argued together with

Ground 21.
m Paras. 2093-2095, pp 619-620 ofthe Trial Judgement.
See Paragraphs 25-28 ofthe indictment.
.1.17 Para 2063,2093- 2103, pp 608-622 of the Trial Judgement
318 Para 2063, 2093-2103, pp 608-622 of the Trial Judgement
336

339

Ibid,
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131.

The Appellant adopts the above submissions.
Sub-Grounds 12.57- 12.63 (Pillage) Count 14

132.

341

argued together with Ground 12.

The Appellant argues this sub-grounds together by adopting the foregoing submissions
herein regarding the Chamber's erroneous intt:rprdation of ICE liability, which
invalidates the Appellant's conviction for pillage. The Appellant will further argue these
sub-grounds together with Ground 22 - the main general ground on Pillage.
Sub-Grounds 12.64-12. 69 (Acts

or terrorism and collective punishment) Count I

p

i~4:Z argued together with ground 16:

133.

The Appellant argues these sub-grounds together by adopting the above submissions
regarding the Chamber's erroneous interpretation of lCE liability which invalidates the
Appellant's conviction for terrorism and collective punishment. The Appellant will
further argue these

sub~grounds

together with Ground 16, the main general ground all

Count 1 & 2 - terrorising the civilian population.

GROUND 12: KO!'lODlSTRICT

INSTIGATION'"

1. Error relating to Non- Pleading Issues:
134.

The Trial Chamber erred in law and [act by convicting the Appellant for the killing by an
RUF tighter, of Waiyoh, a female Nigerian civilian, on the orders of Rocky in Wendedu
in Mayor June 1998 (Counts 4 to 5). The Chamber erred hy convieting the Appellant for
a crime that was not specifically pleaded in the Indictment. The material faets of
instigating this crime were neither pleaded nor cured: Further, the place of the murder
(Wendedu) was also not pleaded, nor did the Indictment allege that the Appellant was
personally involved in the said killing. 3« During trial, the Appellant had raised this
specific issue in his motion to exclude evidence olltside the scope of the indictment but
the Chamber erroneously failed to give a remedy.345

Para 2{J64, pp 61 ;, 2094, pp 620 ofthe TrialJudgem~nl
Para 2063, pp 610, 2093 - 2;03, pp 619-622 of!he Trial Jurlgement
J42 Para 2064 pp 6]0, 2093 -2103 pp 619-622 of the Trial JUdgemet
)4J P~Tas 1174-1 175.p3"iS.2117.2120 p625
J+i Para. 48 ofthe Indictment.
141 Prusecutor Y. Sllsay el aI, ron fidentia{ Kallon Motion to Exclude Evidence Outside the Scope of the lnrlictment
14 Feb 2008 para 85
)40
;141
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2. Error relating to conflating 6(3} mens rea with 6(1) actus reus:
135.

The Cbamber erred in law by making the inconclusive determination about the
Appellant's responsibility for the killing ofWaiyoh. Whereas the Chamber employed the
6(3) mens rea, it erred by convicting under a 6(1) liability.34& Further, the Chamber erred

in its factual analysis by making a contradictory fmding regarding the Appellant's
relationship with Rocky:J47 Notwithstanding that the Chamber erroneously used an
Article 6(3) mens rea of command responsibility to convict the Appellant on an Article
6(1) aclUS reus, which was never in fact established, several jUdicial findings showed that

Rocky was not subordinate to nor was he under the "supervisory" command and control
of Appellant: RUF Commanders, including Rocky who was the Commander in charge of
the Wendedu Camp, Banya who was the "Ground Commander at Wendedu" Komba
Gbundema who wa<; deployed at Yomandu and, inter alia, RUF Rambo who wall
deployed at Gandorhun all reported and were answerable to Superman. J48 These
Commanders, like the Appellant Kallon, were Vanguards "who were co-equals among
themselves" and 'could not obstruct the orders or activities of each other' .3 49 In the case
of Rocky in particular, the Court found (through Prosecution witness TFI-078) that on
one occasion when Appellant had the opportunity, he visited Kaidu, a Camp under
Commander Rocky at the time, and "advised" Rocky that "the rebels should not be
"hostile" with the civilians".15o Witness TF1-078 further testified that the Appellant
assisted him to secure a pass for his family to come to Kaidu from the bush; sadly, the
Trial Chamber misconstrued this one-off helpful event as conclusive evidence that Kallon
was in charge of a pass-system operated by the RUF and that he operated from his
headquarters at Guinea Highway to give directives and supervisory orders to Rocky.351

3. Error relating to Proofheyond Reasonable Douht:
136.

The Chamber erred in law and fact by failing to find that the Appellant's responsibility
for the killing of Waiyoh had not been proved beyond a reasonable doubt: In particular,
based on the reasons outlined below, the Kallon Defence submits that the Trial Chamber

See Para. 2120 p 625 of the Trial Judgement.
Para. 2137 p.630<lnu para. 2118 p.625 of the Tnal Judgement.
J4~ Pam. ) 175 (ref. to Rocky), para. 811 (ref. to Komba Gbundema and RUF Rambo), para. 1176 (ref. to KS Banya),
J49 Paras. 667 to 668 and para. 2118 of the Trial Judgement.
300 PaTa. 123\ of the Trial Judgement.
HI Paras. 1228,2118 and 2137 of the Trial Judgement.
3016

H7
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erred by finding at paragraph 2120 p. 625 of the Trial Judgement that "KaHon [is] liable
under Artiele 6( 1) of the Statute for instigating the killing of Waiyoh in May 1998 in
Wendedu, as eharged in Counts 4 and 5 of the Indietment" and in holding that "KaHan's
eonduct prompted Rocky to order her killing, ereating a nexus between [his] conduct and
the crime": The findings in the Trial Judgement at paras. 1174-1175 that the Appellant
was senior to Rocky and that it was the visit of the Appellant's bodyguards at Wendedu
that led Roeky to order the killing of Waiyoh is unsubstantiated and lacks merit. The
Trial Chamber failed to show how the Appellant instigated CO Rocky, a Vanguard like
Kallon who was only answerable to Superman,m Also, and to the contrary, two of the
key witnesses relied upon by the Chamber clearly failed to support the Court's findings
and conclusion in order to prove the Appellant's alleged guilt for instigating the said
murder beyond reasonable doubt. m

137.

4.
Error relating to Elements ofInstigation:
There is no sufficient evidence therefore that the alleged instigation substantially
contributes to the killing of the woman. The Chamber further erred in law and fact by
failing to find that the elements of instigation were not proved beyond reasonable doubt:
In view of the submissions above, the KaHon Defenee submits that both the actus reus of
instigating, to wit, an act or omission of the Appellant which could be said to have

Para. 1175 of the Trial Judgment.
In the case ofwi~nesiii TF1-078,(Para. 1175, p.358) the Chamber found. through him, the following reasons for
the murder ofWaiyoh: "One day Rocky ordered the execution of a female Nigerian civilian for no apparent reason,
which surprised and terrified the civilians. Although the womau had lived in Kono District for 20 years, Rocky told
the eivilians that if she escaped she would disclose their position to ECOMOG and the camp would be bombarded
by ECOMOG jets" (Para. 1233, p.374). In ,..iew of the fact that this witness had testified that Kallon had advised
Rocky that rebels should not be hostile to civilians, (Para. 1231, p.373) it is inconceivable that the only plausible
innocent conclusion capable of establishing guilt was for the Court to conelude that Kallon instigated Rocky to kill
Waiyoh. Another reason proffered by TFl-078, which the Court failed to consider, was that Rocky is said to have
ordered the killing of Waiyoh or Yawo (as the late woman was varyingly ealled) because 'he did not feel
comfortable with the tribal marks on her face' (Transcript of 22 October 2004, pp. 80 to 82), considering that she
was a Nigerian like the ECOMOG troops. "'In the case of witness TFI-071 (see Para. 1175, p.358-359 of the Trial
Judgment), the Kallon Defence was able to establish the following facts in the Kallon Final Trial Brief, which no
reasonable trier of fae1 would have ignored in its deliberations in view of the circumstantial nature of the e\lidenee
coneerning Waiyoh's death: a) TFI-071 's account about Waiyoh's death was hearsay, it was entirely based on
unverified infonnation recei\led from ci\lilians said to be in Wendedu; b) the witness eonfinned during crossexamination that he was not present when the incident look place; e) he also confirmed that Kallon and Rocky were
')ust ordinary colleagues" and that Kallon was ''not a commander for Rocky"; rather, the witness confinned that
both men reported to Supennan in Kono Districf in 1998. (See paras. 1026 to 1029, pp.297-299 of Kallon's Final
Trial Brief. See Transcript of21 January 2005, pp. 57 to 70 & Transcript of 26 January 2005, p.30).

m
m
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l~lYi
'substantially contributed' to Rocky's conduct of ordering the killing of Waiyoh,354 and
the mens rea thereof, to wit, that the Appellant 'intended 10 provoke or induce Waiyoh's
death by prompting, urging or encouraging Rocky and his bodyguards to so do', were not

proven beyond any reasonable doubt. In particular, no nexus was established between
Rocky's conduct of ordering Waiyoh's death and KaBon's purported conduct of
instigating Rocky to order Waiyoh's death. The link to Waiyoh's death, as found by the
Court, was in fact effected via two separate and distinct modes of Article 6(1) liability,
namely. i) KaBon's unfounded prompting of Rocky to kill Waiyoh and, ii) Rocky's

ordering of Sergeant Kanneh to kin Waiyoh. 35S Thus, although Rocky did not himself,
like KaHon, commit the offence directly, the totality of evidence available to the Court
only showed how Rocky ordered the killing but fell short of demonstrating or proving
how KaHon prompted the said conduct of Rocky.

GROUND 13: KONO: KALLON'S SUPERIOR RESPONSIBILITY - THE FORCED
MARRIAGES OF TFI-OI6 AND HER DAUGHTER IN KISSI TOWN BETWEEN MAY
AND JUNE 1998:'"

138.

The Chamber erred in law and fact by convicting the Appellant under 6(3) liability for
events in Kano District when it had ruled and concluded that that "KaHon, although a
senior RUF Commander, did not occupy a fonnal position within the operational
command structure of the RUF and it is therefore unclear to what extent he received
reports on the actions of troops throughout Kono Distriet:,,3s7 In particular, for the
reasons stated below, the Appellant contends that the Trial Chamber erred in law and fact
in finding at paragraph 2151 (p. 633) of the Trial Judgement that "KaHon is responsible
under Article 6(3) of the Statute for the 'forced marriages' ofTF1-016 and her daughter
in Kissi Town [Kano District} between May and June 1998".

1. Error Relating 10 Appellant's Effective Command:

H4See the CDF Appeal Judgement, para. 52; & Kordje ClJId Cerkez Appeal Judgemenr, para. 27.
m See Para. 1175, p.358~J59 of the Trial Judgement.
3';6Para. 2151 p.63J of the Trial Judgement.
m Para. 2149, p.6JJ offhe Trial Judgement.
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139.

The Chamber failed to link the Appellant, directly or otherwise, with the crime of forced
marriage said to have been perpetrated against TFI-061 and her daughter in Kissi Town,
Kana District. The factual findings in paragraphs 1211 to 1214 (pages 367-369) of the
Trial Judgement have no bearing on the Appellant. As noted in Grounds 11 and 12 above,
there is nothing to show that the Appellant was in effective command and control of RUF
troops at Kissi Town. During this time, the Appellant, as found by the Trial Chamber,
was based at the Guinea Highway on the military mission of laying ambushes along the
said highway to impede ECOMOG's movement, although it was contemporaneously
found by the Court that the Appellant "did not have discrete combat units or forces
assigned to his command".358 Additionally, the Court found that the Appellant was
subordinate to Superman359 during this period and that he either had the same Vanguard
status with some of the Commanders, like Rocky,360 or was lesser in rank and authority to
certain other Commanders in Kana, like RUF Colonels Rambo and Isaac Mongor. 36 ! The
Appellant relies on the Appeals Chamber Judgement in Prosector v. Blasld, which sets
forth the standard for pleading command responsibility.362

2.
140.

Error relating to Knowledge ofCrimes ofSubordinates.

The Appellant submits that elements of superior responsibilities were not met in respect
of the Appellant's crimes at Kissi Town. The defects were never cured. Kissi Town was
never pleaded as a particular location at which the Appellant exercised command
authority in respect of this specific crimes. The alleged subordinates of the Appellant at
Kissi Town were never sufficiently or at all particUlarized. Remarkably, the Appellant
submits that the finding by the Trial Chamber that KaHon 'had reason to know of the
fighters who committed the crime of "forced marriage" at Kissi Town' in Kono District
because the crime was "widespread in Kono District and indeed throughout Sierra
Leonc,,,363 is vague, baseless and fails to meet the requisite standard for knowledge by a
superior. It is regrettable that the Chamber's verdict of guilt conflicts with its own
sensible conclusions at paragraphs 308 to 312 of the Trial Judgement to the effect that

]58

Paras. 834, 835 and 2094 oUhe Trial Judgement

m Paras. 833 and 835 oftne Trial Judgement.

Paras. 667 to 668 oflhe Trial Judgement.
Para. 2138 of the Trial Judgement.
]62 Prosecutor \I. Blaskic, (Appeals Chamber), July 29, 2004, para. 218 (emphasis added)(footnotes omitted); see
olso Prosecutor \I. Ntagerura et ai., ICTR-99-46-A (Appeals Chamber, July 7, 2006), para. 152 (similar).
]6] Para. 2148 of the Trial Judgement

,60

,61
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"the superior must have knowledge of the alleged criminal conduct of his subordinates
and not simply know/edge ofthe occurrence ofthe crimes themselves".364 The standard of
proof of the superior's knowledge, the Court ruled, "will only be satisfied if infonnation

was available to the superior which would have put him on notice of offences committed
by his subordinates or about to be commiued by (them)" .36~ It is submitted that from the

Chamber's own findings there is no credible showing that, assuming he had command
authority in Kissi Town - which is denied, the Appellant was put on notice of the crimes

by his alleged subordinates in Kissi Town; or that he knew of the criminal conduct and
intent of his subordinates and sutlicienUy identified them, as opposed to mere knowledge
of crimes by RUF fighters generally, which in any event is not proven beyond a
reasonable doubt. Besides, the Chamber further erred in law and in fact by relying on
evidence that was unreliable and which did not establish the Appellant's guilt beyond a
reasonable doubt: As noted above, the factual findings in paragraphs 1211 to 1214 (pages
367.369) of the Trial Judgement on the forced marriage/sexual violence incident at Kissi
Town have no bearing on and made no reference to the Appellant.

3. Errors relating to Evaluation ofEvidence and Elements ofEffective Control:
141.

The Appellant in sum avers that the Court's findings and conclusions on events in Kissi
Town relative to the Appellant were bereft of the legal elements required to convict the
Appellant on an Article 6(3) responsibihty.366 The Chamber failed to establish superiorsubordillilte relationship between the Appellant and the perpetrators of the crimes against
TFI-016 and her daughter; the Appellant did not have any command and control over the
perpetrators - Konor being a civilian and Alpha, the rebel commander at the time. In fact,
of even graver significance is the manner in which the Trial Chamber ignored vital
exculpatory evidence during cross-examination of Prosecution witness TFI-OI6. The
totality of this witness's testimonl 67 disclosed a number of issues on which a criminal
conviction ought not to have been established, including the following: i) the witness
could not tell the precise period of her capture in Tomandu before she was taken to Kissi
Town, she could not tell the first dry season in 1998 or the year in which the rebels were

364

l~~

.

1M
367

Id., Para. 309, pp.100-1 01 of the Trial Judgement (emphasis added).
Para. 310, p.IOI of the Trial Judgement.
See para. 285, p.92 of the Trial Judgement, ref. to the Gacumbitsi Appeal Judgement.
(TFI-O 16) Transcript 00 J October 2004. pp.3-50.

pliTa.

143 etc.
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thrown out of Freetown

368

-

she however remembers that she left Koidu for Guinea when

the rehels attacked the town after they had been thrown out of Freetown (whieh was in
February 1998); she then spent three months in Guinea before returning to Tomandu,
where she was captured by RUF fighters. 369 Whilst this period eoincides with the Court's
finding that the incident involving the witness occurred between May and June 1998, it
equally contlates with the Court's finding that "the Prosecution has not proven that
Kallon was ever in Tomandu or had reason to know of even Is there",370 in addition to the
finding that 'Kallon did not occupy a fonnal position within the RUF operational
structure,37!. According to the witness, Tomandu lies along the Guinea border and ;s in
the same chiefdom as Kissi Town (Lei Chiefdom),371 which is far away from Koidu
Town or Guinea Highway where Kallon was at the material time. It is strange that whilst
the Appellant Kallan was removed from liability for events in Tomandu, where the
witness was captured, he was convicted for events in Kissi Town, where the Appellant is
not said to have been in command and control of combatants at any time. ii) Also, the
total evidence before the Court was in fact conclusive that Kotor was

TF1~016's

actual

husband and that the witness was not saying the truth about Kotor sexually assaulting her.
Apart from referring to Kotor as "Kotor Koroma" who bore the sume surname as her real
husband,373 the witness described Kotor as a civilian who did not earry a gun, who only
tapped palm wine for "RUF" fighters and had sex with her regularly.J74 .Perhaps a more
crucial evidence that a reasonable trier of facts could not have disregarded is the
witness's concluding answer to Mr. Turay (Counsel for Kallon)'s closing question to her:
Question: "Yes, so you said you managed to escape and return to Koidu?"; Answer: "!
escaped together with Kotor Koroma - we escaped from Alpha - myselftogether with my
daughter and Kutor Korama, we escapedfrom them and came to Koidu".J75 This glaring

admission sharply differs from the witness and the Court's efforts at criminalising Kotor
for sexually abusing the witness. Apart [rom denying thot Kotor was not her actual
36~

(TF 1"016) Tmnscript of 21 October 2004, pp.22.
(TF1-0 16) Transcript of21 October 2004, pp.21-22. pp.7-8.
J7{J Para. 2149, p.63J of the Trial Judgment.
J71 Id., Para. 2149, p.633 of the Trial Judgment.
m Transcript onl October 2004, pp.7-8, p.l3 & pp.l3. (Tomandu was a walking distance to Kissi Tovm).
37J (TFI-061) Transcript of21 October 2004, pA2 & p.2).
J74 (TfI -06 () Transcript 01'21 (ktoher 2004. pp.2J-24, p.29.
m (1FI-061) Transcript of21 October 2004. pAS.
369
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husband, the witness had earlier testified that he left Kotor in Koidu when it was
announced that the rebels should release all civilians held in their 'custody,;376 she had

also earlier described Kolar as behaving like a rebel in the sense that he sexually and
brutally abused her whilst in captivity.377 The Trial Chamber on its part described Kolar

as "a member of the RUF" and inferred that Kolar was a rebel when it found that ''both
TFI-016 and her daughter were given to rebels as wives ... ",J78 A reasonable trier of fact

would have found that if Kolor was a rebel and hostile to the witness, and perhaps if he
were not the husband of the witness, he would not have escaped with the witness away
from Alpha, who was the head of the group of rebels that captured the witness and her
daughter. And iii) The Court failed to consider that when the rebels arrived with the
witness and other civilians in Koidu, they were immediately released on the orders of the
head of the rebels, whose name the witness could not recall. 379 This portrayed failure to
condone any fonn of abduction, enslavement or sexual abuse of eivil1ans:,80
142.

The Appellant further submits that the Trial Chamber ignored or failed to consider the
Defence submissions in the Kallon Final Trial Brief regarding the unchallenged and
credible Defence evidence and exculpatory or contradictory Prosecution testimonies
concerning allegations of sexual offences in Kono District, including forced marriage
and, inter alia, rape. 381 The Defence avers that the corroborative testimonies of inter alia
TFl_361,382 TFt_167 383 and TFI_078 384 , which supported Kallon's testimony as well as
the testimonies ofDMK-039,385 DMK_087 386 and DIS_214 387 in removing Kallon and the
RUF from liability for sexual offences, including forced marriages and rape, were
disregarded by the Chamber; and that no reasonable trier of facts would have done so.

376

(TF 1-061) Transcript of 2 j October 2004, pA3 & p.20.

m (TF1-061) Transcript of21 October 2004, p.24.

m Para. 1211, p.367 of the Trial Judgment.

(TFl-061) Transcript of 21 October 2004, p.lO (line 21) 10 p.21 (line 6).
Unfortunately, rather than the witness, it was the Proseeution who suggested in its examination-in-chief and gave
the impression 1hal the witness and other civilians were released as a result of an unfounded ·ceasefire'. See
Transcript of21 October 2004, p.lO (line 21) to p.21 (line 6).
J81 Paras. II [7-1 [29, pp.331-336 of the Kallon Final Trial Brief.
381 (TFt-361) Transcript of L2 July 2005, p.20.
m (TFl-167) Transcript of20 Oetober, 2004, p.1S.
Ja~ See (TF 1-078) Transcripts of25 Oetober 2004, p.64; 27 (kwber 2004, p.6; & 26 October 2004, p.2l.
38S (DMK-039) Transcript of25 April 200B, pp.23·25.
386 (DMK~087) Transcript of 22 April 2004, pol 08.
m (DIS~2l4) Transcript of 17 January 2007, pp, 70-72.
319

38Q
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GROUND

14:

KONO:

KALWN'S

SUPERIOR

RESPONSIBILITY:

THE

ENSLAVEMENT OF HUNDREDS OF CIVILIANS IN CAMPS THROUGHOUT KONO
DISTRICT BETWEEN FEBRUARY AND DECEMBER 1998.'"

Error relating to incurable Defective Pleading:
143.

The Appellant relies on the legal arguments on superior responsibility in relation to
Ground 12 above to argue this sub·ground. The Chamber found the Appellant guilty
under 6(3) for the enslavement of hundreds of civilians in camps throughout Kono
District between February and December 1998. 3s9 This conclusion makes the overly
exaggerated presumption that KaHon had effective control over all RUF troops in Kona
District between February and December 1998 lacking in any evidential basis.

144.

As a preliminary issue, the Appellant submits that the indictment did not plead the
essential elements of his alleged superior responsibility in respect of Count 13 for Kono
District. It simply stated that between 14 February 1998 to January 2000, AFRC/RUF
forees abducted hundreds of civilians and used them as foreed labour390 and that by their
acts or omissions in relation to "these events" the Appellant was liable under 6(3) for the
crime of enslavement. The Appellant submits that there was no cure for this defect and
that the Chamber erred by basing its conviction on a defective pleading, which caused the
Appellant prejudice as he was unable to prepare his defence. The Supplemental Pre·trial
brief which was supposed to give clarification and hopefully provide a cure worsened the
scenario by providing contradictory information. At paragraph 481, the Supplemental
Pre·trial Brief stated that the crime of enslavement happened ber.veen 14 February 1998
and 30 June 1998, thus contradicting the indictment which spccified the period as 14
February to January 2000. The defect in the indictment was therefore not cured and it is
prejudicial for the chamber to have convicted the Appellant for the crime commited
under a defective indictment. In fact, the Chamber compounded this confusion by finding
that Kallon was only found to be in a superior·subordinate relationship with RUF fighters
in Kono District until August 1998. 391 The Defence therefore submits that the Chamber
erred in proceeding to find against Kallon under an Article 6(3) liability the crime of

Para 2151 p633 of the Trial Judgment.
m Para 215/ of the Trial Judgment.
3~O Para. 71 of the Indictment.
J91 Para. 2 141, p.63 1 of the Trial Judgement.

J88
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'enslaving hundrcds of civilians in camps throughout Kono District between February
and December 1998',392 in lieu of between the period of "February and August 1998 ".
145.

In particular, the Kallon Defence submits that the Prosecution's case on "enslavement" in
Kana District was so exhaustively argued in the Kallon Fillal Trial Briel 93 that no
reasonable trier of fact would have anived at the conclusion that the Appellant bears
responsibility under Article 6(3) of the Statute for enslaving civilians throughout Kono
District. In accordance with the Defence's argument, it is noted that the Chamber found
in its Trial Judgment that Superman inter alia ·'gave a written order to Commanders on
30 March 1998 to hand over all civilians tor mining" in Kana (reference to Exhibit 341)

and that he appointed an Overall Mining Commander and Minister for Mines in Kono in
December 1998. 394 Besides, Exhibit 259,395 which is a correspondence from Brigadier
Sam Bockarie titled "Orders/Instructions" and addressed to "All Commanders ofRUF/SL
~

Ops Kono", demonstrated that diamond mining was a matter of grcat and exclusive

interest to the RUF high command in Buedu. In a bid to re-stamp his authority, Brigadier
Sam Bockarie, the then RUF leader, wrote in Exhibit 259 above that "no onc should carry
out any personal mining without the knowledge of thc Brigadier [i.e. Brigadier Sam
Bockarie)," and that "ail soldiers should go for muster parade".396 Paragraph 7 of the
Exhibit concludes on the following note: "any soldier caught violating these orders will
be militarily dealt with." Consequently, the Appellant contends that in view of the
submissions above as well as the contention that he did not wield a supervisory role over
the RUF Camps in Kana, thc Court's finding at paragraph 2148 of its Judgment that the
Appellant "had actual knowledge of the enslavement of civilians" in Kono District
because he had "supervisory role with respect to the civilian camps", which the
Prosecution failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt, is flawed and without merit.
146.

The Appellant reiterates his submissions in GroLlnd 13 on the issue of superior
responsibility in Kana. The Chamber fails to make the distinction between general
knowledge and specific knowledge that sufficiently identified subordinates had
committed crimes. Indeed at par 2148, the Chamber simply concludes that since the

Para 2151 of the Trial Judgment.
Paras. 1256 to 1275, pp.379-3BB of the KalJon Final Trial Brief.
m Paras. 124/-1245, pp.376-377 of the Trial Judgment.
rd
395 See Court Records, dated 23 August 199B.
J96 See parns. 2 & 3 of Exhibit 259.
392
J9J
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I ~Ib
Appellant occupied a supervisory role with respect to the civilian camps, he had actual

knowledge ~r the enslavement of civilians there. 397 There is absolutely no reference to
knowledge by the AppeHant of crimes by his alleged subordinates or any subordinates at
all. This error invalidates the conviction
GROUND 15: KAILAHUN CRIME BASE - ERRORS OF LAW AND FACT _ JCE398
SUB-GROUND 16: 1 -16.2:

1. Error relating 10 non-Pleading:
147.

All the crimes for which the Appellant was convicted in Kailahun were not properly
pleaded and he received no notice, and thus suffered prejudice in his defence.

2. Error related to Knowledge and Shared Intent:
148.

The Appellant adopts its general submissions on leE errors and the submissions under
Grounds 8 to 11 of this Brief regarding the Appellant's membership of the
AFRC/Supreme Council and his purported participation in the ICE between AFRC and

RVF. The Appellant further submits that in most of the crimes for which the Chamber
found the Appellant guilty under ICE mode of liability, there was absolutely no
demonstration of the Appellant's knowledge of the crimes or how he shared the intent to
commit the crimes with the perpetrators. With regard to shared intent, the Chamber sets
the standard when evaluating the accused Gbao's culpability.

3. Error relating to Double-standards:
149.

The Trial Chamber states that it had no eredible evidence that Gbao received reports
regarding unlawful killings; that there was insufficient credible evidence that Gbao failed
in his duty to ensure investigations were carried out or that he failed to report
"punishments"; that Gbao's ability to exercise powers in areas where Bockarie ordered
crimes was doubtful;399 and that there is no sufficient basis from which to infer that Gbao

m The ICTY Appeals Chamber in ORIC has ruled that mere general knowledge of crimes does not satisfy the
requisite element. In rclalion to the relevant issue the Appeals Chamber observed "The difficult y in detecting Ille
necessary Trial Chamber findings on this issue appears to arise from the approach taken in the Trial Judgement
rather than examining ORIC's knowledge or reason 10 know of his own subordinate's alleged criminal conduct. The
Trial Chamber concentrated its entire analysis on ORIC's knowledge of the crimes themselves which were not
r,hysical1 y committed by Krdzic his only identified culpable subordinate. " Judgement of 3 July, 2008, paragraph 57
98 Paras 2156-2173 pp 634.639 of the Trial Judgment.
399 Paras 2041- 2042 of the Trial Judgment.
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shared with the principal perpetrators the requisite intent to eommit the crimes charged.
The Chamber, however, fails to apply this test to the Appellant Kallon. For him, the
Chamber sets a much lower culpability threshold in which it holds that his direct
involvement in the crimes as well as his presence at the time the crimes were committed
was unnecessary for culpability.40o As a result of the application of a different and
prejudicial standard to the Appellant, the Chamber erroneously found him guilty for
several crimes in respect of which he was otherwise innocent. Applying 'the Gbao test',
the Appellant ought to have been acquitted of the crimes committed in Kailahun.
150.

There was no evidence that the Appellant had the ability to exercise any powers

In

Kailahun where Bockerie reigned Supreme. Moreover many of the serious crimes such as
the killing of the 63 Kamajors were committed by Bockarie himself.

401

The Chamber

makes no attempt whatsoever to demonstrate how the Appellant would be liable for
crimes committed by Bockarie when he exercised no powers at all over Bockarie, when
there is no demonstration of any reports of the killings received by the Appellant and
when there is no analysis of how the Appellant could possibly have shared the intent to
commit these crimes, with the perpetrators.
151.

The Chamber therefore erred by adopting a biased and discriminatory approach in
assessing the Appellant Kallon's responsibility under lCE for the crimes committed in
Kailahun: The appellant notes the Dissenting Opinion of Justice Boutet in holding the
following in favour of the Gbao (who was present in Kailahun at the time of Bockarie's
crimes and was convicted by the majority for participating in the said crimes through a
JCE) that Gbao's presence allhe crime scene is not sufficient to infer that he significantly
contributed to, or aided and abetted, this horrendous mass execution402 and that the
evidence adduced does not prove that the perpetrators of the killing exhibited any
awareness that the Third Aeeused encouraged them to carry out these killings through his
inaction.40J The Appellant submits that this e1early discriminatory approach to the
evaluation and application of legal principles occasions serious errors of law and fact that
not only leads to a miscarriage ofjustice but invalidates the conviction. Consequently, the

Para 2004 of the Trial Judgment. (Put differently, Kallon's inaction and absence ITom a scene of crime may still
be a basis for culpability).
~(JI Para 2156 of the Trial Judgment.
4Ql Para. 10 of Justice Boutet's Dissenting Opinion.
4QJ Para. II of Justice Boulet's Dissenting Opinion.

.00
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1')(6
Appellant implores the Appeals Chamber to apply the same standard to him since he did
nol assist in the crimes and was clearly absent at the time the crimes were perpetrated in
Kailahun District, in addition to the fact that he was not found to have personally
committed any crime in the District404 . The Defence also implores that judicial notice be

taken of Justice Bankole Thompson's opinion on the expansive, opaque and amorphous
nature of the ICE pleaded in the Indictment405 against all the Appellants.

Sub-Grounds 16.3 -16.12 (Unlawful killings (Counts 1-5) in Kailahun) The Appellant
argues this Sub-grounds together.
152.

The Chamber erred in law and fact by convicting the Appellant under the ICE mode of
liability for Unlawful Killings (Counts 1-5) wherein Bockarie killed three civilians and
ordered the killing of another 63 civilians in Kailahun Town on 19 February 1998
(Counts 1 to 5); and One hors de combat SLA soldier was killed on Bockarie's orders in
Kailahun on 19 February 1998 (Count 4). Specifically;406 it is sumitted that the Chamber
erred in law and fact by convicting the Appellant for crimes which were not specifically
pleaded in the Indictment and for which he had no or no proper notice. Also, the
Chamber erred in law and in fact by finding that the Appellant significantly contributed
to the foregoing killings and that the kiUings were committed in the context of the
furtherance of the common purpose of securing revenues, lerritory and manpower for the
junta government and the reduction of elimination of civilian opposition to the Junta rule
when there was no Junta in place at the time of the killings. 407 Based on the arguments
below, the Appellant argues that this conclusion is legally and factually erroneous:

153.

The Appellant notes that the Trial Chamber found that on 19 th February 1998, Bockarie
personally killed 3 civilians as well as ordered the killing of other 63 civilians in
Kailahun Town. The Appellant also recalls the Chamber's finding that 'at the time of
Bockarie's crime in Kailahun. KaHon was not present in the District' ;408 rather, the Court
found that on the 16111 February 1998, Scsay joined KaHon at Mile 91 in Tonkolili District
in the North, from where they proceeded to unsuccessfully attack Bo in the Soulh. 409 The

Paras. 2157, p.635 of the Trial Judgement.
Pam. 23 of Justice Thompson's SepaT'J.1e Concurring Opinion.
4n~ Par 2 J 56 P 635
407 Pams, 2161.2162, pp.636-637 of the Trial Judgement.
~o~ Para. 1397, pAI8 of the Trial Judgement.
409 Para. 786, pp.255·256 of the Trial Judgement.
4(14

405
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Is/(
Chamber failed to establish any link between Bockarie's conduct and the "renewed" leE

it crafted after the ECOMOG intervention; nor did it find that Kallan acted in concert
with Bockarie or significantly contributed to Boekane's crimes, if at all, in furtherance of
sustaining a criminal alliance with the AFRC. 4IO Besides,

nO

nexus was established

between Bockarie's stated intention of ridding Kailahun District - the RUF headquartersof "possible Kamajor infiltrators among civilian populalion,,4JJ and Kallan; nor was it
shown that Bockarie's said conduct was in furtherance of a leE he had abandoned in
Freetown. The Defence thus avers that Bockarie and his subordinates in Kailahun District
at the time of the crimes failed to share with Kallon the requisite mens rea. Kallon had
since 14th February 1998 ceased to be a member of the AFRC Council. Similarly, by
Bockarie's behaviour in withdrawing from the AFRCIRUF Junta alliance before the
ECOMOG intervention as well as by mistreating the AFRC Junta Leaders shortly after
the intervention and after the killing of the Kamajors in Kailahun, a more reasonable
inference from the evidence available to the Court ought to have been that Bockarie's
mind no longer worked within the framework of a joint enterprise with the AFRC. In
particular and as noted earlier, it was found that shortly after the said killings,412 Bockarie
and Sesay dispossessed both Johnny Paul Koroma and Gullit of diamonds 413 for use by
themselves and the RUF, in lieu of using the diamonds as a revenue base to further the
Trial Chamber's concept of a renewed joint alliance.

154.

The Chamber additionally erred by simply concluding that the Appellant shared with the
"other participants" in the ICE the requisite intent to commit the crimes 4J4 without stating
who these participants were and what their roles were in the specific crimes. The
Chamber erred in law by holding and implying that circumstances of commission of
crimes in other parts of Sierra Leone, including Kallon's mens rea, could apparently be
transposed mechanically to the crimes in Kailahun. 415 Moreover, the Chamber erred in
law and fact by failing to explain whether it found the Appellant guilty under the first or

Similarly. had KallOlI per se aided Bockarie in his crimes. he would have been found guilty as an accessory to
Bockarie.
411 Para. 1387. pA14 of the Trial Judgement. Bockarie's conduct in this regard was to protect the RUF rather than to
promote a JCE which collapsed \'lith the ovcrthrow ofthe Junta in Freeto'WTl.
411 Para. 1397. pAl8 of the Trial Judgement.
413 Paras. 801-804, pp.259-260 of the Trial Judgement.
414 Para. 2163, p.637 of the Trial Jlldgement.
4 IS Paras. 2161, p.636 of the Trial Judgement

< IU
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/320
second modes of ICE for the killings in Kaiiahull by Bur.;karie

416

and further conflating

lCE liability with command responsibility in respect of the crimes committed in Kailahun
and thus applying the wrong test in its ICE findings:

4l7

and holding that Bockarie was a

Commander and fighter under the Appellant,418

Sub-Grounds 16.13- 16.19 (Sexual Violence Count 1 & 7-9):
155.

The Chamber erred in law and fact by finding the Appellant liable for Sexual Violence
(Counts 1, 7 to 9) committed against specific individuals and other unknown persons in

Kailabun.

419

The Appellant adopts his arguments in relation to "unlawful killings" for

these sub-grounds. Further the Appellant submits that the Chamber erred by convicting
the Appellant for crimes that were outside the ICE time frame: Having found that the
ICE between the AFRC and RUF ended in April 1998, the Chamber erred in cOfi\.1cting
KaHan, through the said ICE, of 'sexual violence' against 'an unknown number of other
women who were forcibly married to RUF fighters benveen November 1996 and about

September 2000 (Counts 1 & 7-9)'; for 'enslavement' of civilians between 30 November
1996 and about 15 September 2000 and tor 'forcibly training/enslaving' civilians from
November 1996 to 1998. 420 It 1S unclear as to how the 'forcihle training of civilians for
military purposes,42J can amount to 'enslavement' at international criminal and
422
humanitarian law.

Sub-grounds 16,20-16.26 (Enslavement (Count 13) in Kailahun) 423 argued together with
Ground 21 of the Notice of Appeal:
156.

The Appellant argues these sub-grounds together by adopting the submissions on the
erroneous application of ICE in Kailahun above and ICE generally at Ground 2.

Paras. 2163, p.637, & Pams. 2170-217J, p.638 of the Trial Judgement.
Paras 2170-2171, p.638 of the Trial Judgement.
418 Para. 2170, p.638 of the Trial Judgement.
419 Para 2 156 P 635 of the Trial Judgement
4Z0 Para 2156, p.635 of the Trial Judgement. at sLlb-paras. 5.1.2 (iii) & 5.1.3.
421 Pam 2 [56, p.635 of the Trial Judgement, at sub-para. 5, [.3 (iv).
m See paras. 198-203, pp.63-64 of the Trial Judgemenl; to qualify for 'ens[avement', it must be &ho",'ll that those
who are forcibly trained had powers relating to right ofownership e1l:ereised by their trainers over them and that
their lminers intended to enslave them: Kunarac et al. Trial Judgement, para. 540, The Trial Chamber failed 10
portray this against Kallon in its Trial Judgement.
m Par-d. 2156. p.635 of the Tnal Judgement,
116

417
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GROUND 16: ERRORS RELATING TO COUNT I • TERRORIZIl'iG THE CIVILIAN
POPULATION:

1. International Law did not recognize terrorism as a crime during the relevant period:
157.

The Trial Chamber erred in law by convicting the Appellant on the crime of terrorizing
the civilian population. Without undertaking any independent analysis of the relevant
considerations, the Trial Chamber adopted the holding in Prosecutor v. Galil: that
terrorism is a recognized erime in international law. 424 Although the Trial Chamber in

Prosecutor v. Brima, Kamara and Kanu ("AFRC') reached the same conclusion and was
subsequently affirmed, this Chamber should hold otherwise. 425 Even now, there is no

consensus on the definition of "terrorism" in international criminallaw,42~ so there could
not have been a recognized definition a decade ago, being the relevant time-period,
158.

The principle of nullum crimen sille lege holds that no one may be convicted or punished

if his or her actions did not violate a law in existence when the aetions oecurred.427
Because of this, a Trial Chamber may not convict the accused of a crime that, "taking
into account the specificity of customary international law and allowing for the gradual
clarification of the rules of criminal law, is either insufficiently precise to determine
conduct and distinguish the criminal from the pennissihle, or was not sufficiently
accessible at the relevant time.,,428 More than one judge has noted that the various
formulations of the crime oftcrrorism may violate this principle. 429

4HTCJ, para. 112 (citing Prosecutor '\I. Galil:, IT-98.29-A, Judgement (AC), 30 November 2006 (hereinafter "GaM
Appeals Chamber Judgement").
425 Prosecutor '\I, Brima, Kamara and Kanu, SCSL-2004-16-A, Judgement (TC), 20 June 2007, a.fTl<~ 22 February
2008 (hereinafter "AFRC').
426 See Jennifer Trahan, Terrorism Conventions: Existing Gaps and Different Approaches, 8 New Eng. J. Int'l &
Compo L. 215 (2002); see also Crimen Sine Lege: Judicial Lawmaking at thi> fnters(>('tion ofLow alld Morals, 97
Geo. L J 119, n. 3114 (2008).
m International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, March 23, 1976,999 U.:t'i.T.S. 171, Art. 15(1).
m Prosecutor v. Vasilje..'ic, IT-98-32-T (Trial Chamber), No'.cmber 29.1002 pan. 193 (emphasis added); Si!i! aho
GalfC Appeals Chamber Judgement at para. 93; International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Art. 15.
(''Nt) one shall be held guilty ofany criminal offence on acc(}un\ of any act or omission which did not constitute a
criminal offeuce, under national or international law, a the time when it was committed.").
m (T'ruHxufur v. Galle, IT-98-29-T, Judgement (Trial Chamber), 5 December 2003, Separate and Partially
Dissenting Opinion of Judge Neito-Navia, puas. 108-109; GaM Appeals Chamber Judgement, Separate Opinion of
Judge Shahabuddeen, para. 3), The very fact that there are different fonnulations shows that terrorism is
insufficiently precise. For example, in GaM, the crime was termed "terror against the civilian population," but it
was referred to as the crime of "intliction of terror" in the AFRC Trial Chamber Judgement. (Prosecutor '\I. Galic,
TT-98-29-A, 30 November 2006, para. 86; AFRC, SCSL-2004·16-T, 22 February 2008 para. 660-67\). Here. the
crime is refel-red to as "acts of terrorism." (See. e.g., Trial Judgment, paras. 6, 110,113, 11.5, 1032, 1096).
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t59.

United Nations negotiations on a multilateral terrorism convention have been going on
since 1996. 430 The closest that "the international community has ever come to adopting a
widely accepted general defmition of terrorism" is the definition in the International
Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism. 431 However, this was not
agreed upon until Decemher 1999, and entered into foree on April 10, 2002. 432 The
United Nations Working Group tasked with developing a comprehensive convention on
international terrorism following the Septemher 11, 2001 attacks almost reached a
consensus on what terrorism was, but the effort ultimately failed. m Efforts since then
have not been successful. The lack of success in developing a definition of what
constitutes terrorism is evident from the treatment of the issue in connection with
international and "hyhrid" tribunals.

When the drafters of the Rome Statute came to

agree in 1988 upon a list of war crimes to be covered by the International Criminal Court,
(hey did not include the crime of "terror," "'inflicting terror," or "terrorism" regarding
either international or internal anned conflict.

434

In 2007, the international community

recognized that there was no common understanding of terrorism when the Special
Tribunal for Lebanon was created, and consequently had to take its definition of terrorism
from Lebanese domestic law. 435

ICTY Judge l'\ieto-Navia recognized the lack of a

definition in 2003,436 and Appeals Chamber Judge Shahabuddeen did so in 2006. 437
160.

Even if, arguendo, terrorism were now sufficiently precisely defined as a crime to satisfy
the principle of nullum crimen sine lege, it eertainly was not at the times relevant to this
case. It was six years after the events at issue in this case started that the definition of
terrorism in the International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of

G.A. Res. 5]1210, U.N. GAOR, 51st Ses5., Supp. No. 49, Vol. I. at 346, UN Doc. A/51/49. (t996).
Michael P. Scharf, Defining Terrorism as the Peace/ime Equivalent of War Crimes: Probl('rrtS and Prospects,
37 Cl.lse W. Res. J. ]nt'!l. 359, 360 (2005).
m International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism, G.A. Res. 109, U.N. GAOR, 54th
Sess., Supp. No. 49, U.N. Doc A/54/L9 (Vol. I) (1999), S, Treaty Doc. No. 106-49 (2000), 391.L.M. 270 (2000),
Ildopted9 Dec. 1999, entered into fOrce 10 Apr. 2002.
4Jl Schart; supra note _. at 361 .
o See Rome Statute, An. 8.
4lS S.C. Res. 1757, Art. 2, U.N. Doc. S!RES1t757 (May 30, 2007).
4J6 (trllie, Separate and Partially Dissenting Opinion of JudEe Neito-Navia, paras. 108-109
437 (Galii Appeal~ Chamber Judgemenl, Separate Opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen, para. 3). Particularly given the
backdrop of the U.S.'s iJl-defmed "war on terror," this Chamber should be e;<;ceedingty cautious to endorse iI new
intemational crime when intemationallegal e;<;perts are dearly divided on the subject and have as of yet no agreed
upon defmitiun. (Press RelCl.lse, Ad Hoc Committee on A~semh1y Resolution 51/210, Negotiating Comprehensive
Anti-Terrorism Convention Opens Headquarters Session, U.N. Doc. l/3 t23 (Feb. 25, 2008).
4JO

4JI

...
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Terrorism entered into force.

To hold Kallon responsible for a crime that was not

recognized as such until after he committed it would violate nullum crimen sine lege. an
"essential element of the rule of law."

2. The evidence ilt trial was susceptible to multiple reasonable inferf'nces as to intent:
161.

Even if one were to assume that terrorism was a n:cognized erime during the relevant
time-period, the Trial Chamber's conviction is erroneuu:s because thc evidence at trial
was susceptible to multiple reasonable inferences as to intent. Under the Trial Chamber's
own fonnulation. to be found guilty of terrorism, the accused must have the "specific
intent of spreading terror among the civilian population.',4J 8 "In order to Llraw [that)
inference (..), it must be the only reasonable inference available from the evidenct:.,.439
However, the evidence presented at trial was susceptible to multiple inferences on intent.

3.

The Evidence Supports the Reasonable Inference that the Attack... in Bo
District were Not Intended to Spread Terror Among Civilians

162.

The evidence of the attacks in Bo District does not mandate an inference that they were
done with the specific intent to spread terror among the civilian population. Regarding
the attacks on Tikonko, the Trial Chamber found two bases upon which to convict the
accused of terrori~m.44(l Neither excludes alternate reasonable inferences on intent.
Firstly, the Trial Chamber inferred the intent to cause terrOr among civilians from the
buming of houses during the attacks. 44J However, the Trial Chamber also found that the
goal of the attacks was to locate Kamajors believed to be hiding in Tikonko. 442 This
supports the altemuLive reasona.ble inference that the homes were burned to flush out any
Kamajors there. Second, the Trial Chamber found that the two hundred civilian deaths,
the mutilation of a corpse, and Lht: tightcrs leaving Tikonko singing "those people would
know us today" supported a conviction for terrorism. 443 Although the mutilation of a
corpse is admittedly barbaric, thert: is nothing to suggest that the fighters murilated the
body as a threat. It is at least as plausible thut the flghters mutilated the corpse as a sign

Trial Judgment, para. 113.
m Prosecuror v. Brdjanin, It-YY-36-T, Septembt'T 1,2004, para, 353.
44<l Trial Judgment, Pliras. 1032-33.
441 fd. at para 1032
442 [d. at para 993.
443 fd. at para 1033.
43i
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of di~respect and anger, without intending any message to others. Indeed, if the intent
were to send a message, then it would be odd to mutilate only one corpse. Similarly, it is
reasonable to infer that the singing after the violence was boasting without i:lny further
goal. Finally, the death of civilians in an aUack on a suspected Kamajor stronghold may
have been incidental to the purpose of the attacks, to eliminate a military threat.
163.

The Trial Chamber next found that the burning of thirty homes in Sembehun and the
killing of Tommy Bockarie there were acts of terrorism. 444 In doing so, it noted that
Ibrahim Kamara was insulted and that troops fired indiscriminately when in the town. 445
Again, this evidence does not require an inference that these acts were done to spread
terror. Kamara was insulted as an intimidation tactic during a robbery, and Tommy
Bockarie was killed when he refused to give the fighters his cassette player.44~ The clear
intent of these actions was to perpetrate theft. This leaves only the fact that "troops
discharged their weapons indiscriminately and set houses on fire.,,447 This evidence is
entirely consistent with troops setting fires as a military tactic and/or to confuse and
demoralize armed resistance. Similarly, the shots could have heen indiscriminate because
of the fighters' lack of training or combat discipline.
~llfficient

164.

The Chamber simply lacked

evidence to find that these actions were done with the requisite specific intent.

The third incident that the Trial Chamber found supported terrorism convictions was the
attack on Gerihun. 448 To find intent, the Trial Chamber relied on tht;: fact that civiliansincluding Paramount Chief Demby

~Ild

Pa SumailD -were killed "in the vicinity of

public places" and that the attack on Gerihun was proximate to the attacks on Tikonko
and Sembehun. 4"9 Demby and SumaiJa were killed in Demby's horne, and their bodies
were not found until the next day:~so The most reasonable inference is that this was not a
public execution intended to cause fear, but a political assassination intended to prevent
opposition and resistance. finally, the prox.imity of the attacks can he reasonably
explained as a function ofmiJitary

logi~tic~.

Moving troops takes time and resources, and

delay hetween attacks allows targets to prepare. By concentrating attacks in small
44'

fd. al parll 1035.

~J

/d.

44i /d. al pam '007.

w Jd. atparalO09.
~ fd. at para [036.
4~9

Jd.

450 fd. atpam 1012-]4.
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geographie areas and small time spans, attackers gain the element of surprise without
having to expend the resources necessary to transport troops over long distances. There is
simply no evidenee that these acts were specifically intended to cause terror to eivilians.

4.

The evidl'nce supports the ,.easonable infe,.ence that the attacks in
Kenema district we,.e not intended to spread te,.ro,. among civilians

165.

The Trial Chamber found that the accused were guilty of acts of terrorism arising out of
the attacks in Kenema District.45I First, the Trial Chamber foulll! that the violenee in
Kenerna Town against Kamajors and

tho~e su~pected

of aiding them, eoupled with the

fact that the troops publicized the violence in various ways, required an inference that the
crimes were perpetrated to spread terror among the civilian population. 452 The Kamajocs
were a military threat to the AFRC/RUF troops, so violence against them is entirely
consistent with the intent to secure a military victory. Publicizing those acts is similarly
consistent with the intent to intimidate Kamajor combatants.
166.

Next, the Trial Chamber found that the killing of a civilian challenging AFRC/RUF
fighters at Tonga Field, the enslavement of civilians there, and the murder of civilians at
the "Cyborg Pit" constituted acts of terrorism. m Regarding the civilian who was killed
while trying to prevent the fighters from capturing and raping civilian women,454
although the Trial Chambcr characterized this as killing a member of a crowd
demonstrating against the AFRORUF troops,455 there was no demonstration. 456 Killing a
civilian to prevent him from interfering in the commission of another crime does not
require the inference that the specific intent was to spread terror. It is equally probable
thaI the troops shot the civilian because he was threatening to interfere. The fact that the
other civilians saw the repercussions of interference and fled does not mean that the
troops intended to inflict terror. Moreover, the evidence does not support the inference
that the enslavement and murder of civilians was intended to cause terroe. There is
nothing indicating that the enslavement of some was, as the Trial Chamber found,

m [d. at paras. 1123-1135.
4,2

Id. al pard 1123-25.

fd. at para 1127-30.
H4 !d. at para 1080.
4S5 fd. at para1127.
4~6 [d. <II p<lra 1080.
45J
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"intend[ed] to evoke, [sic] extreme fear.,,457 Civilians were enslaved to provide slave
labor to mine diamonds (a profit motive).4s8 The most reasonable inference is that
subsequent killings were intended to maintain the senior eommanders' monopoly over
mining jn AFRCIRUF

area~

agf1inst eneroaehment by junior commanders and not to
terrorize the civilian population. 459
5. The evidence supports the reasonable inference that the attacks in Kailahun
district were not intended to spread terror among civilians

167.

The Trial Chamber found that the killing of Kamajors <lnd the sexual violenee in
Kailahun District constituted acts of terrorism because they were perfonned with the
specific intent to cause terror in the civilian population.

460

This finding fails to take

account of the most reasonable inference, that the Kamajors were kHled bt:cause they
were perceived as a military threat, and were killed to prevent them from fighting against
the AFRC/RUF, not to terrorize civilians. This is similar to the Trial Chamber's own
holding that the murder of a woman in the Kono District was not terrorism because the
"killing was done on suspicion of her possible collahoration with ECOMOG.,,46I
Furthermore, there is no cvidence whatsoever that the particular acts of sexual violence
committed in the Kailahun District were done to terrorize the population. The evidence
equally supports the inference that the sexual violence was done for the individual
perpetrators' own sexual gratification.
6.
168.

Tile evidence supports the reasonable inference thqt Kallon lacked the intent to spread terror:

The Trial Chamber found that Kallon shared the intent of the ICE to commit the acts of
terrorism committed in Bo, Kenema and Kailahun Districts.462 To share this intt::nt, one
of his principlc aims must have been to spread terror among the civilian population.4~3
However, the evidence, as demonstrated above, was susceptible to multiple reasonable
inferences. There was no evidence that KaHan even knew about these particular acts so

4~7
4,\5

m

ld. at para 1130.
ld. at para]] 18.
1d. at pams. 1082-87

1d. atpllTa~ 1491. 1493
ld. at para.1344.
4/j~ 1d. at pam. 2008, 2056, 2l63,
.,.;:; ld. at para. 121.
4Ml
4/j1
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any finding of the requisite intent was unsupported by the evidence. Moreover, even
assuming that Kallon knew about some of the atrocities, the evidence could also
reasonably lead to the inference that he chose to ignore their commission-even those
done with the requisite specific intent-to avoid conflict with other high ranking
members of the RUF who condoned the actions. The Trial Chamber assumed that KaHon
had the specific intent to spread terror without evidence of that. The Appeals Chambers
should therefore reverse his convictions on this charge.
7.
169.

Kono- Error relating to insufficient proofand failure to make findings (Reasoned Upinion)

Was under an obligation to make findings of fact that permitted this Chamber to be able
to review the convictions. 464 However, it failed to do so in connection with the tcrrorism
convictions in Kono District. The Trial Chamber found that there was "an overwhelming
amount of cvidence that poiut[s] to the execution of policies that promote violence,
targeted civilians, civilian object in order to spread terror among the civilian
population.'465 The Trial Chamber did not consider any of the alternative reasons for the
conduct or explain its rationale for finding that every one of the acts mentioned was
specifically intended to cause terror. 466 As a result, the Trial Chamber deprived the
accused of a meaningful review on appeal.

Sub-ground 17.3-17.4 Error relating to noD pleaded crimes to support count 1-2 and noopleaded locations
170.

The Appellant submits that "burning" is not a crime pleaded in the Indictment: The Trial
Chamber erred in law to have convicted the Appellant of the offences under Count 1 (acts
of terrorism) under a JCE 467 when "the burning of civilian houses" per se was not pleaded
as a prohibited conduct or crime under the Indictment. What was pleaded under Count 14
was the conjunctive acts of "looting and burning" defined or described in the Indictment
as "Pillage". As noted in the Indictment, only specific crimes or offences, and not merely
events or occurrences not amounting to crimes, can fonn the basis of Counts 1 and 2 of
the Indictment. The Indictment categorically accuses the Appellant of 'committing

4~4

Prosecutor

Y. Prlic, IT-04-711-AR73.4, II May 2007 para. 25 (noting that "a Trial Chamber must provide
reasoning in support of irs findings on the substantive considerations for a decision").
4<\; Trial Judgmentm para 1342,
406 Jd. a1 paras. ] 3111-43.
~67 Para, 1975 of the Trial Judgement.
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crimes set f011h in paragraphs 45 through 82 and charged in Counts 3 through 14 as part
of a campaign to terrorize the chlilian population of Sierra Leone".468 Consequently, it is
contended that whilst Pillage, as a crime under the Indictment, may support Counts I and
2, iffound beyond reasonable doubt, 'acts of burning' per se cannot.
171.

The chamber further erred in law by relying in the burning of civilian homes in
"Rembodu and Koidu town" not pleaded in the indictment. This occasioned prejudice to
the Accused preparation for defence as he had no notice of these occasions and crimes.469

GROUND 17: ERRORS RELATING TO COUNTS 3-5:
l72.

In order to argue this ground, the Appe11lant adopts and relies on his arguments and
submissions in Grounds 2,8, 11 and 12 in their entirety.

GROUND 18: ERRORS RELATING TO COUNTS 6-9:
173.

Also. in order to argue this ground, the Appe11lant adopts and relies on his arguments and
submissions in Grounds 2,8,6,11,13 and 15 in their entirety.

GROUND 19: ERRORS RELATING TO COUNTS 10-11: PHYSICAL VIOLENCE:

Suh-ground 20.1 conviction on crimes and locations not charged in Kono
174.

Although the Appellant was convicted of Mutilations in various locations

III

Kono

District, ineluding Tombodu, Wendedu, Penduma, Yardu, Kayima and Sawao, the
indictment specified only 3 locations, namely, Tombodu, Kaima and Wendedu. Sawao
was later added in the Prosecution's Supplemental Pre-trial Brief. 470 The Appellant relies
on the general submissions in relation to lCE in Kono in Ground 11 as well as Ground 2
on substantive lCE issues to argue this ground. Further, the Appellant submits that the
Chamber erred in law and fact by convicting the Appellant based on loeations not
pleaded in Counts 10-11; the Chamber thus erred by basing its conviction on additional
locations such as Penduma, Yardu, Kayima. These additional locations occasioned
prejudice to the accused's preparation of his defence. The prejudice was never cured.

468

See Para. 44 of the Indichnent (emphasis added).

4~9 Para 2064 p 610 of the trialjudgernent
47n Para 41 7 of the supplemental pre-trai I brief
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1. Error relating to Lack ofNotice
175.

The Chamber erred by convicting the accused for the amputation of hands of three
civilians rebels led by staff Alhaji. 47 ! The Appellant submits that he had no sufficient
notice regarding this crime. Further, there

IS

no evidence that the accused had any

knowledge about the commission of this cnme or was in any way linked to the
perpetrators of the crime. The Chamber failed to demonstrate how the accused shared
with the perpetrators the intent to commit the crime. The Appellant further submits that
he had no notice regarding the flogging of TFl-197 and his younger brother472 and
therefore suffered prejudice in the preparation of his defence. Further the Chamber did
not establish how the accused shared with the perpetrators the intent to commit this crime
which he knew nothing about and when the perpetrators were neither under his eontrol or
authority. Regarding the crimes in Wendedu, Kayima, Sawao, Penduma, Yardu 473 the
Appellant reiterates his submissions above.
Sub-ground 20.2 (Ph}'sical violence count 11) Kenema
176.

The Appellant relies on the general submissions on .TCE in relation to Kenema. Further,
the Appellant submits that there was no proof beyond a reasonable doubt that the aceused
was in any way responsible for the beating ofTF112, the physical violence meted out on
TFI-129 by rebels ineluding Sesay.474 There is absolutely no evidence that the accused
knew about the commission of these crimes, or that, he in some wa}' contributed to the
commission of these crimes. There is no evidence, and the Chamber refers to none, that
the accused shared with the perpetrators the intent to commit the crimes in question. The
Appellant further submits that he had no notice regarding these allegations not pleaded in
the indictment and which were not in either the Pre-trial Briefs nor the opening statement.

GROUND 20 : ERRORS RELATING TO CONSCRPTION, ENLISTMENT AND USE
OF CHILD SOLDIERS (COUNT 12)

177.

The Appellant argues the sub-grounds relating to this ground together.

HI Paras 1172, [311
411 Par 1173
m Paras 13[4-1319
.P~Parasl109-[112
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)3?o
1. Essential findings relating to the AppeUant's alleged planning ofthe use ofchild soldiers
178.

In its disposition, the Chamber finds the Appellant guilty of planning the use of child
soldiers (pg 683). Under the section on responsibility of the accused Kallan the Chamber
apparently relies on four main aspects to arrive at his conviction. 475 Kallan being a senior
RUF commander during the attack on Koidu in February in which children were
abducted "in large numbers" to be sent to RUF camps, in June 1998 Kallan and Sesay
giving orders for children to be trained at RUF camps, Kallan bringing a group of
children to Bunumbu for training in 1998 and Kallan allegedly being the senior RUF
commander on 3 May 2000 at Moria near Makeni where child soldiers were used in the
ambush of UNAMSIL Forces.

2. Defective indictment in relation to the accused Kallon 's alleged participation in
conscripting and Uj"e ofChild Soldiers
179.

The indictment only generally states that the AFRCfRUF was involved in the abduction
of boys and girls who were given combat training and used in active fighting476 and that
the AFRClRUF routinely conscripted. enlisted and or used boys and girls under the age
of 8 of 15(sic) to participate in active hostilities 477 and that by their acts or omissions in
relation "to these events" (there is no indication as to which specific events the
indictment refers to) all the 3 accused are individually criminally responsible for the
crime of conscription and use of Child soldiers. The indictment provides no specific
details regarding the role of the accused KaHon. This ambiguity is compounded by the
expansive timeframe for the alleged crime which is "all times relevant to this
indictment". Further, the crime is supposed to have been committed "throughout the
republic of Sierra-Leone".

180.

The Appellant submits that this clear defect in the indictment occasioned irreparable
prejudice to the accused KaHon as he was not able to effectively prepare his defenee. He
was not put on any proper notice regarding the case he was supposed to answer in respect
of this count.

Paras 2231 _1233
Para 43
477 Para 68

4,5

476
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181.

In a similar factual scenario the ICTR Appeals Chamber in Niyitegeka has slated that an
indictment ought to delve into particulars The Chamber stateu as follows:
"One Prosecution witne.~.~ described Bisesero as '·a large area", a Proseeution
filing in another case refers to it as a "vast region with undulating hills and
plains." A general allegation that (he Appellant led others in several attacks in a
"large area" at ''various locations and timl.,:s lhroUghout April, May and June
1994" does not adequately infonn the Defence that the Prosecution intends to
charge participation in a specifIC attaek at Kivumu at the end of April or
beginning of May 1994 during which tht: Appcllant personally shot at refugees.
The indictment must "delve into paniculars" where possible; generalized
allegations of attacks in Bisesero do not suffice".478

182.

The ICTR Appeals Chamber was dealing with a somewhat better scenario-a period of 3
months and a much smaller and speeified geographical location in Rwanda and yet ruled
the indictment defective, whereas in the present ease the accused is charged with
committing the offenee over a period of 4 years and throughout Sierra- Leone without
any particulars at all.

183.

On the issut: of cure, the Appeals Chamber in Niyitegeka ruled that mere service of
witm:ss statements did not suffice.

184.

"Furthermore, 110 attack at KiwInu at the end of April or beginning of May is
concluded in the summary of witness GGY"s e\'idence in the Prosecution's Pre·
Trial Brief. Regardles$ ofwhclher the witness statement referred to the Kivumu
attack or not, the Appellant could well have concluded from the failure to
mention KivUllIU"f'9
Tne Appeals Chamber is urged to find that mere s~rvice of witnes.s statements did not
cure the l1efeet in the Kallon indictment in relation to eount 12.Moerever, the Appellant
submits that since the Supplemental Pre-trial brief clearly states that any evidence
diselosed was to provide notice to thc aceused Kallon in relation only to .TCE, the accused
had no notice that witness statements were meant to provide notiee regarding planning in
respeet of which the Chamber convicted the accused.

185.

Significantly, the conduet for which the Chamber convicted the aceused constitutes
personal commission of crimes under count 12 of the indictment. Consistent with the
Trial Chamber's own conclusions regarding the threshold for pleading aets of personal
commission, and its finding regarding the failure by the Prosecution to proffer any
explanation to plead aets of personal cummission m the indietment as required, the

m Eliezer Niyite-ge-h V Prosecutor, rCTR 96-14-A Par 217.
47~

Para 221
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Appellant urges the Appeals Chamber to find that the accused was irreparably prejudiced
by the nonwpleading of his alleged criminal conduct under count 12.
186.

The Appeals Chamber is also respeetfully urged to note that the Trial Chamber adopted
an ineonsistent and double standards approach in its evaluation of the effect of a defeetive
indictment on the accused Kallon's ability to defend himself in relation to count 12. The
Chamber acknowledged that the indictment was defective in relation to personal
commission by the accused of some crimes under count 12 48

°. However it proceeded to

find the accused guilty under the planning mode of liability based on other crimes he is
alleged to have personally eommitted and in respect of which the indictment was equally
defective. The Chamber thus erroneously relied on the testimonies of witnesses TF 1w
263,TFI-141,Dennis Koker,TFl-366,TFI-371,TF1-045,TF1-045,TFI-060 and Edwin
Kasoma 481 which made allegations of personal commissions not pleaded in the
indictment.
187,

Although the Supplemental prewtrial brief provided some details regarding the accused
Kallon's role in the conscription and use of child soldiers, many of the details were
equally vague 482 •

188.

Further it is alleged that the accused was present in Kailahun with armed child soldiers as
young as 10 years. No specifics of the period are given. 483 This lack of specificity
occasioned irreparable prejudice to the accused. He was not able to determine the exact
nature of the case he faced and was thus unable to effectively prepare his defence.
3. Error relating fo elements of planning

189.

The Trial Chamber found that the accused Kallon was guilty of planning the use of
children under the age of 15 by the RUF to actively participate in hostilities in Kailahun,

~so See for instance Para 2221 p 65\ of the judgment

Paras 1629-1700
For i nstanee it states that the accused's responsibility could be inferred from his position of responsibility and
command within the AFRCIRUF without specifying the period and the alleged "position of responsibi Iity and
command". Further that he was present at military camps where ehiJdren underwent training without any
specification ofthe period and the loeation of the military camps .Funher that he was present during attacks where
child soldiers were used without speeifics on dales and locations oflhese attacks and further that he was present al
"Cyborg Pit in Kono" District where Small Boys Units were used withoul any sped fication of the period. No
evidence was adduced during trial regarding the eommissioJl of any crimes at a plaee b1O'wll as '·Cyborg pit in
Kono"
48J Par 467 of the supplemental pre-trial brief
481

482
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Kana, and Bombali districts between 1997 and September 2000. 484 The law on planning
has been spelt out by this Appeals Chamber as follows
"... While there must be a sufficient link between the planning of a erime both at
the preparatory and the exeeution phases," it is "sufficient to demonstrate that the
planning was a faetor substantially contributing to such criminal conduct." The
Appeals Chamber agreed ......i th the Trial Chamber that the mens rea "requires that
the accused acted with direet intent in relation to his or her own planning or with
the awareness of the substantial likelihood that a crime would be committed ... in
the exeeution ofthat plan. ,0485
190.

As the Appellant will illustrate infra the Trial Chamber failed to demonstrate that the
accused Kallon planned the use of child soldiers and that his planning was a faetor that
substantially contributed to the crime. Funher the Trial Chamber failed to find that the
Prosecution had not proved beyond a reasonable doubt, thc accused Kallon"s mens rea in
relation to this crime. The Appellant submits that rather than require of the Prosecution to
prove his case

beyond a reasonable doubt, the Chamber erroneously convicted the

accused simply because of his being an officer of the RUF movement which the Chamber
found had a system of forced recruitment and use of child soldiers. 486The Trial Chamber
ignored its own finding in CDF to the effect that mere occupancy of some position of
responsibility in an organisation involved in culpable conduct does not in itself attract
criminal responsibility.
191.

In that case the Chamber had held that
".. the presence of Fofana at Base Zero where ehild soldiers were also seen is
not suffIeient by itself to establish beyond reasonable doubt that Fofana had any
involvement in the commission ofthese criminal acts under any of the modes of
liability eharged in the Indictment.,>487 The trial record contains ample evidenee
that the Civil Defence Forces (CDF) as an organization was involved in the
recruitment of children under the age of 15 to an armed group, and used them to
participate aetively in hostilities, however this does not demonstrate beyond a
reasonable doubt that Fofana was personally involved in such crimes." 48B

484

Para 2234 p 654

48~ Pam 301 p 97 of the

trialjudgemenl

See for instance Paras] 614-1628,2213-2125,223 [,1233)
4~7 Para 96! pp 284
488 Para 962 pp 285
486
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0 senior RUF Commonder during aHack on Koidu r998 when
Children were allegedly abducted In large numbers and sent to RUF

4. Kallon being

camps
192.

Regarding the alleged seniority of the accused Kallon during the attack on Koidu Town
in February 1998 the Chamber fails to demonstrate through any evidence, Kallon's level
of seniority and eommand position at the material time and how that per se could have
played a substantial role in the crime. It is noteworthy that the indictment states that at
this material time, Kallon was a Deputy Area Commander, whieh, admittedly could be- if
established a senior position. However, no evidenee was eyer addueed that Kallon was
Deputy Area Commander at the time or that the position ever existed.During the
Prosecution case the Prosecutor sought to contradict the indictment by alleging the
accused was overall commander in Kono thus contradicting the indictment and
occasioning prejudice to the Appellant489 . Similarly, the Chamber attributes un-explained
seniority to Kallon without rderence to the indictment thus compounding the prejudice.

193.

The Appeals Chamber is urged to find that the Trial Chamber erred in basing its finding
on the use of soldiers partly on the mere unsupported contention that the aceused was a
senior commander in relation to Kono and Kailahun . Moreover, leaving aside the issue
of seniority, it is far from clear how mere presence renders the accused Kallon guilty
when the exact nature of Kallon's contribution in the alleged planning of the use of child
soldiers is not credibly established beyond a reasonable doubt.
5. Error reJating

194.

to conclusions on Appellant's alleged role in planning- Kono

The evidence considered by the Chamber

490

to conclude that Kallon made a substantial

contribution in the abduction of a large number of children to be sent to RUF camps is
extremely tenuous and does not demonstrate Kallon's culpability beyond a reasonable
doubt. Indeed the Chamber does not refer to any evidence on record to support its
alannist conclusion of "a large number of children abducted" during the auack on Koidu.
The Chamber erroneously relied on TFl-263 who alleged that during the month he was
abducted thcy were gathered and taken to PC ground where about 200 of them assembled

4a~ Sec For instance Transcript of29 April 2008 P 44 where Prosecution took the position ,hat the Appellant "vas

overall commander in KONO
(Paras 1629-1632)

490
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and General Issa asked Moms Kallon to select "people" to go for training in Kailahun. 491
Among those: who were selected were the witness' age group and some were taller than
him. 492 Those others selected were 6. 493
195.

The Appellant submits that his personal role in the conscription uf the witness and his
colleagues is

a material fact that ought to have been pleaded in the indictment. This

defect was never cured.

6.
196.

No proof of witness' age and failure to identify the Appellant·Kona

The Chamber erred in failing to find thai the Prosecution had not proved beyond a
reasonable doubt that at the time TFl-263 was abducted he was under 15 years of age and
failing to acknowledge that fcom the record there was suffieient doubt created hy the
witness' contradictory testimony on his age. Although in direct testimony and during re·
examination the witness stated that he was 14 years at the time of abduction, during
cross-examination he clearly confirmed that he was born in 1983 and hence 15 years in
1998 when he was abducted.

Q: is it right in fact thaI you were bom in J983 or you just don't know?
A: Aetually my date of birth is 1983. It was an error on my side just now.
Q: Is it the reality, Mr. Witness, that you're not sure if it was 1983 or 1984?
A Yt:s, my date ofbirth is 1983494

197.

Since the witness could not tell the month he was born, he could have been 15 in
February I 998.Any doubt regarding the age of the witness ought to have been resolved in
the accused's favoe. When the witness testified later in the Tayloe trial he was not able to
tell his age. 495because the age which he had provided in his witness statement turned out
to be different from that on his birth certificate and which demonstrated he could not
have been a child combatant within the meaning of the Statute of the Special Court. The
witness blamed his father both for not knowing his own age as welt as concealing his
birth certificate 496

Transcript of 6 April 2005 p 28-30
TTanscript of6 April 2005 p 29
493 Transcripf of6 April 2005 P 30
494 TTanscript of 7 A pri! 2005 p47
m Charles Taylor Trial. Transcnpt dated 7 October ,2008 page 18009,
496 Cllarles Taylor Trial, Transcript dated 7 October 2008 page 18014, line 2U·8-1801 7
491

491
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!?36
7.

198.

Error relallng to identificallon of Appellant by TFJ -263

The Chamber further failed to find that the Prosecution had not established beyond
reasonable doubt that witness TFl-263 sufficiently identified the accused Kallon. This
was raised by the Defence during cross~examination. From the witness's testimony it was
not established that the person he named as "colonel Morris Kallon" and whom he met

during the rainy season in Koidu was indeed the 2nd aceused.

497

In cross, Counsel for the

Appellant put to the witness that there were several Kallons in Kono at the time but the
witness stated he knew none of them.49~ During further cross examination it was clear,
the witness did not know the accused Kallan at all, never spoke to him at the time and

never spoke to or saw him tlgain subsequcntly.499 The witness admitted he knew nothing
about the RUF. soo
8.

199.

Error relating to Payments to witness TFJ -263

Witness TF1·263 received a total of Le 1,456,000 between September 2004 and April
2005,501 The Defence suhmits that this huge sum of money, much of it not reasonably
related to any legitimate witness expenses create reasonable inference that the testimony
of this witness was motivated more by economic gain as opposed to giving truthful
testimony.
9.

200.

Error relating to the evaluation ot the testimony ot witness TF'· '4 J

The Chamber erred in relying on the testimony of witness TFl-141 to conclude that the
accused KaUon was present during their abduction. so2The ahduction of witness TF1-141
and any alleged role of the accused Kallon thereof is a material fact that ought to have
been pleaded in the indictment. The omission which was never cured caused prejudice to
the accused as he was not in a position to effectively defend himself0 3 .Moreover, mere

m Transcript of 8 April Z005 P 101 lines 28~Z9. p 10Z
m Tmnscript of II April Z005 pp 34-35
m Transcript of II April 200~ P 36
.<00 Tmnscript of II April Z005 P 38
501 Tnmscript of \ 1 April Z005 pp 21-22, see also exhibit 22
}01 Para (630
SOJlndeed, t11e Supplemental-pre-trial brief summary of this witness's statement makes neither mention of the
accused Kallon nor any issues relating to the use of child soldiers.The Chamber does not address this
issue.Moreo.... er the testimomy of t1lis witness was not corroborated and in relyin!? on il. the: Chamber contradicted its
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presence, without more does not demonstrate a crime or substantial contribution to the
commission of a crime.
201.

Further, no reasonable trier of fact would rely on the testimony of witness TFl·141.Thc
Chamber not only failed to find the testimony of this \\fitness wholly implausible but also
made several contradictory and irreconcilable conclusions on material aspects of the
prosecution case based on the testimony of the witness. At paragraph ]636 of the
judgement, the Chamber concluded that in February 1998 a number of young boys, girls
and young women from Koidu and other locations in Kono among who was TFl-141,
then 12 years old, were taken to camp Lion for training. At paragaphr1645, the Chamber
concluded that after graduation from camp Lion, TFl-14l was sent to Baima in Kailahun
district after which he was transferred to Benduma in the same district where he served as
security guard for the camp from approximately February to December 1998.

202.

This testimony is in direct contradiction with the Chamber's own conclusion elsewhere
placing the witness in Kono at the same time he is supposed to be either training at Camp
Lion in Kailahun or serving as Security guard in Benduma in Kailahun.~o4 The Chamber
does not explain how it makes two contradietory and irreconcilable conclusions regarding
the location of witness TF1-141 and relying on both to the prejudice of the accused. The
appellant submits that none of the accounts given by witness TFl-141 was plausible and
no reasonable trier of fact would rely on irreconcilably contradictory versions of a
witness to base a finding of guilt.

203.

10. Children abducted in Kono in 1998 aged 10·15 years- trained to act as
spies 505
The Chamber relied on witness TFI-071 to draw this conclusion on which basis the

Chamber apparently partly relied to convict the Appellant. There was no credible
own decision requiring corroboration of the witness' testimony. There is no other testimony on the record regarding
the abduction of the witness and eight other-> in the presence of Kallon.-Supplementa] Pre-trial Brief 2 April 2004
504 For in~tance at paragaphr 1675 the Chamber concludes that during Muster Parades at the Guinea Highway (in
Kono) in FebrnarylMarch 1998, Kallon would inslTUct TFI-14], who was 12 years old and other SBUS to
participate in food finding missions. At paragraph 1216 lhe Chamber also places the witness at the same Guinea
High way in Koidu where he is supposed 10 have seen the Appellant give instructions "every morning" al muster
parades. At paragraph l743 the Chamber further contradicts itself by placing TF]-141 in Kono districl between
February and April ]998 where he was involved in food finding missions and further at paragraph 1153, regarding
alleged rape of women at Guinea Highway in Koidu ill March ]998.
SOS

Para 1632
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1'318
demonstration by TFI-071 that Kallan was in any way involyed in the planning of the
use of child soldiers. The Appellant also had no sufticient and or proper notice that the
testimony of this witness would implicate him. The summary of the witness' testimony
attached to the supplemental Pre-trial brief makes no mention at all of the accused
Kallan's imrolvement in the crime of child soldiers.

204.

Regarding TFl- 334 who testified that in March 1998 in Kono, children aged between 812 years of age were forced to carry food for the troops or were subsequently trained to
join the movement (para 1631) the witness did not in any way implicate Kallan. There is

absolutely no evidence that Kallan was involved in the planning of the abduction of
children aged between 8-12 years of age from Tombodou, Yomadu and other
surrounding villages by AFRC and RUF soldiers (1631) or that he knew about these
abductions. These specific abductions were never pleaded in the indictment and Kallon
did not have any form of notice that this evidence would be used against him. Without
such notice Kallon could not and did not defend himself against this evidence and has
thus suffered prejudice. Regarding the alleged subsequent training of these children to
join the movement, ( 1631) the witness provided no evidence of the alleged subsequent
training including where it took place, the number of children involved, the basis for
concluding they were children, the duration of the training and any involvement of
Kallan in the alleged training.
11.

205.

Kailahun - TrainIng of Children by RUF

The Chamber concluded that the RUF used the Bayama training base, 23 miles from
Kailahun to train abducted "boys and girls" who were placed under the command of CO
Jah Glory and his Deputy Morris Kakwa. This training base was subsequently moved to
Bunumbu close to the RUF headquarter in Oiema. There is absolutely no evidence that
Kallon was in any way involved in the decision making processes that established the two
training bases. There is no evidence that the accused was at all involved in the planning
of the abduction of these "boys and girls" and their subsequent training in Bayama or
Bunumbu. Indeed at the material time, Kallon was a fairly junior omeer holding the rank
of Major and occupied no significant position of responsibility within the RUF hierarchy
that would have enabled him to substantially participate and eontribute to the alleged
97
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/331
planning of abduction and training of child soldiers at Bayama. Indeed the Chamber
points to no evidenee that Kallon was part of the "substantial degree of planning
conducted at the highest levels of the RUF organization"S(;6 Significantly, the Chamber
refers to boys and girls as those trained. There is no showing that these boys and girls
were under the age of 15 years.

206.

Witness TFl-362 who occupied an important position in the training of RUF combatants
before and during the indictment period provided infonnation about the command
structure within the training unit of the RUF and gave a detailed account about training
procedures and recruitment of combatants including those involded but did not mention
the Appellant in any way as being part of either the recruitment and or training of child
soldiers. Indeed she did not give any testimony implicating the accused as being present at
training bases as alleged in the Supplental Pre-trial Brief. 507

207.

Regarding any alleged role of Kallon in the abduction and training of "Boys and Girls" at
Bayama and Bunumbu, this was a material fact that ought to have been pleaded in the
indictment. 508 The only evidence suggesting a tenuous link between Kallon and a venue
where children were trained was rejected by the Chamber. 509 Moreover this evidence is
not strietly in tandem with the Supplemental Pre-trial Brief which gives notice of Kallon
being present at Camps where children were trained rather than bringing children for
training at those camps.

208.

The Chamber found that the RUF and AFRC forces used children in combat in Kailahun
district. 51ll The Chamber relied on the testimony ofTFl-093.The witness however never
implicated the accused Kallon in any way in the crime. Moreover, as the Chamber found
at Para 1649, TFI-093 was 15 years of age when he started fighting for the RUF. There is
insufficient basis to conclusively detennine the ages of the children who the witness

''J6

Para 2225

~07 Transcript of20 April 2005 pp 22-51 and Transcript of22 April 2005 pp 2-23.
~08 This omission occasioned prejudice to the accused as he had to defend himself against these general and

imprecise allegations. The omission was compounded by the fact that the Supplemental pre-trial brief gave notice
concerning Kallon 's presence at training bases where children were trained as opposed to his participation in
abductions and training of the children. Moreover, no evidence was addueed of Kallon 's presence in e1ther Bayama
or Bunumbu.Also, this testimony related to the personal commission ofa crime by the aceused Kallan whose
material particula~ were nol pleaded as required and whieh was never cured by any elear, timely or consistent
informacion in post-indictment pleadings or disclosures. The Supplemental pre-trial brief only states that "Kallon
was present at eamps where ehild soldie~ were trained".
509 Para 2221
~lO Paras 1649-1653
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mentioned were between 8 and 17 years of age. The witness discussed the training of
child soldiers at a plaee called Bagalagao in Kailahun which is not pleaded in the
indictment and in respect of which the accused Kallon had no notiee. 511 There is no
evidence that the accused Kallon either participated in the design and maintenance of the
system of forced recruitment of children or their use in Kailahun.
12.

Error Relating to Sesay and Kallon giving orders 'or Children to be trained at
RUF camps (Para 2232)

209.

The Chamber erred by relying on the allegation that Sesay, Kallon and Supennan gave
orders that "young boys" should be trained to become soldiers. 512 There is no crime
disclosed here. As the Chamber itself concludes, the boys to be trained were 15 years of
age and above. Moreover no reasonable trier of fact would rely on such vague, general
and unsubstantiated allegations to conclude that the Appellant gave an order for children
to be trained. It means nothing to say Sesay, Kallon and Supennan gave orders-were the
orders given collectively on one specific day?, when and where were these orders given?
Were the said orders executed? How many children were trained as a result of these
orders and where were they trained and by who? These are pertinent issues which the
Trial Chamber, in its apparent haste to convict, does not bother to address.

210.

No reasonable trier of fact would rely on the testimony of witness

TFl~366

to conclude

that the accused Kallon was involved in the sending of SBUs for training. His testimony
was vague, imprecise and lacking in all essential particulars. He stated that the accused
Kallon gave him the order to send young boys to Kailahun for training and that
"Superman also gave him the order and even Sesay sent messages.,,513 Regarding their
age the witness stated that some of them were 15 years, but "many of them were SBUs."
514The witness did not explain how he arrived at the age of 15(and not 14 or 16) or how
he detennined the ages of the SBUs. Further the Chamber erred by relying on the

Transcrip' of29 November 2005 p 89
Para 1638
513 Transcript of 8 November 2005 p 67 However he did not provide partieularn when this happened, how many
"young boys" were involved and where exactly they were trained and who may have trained them and for what
specific purpose. This caused prejudice to the accused as he eould not defend himself againsl allegations lacking in
essenTial delails and particuhlIs.
511

m

jl~ Transcript of 8 November 2005 p 67
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)34--1
testimony of this witness which was not corroborated515 by any or any credible
testimony.516 It was clear that the witness's mission was simply to ensure the accused
Kallon was implicated in the crimes regardless of the absurdity of the allegations he made

. t he accused'" .
agamst
13.

211.

Error relating to Kallon bringing juveniles under J 5 to Bunumbu518

Firstly the Chamber erroneously relied on the testimony of Dennis Koker who alleged
that "in 1998" he saw Morris Kanan bring juveniles under 15

to Bunumbu for

training. 519 The Chamber concluded that although KaHan "may have" personally
conscripted children by bringing them to Bunumbu for training ,the prosecution had
failed to plead this material infonnation resulting in prejudice to the accused and
therefore

this evidence would not be used to support a finding of guilt for personal

commission under 6(1 ).52(J Having made this finding, the Chamber erred in law by relying
on the same evidence to support its finding that KaUon participated in the planning of the
conSCription and use of child soldiers. The Chamber failed to appreciate that planning too
is a form ofpersonaJ commission under 6(1) requiring a stringent fonn of pleading.
212.

Secondly, the Chamber erred by failing to find that (here was no proper basis on which to
conclude that

children that Ihe accused Kallon allegedly brought

training were under 15 years of age.

This submission is further

to Bunumbu for
fortified by the

Chamber's own finding that sometime in June 1998, Kallon, superman and Sesay issued
orders that "young boys" should be trained to become soldiers and handle weapons at
Bunumbu and that these boys were 15 years of age and above.

At Para 546 the Chamber stated that it would not rely on the testimony of the witness on the acts and conduct of
the aeeused unless where eorroborated in a material aspect by a reliable witness. There is no witness or any
credible witness who corroborates this witness regarding the allegation that Kal101l sent SBUs for training
Sl~ The ICTR Appeal Chamber in the "Media" Trial has defined eorroborution to be when " ... One prima facie
credible testimony is compatible with the other prima facie credible testimony regarding the same facl or a
sequence oflinked faels ... ".Nahimana et al v Prosecutor Appeals Case No.lctr -99-52A, Judgement 28 Nov 2007
Para 428.This logically means that testimony whieh has been deelared to require eorrobol1l.tion eannot
eoorobol1l.te another testimony thaI too requires eorrobordtion.
517 For iustance he staled rather stupidly that Kallon was the commander for the "whole of the RUF even fOT
Superman." That superman was the deputy to Morris Kallon.mNo reasonable trier of fact would rely on the
uncorroborated testimony of lhis witness to conclude Kanon's involvement in the planning of use of child
soldiers.See Transeript of 8 November 2005 p l4
51S

5lSPara \638
519 Para1638
51~ Para 2221
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14.

Bomball:- Kallon being the senior RUF Commander on 3 May 2000 at Moria
near Makenl where child soldiers were used In the ambush of UNAMSll
Forces

213.

The Chamber relies on circumstantial evidence to conclude that thc accused Kallon was
the Commander at Moria, a small village near Makeni, where Zambian UNAMSIL
personnel were abducted521 1834-1858 and where fighters as young as 10 years were
allegedly among those involved in the abduction. 522

214.

Firstly, the Chamber erred by relying on this evidence to eonvict Kallon as it constitutes
personal commission of a crime which according to the Chamber's own evaluation
should be subjected to a stringent pleading standard523 Allhaugh the Chamber promised
to consider whether the Prosecution had eured each allegation of personal commission by
subsequent communications, it never made this consideration in respect of the personal
commission by Kallon of the abduetion of UNAMSIL soldiers at Moria during which
child soldiers were allegedly used. The presence of Kallon in Moria when child soldiers
are supposed to have been used is an act of personal commission which ought to have
been pleaded and which was not eurable or was not cured by any clear, timely and
consistent information. The only information provided by supplemental pre-trial brief
rfflates to Kallon being present during attacks where child soldicrs were used. 524 This
cannot constitute clear infonnation regarding his role as no details of where and when the
attacks took place is provided. Moria is not mentioned as a crime location- a material
fact- either in the indictment or the pre-trial briefs. Regarding Bombali District, where
Moria is allegedly located, the Supplemental pr-e-trial brief charges Kallon only for the
use of child soldiers in food-finding missions and his alleged altempt to prevent the
repatriation and transfer of 90 child combatants from Makeni to Freetown525

m Para 1638
m Para 1687
m See for instance 2221 where the Chamber ruled that Proseculion had failed to plead Kallon's alleged bringing of
Childrrn to Bunumbu and that mere disclosure of documents containing such evidence did not constitute clear,
timely and consistent notice of malerial tacts pertaining to alleged personal commission of the crime by the accused
and that this failure (0 provide adequate and sufficient notice occasioned material prejudice to the defence in the
preparation of its case. See also par 399 where the Chamber acknowledges the indictment failure (0 plead particulars
in relation to allegations of personal commission).
~24 See Para 467 c of the Supplemental Pre~trial Brief pp J 54-155
m Ibid Para 467 hand j
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Significantly, the charge of use of child soldiers for food-finding missions was generally
dismissed by the Chamber as not amounting to active participation in hostilities. 52<i The
Chamber makes no findings regarding Kallon's alleged role in preventing the repatriation
and transfer of90 child combatants.
215.

In consequence, the Chamber convicted Kallon for a crime for which he had no notice
while it either made no findings or dismissed those for which he had some notice in
respect of the use of child soldiers in Bombali district.
15.

216.

No reasonable trier of fact would rely on the tesHmony of Kasoma

The testimony of witness Kasoma apart from being inconclusive regarding K.allon's
involvement in the abduction of (he Zambians, did not provide any notice to the accused
Kallon regarding the use of child soldiers at Moria527 .
16.

217.

Errar relatIng to circumstanHal evidence

There is no sufficient basis to conclude that because Kallon may have received a general
warning and instructions from Sankoh regarding disarmament,528 and or because he is

S~~ Para 1773 pp 517-518 ofthejudgement

m The witness made three post-indictment statements to the Prosecutor. His first statement was made on 25 June

2004 in Zambia and he related the even~ without mentioning the name of Morris Kallon. In this statement, he said
the events in which he was abducted took place near Lunsar on 4 May 2000 and not Moria. The deeision on motion
of acquit1at stated that the events took place near Lunsar. However Kallon was eonvicted on the events at Moria
whieh allegedly took place on the 31\1 April 2000. Witness made another statement on 29 July 2004 but never
mentioned the name Morris Kallon. It is when the witness came to Freetown to testify thaI the Prosecutor produeed
and servcd on the defenee proofing notes dated the I, 2, 3 February 2006 containing 7 paragraphs that witncss
mentioned for the tirst time the name of Morris Kallon and only about Morris Kallon v1siting Yengema and no
infonnation about his alleged role in his abduction and the presence of ehild soldiers. This series of events and the
various statements thc witness made without mentioning the accuscd cannot, by any stretch of imagination
constitute clear, timely and consistent infonnation. Moreover, the testimony of chis witness is at variance with the
more credible lcstimony of his senior General Mulinge who the Chamber, without any b3sis ignored. Called by the
Defence, witness Muhnge who was in the company of the Zambian contingent, was also abducted and spent 2] days
with Kasoma in Yengema. He never named Kallon as the Commander who abdueted them. He instead stated that
the abductor walked with a hmp-a description that filled Komba Gbundema and thus corrobomted many other
accounts. Mulinge further stated that KaJlon never visited them in Yengema and that the Commander of the Camp
never introduced them to a Kallon. It is inconceivable Ihat Kallon would have visited Yengema4 times in thc
company ofSesay and several child eombatan~ wilhout Mulinge's notice. It is also inconeeivable that Kasoma
would have seen Kallon Visit them in Yengema and fail to mention to Mulinge that here was his abductor. The net
effect of all the accounts given by witness Kasom3 about Kallon and the belated timing of his mention of the
accused couplcd with the doubt crealed by the testimonies of other witncsses and particularly Mulinge lead to the
irresistible conclusion that Kallon was not present at Moria when Kasoma and group wcre abducted hencc cannot be
responsible for the use of ehild soldiers on that occasion. Further the Chamber's conelusion regarding KalIon's
presence at Monas27 based on circumstantial evidence is erroneous and not a reasonable inference from the
evidence.
m Para 1851
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supposed to have sent a reinforcement order for an unspecified mission to the Brigade
Commander for Kono s29 and or because he is supposed to have sent a general situation
report to Sankoh s30 it follows that he was the Commander present at Moria where
Zambatt UNAMSIL were abducted. The circumstantial evidence considered and
misinterpreted by the Chamber does not lend itself; even remotely, to any reasonable
conclusion that Kallon was the Commander present at Moria. Even if the Chamber's
inference were to be reasonable, there are several other reasonable inferences open from
the evidence.
218.

At the time of the UNAMSIL events several senior officers were actively engaged in the
conflict and anyone of them besides the accused Kallon could have been the Commander
present at Moria. For instance witness TFl-360 testified about Melosky Kallon who was
the brigade commander based in Lunsat531 (and in whose area of jurisdiction the
abduction took place) and also stated that it was Komba Gbundema who abducted the
Zambatt UNAMSIL. It is therefore a reasonable inference that Kasoma, who did not
know Kallon and had never met him, may have heard about another Kallon and most
likely Melosky KaHon. 01
17.

2]9.

other Indicia relied on by the Chamber:

The Chamber erroneously drew the conclusion that the accused Kallon was involved in
the use of child soldiers as fighters in 1994 (16 t 5). On this, the Chamber erred in a
number of respects; by relying on evidence outside the scope of indictment (the
indictment period runs from 30th December 1996 to 15 September 2000), by relying on
the uncorroborated evidence of witness TFI-045.

220.

532

Further, no reasonable trier of fact would rely on the testimony of TFI 045 to conclude
M

that Kallon was involved in the planning of the use of child soldiers, based on the
unsubstantiated testimony of witness

TFl~045

who did not explain his basis for

concluding that those he saw with Kallon were under the age of 15, or how he concluded
Para 1852
Para 1853
th
HI TFI-360 testified about Melosky Kallon who was the 5 Brigade Commander based at Lunsar Transcript of25
July 2005 pliO lines 2·9,lines 18-22.Witness also confinned there were several other Kallons ill the RUF
movement Trallseript of 25 Ju Iy 2005 pp 110-113 and thai there were several people who went under the name
Kallon, p 112 line 28,p [ 13 line 2
Hl This is despite the Chamber's own assertion that it would not rely on TF1-045's testimony without corroboration:
par 56l
Hq

BO
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(3LfS
that they were child fighters. Moreover, the presence of the accused KaHan with child
fighters in Zogoda is an act of personal commission that ought to have been pleaded in
the indictment.
18.

221.

Error relating to consistent poHern of conduct:

Finally, the Chamber erred by relying on the presence of Kanan in Zogoda with child
soldiers to demonstrate a consistent pattern of conduct in violation of Rule 93 of the
Rules of Procedure and evidence 533 •
J9.

222.

Error regarding proof of age of child combatants

The magnitude of the Chamber's error on the assessment of the ages of the alleged child

soldiers clearly emerges from the testimony of witness TFl-141 whom the Chamber
relies on severally to convict the Appellant. The witness indulged in falsities aboul his
age. He admilled 10 have given his age as 18 in order to gain some disarmament benefits.
He dramatically stated "well as I said, I never knew who this woman was or why those
questions. Now I told her I was 18 because the time we came to disarm, we the children
were removed. We had no benefit. We suffered. I thought it was something like that that
was coming. So let me give an age, this age, so thaI I might nOl be removed";u.
223.

The Prosecution has not discharged its burden regarding the ages of the children

III

respect of whom their use the Appellant allegedly planned. There is no evidence that
those allegedly abducted during the ahack in Koidu, or those allegedly sent to RUF
camps for training, or those allegedly used at Moria were under the age of IS.As the
Chamber itself concludes at Para 1638 of the judgement, KaHan and Sesay gave orders
that young boys should be trained and that "those boys were 15 years of age and above" .

~~~ Para 1615.The Appellant submits that at no time did the prosecution disclose to him intormation to show his
link to a consistent pattern of conduct by the RUF of recruiting and tmining children for military purposes" that
began as early as 1991 and continued throughout the indictment period" Rule 93 (B) requires that acts tending to
show a consistent pattern of conduct shall be disclosed by the prosecutor to the defence pursuant to Rule 66.The
failure to comply with Rule 93 (8) thus occasioued prejudice lo Kallon's defence as he did not know that this aspect
oflhe evidenee would be used against him, and hence could nOl and did not defend himself accordingly.
n4 Transcript 14 April 2005 pp 23-24
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224.

No reasonable trier of fact would rely on the testimonies of the various witnesses to
establish beyond reasonable doubt that the children allegedly conscripted and sent for
training were below 15 years ofage535 •

225.

The Chamber's reliance on the conclusion that the accused knew or had reason to know
that the persons conscripted "may have been" under the age of 15

as constituting

circumstantial evidence is erroneous. The Chamber's own use of the phrase ·'may have
been" suggests an inconclusive inference and hence invalidates any argument that this
could be the only reasonable inference from the record in order to justify the use of
circumstantial evidence in this instance.
226.

Further, it was upon the Prosecution to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that Kallon
planned the use of children for hostilities. The Chamber's conclusion that where doubt
existed as to whether a person abducted or trained was under the age of IS, it was
incumbent upon the perpetrator to ascertain the person's age is absurd. The Appellant did
not raise any defence of mistake to warrant the Chamber's conclusion. Having denied
planning the use of children under t 5, the Chamber ought to have required the Prosecutor
to fully discharge his burden of proof other than resort to the use of improper
circumstantial evidence and shifting the burden of proof.

227.

Resulting from the individual and cumulative effect of the above factual and legal errors
which have occasioned a miscarriage of justice and invalidated the conviction, the
Appeals Chamber is respectfully prayed to set aside the conviction and sentence on
Count 12.

Ground 21: ERRORS RELATING TO ABDUCTIONS & FORCED LABOUR COUNT 13

535 As demonstrated above, the testimony of witness TF 1- 263 does not lend itself to any conclusive detennination
that he was below 15 years of age or that those he was abducted and sent for training with were under that age. In
the absence of any corroboration by independent credible evidence, the testimonies of witnesses TFI-141 and TFI366 cannot be relied on to detennille the ages of those child soldiers that the 2 witnesses attempted to link to the
aeeused Kallon.Denis Koker on whom the Chamber relied to conclude that he saw KaHon bring Juveniles to
Bunumbu for training did nol provide any ercdible evidence about those he saw with KaHon. He described them as
follows, "1hey were men, there were women, men above 30 years, men below 20 years, below 15, women below
15." Regarding his ability to detennine those who were below 15 the witness curiously stated that "he was trained
before he went theTe," and so he knew how 10 "allocate" ages. He fUr1her stated that he interviewed 1he children
because he knew thaI one day an international tribunal would be created. Transcript of28 Apri12005 P 66
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I. Events in rongo Field in Kenema. KOllo and KaiIahun

228.

The Chamber eonvleted the Appellant KaHan under count 13 for enslavement, a crime
against Humanity punishable under Article 2(e) of the Statute, for his alleged
panieipation in a JCE in relation to events in Tonga Field in Kenema District, in Kana
and Kailahun Districts.
1.

229.

Error relating to Appellants alleged role in rongo Field

The Appellant relies on the submissions on lCE in relation to Kenema. In addition, the
Appellant submits that the Clulmber erred in law and fact by convicting him based on
material facts not pleaded in the indictment and in respect of which he had no or no
proper notice 536 . The Chamber thus erred by concluding that the Appellant was one of
commanders conducting private mining in Tonga, which is a material fact that ought to
have been p1eaded.

537

The Chamber erred by failing to find that the defect had caused

material prejudice to the Appellant and tMt there had been no cure of this defect. The
Appellant was not able to prepare his defence resulting from this prejudice..m
230.

The Chamber further erred in law and fact by relying on the discredited testimonies of
witnesses TFl 371, TF -045 and TFl-366 without corroboration by credible independent
M

testimonies. 539 The Clulmber further erred by failing to consider exculpatory testimonies
of prosecution witnesses and defence testimonies, without any or any proper basis.
(Ground 7(8.2)). It was therefore erroneous for the Chamber to conclude that the
Appellant substantially contributed to the crimes in Tonga under Count 13.
3. Error relating to AppeUants AUeged Role in Kono

231.

In relation to Kona, the indictment states generally that between 14 February 1998 and
January 2000, AFRCIRUF forces abducted hundreds of civilians and look them to
various locations both within and outside the District for forced labour. No particulars arc
provided in respect of KaHan's responsibility. The Defence submits that this defect was
not cured by any timely, clear and consistent information. The Supplemental Pre-trial
Brief, instead of providing clarification, further compounded the pleading defect by

5J6

Ground 21-22.2

m

Pam 1092
Para 1092

SJ8

m See ground 8.3 of the notice, see also paragraphs 1088-1094 of the judgement.
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providing contradictory time frames for count 13 in respect of Kana. It stated the period
to be between 14 February 1998 and 30 June 1998.

540

The Chamber therefore erred in

relying on a defective indictment that was never cured to convict the accused for the
crime of abduetions and forced labour in respect of Kana and for which he suffered
prejudice in the preparation of his defence.
232.

The Chamber erred in law and fact by finding that from 1999-2000 the Appellant, on the
orders of Sesay gathered approximately 400 civilians who were jailed and taken daily to
Kon054 I

and erroneously purporting it to be a crime committed in Kono. 542 These

findings are outside the scope of the indictment. The indictment timeframe for Count 13
in respect of Bombali where Makeni is situate is "l st May 1998 to 31 st (sic) November
1998".543 Further, the abduction of such a large number of civilians by the Appellant

constitutes an act of personal commission that should have been pleaded in Ihe
indictment. This omission occasioned irreparable prejudice to the Appellant.
233.

The Trial Chamber Ihus erred in law by relying on these factual allegations which were
outside the scope ofthe indictment and whieh the Appellant had challenged in his motion
to exclude evidence. This motion too was erroneously dismissed causing prejudice to the
Appellant. 544 The Chamber further erred in law and fact by holding that the Appellant
could be liable because he had a house in Kono where his bodyguards lived and
supervised forced mining. 545 This was an act of personal commission not pleaded in the
indictment. This omission was never cured by any clear timcly and consistent
information. The period within which the Appellant committed this crime was also never
established. These defects caused irreparable prejudice 10 the Appellant who was unable
to effectively prepare his defence.

234.

At paragraph 209S of Ihe Judgment, the Chamber relies on a number of aspects to
conclude that the Appellant contributed substantially to the system of enslavement
created by the RUF. These aspects are: the use of children under the age of IS years in
the attack on Koidu and during the period of the AFRC/RUF joint control over the

Para 481 of the supplemental pre-erial brief).
Para 1249
S42 The discussion of this crime is done under the rubric of "Crimes in Kono District", p.348 of the Judgement.
m Para 13 ofthe indietment
544 Ground 1-2.6 oftne amended notice.
S45 Para 1259
54(>

541
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District; that the Appellant had bodyguards who were under the age of 15 years who were
involved in enslavement of civilians; that in 1998 and 1999 the Appellant brought
persons under the age of 15 years to be trained at Runumbu and that he wus actively
engaged in the abduction of and planning of training of SBU's in Kono District. The
Appellant submits that theHe elements cannot be used to establish his substantial
contribution for 2 reasons: firstly, because they constitute acts of personal commission
which were never pleaded in the indictment and in respeet of which the Appellant
recei.. . ed no proper notice. Secondly, that in relation to COUDt 12, the Chamber dismissed
some of thest: allegations.
235.

At paragraph 1741 of the Judgment, the Chamber concluded that it was not satisfied
beyond reasonable doubt that SBUs seen with commanders were acting as bodyguards.
At paragarph 1742, the Chamber concluded that it was not satisfied that the boys seen
with the Appellant in Freetown and Makeni were bodyguards. It is therefore ridiculous
for the Chamber to conclude at paragraph 2095 that the "Chamber has also found that
Kallon had bodyguards who were under the age of 15 years and that he knew that the
SBUs were used to force the enslaved mining and guard the mining sites. Remarkably,
the Chamber cited neither a transcript nor any supporting reference in support of this very
prejudicial conclusion. In relation to the conclusion that the Appellant brought persons
under the age of 15years to be trained by the RUF at Bunumbu, this again demonstrates
the Chamher's disregard for consistency in its findings. At p<tfa 2221, it had ruled against
relying on e.. .ridence that the Appellant personally conscripted children by bringing them
for training at Bunumbu because the Prosecution failed to pkad these material particulars
in the indictment. Curiously, the Chamber now finds it appropriate to use the same
evidt:m:e to convict the Appellant without explaining the basis for the turn-around.

236.

The Chamber rather sensationally concludes at paragraph 2092 that the Appellant was
"actively" engaged in the abduction of and planning for training of SBUs in Kono
District in February/March 1998. The reference provided at footnote 3819 relates to the
testimony of witness TFl-141. The relevant page of the transcript (p.89: Transcript of 11
April 2005) does not by any stretch of the imagination support the Cbamber's conclusion
that Kallon was "actively" engaged in the abduction for and planning of training of SBUs
in Kono in February/March 1998. Moreover, as illustrated in the discussion of witness
\08
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/~SO
TFI-I41 under count 12, no reasonable trier of fact would rely on witness TFI·l41 to
make any plausible conclusion regarding the use of child soldiers by the Appellant.

237.

The reference to paragraphs 1695-1701 at footnote 3819 does not support the Chamber's
alarmist conclusion that the Appellant was actively engaged in the abduction of SBUs in
Kana. The paragraphs referred to related to the discredited testimonies of witnesses TFt263 and TFI-141 in respect ofwhorn the Appellant has demonstrated under Count 12 to
be unreliable and not worthy of any credit. Further, the testimonies relate to alleged
personal participation by the accused KaHan in the commission of crimes which were not
pleaded in the indictment, in respect of which he had no sufticient notice and on the basis
of which the accused's defence preparations werc prejudiced.
4. Superior Responsibility (Count B)-Kono

238.

The submissions in Ground 14 of the Amended Notice is relied upon to argue this issue.
5.

239.

Errors in relation to Appellants alleged role in the Crime ofEnslavement

The Appellant relies on the general submissions on ICE for Kailahun in support of the
present submissions in relation to count 13. It is reiterated that the Chamber erred in its
conclusion that the Appcllant made a substantial contribution to the JCE in Kailahun as
there was no evidential basis for such a conclusion.

240.

In relation to the findings at para 1438 that the Appellant brought people to be trained by
the RUF at Bunumbu, the Appellant reiterates his submission that the Chamber erred in
relying on this conclusion which constitutes a material particular that waS never pleaded
and which the Chamber dismissed at para 2221. It was erroneous for the Chamber to have
sought to rely on this same evidence in support of count 13.

24L.

In relation to paras 1439 and 1440 at which the Chamber discusses the testimonies of
TFl-263 and TFl-14l concerning the training of child soldiers and their participation in
combat, rhe Appellant reiterates his submissions under count 12 and urges the Appeals
Chamber to fLOd that the witnesses' testimonies in relation to the Appellant constitute acts
of personal commission not pleaded and hence prejudicial. Further the testimonies are
implausible for the reasons given in the submissions referred to.
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GROUND 22: ERRORS RELATING TO PILLAGE COUNT 14 (PILLAGE)
242.

The Appellant relies on the general submissions in relation to leE in Bo (Ground 9) and
Kono (Ground 11), and on Pillage under Ground 16 of this Brief to rrme this Gwund. In

relation to Bo, the Chamber held the accused guilty of a crime committed by Bockarie. 546
That is looting of Le ROO,OOO from Ibrahim Kamara in June 1997. There

is no

demonstration how the accused Kallan should be responsible [or this crime when he was
neither in Bo at the time, had no control over Bockarie or even knew about the

commission of this crime. Indeed the Chamber did not demonstrate how the accused
KaHan could possibly have substantially contributed to the conmlission of this crime.
Further this crime was not specifically pleaded in the indictment and the accused Kallon
could not and did not have notice of the erime. While the Chamber in uther instances
attempted to cure some defects regarding notice, in Ihis particular instance no assessment
was undertaken by the Chamber. The preparntion of the Appellant's defence was thus
prejudiced.
243.

The Supplemental pre-trial brief gave general infonnation that provided no proper or
sufficient notice regarding the commission of the crime. The only notice given in the
supplemental pre-trial brief related to pillage of money was lhat the accused Kallon broke
into the National Development Bank in Bo in 1998 and looted all the monies contained
therein. However, there was no evidence during trial to support this allegation. It is
therefore fundamentally unfair for the Chamber to ignore crimes for which the accused
had some notice and respecting which no evidence was led and instead convicting him
for crimes that he had absolutely no notice.

1.

244.

Error relating to Appellants alleged Pillage role In Kono

The Appellant reiterates here his general submissions on .TeE in relations to Kana.
A.dditionally, the Appellant makes the following specific submissions: the Chamber erred

by failing to find that the crime of pillage in Kono had not been pro\·ed beyond
reasonable doubt in respect of the Appellant. In this regard, the Chamber erred in law and
m fact by relying on the uncorroborated evidence of witness TFl-366 to conclude that

~olo6 Para 1029, 1974
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Kallon was present at a meeting in Koidu when IPK allegedly addressed a meeting and

ordered the burning of houses and that reports were made to Kallon. 547

245.

The Appellant further submits that mere presence at a meeting does not amount to the
commission of a crime and the Chamber thus erred by drawing a wrong inference.
Moreover, the Appellant had insufficient notice regarding this meetiI1g and the
consequences thereof 3fl it was neither contained in any pre#trial brief nor Ihe opening

statement. The Chamber further erred by relying on the evidence of witness 217. The
Appdlant had

nO

notice that the issues discussed by the witness would implicate him as

there was no mention of the Appellant in the summary of the witness' testimony attached

to the supplemental pre-trial brief
regarding pillage in Koidu

is

Indeed the only specific notice the accused had

to the effe<:t that he looted

Sheep.548

There

W<lS

no proof

beyond a reasonable doubt that the Appellant shared the intent to commit the crime of
pillage with the unidentified perpetrators in Koidu.

2.
246.

Errors regarding the looting of Tankoro Bank

The Chamber erred by basing its conviction under count 14 on the alleged looting of
Tankoro Bank.

549

The Appellant submits that the Chamber erred by convicting the

accused for a crime in respect of which he had no notice. As noted above, the only
particulars relating to the Appellant provided in the supplemental pre-trial brief relate to
the looting of Sheep i.n Koidu. The supplemental pre-trial brief also gi.ves notice of
looting by the Appellant of a Bank in BO and not Koidu.
247.

S50

Prosecutor's opening statement indeed also indicted the robbery of a bank in

ao by the

accused and not Koidu. 551 It was therefore prejudicial to the Appellant's defence for the
prosecution to give notice of a crime in BO and for the Chamber to convict for that crime
in Kono. The Appellant reiterates the submission that the Chamber's approach of
ignoring aHegations in respect of which the accused had notice and convicting him for

those he had no notice is grossly unfair and unreasonable.

,
j147
8

par 1141-1144

C Para 548

b49 Para 2063, 4. \.1.5 and 1145

~50 Par 531 oflhe supplemental pre-trial brief
51 See tlall~cripllJr5 July 2004, P 46 lines 5-13
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3.

Error relating to Appellants alleged role In the appropriation of a
bicycle. Le 500.000 and cigarettes rrom witness TF1·197 (Paragraph
13351

248.

The appellant submits that there is no proof beyond a reasonable doubt that the Appellant
should be responsible for this crime. No evidence was adduced regarding any relationship
between the accused and the perpetrators of this crime or that he knew about the
commission of the crime or he knew those who committed the crime. There is no
demonstration that the Appellant shared with the perpetrators, the intent to commit this
crime. Moreover, the accused had no proper notice regarding this specific crime. While
the indictment provided no details regarding this crime, the summary of the witness'
testimony attached to the supplemental pre-trial brief neither made mention of Kallon nor
any relationship between him and the alleged perpetrators only described as "rebels."

GROUNDS 23-26 & 28: DIRECTING ATTACKS AGAINST UNAMSIL: COUNTS 15 & 17:
249.

Grounds 23, 24 and 28 shall be argued togetber.

250.

Error Relating to Pleading of 6.1 Liability:
Para 83 of the Indictment is the only pleading dealing with UNAMSIL attacks. The
paragraph generally charges AFRCIRUF of engaging in wide spread attacks against
peacekeepers and humanitarian assistant workers in Bombali, Kailahun, Kambia, Port
Loko and Kono Districts and that by his acts or omissions the appellant was individually
criminally liable under 6.1 and or alternatively 6.3 of the Statute. The indictment does not
plead particulars of the acts and or omissions of the Appellant. The indictment also does
not plead any of the elements of6.3 responsibility.

251.

The Appellant objected to the pleading of the indictment in relation to his purported
responsibility under counts 15 - 18 in the Motion of Acqulttal, ~j2Motion to Exclude
Evidence outside the scope of the indictment~~~, Motions on the defects in the
indictment~54 and the Final Trial Brief5~. In his response to the Appellant's Motion to

'.~2 The Appellant raised issues in relation to the ri ...iJian status of UNAMSIL-Transcript of 16 Oct 2006 pp 50-60.
t1o
m Kanan Motion to Exclude Evidence outside lhe Scope of the Indictment dated 14 March 2008
5S4 The first Motion on defects in the indictment (KalJon Motion challenging defects in the fonn of the indictment
and annexes A,B, and C daled 2S Ih January 200S) was ordl."red e;o;punged from the record purponedly because it
112
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exclude evidence, the Prosecutor while purporting to demonstrate lack of prejudice to the
Appellant failed to provide any evidence of clear timely and consistent infonnation that
could cure the defects in the indictment in respect of the UNAMSIL count. 556
252.

The Trial Chamber found generally that the indictment failed to plead any particulars of
personal commission, and that the prosecution had not demonstrated reasons for his
inability to plead the particulars and that therefore the indictment was defective. 557 The
Chamber then undertook to consider whether the indictment was cured in respect of the
various unpleaded allegations of personal commission. In the light of the persistent
objections by the Kallon Defence stated above, this finding was belated and caused
prejudice to the Appellant.Despite this undertaking the Chamber failed to make a finding
of prejudice caused by the Prosecutor's inability to particularise the mode of personal
commission in the indictment which inhibited the ability of the Appellant to prepare an
effective defence. Rather, to Ihe further prejudice of the Appellant the Chamber
undertook to cure the indictment. This exercise led to an erroneous finding of cure in
respect of only one attack namely: the attack of Salahhuedin. 558 We disagree that the
indictment was cured in this respect as there was no clear, timely and consistent
infonnation provided to the Appellant in relation to his alleged attack of Salahuedin.
Besides the attack of Salahuedin, the Chamber found the accused guilty of other 6.1
attacks not pleaded5~9.
Error relating to alleged cure in relation to the a//ack ofSalahuedin

253.

The Appellant relies on his submission at the combined Grounds 3·6 on the defects in the
indictment. The Trial Chamber erred by holding at paragraphs 2242-2246 pg 656 of the

exceeded the page limit. See order relating to Kallon mol ion challenging the defects in the form of the indictment,
31'\ 13nuary 2008. The Appellant further brought challenges to the form of tne indictment in his motion of7'"
February 2008.
3~~ Kallon Final Brief dated 10LII September 2008
H6 See Prosecution response with coufidential annex A to KaHon Motion 10 exclude evidence outside tne scope of
the indictment wilh confidential anuexe A dated 31" Mareh 2008. pp25313 - 253 19
-'S7 Para 399 onhe Trial Chamber Judgment
538 Para 2242 -2246 oflhe Trial Chamber Judgment
5:i'l Abduction of Jaganathan, attaek on Maroa and three peace keepers, abduction of Mendy and
Gjellesdad, abduction of Kasoma and ten peacekeepers and ordering the attack directed at
Kasoma's convoy of approximately 100 peacekeepers on 3rd May 2000. With regards to all these
attacks the Appellant submits that the indictment is not cured and that the prejudice alleged by
him is well founded.(paras 2242-2258 pp656-660 of the Judgment)
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(lSS:
Trial Judgement that the defects "with regard to Kallan's personal participation in this
attack" were cured. The Chamber's attempt to resort to witness statements as a cure for
defective pleading is fundamentally erroneous. It is settled Jurisprudence that the mere
service of statements is insufficient to cure a defective indictment560
254.

The Pre·Trial Briefs and opening statements do not provide any notice of this attack,561
The only notice of an attack at the camp relates to Gbao commanding the RUF which
surrounded and attacked the camp.!i62The Appellant is alleged to have mobilised men to
attack an unspecified "Kenyan" at an unspeeified date and location,56) The Opening
Statement contradicts this information by giving notice of the Appellant's attack of
"Kenyan peacekeepers". In relation to the Makeni DDR camp, the Opening Statement
gives notiee of Kallon "threatening" peaeekeepers. 564 No notice of a personal attack by
the Appellant of either Salahuedin or any other peacekeeper at the camp is given.

Error relating to witness statements providing clear, timely and consistent notice
relating to the attack on Salahuedin
255.

Consistent with the finding of the Trial Chamber

at Para 399, witness TFl·042's

summary of statement attached to the Supplemental Pre·Trial Brief failed to provide the
identity of any particular peacekeeper allegedly assaulted by the Appellant to enable him
sufficiently prepare his defence. To this extent the defect in the indictmcnt was not cured
and caused prejudice partieularly in view of the contradictory and inconsistent

~6{t Nijitegeka, (Appeal Chamber), July,9,2004,para.22l (As a geueral matter,' 'mere sen/ice of witness statemenl by
1he [Proseeution purnuant to the disclosure requirement' of the Rule does not suffice to inform the Defence of
malerial facts the Prosecution intends to prove al trial"); Ntakirutimana and Ntakirutimarra, (Appeal Chamber),
December 13, 2004. para. 27 (same quoted language); Muhimana, (Trail Chamber), April 28, 2005, para. 452
(Disclosure of witness statements by the Prosecution does not, by itself, suffice to inform the Defence of material
facts that the Prosecution intends to prove at trial"); Karera, (Trial Chamber), December 7,2007, para. 15 ("Mere
service of witness statements by the Prosecution as part of its disclo:>ure requirements is generally insufficient to
provide notice to an accused. The Appeals Chamber of the ICTR in Muvunyi decided thai: "it is to be assumed that
an accused would prepare his defence Oil the basis of material facts contained in the indictment and 1I0t on the basis
of all (he materials disclosed to him that may support any number of Charges or expand the seope of existing
eharges.lCTR-2000-55.AA. 29/812008 para.3D.
~6l Prosecution 's Pre~Trial Brief dated 27 February 2004,SupplemellLaI Pre-Trial Brief of21 April 2004,Prosecntor's
Opening Stalement 5 July 2005. The Supplemental Pre-Trial Brief does not give notice of the Appellant's attaek of
Salahuedin instead speci {'ying that the Appellant "mobilized men to attack the Kenyan" and that he threatened
peacekeepers and (old them to dismantle the eamp against 72hours; an allegation in respect of whieh the court made
no findings. There is no notice in the Supplemental Pre-Trial Brief that the Appellant personally assaulted
Salahuedin or mdeed any other peaeekeeper at the Makeni OOR eamp.
562 Para 572 of the Supplemental Pre-Trial Brief
.'~J Pam 572 of the Supplemental Pre-Trial Brief
Lh
564 Transcript of5 July 2004 p 46
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information provided on the matter. To compound the confusion created by the
contradictions and inconsistencies and the consequent prejudice to the Appellant, the
Trial Chamber found that the statements of TFl-362 and TFl-314 provided notice on
Salahuedin.These statements contain absolutely nothing in relation to the attack on
Salahuedin.
256.

Consistent with the Trial Chamber's findings at para 399, the alleged personal
perpetration

of this attack by the Appellant was never pleaded, and therefore the

indictment is defective in that respect. Unlike the specific finding with regard to
Salahuedin, the Trial Chamber did not find that the defect regarding the abduction of
Jaganathan was cured.The Appellant submits that the defect was never cured. S6S
Error in identification of the Appellant-Anack of SaJahuedin and abduction of
Jaganathan:
257.

Salahuedin was not called to testify about the alleged attack on him by the
Appellant.Witness Jaganathan who testified about this attack stated he did not know the
Appellant because he had never seen him before and that it was later that he was told by
one Major Maroa that it was Brigadier Morris Kallon who perpetrated the atlack566During
cross-examination the witness admitted that apart from what the he was told by Maroa,he
could not for sure confirm that the person who abducted him was Brigadier Kallon. 567
Witness TFI-044 also stated that Ganese told him that it was Brigadier Morris KaHon
who assaulted Salahuedin. s68

258.

The appellant submits that he was not sufficiently identified as the person who attacked
Salahuedin and abducted Jaganathan.Witness Jaganathan provided insufficient particulars
to establish that it was thc Appellant involved in these crimes.The only person who is
supposed to have identified to the accused was Major Maroa who was never called to
testify.It is futher submitted that according witness Brigadier Ngondi, Maroa told him

565 With regard to this particular incident the Prosecutor's disclosures were contradictory and inconsistent. The
opening statement talked about the attacks on Kenyan peacekeepers. Jaganathan was not a Kenyan. The Pre-Trial
Brief says nothing about this incident. The Supplemental Pre-Trial Brieftalks about lhe attack on a Kenyan.
Jaganathan's summary talks about his abduetion by an unspecified KaHon, which contradiets the Opening Statement
and the substantive Supplemental Pre-Trial Briefregarding the identity of the victim/victims as well as that of the
£erpetrator. This eannot, by any stretch of the imagination be construed as clear, timely and consistent disclosure,
66 Transcript of20 June 2006 p24-25
567 Transcript of20 June 2006 p 87
568 Transcript of 27 JW1e 2006 p 10
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that the Appellant assaulted Jaganathan,bundled him to his car and drove

0[£569

Jaganathan contradicts this version by saying that it was Salahuedin who was assaulted
by the alleged Kallon. 57oThis material contradiction renders the Chamber's reliance on
hearsay evidence based on the account allegedly given to Jaganathan by Maroa unsafe.
The Chamber further failed to apply its own standard on the identification issue set out at
paragraph 492 of the judgment.

Attack on Maroa and three peacekeepers - Errors relating to defective pleading and
identification:

259.

This attack like the others was not pleaded in the indictment and the defect was never
cured

571

•

The Chamber also erred in relying on the unreliable hearsay evidence of

Jaganathan to convict the Appellant for this crime.
The abduction ofMendy and Gjellesdad:

260.

Thc indictment did not plead this allegation and there was no cure for this defect m .
Error in identification of the Appellant:-Abduction ofTFl-044( LL CoL Joreph Mendy) and
Major Gjellesdad:

261.

The issue of identification was raised by the Appellant in the context of the testimony of
this witness but the Chamber did not address the matter573 • The ability of the witness to
remember accurately, material issues like the ability of identifying KaHan at the DDR
camp on 27 and 28 of April 2000 was undennincd by his inability to recall the
disannament of 2 RUF combatants on those days when he alleges he saw the Appellant

5~9 Transcript of29 March 2006 p29

no See account aboYe.
The Pre-Trial Brief does nol say anything about the attack of Maroa and three others by the Appellant. The
Supplemental Pre-Trial Brief does not identify Maroa and the three peaeekeepers as vietims of an attack ordered by
the Appellant. Additionally with regards to Kenyan peacekeepers, the substantiYe supplemental pre-trial brief relates
to an alleged order given to the Appellant by Sesay to mobilise men to attaek unidentified Kenyan peaeekeepers in
Magburaka and not at the DDR in Makeni. In any evenulle Supplemental Pre-Trial Briefcontains no information or
particulars to confirm if this order was executed. Additionally, Maroa neyer testified at trial. 'The Appellant was
convicted for the alleged attack on Maroa and alleged three unidentified peacekeepers througll impennissible
hearsay testimony and by proxy.
571

The Prc-Trial Brief did not plead this allegation. The Supplementary Pre-Trial Brief contains no information
about this attack. Therefore there was no notice lind the Appellant suffered prejudicc ill preparing his defence.
Additionally, Gjellesdad did not testify. The Appellant was therefore con....icted on the basis of impennissible
hearsay and by proxy.
m

573

Transcript of 27 June 2006 pIll, 120-122
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at the same location. 574 The witness persisted that the appellant resided in Makeni 575
despite overwhelming Defence and Proseeution evidence that the appellant was based at
Magburaka up to l~t May. the 2000. 576 The Chamber erred by failing to consider credible

Defense testimonies that were corroborated by

Prosecution witness TFI-041 who

testified on events of 1 May 2000577 . Witness DMK-I08 who testified that Kallan came
to the DDR camp in Makeni and later drove back towards Magbura.ka 578 •

262.

The Trial Chamber inappropriately disregarded the testimony of Major HajjS79

the

Tanzanian Miloh who was with Lt Mendy shortly prior to him going towards the DDR
Camp at Makump on receiving a radio communication with Major Jaganathan. The
Testimony of this witness raised sufficient doubt regarding Mendy's allegation that he
and Gjellesdad were abducted at the Task Force Office in Makeni~8Q
The abduction orKasoma and ten peacekeepers and alleged ordering bv the Appellant
oUhe attack directed against Kasoma's COnvoy o[gbout 100 peace keepers:

263.

Neither the indictment, the Supplementary Pre-Trial Brief nor the Opening Statement
give clear, timely and consistent notice of this allegation. The witness made a number of
statements to the Prosecutor over a period of over two years and never mentioned the
name of the Appellant, doing so only when he came to testify. This cannot be said to be

. Iy an d conSIstent
.
. r
.
581
llllormatIon.
CI. ear, hme
Witnes,f Statement~' ofTFI-362 and TFl-314 did not give dear, timely and consistent notice of
aNack on Kasoma and otheT~':

264.

Contrary to the Chamber's finding, the witness statement ofTFl-362 did not give timely,
clear and consistent notice to the appellant. The said witness did not either in her witness
statement or oral testimony in court582 testify about the personal involvement of the
appellant in any attack nor did she corroborate Lt Colonel Kasoma's testimony that he

Transcript 27 June 2006 pp 121-122.
m Tnmscripl of27 June 2006 p 120 lines 12-22
~H Transcript of to July 2006 p67, hues 23-28.
577 Transcript of]O July 2006 pp 67-70
m Transcript of29 April 2008 pp 68-73,See also DMK 095 Transcripts of 1 May 2008 pp 40-44
579 Transcript of 8 May 2008 pp 73-76
sso Transcript of 8 May 2008 pp 73·77
sal The witness during cross-examination admitted that he never made mention of lhe Appellant in his first
statement of29 July 2003,the second one of25 January 2006 and that he only mentioned the accused a month
before his testimony before the Cotin. See Transcripl of 23 March 2006 pp 141-144
SS2 Transcript of 20/412005
574
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knew the Appellant through information he received from TFl·362. 583 General Mulinge
584
whom witness Kasoma stated was also present during the introduction denied 585 ever
seeing Kallon during their captivity at Yengema under the custody of Monica
Pearson. Witness TFl-314 also failed to give clear and consistent notice to the
appellant. 586
Error in relying on the identification evidence ofTFl-288: Lt.-Col. Edwin Kluoma:
265.

The Trial Judgment found that Lt Colonel Kasoma and the ZAMBAIT were abducted at
a small village called Moria by RUF, including a commander who walked with a
Limp.587 He was "taken to a shelter where "I found this gentleman who was later on
identified as the commander of the area,,588 The Appellant submits that there was ample
direct evidence on record establishing that the Commander of the area in question was
Mc10sky Kallon and not Morris Kallon. 589 TFl-360 testified that Komba Gbudema
abducted the ZAMBATT UNAMSIL soldiers at Makot. 590 The Chamber found thai Lt
Col. Kasoma was taken to Makeni where they were taken to the MP offiee, where the
commander who brought him introduced him to Sesay as the commander of
ZAMBAIT. 591 Kallon was present at the time. 592 It is submitted thai a reasonable trier of
fact would, upon making this finding at paragraph 1840 of the trial Judgment,have
concluded that the said commander was indeed not Morris Kalton but someone else.

Kasoma stated in his testimony that Kallon and Sesay came to Yengema where he -Kasoma- and Mulinge were
hdd held hoslage Transcript of22 Man::h 2006 p 27.that Kallon was very dose to Sesay and thai he -Kasoma
knew this from information be recei ....ed fTom Wimess TIl 362-Transeript of2 March 2006 P 40,
~~~ See Transcript of22 March 2006 p 38 wJlere Kasoma says the when Kallon and Sesay came to where the witness
and General Mulinge were held hostage,TFI 362 would brief the witness together with Muhnge.Transcript of 22
Mareh 2006 p 38.
~~~ Transeript of6 Mareh 2008 p 67
s"~ Exhibit 53, tlle proofing notes of the witness dated 20'" October 2005. pg 16861, para.l, Exhibit 52 witness
statement paras.I-4 underlined by the Prosecutor on 71112005 at page 12671 and by 2nd accused at pg 12672at pg8
exhibit, 49, marked at pg 10727 by 2nd accused are a dear indication to reasonable Trier of faet and law that they
failed to convey elear, timely and consistent notice to the appellant. In exhibit 49 dated 29 1h Oet.2003, witness said
Gbao and Supennan laid ambush at Makoth. In exhibit 52 dated 4th Nov.2005, witness repeated that Gbao and
Supennan laid ambush at Makoth. It is only when witness came to testify in Arusha that witness ehanged her story
and said Gbao and Kallon laid ambush at Makoth. This cannot be timely, elear and consistent statement by any
stretch of the imagination.
187 Trial Judgement paras.1834-1840,pgs543-544
18S Trial transcript of 22/0312006 pg I.
I~~ Trial transeript ofTFl-041 dated 17/07/2006, pg 28, Exhibit 212 pgs 00008784 dated 2/2/200, 000008766, dated
29/12/99,00008774 dated 2/112000.
.' 90 Transeript of26 July 2005 p 66.
1"1 Trialludgement para.1840 pg 544
.1~2 Trialludgement at para. J 840 pg 544.
m
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/3£0
266.

The Court made inconsistent findings about the role of the appellant in the abduction of
Kasoma, At Par 2257 the Chamber concludes that the Appellant brought Kasoma to
Makeni and introduded him to Sesay.The transcript of Sesay593 which the Chamber
purports to rely on to make its finding at Para 1840 provides instead an alibi for Kallan
wth regard to the attacks on UNAMSIL. The finding at para 2257 of the Judgment is
unsupported to the extent that the footnote 1325 referes back to an equally an
unsupported finding at Par 1858. The Appellant submits that the testimony of Sesay
cited to substantiate the finding at paragraph 1840 rather than incriminate, exculpates Mr
Kallon's regarding the abduction ZAMBATT and supports his alibi in respect of the
abduction of Kasoma at Moria and the attack at the DDR Camp in Makump 594. The
Appellant submits that

DMK~161

a senior RUF commander who conducted the

abduction with Komba Gbundema testified and supported Appellant's alibi at the crime
base at Moria during the abduction ofK..asoma 595
Legal and factual errors on the application of a wrong stqndard adopted in assessing
identification evidence.
267.

The Chamber erred in failing to exercise caution in the assessment of the uncorroborated
identification of the Appellant under uncertain and difficult circumstances provided by a
lone witness. Thc Chamber found that Lt Col. Kasoma and General Mulinge were moved
to Yegema and detained at the house of Monica Pearson, while others were kept in a
nearby school. 596 The Trial Chamber also found that although at the time of his abduction
the witness did not know the commander who told him at gun point to write a note, the
appellant was identified to the witness by Monica Pearson at Yengema in about four

~9!Transcipt 25 May 2007 pp 61-64

~94 Trial Transcript testimony of Isa Sasey dated25 May 2007 pgs 63-64. Sesay said while being briefed by Saidu
Kallon about the attack on the DDR Camp Makump, Kallon joined him. It was while both of them were in that
location that he saw trucks and landrove~ brining UNAMSIL troops from the direclion ofFreelo"'"Jl. Sesay saied,
Saidu Kallon briefed him that it was Kailondo who had attacked the DDR Camp and there was crossing firing. The
Appellant recalls that DAG I II tescified that Mr Gbao had sent a Sitrep to Kailondo in a previous attack on the 17
April 2000 stating that he had the situation under control paragraphs 573-574 pg 192 of trial judgement.
59 Transcript of22 April 2008 pg 28 et seq. This witness was the overall annoury commander ofehe RUF and a
personal Security officer for Foday Sankoh. He testified that Kailondo was the over all Comm~lDder in Makeni. And
that Kailondo, Komba, Melosky Kallon and himself carried out the abductions. He said, he it was who established
contact with Foday Sankoh at the abduction site lhrugh Gilbril Massoquoi who was with Sankoh in Freetown coordinating the abductions.See also the testimony of DMK 087 dated 24 April 2008 pgs 56-75 that supports Kallon's
alibi.
S96 Trial Judgement para. 1842 pg: 544.Para.1849,pg 547,para 1882,pg 556
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occasions. 5<.l7 There is no clear evidence on record to support such an unequivocal finding
of identification. 5<.l8
268.

It is significant to note that General Muljnge testified as witness for the Appellant and

said "Kanon never came to Yegema; Monica never introduced him to us. Kasoma never
told me about Kallon. 599This testimony was never challenged by the Prosecution. Monica
Pearson TF1362 testified and said while the witness, General Mulinge and other abducted
UNAMSIL soldiers were detained at her location, she saw Isa Sesay there, then Base
Marine, the Brigade Commander at Magburaka and Brigade Commander for Kono. 600
TF1·362 did not mention the appellant's name. Although the Prosecution led evidence
that the Brigade commander for Magburaka around this period was Mr Kallon,tiOl then
Colonel Alfred602 , according to TFl-362, the brigade commander of Magbuaraka who
came to her location was called Base Marine.
269.

The Appellant draws the Appeal Chamber's attention to exhibit 338, exculpatory
disclosures from the Taylor trial indicating that apart from the Appellant, there were two
other Monis KaHons in the RUF within the period material to this indictment. This
exculpatory information appropriately and promptly brought to the attention of the Trial
Chamber upon receipt and marked exhibit 338 would have provided good eause for a
reasonable Trier of fact to consider the question of identification raised by the Appellant

S~7 Trial Judgement para.1850, pg 547 footnote 3557. At Pg 38 of the transcript 002 March 2006, the witness did
not say Monica identified the appellant to him as put by the Trial Chamber. He said "Monica would brief us every
time they came. Asked "Os, who? " And he replied "Brigadier Mulinge and me".
j~~ Witness was asked by the Prosecutor"You said that Sesay and Kallon came to Monica's house .Did anl=ything
happen when they came to Monica's house? Ans: Basically, when they caml: 10 Monica's house, they came to give
orders to her,Q.: How did you know? Ans: Monica would brief us every time they came. Q. V,'hen you say "us"who
are you talking about? Ans: Myselfand General Mulinge. Trial Trancript of 22 March 2006 pg 38. The witness was
persistently asked at pages 39 and 40 ifMoniea talked about any other commander and failed to mention Kallon's
name doing so ouly when the Prosecutor asked urged him ,,,, Witness, you mentioned the name of Moms KaHon.
Who was Morris Kallon?" The following answer raises reasonable doubts about the purported identification of
Kallon by Moniea in four occasions to the wimess as the Trial Chamber misconstrued the evidence on the subject to
indicate: "From what I came to understand, Monis Kallon happened to be one of the commanders under Sesay and
he was very close to Issa Sesay and most of the time he is the one who immediately executed his order's 40. It is the
defence position, that the testimony of the wimess failed to support the finding that Monica Pearson identified the
accused to the witness as erroneously found.
~~~ Trial transcript, 61) March 2008 pgs 53, 55,62,63,67.
600 Trial Transcript21 April 2005 pgs 29-3l
601 Trail transcript, TFI-042 dated 20 June 2006, pgs 25·26, and 34.
602 Trial transcript·Ngondi 28 March 2006,pgs 126, 128-129
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as a central issue in his defence. The Trial Chamber, we submit failed to apply the
applicable It:gaI standards laid down in Krupreskic to evaluate identifieation evidence 60J •
E",or with regard to mens rea:

270.

The Chamber found that Foday Sankoh was against the l1isannament process and
expressed these views pubJicly. And that in the months leading to May 2000, he
repeatedly expressed his dissatisfaction with the disannament process. 604 On the 3rd May
the Leader sent a radio message to Mr. Sesay, copied all RUF radio stations claiming that
the L""NAMSIL Field Commander had stated over Radio France Intemationale that
UNAMSIL will forcefully disann RUF. 605 All these took plaee in the heat of the conflict.

271.

The Appellant submits that it is within this frame of mind and general disposition and
publicly expressed hostility and opposition to the disannament process by Foday Sank.uh
that the radio message to the appellant and the opposition of some RUF commanders to
the process on the orders of Foday Sankoh ought to be assessed and evaluated and not in
isolation and unreasonable inferences drawn ITom such acts detached from context. The
Appellant submits therefore that the inference made at para.642 of the trial judgment that
Kallon opposed the disarmament process was thcrefon: unreasonable because it was not
the only reasonable inference in the circumstances of this case.

272.

A more plausible inference is that he supported and actively co~operated with the process
judging from the content of exhibit 33 p.0008803,(letter from Mr KaJlon through Sesay
to Foday Sankoh

dated 13 March 2000 seeking his favorable support on the

establishment of DDR Camps in several locations in Sierra Leone).606 The progression of
events that transpired upon Mr Kallon receiving Foday Sankoh's injunction in exhibit 33
p.8896 reasonably explains Mr Kallon's deeision not to join fortes with Mr Gbao to
storm the DDR Camp at Makump on the 17 1h April to halt the disannament scheduled to

Krupreskil. APP .Judgement para.32.41 pgs ]0_1:1.
Trial Judgement pam.1765-1767
60S Tria] Judgement para.1768 pg,925
606 Exhibit 33, pg 0003803 is a l<I.dio me~sage from Mr. Kalon to Survival; Infas Smile dated 14 March 2000. The
message reads:- Sir, Be informed that the UN Peace Keeping Force are requesting to build Reception Centers for
DDR Programmes as they may like to locate one at Matatoka,Mabonto and Ferry Junction. Sir, these centers are for
reception of combatanl~ and ~ereening before sending them to the DDR Camp. The Centre that will be at Mataloka
is for both Combatants for Yelc and Matattoka, Also, the one at Mabonto is for the combatants for Mabunl0 and
Bubuna.Likewise the one at Ferry Junction is for both Combatants at Magburaka and Mile 91. Secondly sir,
according to them, the observer will be visiting your point on Thursday along with twO vehieles. Sir, in respect of
this issue, I n~ed your positive response.
60J

604
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start on tMt day. The testimony of Brigadier Ngondi that right from his assumption of
duties in Makeni, he met many RUF commanders including Kallon and Gbao to discuss
about the OOR programme including the movement of child combatants but the
commander he met most was Gba0607, undeT~cOTes the fact that Mr Kallon was not in
command of the operations that took place at the DDR Camp Makump from the 17 April
2000 to May 2000. The Prosecution Supplemental Pre-trial brief underscores this fact. 60%
273.

This is further undersr.;ored by the finding that RUF combatants were scared to disann
because Gbao( not Kallon) threatened to execute any combatant found disanning
c1andestinely.609 Prosecution witness TFl-174 testified about the existence of a serious
state of acrimony between Colonel Augustin Gbao and Colonel Joe Poraj, the Miloh team
leader in Makeni in April 2000.

610

When Mr Gbao stormed that DOR Camp on the 17

April 200 when the project was to commence, he turned to Kailondo to give a briefing of
the situation and not Mr KalJon.61I Within the period the disturbances were taking place
in Makeni, from 17 April 2000 to May 2000, Brigadier Ngondi testitied that after 18
ApriJ he did not see Morris Kallon. And that it was alleged that the flat that was chosen
for the reeeption centre belonged to_Brigadier KaHon. m A reasonable trier of fact would
haye infcrred [rom the fact that Mr KaHan's house
61J

brigadier Ngondi testified

WElS

chosen as a reception centre as

was inconsistent with opposition and obstruction of the

disarmament.
Errors related to unpleaded locations

274.

The Chamber found that no liability can be attributed to the accused in relation to crimes
committed in Koinadugu, Bombali and Port Loko Oistricts.

614

The Appellant submits that

Trial Judgement para.1772-l775.pgs 526-527.
Paragrnph 572 (e) of the supplemental pre-trial brief alleged: - The Makeni nDR Camp was surrounded and
attacked by RUF under the command of Augustine Gbao.
hlJ~ Trial Judgement llara.1780 pg 528 ft note 3409,
610 Trial transcript, witness TFI-174 of 27 March 2006 pages 1\5,86, lranscripl of 28 March 2006, under cross_
examination by counsel for Augusline Gbao, pgs 71, 76. This witness testified that during the tirst meeting called in
April 10 dhcuss Ihe relaticnship between Colonel Gbao and Colonel Joe Poraj, a British Milob there were heated
arguments between the two, with Augustine Gbao accusing Colonel Joe Poraj of financing the Sandline Company,
and this created embarrassment leading to the meeting ending acrimoniously. Thereafter, in May, Colonel Gbao and
Colonel Dugbe took somi:' of the children away in the firsl week of May. Aecording to the witness, by this time,
Morris Kallon was permanently residing in Maguraka.
611 Trial Judgement par<l,S74 pg 192,
611 Trial Transcript pg 121
61:1 Trial Transcript of31/0312006 pg 4.
6j~ Para. I692 pg 505 TeJ

60'

608
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despite this finding, the Trial Chamber proceeded to convict the Appellant on un-pleaded
crimes allegedly committed in unpJeaded locations within Bombali, Port Loko and
Tonkolili Districts allegedly resulting from his personal commission even though it found
that this was not pled as well (paras 1890-. 1904).

Errors relating to sliperio,. respo"sibi/ityo[the Appellant in ,.elation to Count 15:
275.

The Trial Chamber found Kallon guilty under article 6(3) relying mainly on the

co~

accused evidence tendered at trial, during the co·accused case, not forming part of the
prosecution case against Kallon·e:xhlbit 212. 615 The Appellant relies on the submissions
on this issue at Ground 1 of this Brief.
DISCERNIBLE ERROR IN THE CONVICTION UNDER 6(3) FOR KNOWLEDGE OF
ALLEGED CRIMES IN MAKENI AND MAGBURAKA:
276.

The Appellant submits that by finding that the accused incurred supeflor command
responsibility for the crimes of alleged subordinates in Magburaka and Makeni, for which
he did not personally participate616 , the Chamber erred in failing to apply the legal "that a
Superior must have effective control over the persons committing the underlying
crimes".617 In this regard, the Chamber made contradictory findings at Paragraph 2268 p
662 that Kallon was a subordinate commandcr umler Sesay and Sankoh. that the chain of
command between Kallon, Sesay and Sankoh functioned prior to Sankoh's arrest and that
that commanders by-passed Kallon and sent messages directly to Sankoh through Sesay
on the critical issue of disannament,618 yet convicted under article 6(3) for the crimes
purportedly committed by alleged subordinates under his orders or for failing to punish
such subordinates once he was aware that they hau L:oll1mitted crimcs,619

without a

showing that the Appellant knew about the participation of the alleged subordinates in
the specified attacks at paragraph stated 2290 of the judgment. Additionally, the
conviction of the Appellant for Sllperior Criminal responsibility at paragraph 2290 on the

Trial Jndgement para.s2260,2290 pgs667-659 The ChambeI found at paragraph 2285 pg 667 relying on its
finding at paragraphs 928-929 that in his role as a BGC from February 1999 to Seplember 2000, Magburaka and
Makeni were under Kallon's area of re~pon~ibility and the chain of Cc>mmand hMwet"n him Sesay and Foday
Sankoh functioned effectively at the times of the UNAMSIL attacks relying on its findings at paragraphs 924926,929-930.
6l~ Paras.2287-2292,pg66S-669,
617 Blaskic App. Ch. Judgement para.67
61~ Para 2268
619 Trial Judgement para.22S6, pg 667. Para.928-933 pgli 293-294,2285-2292 pgs667,669.
123
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finding that he knew of the attacks in Makeni and Magburaka on 1, 2,4 and 7 May 2000
is a discernible error invalidating the conviction.. 62o

ERROR IN THE LEGAL AND FACTUAL FINDINGS ON EFFEClIVE CONTROL OVER
ALLEGED SUBORDINATES:

277.

The Chamber found that Foday Sankoh addressed a press conference jn Freetown on 1
Yfay 2000621 and issued a press release on May 2, in Freeto'WIl,622 which in unmist2lhble
terms established that he was personally directing the operations against UNAMSIL. The
Chamber also found that on I May 2000, Sankoh srnt St;say to move to Makeni to
ascertain the cause of events but prior to his departure; he contacted "The Brigade
Commander in Bombali Distrkt, Komba Gbllndcma and Commanders in Tango field to
send re-enforcements".

278.

623

Despite the above findings the Trial Chamber, improperly found Kallon liable as a
superior for crimes committed by several RUF commanders amongst them, Gilbril
Massaqlloi, Alfred Tllray, Kailondo and others. 624 Regarding Augustine Gbao the
Chamber never found him to be the Appellant's subordinate, therefore the Appellant's
conviction on the events charged and attributable to Gbao as a Superior commander and
perpetraled under him in locations in Makeni should be vacated.

625

Augustine Gbao

received orders from and reported to Sankoh. For example, on the 14 April 2000, he sent

~lQ

See rrosccutor v Oric ICTY Appeals Judgement 3 July 2008 paras 57-60 op cit It is the established Jurisprudence
oflntemational Tribunals that an accused is liable nOI oul ofgeneral knowledge of crimes but knowledge of the
in voh'(!ment of his subordinates in the crimes.
~Zl Trial Judgement para.l767 pg 524
~~:l Trial Judgement parns.1S545-1846 PI; 5'16
6IJ Para. 1844 pg 564.
614 Trial Judgement para.2286 pgs 667-668.
615 Se(! Paragaraph 2262-4 p 661,2297 P 670. And also para 940 p 296 of the judgem(!J1t where tbe Chamber
concludes that Gbao was heavily involved in the disannament proces~ and wa... the amin link between RUF and
Unamsll.There is no similar findings against Kallon. See further Paragraph 936 p 295 where the Chamber concludes
that Gbao in Makeni enjoyed substantially increased authority over RUF fighters could initiate his o.....n
investigations and if found guilty woul punish fight(!I'S severely.No such concrete findings an:: made in relation to
Kallon. See furthtf the Supplemental Pre-trial bridat Para 572 (e) whicn gave notice that the DDR Camp at
Makenl was SUITollnded and attacked by RllF under the comrrond of Augustine Gbao.
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a radio report of a mission about a missiun ht (.;arried out in Lunsar per the Leader's
(Foday Sankoh) instructions. 626
279.

In respect of a finding of guilt under 6(3) flowing from the Appellant's alleged command
position of "Battle ground commander"(BGCM) in Makeni from February 1999 to
Septemb 293er 2000

627 at

paragraphs 2285 and 2286 the appellant submits, that the

reference in the fontnote 628 is totally misplaced and misconceived as those paragraphs do
not support the finding as such in that within the same time frame he was found to be
Battle Ground Cum mander, the Chamber rather found that he was promoted to Brigadier
and moved to Makeni as a Brigade Commander.

629

The Chamber's finding that Kallan

had the ability to inflict punishments, citing instances and acts unconnccted to the acts
and conducts of his alleged subordinates whose unpleaded and unspecified transgressions
he was found as a Superior Commandel3IJ was unsupported by the trial records in rcspeet
of the acts and conduct of the alleged subordinates. 6J1 For example, the evidence
established that Mr Kallon did not have effective command over Kailondo

632

and that he

62~ Radio message page 0008826 dated 14 April 2000. From CoI.Gbao to Smile. See another radio message at pg
0008793,
627 Para.2285 and 2286 p667-668,footnote 3958 p 557,
62a Footnote 3958 refers to and relies on para.92B-930 p
6H The Trial judgement at paragraph 928 of the trial jUdgment pg 293 [ownd that Kallon was a BFI and was Sesay's
deputy and that he was a Brigadier and deployed 10 Magburaka following attack on lsa whieh position he held from
March to October 1999.
Paragraph 929: Kallon was in dire!;! conl.:lct .....ith S.:lnkoh and in 2000 he was reporting 10 Sesay and Sankoh
regarding the situation in Makeni.
Paragraph 932: Kai!ondD was also a Brigade Commander for Makeni.
The defence submits that the above findings are inconsistent with the finding of guilt in paras.2285-2289 pgs 667669 under article 6(3)
Paragraph 931:Kallon remained in Magburaka until April 2000 when he moved to Makeni as 5111 Brigade
Commander and promoted Brigadier.
Paragraph 930:-Kallon continued to serve as Sesay's deputy after assuming the position of BOC.
6Jn Para 2287.p668
6)1 Exhibit 32 page 0008832 dated 28 Apri12000.Mr Gbao radio message to Survival and Smile titled report about
the crisis in St Francis dated the 28 April 2000 involVing the moverm:llt of cnildrcn associated with conflict and
CARITAS. The Appellant submits that the Trial Chambt"f disregarded favourable Prosecution evidence which
established that Gilbril Massaquoi was nOI a subordinate of the appellant at the material time to this case because
from 1999, Gilbril Massaquoi was with the Superman faction and was ill Freetown during the events that took place
in Makeni. And that one of the reasons that set the appellant and GilbriJ Massaquoi apart was his mistreatment of
civilians whicll the appellant disapproved. That the enumerated individuals above were sllbordinates of KaHon was
therefore wrong at law and factually deficient. Kailondo reported to Foday Sankoh. Indeed on the 29-12-1999
Kailondo in his capacity as Commander of the regional head quarter Makeni addressed a radio message to Foday
Sankoh on matters relating to the disarmamenl of combalants in his location and their welfare.
m Exhibit 34, fig OOO0K77, 2nd message from Regional Headquarter, Makeni to Smile. through Survival form
Colonel Vannicions Vanny-aka-Kailondo. dated 29/12/1999.
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took orders from and reported directly to Foday,
·
. M ak em.·633
process tn
d lsannament
280.

In

particular

In

relation to the

The Chamber also found, based on exhibit 212 tendered by Sesay, that Komba Gbudema

reported directly to Foday Sankoh through Mr Sesay bypassing Morris Kallan. 634 The
appellant submits that Melosky KaHan who was Brigade Commander at Lunsar where
the Zambatt were abdueted reported directly to Foday Sankoh bypassing the Appellant. b3~

281.

Considering the above, the Chamber finding that it was "highly unlike1y"foJb that Kallon
would be afraid to arrest Kailondo, acting on Sankoh's instruetions, is therefore
erroneous as there is more than sufficient evidence to infer the alternative reasonable

inference that indeed Kallan it was never established that Kallon had effective control
over him and so could not and had no authority defacto or dejure to arrest him. 637 TIn!
Exhibit 34:Page 00008771 = Second Message Regional Headquarters - Makeni
To: Smile - Through Survival From: Col. Vannicious Vanny - aka- Kailondo
Date: 29-12-1999, Sir, with reference to my last message sent to you, pertaining already disanned combatants wiln
me in the Barracks, there is still a shortage of food, eondiment, drugs and other basic needs. Secondly, there is
complain by all unarmed men that nothing was done about them as the UNAMS1L Personnel were only concerned
wi th the armed men.
Sir, according to the combatants, they expect to live a happy life after the disannament and not to experience distress
eondition ofliving (ernpty bag can't stand). The above problems need authority'S anention"
Lh
634 Example, exhibit 32 radio messages at pages 0008793,datcd 9
Feb.lOOO, pg 00008808, Smile to Komba, pg
0008808 dated 24 /312000,Smile to Lt Col. Komba
6H The Appellant further draws the attention of the Appeals Chamber to other radio messages from RUF field commanders
e1early negating the inference that by mere fact ofan alleged de jure position, the accused had effective eommand m'er RUF field
commanders in Makeni,Tonkolili,Port·Loko and other RUF controlled areas. These messages demonstrate that many of these
commanders, if not alI, by- passed Kallon and were under the direct command of Foday Sankoh to whom they reported. Page.
00008766 To: Smile From: Mr. Melosky Kallon Sub: Respond
Date: 23- 12-1999 :Message in respect of the looting of Lunsar
Page 00008771 = Second Message Regional Headquarters - Makeni
To: Smile- Through Survival: From: Col. Vannicious Vanny- aka- Kailondo
Date: 29-12- 1999:- Sir, with referenee to my lasl message sent to you, pertaining already disanned combatants
with me in the Barracks. Ihere is still a shortage of food, eondiment, drugs and other basic needs. Secondly,
there is eomplain b}" all unanned men thaI nothing was done abom them as the UNAMSIL Personnel were only
coneemed with the anned men. Sir, according to the eombatants, they expect to live a happy life after the
disannament and nol 10 experience distress condition of living (ernpty bag can't stand). The above problems
need authoril}"'S allention.
Page. 00008774 = Seeond message: To: Survival, lofos: Smile
From Melosky r-..t Kallon: Sub: Infonnation
Date: 2-1-2000: Sir, be intonned that we fell in an ambush between Port Loko and Oberi Junction while
heading for Lunsar. During that eourse, one of my personnel ....
Page 00008784 = Seeond Message: To: Survival, Infos Smile
From: Mr, Me10sky M. Kallon: Date: 2-2·2000
Sir, I received a report of hand grenade incident which took place on the 1-2-2000 at around. 09:00hours in the
DDR camp at Port Loko,
~.'6 Paragraph 609 p 202 ofthe Judgement.
6J7 Trial Judgement paras,670-673, pgs 222 and 223. The Appellant reealls the findings by the Trial Chamber that in tne R
assignment took precedenee over rank.
6lJ
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above finding is inconsistent with eSlablished Jurisprodence thOl superior responsibility
does not arise solely frum de jure authority conferred through official appointment. t'138
The Appellant submils therefurt: that trial Chamber finding that he incurred Superior
Responsibility by his mere position of command was erroneous in law,6~9 The Appellant

submits thal no such position was pleaded in the indictment and was never proved to
exist within the RUF command strueture

6lO

.

Error in applying Ihe wrong legal standard ill determining ehe credibili,,· of prosecution
and defence evidence (Sub-grounds 24.9 and 24.10):
282.

The Chamber selectively pre-determined the question of credibility of UNAMSIL Dnd
victim witnesses in a general manner removed from the specific evidence of ear.;h
individual witness and removed from the accused.. 641 The Trial Chamber has discretion
in its assessment of evidence but this discretion is tempered by the Trial Chamber's duty
to prOVide a n:asoned opinion and this has been considered by International Tribunals as
a fair trial requjremeIll. 642 The appellant submits that the integrity of the entire judicial
process against him was irreuet:mably undennined rendering the trial unfair. Proseeution
witnesses gave material inconsistent and contradictory testimony on identification
regarding the position the Appellant held at the material mC1ment relevant to the
UNAMSIL counts. 643 Identification of the accust:u in the context of Several Morris

~.'8 [eTR -40-1-AA, 3 July 2002, Prosecutor Vs Ignace Bagilishema pandO pg 26. The Trial Judgement consistently

found that the appellant was a "battle ground cummandcr" in Makeni (If nattleground commander .38 which made
him "the highest ranking Rl W officer in the Makeui area during the period the alleged crimes were committed and
as a result bore responsibility for the acts and conduct of a{Jeged suburdinatcs ..
M~ Trial Judgement para.640 pg 212 para.609 p 20i',flara.640 p.212.
640 Trial Judgement paras.657-703, pg 2 J 7-23 J. Chamber found that Kallon remained in Magburll.ka lliltil April
2000, when he moved to Makeni as !he 51!< Brigade Commander by which time, he had been promoted to Brigadier.
K<lilondo was also the Brigarle Commander for Makeni and the BFI, altlwugh the later post was dormant as fhere
was no fighting in Makeni al the lime. Relying on its finding above Illt: Chamber- based it finding of the Command
role of Kallon in the Mi:lgburlkaJ Makeoi ana from February 1999 to September 2000, when it found Kallon was
RUF Commander in Magburah from October 1999 during which he rl."eeived orders from Boehne. However tne
Chamber also found that Kallon remained in Mi:lgburlka until April 2000 when he moved to Makeni as Brigade
Commllnder.
641 See Paragraph 644 P 213 where the Chamber gives a general del]] bill of health respeeting UNAMSIL witnesses.
This pre determination of the credibility of these witnesses blurred the Chamber's objective assessment of the
serious contradietions and inconsistencies in many of the VNAMSIL prosecution w\1I1esscs in pmticular their
inabiliry to positively identify the acells!:d KaHan in rela~ion to various events they attributed to him,
m Kupreskic, Al'1p. Judgement para.32.
64.1 Trial Judgement parn..93 J Pg 294,Trial Transeript, testimuny of Brigadier Ngondi. 28/3/2006 pg 7, in whieh he
testified, «Colonel Alfred was in charge of Magburaka area because, initially Brigadier Kallon was in charge of
Magburaka. TFI-042 Major Ganase testified Morris Kallon who came to Makump Camp on I May 2000 was the 5°
Brigade Commander in Magburaka -trial judgement transeript pg 24. Witness under cross-examination stated that
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Kallons in the RUF movement

644

was a crucial distinguishing element that appropriately

raised but not considered by the Chamber in a reasoned opinion as mandated by the
statute and the rules.

283.

For example, Brigadier Ngondi tt>stified that Major Mama reported to him that Kallon
assault and arrested Major Jaganathan. Jaganathan testified that KaHon assaulted
Salahw::din and ordered him (Jaganathan) arrested M~. According to Lt Colunel Mendy
Jaganathan told him that it was Gbao "secured" him (laganathan) and took him to Teka
Barrack.

646

This materially contradicts the account that Kallon arrested and forced

Jaganathan into his car and drove him to Teko barracks. Jaganathan testified that he never
met Brigadier Kallon in Magburaka or Makeni. And tmt apart from what Major Maroa
had told him, there was no way he can really say he was anested by Brigadier Kallon6-H.
The Witness was challenged about his ability to ascertain which KaHon arrested him in
the light of the presence of other Kallons like AS KaHon the MP Commander at with
offices at the MP office in Makeni

648

.

Witness was therefore unable to say whether the

Commander involved in the incident Makeni at the DDR Camp Makump was AS Kallon
and not Brigadier Kallon 649

284.

Major Jaganathan said on 1 May 2000, 10 combatants who had previously disanned
came and demobilized but shortly a group of RUF combatants 30-40 led by Col Gbao
came to the camp. surrounded it.

6SO

Witness testified that it was at this point in time that

Brigadier Kallon, 5th brigade and the 4 t 'l Brigade commander in Magburaka wh.om he

had not previously known and had never seen before came in a Mercedes pink colour

Moms KallOl1 was 4111. Brigade Commander at Magburab pg 85. In his evidence in chief and under crossexamination, he said he had never setn him before. 19)0412006, TFl-362 testified ( trial transcript of2I))412005) that
the Brigade Commander of Magburaka was Base Marine who was one of three RUF l:ommanucrs ....'110 visited her
locahon during the period material to these counts. The hVo others ate Se~<IY md Lansafla This contradicts TF J -228
Kasoma who testi fled that in at least 4 OCCasiOlls sht: introduced Morris Kallon to him and General Mulinge. General
Mulinge denied knowledge of any such inlroduction. TFI-288 Lt Colonel Kasoma testified, trial trdnSl.:ript of
22)03)2006 pgs i-4 that at Lunsar "I was taken to a small shelter where) found lhh gentleman who later identified
as tlte Commander of the arca",TF1·041 testified ,triallranscript of J:)07i20~,that the Brigade Commander of
Lunsar was MeJosky Kallon, pg 28,and not Morris KJllon as wroflgly found by the Trial Chamber
.44 for instance exhibit 338 -Rule 68 disclosure-which states there were other Kallo71S whhin the Ref,
~~.~ Trial Judgement para 1790-1791-pg 531
64~ Trial Transcript of28 June 2006 pg 6.
1>47 Trial transcript 0[20 June 2006 pg 87.
1i48 Trial transcript of20 June 2006 pg 8 7 -88.
MQ Trail Transcript 20 June 2006 pg 89.
M(J Trial Tnmscript 20 June 2006pg 21.
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came and ordered his men to arrest him6~1. The Appellant appropriately challenged his.
hearsay alleged identification by proxy.6S2 And the witness agreed that but for that
information he would never in any way be able to say it was KaHan who arrested him. 653
285.

The Appellant submits therefore that his conviction by proxy and on the

hearsay

identification testimony of Major Jaganathan.654 un undated radio message from Sesay to
Kallon asking Kallon to collec! him with "a Benz Jeep Car",655 and the inadmissible and
unreliable testimony of DAG 111,6S6was erroneous in fact and in law. These witnesses
supported the alibi of the appellant and also supported his defense of identification. They
were among the workt;rs at the DDR Camp to whom the Trial Chamber found, accused
address his l:riticisrn ofthe beds made for the combatants to be demobilized. 657

286.

Count l5i-errQr with reKara to conviction~
The Chamber com'icted the appellant in count 15 of committing and ordering attacks on

peacekeepers pursuant to article 6(1) in Bombali District and pursuant to 6(3) in Bombali,
Port Loko and Tonk-olili districts. The appellant submits that as a matter oflaw, thc Trial
Chamber erred in convkiing the appellant on two distinct modes of participation
conjunctively for the :lame crime and based on the same set of facts. The Chamber held at
paragraph 2311 held that it is inappropriate to convict under both article 6(1) and 6(3) of
the statute. Although the Chamber found that the mens rea of count 15 was specific
intt:Ilt mens rca.
constitutes

0.

658 the

court made no finding on this element of the crime and this

discernible error invalidating the judgment.

Error regarding pleading of Count 17 crimes:
287.

The Appellant submits that he was convicted under count 17 for murders w"hich were
neither pleaded nor found to have been cured..The identities of the victims wcre never
pleaded. Also t"he particulars underlying the Appellants responsibility for the murders
were never pleaded. The Appellant objected to this count in the oral motion of <1l:quitta[

eSI Para.1791 of trilll judgement pg ~:I,footnole 3429

m Tnal Transcript of 26,6,2006 pgs 85-87: Asked al pg 87: So really, to be hont'st with you Mr Witness, apart
from what Major Milroa rnay have (old you Ihere is no way you ca.n really say it was Morris Kalon- 1 mean

Brigadier Kallon that arn'-5trd you"? Answer: Yes.
transcript June 20 2006 pgs 25, 26, 34.

"~J Trial

Trial Judgement paras.1789-l791, pg 53l footnotes 3427,3428.
The Trial Judgement relied on Ses<lY defence exhibit 212. RUF radio log book page 2045.
656 Para.609 p 202
657 Trial Judgement at para.l7lSl pg 529 para.663, pg 21 O.
6S8 PaTa.232 p.75.
654

\55
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but the Chamber failed to rule on his objections in that regard659 and in the Motion to
exclude evidence outside the scope of the indictment. The Appellant further submits that
the alleged murder of the lliAMSIL peacekeepers was not part of the Prosecution case
during presentation of his case.
288.

The Chamber found that it would limit its findings on Count 17 (Murder of Peacekeepers)
only to Bombali and Port Loko Districts. 66o The Appellant submits that despite the
findings above, the Trial Chamber nevertheless convicted him for the unlawful killings at
the DDR Camp Waterworks in Magburaka, Tonkolili district. 661 . The Appellant submits
that the above findings were inconsistent with the Chambcr finding that no liability can
be attributed to the accused in relation to crimes committed in Koinadugu, Bombali and
Port Loko districtS. 6t2 The Appellant respectfully urges the Hon. Appeal Chamber to
rcverse the conviction for the above reasons. The appellant submits that the Chamber
erred in convicting lJjm for unlawful killings without providing him with notice of the
charges against him and without establishing his role in the said crimes and without
affording him an opportunity to confront his accusers as mandated by article 17 of the
statute, thus causing him irreparable prejudice. The Chamber also erred in convicting the
accused under 6(3) when it was not established that the accused knew or had reason to
know that his subordinates had committed the killings. 663

289.

The appellant submits that the Trial Chamber found thai at the material moment to this

case, there was no fighting in Makeni, as a result; the position of Battle Field Inspector
occupied by Kailondo was donnant. 664 The appellant therefore respectfully submj(s that
the conditions foc the application of Article 3 Common to the Geneva Convention and
additional Protocol 2 were not established and that there must exist a nexus betY.'ecn the
attack and acmed conflict for a conviction of the Appellant in Count 17 to be sustained.
The appellant urges the Appeals Chamber to reverst: tht: conviction 1n this count in favor
of acquittal as a matter of law.

Oral motion of acquittal page 54 -59
Para.1945 pgs 572-J.
661 T,ia] Judgemenf paras. 1958 (ii) pg576 and paras. 1828-1829 pgs540-S41.
662 Tlial Judgement at para.1692pg 505,
~6) See Oric leTY Appeals judgment 3 July 2008 para 59 p22.
6M TJial Judg~lm:Tlt para.932 pg 294.
659

M{I
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GROUND 25: ERROR RELATING TO SPECIFIC INTENT 6(1), 6(3):

290.

The Chamber erred in law by failing to make any finding as to the specific intent of the
Appellant in the eonviction under Article 6(1) and 6(3) although the chamber had round

that these were specific intent crimes:66~ The Trial Chamber convicted the Appellant for
events in Bornbali District under Count 15 pursuant to Article 6(1) responsibility for
"committing" and "ordering" attacks on peacekeepers and for events in Bombali, Port
Loko, Kona and Tonkolili Districts pursuant to Article 6(3) responsibility for the outlined
Article 6(1) offences. 1be Chamber defined the elements of the offence of "intentionally

directing attaeks against personnel involved in peacekeeping mission" as including: 1)
that the accused directed the attack against, inter alia, the personnel involved

In

humanitarian assistance or peacekeeping; 2) that the accused intended such personnel etc.
to be the object of the attack; 3) that the personnel ete. were entitled to protection under
international law of armed contlict; and 4) that the accused knew or had reason to know
that the personnel etc. were protected. (,66 In discussing the mens rea element of the
offence under the second limb above, the Court held that it is one of "a specific intent

mens rea" and that "the accused must have intended the personnel to be the primary
object of the attack".

291.

At paragraph 2248 p.657 of the Trial Judgment where the Chamber found that "Kallon
instructed various RUF fighters to carry out the assault and abduction of Jaganathan", the
Chamber used an Article 6(3) modI:: to arrive at its findings in the sense that it held that
"KaHan used his position as senior RUF Commander and BGC to compel his
subordinates to commit the offence" and that he "intended his orders to be obeyed". The
Chamber used the same 6(3) mode of liability (to wit, "position of authority over
fighters") to convict Kallon for directing an attack against Maroa pursuant to Article 6(1)
of thc Statute. 667 The same holds for the Chamber's finding on the abduction of Mendy
and Gjellesdad668 as well as for the abduction of Kasoma and ten peacekeepers,669 and for

See pam. 232 p75; para. 224S p657; para. 2250 p658; para. 2253 p658; para. 2255 p659; para. 2258 p660; para.
2260 p660; and pard. 2263 p669 of the Trial Judgment.
(><i6 Para. 219, pp. 70- 71 of the Trill Judgment.
667 See paras. 2249-2250, p.658 of the Trial Judgment.
~6g Paras. 2251-2253, p,658 ofthe Trial Judgment.
669 Paras. 2254-2255, pp.658-659 of the Trial Judgment.
(><is
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ordering the attack against Kasoma's convoy of about 100 peacekeepers on May 2000. 670
In view of the fact that the Chamber found these offences to be specific intent offences
committed under Article 6(1), it is contended that it ought to have shown how Kallon
personally intended to make the specified peacekeepers "the primary objects of the
attacks directed by him" as stated in paragraph 232 of the Trial Judgment, rather than
how he used his subordinates to commit the offences through an Article 6(3) mode. In the
ease of Rutaganda, the Court held that ''the dolus specialis is a key element of an
intentional offence, which offence is characterized by a psyehological nexus between the
physical result and the mental state of the perpetrator" .671
292.

The foregoing contention is compounded by the fact that the Chamber sought to separate
the 1'.vo modes of 6(1) and 6(3) liabilities when it failed to fmd evidence that Kallon
"ordered, planned, instigated Or aided and abetted the attack directed against ZAMBATT
peacekeepers at Lunsar on 4 May 2000". In view of the glaring lack of evidence under
Article 6(1) here, induding the absence of a specific intent mens rea, the Chamber
concluded that "it will accordingly consider Kallon's liability for this attack pursuant to
Article 6(3) of the Statute", and rightly refrained from using Article 6(3) mode to convict
for Article 6( 1). It is therefore strange and inexplicable that the Chamber used the Article
6(3) mode ofresponsibilit}' in convicting for Article 6(1) for the specified crimes against
Jaganathan, \1aroa, Mendy, Gjellesdad, KasomB and other pea~ekeepers under Count 15
ahove. It is submitted that the Chamber's findings, conclusion and conviction on the
foregoing events. especially in view of the fact that they were found to have occurred

Paras. 2256-2258, p.659-66D of the Trial Judgment.
Rutaganda Trial Judgement. paras. 6 i -63 (lCTR). Also, regarding the issue of 'specific intent', the Court applied
thc re<lsonillg ill the Akeyesl/ Trial Judgem~lff (at pam. 523), where it was held, inter alia, that "[ ... ] intent is a
mental factor which is difficult, even impossible, to determine. This is the reason why, in the absence of a
confession from the accused, his intent can be inferred from a certain number of presumptions of fact", such as, in
the case of genOCide, the scale of atrocities committed, their general nature, the systematic targeting of '..ictims etc.
Also, in the KrlFishema and Ruzindana Judgement, (Trial Judgement, para. 93) the Trial Chamber found that 'intent
can be inferred eHher from words or deeds and may be determined by a pattern of purposeful action". [n
particular, the Chamber considered evidenc~ such as the methodieal way of planning, the ~%tematic manner of
killing and so forth in order 10 arrive at a finding for specific intent
6')0

6)1
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predominantly in Bombali District,672 gravely undercuts the Court's holding at Paragraph
1972 of its Tncl Judgment.6~~

Ground 27: ERROR RELATING TO CIVILIAN STATUS OF UNWSIL

293.

The Appellant submits that the leadership of UNAMSIL acted in a belligerent manner in
dealing dealing with the RUF, hence stripping itself of any international protection
accorded civilians or peacekeepers. The Appellant would therefore rely on Trannscript
rcferences in ANNEX III filed herewith to illustrate and throw light on this Ground.

Ground 29: ERROR RELATING TO AJ:'RCIRUF RESPONSIBILITY IN UNAMSIL CRIMES
294.

The Appellant relies on his submissions and references in his Amended Notice and
Grounds of Appeal in arguing this ground.

GROUND 30: CUYlULATIVE CONVICTIONS:

Cumulative conviction for murder, extermination and collective punishments and
terrorism.
295.

The Trial Chamber convicted Kallon of "extermination", a crime against humanity,
through a ICE betv.'een AFRC and RUF under Count 3 for various events in pans of Bo,
Kenema, Kana and Kailahun Districts. It also convicted Kallon of "murder", a crime
against humanity, through a JCE between AFRC and RUF under Count 4 faT the same or
similar events in parts of Bo, Kenema, Kono and Kailahun Districts. It is submined that
the conduct found by the rrial Chamber against KaHan for both Counts 3 and 4 are the

672 The Chamber, in its disposition and wntraty 10 para. 1972, p.580 of its Trial J\l.dgment, convicted Kall()fl under
both 6(1) and 6(3) liabilities for evel1ts in Bombali Distrcit under Count 15.
6/3 Para. 1972 of the Trial Judgment states: "The Chamber is of the opinion that it would be inappropriate 10 hold a
superior criminally responsible for ordering, planning, instigating or aiding Illld abetting the commission of crime~
and at the same time reproach the superior for failing l(J prevent or punish the perpetrators,m The Chamber's
position on this issue is fortified by the Prosecution's pleading that superior responsibility under Article 6(3) ofthc
Statute is only pleaded ··in adelinol'), or altemafivcl)'" 10 th~ ilJdividual responsibility under Article 6(1) of the
Statute".
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same; the conduct touches and concerns events in various parts of the outlined Districts
of Bo, Kenema, Kono and Kailahun for which Kallon is said to be responsi.ble through a

JCE between the RUF and AFRC At Bo District, the unlawful killings were said to have
been perpetrated by AFRC/RUF fighters through a leE in which Kallon, according to the
Trial Chamber, participated and shared the mens rca of the perpetrators&74 - Kallon was,

however, not found to have personally committed any crimes in

80

Distridi75 ; the same

holds for Kenema,676 Kono t>i7 and Kailahun 6n Districts, Each ,ase or circumstance only
alluded to a conduct deduced from a lCE on the part of lUlloo, and nothing more.
Consequently. it is submitted that the cuml.llative conviction of KaHan for murder and
extennination on the basis of the same conduct, as outlined above, breaches the Trial
Chamber's decision in its Trial Judgment, namely, that "it is impermissible to convict for
both murder and extermination under Count 4 and 3 based on the same conduct".679
1, Error relating to collective punishment and terrorism

296.

'!be Trial Chamber has convicted Kallon of "collective punishment" and "terrorism" as
waf crimes, as well as various other war crimes (murder, outrages upon personal dignity,
mutilations and pillage).6BO The general test for cumulative convictions is that "multiple
convictions entered under different statutory provisions, but based on the same conduct,
are permissible only if eaeh statutory

provi~ion

has a materially distinct element not

contained within the other." "Where this test is not met, only the convietion under tn.e
more specific provision will be entered,,,681 namely the one with the "materially distinct
element. ,,682

S-ce paras. \017-1025, pp.317-3 \9 of the Trial Juclgmeul.
Para. 1976, p.581 of/he rrial Judgment.
6~6 Paras. ~ 09R_ll 08 pp.33g..314 & at para. 2053, p.605 of the Trial Judgment.
b7J Paras, 1268-1281 ppJ!l4-387 & lIt para. 2066, p.o 11 oftfJe Trial Judgment.
H~ Paras. 1446-1458 pp.433-436 & al pard. 2157, p.635 (If the Triat Judgment.
079 P<lra, 2304, p.673 of the Trial Judgment. See al"o the Ntllkinrtimrma Appear Judgement, para. 542,
6~~ TCJ, pp. 680-84
~s I See Senwl1za, (Appeals Olamber), May 20, 2005, para. 315: "The general lest for cumulatiw convictions was
recently reaffirmed ill the [ICTY's J Kr..,,/i{: Appeal Judgement:
The established jurisprudence of the Tribunal i5 that multip!e convictions entered \lnder diffnent sl:.l.tutory
provisions, but based on the same conduct, are pennissible only if each statutory provision has a materially distinct
clemen! not contained within the other. An element is m~terially distinct from another irit requires proof of a fact
not required by the other clement. Where this test is not met, only the convictioJI UIlder (he more specific provision
will be entered. The more spcdfic offence subsumes the less specific one. hecause the COmlJ1i~liion of the former
necessarily entails the commission ofthc latter."

674

67\
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297.

Here, lhe eonvictions fur "collective punishment" and «terrorism" are entirely bast:d on
other con . . ictions with added findings of (a) intent to punish collectively, and (b) intent to
terrorise, respectively.

For example, the terrorism conviction as to Bo District rests

almost entirely on other crimes as to which convictions were entered. 6 &3 The terrorism

and collective punishment convictions as to Kencma District rest entirely on other erimes
as to which convictions were entered.,6e~

The terrorism and collective punishment

convictions as to Kono District rest almost entirely on other crimes as to which
convictions were entered.6~5 Thus, "collective punishment" and "terrorism" each have a
materially distinct element from the other war crimes. 6S6 Yet, the other war crimes
(which are eneompassed within the convictions for collcctivt: punishment and terrorism)
do not have additional materially distinct elements, rendering the convictions as to them
impennissibly cumulative.
298.

Respectfully, to the extent that the Appeals Chamber in its CDF Appeals Judgment finds
that collective punishment is nut impennissibly cumulative with convictions for murder,
cruel treatment and pillage-apparently an issue of first

impr~ssion

there-the logic

appears erroneous. The Appeals Chamber held:
The crime of colkctive punishments requires proof of an intention to puniSh
collectively, which murder, pillage and cruel treatment do not. In addition,
murder requires the death of the victim, which collective punishments does not
and pillage requires proof of appropriation whieh the crime of collective
punishments does not. Finally, cruel treatment requires proof of serious menta!
or physical suffering or injury, which collecth'e punishments doe~ not. Thus,
because each of these crimes requires proof of materially distinct elements,
cumulative convictions arc permissible in this instanee. 687
See also Bi.'engimol'lo, (Trial Chamber), April 13,2006, para. 96; MUJettw, (Appeals Chamher), Nov~mber 16,
200 l, paras. 361, 363 (similar): KOMUfla-fltia, (Trial Chamber), January 22, 2004, paras. 578. 5&1 (simih!r);
Kajelije/i, (Trial Chamber). December 1, 2003, paras. 746, 749-50 (similar).
~~2 Biseng{mana, (llial Chamber), April 1:), 2006, para. 97; "The Celebre; Judgement e."\..plains that when facts are
regulated hy two different prO),jsi!..lfls, a conviction should be entered only under the provision that contains an
additional materiallY distinct element."
6lJ See Tei, paras. i031-37 (killing, mlitiJation and burning were basis for terrorism conviction,.
~!4 See TCl, paras. 1122-30, paras. I J3 J-35 (leWing, beating, ill-treatment and eT1s13vemenl were basis for terrorism
and collective punishment cotlvietions).
68~ See TCl, paras. 1340-65 (killing, rape, s~x:uaJ slavery, forced maniage, outrages upon personal rlignity, physical
violence alld burning were basis for terrorism conviction). Tel, para~. 1366- 78 (killing, physical violence and
burning wt:rt: basis for collective punishment conviction). It is only "burning" that does not appear to be an
independent count.
6~6 There is no claim that the collective punishments and terrorism convictions (whicb are war crimes) are
impcrmissibly cumulative with any of the crimes against humanity convictions, because of the different "chapeaU"
elements.
oS] CDF Appeals Chamber JUdgmcnt, panl. 225.
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With all due respect, if murder is part of collective punishment, then the entirety of the
elements of the crime of murder are part of the collective punishment conviction-there
is no added element of the death of the victim that is part of murder, but not part of the
collective punishment when murder is a form of collective punishment. (It makes no
sense to say that the death of the victim is not required for murder as a form of collective
punishment-as if the murder victim might still be alive?) Similarly, if pillage is part of
collective punishment, it is all the elements of pillage (including that property is being
appropriated) that arc being considered as a collective punishment. (It makes no sense to
say that pillage as a collective punishment does not require the appropriation of property;
then it would not bc pillage.) The same would hold true for other war crimes that
underlie a conviction for collective punishment

300.

An identical analysis would apply to terrorism where the terrorism conviction rests in
part, as it does here, on other war erimes convictions. The crime oftcrrorism may have a
matcrially distinct element (the intent to tcrrorize), but the undcrlying crimes do not have
materially distinct clements when they are encompassed within the terrorism conviction.
For these reasons, the convictions of collective punishment and terrorism are
impermissibly cumulative with the war crimes convictions encompassed within them and
those war crimes convictions should be vacated or reversed.

30 I.

Convicting thc accused under 6 (I) and 6 (3) in relation to UNAMSIL for the crimes
committed in Bombali based on the same conduct

GROUND 31, SENTENCING ERRORS:
302.

The Trial Chamber appropriately acknowledged the defense argument "that there is a
danger that when so few are prosecuted for the harms that befell the people of Sierra
Leone, it may be tempting for the court to try and serve a broader function, by expressing
the outrage of the international community, and placing the blame on the nine individuals
prosecuted by this court.,,688 The Trial Chamber committed precisely this error in its
Sentencing Judgement, by considering the gravity of the crimes (many by AFRC forces)

6a~ RUF Sentencing Judgement, para. 78.
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but not considering the "form and degree of participation" of KaHon as to those crimes. 689
In fact, he is sometimes extremely tenuously linked, if at all. Thus, the Trial Chamber has
included in evaluating gravity some extremely heinous crimes as to which there is
minimal or even no linkage to Kallon.
303.

For example, in evaluating gravity, the Trial Chamber makes frequent reference to crimes
by Staff Alhaji of the AFRC/''lO as does Judge ltoe,6?\ but the Trial Chamber Jlldgement
found that Alhaji was not a member of the JCE as to which it convicted Kallon. 692 The
Trial Chamber also never found that KaHan had a command relationship as to Alhaji, nor
that Kallon was personally involved in the crimes of Alhaji. We argue elsewhere that the
imputation to the JCE of crimes by a non-JeE memhers (such as Alhaji) was crror (see
above); if thc Appeals Chamber accepts that. then none of the crimes of Alhaji (or other
non-JCE members), should be considered in sentencing Ki:Jllon. Alternatively, if the
Appeals Chamber doe>! not agree and continues to hold Kallan responsible for crimes of
non-JeE members, at minimum, the Appeals Chamber should find that the Trial
Chamber erred in failing to consider KaHan's (extremely remote) "form and degree of
participation" with respect to most crimes (such as those of Alhaji). rhus, to consider
Alhaji's crimes in evaluating the gravity of KaHon's conduct is either completely
inappropriate,693 or needs to be discounted,'5'l4 to reflect this attenuated connection.

See Blagojevic and Jokie, (Trial Chamber), January 17, 2005, para. 815 ("'Despite the enormity of the crime base
that underlies this case, the Trial Chamber mllst remember that in this case, as in all cases before tht Tribunal, it is
called upon to determine a sentence for two individuals, based soleI)' on their partieular conduct and
circumstances.'"); Obrenovic, (Trial Chamber), December 10.2003, para. 78 ("It is recalled that the basis of
(responsibility] for crimes within the jurisdiction uf the Tribunal is individual criminal responsibility. An accused
shall be held liable for his actiollS and omissious - no more and no less. In crimes as massive as those committed
following the fall of Srebrenica, the Trial Chamber finds that it must be particularly vigilanl in ensuring that its
considt;'ration of the gravity of thc offence focuses on those acts or omissions of the indhidual accused fOT which he
is personally respollsible.").
690 RUF Sentencing Judgmeut para. 10'1.
'-;'j Judge hoe Sentencing Judgement (""Itoe SJ"), para§. 50-55.
692 Trial Judgment, para. 2080.
~9J See DeroIJiu:, (Appeals Chamber). July 10, 2005, para. 114 COnly those circumstances directly related to the
commission of the offence charge and to the offender himself when he committed the offence, such as the manner in
which the offence was committed, may be considered in aggravation.
[A] persoll canuo1 be held responsible fur
<lU act unless something he himself has done or failed to do justifies holding him responsible."),
694 See Krsfic, (Trial Chamber), August 2, 2001, para. 714 ("Indirect participation is one circumstance lhat may go to
mitigaling a sentence. An ~cl of assis(~nce (0 a crime is a form of particip<ltion in a crime otten considered less
serious than personal participation or commission as a principal and may, depending on the circumstances, warrant a
lighter sentt"Uce than that imposed for direct commission."),
639
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A. Gravity of the Offenees:
1.
304.

Failure to consider the Appellant's form and degree ofparlicipation:

The Trial Chamber appropriately acknowledged that the examination as to gravity
involves consideration of (1) the nature or "objective gravity of the offences" and (2) the
"form and degree of participation of each individual accused."695
2.

Failure to con$ider the limited instances where the Appellant was fOund to have
personallY committed crimes:

305.

The Trial Chamber found the Appellant to have personaIly committed three types of
crimes: (a) conduct leading to the death of a Nigerian female called Waikyoh, killed
under Rocky's orders;696 (b) a role in recruitment of child soldiers, by bringing a group of
children to Bunumbu for training in 1998, and being the senior RUF Commander on 3
May 2000 at Moria where child soldiers were used to ambush UNAMSIL forces;697 and
(c) involvement in l.JNAMSIL attacks. 6911 The Trial Chamber never considered the lack
of personal involvement in all the other crimes of which it convicted the Appellant,
which showed that his participation was less significant,699
3. Failure to consider Kallon's remote "form & degree ofparticipation" for most JCE crimes:

306.

As to virtually all crimes, the Trial Chamber found the Appellant responsible on a ICE
theory,700 and a few through command responsibility.70t In evaluating the gravity of the

ICE crimes, the Trial Chamber considered the "high number of crimes" that were part of
the ICE, that many "were particularly heinous and brutal" and were "committed over a
long period of time and over a large geographical area."702 It did not, however,
considered the "form and degree of participation" of the Appellant regarding most ICE
crimes. The Trial Chamber did not consider that it convicted the Appellant (through ICE)

69; RUF Senteneing Judgment para., 102; see also RUF Senteneing Judgment, para. 20 (Ihe Trial Chamber
acknowledges that it must consider ''the nature and degree of[the accused's 1participation in the commission of Ihe
offence."). The Trial Chamber later refers to this as "form and degree of responsibility." SJ, p. 79 er seq.
"~6 RUF Sentencing Judgment para. 235. Furthennore, we show abo\'e Ihat the convietion regarding the death of
Waikyoh is the result of legal error.
69i RUF Sentencing Judgment para. 236.
69B RUF Sentencing Judgment para. 237.
699 See Jokie - Miodrag, (Trial Chamber), March 18,2004, para. 55 ("The gravity oftne crimes committed by the
convicted person also stems from the degree of his participation in the crimes.").
'00 RUF Sentencing Judgment paras, 238-40.
701 RUF Sentencing Judgment paras. 241-45.
;02 RUF Sentencing Judgmenl para, 104.
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of crimes (a) solely committed by AFRC forces;70J (b) by RUF forces not under his
command and control;704 and (c) in Kenema District, as to which the Trial Chamber
never found he had any direct role in crimes. 705 As we demonstrate elsewhere, this is an
overbroad and improper use of ICE that erroneously imputes the crimes of non-members
to members and erroneously finds a .TCE (or finds it for longer than it existed), and thus
the Trial Chamber considered the gravity of crimes as to which the Appellant should not
have been convicted. (See above). Alternatively, should the Appeals Chamber not agree,
it should at minimum reeognize that the Trial Chamber failed to consider the Appellant's
"fonn and degree of participation" as to most ICE crimes. 706
4. Improper consideration ofunlawful killings by others in evaluating gravity ofKallon 's crimes
307.

Specifically, the Trial Chamber cited numerous instances of egregious unlawful
killings,7Q7 but mentions no linkage of the Appellant to therrt 708 rn terms of perpetrators,
thc Trial Chamber citeJ to murders by Rocky, Savage and Alhaji;709 Supennan and
Rambo;7lD and Boekarie. 71J We do not deny the egregious nature orthe killings nor their
impact on victims and society, but for the Trial Chamber to have considered the crimes
without sufficiently considering the Appellant's "form and degree of participation" as to
them is legal error. m Rocky (RUF), Rambo (RUF), Savage (AFRC) and AIhaji (AFRe)

70] See, e.g., See tor instance the Killings committed in Kono primarily hy Sange and Staff Alhaji paT 2%3 pp 608609 who the Chamber at paTa 2080 states were not members of the lCE during the period when they committed
crimes in KONO,
7()4 In virtually all the crime 10cations,there is no evidence that those committing crimes were under the command
and eontrol of the accused. Notable examples are the crimes committed in BO at a time when fhe Appl"llant had not
been posted there and thus had no command or control over fighten;ther parasl974-2008pp580-S87,Cnmes
committed in Kenema primarily by Bockerie and fighters under him over whom the Apellant had no controlparas
2050-2056 pp603-606,crimes committed in Kahilahun by Bockarie and fighters under him over whom the Appellant
had no conttol,paras 2156-2163 pp636-637 and crimes in Kono commiUed by Rocky over whom the appellant had
no control paras 2063 pp608-611
701 See TO, p. 603 et seq. (discussing crimes committed in Kenema District and omitting any discussio[l ofKallon'l.
706 The Trial Chamber considered Kallon's memben;hip on thc AFRC Supreme Conncil in considering his role in
the lCE, but as fO the Supreme Council, we show above that the Trial Chamber's findings. TCJ, para. 2004, are
based on speculation =d arc nol the ollly reasonable inference that could be reached. (See above.) The Trial
Chamber also considered two instances wheTe Kallon was involved in crimes committed in diamond mining areas,
RUF Senlet1cing Judgmenl 239, but failed to consider his "form and degree of responsibility" as to mOSl JCE crimes.
707 RUF Sentencing Judgment, p. 43 e/ seq.
70S Spe RLF Sentencing Judgment pams. 107-14.
"7C1'l RUF Sentencing Judgment para. 112.
710 RUF Sentencing Judgment para. 113.
"711 RUF Sentencing Judgment para. 114.
m See Nilwlic-Momir, (TC), Dec. 2, 2003, para. 114 ("[WJhcn assessing the gravity of the offence the Trial
Chamber must ... consider the role that MomiT Nikolic played in the commission of the crime.") (emphasis added).
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were found by the Trial Chamber not to be members of the ICE. 7 !} The Chamber found

that the Appellant had no effective control over Supennan (or Mongor or Rambo),714 It is
absolutely unfair to consider the gravity of the conduct of others over which the
defendant had no contro1.715 Additionally,

fa

the extent certain murders were "on the

orders of Sam Bockarie," (as the Chamber [ound)/J6 1be Appellant was acting "under
orders" as to them, which should have been seen by the Chamber as a mitigating factor.
5. Improper comdderat;on ofsexuallJiolence crimes by others in evaluating gravity ofKal/on 's crimes

308.

The Trial Chamber cites numerous instances of egregious sexual violence crirnes,7!7 but
mentions no linkage of the Appellant to any of them, 718 In tenns of perpetrators, the Trial
Chamber cites particularly to Alhaji/ 19 and states that it considered sexual violence
crimes "committed over a long period of time and a large geographical area."no The
defense does not deny the egregious nature of the crimes, but by considering all these
crimes as to which the Appellant was only remotely connected (if at all), the Trial
Chamber erroneously failed to evaluate his "form and degree of participation."

6. Improper con!J';deranon ofphysicfll violence crimes by other!J' in evaluaJing gravity ofKallon's crimes
309.

In evaluating gravity, the Trial Chamber also examined various crimes of physical
violencc,721 but again mentioned no linkage of the Appellant to any of them. 722
Specifically, the Trial Chamber mentioned the branding of individuals with "RUF"
andlor "AFRC,',713 crimes by Rocky,724 and several instances involving Alahaji. 725 The
Trial Chamber also noted the "large scale" nature of the crimes,?26 While not to deny the
egregious nature of the crimes, once again, by considering all these crimes as to which
Kallon was only remotely connected (if at all), the Trial Chamber erroneously failed to
evaluate his "fonn and degree of participation."

JIJ Trial JUdgm~l1t, para. 20BO. W~ argue above that impulation of their Climes to the ICE was elToneous.
714 Trial Judgment, panl. 2138; RUF Sentencing Iudgment para. 242.
m See Deronjic, (Appeals Chamber), July 20,2005, para. 124.
11~ RUF Sentencing Judgment para. 114.
71J RUF Sen fencing Judgment, p. 46, et 5eq.
7lB See RUF Sentencing Judgment paras. 117·22.
m RUF Sentencing Judgment para. 120.
m RUF Sentencing Judgment para. 130.
m RUF Sentencing Judgment, p. 52 el seq.
m See RUF Serl1encing Judgment panl. 137-40.
723 RUF Sentencillg Judgment para. 141, 146.
124 RUF Sentencing Judgment para. 145.
m RUF Sentencing Judgment paras. 147-49.
126 RUF Sentencing Judgment pam. 151.
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7. improper consideration ofenslavement by others in el'aJuafing gravity ofKallon 's crimes

310.

In evaluating gravity, the Trial Chamber examined the crime ofenslavement 127-finding

that ;'hundreds of civitians" were enslavedn~-but mentioned no !inkage of Kallon to the
crimes. 129 While not to deny the scale and brutality of such enmes, by considering all
such crimes, as to many of which Kallon was only remotely connected (if at all), the Trial
Chamber erroneously failed to evaluate his "form and degree of participation."
8. Improper consideration ofpillage and burning by others in evaluating gravity ofKaJlon 's crimes

311.

In evaluating gravity, the Trial Chamber cited to instances of pillage and buming,7)Q but
mentions no linkage of Kallon to any of the crimes. 7H While not to deny the scale and
brutality of such crimes, by cGnsidering all of the crimes as to which KaHon was only
remotely connected (if at all), the Trial Chamber erroneously again fails to evaluate his
"fonn and degree of participation." Furthennore, as Judge Hoe explained, the Trial
Chamber impennissibly counted "burning" as part of terrorism, when "burning" is
distinct from "pillage" and only "pillage," but not "burning" was charged in the
Indictment. 732 This is an additional error)

9. Improper consideraJion ofuse of child soldiers by others in evaluating gravity of Ktrllon 's crimes

312.

In evaluating gravity, the Trial Chamber cited to the use of child soldiers. n3 While the
Trial Chamber does discuss Kallon's responsibility regarding certain uses of child
soldiers,734 it fails to consider that he is only remotely connected to other uses.

For

instance, the Trial Chamber mentioned crimes hy Rocky.735 But, Rocky was found by
the Trial Chamber not to be a member of the JCE. 736 We argue that this is the reason
why Kallon should not be held responsible under a JeE theory for any of his t;.imes.(Sce
above.) While not to deny the scale and brutality of these crimes, by considering all these

m RUF Senten.::illg Judgment, p. 57 elseq.
RUt" Sentencing Judgment para. 159.
n~ See RUF Sentencing Judgment para. 159.
7.10 RUF Sentencing Judgment, p. 60 er seq.
711 Silil RUF Sentencing Judgment para. 172 td :,eq.
7ll Itoe RUf Sentencing Jlldgment paras. 24-29.
m See RUF Senteneing Judgment paras. J 80 et seq.
734 See RUF Senteneing Judgment, para 236 (discussing his bringing a group of children to Bunumbu for training in
1998, and being the senior RUF Commander on 3 May 2000 at Moria where child soldiers were used 10 ambush
UNAMSIL forces).
m RUF Sentencing Judgment para 181.
716 Trial Judgment, plll1l. 2080.
7JB
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crimes committed "throughout the territory of Sierra Leone"m as to which Kallon was
only remotely connected (if at all), the Trial Chamber erroneously failed to consider his
"form and degree of participation." Furthermore, the Trial Chamber's mentioning of the
use of child soldiers "throughout the territory of Sierra Leolle, ,,738 shows that the Trial
Chamber is not in fact considering the gravity of the use of child soldiers as to which it
convicted Kallon (pertaining to particular locations within Sierra Leone), but is going
beyond that-considering the gravity of the use of child soldiers "throughout the territory
of Sierra Leone.,,739 The Trial Chamber did not convict Kallon of the use of child
soldiers "throughout the territory of Sierra Leone" and it is error for the Trial Chamber to
have considered crimes as to which it never convicted him in evaluating gravity.

B.
;;

313.

Agl!ravatiue: Factors:

Impermissible double-counting:

In evaluating aggravating factors, the Trial Chamber appropriately recognized "the
impermissibility of 'double-counting' meaning that the factors considered in assessing
the gravity of the offence cannot be used or considered as aggravating circumstances.,,74o
1be Trial Chamber also stated: "when a particular circumstance is an element of the
underlying offenee, it cannot be taken into account as an aggravating factor,,741 - arguably
also a fonn of double-counting.

Judge Hoe also recognized this second point: "if a

particular circumstance is an element of the underlying offence, it cannot and in fact
should not be taken into aecount as an aggravating factor.,,742
314.

The Trial Chamber considered "acts of terrorism or collective punishments as faetors
743
Judge Itoe found that the majority erred
which increase the gravity of' other offenses.
in using elements of the offences of terrorism and collective punishments to enhance the
gravity of other offences: "If the prosecution sueceeds in establishing the guilt of the
Accused on all or some of the counts, it appear[s] to mc, legally anomalous, in the
sentencing process, to decide or to direct that the gravity of one offence should aggra...'ate

See RUF Sentencing Judgment paras 180, 183.
m RUF Sentencing Judgment paras 180.183) (emphasis added).
m RUF Sentencing Judgment paras 180. 183.
Nil RUF Sentencing Judgment para 23.
HI RUF Sentencing Judgment para 24.
742 Itoe Sentencing Judgment, paras 22, citing Blaskic Appeal Judgement, para 693.
70J RUF Sentencing Judgment paras ]06,
737
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or enhance the gravity of the other which stands independently on its own ... ,,744 Judge
Hoe was correct. The Trial Chamber impermissibly double-counted (the second type)
because the infliction of terror and collective punishments were fully counted as elements
of those crimes: to also consider them as aggravating other crimes is duplicative. 745
ii.

315,

Erroneously counting Rocky's ach"ons aggravating Kallon 's cOnJ';ctions:

Under the heading "aggravating factors,,,746 the Trial Chamber also listed an instance
where Rocky and a group of rebels arrived at the Sunna Mosque in Koidu and captured a
large group of civilians, some of whom were taken away and some executed and
behcaded. 747 The Trial Chamber notes that, later, Kallon arrived at the Mosque, and they
voted on whether a certain individual, TFI-015, should be killed. 748 It was error to
consider Rocky's actions at the Mosque, which occurred prior to the arrival ofKallon, as
an aggravating factor regarding Kallon. 749

Additionally, voting on whether someone

should be killed (who was not killed), while admittedly callous, is not an aggravating
factor as to a crime, and should not have been considered.

744

75o

See Hoe RUF Sentencing Judgment paras 32.

See Ndindabahizi, (Appeals Chamber), January 16, 2007, para 137 ("[T]he Appeals Chamber recalls that 'where
an aggravating factor for the purposes of sentencing is at the same time an ekment of the offence, it canuOt also
constitute an aggravating factor for the purposes of sentencing. "'); see also Rugambarara, (Trial Chamber),
November 16, 2007, para 22 (same language quoted); Nzabirinda, (Trial Chamber), February 23, 2007, para 60
(same as Rugambarara); Nchamihigo, (Trial Chamber), November 12, 2008, para 389 ("Any particular
circumstance Ihat is included as an element of the erime for which an accused is convicted will not be eonsidered as
an aggravating factoT,")~ see also Seromba, (Trial Chamber), Deeember 13, 2006, para 388 (similar); Karera, (Trial
Chamber), December 7, 2007, para 576 (similar); Simba, (Trial Chamber), December 13, 2005. para 438 (similar);
Ndindabahizi, (Trial Chamber), July J5, 2004, para 502 (similar).
See, eg.. Ndindabahizi, (Appeals Chamber), January 16, 2007, para 137 ("[TJhe Trial Chamber convicted the
Appellant for instigating and aiding and abetting genocide at Gitwa Hill [in the Bisesero Hills (Kibuye Prefecture)],
as well as for committing, instigating and aiding and abetting extermination at Gitwa Hill. These convictions were
based on the factual finding that the Appellanl transported assailants at Gitwa Hill. distributed weapons there and
encouraged the killing of Tutsi. The Trial Chamber could not also refer to these same factual findings as
aggravating circumstances. Accordiugly, the Trial Chamber erred in fiuding that the fact that the Appellant
'actively intluenced others to commit crimes, by distributing machetes aud money' constituted an aggravating
circumstance,"),
7~6 RUF Senteneing Judgment para, p. 84.
W RUF Sentencing Judgment para 247.
748 RUF Sentencing Judgment para 247.
749 See Deronjic, (Appeals Chamber), July 20, 2005, para. 124 ("Only those circumstances directly related to the
commission of the offence charge and [0 the offender himself when he committed the offence. such as the manner in
which the offenee was committed, may be considered in aggravation .... [AJ person cannot be held responsible for
an ael unless something he himself has done orfailed to do justi ties holding him responsible.").
750 See Limaj el at., (Trial Chamber), November 30, 2005, para. 729 ("Aggravating circumstauces must be directly
related to the commission ofthe offence... "J.
745
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C.
316.

Mitigating Factors

The Trial Chamber (correctly) acknowledged the following mitigating factors:

the

expression of remorse or acknowledgement of responsibility; lack of education or
training; good character prior tu conviction; personal and family eircumstances; behavior
and conduct subsequent to the conflict, particularly with respect to promoting peace and
reconciliation; good behavior in detention; assistancc to detainees or victims. 751 The
Trial Chamber should have also recognized acting under ordcrs and duress as mitigating
factors. 752 As the Trial Chamber recognized,753 it also had the flexibility to determine
other factors to be mitigating. 754 The Trial Chambers errors as to mitigating factors can
be grouped into two types:

(i) those that the Trial Chamber erroneonsly failed to

eonsider; and (iiI those given insuffieient weight.
i,
317.

Mith!sting factors erroneously not considered

The Trial Chamber conflated Kallon's separate arguments of "duress" and "acting under
orders" into one mitigating factor, which it calls "executing orJers... 7~~ The Trial
Chamber failed to recognize that Kallon advanced two separate, independent arguments.
As explained by the ICTY:

"Durcss and superior orders are separate, but related,

eoncepts and either may count in mitigation of sentenr.;e.. ,)56
318.

ii, Duress: Kallon operated under duress with regard to UNAMSIL events when he was
forced to obcy Foday Sankoh's orders to arrest peacekeepers. For the Trial Chamber to
have found (as it did) that Kallon did nut act under "duress and/or superior orders with
respect to the lNAMSIL events" because Sankoh had been arrested,157 and that he had
nol established lhal "his life was under actual threat in [the) event that he failed to obey

RLF Sentencing Judgment para 29.
As the ICTR stated in RI,taganirrJ, rt:n~ding the principle established in the lCTY's ErdcmQvic decision: The
Chamber fully endones the finding by the Appeals Chamber ofICTY [in Erdcmovic] that "duress does not afford a
complete defence to a soldier charged with a erime against humanity and/or ""ar crime involving the killing of
innucrf/l human beings." However, it is the Chamber's opinion that duress may be considered as a mitigating
circumstance. Rutaganira, (Trial Chamber), March 14, 2005, para. 161 (emphasis in original). That acting "under
ordeTh" is a mitigating factor is set forth in the Sprdal Court's S\:ttute, Ani~lc 6(4).
75J RUF Sentencing Judgment para 27.
7S4 See Simba, (Appeals Chamber), November 27, 2007, para.328 ("The Appeals Chamber recalls that neither the
Statute nor the Rules ulHlUstivcly define the r<letors which may be eonsidered as mitigating faetor,l. ").
m RUF Senteneing Judgmenl, p. 86.
716 Braid, (Trial Chamber), December 7, 2005, para. 53. See also Mrdjll. (Trial Chamber), Mareh ]1, 2004, 'II 654
C[F]rom a legal standpoint ... ,superior orders may be pleaded in mitigation independently of duress, and vice
versa.").
757 RUF Sentencing Judgment para 262.
7jl

HZ
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these orders,"758 ignored the power that Sankoh could still exert even from prison as
well as the fact that Kallon and Sankoh were still in contact when Sankoh was in prison,
so that Sankoh in fact was able to give him orders and exert influence over him.
Prosecution witness TFI-362 testified that disobeying Foday Sankoh in the RUF could
lead to death. She was a senior commander in the RUF and dose to Foday Sankoh. The
ultimate order to arrest and detain the Peacekeepers thus came from Foday Sankoh, and
Kallon was forced to obey because of the threats that accompanied the message: "If the
disannament lakes place in that location, you will be held responsible." For a man who
had executed his own deputy, such a threat to KaHan was real.

319.

iii. Under Orders: As set forth above, case law has considered acting under superior
orders to be an independent mitigating factor from duress. Here, in fact, the order from
Sankoh regarding the UNAMSIL peacekeepers was both a superior order, and an order
given under duress. doubly warranting miligation. 759 Kallon was acting under Sankoh's
orders when he arrested the peacekeepers. Kallon also at various points

~cted

under

orders of Bockarie and Sesay. The Trial Chamber erred in holding that because Kallon
was "personally in a superior position, issuing orders [of his own]," his responsibility
"under Article 6(3) negates him fi'om raising Ihese dejences.,,/bD The Trial Chamber cites
not a single case in support of this position, nor are we aware of any saying that "under
orders" only applies to the lowest level of military/rebel movements. In fact, the Special
Court's Statute states: "The fact that an accused person acted pursua.nt to an order ofa.
Government or of a superior shall not relieve him or her of criminal responsibility, but
may be considered in mitigation of punishment if the Special Trial Chamber detennines

that justice so requires.,,761 To find that defense essentially unavailable to a mid-level
commander ignores the plain language of the Statute. Accordingly, acting under orders
and duress should have been considered as mitigating factors, and the Trial Chamber
erroneously failed to do

SO.762

-"
, RUF Sentencing Judgment para 259.
1S~ Mrdja, (Trial Chambef). MaJt'h 3],2004, paras. 65, 67 ("fA] 1>Ubon..linate may be granted mitigation where he has
execuled 3lI order without having been directly threatened. .. Conversely, a person with no superior authority
over another may compel him to commit a crimc by means of threats.'').
160 RLF Sentencing Judgment para 259 (emphasis added).
161 Statute Of The Special Court For Sierra Leone, Article (j(4) (emphasi~ added).
161 See JoHc-Miudrug, (Appeals Chamber), Aligust )0, 2005, para. 476 ("Trial Chambers are' required as a matter
of law to takc account of mitigating circumstances. "').
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320.

Judge !toe correctly found that Kallon's "plea for executing '[e]xeeutive orders'" is ''very
well founded.,,71>3 Judge !toe correctly found that instructions from Sankoh "had to be
taken seriously" because he was described "as being very erralic.',764

Judge ltoe

appropriately recognizes that Kallon "was acting under duress, and pursuant to superior
orders and that he faced a real and indeed a possible execution if he had not executed
those orders.,,765 Lastly, it is important to note that the lack of any finding of mitigation
regarding duress and/or acting under orders regarding the L'NAMSIL attacks resulted in
actual sentencing error, because Kallon was sentences to the longest prison term (40
766
.
years) as to t hat cnme.
321.

iv. Conduct

~ubsequellt tu

the crimes: In Kallon's sentencing brief, it was argued that

conduct subsequent may also be considered a mitigating factor. 767 Thus, in Babic, the
ICTY Trial Chamber considered alleviating the suffering of victims,768 and in Plavsic, the
ICnT Trial Chamber considered her post-conflict conduct as a mitigating factor,
particularly, her support for the peace process in Bosnia-Herzegovina,769 In fact, not only
is subsequent conduct in furthering peace a mitigating factor, the [CTY Appeals Chamber

found it erroneous not to take it into account in that case:

322.

The Appeals Chamber is !':atisfiE'd that thc Appellant attempted to further peace
after the commission of the crime of persecution. The Appeals Chamber finds
that the Trial Chamber erred in law in categorically refusing to take these
attempts to further peaee into account as a mitigating factor on the basis that
they did not direetly alleviate the suffering of the vietims. m
In Kallon's sentencing brief,771 it was argued that a variety of witnesses and several

reports introduced at trial highlight the contribution Mr. Kallon made towards peace
efforts in Sierra Leone, particularly Mr. Kallon's peace initiatives towards the end of the
crisis. The evidence at trial showed that Mr. Kallon and Mr. Sesay, at risk to their lives,
later disobeyed the leader Foday Sankoh and hardliners opposed to the peace process and
not only supported but helped the heads of state of ECOWAS, UNAMSIL and the

Hoe Sentencing Judgmrnt para 78.
!toe Sentencing Judgment para76.
7M ltoe Sentencing Judgment para 79.
766 RUF Sentencing Judgment, p. 96.
,~7 Kalion Sentencing Brief, para.35,
768 Babic, (Trial Chamber), June 29, 2004, paras. 94-95.
76~ Prosl'clJtor v. Plavsic, lrial Chamber, February 27. 1003, para. 85.
770 Babic. (Appeals Chamber), July 18, 2005, para. 59.
771 Kal10n Sentencing Brief, pam. 79.
76,
7M
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government of Sierra Leone in ensuring that peace returned. Mr. Kallon made powerful
enemies in wilfully renouncing violence and thc objectives of the revolution and
embracing the path of peace, reconciliation and democracy for the good of his people,
and did so at risk ofJife and limb.
323.

In KaHan's sentencing brief,m it was argued that the Trial Chamber received evidence
regarding the Lome Peace Accord and several other exhibits and heard evidence from the
highest level of command of UNAMSIL, notably those from countries whose soldiers
were victims of the attack for which the accused was found guilty.

The mitigating

testimony at trial in favour of Mr. Kallon, despite the crimes he has been found guilty of,
underscores the substantial contributions he made towards the successful execution of
their mission. The court heard mitigating evidence from ECOMOG commanders who
were former adversaries of Mr. KaHon during the war. These senior commanders later
joined thc UNAMSIL mission in Sierra Leone. The Trial Chamber heard evidence about
entreaties made by Mr. Kallon towards them to allow supplies of basic food supplies to
get to the area under his command to ease human suffering in the Makcni and Tonkolili
districts.

The Trial Chamber admitted that "behavior and conduct subsequent to the

conflict, particularly with respect to promoting peace and reconciliation" is a mitigating
[actor,773 but erroneously failed to eonsider it.
324.

v. Young age at the time of the crimes. In KaHon's sentencing brief, it was argued that
young age at the time of crimes is also a mitigating factor.
Chamber in Mrdja stated:

714

Thus, the lCTY Trial

"[T1he jurisprudence of the Tribunal has taken into

consideration various personal circumstances as mitigating factors in sentencing, such as
the young age of an accused ...,,775 The ICTY Trial Chamber in Blaskic explained:
The case-law of the two ad hoc criminal Tribunal5 on rehabilitation takes the yOUllg
age of the accused into account as a mitigating circumstance. The assessment of
youth varies - whilst the ICTY considers accused aged betweell 19 and 23 at the
time ofthc facts as being young, the ICTR selects ages from 32 to 37. 176

-m Kallon Sentencing Brief, para. EO.

m RUF Sentencing Jurlement para 29.
KaHOl1 Sentencing Brief, paras. 45..46.
m Mrdja, (Trial Chamber), March 31,2004, para. 9]. See also Ballovic, (Trial Chamber), October 28, 2003, para.

1J4

75 ("The Trial Chamber ob5erves that. in certain cases, age has been considered a relevant factor in mitigation of
sentence.").
m Blaskic, (Trial Chamber), March 3, 2000, para. 778.
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325.

(In fact, the ICTY appears to consider ages up to 33 al the time of the crimes to be young
in age).777 In 1996, Mr. KaHon was thirty-one years old. The Trial Chamber erroneously
also did not take account of this mitigating factor.

326.

vi. Serving sentence outside Sierra Leone.

The Trial Chamber admitted that "in

general tenns, sentences served abroad, where family visits are likely to be few, may be
harder to bear" and "would normally amount to a factor in mitigation of senlence.'t77S
The Tria! Chamber found that mitigating factors need only be established by a balance of
probabilities, meaning that it is more probable than not thai the circumstances in question
did exist...779 It noted: "it is a much lower burden of proof than that required by the
Prosecution."no Even though the Trial Chamber found that it was "more likely than not"
"that the convicted persons in the trial will serve sentences outside of Sierra Leone,,,m it
failed to give any weight to this acknowledge mitigating factor which was proven to be
"more probable than not," Accordingly, failurc to consider this constituted error. 782
327.

vii. Good behavior in detention. The defense argued that Kallon's "good conduct while

in detention" should be taken into account. 783 The Trial Chamber admitted that this is a
mitigating factor,784 but erroneously appears not to have considered it.
328.

viii. Lack of education or training.

The Trial Chamber held that Kallon's "forced

recruitment into the RUF" was not a mitigating factor. 785 But KaHon argued that it was
not the "forced recruitment" alone, but the fact that it caused him to leave secondary
school at an early age, and that he was brainwashed by the RUF's ideology at a yOllng

177 See Simic, Tadic an.d Zarie, (Trial Chamber), October 17, 2003, para. 1088 ("The Trial Chamber takes into
account 1he age of Btagoje Simic at the time he committed the offences, 33 years old."); Stakic, (Trial Chamber),
July 31,2003, para. 923\"This Trial Chamber lakes into account [imeralia] the young age of Dr. StakiC:lt the time
he committed the offences [approximately 29-30] ... ."); Erdemovic, (Trial Chamber), March 5, 1998, para. 16: The
Trial Chamber held that the combination of [Erdcrnovie's] young age [23 yeaTs when he committed the crimes],
evidence that he is "not a dangerous person fOT his environment," and "his circumstances and character indicate that
he is reformable and should be given a second chancc to start his life afresh upon release, whilst still young enough
to do so.").
m RUF Sentencing Judgment ~ra 206 (emphasis added).
719 RUf Sentencing Judgment paTa 28 (emphasis added)
780 RUf Sentencing Judgment paTa 28.
m RlJF Sentencing Judgment para 206 (emphasis added).
782 [Actually, there is also law that this is not a mitigating factor at all, but the Trial Chamber seems to have found it
was, so I would accept that.]
76.\ RUF Sentencing Judgment para 85.
784 RUf Sentencing Judgment para 29.
78S RlJF Sentencing Judgment para 250.
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IJ t D
age. 786 The Trial Chamber admitted that "lack of education or training" is a mitigating
factor,m but erroneously appears not to have considered it,
329.

ix. Attempts to prevent brutal crimes. In Kallon's sentencing brief, it was argued that

Mr. Kallan also attempted to prevent brutal erimes, which is also a mitigating [actor. 788
Again, the Trial Chamber appears not to have considered this.

330.

x. Renunciation of violence and Commitment to Peace and Democracy. In Kallon's

sentencing brief, it was also argued that the Trial Chamber should consider Mr. Kallon's
renunciation of violence and work to transform the RUF into a political party as
mitigating factors. 789 Again, the Trial Chamber appears not to have considered this.
Accordingly, the Trial Chamber appears to have failed to take into account various
mitigating factors. 79o
D.
331.

Mitieatinl! factors given insufficient weigbt

i. Sincere remorse. The Trial Chamber did consider Mr. KaHan's remorse, and found it
was sincere,791 yet, while the Trial Chamber said it was taken into account,792 this docs
not appear to have significantly reduced his sentence.

332.

ii. Lack of previous convictions.

The defense argued that "KaHan's lack of prior

criminal conduct must be taken into account.,,793 The Trial Chamber considered the
factors, but held it gets "only very limited weight.,,794
333.

iii. Family circumstances. The Trial Chamber noted that "KaHon is married with three
wives and nine children" and noted that "punishment has an impact on the lives of
persons other than the convicted person.

The relatives of the convicted person, m

particular are likely to suffer from the consequences of the sentence.,,79:i However, the
Trial Chamber accorded family circumstances "only a minimal impact.,,796

786

Kallon Sentencing Brief, para 75.

m RUF Senlencing Judgmenl para 29.
7~B KalJon Sentencing Brief, para 99.

Kallan Sentencing Brief, pam 100.
See Jokic-Miodrag, (Appeals Chamber), August 30, 2005, para 476 ("Trial Chambers are 'required as a matter of
law to take aecount of mitigating circumstances. "').
m RUF Sentencing Judgmeut para 255-56.
m RUF Sentencing Judgment para 256.
m RUF Senteneing Judgment para 85.
194 RUF Sentencing Judgment para 251.
M RUF Sentencing Judgment para 254.
796 RUF Sentencing Judgment para 254.
n9
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334.

iv. Assistance to detainees or victims. The Trial Chamber considered KaHon's efforts
to improve the well-being of the civilian population by providing social amenities like
schools, mosques churches and markets" and concluded that "this evidence demonstrates
that KaHon on occasion gave assistance to civilians,..797 but that it "should not be given
undue weight.,,798 Many cases, however, consider that selective assistance should be
given weight,799 and the Trial Chamber admits that "assistance to detainees or victims" is
8QO
a mitigating factor.
Accordingly, the Trial Chamber erroneously appears to have given little or no weight to a
variety of recognized mitigating factors.
v. Reduction in Sentences.To the extent that errors are found in the Chamber Judgement
(as we argue above) and Kallon is found not responsible on Counts, as to crime locations,
or regarding fonns of responsibility, his sentence should accordingly be reduced.

CONCLUSION
335.

Prayer:
THE APPEALS CHAMBER IS RESPECTFULLY PRAYED TO;
1. Set aside the Conviction of the Appellant on all Counts or in the

alternative reduce the Sentence substantially as may be appropriate;
2. Enter a Judgement of Acquittal; or
3. Order a retrial before a differently constituted Chamber.
Dated this lSI day of June 2009
Signature:

797

CHARLESTAKU

KENNEDY OGETTO

Lead Counsel

Lead Counsel

RUF Sentencing Judgment para 252.

m RUF Sentencing Judgment para 252.
m See RlIgambarara, (Trial Chamber), November

[6,2007, para. 37; Ntabirinda, (Trial Chamber), February 23,
2007, para. 77; Ntakirutimana and NtakJ'rulimana, (Trial Chamber), February 21, 2003, para. 909 (considering that
Gerard Ntakirutimana providcd or offered shelter to several Tutsi, including a colleague and friends, a house-help
and orphaned children); RLiggiu, (Trial Chamber), June I, 2000, paras. 73-74 (eonsidering Ruggiu's assistance to
victims); Serushago. (Trial Chamber), February 5, 1999, para. 38 (eonsidering Serushago's assistance to certain
Tutsi victims).
~oo RUF Sentencing Judgment para 25229.
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ANNEX 1
THE APPELLANT REFERS TO THE FOLLOWING TRANSCRIPT REFERENCES
IN SUPPORT OF GROUND 7, SUB GROUND 8.1-6 :
The Kallan Defence relies on the testimonies of the stated witnesses especially
with regards where specific portions of the transcripts are cited.

1. DMK 444 - Transcript dated 19 and 20 May 2008 and 05 June 2008specific portion to the UNAMSIL attacks of May 2000 pages 47 -52 of 19
May ,2008 transcript

2. DMK -147 -Transcript dated 4,6-7 March 2008 about UNAMSIL's role in
the attacks on the RUF in May 2000 and the force commander Jetley' s
disregard for dialogue with the RUF.Also that Kallan was not involved in
the abduction of the UNAMSIL personnel in pages 55-56,62-63,67-68,72

and 74

3. DMK-130- Transcript dated 10-11 March 2008

4. DMK 144 -Transcript dated 11-12 March 2008

5. DMK 160 -21 April 2008 refers to Morris Kallan's good character and
cordial and respectful way in which he interacted with civilians in pages
53-55 and 73-75

6. DMK 161 22 April 2008
DMK 047 25 April 2008: page 62 According to this witness MK was not present
in Makeni at the time of the UN abductions neither did MK participate in the
attack and abduction of UN personnel.

7. DMK 163 25 April 2008

1

8. DMK 132 29 April 2008

9. DMK 108 29 April 2008

10. DMK 095 01 May 2008 page 33 this witness testifies aoout Morris Kallon 's
commitment to sensitizing fellow combatants to put the war to an end
11. DMK 145 08 May 2008

12. DMK 159 12 May 2008 page 28 describes Morris Kallon as a moderate
member of the RUF .also seen to be committed to the restoration of peace
in Sierra Leone. As part of the UNAt\lSIL team in May 2000 ,this witness
also says that he disagreed with Major Jetley's orders to attack the RUF

13. DMK 0721 May 2008 pages 9O-115.this witness attests that J\1orris Kallon
was not in Tombodu between February and June of 1998 and also that he
was not present during the retreat from Freetown to Makeni

2

}3i4ANNEX II

SUB GROUND 5.2
ERROR RElATING TO UNPLEADED LOCATIONS
28.l.The Trial Chamber found the AppeUant guilty in respect of the following un
pleaded locations: rape in the bush between Kainko and Gandorhun as charged in

Counl 6, I Carving RUF on civilian men in Tomandu in Kona District as eharged
in Counts 10 and 11,2 forced labour of civilians in March 1998 at Guinea
Highway In Koidu,>forced labour of civilians in the area surrounding Tombodu a

crime against humanity as charged in Count 13,4 treatment of civilians in RUF
Camps in Supcnnan Ground~ and Kaidu a crime against humanity as charged in
Count 13,6 mining operations in Kona District including Papany Ground as
charged in Count 13,7 all locations of Government mining sites in Kono District
as charged in Count 13,8 sexual acts in Sawao, Penduma and Bumpeh,9 oUlTages
upon personal dignity, as charged in Count 9 in Bumpeh, Penduma
Bomboafuidu.

lO

and

carving RUF and/Dr AFRC on the bodies of 18 in Kayima

Counts 10 and II of the indictment, I Imutilations and other inhuman acts
Penduma as charged in Counts 10 and 11,12 act of pillage in Tombodu as charged
in Count 14, l)\ooting of Tankoro Bank by group of AFRC and RUF fighters an
act of pillage as charged in Count 14, amputations and carvings in Yardu, Sawao
and Penduma as charged in Count 2 of the Indietment,14 rapes and other forms of
sexual violence in Kailahun District which the Chamber held the Prosecution did

Trial Chamber Judgment, para. 1180
Trial Chamber Judgment, para. 1209
J Trial Chamber Judgment, para. 1116
4 Trial Chamber Judgment, para. 1217
5 Trial Chamber Judgmenl, para. 1224
6 Trial Chamber Judgment, para. 1225
1 Trial Chamber Judgment, para. 1241
g Trial Chamber Judgment, para. 1246
9 Tria! Chamber Judgment, para. 1289
\" Tria! Chamber Judgment, para. 1299
I' Trial Chamber Judgment, para. 1315
12 Trial Chamber Judgment, para. 1318
II Tria! Chamber Judgment. p:lfa 1335
Il Trial Chamber Judgment, para~. 1372 & 1373
I

l

not plead but held that such acts are limited to their occurrence within the

cont~xt

of "forced marriage" and sexual slavery. J~

-------15

Trial Chamber Judgmer.t, pW"a. 1405

2

ANNEX III
In support of Ground 26
Civilian status of UNAMSIT,
The Appellant relies on various testimonies of Senior UNAMSIL commanders.
Major- General Carba who was the deputy force commander of UNA MSTL
,directly under Jetley the force commander stated that dialogue should have
prevailed over the use of force but the force commander opted for belligerence.
"[ would have thought what we were doing is more of a peacekeeping operation
and I would have thought... J thought and I said it Lo him (Major Jetley) at that
time that: no ,we should exercise restraint/caution and lets mediate and find out
how we can solve issues. this is an issue that is less than 24 hours for you to send
troops
subsequent dispatch of Zambatt aggravated the situation" .1the
witness further explained how Major Jelley ignored all pleas to exercise restraint
for the sake of the possible implications not only to the peace process but also of
a reaction from the RUF but still went ahead with his plans 2.

For him, Major ]etIey was not expected to launch the attack against the RUF
especially aiLer he had been cautioned on the implication of that action. 3
General Mulinge, the Brigade Commander for UNAMSIL and who was a victim
of the abductions of 3 ~lay 2000 near Makeni held hostage for 23 days stated that
the problem between UNAMSIL and the RUF couId have been resolved through
dialogue and tlult the force commander ignored advice in this connection. 4
Similar testimony was given by Prosecution witness Brigadier Ngondi 5

119 May 2008,RUF trial transcript pagp 49-50
219 May 2008,RUF trial transcript page 50 lines 22-29 ,page 51 lines 1-15
319 May 2008,RUF trial transcript page Slimes 28-29 and page 52 lines 1-7" ..... we did not
expect that he will do that ,having expressed to him the implications of it ,and he did not tell us
his intention therein, ..... so we presumed he accepted it. and of greatest concern is that for you to
have just disl.:U~5ed an issue with your force commander of the implications of sending a force to
a crisis spot is something that is operabonally tactically unwise to do
.
~ Transcript of e Much lOOS page 72
5 Transcript of 30th March 2006 page 103
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nonregistration may be necessary to an investigation or prosecution under the present
Act.

6

The District Court nonetheless granted the motion to dismiss on t\','O grounds: (1)
the amended Act, like the version in Haynes violates the Self-Incrimination Clause of
the Fifth Amendment; and (2) the conspiracy 'to possess destructive devices' and the
possession charged do not allege the element of scienter. The case is here on direct
appeal. 18 U.S.C. § 3731. And see United States v. Spector, 343 U.S. 169, 72 S.Ct. 591,
96 L. Ed. 863; United States v. Nardella, 393 U.S. 286, 89 S.Ct. 534, 21 L.&l.2d 487.

7

• We conelude that the arnendedAct does not violate the Self-Incrimination Clause
of the Fifth Amendment which provides that no person 'shall be compelled in any
criminal case to be a witness against himself.' As noted, a lawful transfer of a firearm
may be accomplished only ifit is already registered. The transferor-not the
transferee-does the registering. The transferor pays the transfer tax and receives a
stamp? denoting payment which he affixes to the application submitted to the
Internal Revenue Service. The transferor must identify himself, describe the firearm
to be transferred, and the name and address of the transferee. In addition, the
application must be supported by the photograph and fingerprints of the transferee
and by a certificate of a local or federal law enforcement official that he is satisfied
that the photograph and fingerprints are those of the transferee and that the weapon is
intended for lawful uses. s Only after receipt of the approved application form is it
lawful for the transferor to hand the firearm over to the transferee. At that time he is
to give the approved application to the transferee. 9 As noted, the Solicitor General
advises us that the information in the hands of Internal Revenue Service, as a matter
of practiee, is not available to state or other federal authorities and, as a matter oflaw,
cannot be used as evidence in a criminal proceeding with respeet to a prior or
concurrent violation oflaw.1 0

8

The transferor-not the transferee-makes any incriminating statements. True, the
transferee, if he wants the firearm, must cooperate to the extent of supplying
fingerprints and photograph. But the informatjon he supplies makes him the la.....ful,
not the unlawful pos..<;essor of the firearm. Iudeed, the only transferees who may
la\\fully receive a firearm are those who have not committed crimes in the past. The
argument, however, is that furnishing the photograph and fingerprints \\ill incriminate
the transferee in the future. But the claimant is not confronted by 'substantial and
'real" but merely 'trifling or imaginary, hazards ofincrimination'-first by reason of
the statutory barrier,against use in a prosecution for prior or concurrent offenses, and
second by reason of the unavailability of the registration data, as a matter of
administration, to local, state, and other federal agencies. Marchetti v. United States,
supra, 390 U.S., at 53-54, 88 S.Ct., at 705. Cf. Minor v. United States, 396 U.S. 87,
94, go S.Ct. 284, 287,24 L.Ed.2d 283. Since the states and other federal agencies
never see the iuformation, he is left in the same position as ifhe had not given it, but
'had claimed his privilege in the absence of a'" ...... grant of immunity.' Murphy v.
Waterfront Comm'n, 378 U.S. 52, 79, 84 S.Ct. 1594, 1610, 12L.Ed.2d 678. This,
combined with the protection against use to prove prior or concurrent offenses,
satisfies the Fifth Amendment requirements respecting self-incrimination. 1 ]

9

Appellees' argument assumes the existence of a periphery of the Self-Incrimination
Clause which protects a person against incrimination not only against past or present
transgressions but which supplies insulation for a career of crime about to be
launched. We eannot give the Self~rnerimination Clause sueh an expansive

".resource,org/.FlOlUS.601.345.html
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interpretation.
\0

Another argument goes to the question of entrapment. But that is an issue for the
trial, not for a motion to dismiss.
II

11

We also conclnde that the District Court erred in dismissing the indictment for
absence of an allegation of scienter.

12

The Act reqvires no specific intent or knowledge that the hand grenades were
unregistered. It makes it unlawful for any person 'to receive or possess a firearm
which is not registered to bim. '12 By the lower court decisions at the time that
requirement was mtten into the Act the only knowledge required to be proved was
knowledge that the instrument possessed was a firearm. See Sipes v. United States, 8
Cir., 321 F.2d 174,179, and cases cited.

13

The presence of a 'vicious will' or mens rea (Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S.
246,251,72 S.Ct. 240, 243, 96 L.Ed. 288) was long a requirement of criminal
responsibility. But the list of exceptions grew, especially in the expanding regulato!)'
area involving activities affecting public health, safety, and welfare. Id., at 254, 72
S.Ct. at 245. The statutory offense of embezzlement, borrowed from the common law
where scienter was historically required, was in a different category. 13 Id., at 260
261,72 S.Ct., at 248-249.

14

'(W)here Congress bOrTOl'is terms of art in which are accumulated the legal tradition
and meaning of centuries ofpraetice, it presumably knows and adopts the cluster of
ideas that were attached to each borw\'icd word in the body of learning from which it
was taken and the meaning its use mIl convey to the judicial mind unless otherVt1.se
instructed.' Id., at 263, 72 S.Ct., at 250.

15

At the other extreme is labert v. California, 355 U.S. 225, 78 S.Ct. 240, 2 LEd.2d
228, in which a municipal code made it a crime to remain in Los Angeles for more than
five days without registering if a person had been convicted of a felony. Being in Los
Angeles is not per se blameworthy. The mere failure to register, we held, was quite
'unlike the commission of acts, or the failure to act under circumstances that should
alert the doer to the consequences of his deed.' Id., at 228, 78 S.Ct., at 243. The fact
that the ordinance was a convenient law enforcement technique did not save it.

I6

'Where a person did not know of the duty to register and where there vms no proof
of the probability of such knowledge, he may not be convicted consistently with due
process. ',,"'erc it otherwise, the evil would be as great as it is when the lawis .....l itten in
print too fine to read or ina language foreign to the community.' Id., at 229-230, 78
S.Ct., at 243-244.

I7

In United States \'. Dotterweich, 320 U.S. 277,284,64 S.Ct. 134, 138, 88 LEd. 48,
a case dealing with the imposition of a penalty on a corporate officer whose firm
shipped adulterated and misbranded drugs in violation of the Food and Drug Act, we
approved the penalty 'though eonscioli."lness of'A'Tong-doing be totally wanting.'

18

The present case is in the category neither of Lambert nor Morissette, but is closer
to Dottenveich. This is a regulatory measure in the interest ofthe public safety, which
may well be premised on the theory that one would hardly be surprised to learn that

.resource.o rgl.../40 I. US.60 1.345, ht ml
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possession of hand grenades is not an innocent act. 14 They are highly dangerous
offensive weapons, no less dangerous than the narcotics involved in United States v.
Balint, 258 U.S, 250, 254, 42 S,Ct. 301,303,66 L.Ed. 604, where a defendant \'laS
convicted of sale of narcotics against his claim that he did not know the drugs were
covered by a federal act. We say with Chief Justice Taft in that case:
I9

'It is very evident from a readil"l.g of it that ,he emphasis of the ~~ction is in securing
a close supervision of the business of dealing in these dangerous drugs by the taxing
officers of the Government and that it merely uses a criminal penalty to secure
recorded evidence of the disposition of such drugs as a means of taxing and
restraining the traffic. Its manifest purpose ll; to require every person dealing in drugs
to ascertain at his peril whether that which he sell<; comes within the inhibition of the
statute, and ifhe sells the inhibited drug in ignorance of its character, to penalize him.
Congress weighed the possible injustice of subjecting an innocent seller to a penalty
against the evil of exposing innocent purchasers to danger from the drug, and
conciuded that the latter was the result preferably to be avoided.' Id., at 253-254, 42
S.Ct., at 302 303.

20

Reversed.

21

MR. JUSTICE BRENNAN, concurring in the judgment of reversal.

22

I agree that the amendments to the National Firearms Act, 26 U.S.C. §§ 5841-5872
(] 964 ed., Supp, V), do not violate the Fifth Amendment's privilege against selfincrimination, and join Part I of the opinion of the Court. However, I do not join Part
II of the opinion; although I reach the same result as the Court on the intent the
Government must prove to convict, I do so by another route.

23

I join Part I on my understanding of the Act's new immunity proyision. 26 V.S.c. §
5848 (1964 ed., Supp. V). The amended registration provisiorul of the National
Firearms Act do not pose any realistic possibility of self-incrimination of the
transferee under federal law. An effective registration of a covered firearm will render'
the transferee's possession of that firearm legal under federal law. It is only appellees'
contention that registration or application for registration ",,,ill incriminate them under
California law that raises the Fifth Amendment issue in this case. Specifically,
appellees assert that California law outlaws possession of hand grenades and that
registration uHuer federal law would, therefore, incriminate them under state law.
Assuming that appellees correctly interpret Califorrria law, I think that the Act's
immunity provision suffices to supplant the constitutional protection. Section 584 B
provides in pertinent part:

24

'No information or evidence obtained from an application '* '* * shall * * * be used,
directly or indirectly, as evidence again.st that person in a criminal proceeding mth
respect to a violation of law occurring prior to or concurrently with the filingofthc
application· *.:

25

In my judgment, this provision would prevent a State from making any use of a
federal registration or application, or any fruits thereof, in couneclion Vlfith a
prosecution under the State's possession law. 1 This would be true even if the State
charged a transferee mth possession of the firearm on a date after the date the
application was filed, because possession is a continuingviolation. 2 Therefore, for
purposes of the State's possession law, a transferee's continued pos~ession of a

,.,r<,source org/.. J4Q1.US.6Q1345.lTtml
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registered firearm would constitute 'a violation oflaw occurring ....... concurrently
with the filing of the application,'
26

I agree with the Court that the Self.Incrimination Clause of the Fifth Amendment
does not require that immuuity be given as to the use of such information in
connection with crimes that the transferee rrright possibly commit in the future ....ith
the registered firearm. The only disclosure required under the amended Act is that the
transferee has received a firearm and is in possession of it. Thus, in connection with
the present general registration scheme, '(t)he relevant class of activities 'permeated
with criminal statutes," Mackey v. United States, 401 U.S. 667, at 710, 91 S.Ct. 1160,
at 1169, 28 L.Ed.2d 4 04 (1971) (Brennan, J., concurring in judgment), is limited to the
class of activities relating to possession of firearms. Id., at 707-711, 91 S.Ct., at 1167
-1169. Since I read the statute's immunity provision to provide immunity
coextensive wIth the privilege in that regard, I find no Fifth Amendment bar to the
enforcement of the federal statute.

27

The Court's discussion of the intent the Government must prove to convict
appellees of violation of 26 U.S.C. § 5861(d) (1964 ed. Supp. V) does not dispel the
confusion surrounding a difficult, but vitally important, area of the law. This case does
not raise questions of 'consciousness of wrongdoing' or 'blameworthiness.' If the
ancient maxim that 'ignorance of the law is no excuse' has any residual validity, it
indicates that the ordinary intent requirement-mens rea-of the c.riminalla\·i does
not require knowledge that an act is illegal, ....Tong, or blameworthy. Nor is it possible
ta decide this case by a simple process of classifying the statute involved as a
'regulatory' or a 'public. welfare' measure. To convict appellees of possession of
unregistered hand grenades, the Government must prove three material elements: (1)
that appellees possessed certain items; (2) tbat the items possessed were hand
grenades; and (3) that the hand grenades were not registered. The Government and
the Court agree that the prosecutor must prove knowing possession of the items and
also knowledge that the items possessed were hand greuades. Thus, while the Court
does hold that no intent at all need be proved in regard to one element of the offensethe unregistered status of the grenades-knowledge must still be proved as to the
other two elements. Consequently, the National Firearms Act does not create a crime
of strict liability as to all its elements. It is no help in deciding what level of intent must
be proved as to the third element to declare that the offense fans within the
'regulatory' eategory.

28

Following the analysis of the Model Penal Code,3 I think we must recognize, first,
that '(t)he existence of a mens rea is the role of, rather than the exception to, the
principles of Anglo-American criminaljurisprudence.' Dennis v. United States, 341
U.S. 494, 500, 71 S.Ct. 857, 862, 95 L.Ed.1137 (1951) (Vinson, C.J., announcing
judgment); Smithv. California, 361 U.S. 147, 150, 80 S.Ct. 215, 217, 4 L.Ed.2d205
(1959);4 second, that mens rea is not a unitary concept, but may vary asto each
element of a crime; and third, that Anglo-Ameriean law has devt~loped several
identifiable and analytically distinct levels of intent, e.g., negligence, recklessness,
knowledge, and purpose. s To determine the mental element required for conviction,
each material element af the offense must be examined and the determination made
what level of intent Congress intended the Government to prove, taking into account
constitutional considerations, see Sere"•.., v. United States, 325 U.S. 91, 65 S.Ct. 1031,
89 L.Ed. 1495 (1945), as well as the common-law background, if any, of the crime
involved. See Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S. 246, 72 S.Ct. 240, 96 L.Ed. 288
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Although the legislative history of the amendments to the National Firearms Act is
~ilent on the level of intent to be proved in connection with each element of the

offense, we are not viithout some guideposts. I b~gin with tILe proposition stated in
Morissette v. United States, 34 2 U.S., at 250, 72 S.Ct., at 243, that the requirement of
mf':llS rea 'is no provincial or transient nution. It is as universal and persistent in
mature systems of law as belief in freedom of the human will and a consequent ability
and duty of the normal individual to ehoose between good and evil.' In regard to the
first two elements of the offense, (1) possession of items that (2) are hand grenades,
the general rule in favor of some intent requirement finds confirmation in the case law
under the provisions replaced by the present amendments. The cases held that a
conviction of anindividua! of illegal possession of unregistered firearms bad to be
supported by proof that his possession was 'willing and conscious' and that he knew
the items possessed were firearms. E.g., Sipes v . United States, 321 F.2d 174, 179
(CAB 1963); United States v. Decker, 29:2 F.2d 89 (CA61961). Congress did not
disapprove these cases, and we may therefore properly infer that COllgress meant that
the Government must prove knowledge with regard to the first tv.-a elements of the
offense nnder the amended statute.
30

The third element-the unregistered status ufthe grenades presents more difficulty.
Proof of intent with regard to this element would require the Government to :-;howthat
the appellees knew that the grenades were unregistered or negligently or recklessly
failed to ascertain whether the weapons were registered. It is true that such a
requirement would involve knowledge of law, but it does not involve 'consciousness of
wro:lgdoing' in the sense of knowledge that one's actions were prohibited or illega1. 6
Rather, the definition of the crime, as "'Titten by Congress, requires proof cf
circ;\lmstances that involve a legal element, namely whether the grenades were
registered in accordance with federal law. The knowledge involverl is solely
knowleUge of the circumstances that the law has defined as material to the offense.
The Model Penal Code illustrates the distir\{·.tion~

31

'It should be uoted that the general principle: that ignorance or mistake oflaw is no

excuse is usually greatly overstated; it has no appJication when the circumstances
made mat{'rial by the definition of the offense include a legal element. So, for ex.ample,
it is immaterial in theft, wheu claim of right is adduced in defense, that the claim
involves a legal judgment as 10 the right of propcrty.lt is a defense because knowledge
that tbe property belongs to someone else is a material element of the crime and such
kuowledge may iuvolve matter oflaw as wen as fact. If If * The law involved is not the
law defining the offense; it is some other legal rule that characterizes the aUendant
circumstances that are material to the offense.' Model Penal Code § 2.02, Comment
131 (Tent. Draft NO.4, 1955),
32

Therefore, as with the first two elements, the questiun is solely one of congressional
intent. And while the question is not an easy one, two factors persuade me that proof
ofmf'DS rea as to the unregistered status of the gre-nades is not required. First, as the
Court notes, the case las under the provisions replaced by the current lawdispensed
with proof of intent in connection with this element. Sipes Y. United States, supra.
Second, the firearms covered by the Act are major weapons such as machi!leguns and
sa",-ed-off shotguns; deceptive weapons such as flashlight guns and fountain pen guns;
and major destructive devices such as bombs, :srenaues, mines, rockets, and large
caliber weapons including mortars, anti-tank guns, and ballJokas. Without excep!ion,
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the likelihood of governmental regulation of the distribution of such weapons is so
great that anyone must be presumed to be aware of it. In the context of a taxing and
registration scheme, I therefore think it reasonable to conclude that Congress
dispensed with the requirement of intent in regard to the unregistered status of the
weapon, as necessary to effective administration of the statute.

1

See S.Rep.No.1501, 90th Cong., 2d Sess., 26, 42, 48, 52; H.R.Conf.Rep.No.19S6,
90th Cong., 2d Sess., 35,

2:

26 U.S.C. § 584S(f) (1964 ed., Supp. V) defines 'destructive device' to include
'grenades' which are involved in the present case.

~------~~._----~

-_._- - - - - - - - - - - _..

__. _ - - - - _ . _ - - -

3 Title 26 V.S.c. §5812(a)(1964 ed., Supp. V) provides:

'A firearm shall not he transferred unless (1) the transferor of the firearm has filed
with the Secretary or his delegate a written application, in duplicate, for the
transfer and registration of the firea rm to th.e transieree a n the a pp lieation fa rm
prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate; (2) any tax payable on the transfer is
paid as evidenced by the pro per stamp affixed to the original applica tio n fa rro; (3)
the transferee is identified in the application form ill snell. manner as the Secretary
Or his delegate r.tay by regulations prescrihe, except that, [fsuch person is au
indiv idual, the identificatio n must indu de his fingerp rints an.d his photograp h; (4)
the transferor of the firearm is identified in the application form in such manner as
the Secretary or his delegate may by regulations prescribe; (5) the firearm is
identified in the application form in ciTlch manuer as the Secretary or his delegate
may by regulations prescribe; and (6) the application form shows that the
Secretary or his delegate has appro\' ed the transfer and the registration of th e
firearm to the transferee.Applir.ations shall be denied if the transfer, receipt, or
possession of the firearm would place the transferee in violation oHaw.'

Title 26 U,S.C. § S812(b) (t964 ed., Supp. Vj provides:
The transferee o~ a firearm shall not take possession of the firearm unless the
Secretary or his delegate has appro\'ed the transfer and registratiou of the firearm
to the transferee as required by sllbsection (a) oEthis section.'
Title 26 V.S.C. § S841(b) (1964 ed., Snpp. V) provides:
'Each manufactnrer, importer, and maker shall register each firearm he
manufactures, imports, or wakes. Each firearm transferred shall be registered to
the transferee by the transferor.'
4 26 U.S.c. § S861(d) (1964 cd., Supp. V).
5

26 U.S.C. § 5848 (1964 ed., Supp. V); and see 26 CFR § 179.202.

6

Penal Code § 12303 (1970).

7 26 U.S.c. § SAlt (1964 ed., Supp V).
8 26 U.S.C. § 5812 (a) (1964 ed., Supp. V); 26 CFR §§ 179.98 179.99.
9 26

CFR § 179.100.
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10 26 U.S.C. § 5848 (1964 ed., Supp. V); 26 CFR § 17 9.202.
11 We do not reach the question of'use immunity' as opposed to 'transactional
immunity,'d. Pieeirillo v. NcwYork, 400 U.S. 548, 91 S.Ct. 5.20, 27 L.Ed.2d 596,
but only hold that, under this stiltutory sehe me, th e hdzards of self-incrimination
are not real.
12 26 U.S.C., § 5861(d)(lg64 ed., Supp. V).

- - - - - - - - - - - - _ .... _ . _ - -

13 As respects the Morissette case, J. Marshall, Intention In Law and Society 138
(1963), says:
The defendant wished to take government property from a govcrnment bombing
range, he had thc capacity to take it, he had the opportunity. he tried and
succeeded in taking it (his wish was fulfilled, his act accomplished). For recovery in
a tort action no morc would have to be shown to establish liability, but the court
hcld that to make his action criminal 'a felonious intent,'mens lea, had to he
established. 1bis could not be presumed from his actions, which werc open,
without concealment, and in the belief according to his statement-that the
property bad been abandoned. In other words, fa r the happening to be criminal,
the wish had to be to accomplisb something criminal. So in diseussing intent we
may have wishes of two diffcrent cbaracters: one giving a basis for civil liability
(the wish to take property not one's o"'lll), and another which would support
eriminalliability as wen as civil (taking property with criminal intent).'

-_._--------

14 We need not decide whether a criminal conspiraey to do an act 'innocent in itself'
and not kllOWIl by the alleged conspirators to he prohibited must be actuated by
some corrnpt motivc other than the intention to do thc act which is prohibited and
which is the object ofthe conspiracy. An agreement to acquire hand grenades is
hardly an agreement innocent ill itself. Therefore what we have said of the
substantive offense satisfies on these speeial facts the requirements for a
eonspjraey. Cf. United States v. Mack, 2 Cir., 112 F.2d 290.

-------

No question of transactional immnnity is raised here siuce the casc involves
incrimination under the laws of a jnrisdietio u diffe rent from the 0 ne co mpelliug the
incriminating information. Piccirillo v. New York, 400 U.S. 548,552, 91 S.Ct. 520,
522,27 L.Ed.2d 596 (Brennan, J., dissenting).

_.--------_.-

--

2 The result would be the same if a transferee moved from a State where possession
was legal to a State where possession was illegal. The time when the possessionbecame LllegaJ eaunot affect the continuing na tu rc of the aet of possession.
3 ALI

~

Model Penal Code §2.02, Commcnt123-132 (Tent. Draft No. "I, 1955).

'Still, it is donbtless competent for the (government) to create strict eriminal
liabilities by defining crimina1offenses Vtithout any element of sc tenter-though * *
* there is precedent in this Court that this power is not without limitations. See
Lambert v. California, 355 U.S. 225, 78 S.Ct. 24 l>, :.1. L.Ed.2d 22B: Smith v.
California, 361 U.S. 147,150,80 S.Ct. 215, 217,4 L.Ed.2d 205 (1959). The
situatious in which strict liability may be imposed were stated by Judge, now Mr.
.rustice, B1aekmun: '(W)herc a federal criminal slaLute umits mention of intent and
wherc it seems to involve what is basically a matter ofpo:icy. where tbe standard
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imposed is, under the circumstances, reasonable and adherence thereto properly
expected of a person, where the penalty is rela.tively SIT. all, where conviction does
not gravely besmirch, where the statutory crime is not one taken over from the
common law, and where congressional purpose is supporting, the statute can be
construed as oue not requiring criminal intent.' Holdridge v. Uuited States, 282
F.2rl302, 310 (CA.81g60).
SThese different levels of intent are defined in the code. ALI ModelPenal Code §
2.0 2 (Prop .Official Draft 19fi2), This eourt has relied 0 n the eo dc's dcfinitious.
Leary v. United States, 395 U.S. 6, 46 n. 93, 89 S.Ct. 1532, 1553, 23 L.Ed.2d 57
(1969); Turner v, United States, 396 U.S. 398, 416 n. 29,90 S.Ct. 642, 652, 24
L.Ed.2d 610 (1970).
6 Proof of some crimes may includc a requiremeut of proof of actual knowledge that
the aet was prohibited by law, or proof of a purpose to bring about the forbidden
result. Sec Jamcsv. United Stal~S, 366 U.S. 213, 81 S.Ct.1052, 6 L.Ed.2d 246
(1961); Boyec Motor Liues ..... United States, 342 U.S. 337,72 S.Ct. 329, 96 L.Ed.
367 (1952), United States v. Murdock, 290 U.S. 389, 54 S.Ct. 223, 7 8 L.Ed. 381
(1933). See ,l!;cnerally Note. Counseling Draft Resistance: The Case for a Good Faith
Belief Defense, 78 Yale 1.3.1008,1022-1037 (1969). Cf. Model Penal Code §
2.02 (2)(1'1) (Prop .Official Draft 1 962) (definition of 'purposely').
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Frank LIPAROTA, Petitioner,
v.
UNITED STATES.

No. 84-5108.
Argued March "9, 1985·
Decided May "3, 1985.
Syllabus
The federal statute go....erning food stamp fraud prc....ide.s in 7 U.S.c. § 2024(b)(l) that
''whoe . . er knowingly uses, transfers, acquires, alters, or possesses coupons or
authorization cards in any manner not authorized by [the statute] or the regulations"
shall be guilty of a criminal offense. Petitioner was indicted for '.'iolation of §
2024(b)(1). At ajury trial in Federal District Court, the Go....ernment pro....ed that
petitione(on three occasions had purchased food stamps from an underco....er
Department of Agriculture agent for substantially less than their face ....alue. The court
refused petitioner's proposed jury instruction that the Go....ernment must pro e that
petitioner knowingly did an act that the law forbids, purposely intending to iolate the
law. Rather, o'.'er petitioner's objection, the court instructed the jury that the
Go....ernment had to pro....e that petitioner acquired and possessed the food stamps in a
manner not authorized by statute or regulations and that he knowingly and willfully
acquired the stamps. Petitioner was convicted. The Court of Appeals affirmed.
Held: Absent any indication of a contrary purpose in the statute's language or
legislative history, the Government in a prosecution for violation of § 2024(b)(l) must
pro'.'e that the defendant knew that his acquisition or possession of food stamps was
in a manner unauthorized by statute or regulations. Pp. <l2 3-434.

(al Criminal offenses requiring no mens rea have a generally disfavored status. The
failure of Congress expliCitly and unambiguously co indicate whether mens rea is
required does not signal a departure from rhis background assumption of our criminal
law. Moreover, to interpret the statute to dispense with mens rea would be to
crimll1alize a broad range of apparently innocent conduct. In addition, requirir,g mens
rea in thi:. case is in keeping with the established principle that ambigUity concerning
the ambit of criminal statutes should be resolved in favor of lenity. Pp. 425-42B.
(b) The fact that § Z024(c), Which is directed primarily at stores authorized to accept
food stamps from program participants, differs in wording and structure from §
20Z4(b)(1) and provides that "[w]hoever presents, or causes to be presented,
coupon:. for payment or redemption ... knowing the same to have been received,
transferred, or used in any manner in violation of [the statute] or the regulations," fails
to show a congressional purpose not to require proof of the defendant's knowledge of
illegality in a § 20Z4(b)(l) prosecution. Nor has it beer, shown that requiring
knowledge of illegality in a § 2024(c), but not a § 202<l(b)(l), prosecution is
.. ,resou ree. org/ ../471. US. 419 .B4-SlOB. h...
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supported by such obvious and compelling poricy reasons that it should be assumed
that Congress irtended to make such a distinction. Pp. 428-430.

(c) United Stares v. Yermian, 468 U.S. 63,1045.0.2.936,82 L.Ed.2d 53, does not
supporr an interpretation of § 2024(b)(1) dispensing with the requirement that the
Government prove the defendant's knowledge of Hlegality. Nor is tre § 20Z4(b)(ll
offense a "public welfare" offense that depends on no mental element but consists onry
of forbidden acts or omissions. Pp. 431 -433,
735 F.ld 1044 teA 71984). reversed.
William Tnomas Huyck, Chicago, III., for petitioner.
Charles A RothfeJd, Washington, D.C., for respondent, pro hac vice, by special leave

of Court.

Justice BRENNAN delivered the opir'llor'l of the Court.

The federal statute governing food stamp fraud provides that "whoever knov,ingly
lL."ies, transfers, acquires, alters, or possesses couporn or authorization cards in any
manner not authorized by [the statute] or the regulations" is subject to a fme and
imprisonment. 78 Stat. 708, as amended, 7 U.S.C. § 2024(b)(1).1 The question
presented is whether in a prosecution untIer this provision the Government must
prove that the defendant knew that he was acting in a manner not authorized by
statute or regulations.

2

* Petitioner Frank Liparota was the co-owner 'Nith his brother of Mooh's Sandwich
Shop in Chicago, Illinois. He was indicted for acquiri.ng and possessing food stamps in
violation of § 2024(b)(1). The Department of Agriculture had not authorized
petitioner's restaurant to accept food stamps. App. 6-7,2 At tri.al, the ('lOvp:rnment
proved that petitioner on three occasions purchased food stamps from an undercover
Department ofAgriculture agent for substantially less than their face value. On the
first occasion, the- agent informed petitioner that ~he h<tu $195 worth offood stamps
to sell. The agent then accepted petitioner's offer of $150 and consummated the
transaction in a back room of the restaurant with petitioner's brother. A similar
transaction occurred one week later, in which the agent sold $500 worth of coupons
for $350. Approximately one month later, petitioner bought $500 worth of food
stamps from the agent fOl" $300.

3

rn submitting the case to the jnry, the District Court rejected petitioner's proposed
"specific intent" instruction, which would have instrncted the jury that the
Government must prove that "the defendant knowingly did an act which the law
forbids, purposely intp.nding to violate the law." Id., at 34. 3 Cunduoingthat "[t]his is
not a specific intent crime" but rather a "knowledge case," id., at 31, the District Court
instead instructed the jury as follows:

4

"When the word 'knowingly' is used in these instructions, it means that the
Defendant realized ""nat he was doing, and was aW3re of the nature of his conduct, and
did not act through ignorance, mistake, or accident. Knowledge may be proved by
defendant's conduct and by all of the facts and circumstances surrounding the ca.<;e."
ld., at 33.

5

The District Court also instructed that the Government had to prove that "the
Defendant acquired and possessed food stamp coupons for cash in a manner not
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authorized by federal statute or regulations" and that "the Defendant knowingly and
wilfuHy acquired the food stamps." 3 Tr. 251. Petitioner objected that this instruction
required the jury to find merely that he knew that he was acquiring or possessing food
stamps: he argued that the statute should be construed instead to reach only "people
who knew that they were acting uulav.fulty." App. 31. The judge did not alter or
supplement his instructions, and the jury returned a verdict of guilty.
6

Petitioner appealed his conviction to the Court ofAppeals for the Seventh Circuit,
arguing that the District Court erred in refusing to instruct the ju.ry that "specific
intent" is required in a prosecution under 7 U.S.C. § 2D24(b)(1). The Court of Appeals
rejected petitioner'S arguments. 735 F.2d 1044 (1984). Becanse this decision
conflicted with recent decisions of three other Courts of Appeals,4 we granted
certiorari. 469 U.S. 930, 105 S.Ct. 322, 83 LEd.2d 260 (1984). We reverse.
1I

7

The controversy between the parties concerns the mental state, if any, that the
Government must show in proving that petitioner acted "in any manner not
authorized by [the statute] or the regulations." The Government arguE'..5 that petitioner
violated the statute ifhe knew that he acquired or possessed food stamps and if in fact
that acquisition or possession was in a rruUlner not authorized by statute or
regulations. According to the Government, no mens reo, or "evil-meaning mind,"
Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S. 246,251,72 S.Ct. 240, 244, 96 L.Ed. 288
(1952), is necessary for conviction. Petitioner claims that the Government's
interpretation, by dispensing with mens rea, dispenses with the only morally
blameworthy element in the definition of the crime. To avoid this allegedly untoward
result, he claims that an individual violates the statute if he knows that he has acquired
or possessed food stamps and ifhe also knows that he has done so in an unauthorized
manner. S Our task is to determine which meaning Congress intended.

8

The definition of the elements of a criminal offense is entrusted to the legislature,
particularly in the case of federal crimes, which are solely creatures of statute. United
States v.Hudson. 7 Cranch 32, 3 LEd. 259 (1812).6 With respect to the element at
issue in tbis case, however, Congress has not explicitly spelled out the mental state
required. Although Congress certainly intended by use of the word "knowingly" to
require some mental state Vtith respect to some element of the crime defined in §
2024(b)(1), the interpretations proffered by both parties accord with congressional
intent to this extent. Beyond this, the words themselves provide little guidance. Either
interpretation would accord with ordinary usage. 7 The legislative history of the
statute contains nothing that would clarify the congressional purpose an this point. S

9

Absent indication of contrary purpose in the language or legislative history of the
statute, we believe that § 2024(b)(1) requires a showing that the defendant knew his
conduct to be unauthorized by statute or regulations. 9 "The contention that an injury
can amount to a crime only when inflicted by intention is no provincial or transient
notion. It is as universal and persistent in mature systems of law as belief in freedom
of the human will and a consequent ability and duty of the normal individual to choose
betVt'een good and evil." Mon'ssette v. United States, supra, 342 U.S., at 250, 72 S.Ct.,
at 243. Thus, in United States v. United States Gypsum Co., 438 U.S. 422, 438, 98
S.Ct. 2864,2874.57 LEd.2d 854 (1978), we noted that "[c]ertainIY far more than the
simple omission of the appropriate phrase from the statutory definition is necessary
to justify dispensing ",,'ith an intent requirement" and that criminal offenses requiring
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no mens rea have a "generally disfavored status." Similarly, in this case, the failure of
Congress explicitly and unambiguously to indicate whether mens rea is required does
not signal a departure from this background assumption of our criminal law.
10

This construction is particularly appropriate where, as here, to interpret the statute
otherwise would be to criminaliz.e a broad range of apparently innocent conduct. For
instance, § 2024(b)(1) declares it criminal to use, transfer, acquire, alter, or possess
food stamps in any manner not authorized by statute or regulations. The statute
provides further that "[c]oupons issued to eligible households shall be used by them
only to purchase food in retail food stores "ihich have been approved for participation
in the food stamp program at prices prevailing in such stores." 7 U.S.C. § 2016(b)
(emphasis added); see also 7 CFR § 274.10(a) (1985).10 This seems to be the only
authorized use. A strict reading of the statute with no knowledge-of-illegality
requirement would thus render criminal a food stamp recipient who, for example,
used stamps to purchase food from a store that, unknown to him, charged higher than
normal prices to food stamp program participants. Such a reading would also render
criminal a nonrecipient of food stamps who "possessed~ stamps because he "ias
mistakenly sent them through the mail11 due to administrative error, "altered" them
by tearing them up, and "transferred" them by throwing them away. Of course,
Congress could have intended that this broad range of conduct be made illegal,
perhaps with the understanding that prosecutors would exercise their discretion to
avoid such harsh results. However, given the paucity of material suggesting that
Congress did so intend, we are reluctant to adopt such a sweeping interpretation.

11

In addition, requiring mens rea is in keeping with our longstanding recognition of
the principle that "ambiguity concerning the ambit of criminal statutes should be
resolved in favor oflenity." Rewis v. United States, 401 U.S. 808, 812, 91 S.a. 1056,
1059, 28 L. Ed.2d 493 (1971). See also United States v. United States Gypsum Co.,
supra, 438 U.S., at437, 98 S.Ct., at 2873: United States v. Bass, 404 U.S. 336, 347348,92 S.Ct. 515, 522-523, 30 L.Ed.2d 488 (1971); Bell v. United States, 349 U.S. 81,
83,75 S.Ct. 620,622,99 LEd. 905 (1955); United States v. Universal C.LT. Credit
COIp., 344 U.S. 218, 22.1-222, 73 S.Ct. 227, 229-230, 97 L.Ed. 260 (1952).
Application of the rule of lenity ensures that criminal statntes ",,'ill provide fair warning
eoncerning conduct rendered illegal and strikes the appropriate balance between the
legislature, the prosecutor, and the court in defining criminal liability. See United
States v. Ba.ss, supra, 404 U.S., at 348, 92 s.a., at 523 C"[B]ecause of the seriousness
of criminal penalties, and because criminal punishment usually represents the moral
condemnation of the community, legislatures and not courts should define criminal
activity"). Although the rule of lenity is not to be applied where to do so would conflict
v.r:ith the implied or expressed intent of Congress, it provides a time-honored
interpretive guideline when-the congressional purpose is unclear. In the instant case,
the rule directly supports petitioner's contention that the Government must prove
knowledge of illegality to convict him under § 2024(b)(1).

12

The Government argues, however, that a comparison between § 2024(b)(1) and its
companion, § 2024(c), demonstrates a congressional purpose not to require proof of
the defendant's knowledge of illegality in a § 2024(b)(1) prosecution. Section 2024(c)
is directed primarily at stores authorized to accept food stamps from program
participants. It provides that "[w]hoever presents, or causes to be presented, coupons
for paymcnt or redemption ... knowing the same to have been received, transferred,
or used in any manner in violation of [the statute] or the regulations" is subject to fine
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and imprisonment (emphasis added). 12 The Govenunent contrasts this language Vtith
that of § 2024(b)(1), in which the word "kno""'ingly" is placed differently: "whoever
knowingly uses, transfers ... " (emphasis added). Since § 2024(c) undeniably requires
a knowledge of illegality, the suggested inference is that the difference in wording and
structure between the two sections indicates that § 2024(b)(1) does not.

13

The Government urges that this distinction between the mental state required for a
§ 2024(e) violation and that required for a § 2024(b)(1)violation is a sensible one.

Absent a requirement of mens rea, a grocer presenting food stamps for payment might
be criminally liable under § 2024(c) even ifhis customer or employees have illegally
proeured or transferred the stamps without the grocer's knowledge. Requiring
knowledge of illegality in a § 2024(c) prosecution is allegedly necessary to avoid this
kind of vicarious, and non-fault-based, criminal liability. Since the offense defined in §
2024(b)(1)-using, transferring, acquiring, altering, or possessing food stamps in an
unauthorized manner-does not involve this possibility of vicarious liability, argues
the Government, Congress had no reason to impose a similar knowledge of illegality
requirement in that seetion.

'4

15

We do not find this argument persuasive. The difference in wording between §
2024(b)(1) and § 2024(e) is too slender a reed to support the attempted distinction,
for if the Government's argument were accepted, it would lead to the demise of the
very distinction that Congress is said to have desired According to the Government,
Congress did intend a knowledge of illegality requirement in § 2024(c), while it did not
intend such a requirement in § 2024(b)(1). Anyone who has violated § 2024(c) has
"present[ed], or caus[ed] to be presented, coupons for payment or redemption" in an
unauthorized manner. Such a person would seemingly have also "use[d], transfer[red],
acquir[ed], alter[ed], or possess[ed]" the coupons in a similarly unauthorized manner,
and thus to have violated § 2024(b)(1). It follows that the Government will be able to
prosecute any violator of § 2024(c) under § 2024(b)(1) as well. If only § 2024(c)-and
not § 2024(b)(1)-required the Government to prove knowledge of illegality, the
result would be that the Government could always avoid proving knowledge of
illegality in food stamp fraud cases, simply by bringing its prosecutions under §
2024(b)(1). If Congress wanted to require the Government to prove knowledge of
illegality in some, but not all, food stamp fraud cases, it thus chose a peculiar way to
do so.
For similar reasons, the Government's arguments that Congress could have had a
plausible reason to require knowledge of illegality in prosecutions under § 2024(c),
but not § 2024(b)(1), are equally unpersuasive. Grocers are participants in the food
stamp program who have had the benefit of an extensive informational campaign
concerning the authorized use and handling of food stamps. App. 7-8. Yet the
Government would have to prove knowledge of illegality when prosecuting such
grocers, while it would have no such burden when prosecuting third parties who may
well have had no opportunity to acquaint themselves "",ith the rules governing food
stamps. It is not immediately obvious that Congress would have been so concerned
about imposing strict liability on grocers, while it had no similar concerns about
imposing strict liability on nonparticipants in the program. Our point once again is not
that Congress could not have chosen to enact a statute along these lines, for there are
no doubt policy arguments on both sides of the question as to whether such a statute
would have been desirable. Rather, we conclude that the policy underlying such a
construction is neither so obvious nor so compelling that we must assume, in the
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absence of nny discus~ion of this issue in the legislative history, that Congress did
enact such a statute. 13
16

The Government advances two additional arguments in support of its n::atling of the
statnte. First, the Govenunent contends that this Conrt's decision last Term in United
Statesu. Yennian, 468 U.s. 63, 104 S.Cl. :l936, 82 L.Ed.2d 53 (1984), supports its
interpretation. Yennian involved a prosecution for violation of thp ferleral false
statement statute, 18 U.S.C. § 1001. 14 All parties a.grced that the statute required
proof at least that the defendant "knowingly and v.illfully" made a false statement.
Thus, unlike the instant case, all parties in Yennian agreed that the Government had
to prove the defendant's mens rEu. 15 The controvers)' in Yennian centered on
whether the Government also had to prove that the defendant knew that the false
statement was made in a matter within the jurisdiction of a federal agency. With
rcspect to this element. although the Court held that the Government did not have to
prove actual knowledge of federal agency jurisdiction, the Conrt explicitly reserved
the question whether 50T1l£ culpability was necessary with respect even to the
jurisdictional element. 468 U.S., at 75, n. 14, 104 S.Ct., at 2943, n.14.1ncontrast, the
Government in the instant case argues that no mens rea is required .,.;ith respect to any
element of the crime. Fin::llly, Yennian found that the slatulory language was
unambiguous and that the legislative history supported its interpretation. The statute
at issue in this case differs in both respects.

17

Second, the Government contends thatthe § 2024(b)(1) offense is a "public
which the Court defined in Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S., at
252.253,72 S.Ct., at 244-245, to "depend on no mental element but consist only of
forbidden acts or omissions." Yct the offense <it issue here differs substantIally from
those "public welfare offenses" we have previousl)· rec~nized. In most previous
instances, Congress has rendered eriminal a type of conduct that a reasonable person
should know is subject to stringent public regulation and may seriously threaten the
community's health or safety. Thus, in United States v. Freed, 401 U.S. 601, 91 S.Ct.
1112, 28 L.Ed.2d 356 (1971), we examined the federal statute making it illegal to
receive or possess an unregistered firearm. In holdi~ that the Government did not
have to prove that the recipient of unregistered hand grenades knew that they v.>ere
unregistered, we noted that "one would hardly be surprised to learn that possession of
hand grenades is not an innocent act." Id., at 609, 91 S.Ct., at 1118. See also United
States u. InternatianalMineruls & Chemical Corp., 402 U.S. 558,564-565,91 S.Ct.
1697,1701-1702, 29 L.Ed.2d 178 (1971). Similarly, in United Stotes v. Dotterwcich,
320 U.S: 277,284,64 S.Ct. 134, 138, 88 L.Ed. 48 (1943), the Court held that a
corporate officer could viDlate the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act when his firm
shipped aculterated and misbranded drugs, even "though consciousness of
wrongdoing be totally ,",,'nnting." See also United States v. Balint, 258 U.s. 250, 42
S.Ct. 301, 66 L.Ed. 604 (1922). The distinctions between these ~ases and the instant
cast: are clear. A food stamp can hardly be compared to a hand grenade, see Freed, nor
can the unauthorized acquisition or possession of food stamps be compared to the
selling of adulterated drugs, as in Dotterweich.
welfare'~ offense,

!II
We hold ~hat in a prosecution for violation of§ 2024(b)(1), the Government must
prove that the defendant kne..... that his acquisition or possession of food stamps was in
a manner unauthorized by statute or regulations. 16 This holding docs not put an
unduly heavy burden on the Government in prosecnting violators of § 2024(b)(1). To
.. ,rescurce.orgl../471. JS 419.84-5108,h,.
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prove that petitioner knew that his acquisition or possession of food stamps was
unauthorized, for example, the G<Jvernment need not show that he had knowledge of
specific regulations governing food stamp acquisition or possession. Nor must the
Government introduce any extraordinary evidence that would conclusively
demonstrate petitioner's state of mind. Rathel', as in any other criminal prosecution
requiring mens rea, the Government may prove by reference to facls and
circumstances surrounding the case that petitioner knew that his conduct was
unauthorized or illegal. 17
19

Reversed.

20

Justice POWELL took no part in the consideration or decision of this case.

21

Justice WHITE, with whom THE CHIEF JUSTICE joins, dissenting.

22

Forsaking reliance on either the language or the history of § 2024(b)(1), the
majority bases its result on the absence of an explicit rejection of the general principle
that crirninalliability requires not only an actus reus, but a mens rea. In my view, the
result below is in fact supported by the statute's language and its history, and it is the
majority that has ignored general principles of criminal liability.

23

• The Court views the statutory problem here as being how far down the sentence
the term "kno.....ingly" travels. See ante, at 424-425, n. 7. Accepting for the moment
that if "knowingly" does extend to the "in any manner" language today's holding would
be correct-a position with which I take issue below I doubt that it gels that far. The
"in any manner" language is separated from the litany of verbs to which "knowingly" is
directly connected by the intervening nouns. We considered an identically phrased
statute last Term in United Statesv. Yennian, 468 U.S. 63, 104 S.Ct. 2936, 82
LEd.2d 53 (1984). The predecessor to the statute at issue in that case provided: "
'[W]hoever shall knowingly and willfully ... make ... any false or fraudulent
statements or representations ... in any matter .....ithin the jurisdiction of any
department or agency of the United States ... shaH be fined.' " ld.} at 69, n. 6, 104
S.Ct., at 2940, n. 6 (quoting Act of June 18, 1934, ch. 587, 48 Stat. 996). We found
that under the "most natural reading" of the statute, "knowingly and willfully" applied
only to the making of false or fraudulent statements and not to the fact ofjurisdiction.
468 U.S., at 69, n. 6, 104 S.Ct., at 2940, n. 6. By the same token, the "most natural
reading" of § 2024(b)(1) is that "knowingly" modifies only the verbs to which it is
attached.!

24

In any event, I think that the premise of this approach is mistaken. Even accepting
that "kno.....ingly" does extend through the sentence, or at least that we should read §
2024(b)(1) as if it does, the statute does not mean what the Court says it does. Rather,
it requires only that the defendant be aware ofthe relevant a.5pects of his conduct. A
requirement that the defendant know that he is acting in a particular manner, coupled
with the fact that that manner is forbidden, does not establish a defense of ignorance
ofthe law. It creates only a defense of ignorance or mistake offact. Knowingly to do
something that is unauthorized by law is not the same as doing something knowingthat
it is unauthorized by law.

25

This point is demonstrated by the hypothetical statute referred to by the majority,
which punishes one who "kno""';ngly sells a security without a permit." See ante, at
424-425, n. 7. Even if "kno\vingly" does reach "without a permit," I would think that a
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defendant who knew that he did not have a permit, though not that a permit was
required, could be convicted.
26

Section 2024(b)(1) is an identical statute, except that instead of detailing the
various legal requirements, it incorporates them by proscribing use of coupons "in
any manner not authorized" by law. This shorthand approach to drafting does not
transform knowledge of illegality into an element of the crime. As "'Titten, §
2024(b)(1) is substantively no different than if it had been broken down into a
collection of specific provisions making crimes of particular improper uses. For
example, food stamps cannot be used to purchase tobacco. 7 CFR §§ 271.2, 274 .1OCa),
278.2(a) (1985). The statute might have said, inter alia, that anyone "who knowingly
uses coupons to purchase cigarettes" commits a crime. Under no plausible reading
could a defendant then be acquitted because he did not know cigarettes are not
"eligible foocl." But in fact, that is exactly what § 2024(b)(I) does say; it just does not
write it out longhand.

27

The Court's opinion provides another illustration of the general point: someone who
lliied food stamps to purchase groceries at inflated prices without realizing he was
overcharged. 2 I agree that such a person may not be convicted, hut not for the reason
given by the majority. The purchaser did not "knowingly" use the stamps in the
proscribed manner, for he was unaware of the circumstances of the transaction that
made it illegal.

28

The majority and I v.rould part company in result as well as rationale if the purchaser
knew he was charged higher than normal prices but not that overcharging is
prohibited. In such a case, he would have been aware of the nature of his actions, and
therefore the purchase would have been "knowing." I would hold that such a mental
state satisfies the statute. Under the Court's holding, as I understand it, that person
could not be convicted because he did not know that his conduct was illegal. 3

29

Much has been made of the comparison between § 2024(b)(1) and § 2024(c). The
Government, like the court below, see 735 F.2d 1044,1047-1048 (1984), argues that
the express requirement of knowing illegality in subsection (c) supports an inference
that the absence of such a provision in subsection (b)(l) was intentional. While 1
disagree with the majority's refutation of this argument,4 I view most of this
discussion as beside the point. The Government's premise seems to me mistaken.
Subsection (c) does not impose a requirement of knowing illegality. The provision is
much like stah1tes that forbid the receipt or sale of stolen goods. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. §§
641,2313. Just as those statutes generally require knowledge that the goods were
stolen, so § 2024(c) requires knowledge ofthe past impropriety. But receipt-ofstolen-goods statutes do not require that the defendant know that receipt itself is
illegal, and similarly § 2024(c) plainly does not require that the defendant know thai it
is illegal to present coupons that have been improperly used in the past. It is not
inconceivable that someone presenting such coupons-again, like someone buying
stolen goods-would think that his conduct was aboveMboard despite the preceding
illegality. But that belief, however sincere, would not be a defense. In short, because §
2024(c) does not require that the defendant know that the conduct for which he is
being prosecuted was illegal, it does not create an ignorance-of-theMlaw defense. 5

30

I therefore cannot draw the Government's suggested inference. The two provisions
are nonetheless fruitfully compared. What matters is not their difference, but their
similarity. Neither contains any indication that "knowledge of the law defining the
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offense [is] an element of the offem;e." See All, Model Penal Code § 2.02, Comment
11, p. 131 (Tent. Draft NO.4, 1955). A requirement of knowing illegality should not be
read into either provision.
31

I do agree with the Government that when Congress wants to include a knowledgeof-illegality requirement in a statute it knows howto do so, even though I do not
consider subsection (c) an example. Other provisions of the United States Code
explicitly include a requirement of familiarity...nth the law defining the offenseindeed, in places where, under the majority's analysis, it is entirely superfluous. E.g.,
15 U.S.C. §§ 79z-3, 80a-48. See also Model Penal Code, supra, at 139. Congress could
easily have included a similar provision in § 2024(b)(1), but did not. Cf. United States
u. Turkette, 452 U.S. 576, 580-581, 101 S.Ct. 2524, 2527-2528, 69 L.Ed.2d 246
(19 81 ).

3~

Finally, the lower court's reading of the statute is eonsistent with the legislative
history. As the majority points out, the history provides little to go on. Significantly,
however, the brief discussiom; of this provision in the relevant congressional Reports
do not mention any requirement of knowing illegality. To the contrary, when the Food
Stamp Act ....'3.S re""rritten in 1977, the House Report noted that "[a]ny unauthorized
use, transfer, aequisition, alteration, or possession offood stamps ... may be
prosecuted under" § 2024(b)(l). H.R.Rep. No. 95-464, p. 376 (1977), U.S.Code Congo
& Admin.News p. 2305 (emphasis added).
II

33

The broad principles of the Court's opinion are easy to live . . . i th in a case such as
this. But the application of its reasoning might not always be so benign. For example, §
2024(b)(1) is little different from the basic federal prohibition on the manufacture and
distribution of controlled substances. Title 21 V.S.c. § 841(a) provides:

34

"Except as authorized by this subchapter, it shall be unlawful for any person
knowingly or intentionally-

35

"(I) to manufacture, distribute, or dispem;e, or possess ""ith intent to manufacture,
distribute or dispense, a controlled substance...."

36

I am sme that the Members of the majority would agree that a defendant charged
under this provision could not defend on the ground that he did not realize his
manufacture was unauthorized or that the particular substance was controlled. See
United States v. Balint, 258 V.S. 250,42 S.Ct. 301, 66 LEd. 604 (1922). On the other
hand, it would be a defense ifhe could prove he thought the substance was something
other than what it was. By the same token, I think, someone in petitioner's position
should not be heard to say that he did not know his purchase oHood stamps was
unauthorized, though he may certainly argue that he did not know he was buying food
stamps. I would not stretch the term "knowingly" to require awareness of the absence
of statutory authority in either of these provisions.

37

These provisions might be distinguished because of the different placements of the
"except as authorized" and the "in any manner not authorized" clauses in the
sentences. But see United States V. Yermian, 468 U.S., at 69, and n. 6, 104 S.Ct., at
2940, and n. 6. However, nothing in the majority's opinion indicates that this
difference is relevant. Indeed, the logic of the Court's opinion would require
knowledge of illegality for conviction under any statute making it a crime to do
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something "in any manner not authorized by 1m...." or "unlawfully." I suspect that if a
case arises in the future where such a result is unacceptable, the Court will manage to
distinguish today's decision. But I will be interested to see how it does so.
III

38

In relying on the "background assumption of our criminal law" that mens rea is
required, ante, at 426, the Court ignores the equally well founded assumption that
ignorance of the law is no excuse. It is "the conventional position that knowledge of
the existence, meaning or application of the law determining the elements of an
offense is not an element of that offense...." Model Penal Code, supra, at 130.

39

This Court's prior cases indicate that a statutory requirement of a "knowing
violation" does not supersede this principle. For example, under the statute at issue in
United States v.International Minerals & Chemical Corp., 402 U.S. 558, 91 S.Cr.
1697,29 L.Ed.2d 178 (1971), the Interstate Commerce Commission was authorized to
promulgate regulations regarding the transportation of corrosive liquids, and it was a
crime to "knowingly violat[e] any such regulation." 18 U.S.C. § 834(f) (1970 ed.).
Vie....ing the word "regulations" as "a shorthand designation for specific acts or
omissions which violate the Act," 402 U.S., at 562, 91 S.Ct., at 1700, we adhered to
the traditional rule that ignorance of the law is not a defense. The violation had to be
"knowing" in that the defendant had to know that he was transporting corrosive
liquids and not, for example, merely water. Id., at 563-564, 91 S.Ct., at 1700-1701.
But there was no requirement that he be aware that he was violating a particular
regulation. Sim..ilarly, in this case the phrase "in any manner not authorized by" the
statute or regulations is a shorthand incorporation of a variety of legal requirements.
To be convicted, a defendant must have been aware of what he was doing, but not that
it was illegal.

40

In Boyce Motor Lines, Inc. v. United States, 342 U.S. 337, 72 S.Ct. 329,96 L.Ed.
367 (1952), the Court considered a statute that punished anyone who "knowingly
violates" a regulation requiring trucks transporting dangerous items to avoid
congested areas where possible. In rejecting a vagueness challenge, the Court read
"knowingly" to mean not that the driver had to be aware of the regulation, see id., at
345,72 S.Ct., at 333 (Jackson, J., dissenting), but that he had to know a safer
alternative route was available. Likewise, in construing 18 U.S.C. § 1461, which
punishes "[wJhoever knowingly uses the mails for the mailing ... of anything declared
by this section or section 3001(e) of Title 39 to be nonmailable," we held that the
defendant need not have known that the materials \o\'€re nonmailable. Hamling v.
United States, 418 U.S. 87, 120-124, 94 S.Ct. 2887, 2909-2911, 41 L.Ed.2d 590
(1974). "To require proof of a defendant's knowledge of the legal status of the
materials would permit the defendant to avoid prosecution by simply claiming that he
had not brushed up on the law," and was not required by the statute. Id., at 123-124,
94 S.Ct., at 2910-2911. Accord, Rosen v. United States, 161 U.S. 29, 16S.Ct. 434, 40
L.Ed. 606 (1896). See also United States v. Freed, 401 U.s. 601, 91 S.Ct. 1112, 28
L.Ed,2d 356 (1971); id., at 612-615, 91 S.Ct., at 1119-1121 (BRENNAN, J., coneurring
injudgment).

41

In each of these cases, the statutory language lent itself to the approach adopted
today if anything more readily than does § 2024 (b)(1).6 I would read § 2024(b)(1)
like those statutes, to require awareness of only the relevant aspects of one's conduct
rendering it illegal, not the fact of illegality. This reading does not abandon the
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"background assumption" of mens rea by creating a strict-liability offense,7 and is
consistent with the equally important background assumption that ignorance of the
law is not a defense.

IV

42

I wholly agree that "[t]he contention that an injury can amount to a crime only when
inflicted by intention is no provincial or transient notion." Morissette v. United
States, 342 U.S. 246, 250, 72 S.Ct. 240, 243, 96 L.Ed. 288 (1952); ante, at 425. But
the holding of the court below is not at all inconsistent with that longstanding and
important principle. Petitioner's conduct was intentional; the jury found that
petitioner "realized what he was doing, and VIlaS aware of the nature of his conduct, and
did not act through ignorance, mistake, or accident." App. 33 (trial court's
instructions). Whether he knew which regulation he violated is beside the point.

1

The statute provides in relevant part;
''[W]hoever knowingly uses, transfers, acquires, alters, or possesses coupons or
anthorization cards in any manner not authorized by this chapter or the
regulations issued pursuant to this chapter shall, if sueh coupons or authorization
cards are of a value of$100 or more, be guilty of a felony and shall, upon the first
conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more
than five years, or both, and, upon the second and any subsequent conviction
thereof, shall be imprisoned for not less than six months nor more than five years
and may also be fined not more than S10,000 or, ifsuch coupons or authorization
cards are ofa value ofless than $100, sball be guilty ofa misdemeanor, and, upon
the first convietion thereof, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for
not more than one year, or both, and upon the second and any subsequent
conviction thereof, shall be imprisoned for not more tban one year and may also
be fined not more than $1,000. In addition to such penalties, any person
convieted of a felony or misdemeanor violation under this subsection may be
suspended by the court from participation in the food stamp program for an
additional period of up to eigbteen months consecutive to that period of
suspension mandated by section 2015(b)(1) ofthis title."

2

Food stamps are provided by the Government to those who meet certain needrelated criteria. See 7 U.S.C. §§ 2014{a), 2014(C). They generally may be used only
to purchase food in retail food stores. 7 U.S.C. § 20 16(b). If a restaurant reeeives
pl"Opcr authorization from the Department ofAgriculture, it may reeeive food
stamps as payment for meals under certain special circumstances not relevant
here. App. 6-7.

3 The instruction proffered by petitioner was drawn from 1 E. Devitt &C. Blackmar,
Federal Jury Practice and Instructions § 14.03 (1977). The instruction reads in its
entirety:
'The crime eharged in this case is a serions crime which reqnires proof ofspecific
intent before the defendant can be convicted. Speeific intent, as the term implies,
means more than the general intent to commit the aet. To establish speeifie intent
the government must prove that the defendant knowingly did an act which the law
forbids, purposely intcnding to violate the law. Such intent may be determincd
from all the facts and circumstances surronuding the case."
... resource.org/.,./471.U5A19,84-5108,h,.
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4 See United States v. Pollard, 724 F.2d 1438 (CA6 1984); United States v. Mal'vin,
687 F.2d 1221 (CA8 1982), cert. denied, 460 U.S. 1081, 103 S.Ct. 1768, 76 L.Ed.2d
342 (1983); United States v. Faltico, 687 F.2d 273 (CA8 1982), cerl. denied, 460
U.S. 1088, 103 S.Ct. 1783,76 L.Ed.2d 353 (1983); United States v. O'Brien, 686
F.2d 850 (CAlO 1982).
5

The required mental state may of course be different for different elements of a
crime. United States u. Bailey, 444 U.S. 394, 405-406, 100 S.Ct. 624, 631-633,62
L.Ed.2d 575 (1980); United States v. Freed, 401 U.S. 601,612-614,91 S.Ct. 1112,
1119-1121, 28 l..Ed..2d 356 (1971) (BRENNAN, J., co ncurring in judgment). See
generally Robinson & GraU, EJement Analysis in Defining Criminal Liability: The
Model Penal Code and Beyond, 35 Stan.L.Rev. 681 (1983). In this case, for
instance, botb parties agree thai petitioner must have known that he acquired and
possessed food stamps. They disagree over whether any mental element at all is
required with respect to the unauthorized nature oithat acquisition or possession.
We have also recognized that the mental clement in criminal law encompasses
more than tbe two possibilities of "specific" and "gcneral"intent. See United States
v. Bailey, supra, 444 U.S., at 403-407,100 S.Ct., at 631-633; United States v.
United States Gypsum Co., 438 U.S. 422, 444-445, 98 S.Ct. 2864, 2877 -2878, 57
L.Ed.2d 854 (1978); United States u. Freed, supra, 401 U.S., at 613, 91 S.Ct" at
1120 (BRENNAN, J., concurring in judgment). The Model Penal Code, for instance,
recognizes four mental states purpose, knowledge, recklessness, and negligence.
ALI, Model Penal Code § 2.02 (Prop.Off.Dl'aft 1962). In this case, petitioner argues
that witb re£pect to the element at issue, knowledgc is required. The Government
contends that no meutal state is required with respect to that element.
-------

----

Ei

Of course, Congress must act within any applicable constitutional constraints in
defining criminal offenses. In this case, there is no allegation that the statute would
be unconstitutio nal under either in terprc ta tion.

7

One treatise has aptly summed up the ambiguity in an analogous situation;
''Still further difficulty arises from the ambiguity which frequently exists
concerning what the words or phrases in question modify. What, for instance, does
'knowingly' modify in a sentCllce from a blue sky'law criminal statute punishing
one who 'knowiugly sells a security without a permit'from the securities
commissioller? To be guilty must the seller of a security without a permit know
only that wbat he is doing constitutes a sale, or must he also know that thetbing he
sell£ is a security, or must he also know that he has no permit to sell the security he
se!ls? As a matter of grammar the statute is ambiguous; it is not at all clear how far
down the sentence the word 'knowingly'is iutended to travel-whether it modifies
'sells,' 01' 'sells a security,' or 'sells a security without a permit.' "w. LaFave & A.
Seou, Criminal Law § 27 (1972).

--

-

8

-----

.- ---

---- .. _ - - - - - . - - - - - -

---- - - - -

See n. 12, infra.

9 The dissent repeatedly claims that our holding today creates a defense of "mistake
of law." Post, at 436, 439, 441. Onr holding today no more creates a "mistake oflaw"
defense than does a statute making knowing receipt of stolen goods unlawful. See
post, at 436. In both cases, there is a legal element iu the definition ofthe offense.
In the case ofa receipt-of-stolen-goods statute, the legal element is that the goods
were stolen; in this case, the legal elemen I is that the "use, transfer, acq u i5 itio u,"
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etc. were in a manner not authorized by statute or regulations. It is not a defense
to a charge of receipt of stolen goods that one did not know that such receipt was
illegal, a nd it is not a defe nse to a charge of a § 20 24(b)(1) violation that a ne did
not know tbat pos8essing food stamps in a manner unauthorized by statute or
regulations was illegal. It is, however, a defense to a charge ofknowing receipt of
stolen goods that one did not know that the goods were stolen, just as it is a defense
to a charge ofa § 2024(b)(1) violation that one did not know that one's possession
was unauthorized. See ALI, Model Penal Code § 2.02, Comment 11, p. 131 (Tent.
Draft NO.4, 1955); United States u. Freed, supra, at 614-615, 91 S.Ct., at 1120-1121
(BRENNAN, J., concurring in judgment). Cf. Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S.
246,72 S.C't. 240, 96 L.Ed. 288 (1952) (holding that it is a defense to a charge of
"knowingly converting"federal property that one did not know that what one was
doing was a conversion).
10 As the Committee Report in the House of Representatives noted when this
provision in essentially its current form was first enacted, the provision ''makes it
clear that participants shall be charged the regular price prevailing in the retail
store when they purehase food with stamps." H.R.Rep. No. 1228, 88th Cong., 2d
Sess., 14 (1964). See also S.Rep. No. 1124, 88th Cong., 2d Sess., 15 (1964), U.S.Code
Cong. &Admin.News 1964, pp. 3275,3289.
11 The Department of Agriculture's regula tions pennit state agencies administering
the food stamp program to mail the coupons directly to program participants. The
regulations provide that Tt]he State agency may issue some or aU of the coupon
allotments through the mail." 7 CFR § 27 4.3(a) (1985).
---~-- -~---~------~

12 The statute provides in full:
'W'hoever presents, or causes to be presented, coupons for payment or
redemption of the value of $100 or more, knowing tbe same to have been
received, transferred, or used in any manner in violation of the provisions ofthis
chapter or the regnlations issued pursuant to this chapter, shall be guilty of a
felony and, upon the first conviction thereof, shall be fined not more than $10,000
or imprisoned for not more than five years, or both, and, upon the second and any
subsequent conviction thereof, shall he imprisoned for not less than one year nor
more than five years aud may also be fined not more than $10,000, or, ifsuch
coupon8 are of a value ofless than $100, shall be guilty of a misdemeano rand,
upon the first convictiou thereof, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or
imprisoned for not more than one year, or both, and, upon tbe secoud and any
suhsequent conviction thereof, shall be imprisoned for not more than one year
and may also be fiued not more than $1,000. In addition to sue h penalties, auy
person convicted of a felony or misdemeanor violation uuder this subsection may
he suspended by the court from participation in the food stamp program for an
additional period of up to eighteen months consecutive to that period of
suspension mandated by section 201S(b)(I) of this title."
It is worth noting that the penalties under this section are virtually identical to
those provided in § 2024(b)(1). Sec n. 1, supra.
------~---------

13 Notwithstanding the absence of any explicit discussion of this issue in the
legislative history, the GGvernmcut argues that certain statements in the
Committee Rcpo rts support its position. The statute originally was enacted as part
of the Food Stamp Act of 1964, Puh.L. 88-525, § 14, 78 Stat. 7 08. The Committee
Report accompanying the bill in the House ofRcprcsentatives described both
,."esQurce.org/. ./471.U5.41984-S108h...
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sections together: 'This section makes it a violation of Federal law to knowingly
use, transfer, acqnire, or possess coupons in any manner not authorized hy this act
or to present, or cause to be presented, such coupons for redemption knowing
them to have been received, transferred or used in any manner in violation ofthe
provisions of the act."H.R.Rep. No. 1228, 88th Cong., 2d Sess., 16 (1964). See also
S.Rep. No. 1124, 88th Cong., 2d Sess., 18 (1964), U.S.Code Co ng. &Admin.News p.
3291. The Government believes that the description of both sections in this single
sentence emphasizes the differenee in meaning between them. We fail to see how
this sentence, which merely parrots the terms of the statnte, offers any
enlightenment as to what those terms mean.
The Government similarly points to the legislative history of the 1977 Act that
snbstantially revised the previons food stamp program. The Honse Report
explained that 'ra]ny nnauthorized use, transfer, acqnisition, alteration, or
possession offood stamps ... hy any individual ... may be prosecuted under the
provisions of' § 2024(b)(1). H.R.Rep. No. 95-464, p. 376 (1977), U.S. Code Cong. &
Admin.News pp. 1704,2305. The Report continued that ''under [§ 2024(c)) ... the
same penalties are prescribed for whoever presents or causes to be presented food
stamps (for payment or redemption) knowing thallhey have heen received,
transferred or nsed in any manner violating the provisions of the Act or
regnlations implementing the Act." Ibid.
Presumably relying on the omission of the word "knowingly"in its description of§
2024(b)(1), the Government argues that this language indicates that ''the difference
between Sections 2024(b) and 2024(c) was plainly visible to Congrcss and that
Congress was fuUy aware ofthe scope ofthe former provision...." Brieffor United
states 20. We do not believe that the omission ofthe word ''knowingly''is evidence
that Congress devoted ils attention to the issne before the Court today; it is as
likely that the Committee, unaware of the problem, simply did not realize the need
to discuss the mental element needed for a conviction nnder § 2024(b)(1).
Moreover, the omission of the word ''knowingly''in the description of§ 2024(b)(1)
would indicate, if anything, an intent to dispense with any requirement of
knowledge in § 2024(b)(1), an intent that is at odds with the language of the statute
and the interpretation urged even by the Government today. The omission ofthe
word ''knowingly''thus provides no snpport for the argument that Congress
intended no t to req uire knowledge of illegality in a § 20 24(b)(1) pro sec ution.
14

The statute provides:
''Whoever, in any matter within tbe jurisdiction ofany department or agency of the
United States knowingly and willfully falsifies, eonceals, or covers np by any trick,
scheme, or device a material fact, or makes any false, fictitious or fraudulent
statcments or rcprcsentations, or makes or uscs any false writing or documcnt
knowing the same to contain any false, fictitious or frandulent statement or entry,
shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or
both."

15

The faet that both parties in Yermian agrecd that the Government had to prove
that the defendant had ''kuowingly and willfully" made a false statement does not of
course indicate that the parties agreed on the mt'ntal state applicable to other
elements of the offense. See post, at 435 (WHITE, J., dissenting). What it docs mean
is that in Yermian, unlike this case, all parties agreed that an "evil-meaning mind"
was required with respect at least to one element of the erime.

16
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Although we agree with petitioner coneerning his interpretation of the statute, we
express no opinion on the "speeifie intent"instruetion he tendered, see n. 3, supra.
This instruction has been critieized as too general and potentially misleading, see
United States v.Arambasich, 597 F.2d 609,613 (CA7 1979). A more nseful
instruction might relate specifically to the mental state required under §
2024 (b )(1) and eschew use of difficult legal conc epts like "specific intent" and
"general intent."

17 In this case, for instance, the Government introduced evidence that petitioner
bought food stamps at a snbstantial diseonnt from face value and that he
conducted part of the transaction in a back room of his restaurant to avoid the
presenee of the other patrons. Moreover, the Government asserts that food stamps
themselves are stamped "nontransferable." Brieffor United States 34. A jury could
have inferred from this evidence that petitioner knew that his acquisition and
possession ofthe stamps were unauthorized.
1 The majority's efforts to distinguish Yermian are unavailing. First, it points out
that under the statute at issue there, the proseeution had to establish some mens
rea because it had to sbow a knowing falsehood. Ante, at 431-432. However, as the
majority itself points out elsewhere, ante, at 423.424, n, 5, different mental states
can apply to different elements of an offense. The faet that in Yennian mens rea
had to be proved as to the first element was irrelevant to the Court's holding that it
did not with regard to the second. There is no reason to read this statute
differently. Second, tbe majority states that the language in Yermian was
"unambiguons."Ante, at 432. Since it is identical, the language at issue in this case
can be no less so. Finally, the majority notes, ibid., that the Court in Yermian did
not decide whether the prosecution might have to prove that the defendant
"should have known"tbat his statements were within the agency's jurisdiction. 468
U.S., at 75, n. 14, 104 S.Ct., at 2943, n. 14. However, that passing statement was
irrelevant to the interpretation ofthe statute's language the Court did undertake .
._ - - - _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2 Uuder the agency's interpretation ofthe statute, as evidenced in the regulations, it
is uot at all clear that such a person would in fact be violating the statute. The
regnlatio n re ferred to by the majority, 7 CFR § 274.1 o(a) (1985), states that
"coupons may be nsed only by the honsehold ... to purchase eligible food for the
household."The prevailing price requirement is mentioned only in a section that
applies to participating stores: "Coupons shall be accepted for eligible foods at the
same prices and ou the same terms and conditions applicable to cash purchases of
the same foo ds at the same store." § 278.2 (b). Fa r purposes of illustra tio n,
however, I will aecept that not only overcharging, but also being overcharged,
violates the statute.
3 The appropriate prosecutorial target in snch a sitnation would of course be the
seller rather than the purchaser. I have no doubt that cvery prosecutor iu the
conntry would agree. The discussion of this hypothetical is wholly academic.
For similar reasons, I am unmoved by the specter of criminal liability for someone
who is mistakenly mailed food stamps and throws them out, see ante, at 426-427)
and do not think the hypothetical offers much of a guide to congressional intent.
We should proceed on the assnmption that Congress had in mind the run-of-themill situation, not its most bizarre mntation. Arguments that presume wildly
unreasonable condnct by Government officials are by their nature unconvincing,
and reliance on them is likely to do more harm than good. United States v .
... resource. org/. ./471. US,419. 84-5108. h..
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Dotterweich, 320 U.S. 277, 284-285, 64 S.Ct.134, 138~139, 88 L.Ed. 48 (1943). No
rule, including that adopted by the Court today, is immune from such contrived
defects.
-~~----~~~---

---

--~---~~--~-------

4 The Court asserts that the distinction would be meaningless because anyone who
has violated subseetion (c) will necessarily have via lated subsection (b )(1) as well
by ''present[ingJ. or caus[ing) to be presented, coupons for payment or
redemption"iu an unauthorized manner. Ante, at 429. However, subsection (c)
forbids presenting coupons knowing that they have been improperly used or
acquired in the past. The manuer of acquisition and preseutation by the offender
may be perfectly proper; the point is that the coupons are in a sense tainted by the
prior transaction. Thus, if a check-out clerk accepts stamps for ineligible items,
thereby violating § 2024(b)(1), and his employer collects the stamps and presents
them for redemption in the normal course of business, it would not seem that the
latter has violated § 2024(b)(1). He has done nothing in a manner not authorized
by law. He has violated subsection (c) if, but only if, he knew of the clerk's
wrongdoing. It may be tbat merely by violating subsection (c) a grocer also
violates subsection (b)(1); but absent the violation ofsubseetion (c), I do not see
how the grocer would violate subsectiou (b)(1) in such a case.
--------~--

~----

5 Similarly, it is a valid defense to a charge oftheft that the defendant thought tbe
property legally belonged to him, even iftbat beliefis incorrect. But this is not
because ignorance of the law is an excuse. Rather, ''the legal element involved is
simply an aspect ofthc attendant circumstances, with respect to which knowledge
... is required for culpability .... The law involved is not the law defining tbe
offense; it is some 0 ther legal rule that characterizes the attendant circumstances
that are material to the offense."AU, ModeJ Penal Code § 2.0~, Comment 11, p. 131
(Tent Draft NO.4, 1955). Accord, United States v. Freed, 401 U.S. 601, 614~615,
91 S.Ct. 1112, 112.0-1121, 28 L.Ed.2d 356 (1971) (BRENNAN, J., concurring in.
judgment). Cf. Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S. 246, 72. S.Ct. 2.40, 96 L.Ed. 288
(195 2).
6 The Court distiuguishes these as ''public welfare 0 ffense" cases involv ing inherently
dangerous articles of commerce whose users should have assumed were subject to
regulation. Ante, at 432-433. But see United States v. Freed, 401 U.S., at 612, 91
S.Ct., at 1119 (BRENNAN, J., concurring injudgment). Apart from the faet that a
reasonable perso n would also assume food stamps are heavily regulated and not
subject to sale and exchange, this distinction is not related to the actual holdings in
those cases. The Court's opinion in BO!Jce and the concurrence in Freed do not
discuss this consideratiou. And the Court's refereuces to the dangerousness ofthe
goods in International Minerals were directed to possible due process challenges
to couvictions without uotice of criminality. 402 U.S., at 564-565, 91 S.Ct., at
1701-1702. As today's majority acknowledges, onte, at 424, n. 6, there is no
constitutional defect with the bolding of the court below. The only issue here is one
of congressional intent.
7 Under a strict-liability statute, a defendant can be eonvicted even though he was
unaware ofthe circumstances of his couduct that made it illegal. To take the
example ofa statute recently before the Court, a regulation forbidding hunting
birds in a "baited" field can be read to have a scienter requirement, in which case it
would be a defense to prove that one did not know the field was baited, or not, in
which case someone hunting in such a field is guilty even ifhe did not know aud
could not have known that it was baited. See Catlett v. United States, 471 U.S.
".resourceorg/. ./<:l71. US,'! 19 8<1-5108 h"
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1074, 105 S.Ct. 2153, 85 L.Ed.2d 509 (1985) (WHITE, J., dissenting from denial of
l:ertiorari). I do not argue that the latter approach should be taken to this statute,
nor would the statutory language allow it
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This federal prosecution arose from a scheme in which a Texas county sherif{
accepted money, and his deputy, ;.etitioner Salinas, accepted two watches and a
truck, in exchange for permitting women to make so-called "contact visits" to one
Beltran, a federal prisoner housed in the county jail pursuant to an agreement with t~
Federal Government. Salinas was charged wi:h one count of vioiating rhe RacketeH
Infiuencf'd and CorruptOrgan;zations Act (RICO), 18 USc. § 1962(c), one count of
conspiracy to violate RICO, § I 962.(d), and t.....o counts of bribery, §666(a)(J )(B). The
jury convicted him on all but the substantive RICO count, and the Fifth Circuit affirmed.
Held: I.Section 666(a)(l )(8) does not reQuire the Government to prOVe the bribe in
Question had a demonstrated effect upon federal funds. The enactment's plain
language is expansive and unQualified, both as to the bribes forbidden and the
entities covered, demonstrating by irs refererKe to "any" busifl€sS or transaction,
§666(a)(J )(8), that it is not confined to transactions affecting federal funds: by its
application to all cases in which an "organizatiun, government, or agency" receives a
specified amount of federal benefits, §666(b), that it reaches the scheme involved
here; and by its prohibition on accepting "anything of value," §G66(a)(l )(B), that it
encompasses the transfers of personal property to petitioner in exchange for his
favorable treatment of Beltran. Given the statute's plain and unambiguous meaning,
petitioner is not aided by the legislative history, see, e.g., Ul7itedS(ates v. AJbet1im;
472 U.5. 675, 6BO, 1C5 S.Ct. 2897, 2902, 86 L.Ed.2d 536, or tly the plainstatem~nt rule set forth in Gregoryv. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452, 460-461, III S.Ct.
2395, 2400-240 I, 1 IS l.Ed.2d 4 10, and McNiIlly v. United Srates, 483 U.S. 350,
360,107 S.Ct. 2875, 2881-2882, 97 l.Ed.2d 292, see, e.g., Seminole Tribe of
Florida v. Florida, 517 U.S. 609, ----, n. 9, 116 5.Ct. \ 1 14, 1124, n. 9, 134 l.Ed.2d
252. Moreover, the construction he seeks cannot stand when viewed in light of t1e
p~e-§666 sratutory framework-which limited federal bribery prohibit'ons to "public
official[sJ," defined as "officer[sJ or employee[s] or person[s] acting for or on behalf of
the United States, or any ... branch ... thereof," and which was interpreted by sume
lower courts not to include state and local officials-and the expansion prescribed by
§666(a)(l )(3), which was designed to extend coverage to bribes offered to state and
local officials employed by agencies receiving federal funds. Under this Court's
construction, §666(a)(1 )(8) is constitutional as applied in this case. Its application to
petitioner did not extend federal power beyond its proper bounds, since t"le
"resource.org/ .JS22.U552.96-73B.html
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preferential treatment accorded Beltran was a threat to the integrIty and proper
operation of the federal program under which the jaJ was managed. See We5cfall v.
United 5tate5, 274 U.S. 256,259,47 S.Ct. 629, 629-630, 71 LEd. 1036. Pp.
2.To be conVicted of c.on~piracy to violate RICO under §1962(d), the conspirator need
not himself have committed or agreed to commit the two or more prediCate acts, such
as bribery, requisite for a substantive RICO offeme Jnder §1 962{c), Section 1962(d)which forbids "anY person to conspire to violate" §} 962(c)-)s even more
comprehensive than the general conspiracy provision applicable to federal crimes,
§ 37 i, since it contain$ no requirement of an overt or specific act to effect the
conspiracy's objec:. Presuming congress intended the "to conspire" phrase to have its
ordinary meaning under the criminal law, see Morissette v, United 5t=Jte5, 342 U.S.
246 263.72 5.0. 240, 249-250, 96 L.Ed. 238, well-established principles and
contemporary understanding demonstrate tha~ although a c.onspi:ator must intend to
furtf'er an endeavor wtlich, if completed. woulc satisfy aU of the elements of a
substantive criminal offense, )t suffices thar he adopt the goal of furthering or
facHitaring rhe criminal endeavor. and he need not agree to undertake all of the acts
necessary for the crime's completion. Salinas' contrary interpretation of § 1962 (c)
violates the foregoing principles and is refuted by Bannon v. United 5tates, 156 U.S.
464,469,15 5.Ct. 467, 469-470, 39 L.Ed. 494. Its acceptance, moreovEr, is not
reqUired by the rule of lenity, see Unired 5tates v, Shabanl; 513 U.S. J 0, J 7, J J S S.Ct.
382,386, J 30 LEd.2d 225. Even if5alinas did not accept or agree ro accept two
bribes, there was ample e\lidence that the sheriff committed at least two predicate
acts when he accepted numerous bribes and that Salinas knew about and agreed to
faciiitate the scheme, and this \s suffcient to support Salinas' convicrion under
§1962(d). Pp.
.
89 F,3d 1185, affirmed.

KENNEDY, J., delivered the

opinion

for d unanimoLs Coun.

FranciscoJ. Enriquez, McAllen. TX, for petitioner,
Paul R.Q, Wolfson, Washington, DC, for respondent.

Justice KENNEDY delivered the opin'lon of the Court.

The case beforcus presents, two Quest:ons: First, is the federal bribery statute
codified at 18 U.S.C. §666 limited to cases in which the bribe has a demonstrated
effect upon federal funds? Second, docs the conspiracy prohibition contained in the
Racketeer Inflllenced and Corrupt Ol'ganizationsAct (RICO) apply only when the
conspirator agrees to commit two of the predicate acts RlCa fur-bids? Ruling agaiust
the petitioner OIl both issues, we affirm the-jlldgment of thc Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit.
2

* This federaJ prosecution arose from a bribery scheme opcrated by Brigido
Marmolejo, the Sheriff of Hidalgo County, Texas, and petitioner Mario SalilUls, one of
his principal deputies. In 19R4, the United States Marshals Service and Hidalgo
County entered into agreements under which the county would take custody of
federal prisoners. In exchange, the Fed.eral Government agreed to make a grant to the
county for improving its jail and also agreed to pay the county a specific amount per
day for each federal prisoncr housed. Based on the estimatednurnbcr of federal
prisoners to be maintained, payments to the county were projected to he $915,785
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per year. The record before us does not disclose the precise amounts paid. It is
uncontested, however, that in each of the two periods rele\'ant in this ease the
program resulted in federal payments tu the county well in excess of the $10,000
amount necessary for coverage under 18 U.S.C. §666, (We denied certiorari on the
question whether the monies paid to the county were "benefits" under a "Federal
program" under §666(b), and we aBsume for purposes of this opinion that the
payments fit those definitions.)
3

Homero Beltran-Aguirre was one of the federal prisoners hon:;ed in the jail under
the arrangement negotiated oetl\'een the Marshals Service and the county. He was
incarcerated there for two intervals, first for 10 months and then for 5 months. During
both custody periods, Beltran paid Marmolejo a series of bribes in exchange for socalled "contact visits" in which he remained alone with his wife or, on other occasions,
his girlfriend, Beltran paid Marmolejo a fixed rate of six thousand donal'S per month
and one thousand dollars for each contact \'isit, which occurred twice a week
Petitioner Salina~ was the chief deputy responsible for managing the jail and
supervising cllStody of the prisoners. When Marmolejo was not available, Salinas
arranged for the contact visits and on occasion stood watch outside the room where
the visits took place. In retw·o for his a~sistancc with the scheme, Salinas received
from Beltran a pair of designer watches and a pickup truck.

4

Salinas and Marmolejo were indicted and tried together, but only Salinas'
convictions are hefore us, Salinas was charged with one count of violating RICO, 18
U.S.C. §1962(C), one eount of conspiracy to violate RICO, §196z(d), End two counts of
brihery in violation of §666(a)(IJ(BJ. The jury acquitted SalinaI' on the substantive
RICO count but eonvicted him on the RICO conspiracy c.ount and the bribery counts.
A divided panel of the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Cireuit affirmed. To resolve the
case, we consider first the bribery scheme, thf':n the conspiracy,
II

5

Salinas contends the Government must prove the bribe in some way affected federal
funds, for instance by diverting or misappropriatin~them, before the bribe violates
§666Ca)(1)(B). The relevant stututory provisions are as follo'WS:

6

" (a) Whoever, if the circumstance described in subsection (b) of this section exists-

7

" (1) being an agent of an orgEnization, or of a State, local, or Indian tribal
government, or any agency thereof-

8

9

" (B) corruptly ... accepts or agrees to accept. anything of value from any person,
inlendingto be influenced or rewarded in connectiou 'with any business, transaction,
or series oftransactions of such organization, government, or agency involvingany
thing of value of $5,000 or more; or

10
11

12

"shall be fined under this title, imprisoned nol more than 10 years, or both.
" (b) The circumstance referred to in suhsection (a) oftbissection is that the
organization, guvernment, Dc agency receives, in anyone year period. benefits ill
excess uf $10,000 under a Federal pro~aminvolving a grant, contract, subsidy, lo:m,
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guarantee, insurance, or other form of Federal assistance.
13
14

" (d) As used in this section-

I5
16

" (5) the term "in anyone-year period' means a continuous period that commences
no earlier than ty,relve months before the commission afthe offense or that ends no
later than twelve months after the commission of the offense. Such period may
include time both before and after the commission of the offense." 18 U.S.C. §666.

17

The enactment's expansive, unqualified language, both as to the bribes forbidden
and the entities covered, does not support the interpretation that federal funds must
be affected to violate §666(a)(1)(B). Subject to the five-thornand-dollar threshold for
the business or transaction in question, the statute forbids acceptance of a bribe by a
covered official who intends "to be influenced or revvarded in connection with any
business, transaction, or series of transactions of [tbe defined] organization,
government or agency." §666(a)(1)(B). The prohibition is not confined to a business
or transaction which affects federal funds. The word "any," which prefaces the
business or transaction clause, undercuts the attempt to impose this narrowing
construction. See United States u. James, 478 V .S. 597,604-605, and n. 5, 106 S.Ct.
3116,3120-3121, and n. 5 92 L.Ed.2d 483 (1986); Trainmen v. Baltimore & Ohio R.
Co., 331 V.S. 519, 529,67 S.Ct.1387, 1392,91 LEd. 1646 (1947).

18

Furthermore, the broad definition of the "circumstances" to which the statute
applies provides no textual basis for limiting the reach of the bribery prohibition. The
statute applies to all cases in which an "organization, government, or ageney" receives
the statutory amount of benefits under a federal program. §666(b). The language
reaehes the scheme alleged, and proved, here.

19

Neither does the statute limit the type of bribe offered. It prohibits accepting or
agreeing to accept "anything of value. " §666(a)(I)(B). The phrase encompasses all
transfers of personal property or other valuable consideration in exchange for the
influence or revvard. It includes, then, the personal property given to Salinas in
exchange for the favorable treatment Beltran secured for himself. The statute's plain
language fails to provide any basis for the limiting §666(a)(I)(B) to bribes affecting
federal funds.

20

Salinas attempts to circumscrihe the statutory text by pointing to its legislative
history. "Courts in applying criminal laws generally must follow the plain and
unambiguous meaning of the statutory language. "[0]n1y the most extraordinary
showing of contrary intention.".' in the legislative history will justify a departure from
that language." United States I). Albertini, 472 V.S. 675, 680, 105 S.Ct. 2897, 2902,
86 L.Ed.2d 536 (1985) (citations omitted) (quoting Garcia I). United States, 469 V.S.
70,75,105 S.Ct. 479, 482-483, 83 L.Ed.2d472 (1984)); see alsoArdestaniv. INS,
502 V.S. 129,135,112 S,Ct. 515, 519-520, 116 LEd.2d 496 (1991)(courts may
deviate from the plain language of a statute only in " "rare and exceptional
circumstances' ").

21

The construction Salinas seeks cannot stand when viewed in light of the statutory
frameVrurk in existence before §666 was enacted and the expanded coyerage
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prescribed by the new statute. Before §666 was enacted, the federal crimina! code
contained a single, general bribery provision codified at 18 U.S.C. §201. Section 201
by its terms applied only to "public officiaIIs]," which the statute defined as "officer[s]
or employee[s] or person[s] acting for or on behalf of the United States, or any
department, agency or branch of Government thereof, including the District of
Colwnbia, in any official funetion, under or by authority of any such department,
agency, or branch." §201(a). The Courts ofAppeals divided over whether state and
local employees could be considered "public officials" under §201(a). Compare United
States v. Del Toro, 513 F.2d 656, 661-662(CA2), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 826, 96 S.Ct.
41,46 L.Ed.2d 42 (1975), with United States v. Mosley, 659 F.2d 812, 814-816 (C.A.7
1981), and United States v. Hinton, 683 F.2d 195, 197-200 (C.A.7 1982), atfd. sub
nom. Dixson v. United States, 465 U.S. 482, 104 S.Ct. 1172,79 L.Ed.2d 458 (1984).
Without awaiting this Court's resolution of the issue in Dixson, Congress enacted §666
and made it clear that federal law applies to bribes of the kind offered to the state and
local officials in Del Toro. as wen as those at issue inMosley and Hinton.
22

As this chronology and the statutory language demonstrate, §666(a)(1)(B) was
designed to extend federal bribery prohibitions to bribes offered to state and local
officials employed by agencies receiving federal funds. It would be incongruous to
restrict §666 in the manner Salinas suggests. The facts and reasoning of Del Toro give
particular instruction in this respect. In that case, the Second Circuit held that a city
employee was not a "public official" under §201(a) even though federal funds would
eventually cover 100% of the costs and 80% of the salaries of the program he
administered. Del Toro, 513 F.2d, at 662. Because the program had not yet entered a
formal request for federal funding, the Second Circuit reasoned, " [t]here were no
existing committed federal fundo;; for the purpose." Ibid. The enactment of §666
forecloses this type of limitation. Acceptance of Salinas' suggestion that a bribe must
affect federal funds before it falls within §666(a)(1)(B) would run contrary to the
statutory expansion that redressed the negative effects of the Second Circuit's narrow
~onstruction of §201 in Del Toro. We need not consider whether the statute requires
some other kind of connection betVt'een a bribe and the expenditure of federal funds,
for in this case the bribe was related to the housing of a prisoner in facilities paid for in
significant part by federal funds themselves. And that relationship is close enough to
satisfy whatever connection the statute might require.

23

Salinas argues in addition that our decisions in Gregory u. Ashcroft, 501 U.S, 452,
111 S.Ct. 2395, 115 L.Ed.2d 410 (1991), and McNally v. United States, 483 U.S. 350,
107 S.Ct. 2875, 97 LEd.2d 292 (1987), require a plain statement of congressional
intent before §666(a)(1)(B) can be construed to apply to bribes having no effect on
federal funds. In ~o arguing, however, Salinas makes too much of Gregory and
McNally. In each of those cases, we confronted a statute susceptible of two plausible
interpretations, one of which would have altered the existing balance of federal and
state powers. We concluded that, absent a clear indication of Congress' intent to
change the balance, the proper course was to adopt a construction which maintains
the existing balance. Gregory, supra, at 460-461, 111 S.Ct., at 2400-2401; see also
McNally, supra, at 360,107 S.Ct., at 2881-2882.

24

"No rule of construction, however, requires that a penal statute be strained and
distorted in order to exclude conduct clearly intended to be . . . i thin its scope .... "
United States u. Raynor, 302 U.S. 540, 552, 58 S.Ct. 353, 359, 82 L.Ed. 413 (1938).
As we held in Albertini, supra, at 680, 105 S.Ct., at 2902.
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25

"Statutes should be construed to avoid constitutional questions, but this
interpretative canon is not a license for the judiciary to rewrite language enacted by
the legislature. Heckler u. Mathews, 465 U.S. 728, 741-742, 104 S.Ct. 1387, 13961397,79 L.Ed.2d 646 (1984). Any other conclusion, while purporting to be an
exercise injudieial restraint, would trench upon the legislative powers vested in
Congress by Art. I, §1, of the Constitution. United States v. Locke, 471 U.S. 84, 95-96,
105 S.Ct.178S, 1792-1794, 85 I.Ed.2d 64 (1985)."

26

These principles apply to the rules of statutory construction we have followed to
give proper respect to the federal-state balance. As we obsenred in applying an
analogous maxim in Seminole Tribe ofFrorida v. Florida, 517 U.S. 44, 116 S.Ct. 1114,
134 L.Ed.2d 252 (1996), " [w]e cannot press statutory construction to the point of
disingenuous evasion even to avoid a constitutional question." Id., at ----, n. 9, 116
S.Ct., at 1124, n. 9 (internal quotation marks omitted). Gregory itself held as much
when it noted the principle it articulated did not apply when a statute was
unamhiguous. See Gregory, 501 U.S., at 467, 111 S.Ct., at 2404. A statute can be
unambiguolLS without addressing every interpretive theory offered by a party. It need
only be "plain to anyone reading the Act" that the statute encompasses the conduct at
issue. Ibid. Compare United States u. Bass, 404 U.S. 336, 349-350, 92 S.Ct. 515, 523524,30 L.Ed.2d488 (1971) (relying on Congress' failure to make a clear statement of
its intention to alter the federal-state balance to construe an ambiguous firearmpossession h'tatute to apply only to firearms affecting commerce), with United States
v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549, 561-562, 115 S.Ct. 1624, 1630w1631, 131 L.Ed.2d 626 (1995)
(refusing to apply Bass to read a similar limitation into an unambiguous firearmpossession statute).

27

The plain-statement requirement articulated in Gregory and McNally does not
warrant a departure from the statute's terms. The text of §666(a)(1)(B) is
unambiguous on the point under consideration here, and it does not require the
Government to prove federal funds were involved in the bribery transaction.

28

Furthermore, there is no serious doubt about the constitutionality of §666(a)(1)(B)
as applied to the facts of this case. Beltran was ""without question a prisoner held in a jail
managed pursuant to a series of agreements with the Federal Government. The
preferential treatment accorded to him was a threat to the integrity and proper
operation of the federal program. Whatever might be said about §666(a)(1)(B)'s
application in other cases, the application of §666(a)(I)(B) to Salinas did not extend
federal power beyond its proper bounds. See Westfall v, United States, 274 U.S. 256,
259,47 S.Ct. 629,629-63°,71 LEd. 1036 (1927).

29

In so holding, we do not address §666(a)(I)(B)'s applicability to intangible benefits
such as contact visits, because that question is not fairly inclnded within the questions
on which we granted certiorari. See Vee v. Escondido, 503 U.S. 519, 533, 112 S.Ct.
1522, 1531-1532, 118 LEd2d 153 (1992). Nor do we review the Court of Appeals'
detennination that the transactions at issue "involv(ed] any thing of value of $5,000
or more," since Salinas does not offer any cognizable challenge to that aspect of the
Court of Appeals' decision. We simply decide that, 8S a matter of statutory
construction, §666(a)(1)(B) does not require the Government to prove the bribe in
question had any particular influence on federal funds and that under this
construction the statute is constitutional as applied in this case.
III
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30

Salinas directs his second challenge to his conviction for cOn<ipiracy to violate
RICO. There could be no conspiracy offense, he says, unless he himself committed or
agreed to commit the two predicate acts requisite for a substantive RICO offense
under §1962(C). Salinas identifies a conflict among the Courts of Appeals on the point.
Decision<i of the First, Second, and Tenth Circuits require that, under the RICO
conspiracy provision, the defendant must himself commit or agree to commit two or
more predicate acts. See United States v. Sanders, 929 F.2d 1466, 1473 (GA.I0),
cert. denied, 502 U.S. 846, 112 S.Ct. 143, 116 L.Ed.2d 109 (1991); United States v.
Ruggiero, 726 F.2d 913, 921(CA2), cert. denied sub nom. Rabito v. United States, 469
U.S. 831, 105 S.Ct. 118, 83 L.Ed.2d 60 (1984); United Statesv. Winter, 663 F.2d 1120,
1136(CAl), cert. denied, 460 U.S. 1011, 103 S.Ct.1249, 75 L.Ed.2d479 (1983). Eight
other Courts of Appeals, including the Fifth Circuit in this case, take a contrary view.
See United States v. Pryba, 900 F.2d 748, 760(CA4), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 924, 111
S.Ct. 305, 112 LEd.2d 258 (1990); United States v. Kragness, 830 F.2d 842, 860
(C.A.81987); United States v. Neapolitan, 791 F.2d489, 494-500(CA7), cert. denied,
479 U.S. 940, 107 S.Ct. 422, 93 L.Ed2d 372 (1986); United States v. Joseph, 781
F.2d 549, 554 (C.A.6 1986); United States v. Adams, 759 F.2d 1099, 1115-1116(CA3),
cert. denied, 474 U.S. 971, 106 S.Ct. 336, 88 L.Ed.2d 321 (1985); United States v.
Tille, 729 F.2d 615, 619(CA9), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 845, 105 S.Ct.156, 83 L.Ed.2d
93 (1984); United States v. Carter, 721 F.2d 1514, 1529-1531 (C.A.11), cert. denied
sub nom. Morris v. United States, 469 U.S. 819.105 S.Ct. 89, 83 LEd.2d 36 (1984).

31

Before turning to RICO's conspiracy provision, we note the substantive RICO
offense, which was the goal of the conspiracy alleged in the indictment. It provides:

32

"It shall be unlawful for any person employed by or associated with any enterprise
engaged in, or the activities of which affect, interstate or foreign commerce, to
conduct or participate, directly or indirectly, in the conduct of such enterprise's
affairs through a pattern of racketeering activity or collection of unlawful debt." 18
V.S.c. §1962(C).

33

The elements predominant in a subsection (c) violation are: (1) the eonduct (2) of an
enterprise (3) through a pattern of racketeering activity. See Sedima, S.P.R.£. v.
Imrex Co., 473 U.S. 479,496, 105 S.Ct. 3275, 3285, 87 LEd.2d 346 (1985). "Pattern
ofrac keteering activity" is a defined term and requires at least two acts of
"racketeering ac tivity," the so-called predicate acts central to our discussion. 18
U.S.C. §1961(5). "Racketeering activity," in turn, is defined to include "any act ...
involving ... bribery, .. which is chargeable under State law and punishable by
imprisonment for more than one year ." §1961(1)(A). The Government's theory was
that Salinas himself conunitted a substantive §1962(e) RICO violation by conducting
the enterprise's affairs through a pattern of racketeering activity that included
acceptance of two or more bribes, felonies punishable in Texas by more than one year
in prison. See Tex. Penal Code Ann. §36.o2(a)(I) (1994). Thejury acquitted on the
substantive count. Salinas was convicted of conspiracy, hO'Never, and he challenges
tlle conviction because the jury was not instructed that he must have committed or
agreed to commit two predicate acts himself. His interpretation of the cOn<ipiracy
statute is wrong.

34
35

The RICO conspiracy statute, simple in formulation, provides:
"It shall be unlawful for any person to conspire to violate any of the provisions of
subsection (a), (b), or (c) of this section." 18 U.S.C. §1962(d).
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36

There is no requirement of some overt act or specific act in the statute before us,
unlike the general conspiracy provision applicable to federal crimes, which requires
that at least one of the conspirators have committed an "act to effect the object of the
conspiracy." §371. The RICO conspiracy provision, then, is even more
comprehensive than the general conspiracy offense in §371.

37

In interpreting the provisions of §1962(d), we adhere to a general rule: When
Congress uses well-settled terminology of crirninallaw, its words are presumed to
have their ordinary meaning and definition. See Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S.
246,263,72 S.Ct. 240, 249~250, 96 L.Ed. 288 (1952). The relevant statutory phrase
in §1962(d) is "to conspire." We presume Congress intended to use the term in its
conventional sense, and certain well-established principles follow.

38

A conspiracy may exist even if a conspirator does not agree to commit or facilitate
each and every part ofthe substantive offense. See United States v. Socony-Vacuum
Oil Co'} 310 U.S. 150, 253-254, 60 S.Ct. 811, 858-859, 84 L.Ed. 1129 (1940). The
partners in the criminal plan must agree to pursue the same criminal objective and
may divide up the work, yet each is responsible for the acts of each other. See
Pinkerton v. United States, 328 U.S. 640, 646, 66 S.Ct. 1180, 1183-1184, 90 LEd.
1489 (1946) ("And so long as the partnership in crime continues, the partners act for
each other in carrying it forward"). If conspirators have a plan which calls for some
conspirators to perpetrate the crime and otbers to provide support, the supporters are
as guilty as the perpetrators. As Justice Holmes observed: " [PJlainly a person may
conspire for the commission of a crime by a'third person." United States v. Holte, 236
U.S. 140, 144, 35 S.Ct. 271, 272, 59 L.Ed. 504 (1915). A person, moreover, may be
liable for conspiracy even though he was incapable of committing the substantive
offense. United States v. Rabinowich, 238 U.S. 78, 86,35 S.Ct. 682, 684, 59 L. Ed.
1211 (1915).

39

The point Salinas tries to make is in opposition to these principles, and is refuted by
Bannon v. United States. 156 U.S. 464, 15 S.Ct. 467, 39 L.Ed. 494 (1895). There the
defendants were charged v.-rith conspiring to violate the general conspiracy statute, id.,
at 464,15 S.Ct. at 468, which requires proof of an overt act. See supra, at 476. One
defendant objected to the indictment because it did not allege he had committed an
overt act. See Bannon, supra, at 468,15 S.Ct., at 469. We rejected the argument
because it would erode the common-law principle that, so long as they share a
common purpose, conspirators are liable for the acts of their co-conspirators. We
observed in Bannon: "To require an overt act to be proven against every member of
the conspiracy, or a distinct act connecting him with the combination to be alleged,
would not only be an innovation upon established principles, but would render most
prosecutions for the offence nugatory." ld., at 469, 15 S.Ct., at 469. The RICO
conspiracy statute, §1962(d), broadened conspiracy coverage by omitting the
requirement of an overt act; it did not, at the same time, work the radical change of
requiring the Government to prove each conspirator agreed that he would be the one
to commit two predicate acts.

40

Our recitation of conspiracy law comports with contemporary understanding.
When Congress passed RICO in 1970, see Pub.L. 91-452, §901(a), 84 Stat. 941, the
American Law Institute's Model Penal Code permitted a person to be convicted of
conspiracy so long as he "agrees with such other person or persons that they or one or
more of them will engage in conduct that constitutes such crime." American Law
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Institute, Model Penal Code §5.03(1)(a) (1962). As the drafters emphasized, "so long
as the purpose of the agreement is to facilitate commission of a crime, the actor need
not agree "to commit' the crime." American Law Institute, Model Penal Code, Tent.
Draft No. 10, p. 117 (1960). The Model Penal Code still uses this formulation. See
Model Penal Code §S.03(1)(a), 10 U.L.A. 501 (1974).
41

A conspirator must intend to further an endeavor which, if completed, would satisfy
all of the elements of a substantive criminal offense, but it suffices that he adopt the
goal of furthering or facilitating the criminal endeavor. He may do so in any number of
ways short of agreeing to undertake all of the acts necessary for the crime's
completion. One can be a conspirator by agreeing to faeilitate only some of the acts
leading to the substantive offensc. It is elementary that a conspiracy may exist and be
punished whether or not the substantive crime ensues, for the conspiracy is a distinct
evil, dangerous to the public, and so punishable in itself. See Callanan u. United
States, 364 U.S. 587, 594, 81 S.Ct. 321, 325, 5 L.Ed.2d 312 (1961).

42

It makes no difference that the substantive offense under subsection (c) requires
two or more predicate acts. The interplay between subsections (c) and (d) does not
permit us to excuse from the reach of the conspiracy provision an actor who does not
himself commit or agree to commit the two or more predicate acts requisitc to the
underlying offense. True, though an "enterprise" under §1962(C) can exist with only
one actor to conduct it, in most instances it ""ill be conducted by more than one
person or entity; and this in turn may make it somewhat difficult to determine just
where the enterprise ends and the conspiracy begins, or, on the other hand, whether
the two crimes are coincident in their factual circumstances. In some cases the
connection the defendant had to the alleged enterprise or to the conspiracy to further
it may be tenuous enough so that his 0'WIl commission of two predicate acts may
become an important part of the Government's case. Perhaps these were the
considerations leading some of the Circuits to require in conspiracy cases that each
conspirator himself commit or agree to commit two or more predicate acts.
Nevertheless, that proposition cannot be sustained as a definition of the conspiracy
offense, for it is contrary to the principles we have discussed.

43

In the case before us, even if Salinas did not accept or agree to accept two bribes,
there was ample evidence that he conspired to violate subsection (c). The evidence
showed that Marmolejo committed at least two acts of racketcering activity when he
accepted numerous bribes and that Salinas knew about and agreed to facilitate the
scheme. This is sufficient to support a conviction under §1962(d).

44

As a final matter, Salinas says his statutory interpretation is required by the rule of
lenity. The rule does not apply when a statute is unambiguous or when invoked to
engraft an illogical requirement to its text. See United States u. Shabani, 513 U.S. 10,
17,115 S.Ct. 382, 386, 130 L.Ed.2d225 (1994)·
Thc judgment of the Court of Appeals is

45

Affirmed.

" The syllabus constitutes no part ofthe opinion of the Court but has been prepared
by the Reporter of Decisions for the convenience ofthc reader. See United States
v. Detroit Timber & Lumber Co., 200 U.S. 321, 337,26 S.Ct. 282, 287,50 L.Ed .
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Appeal from the United States District Court for the Southern District of Florida.
Before TUTTLE, CLARK and RONEY, Circuitjudges,
CLARK, CircuitJudge:

Defendants, Sidney Levine and MPD Film Productions, Inc. (MPD), appeal from
judgments of conviction and sentences entered by the district court for conspiracy
and interstate shipmeut of ob.scene film~. Because the indictment charged separate,
distinct, and unrelated offenses by different defendants in contravention of Federal
Rule of Criminal Procedure 8(b), we reverse and remand for a new trial. Since the
('al1_~e must be tried again, we also reach and decide other assl!!,nments of error likely
to recur.
2

In Count I of a five-count indictment, returned against Charles ,solomon Abrams,
Emile Alan Harvard, Sidney Levine, fulphael Jesus Remy, Cinecraft Industries Corp.
(Cine craft), MPD, and Pictograph Corporation (Pictograph), a United States Grand
Jury charged all indictees with conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. § 311 (1910) to commit the
substantive offenses alleged inthe indictment. Counts II and III charged Abrams,
Harvard, Remy, and Pictograph with interstate transportation of obscene film by
common carrier under 18 U.S.c. § 1462 (1910) and interstate transportation of
obscene film for sale and distribution under 18 U.S.C. § 1465 (1970). Counts IV and V
charged Harvard, Levine, Remy, Pictograph, and MPD . . . i th these same substantive
offenses.

3

Before the jury trial of Abrams, Levine, and MPD commenced, the charges against
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Cinecraft and Pictograph were dismissed. Remy and Harvard pled guilty to the
conspiracy count. The district court entered a judgment of acquittal as to Abrams at
the close of the goverruuent's case; the jury returned verdietsof guilty on all three
counts against Levine and MPD.

4

Rule 8 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure governs joinder of offenses and
of defendants in a single indictment. A claim of misjoinder under the rule is reviewable
on appeal as a question aflav.'. United States v. Park,531 F.2d 754, 760 (5th Cir.
1976); accord, United States v. Marionneaux,514 F.2d 1244,1248 (5th Cir. 1975);
Tillman v. United States, 406 F.2d 930, 933 n. 5 (5th CiT.), vacated and remanded in
parton other grounds, 395 e.s. 830, 89 S.Ct. 2143, 23 LEd.2d 742 (1969). Joinder of
offenses or defendants requires a balancing of the right of an accused to a fair trial and
the public's interest in the efficacious administration of justice. United States v.
Gentile, 495 F.2d 626,630 (5th Cit. 1974). We have described rule 8 as an " 'attempt
to set the limits oftolerance,''' for this process. United Statesv. Bova, 493 F.2d33, 36
(5lh Cir. 1974), quoting, King v. United States, 355 F.2d 700, 703 (1st Cir. 1966).
Accordingly, misjoinder under the rule is prejudicial per se; if the limits of the rule are
exceeded, a grant of severance is mandatory. United States v. Marionneaux, 514 F.2d
at 124 8; United States v. Bova, 493 F.2d at .1.5-36.

5

Subdivision (a) of role 8 applies when a single defendant is charged with multiple
offenses. Our concern here is with the reqnirements of subdivision (b), which governs
cases involving multiple defendants. United States \'. Park, .')31 F.2d at 760 n-4;
United States v. Marionneaux, 514 F.2d at 1248-49; United States v. Gentile, 495
F.2d at 628 n. 2; United States v. Rova, 493 F.2d at 35. Rule 8(b) provides:

6

Joinder of Dcfendants. T\',IQ or more defendants may be charged in the same
indictment or infOlmation if they are alleged to have participated in the same act or
transaction or in the same series of acts or transactions constituting an offense or
offenses. Such defendants may be charged in one or more counts together or
separately and all of the defendants need not he charged in each connt.

7

In United States v. Marionneaux, 514 F.2d at 1248-49. we defined the phrase "the
same series of acts or transactions" as requiring a "substantial identity of facts or
participants" between two offenses to make rule 8(h)joindpr proper.

8

If Counts II and 111 had been the only counts charged In the indictment, their
joinder would have been proper. The same would hold true if Counts IV and V had
been the only counts charged Since the same persons werc charged in each pair of
counts, substantial identity ....,onld exist among the alleged participants. Much of the
evidence offcred to prove thc section 1462 offense would go to establish the section
1465 offense. COllsolidating such charges against more than one defendant under rule
8(b) facilitates prosp.cution by requiring the government to prove its case only oncc.
United States v. Gentile, 495 F.2d at 630. Of course the possibility exists that
evidence introdueed to prove one count in an indictment will spill over and taint the
case on another count. Ajury might intertwine the evidence and thereby improperly
[essen a defendant's prospects of being acquitted as lo ajoinl count. Submission of
proper, limiting instructions to the jury, aceompanied by a strict charge as to what
testimony it may and may not consider, and the continuing obligation of a trial court
to grant a severance under rule 14 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure if
prejudice to any defendant appears, are considered to be adequate safeguards against
these prospects. Schafferv. United States, 362 U.S. 511, 515~16, 80 S.Ct. 945, 947-
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48,4 L.Ed.2d 921 (1960). Although "some prejudice almost necessarily results ...
when several defendants are.iointly charged with a single offense or related offenses,"
Cupa v. United States, 123 U.S.App.D.C. 324, 359 F.2d 990, 993 (1966), cert. denied,
385 U.S. 1013, 87 S.Ct. 723,17 L.Ed.2d 549 (1967), the presumptive benefits to the
public as the result of the rule 8(b)joinder are thought to outweigh the possibility of
prejudice accruing to the several defendants. United States v. Bova, 493 F.2d at 3637·
9

Counts II, III, IV, and V could not have been charged in a single indictment,
however, because the requisite substantial identity of facts or participants necessary
for proper rule B(b)joinderwould no longer be present. The sole connection between
the offenses charged in Counts II and III and the offenses charged in Counts IV and V
are: (1) their mutual identity and (2) the presence of Harvard, Remy, and Pictograph.
Otherwise Counts II and IlIon the one hand and Counts IV and V on tbe other arise
from different factual matrices, implicating different defendants at different timcs.
United States v. Gentile, 495 F.2d at 630-31; Compare United States v. Strand, 517
F.2d 711, 713-14 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 998, 96 S.Ct. 428, 46 L.Ed.2d 373
(1975), with United States v. Marionneaux, 514 F.2d at 1248·49.

10

When unrelated transactions involving several defendants are joined together, "'(i)t
cannot be said ... that all the defendants (would not be) ... embarrassed and
prejudiced in their defense, or that the attention of the jury may not have been
distracted to their injury in passing upon the distinct and independent transactions."
United States v. Bova, 493 F.2d 36, quoting McElroy v. United States, 164 U.S. 76,
81, 17 S.Ct. 31, 33, 41 L.Ed. 355 (1896). Especially when, as here, the nexus between
the separate groups is the defendants common to each and a mutual identity of the
counts charged, the transference of guilt from one group of defendants to the other is
inexorable. The result is an inherent prejudiee that no form of limiting instruetions or
cautionary charge eould absolve, and joinder ofthe four counts would be improper.
Indeed, the government bas not attempted to establish that a bridge sufficient to
satisfy rule 8(b) joinder existed between the defendants who went to trial as the result
of these four counts.

11

Rather, the government relies on Count I, containing a ubiquitous conspiracy
charge, to provide a common link between these otherwisc unrelated transactions and
to demonstrate the existence of a common scheme or plan among the several
defendants. See United States v. Banks, 465 F.2d 1235, 1242-43 (5th Cir.), cert.
denied, 409 U.s. 1062, 93 S.Ct. 568, 34 L.Ed.2d 514 (1972). The wordingofthe count
is apt to describe a "wheel conspiracy" in which Harvard at the hub of the wheel might
have conspired with Abrams, Levine, and others representing different spokes, in
separate transactions to commit the substantive obscenity offenses charged.

12

For a wheel conspiracy to exist those people who form the wheel's spokes must have
been aVll'are of eaeh other and must do something in furtherance of some single, illegal
enterprise. Blumenthal v. United States, 332 U.S. 539, 556-57,68 S.Ct. 248, 256-57,
92 L.Ed. 154 (1947). Otherwise the conspiracy lacks "the rim of the wheel to enclose
the spokes." Kotteakos v. United States, 328 U.S. 750,755,66 S.Ct. 1239, 1243, 90
LEd. 1557 (1946). if there is not some interaction betwccn those conspirators who
form the spokes of the wheel as to at least one common illegal object, the "wheel" is
incomplete, and two conspiracies rather than one are charged.

13

In the absence of an argument ofprosecutorial bad faith, United States v. Nims, 524
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F.2d 123,126 (5th Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 426 U.S. 934, 96 S.Ct. 2646, 49 L.Ed.2d
385 (1976), allegations of an indictment will be accepted as true in deciding a rule B{b)
motion. The motion cannot be used as a device to force the government to prove its
case prematurely, see Schaffer v. United States, 362 U.S. at 522, 80 S.Ct. at 951
(Douglas, J., dissenting). Where, however, the defendant can show that the charge of a
joinder of defendants in conspiratorial action is based on a legal interpretation that is
improper, the court cannot base its 8(b) ruling on the written words alone but must
determine if, under correct legal theory ,joint action was actually involved. See United
Statesv. McDaniels, 57 F.R.D.171, 174 (E.D.La.1972). See also 8 R. Cipes: Moore's
Federal Practice P 8.06(3); at 8-41 (2d ed. 1976).
14

Applying these rules to the allegations of the indictment in the case at bar, we look
first to see what the words used attempted to describe by retelling what the
government knew when it drew the indictment. Harvard, who had been in the motion
picture industry for 38 years, and Abrams, who was in show business, agreed that
Harvard would make a 35 millimeter film entitled "Valley of the Nymphs" (Nymphs)
so that Abrams could promote the career of a Puerto Rican female dancer. Harvard
directed and produced an initial version of Nymphs in May of 1972. After finding that
this version would not serve his purposes, Abram.. came baek to Harvard in August,
1972, with a request to remake the film into one containing explicit sex seenes.
Harvard shot additional film footage containing such scenes and spliced the new
material into the negative of the original. Abrams aecepted this revised version and
subsequently made an agreement with Harvard whereby Abrams would finance the
film and Harvard would be compensated from a percentage of the movie's profits.

15

During this same period of time, Harvard met separately ",ith Levine to discuss the
production by Harvard of 16 millimeter simulated sex films for sale and distribution
by Levine. Levine later asked Harvard to change the format of these movies from
simulated to explieit sex because the market demanded "stronger" movies. Harvard
subsequently produced 18 of these films for Levine. Harvard prepared trailer writeups
and scripts for these movies. He was in charge of initial shooting and was the director
and producer. Levinc was often present during shooting, however, and would
sometimes advise how he wanted particular episodes to be shot. Levine paid Harvard a
fixed sum for each of these films, though the amount agreed upon varied from film to
film.

16

The same actors usually appeared in Levine's films. Some of these actors also
appeared in Abram's Nymphs. The same processing laboratory in New York and the
same sound studio in Miami worked on Nymphs and those films produced for Levine.
Levine did not know Abrams or vice versa. Levine had no financial or other interest in
Nymphs, and Abrams had no sort of interest in any of the films produced for Levine,

17

Count I of the indictment charges that from about April 11 , 1972, and eontinuously
through February, 1973, in Dade County, F1orida, Abrams, Han'ard, levine, Remy,
Cinecraft, MPD, and Pictograph willfully and knowingly conspired to commit the
substantive offenses under 18 U.S.C. §§ 1462, 1465 (1970). The count sets forth 21
overt acts as allegedly being performed by the indictees in furtherauce of the
conspiracy. Overt acts 1, 2, 3, and 13 are concerned solely with transactions among
Abrams, Harvard, and Remy in producing "Nymphs." Overt acts 4, 5, 6, 7,8,9,11,12,
14, 18, 19, and 20 are eoncerned solely Volith transactions among Harvard, Levine,
Remy, and MPDwhile making Levine's 16 millimeter films. Only overt act 10
mentions Abrams, Harvard, and Levine together. It avers that "(o)n or about
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December 11, J972 in Dade County ... (they) contacted Radiant Laboratories, Inc" ..
. mth regard to photographic processingofa 3.'5 millimeter film entitled 'Valley of the
Nymphs.'"

18

Levine moved in advance of trial to dismiss or to sever on the ground that Count I
pleaded two separate and distinct conspiracies in violation of rule B(b). A United
States Magistrate denied the motion v-rithout prejudice to renew it at the trial. The
motions were renewed at the close of triaL

19

On appeal defendants Levine and MPDdo not contend that the government acted in
bad faith when drawing up the indictment. Though they dispute that the government
ever knew a fact or inference whieh would support the assertion of joint action in
overt act 10, they urge that this one overt act is insufficient to permit the joiner of
what was two different conspiracies and should be properly disregarded in testing the
indictment's validity for rule 8(b) purposes. Thus, our inquiry is limited to whether or
not the conspiracy count as it stands was sufficient to satisfy rule 8(b)'s requirement
that the defendants "have participated in the same act or transaction or in the same
series of acts or transactions constituting an offense or offenses." Schaffer v. United
States, 362 U.S. at SIS. 80 S.Ct. at 947; see United States v. Cruz, 478 F.2d 408,414
(5th Cir.), cert. denied sub nom., Aleman v. United States, 414 U.S. 910, 94 S.Ct. 259,
38 L.Ed.2d 148 (1973); United States v. Banks, 465 F.2d at 1242; Tillman v. United
States, 406 F.2dat 934 .

.2 0

Defendants argue that if the indictment is read in a common sense fashion it is clear
that no agreement or conspiracy among Abrams, Harvard, and Levine ever existed,
They argue that Count I intended to and does allege facts which, in law, comprise two
different conspiracies involving h....o completely unconnected transactions and that
this total separation is confirmed by the substantive counts charged. They urge that
even if overt act 10 is considered accurate, it does not satisfy the Marionneaux
standard that there be a substantial identity of facts or participants in the same series
of transactions to permit rule 8(b) joinder because it is too thin a thread to support the
assertion that only One conspiracy is alleged.

21

In replying to the defendants' arguments, the government argues that our decision
in United States v, Gentile, 495 F.2d at 631.32, establishes the principle that if a
conspiracy is to tie separate series of transactions together so as to pennit proper
joinder of defendants, the sale requirement is that the substantive offenses alleged in
the indictment fall within the scope of the conspiracy. Citing Schaffer v. United States,
supra, and United States v. Cruz, supra, the government insists that the joinder was .
proper because the conspiracy count tied the defendants together on the face of the
pleadings. It urges that the indietment conclusively demonstrates that the substantive
offenses were inextricably woven into the conspiracy count due to the nature of the
offenses, their close proximity in time and place, and the presence of common
elements leading to their commission, It takes this position even while admitting in
brief and at oral argument that no documentary or direct evidence ever existed to
show that Abrams and Levine had any contact whatsoever '·rlth eaeh other's films or
were aware or should have been a\\oare of each other's films or were aware or should
have been aware of each other's activities during the period the alleged cOn5piracy
took place.

22

Other than overt aet 10, no facts are alleged that could support the conclusion that
Abrams and Levine were ever cognizant of each other during the alleged conspiracy .
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Indeed upon comparing the conspiracy count and its overt acts ",ith the substantive
counts, one ea.n only conclude tha.t the insertion of Levine's name in connection with
Abrams and the production of "Nymphs" in overt act 10 was the result of
inadvertence on the government's part. This is espeeially borne out by comparing
overt acts 10 and 13. The language of the two is identical except that Levine's name is
omitted in overt act 13 which took plaec at a later date. The government conceded at
oral argument that both overt acts were charged solely upon invoice receipts, now in
evidence, containing identical information that were mailed for the film processor in
New York to Harvard in Miami. Nothing is present in these receipts upon which one
could reasonably conclude that Levine was connected with Abrams or the production
of Nymphs in any way.
23

Furthermore, we agree with defendants that even assuming Levine properly appears
in overt act 10, this is insufficient to satisfy United States v. Marionneaux, 514 F.2d at
1248-49. The presence of one allegation that Abrams, Harvard, and Levinc acted
together in placing one telephone call among 2:0 other overt acts whieh point
ovenvhelmingly to the existence of two unrelated conspiracies to distribute obscene
films, is too tenuous to support the substantial identity of facts or participants
necessary and justify rule 8(b) joinder.

24

The only real underpinning for the government's conspiracy count was the false
legal premise that proof of proximate or simultaneous conspiracies with one common
conspirator was sufficient to establish the existence of a single conspiracy. The
government points out that hoth Abrams' 36 millimeter Nymphs and Levine's 16
millimeter films were produced by Harvard who used the same actors in the films'
explicit sex scenes, were processed by Radiant Laboratories in New York. and were
dubbed with sound by Warren Sound Studios in Miami, all of which took place at
approximately the ~ame time and in the same cities. The government argues that these
facts establish that Abrams and Levine had to have conspired together.

25

This is simply not so. Harvard was in the business of making films. That Harvard's
agreement to make and distribute an illicit film with Abrams was altogether separate
from the combination he formed with Levine to film a series of pornographic episodes
was confirmed by Abrams' judgment of acquittal at the close of the government's case
and the district judge's action in having Nymphs excluded from the proof on the
conspiracy count. "Thieves who dispose of their loot to a single receiver a single
'fence' do not by that fact alone become confederates: they may, but it takes more
than knowledge that he is a 'fence' to make them such." United States v. Lekacos, 151
F.2:d 170, 173 (2d Cir. 1945), quoted ""';th approval in Kotteakos v. United States, 328
U.S. at 755, 66 S.Ct. at 1243. It must be sho''''Il that each knew or must have kno\'m. of
their confederates and that they acted in the furtherance of a common plan.
Blumenthal v. United States, 332 U.S. at 556-57, 68 S.Ct. at 258-57.

26

The government's reliance upon Schaffer v. United States, supra, United States v.
Gentile, supra; and United States v. Cruz, supra, is misplaced. In none ofthesc cases
was it argued, as here, that proximate or simultaneous conspiracies had been alleged
on the face of the conspiracy count to prove a single conspiracy. In each instance the
conspiracy count before the court was held to allege a series of acts or transactions
which were sufficiently connected to satisfy rule 8(b) joinder. In the instant case, since
allegations of proximate conspiracies are legally iI1Sufficient to establish a single
overall conspiracy, the conspiracy count could not "reasonably have been made."
United States v. McDaniels, 57 F.R.D. at 174. "Numbers are vitally important in trial,
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especially in criminal matters. Guilt with us remains individual and personal, even as
respects con..<;piracies." Kotteakos v. United States, 328 U.S. at 772, 66 S.Ct. at 1252.

27

In the case at bar no substantial identity offacts or participants as is necessary to
satisfy rule 8(b) exbi1:S between these alleged conspiracies. Compare United States v.
Marionneaux, 514 F.2d at 1248-49 and United States v. Bova, 493 F.2d at 36-37, \\ith
United States v. Gentile, 495 F.2d at 630-32, and Kivette v. United States, 230 F.2d
749,753 (5th Cif. 1956), cert. denied, 355 U.S. 935, 78 S.C!. 419, 2 L.Ed.2d 418
(1958). The indictment as dra-vro contravenes rule 8(b)joinder. Our holding requires
that their judgment of conviction and sentences be vacated and remanded for further
proceedings.

28

Defendants have also raised a number of issues presenting matters likely to recur at
retrial. In the interest of judicial economy, we reach and rule on those issues now.
Counts IV and V charged defendants Levine and MPD and others, with interstate
shipment from Dade County, Florida to New York City of "Ball and Chain," one of the
16 millimeter films produced by Harvard. The United States Magistrate granted
Levine's pretrial motion for discovery of particulars of time and place as to this
charge. The government complied by asserting that the substantive counts show that
"the films were shipped from NewYork, but more specificaUy from Radiant
Laboratories to (Harvard's corporations at) 12338 North Miami Avenue, Miami,
Florida." At trial, Harvard testified that "Ball and Chain" was made for Levine and
approved by him and that Harvard had formed a fictitious company caUed Flagler
Sound at Levine's behest so that shipments of the 16 millimeter films could continue
from Florida to NewYol'k without Harvard's name or his corporations being
associated 'with them. Trial testimony and documentary evidence also established that
after processing, these films were shipped by Radiant from New York to Florida.
Defendants objected to the introduction of this proof on the grounds that the
government's response to its diseovery motion and the proofthat the film was shipped
both ways constituted a "material and substantial change from the indictment."

29

On appeal defendants contend that the government's response to their discovery
ruotion constituted an improper "bill of particulars addition" to Counts IV and V,
which a1lowed proof that the film was shipped both ways and created a material
variance from the indictment. They also argue that defendant Levine did not ship any
obscene film from Florida to New York because the only thing shipped from Florida to
New York were the initial negatives for processing and not the final film.

30

Asswning without deciding that a discovery motion under Federal Rule of Criminal
Procedure 16 \'{ilI be treated as a motion for a bill of particulars under rule 7, no error
was created in the instant case. The indictment clearly states that "Ball and Chain" was
shipped from F10rida to New York. The purpose of a bill of particulars is not to
supplement or in any \',1se change or affect the indictment as an indictment. It is to
apprise the defendant of what proof he is expected to meet. United States v.
Martinez,466 F.2d 679, 686 (5th Cir. 1972); Pipkin v. United States, 243 F.2d 491,
494 (5th Cir. 1957). The government's response to the defendant's discovery motion
indicated that it would attempt to prove that "Ball and Chain" was shipped from
Florida to New York circumstantially. From proofthat after processing, "Ball and
Chain" had been shipped by Radiant from New York to Florida back to Harvard, ajury
could certainly infer that Harvard had shipped the initial negatives of the same film
from Florida to New York. Moreover, as shol'm above, direct evidence was adduced at
trial establishing the shipment of the film from :Florida to New York via a fictitious
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company formed at Levine's request with reshipment from New York to Florida.
31

Defendants were well apprised of the charge against which they would have to
defend and suffered no prejudice to their defense as a result of the government's
response. See United States v. Martinez, 466 F.2d at 686. We also note that that proof
fully warranted the trial court's action in instructing the jury as to aiding and abetting.
The evidence adduced at trial was suffieient to establish defendants' connection with
the shipment of the films from Florida to New York and to support their judgment of
conviction. See United States v. Young, 527 F.2d 1334,1336 (5th Cir. 1976); United
States v. Bullock, 451 F.2d 8S4, SSS (5th Cir. 1971); United States v. Gower, 447 F.2d
187,192-93 (5th Cir.), eert. denied, 404 U.S. 850, 92 S.Ct. 84, 30 L.Ed.2d 88 (1971);
Pereira v. United States, 202 F.2d 830, 836-37 (5th Cir. 1953), affd, 347 U.S. 1, lO11,74 S.Ct. 358, 364, 98 L.Ed. 435 (1954). The argument that the initial negative
material ofthe final version of "Ban and Chain" shipped from F10rida to New York for
processing into dailies by Radiant does not constitute film is eristic sophistry. The
statutes alleged to have been violated proscrihe shipment of such materials whether
finally proeessed or not. See Spillman v. United States, 413 F.2d 527,530 (9th Cir.),
cert. denied, 396 U.S. 930, 90 S.Ct. 265, 24 LEd.2d 228 (1969); United States v.
Peller, 170 F.2d 1006 (2d CiT. 1948).

32

To understand the evidentiary objections raised by defendants, a brief explication
of the film-making process proof introduced in this case is necessary. Upon shooting a
16 millimeter film for Levine, Harvard would ship the initial negative material to
Radiant in New York for processing. This footage was processed and developed by
Radiant into footage called "dailies." Radiant returned the dailies to Harvard who cut,
edited, and prepared what is called the "cut negative." Musie and sound were then
synchronized with the scenes in the cut negative and applied to the film. The resulting
product is called a "work print." Harvard then shipped the work print of each film to
Radiant for the making of what is called the "answer print." In New York, Levine
would approve the answer print from which "release prints" were made for
ctistribution of the final version of the film.

33

After a release print of "Ball and Chain" was exhibited to the jury in November,
1975, Harvard was asked whether he could testify that the scenes from the release
print were identical to those contained in the work print he had shipped to Radiant in
November, 1972. Although he admitted that it would be impossible for him to
establish the two as identical in every respect, Harvard stated that he knew it was the
film he had made iu November, 1972. He knew this from the film's title, credits,
participants, props, and the fact that each of his films made for Levine had ajoke or
gag which served as the film's "story." The telling of the joke comprised 10 percent of
the action with the remainder being explicit sex. A special agent of the FBI testified
that he saw "Ball and Chain" in December, 1972 and that the film shown inthe
courtroom in November, 1975 was the same. At trial, defendants objected to the
authentication of "Ball and Chain" as violating the best evidence rule. The objection
was overruled.

34

Defendants now argue that since Counts IV and V charged shipment of the "Ball and
Chain" work print from Florida to New York in November, 1972, admission and
vie""ing a release print of the film violated the best evidence rule. They argue that the
best evidence that the 1972 work print is obscene is the work print itself. They
contend that the government's failure to account for not introdncingthe 1972 work
print precluded the introduction of the release print of "Ball and Chain" which is
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merely secondary evidence. Fiually, they argue that assuming the government is
excused for some reason from having to produce the 1972 work print, the release
print of "Ball and Chain" was not properly authenticated.
35

As defendants' trial began after the effective date of the Federal Rules of Evidence
and no party has argued that "application ofthe rules would not be feasible, or would
work injustice ... ," the rules were properly applied to the proceedings below. Rules of
Evidence, Pub.L. No. 93-595 § 1, 88 Stat.1948 (1975); accord, United States v. Cohen,
544 F.2d 781,783 (5th Cir. 1977).

36

Federal Rule of Evidence 1002 provides: ''To prove the content of a "'Titing,
recording, or photograph, the original writing, recording, or photograph is required,
except as otherwise provided in (the Federal Rules of Evidence) or by Act of
Congress." Motion pictures are within the ambit of the definition of photograph, id.
1001(2), and an original of the motion picture" includes the negative or any print
therefrom." rd. 1001(3). Accordingly, under the Federal Rules of Evidence, the 1972
work print or cut negative as well as the answer prints and release prints are regarded
as originals of the film " Ball and Chain." Whether a motion picture film is obscene
must he adjudged upon viewing it in its entirety. Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476,
489,77 S.Ct. 1304, 1311, 1 L.Ed.2d 1498 (1956). The contents of the film are what is
sought to be proved. Thus, the "best evidence" standard. embodied in rule 1002
applies to the introduction of the film. See E. Cleary, McCormick on Evidenee §§ 23032 (2d ed. 1972). Harvard's testimony that the release print of "Ball and Chain" viewed
during trial was substantially the same as the work print he shipped to Radiant in New
York in November, 1972, provided sufficient authentication. Fed.R.Evid. 901(a),
(h)(l); see id. I04(h).

37

Assuming, without deciding, however, that the release print of "Ball and Chain"
should be treated as a copy ofthe November, 1972 "Ball and Chain" work print rather
than as an original, such secondary evidence was still admissible. Defendants had been
informed by letter in advance that the contents of "Ball and Chain" would be a subject
of proof at the trial. Under rule 1004(3), this "secondary evidence" was admissible
after it was adequately authenticated by Harvard's testimony. rd. 901(a), (b)(1); see id.
l04(h)·

38

Overt acts set forth in the conspiracy count charge that Harvard and Remy
contacted Radiant in New York with regard to photographic processing of films
entitled "Back Door", "Lollipops," "Two Hours on Sunday," "High Finance," among
others. Testimony and documents introduccd at trial established that Harvard
produced a 16 millimeter film bearing each of these titles for Levine. The evidence
further established that each of these films followed the same path from creation to
distribution as "Ball and Chain": (1) filming in Miami; (2) shipment of initial negative to
New York for processing into dailies; (3) dailies shipped to F10rida and transformed
into "cut negatives"; (4) synchronization of music and sound with cut negative to
produce a "work print"; (5) shipment of work print to New York to make an answer
print, some of which work prints were shipped to Radiant and some directly to
Levine's corporation, MPD. Special agents of the FBI, Thomas E. Burg, Gerald Daigle,
and James O. Janney, testified that together or individually, they saw "Two Hours on
Sunday," "Back Door ," "High Finance," and "Lollipops for Judy" in North Chicago,
Illinois on July 18 and September 13 of 1973, in Chicago ouJune 6, 1973, and in Lake
Worth, Florida on February 9, 1973, respectively. They further testified that the film
each . . . iewed had the appropriate title, was of the 16 millimeter type, depicted explicit
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sexual acts, had a joke or twist at the end, and ran for about an hour. None of the
agents could testify that Levine had distributed the particuJar film they saw, but some
testified that they saw Harvard's pseudonym, Emilio Partied, among the film's
credits.
39

Defendants argue that the admission of agents' testimony about these allegedly
obscene films, other than "Ball and Chain" violated the "best evidence" rule and was
improper proof of other crimes. Defendants assert that the films could not be
adjudged obscene unless eaeh was introduced and sho'Wll to the jury. Moreover, they
contend that the agents' testimony does not satisfy this court's rule that proof of other
crimes must be plain, clear, and convincing to be admissible. See United States v.
Broadway, 4 77 F.2d 991, 994-95 Csth Cir. 1973).

40

At the outset we note that the indictment did not allege and the jury was oat
required to find that these other 16 millimeter films of Levine's were obscene. See
United States v. Hill,S Cir., 500 F.2d 733, (5th Cir. 1974) rehearing denied, 503 F.2d
1403, cert. denied, 4 20 U.S. 952, 95 S.Ct. 1336,43 LEd.2d 430 (1975) (Brennan,
Ste'Nart, Marshall, JJ., dissenting). Exact proof of their contents under rule 1002 was
not essential to proving that films distributed by Levine were seen elsewhere than New
York. The "best evidence" rule does not apply in sueh instances, see E. Cleary,
McCormick on Evidence, § 233 (2d ed. 1972), aod the agents' testimony was sufficient
to establish this. The prohlem, however, """as that the agents could not identify the
films they saw as having heen distributed hy Levine.

41

We expressly decline to rule on whether such identification was established. When'
considering whether to admit the agents' testimony about these other films on retrial,
the district court should eonsider at the outset whether SUch testimony is sufficient to
prove that the described activity was that ofthe defendants. Iiit is to be allowed, the
court should limit the jury's cOIl<iideration of such proof to the count which it is
properly offered to support. !fit relates to a conspiracy count, we have held that
evidence of prior similar acts by a defendant is admissible to show intent, preparation,
or plans relating to the conspiracy and also to show a common scheme, plan, design,
or intent. United States v. Banks, 465 F.2d at 1243. If the proof is adduced to support
a substantive count by establishing through evidence of prior similar acts a required
mental ingredient of the offense, it is permissible only if the prior acts include "the
essential physical elements of the offense charged, and (the) physical elements, but
not necessarily the mental element of the offense, are clearly shown by competent
evidence." United Statesv. Simmons, 503 F.2d 831, 835 (5th Cir. 1974).

42

Defendants' expert witnesses, Professor Aaron Lipman and Doctor Karl McGahee,
testified about the effects that visual exposure to explicit sexual material has upon the
average person, basing their conclusions in part, though not exclusively, on the
studies and findings of the The Report of the Commission on Obscenity and
Pornography (Commission Report). The expert witnesses testified thatthe
recommendation ofthe Commission Report had been rejected. In purporting to
explain the difference between empirical studies and findings and recommendations,
however, Professor Lipman testified that the Commission Report's "specific empirical
studies and findings certainly cannot be rejected." As rebuttal evidence, the
government offered Senate Resolution 477, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970), to prove that
both the empirical studies and findings and recommendations contained in the
Commission Report had been rejected by the Senate because it was "based on
unscientific testing, inadequate review of such testing (and) ... the Commission's own
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findings indicate that its recommendations in many respects, are not based upon
adequate research and information .... " Defendants argue that permitting the
government to introduce Senate Resolution 4 77 violated their Sixth Amendment right
of confrontation.

4:3

44

The district court did not err in permitting the resolution to be introduced as a
means of impeaching defendants' expert witnesses' testimony, especially in light of
Professor Lipman's statement that "the empirical studies and findings certainly cannot
be rejected." See United States v. Taylor, 167 U.S.App. D.C. 62, 510 F.2d 1283, 129091, suggestion for rehearing en bane denied, 516 F.2d 1243 (1975); cf. Safe",,'aY Stores,
Inc. v. Combs, 273 F.2d 295, 296-97 (5th Cir. 1960).
Defendants objected to the district court's refusal to give the following charge:

45

17. That fact that the defendant may profit from the distribution of the publieations
claimed by the government to be obscene does not afford a basis for finding that the
defendants are guilty, because to sanction consideration of this fact might induce selfcensorship and 'offend the frequently stated principle that commercial activity, in
itself, is no justification for narrowing the protection of expression secured by the
First Amendment.' Ginzburg v . United States, 383 U.S. 463, 474 (86 S.Ct. 942, 16
L.Ed.2d31); New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (84 S.Ct. 710, 11 L.Ed.2d
686); Smith v. California, 361 U.S. 147, 150, 80 S.Ct. 215,4 L.Ecl.2d 205 (1959).

46

The purpose of defendants' requested charge was to rebut the government's
summation that Levine's films were not made for educational purposes as defendants
contended but to make money. Defendants argue that the instruction was necessary
properly to advise the jury that the fact money was being made from the films did not
afford a basis for finding them obscene.

47

Evidence adduced at trial established that Levine asked Harvard to change the
format of his films from simulated to explicit sex because the market required
stronger pictures. In viewofthis proof, the charge would have been misleading, and it
was properly refused by the district court. See Ginzburg v . United States, 383 U.S.
463,474-75, 86S.Ct. 942, 949, 16 LEd.2d31 (1966).

48

Finally, defendants urge that the order of the United States Magistrate denying their
motion to dismiss the indictment under the district court's Local Rule 10(G)(2), (G)(3)
was an action required to be taken by a United States District Judge. They assert the
action violates Article III ofthe United States Constitution, the Fifth Amendment due
process clause, and the United States Magistrates Act, 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(2) (1970).
The error, if any, was harmless. Fed.R.Crim.Pro. 52(a). We discuss the point only to
note that section 636(b) of the Act has been recently amended by Congress, 1976
Federal Magistrate Act Amendments, 90 Stat. 2729, Pub.L. No. 94-577 (Oct. 21,
1976), found in, No. 14 U.S.Code Congo & Adm. News (Dec. 3, 1976); 20 Crim.LRep.
(BNA) 2282-83 (Dec. 29, 1976), and sets forth detailed guidelines regardiug the
Magistrate's powers, which will doubtless be followed on retrial ifthe matter recurs.

49

REVERSED AND REMANDED.
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Appeals from the United States District Court for the Southern District of Florida.

Before VANCE and JOHNSON, Circuit Judges. and PITTMAN" , Oistrictjudge.
JOHNSON, Circuit Judge.

On March 4, 1981, a Grand Jury in the Southern District of Florida returned an
indictment against the appellants, Eduardo Garcia, Mario Brito, and Virgil Capote,
along with nine others, charging them with conspiracy and attempt to import
marijuana into the United States in violation of 21 U.S.C.A. Sees. 952 and 963. Count
I, the conspiracy count, named all three appellants and seven others. Counts II
through V, the attempt counts, alleged that various of the indictees partieipated in a
number of failed marijuana importation schemes. Gareia was named in all of these
attempt counts; Brito and Capote were named only in count IV. The government
dismissed count III, and the district court renumbered counts IV and Vas III and IV,
respectively.

2

The appellants were tried before ajury, 1 which found Garcia guilty of conspiracy
and one count of attempt and found Brito and Capote guilty only of conspiracy. The
court sentenced Garcia to four years' imprisonment for conspiraey and five years'
probation, to commeuce on his release, for attempt. The court sentenced Brito and
Capote each to five years' imprisonment; it ordered each to serve six months in
prison, the remainder ofthe sentence to be suspended, to be followed by a five-year
term of probation.

3

Collectively, Garcia, Brito, and Capote raise three issues on appeal. First, all three
claim that there existed a prejudicial variance between the evidenee offered at trial
and the indictment in that the indictment alleged a single conspiracy and the evidence
proved the existence of several independent conspiracies. Second, Garcia claims that
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he -....as denied a fair trial because the government failed to disclose the whereabouts of
a confidential informant. Finally, Capote claims that his conviction for couspiracy is
invalid because it is inconsistent with hlS acquittal on the underlying attempt charge.
We reject an three claims and affirm the convictions.

FACTS
4

The appellants' convictions were the product of a two-year DEA. undercover
operation code-named "Grouper." Beginning in 1978, OEA agents Theodore Weed and
Pete Sarron represented themselves as marijuana offloaders who, for a substantial
price, would meet "motherships" carrying large hauls of marijuana from Colombia,
South America, at prearranged spots in the eastern Bahamas and would offload and
transport the marijuana to a pOLnt in the western Bahamas. There they would deliver
the cargo to the wholesale purchaser for final run into the United States. The agents
claimed to have bribed Bahamian authorities so that they could carry on their
operation with impunity.

5

The agents' initial contact was Thomas Mallos, a nightclub owner in Freeport, Grand
Bahama, who served as a confidential informant. Mallos introduced the agents to Gus
Barres on October 19, 1978. Barres discussed employing the agents to offload a
3°,000 pound cargo of marijuana that was saiIingto the Bahamas aboard an 8o-foot
tug, the DELMAR. Weed informed the Coast Guard of the approach of the DELMAR,
and the Coast Guard seized the vessel. This seizure created a severe economic setback
for Barres, who attempted to recoup his losses by acting as a broker, introducing
transporters ;and wholesalers of marijuana to the agents. On December 6, 1978, Barres
met with the agents to discuss the offloading of a tanker, the MINI I, which would
soon be arriving in the Bahamas carrying a large load of marijuana.

o

Mean.....hile, appellant Garcia had approached a DEA. informant named Harrison in
late September 1978 about piloting the MINI I from Aruba, Colombia, to the
Bahamas. Acting on Harrison's tip, the Coast Guard intercepted the vessel in late
December. This incident served as the basis for count II.

7

In July 1979, Barres introduced ''\Teed to Garcia to discuss the possibility of the
agent's offloading a large quantity of marijuana from a ship called the ANNA MARIE
CLARK. Garcia and Weed met again in August, and, on August 13, Barres informed
Weed that the departure of the ANNA MARIE CrARK from Colombia would be
delayed. On September 17, Barres introduced Weed to appellant Capote and "Felo"
Sanchez to discuss the ANNA MARIE ClARK operation. Capote described the boat
and the size of the load, and generally conducted negotiations Viith Weed on behalf of
the conspirators. In a series of meetings from mid-September to late January, ".. . .eed
met ""ith Barres, Capote and others to discuss the details of the operation. Apparent
difficulties in obtaining a supply of marijuana continued to delay the departure of the
ANNA MARIE CrARK The principals soon made it clear to Weed that the shipment
of marijuana was to be split between two groups, one represented by Capote and the
other by Antonio Canaves. On February I, 1980, Capote introduced \'\Teed to appellant
Brito, saying that Brito was "one of us." Barres told Weed that Brito had arranged the
purchase of marijuana in Colombia for the two groups. On February 4, Brito, with
other members ofthe Capote group, met "..jth ''\Teed and gave him $5,000 which Weed
was to usc to bribc a Bahamian official. On February 7, on the basis of information
provided by Weed, the Coast Gu:ud seized the ANNA MARIE CLARK. This episode
served as the basis for the renumbered count III.
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8

[n mid-February, Banes approached Weed about offloading a marijuana haul that
was to arrive on a sailing ship called the FENICIO. Weed met with Pedro Suarez, a
member of the Canaves group, and Fidel Lorenzo, described as a partner of Garcia, to
discuss the details. In the course of these meetings, the conspirators made clear that
Garcia was organizing the transport of the marijuana aboard the FENICIO. When the
shipment arrived, Weed offloaded the marijuana into his boat, the MELODY. By
prearrangement, as the marijuana-filled MEWDY came in, the Bahamian police
arrived at the dock with a search warrant and "arrested" Weed. These events \...·ere the
basis for the renumbered count IV.

9

In March 19Bo, Weed met with Barres, Brito, and others who had participated in the
failed ANNA MARIE ClARK operation to discuss a large cargo of marijuana that
would be coming in from Colombia to Louisiana. Brito had apparently been in
Colombia arranging the purchase. On March 21, Barres caned Weed to tell him that
Garcia had organized a new group for the purpose of bringing a shipment of marijuana
into Louisiana. Subsequently, Weed met with Barres and Garcia to discuss the project.
At one point in these conversations Garcia related his participation in the FENICIO
venture.

10

1. Prejudicial Variance Between the Evidence and the Indictment

11

All three appellants claim that these facts establish the existence of multiple
conspiracies, not a single conspiracy as the jury found and the indictment charged.
They claim that each of the attempts to import cargoes of marijuana constituted an
individual eonspiracy and that the collectivity of the various marijuana importation
ventures is not in the pattern of any of the well-kno'\l.-l1 models of a single conspiracy.

1:2

To prove the existence of a conspiracy, the government must show an agreement Or
conunon purpose to violate the law. United States v. Watson, 669 F.2d 1374, 1379
(11th Cir.1982); United States v. Michel, 5SB F.2d 986, 994 (5th Cir.), cert. denied,
444 U.S. 825, 100 S.Ct. 47,62 LEd.2d 32 (1979),2 Each individual defendant must
have joined the conspiracy intentioually. United States v. Becker, 569 F.2d 951, 961
(5th CiL), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 865, 99 S.Ct. 188, 58 L.Ed.2d 174 (1978), although
the individual need not be privy to all the details of the eonspiracy, id., or be aware of
all the other conspirators, or participate in every stage of the conspiracy. Watson, 669
F.2d at 1379.

13

Conspirators invite mass trials by their conduct. United States v. Perez, 489 F.2d
51, 6S (5th Cir.1973), cert. denied, 417 U.S. 945, 94 S.Ct. 3067, 41 LEd.2d 664
(1974). Nevertheless, fairness demands that alleged conspirators not be tried
alongside the perpetrators of a wholly separate criminal scheme. In Kotteakos v.
United States, 328 U.S. 750, 66 S.Ct. 1239, 90 L.Ed. 1557 (1946), the Supreme Court
held that, where the evidence at trial proves the existence of multiple, independent
conspiracies and the indictment alleges a single conspiracy, reversal of the defendants'
conspiracy convictions is warranted if the defendants' substantial rights have been
injured by the variance.

14

The necessity for drawing this distinction derives from our interest, clearly our
duty, in jealously protecting those accused from the possible transference of guilt of
others accused. at least in the eyes and minds of a jury, which so often is claimed to be
encountered where en masse prosecutions are undertaken for a conglomeration of
separate offenses.
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Perez, supra, 489 F.2dat 57. In Kotteakos the Supreme Court likened the alleged
conspiracy to a wheel. The central actors, who were involved in each ofthe separate
criminal enterprises, were analogous to the wheel's hub. The various criminal
undertakings in which they participated represented the spokes. The Court could find
no "rim" enclosing these spokes, that is, no circumstances which bound the separate
conspiracies together and made them one. In such a case, the Court held, it is
improper to try the members of many separate conspiracies en masse. Ayear tater,
the Court endorsed another analogy in Blumenthal v. United States, 332 U.S. 539, 68
S.Ct. 248,92 L.Ed. 154 (1947). That case involved a criminal distribution network.
The Court concluded that, although this conspiracy could not be fit into the wheel
model, it was nevertheless a single conspiracy. The Court compared the distribution
network to a chain. Each link was necessary to carry out the conspiracy's ultimate
objectives, and even though each conspirator may not have dealt with or even known
other conspirators down the line of distribution, each must have known that someone
else was fulfilling these necessary functions.

JG

The appellants urge that the evidence adduced at their trial did not demonstrate the
existence of either a wheel or a chain conspiracy. Our precedent recognizes that,
although the wheel and chain models can be helpful in analyzing the structure of a
conspiracy, they do not define the universe of criminal conspiracies. See United
States v. Perez, supra, 489 F.2d at 64. The question we must ask is not whether the
conspiracy resembled a functional wheel or an unbroken length of chain but "what is
the nature of the agreement. If there is one overall agreement among the various
parties to perform different functions in order to carry out the objectives of the
conspiracy, then it is one conspiracy." Id. at 62. In reviewing the evidence to
determine whether it supports the jury's verdict that a single conspiracy existed, we
examine three factors: (1) whether acommon goal existed, (2) the nature of the
criminal scheme, and (3)the overlapping of the participants in the various dealings of
the conspiracy. United States v. Watson, supra, 669 F.2d at 1379-80; United States v.
Tilton, 610 F.2d 302, 307 (5th Cir.1980); United States v. Becker, supra, 569 F.2d at
960. The scope of our review is narrow. Whether there was one or were more
eonspiracies is a question for the jury. Michel, supra, 588 F.2d at 995; United States v.
Rodriguez, 509 F.2d 1342, 1348 (5th Cir.1975) We may reverse ajury's finding that a
single conspiracy existed only if the evidence, viewed in the light most favorable to
the government, could not permit reasonable jurors to have found, beyond a
reasonable doubt, that there was a single conspiraey. United States v. Bell, 678 F.2d
547,549 (5th Cir. lTnit B1982) (en bane).

17

Reviewing the evidence as it relates to the factors listed above, we condude that
there was sufficient support for thejury's cone lusion that the appellants were involved
in one multi-faceted conspiracy. The conspirators had as their common objective
importatiun of marijuana into the United States. See United States v. Watson, supra,
669 F.2d at 1380. Several aspects of the nature of the conspiracy suggest a single,
ongoing operation. The evidence indicates that Garcia operated an ongoing business
dedicated to purchasing large loads of marijuana in Colombia, transporting them to
the Bahamas aboard "motherships," and delivering them to Weed and the other DR"agents on behalf of various groups of wholesalers. The marijuana would then be
handed over to the wholesalers who had been involved in each operation from the
beginning. Although the identities of the wholesalers differed somewhat from load to
load, each dearly knew of the scope of the illegal enterprise and knew of and even
worked ,'lith other wholesalers. A single conspiracy exists where the "agreement ...
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contemplates that the activity will be repeated sometimes with, sometimes not, the
same actors." Perez, supra, 489 F.2d <It 62. Finally, there was a considerable amount
of overlap among the participants of the different ventures. Five separate importation
plans are discernable: the DELMAR, the MINI I, the ANNA MARIE CLARK, the
FENICIO, and the proposed Louisiana drop. Appellant Garcia had some part in all
five; Gus Barres had a role in at least four; Fidel Lorenzo was involved in at least three;
Pedro Suarez, Felo SanC'.hez, appellant Brito, and Juaquin Collazo aJl participated in at
least two of the schemes. Taken as a whole, the evidence at trial provided sufficient
support for the jury's finding that a single conspiracy existed.
JS

Even if the evidence did show that multiple conspiracies existed, before we could
reverse their convictions the appellants would have to demonstrate that the variance
between the indictment and the evidence adversely affected their substantial rights.
United States v. Tilton, supra, 610 F.2d at 307; United States v. Canales, 596 F.2d
664,670 (5th Cir.1979). This they have failed to do. The appellants point to no
specific prejudice; they argue generally that their trial en masse exposed them to the
danger of a spi1l~over effect which prevented the jury from considering each
defendant's guilt individually based on the evidence against him. In evaluating such
claims, an important factor is the "number of defendants tried and the number of
conspiracies proven," for the more of eac.h the greater is the danger of prejudice.
United States v. Solomon, 686 F.2d 863, 870 (11th Cir.1982). We have recently
rejected a claim of prejudice where

19

[a1t trial there were only three defendants and the evidence as to each 'NaS clear and
distinct. There were onJy six thefts and the evidence 'was clear as to the time of each
theft and the goods stolen and sold.

20

ld. at 871. We concluded that in such a case the danger that the jury would transfer
guilt from one defendant to another is minimal. The present case is similar. Only three
defendants were on trial, and the goverument presented evidence of only five
importation attempts. There was no confusion about which of the defendants was
involved in which of the incidents. As in Solomon, the jury in this case should have
been able to consider each defendant's guilt individually.

21

2. The Government's Failure to Divulge the Whereabouts of a Confidential
Informant

22

On the first day of trial, counsel for appellant Garcia moved the court to order the
government to produce Thomas Manos, the informant who had introduced the agents
to Gus Barres. The court initially reserved ruling on the motion and later denied it on
the ground that Garcia had shown 110 need for Mallos's testimony. Several days later,
after Garcia testified on direct examination that Mallos had been present when Garcia
and Weed were introduced, the court granted Garcia's renewed motion that the
government produce Mallos. The government informed the court that Mallos had left
the country to visit his sick mother in Greece, but that it would try to locate him. The
governmcntVt'3S unable to do so.

23

Garciapoints to Ashley v. WainwTight, 639 F.2d 258, 261 (5th Cir. Unit B 1981), for
the proposition that, where a defendant has requested that the government serve
compulsory process on an informant and where the prosecution is negligent in falling
to discover the whereabouts of the informant, the negligent coneealment constitutes a
violation offundamental fairness. See also Roviaro v. United States, 353 U.S. 53, 60-
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61,77 S.C!. 623, 627-628, 1 L.Ed.2d 639 (1957) (government must disclose the
identity and whereabouts of a confidential informant if his identity or the content of
his communication "is relevant and helpful to the defense of an accused"). Garcia's
reliance on A~hley b misplaced. The Court in Ashley expressly ....i.thheldjudgrnent on
the question whether negligent concealment of a confidential informant violates a
defendant's Sixth Amendment right to compulsory process of witnesses. 639 F.2d at
261. Even if it were the law that negligent concealment violates the Sixth Amendment,
the government's cOnduct in this case was clearly not negligent. As soon as the COlirt
ordered the prosecution to reveal MalJos's whereabouts, the government began
searching for him. Garcia's claim that the government should have begun its search
after the district court denied the initial motion to disclose but before it reversed itself
and ordered disclosure is meritIess and rings hollow in light of the fact that Garcia
waited until the first day of trial to present the motion even though he knew MaUos's
identity and was aware of his presence at certain meetings between Garcia and Weed
long before. 3
3. Inconsistent Verdicts
24

Appellant Capote claims that he was first persuaded to join the conspiracy on
September 17. 1979. ,...-hen Barres introduced him and Felo Sanchez to Weed. Capote
testified that at that timc hi.s daughter was suffering from birth defects that required
her to be flown to France for treatment. He testified that when he told Weed of his
situation, Weed replied that Capotf:"s cut from the ANNA MARIE CIARK deal would
be his chance to take his daughter to France. Capote claims that at that point he
decided to join the conspiracy. Capote argued at trial that Weed's behavior amounted
to entrapment, and the district court gave an entrapment instrudion. The jury
acquilled Capote of attempt but convicted him of conspiracy to import marijuana.
Capote urges that the acquittal on the underlying attempt count must have been based
on his entrapment defense, and that the two verdicts are therefore inconsistent and his
conspiracy conviction should be reversed.

25

We begin with the proposition that inconsistency in ajury's verdict does not require
reversal. United States v. Mulherin. 710 F.2d 731, 736 (luh Cir.1983), modified, No.
81-8025 (Nov. 21. 1983); United States v. Spradlen, 662 F.2d 724,727 (11th
Cir.1981); United States v. Varkonyi, 611 F.2d 84, 86 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 446 U.S.
945,100 S.Ct. 2173. 64 LEd.2d 801 (1980); United States v. Romeras, 600 F.2d
1104,1105 (5th Cir.1979), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 1077, 100 S.Ct. 10.25, 62 L.Ed.2d
759 Ctg80). This is true even where the jmy convicts a defendant of conspiracy to
commit an underlying substanti,'e offense but finds the defendant not guilty of
committing the underlying offense. We explained the proper analysis in such cases in
Unitcd States v. Spradlen, supra, 662 F.2d at 727:

26

We begin by rejecting the appellants' contention that the conspiracy convictiull
cannot stand in view of the acquittal on the possession count. Inconsistency in the
jury's verdict does not require reversal. "In a multi-count verdict, each count is
considered separately, and a p;uiIty verdict upon any count may stand, provided that it
is supported by the evidcnce.... The disposition of the remaining counts is immaterial
to the appelJate inquiry." ... Thus, our only task here is to determinc whether thc
evidcncc adduced at trial is sufficient to support the appcllants' conspiracy
convictions.

27

(citations omitted). Capote urges that we endorsed a broader standard of review in
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United States v. Caro, 569 F.2d 411 (5th Cir.1978). He is incorrect. In Cara the Court
stated that
28

[t]here is nothing necessarily inconsistent, in law or logic, with such a result and we
do not hold that a conviction for conspiracy and acquittal of the substantive offense
may never properly arise from the same facts and trial. We do suggest however, that
such a result should engage Our judicial skepticism. A critical analysis of the facts is
required when such a contrariety of results does appear.

29

Id. at 418. These comments do not establish a standard of review. They merely
point out that inconsistent verdicts in conspiracy cases can be analytically troubling,
and that when such verdicts occur thi.s Court should give particular attention to its
review oftbe sufficiency of the evidence. As our later decision in Spradlen indicates,
however, "our only task here is to determine whether the evidence adduced at trial is
sufficient to support the appellants' conspiracy convictions." Spradlen, supra. Our
review of the sufficiency of the evidence is limited to determining whether the
evidence, viewed in the light most favorable to the government, perrrutted reasonable
jurors to have found guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. United States v. Bell, supra.

30

We conclude, after re.... ie\'iing the trial record, that the evidence amply supported
Capote's conviction of conspiracy. The evidence of entrapment did not require thc
jury to acquit on that ground. "For entrapment to exist, the criminal design must
originate with government officials, and it is they who must plant the criminal design
in the mind of an innocent man." United States v. Lee, 694 F.2d 649, 653 (11th
Cir.1983). The focus of an entrapment inquiry must be whether or not the defendant
was predisposed to commit the crime. United States v. Bagnell, 679 F.2d 826, 834
(11 th Ciu982), cert. denied, _W~ U.S. ----, 103 S.Ct. 1449, 75 LEd.2d 803 (1983). A
reasonable jury could cleady have found that the agents did not plant the criminal
design in Capote's mind and that Capote was predisposed to join the conspiracy.
Capote came to the agents with the criminal plan. Capote was associated '\'lith the
conspirators before he ever met Weed. Far from being a wavering hanger-on, Capote
took a substantial role from the start in negotiating the terms of the agreement with
the agents. Capote's argument that his conviction is not supported by the e....idence is
meritless.

31

For the above reasons we AFFIRM the decision of the district court.

Honorable Virgil Pittman, U.S. District JUdge for the Southern District ofAlabama,
sitting by designation
1

None o[the other indictees were tried with the appellants. Six pled guilty, two were
unavailable [or trial, and the government dismis,!;ed the indictment against the
remaining defendant

2

In Bonnerv. City o[Prichard, 661 F.2d 1206, 1209{11th CiL1981) (eu bane), the
Eleventh Circuit adopted as biuding precedent the decisious ofthe Fifth Circuit
rendered prior to October 1, 1981

3

Garcia's failure to make this motion before trial is sufficient rcason to deny his
claim. United States v. Diaz. 655 F.2d 580, 586 (5th Cir. Unit B 1981), cert. denied,
455 U.S. 910, 102 S.ct. ]257, 71 L.Ed.2d 448 (1982). [n Diaz we also held that
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where, as here, the informant was merely an "introducer"who then simply
observed the negotiations between the undercover agents and the defendant, the
informant's role in the illegal activity was insufficient to justify requiring the
government to produce him. Id. at 588
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Before SILBERMAN, BUCKLEY and 'MLLlAM5, Circuit Judges.
Opinion PER CURIAM.

PER CURIAM:

This is an appeal from criminal convictions following a complex, two-month trial
before u.s. DistrictJudge Thomas F. Hogan.
2

All appellants were convicted on count one of the twenty-five count indietment:
conspiracy to distribute and to possess with intent to distribute cocaine, in violation of
21 U.S.C. Sees. 841(a)(l) and 846 (1982). In addition, John C. Tarantino was
convicted as a principal, 18 U.S.C. Sec. 2. (I. 982), of four counts of violations of the
Travel Act, 18 U.S.C. Sec. 1952 (1982). Fred B. Black, Jr. was also convicted of
violating the Travel Act, and Wilfred Samuel Bell of distribution of cocaine.
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3

Viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the government, Glasser v.
United States, 315 U.S. 60, 80, 62 S.Ct. 457, 469, 86 L.Ed. 680 (1942), these
appellants and others conspired to import, possess, and distribute large quantities of
cocaine in various locales, and to launder the proceeds of this illegal activity.
un·wence ("Lonnic") Strickland, the main player in the conspiracy, testified for the
government in exchange for a favorable recommendation to the sentencing judge who
would comider Strickland's guilty plea. The government's evidence essentially
established that (1) Black assisted Strickland in launching his drug operation and in
laundering the resulting profits; (2) Robert H. Burns was instrumental in introducing
Strickland to major drug importers (for which Burns received commissions) and
laundering his illicit profits; (3) Tarantino participated heavily in distributing
Strickland's cocaine and laundering his profits; and (4) Bell was Strickland's main
distributor in the Washington, D.C. area.

4

Following guilty pleas by various defendants not now before us, a trial of the
charges agaimt Tarantino, Black, and Burns began on May 14, 1984. Judge Hogan
declared a mistrial on June 13, 1984, and a newtriaJ, in which Bell was joined, began
on January 11, 1985. The jury returned the convictions on Mareh 8, 1985.

5

We commend Judge Hogan on his eonduct of this long and difficult trial Apart from
a few errors that we conclude did not deprive appellants of their right to a fair trial,
Judge Hogan's management of the proceedings was admirable. We affirm in all
respects, exeept that we remand Bell's sentence for eomplianee with Federal Rule of
Criminal Proeedure 32(e)(3)(D).

6

7

1. VARIANCE: SINGLE VERSUS MULTIPLE CONSPIRACIES
Each appellant argues that the evidenee at trial varied impermissibly from the
allegations of the indictment, and that the resultant prejudice deprived him of his right
to a fair trial.
A. Permissible Variance

8

A variance between the aUegatiom of the indictment and the proof at trial
constitutes grounds for reversal only ifthe appellant proves (l) that the evidence at
trial established facts materially variant from those aUeged in the indictment, and (2)
that the variance eaused substantial prejudice. See, e.g., United States v. Caporale,
806 F.2d 1487, 1499-1500 (11 th Cir.1986), cert. denied, --- U.S. ----, 107 S.Ct. 3265,
97 LEd.2d 763 (1987). In a conspiracy prosecution, for example, the appellant may
prove (1) that the evidence established the existence of multiple conspiracies, rather
than the one eonspiracy alleged in the indietrnent, and (2) that because of the
multiplicity of defendants and conspiracies, the jury was substantially likely to
transfer evidenee from one eonspiraey to a defendant involved in another. Id.

9

The existence of a single eonspiraey or multiple conspiracies is primarily a question
oHact for the jury. E.g., United States v. Erwin, 793 F.2d 656, 662 (5th Cir.), cert.
denied, --- U.S. ---, 107 S.Ct. 589, 93 L.Ed.2d 590 (1986); United States v. Molt, 772
F.2d 366, 369 (7th Cir.1985), eert. denied, 475 U.S. 1081,106 S.Ct. 1458, 89 L.Ed.2d
715 (1986); United States v. Potamitis, 739 F.2d 784, 787 (2d Cir.), eert. denied, 469
U.S. 934, 105 S.Ct. 332, 83 L.Ed.2d 269 (1984). The yerdiet must be upheld ifthe
evidence adequately supports a finding that a single conspiracy existed. Potamitis,
739 F.2d at 788; United States v. Arbelaez, 719 F.2d 1453, 1457-58 (9th Cir.1983),
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cert. denied, 467 U.S. l:0!55, 104 S.O. 3543, 82 L.Ed.2d 847 (1984); cf. Jackson v.
Virginia, 443 U.S. 307, 319, 99 S.Ct. 2781, 2789, 61 L.Ed.2d 560 (1979) (verdict
upheld if any rational trier of fact could have found elements of offen~e beyond
reasonable doubt).
B. Establishing a Single Conspiracy
10

Appellants Bell and Burns urge us to follow the analysis of conspiraCIes used in
Kotteakos v. United States, 328 U.S. 750,66 S.Ct. 1239, 90 L.Ed. 1557 (1946).
Kotteakos involved multiple conspiracies to defraud the Federal Housing
Administration. The key figure, Brown, arranged with various defendants to submit
false loan applications. None of the applicants had any conneetion with the others,
although each had a relationship with Bro.....11. Nevertheless, the government charged
all the applicants with participation in a single conspiracy. On appeal, the government
acknowledged that the proof established multiple conspiracies. Brown was the hub of
a wheel, and the various applicants were the spokes. Without a rim to enclose the
spokes, however, the evidence made out multiple conspiracies, not the single one
alleged. 328 U.S. at 755, 66 S.Ct. at 1243. The government granted this much, but
merely argued that the variance was harmless, a position that the Supreme Court
rejected.

11

The wheel metaphor has not been strictly applied as the method of analysis for all
conspiracies, and particularly not for drug conspiracies. Rather, courts have utilized a
chain metaphor.

12

An example is United States v. Gantt, 617 F.2d 831 (D.C.Cir.198o). The evidence
established that the appellants had travelled from Washington, D,C. to Los Angeles to
purchase narcotics. Other evidence established that the narcotics were later sold in
D.C. The defendants claimed that these transactions were entirely distinct,
establishing two conspiracies. The court disagreed. Certain defendants went to
California to purchase narcotics, others prepared the drugs for sale in D.C., others
distributed the drugs, and still others actually sold them. "The activities of each
member and group in the organization meshed with those of the other members and
groups. Inshort, the evidence disclosed a classic example of a narcotics sale and
distribution conspiracy.... In those cases (relied on by appellants, e.g., Kotteakos], the
evidence showed 'wheel-type' conspiracies, whereas the conspiracy here was the
'chain-type' conspiracy common in narcotics cases." 617 F.2d at 846 (citations
omitted).

13

Under the chain analysis, the government need not prove a direct connection
between all the conspirators. A single conspiracy may be established when each
conspirator knows of the existence of the larger conspiracy and the necessity for
other participants, even ifhe is ignorant oftheir precise identities. When the
conspirators form a chain, each is likely to know that other conspirators are required.
E.g., United States v. Andrus, 775 F.2d 825, 840-41 (7th Cir.198s); United States v.
lnadi, 748 F.2d 812, 817 (3d Cir.1984)(citing W.LAFAVE &A. SCOTT, HANDBOOK
ON CRfMINALLAW 480-81 (1972)), rev'd on other grounds, 475 U.s. 387,106 S.Ct.
1121, 89 LEd.2d 390 (1986).

14

The chain metaphor, while helpful, does not end om analysis. The existence of a
chain is only an aid in answering the ultimate question: whether a single conspiracy
was demonstrated. A sinji!;le conspiracy is proven if the evidence establishes that each
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conspirator had the specific intent to further the common unlawful objective. United
States v. Ras, 713 F.2d 311, 314 (7th Cir .1983) (whether defendants "knowingly
embraced a common criminal objective"); see also Andrus, 775 F.2d at 840 (applying
Ras to chain conspiracy); cf. United States v. Haldeman, 559 F.2d 31, 112
(D.C.Cir,1976) (speciflc intent to further unlawful object of conspiracy must be
sbown), cert. denied, 431 U.S. 933, 97 8.Ct. 2641, 53 LEd.2d 250 (1977).

15

The existence of a chain helps us determine both the unlawful objective and the
cOIL',pirators' intent. Unlike a wheel conspiracy. -in which the interest of each spoke is
unrelated to the interests of the other spokes, each link in the chain may rely upon the
other links in furtherance of the common interest. The street dealer relies upon his
supplier; the supplier relies upon his supplier; and so on. The existence of sueh a
"vertically integrated, loose-knit combination," United States v. Bynum, 485 F.2d
490,495-96 (2d Cir .1973), vacated & remanded on other grounds, 417 U.S. 903, 94
S.Ct. 2598, 41 L.Ed.2d 209 (1974), may raise the inference that each conspirator has
agreed with the others (some whose specific identity may be unknown) to further a
common unlawful objective, e.g., the distribution of narcotics.

16

Chain analysis must be used v.rith care. Even in a vertically integrated combination,
certain players may have performed activities wholly unrelated to the aims of the
conspiracy. These unrelated activities may not be attributed to the co-conspirators,
Pinkerton v. United States, 328 U.S. 640, 647-48, 66 S.Ct. 1180, 1184, 90 L.Ed. 1489
(1946), and those v.rith whom the "freelancing" conspirator dealt do not necessarily
become members of the main conspiracy. Thus, even if we determine that a chain
conspiracy exists, we may still conclude that certain actions were outside the chain
and formed a separate conspiracy.

17

In determining whether the conspiracy was single or multiple, and which act.'! were
committed in furtherance of the common conspiracy, we are aided by those courts
that have isolated a variety of factors. The most important of these is whether the
conspirators share a common goal, such as the possession and distribution of
narcotics for profit. Caporale, 806 F.2d at 1500; United States v. Dickey, 736 F.2d
571, 582 (10th Cir .1984), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1188, 105 S.Ct. 957, 83 L.Ed.2d 964
(1985). Another is the degree of dependence inherent in the conspiracy. United States
v. Cerro, 775 F.2d 908, 914 (7th Cif.1985); United States v. Adamo, 742 F.2d 927,
932-33 (6th Cif.1984), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1193, 105 S.Ct. 971, 83 LEd.2d 975
(1985); Dickey, 736 F.2d at 582. Some courts have permitted the jury to infer the
conspirators' knowledge of their link to other conspirators from the nature of a
narcotics conspiracy. United States v. Behrens, 689 F.2d 154, 160 (10th Cir.), cert.
denied, 459 U.S. 1088, 103 S.Ct, 573, 74 L.Ed.2d 934 (1982); United States v. Smith,
609 F.2d 1294, 1300 (9th Cir.1979); United States v. Burman, 584 F.2d 1354, 135657 (4th Cir.1978), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 1118, 99 S.Ct. 1026, 59 L.Ed.2d 77 (1979);
United Statesv. Moten, 564 F.2d 620,624-25 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 942,
98 S.Ct. 438, 54 L.Ed.2d 304 (1977); United States v. Taylor, 562 F.2d 1345, 1352
(2d Cir.), cert. denied, 432 U.S. 909, 97 S.Ct. 2958, 53 L.Ed.2d 1083 (1977). For this
reason, cases relied upon by appellants dealing with non-narcotics conspiracies, e.g.,
United States v. Camiel, 689 F.2d 31 (3d Cir.1982); United States v. Butler, 494 F.2d
1246 (10th Cir.1974); United States v. Varelli, 407 F.2d 735 (7th Cir.1969), cert.
denied, 405 U.S. 1040, 92 S.Ct. 1311,31 L.Ed.2d 581 (1972), are oflimited relevance.
A final factor oflesser significance is the overlap of participants in the various
operations claimed to comprise a single conspiracy. Caporale, 806 F.2d at 1500;
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EIVlin, 793 F.2d at 662-63. A single conspiracy conviction has been upheld, however,
despite a "lack of significant o\'erlap of some participants" when strong evidence
established that a main player coordinated the narcotics importation and distribution
enterprise. United States v. Champion, 813 F.2d 1154, 1166-67 (11 th Cir.1987).
18

C. Sufficiency of the Evidence of a Single Conspiracy

19

In this case, the evidence presented to the jury was sufficient to establish the
existence of a chain conspiracy whose aim was to accumulate wealth by distributing
cocaine. The identity and relationship of the major players in the eonspiracy is
summarized in the chart below. All appellants shared the conspiracy's objeets and
knew of their dependence on other conspirators, evcn though they may not have
known the precise identity of all the other conspirators. Each appellant played a vital
role in the conspiracy's success. Burns facilitated purchase, Tarantino and Bell
faeilitated distribution, and Black and Tarantino facilitated laundering of the profits
into usable form. As will become apparent, however, each of the appellants also
played other roles in the conspiracy, and all knew of the collaboration of others.

20

NOTE, OPINION CONTAINS TABLE OR OTHER DATA THAT ISNOT
VIEWABLE

21

We hold that the evidence was sufficient for the jury to conclude that the appellants
joined in a single conspiracy. The defendants' activities relating to the purchase,
distribution, and laundering of funds did not constitute separate conspiracies, but
were undertaken in furtherance of the overarching objectives of the single conspiracy.
Accordingly, we find no basis for appellants' claim that they have been substantially
prejudiced by a material variance between the evidence introduced at trial and the
facts alleged in the indictment.
1.

Burns

22

Strickland was introduced to Burns by Black, Tr. 123-29, with whom Burns had had.
numerous prior dealings. Tr. 5391-93. At their first meeting in Miami, Burns asked
Strickland ifhe was in town to buy cocaine. An extensive discussion of the cocaine
trade ensued. Burns stated that he had confidence in Strickland because of their
mutual friendship with Black. Tr. 166-71. Strickland returned to Burns' apartment the
next day, when Burns introduced him to two men, Gene Cello and an unidentified
Colombian, who could supply cocaine. Burns offered to broker cocaine deals for
Strickland fOl' a commission of $2,000 per kilogram. Strickland then purchased a
single kilo from Cello and the Colombian, which was transported to and distributed in
Washington, D.C. Tr. 173-77.

23

After a subsequent purchase from Cello produced poor qualit}' cocaine, Burns
introduced Strickland to Armando Marulanda, a major Colombian importer.
Marulanda offered to sell Strickland ten kilos of cocaine on credit. with a $2,000 per
kilo commission to Burns. Marulanda's extension of credit to Strickland was a turning
point in Strickland's cocaine trade. Never before had he been able to obtain such large
quantities on consignment. Tr. 182-91. Burns thU'i was essential to the expansion and
success of the conspiracy, and he benefitted directly by receiving commissions on
each sale by Marulanda to Strickland.

24

Burns apprised Black of these transactions. Tr. 323·34. Strickland's purchases from
Marulanda and Marcos Cadavid, an associate of Marulanda's, escalated overthe
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course of the next months, which increased Burns' commissions. Tr.197-213.
25

Soon after the first transaction, Strickland introduced his partner and coconspirator, Steve Kupits, to Burns. Strickland stated that he and Kupits were
distributing the cocaine "in different parts ofthe country." Burns responded: "Fine, no
problem." T r. 195-96. Burns knew of and endorsed the nationwide scope of the
conspiracy.

26

Burns also 'WaS directly involved with the other conspirators. When Ribera, one of
Striekland's distributors, took over Strickland's customers in the D.C. area while
Striekland took an extended "vacation," Burns dealt directly with Ribera. Under
Strickland's prodding, Burns "fronted" cocaine to Ribera, Le., gave him cocaine on
consignment. Burns also supplied Ribera with a courier to transport cocaine to the
conspiracy's distributors in California. Tr. 1769-72, 1791, Burns himself directly
provided the California conspirators with three kilos of cocaine. Tr. 2223-25. Burns
also dealt with the Texas conspirators working with Kupits. Tr. 272-75. There was
even evidence linking Burns to Tarantino's plan to launder money by investing it in a
Haitian casino, Tr. 472, and Black's plan to launder money through investments in a
New Jersey casino (the "Gateway Project"). Tr. 353-55.

27

The evidence was sufficient for ajury to conclude that Burns was an essential link in
the distribution chain. He shared the conspiracy's goals, and knew of the nature and
scope of the enterprise.

28

Burns argues that the government's evidence was based entirely on perjured
testimony, a claim which the jury was entitled to reject. Brief for Burns at 7-21. He
also argues that every act of the conspirators was a separate conspiracy of which he
was no part. Id. at 37. The evidence was sufficient, however, for the jury to conclude
that Burns was an essential link in a single chain.

29

We have considered carefully Burns' claim that prosecutorial misconduct
"permeated the entire proceedings." Id. at 21. To a large extent, Burns' claim
reiterates his other assignments of error, e.g., use of perjured testimony, attempt to
deprive Burns of his "pro se status," and suppression of evidence favorable to him and
material to guilt or punishment under Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 83 S.Ct. 1194,
10 L.Ed.2d 215 (1963). We iliscuss each of these arguments separately elsewhere in
this opinion. We merely note here that we have found no obvious perjury on any
material matter, much less knowing use ofperjured testimony by the prosecutor. See
Mooney v. Holohan, 294 U.S. 103,55 S.Ct. 340, 79 L.Ed. 791 (1935) (prosecutor's
knowing use of material perjured testimony, along with deliberate suppression of
impeachment evideuce,justifies collateral attack). The prosecutor was entitled to
argue his interpretation of the evidence, and the jury was entitled to accept that
interpretation.
2. Black

30

Strickland met Black after Black indirectly reeeived a $13,000 loan from
Strickland. At their first meeting, Strickland informed Black that he was a marijuana
dealer, upon which Black suggested that Strickland meet Burns (who later proved to
be a major cocaine broker). Tr. 128. Black urged Strickland to transform the loan into
an investment in Black's Gateway Projeet, and to increase the amount of the
investment to $70,000. Black also stated he could help Strickland "clean up" his
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money, that is to say, to disguise its illegal source. Tr. 129-3°. Strickland soon
inv~sted a total of $140,000 in the Gateway Project, all of it in cash. Tr. 5°25-26.
Later, Black asked Strickland to "come out of retirement" to generate an additional
$800,000, and a further cash payment by Strickland of $5°0,000 followed shortly.
Tr·3 62 - 69·
31

Black claims that he was unaware of the illicit source of Strickland's funds. Brief for
Black at' 24-28. Thejury was entitled to infer, however, that Black was well aware that
Strickland's investment represented his cocaine profits: according to Strickland's
testimony, (1) Black knew from the first that Strickland was involved in the drug
trade; (2) Black introduced Strickland to Burns, a major cocaine broker; (3) Black
knew of the developing relationship between Strickland and Burns (Black told
Strickland he had heard from Burns that "things are going well with you two" (Tr. 32324)); (4) Black touted the Gateway Project as agood way for Strickland to "clean up"
his money (Tr. 129-30); (5) Strickland provided huge sum.s of cash to Black (Tr. 36269), a fact that should have at least aroused suspicion (d. United States v. Nicholson,
677 F.2d 706, 709 (9th Cir.1982), holding that large cash transactions without
documentation, combined with refusal to describe investment, established sufficient
eireumstantial evidence to infer conspiracy); and (6) Black twice arranged for
attorneys to represent conspirators arrested on cocaine charges crr. 668-69, 672).

32

Black was also involved in a series of financial transactions that the jury was entitled
to conclude were "washes." Black offered to issue a check for cash provided by
Strickland in order to permit Strickland to show a legitimate source of income. Black
twice issued a Dunbar Corporation check for $3,000 in exchange for $3,000 cash
(proceeds of cocaine sales) provided by Strickland. Tr. 338-43. Black also ....'aShed
$60,000 to permit the financing of a land development project of Strickland, Kupits,
and Maddux. Tr. 343-48.

33

Two final pieces of evidence are decisive in establishillg Black's involvement in the
conspiracy, if credited by the jury. First, in 1980, Black asked Strickland ifhe was still
dealing in drugs. Strickland said he was not, because ofa eapital shortage. Black
offered to arrange the necessary financing. Tr. 426-28. Second, in 1981, Black asked
Strickland whether the Texas federal grand jury's investigation centered on the land
development plan only, or if it also concerned the drug network. Because of the two
$60,000 washes he provided in connection with that project, he feared he might be
indicted. Tr. 397-403.

34

Wc have little trouble concluding that the jury was entitled to find that Black knew
of the nature and scope of the conspiracy ,joined in its aims, and facilitated its success.

35

Black further claims that even ifhe knew of the conspiracy, he only dealt in an
"article ofhee commerce, i.e., money." Brieffor Black at 28. He argues that a
"conspiracy conviction under 21 U.S.C. Sees. 841 and 846 requires more evidence of
involvement in the conspiracy than mere handling ofthe proceeds of an illegal drug
scheme." Brief for Black at 29. In a related argument, Black maintains that money
laundering is not a proscribed offense under section 841 j laundering is specifically
criminalized by other statutes (e.g., 18 U.S.C. Secs. 1952(a) (1982), 1956(a)(l) (Supp.
IV 1986), 1962(a) (1982), and 21 U.S.C. Sec. 854 (Supp. III 1985)), under which Black
was not charged. Id. at 31-37.

36

This claim misconstrues the nature of the conspiracy as charged. The conspiratorial
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agreement was proscribed by section 841 because one of its essential aims was the
distribution of cocaine. The laundering of funds was a part of the plan to distribute
cocaine; the conspirators, including Black, well knew that the cocaine money had to be
"cleaned up" to be useful to them. Tr. 129-30. Black's aid in laundering the cocaine
profits thus facilitated the attainment ofthe conspiracy's goals; money launderers
play an essential part in a narcotics chain conspiracy. See, e.g., United States v. Dela
Espriella, 781 F.2d 1432, 1436 (9th Cir.1986): United States v. Orozco-Prada, 732
F.2d 1076,1080 (2dCir.), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 845, 105 S.Ct. 154, 83 L.Ed.2d 92
(1984); United States v. Metz, 608 F.2d 147, 153 (5th Cir.1979), cert. denied, 449
U.S. 821, 101 S.Ct. 80, 66 L.Ed.2d 24 (1980). The government is not required to
prove that every act taken in furtherance of the conspiracy is illegal, much less that it
is specifieally proscribed by the conspiracy statute. See Braverman v. United States,
317 U.S. 49, 53, 63 S.Ct. 99, 101, 87 L.Ed. 23 (1942).
3. Tarantino
37

Tarantino participated in two aspects of the conspiracy: the distribution of cocaine
and the laundering of proceeds.

38

Tarantino's involvement in the distribution ofcocaine for Strickland began in the
summer of 1980, when he introduced Stricklandto Sonny Croughn, ,..i.th the remark
that Croughn could "sell a lot of coke." Tr. 438-40. Strickland agreed to provide
eocaine to Croughn through Tarantino. Tr. 444-46,458. FolJoVt'ing a phone call from
Tarantino, Strickland travelled from the District of Columbia to New Jersey to deliver
cocaine to Croughn. Strickland "fronted" the coeaine to Croughn, who later paid
Strickland through Tarantino. Tr. 457-61. Similar transactions followed. Tr. 462-66.
In some of these, Strickland was accompanied by other members of the conspiracy,
e.g., Baker (Tr. 2412-19) and Kohn (Tr. 477-78). In all of these instances, Tarantino
was present at the delivery of the coeaine.

39

Tarantino also was aware of the national scope of the conspiracy. At the end of
1980, Strickland called Croughn from Houston and asked if Croughn could dispose of
an excess kilo of cocaine. Tarantino immediately called back and arranged for a
courier to pick up the cocaine. Striekland met the eourier, and Croughn and Tarantino
confirmed the deliver:..... Tr. 479-83.

40

Tarantino's second level of involvement was his role in attempting to launder the
proceeds of the conspiracy's cocaine sales. Strickland first met Tarantino in
connection ....ith Blaek's casino project (the Gateway Project; see supra at 1395). At
first, Strickland concealed from Tarantino the source of the funds he was investing in
the Gateway Project. But when Tarantino met Strickland in Las Vegas in 1980, he told
Striekland he was aware that Strickland and Burns had been selling drugs. He thanked
Strickland for his help in supporting the Gateway Project, and later advised him to
make further investments in the casino. Tr. 437-38, 1208, 375-76. At a subsequent
meeting in New Jersey concerning the Gateway Project, Tarantino introduced
Strickland to Croughn as a man who could "sell a lot of coke." Tr. 438-40. Tarantino
at least knew of, and arguably urged and facilitated Strickland's investment in the
Gateway venture. Given Tarantino's knowledge of the nature of Strickland's business,
he also would have known that Strickland's investments in Gateway were made to
clean up his money. Tarantino knew of and condoned this aspect of the conspiracy's
goals.
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41

Tarantino managed a separate casino project in Haiti. He encouraged Strickland to
invest in this project as well and credited the proceeds of Strickland's sales to Croughn
to the Haitian project. Tr. 470, 475-77. Strickland invested $300,000 in the Haitian
project, thinking it a good laundering device. Tr. 470-71.

42

Tarantino was familiar with other major players in the conspiracy. He knew Black
through the Gateway Project. Tr. 434-36. Hewas acquainted with Bell, and ....'as
working with him on a separate investment project. Tr. 538-538A. Tarantino and
Kohn, the conspiracy's bookkeeper, also had extensive discussions concerning the
Haitian and other potential investment projects. Tr. 521, 3302-10.

43

Tarantino argues that, at most, the evidence established a conspiracy between
Strickland, Croughn, and Tarantino to distribute cocaine, and an agreement by
Strickland to invest $300,000 in the Haitian project. This conspiracy, says
Tarantino, did not involve Black and Burns and was therefore totally separate from
the conspiracy alleged in the indictment. Brief for Tarantino at 44. The jury
concluded otherwise, however, and the evidence is sufficient to support its verdict.
Tarantino was aware of Strickland's acquisition and distribution of cocaine; it is
immaterial that he did not know the precise identities of all the other conspirators. As
we discuss elsewhere in this opinion, Black and Burns were sufficiently aware of and
entered into the goals of the conspiracy, even if they did not know the full extent of
Strickland's dealings with Tarantino.
4. Bell

44

The evidence clearly established that Bell was the conspiracy's major distributor of
cocaine in Washington, D.C. See, e.g., Tr. 98-118, 526-29. Bell does not serio\..lSly
dispute this now, but claims he was unaware of other aspects of Strickland's
operations, including the distribution of cocaine elsewhere in the nation and the
laundering of the cocaine profits. Brief for Bell at 35-39.

45

The government was not obliged to prove that Bell knew every detail of the
conspiracy. All that is required is that the evidence establish that he knew others were
involved and that his own benefits depended upon the success of the entire venture.
See United Statesv. Sisca, 503 F.2d 1337,1345 (2dCir.), cert. denied, 419 U.S. 1008,
95 S.Ct. 328, 42 L.Ed.2d 283 (1974) (cited in Brieffor Bell at 35), and supra at 139293·

46

Bell had extensive dealings not only with Strickland, bnt also with other players in
the conspiracy's distribution chain. He recei\'ed cocaine deliveries from Ribera (Tr.
1726, 1740-43), acted as a money courier between Strickland and Kastrenakes (Tr.
532-33), and distributed cocaine supplied by Kastrenakes (Tr. 535-36). Bell was at
least acquainted with Kupits and Kahn in Texas (Tr. 3269-70) and Tarantino in New
Jersey (Tr. 538-53BA). From this evidence, ajury could conclude that Bell was aware
of the nationwide conspiracy and his dependence on its continued success. The
existence of multiple distribution points does not, in itself, establish multiple
conspiracies. Sec, e.g., United States v. Jenkins, 779 F.2d 606, 616-17 (11th Cir.1986);
United States v. Bibbero, 749 F.2d 581,587 (9th Cir.1984), cert denied, 471 U.S.
1103,105 S.Ct. 2330, 85 L.Ed.2d 84 7 (1985); United States v. Vila, 599 F.2d 21,24
(2d Cir.), ccrt. denied, 444 U.S. 837,100 S.Ct. 73, 62 L.Ed.2d 48 (1979).

47

Finally, although the evidence did not establish that Bell directly participated in the
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laundering phase of the cOIl5piracy, he was aware that the continued success of the
conspiracy depended upon effective means of "cleaning up" its funds. The laundering
of funds was a further link in the chain of which Bell 'WaS a part, and the conspirators'
acts in laundering the funds were thus attributable to Ben. Pinkerton, 328 U.S. at 64647,66 S.Ct. at 1183-84.
II. SEVERANCE

48

Each appellant argues that the trial colin should have granted his motion for
severance. We review the denial of a motion to sever under an abuse of discretion
standard. United States v. Butler, 822 F.2d 1191,1194 (D.C.Cir.1987).
A. Disparity in Evidence

49

Severance is required in hvo situations. First, when the evidence against the other
defendants was "far more damaging," the prejudicial spillover may have deprived a
defendant of a fairtrial. Id. (quoting United States v. Sampol, 636 F.2d 621, 645
(D.C.Cir.1980)). The trial judge is usually in the best position to evaluate the resulting
degree of prejudice, and jury instructions generally are sufficient to minimize any
disparities in evidence. Butler, 822 F.2d at 1194; United States v. Wright, 783 F.2d
1091,1096 (D.C.Ci LI 986).

50

Although each appellant claims the government's case against him was far weaker
than that against the other appellants, the evidence 'Was not so dramatically disparate
that the judge abused his discretion in denying the motions to sever. We have rarely
held that a district court improperly denied a motion to sever. In United States v.
Mardian, 546 F.2d 973 (D.C.Cir.1976) (en bane), Robert Mardian was tried along 'with
the other Watergate conspirators. Mardian's participation in the conspiracy v.r.as brief,
and the evidence against him was slight. Nevertheless, we held that severance was not
required until Mardian's lawyer became ill during the trial. 546 F.2d at 979-80.

51

In Sampol, 636 F.2d 621, Ignacio Sampot was tried only for misprision of a felony
and making false statements, whereas his co-defendants were tried for conspiracy and
murder. Because of the quantity and inflammatory nature ofthe testimony against the
co-defendants, the risk of a transference of their guilt was significant. Moreover, the
testimony created a false impression that Sampol was involved in the conspiracy. 636
F.2d at 644-48.

52

In United States v. Bruner, 657 F.2d 1278 (D.C.Cir.1981), however, the kingpin of
the conspiracy was tried along with his confederates. Lynch directed the operation, in
which groups of overweight women were sent to doctors in various cities to obtain
prescriptions for Dilaudid and Preludin. These drugs were later illegally resold.
Although the evidence against Lynch was "substantial," there was also "independent
and substantial evidence" that the co-defendants participated in the conspiracy. The
disparity in the weight of the evidence was not so dramatic as to require a severance.
657 F.2d at 1290-91.

53

We also distinguished Mardian and Sampol in United States v. Sutton, 801 F.2d
1346 (D.C.CiL1986). There, we held the trial judge did not abuse his discretion in
denying a motion for severance when the charges required the "presentation of much
of the same evidence, testimony of the same witnesses, and involve[d] two defendants
who [were 1charged, inter alia, with participating in the same illegal acts." 801 F.2d at
13 6 5.
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54

Here, too, there was substantial and independent evidence of each appellant's
significant involvement in the conspiracy. Once each appellant was tied to the
conspiracy, the acts of each conspirator in furtherance of the conspiracy's aims were
attributable to all. The evidence and the charges were substantially overlapping, but
the overlap was caused by the involvement of each appellant in a single scheme. In
these circumstances, severance was not required.
B. Conflicting Defense Theories

55

Severance may also be required in cases in which co-defendants rely on defenses
that ace mutually contradictory. "[T]he denial of a severance motion generally
constitutes an abuse of discretion when 'the defendants present conflicting and
irreconcilable defenses and there is a danger that the jury will unjustifiably infer that
this conflict alone demonstrates that both are guilty.' " Wright, 783 F.2d at 1094
(quoting Rhone v. United States, 365 F.2d 980,981 (D.C.Cir.1966)). In Wright, two
men were charged with kidnapping. Wright intended to claim insanity, and Moss
duress, but this in itself did not establish the requisite conflict requiring severance.
Wright further claimed that a substantial factor contributing to his mental illness was
the murder of his lover. But Moss claimed that Wright had said that he himself had
killed his lover. According to Moss, Wright's statement lent plausibility to his alleged
threats, which forced Moss to join in the kidnapping plan. Although we recognized the
conflict to be "a real one," the defenses were not "so contradictory as to raise an
appreciable danger that the jury would convict because of tbe inconsistency." The
inconsisteney "would not logically require ajury to find Wright guilty if it acquitted
Moss." 783 F.2dat 1095.

56

The conflicts between appellants in the instant case are far less severe, and not such
as to require severance. For example, Black claims that restrictions placed on
impeachment of Strickland resulted from eonflicts with co-defendants. Black's
counsel was not permitted to inquire about Strickland's knowledge of the murder of a
Colombian drug source. But this restrietion was imposed by the district court not
becanse of the tendency to implicate Burns (as Black claims), but because it was "not
probative of anything." Tr. 713. Similarly, the court restricted inquiry on crossexamination as to witnesses' fears of other defendants. See, e.g., Tr. 3574-77. The
court imposed these restrietions partly to avoid unfair prejudice to the co-defendants,
but mainly because the probative value of the evidenee was slight. Finally, although
the trial court refused to allow Bell's eounsel to cross-examine Strickland regarding an
alleged plot to kill Kupits because the probative value was outv.reighed by the danger
of prejudice to Black, see infra at 1405-07, we cannot say that the decision not to
sever Bell (or Black) from the orher defendants based on this prejudice was an abuse
of discrerion. The conflicts between the defendants in this respect were not so severe
as to require severance.
III. JURY INSTRUcrIOl<S
A. Single Versus Multiple Conspiracies

57

After a thorough instruction on the elements of conspiracy, the trial jUdge told the
jury:

58

[I]n the context of that instruction as to the elements of a conspiracy, you're further
instructed with regards [sic] to this alleged conspiracy offense, that proof of several
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separate conspiracies is not proof of the single, overall conspiracy charged in the
indictment unless one of the several conspiracies which is proved is the single
conspiracy which the indictment charges. What you must do is determine whether the
single conspiracy charged in the indictment existed between hvo or more
conspirators. If you find that no such conspiracy existed, then you must acquit the
defendants as to that charge. However, if you are satisfied that such a conspiracy
existed, you must determine who were the members of that conspiracy.
59

If you find that a particular defendant is a member of another conspiracy, not the
one charged in the indictment, then you must acquit the defendant. In other words, to
find a defendant guilty you must find that he was a member of the conspiracy charged
in the indictment and not some other, separate conspiracy.

60

Tr. 6444-45. Taking the instructions as a whole, this charge was proper. E.g.,
United States v. Darby, 744 F.2d 1508, 1542 (11 th Cir.1984) (approving identical
instruction), cert. denied, 471 U.S. 1100, 105 S.Ct. 2322, 85 LEd.2d 841 (1985); cf.
United States v. Gantt, 617 F.2d 831, 846 (D.C.Cir.1980) (approving substantially
similar instruction).

61

Appellant Bell nevertheless complains that Judge Hogan did not adopt the precise
language of his proposed instruction, especially the following:

62

A conspiracy may ... include two or more separate agreements ... providing the
participants in the separate agreements are joined together by their knowledge of the
essential features and scope of the overall conspiracy and by the cornman goal. Where
the participants in separate agreements are not so joined, they are not members of a
single, overall conspiracy....

63

See United States v. Bailey, 607 F.2d 237, 243 n. 14 (9th Cir.1979) (the source of
the instruction), cert. denied, 445 U.S. 934,100 S.Ct.1327, 63 LEd.2d 769 (1980).
Bell argues that the instruction given "provided no guidance to the jury as to how to
determine whether, in fact, there was more than one conspiracy." Brief for Bell at 42.

64

We do not decide the correctness of the Bailey in.-. 'rtruction, as the instruction given
here was adequate. The trial court is required to give a proper in.struction, and to
instruct on the defendant's theory of the case if supported by the evidence. United
States v. Payne, 805 F.2d 1062, 1067 (D.C.Cir. 1986). The court is not required to give
the instruction in the specific language requested by the defendant. fd. Judge Hogan
did instruct the jury on the elements of conspiracy, Tr. 6432-35, so that thejury had a
proper basis for determining whether the agreements between the various
conspirators comprised one or several conspiracies. The adequacy of the instructions
must be determined by looking at the charge as a whole. E.g., United States v. Douglas,
818 F.2d 1317,1321-22 (7th CiU987). The slight variation from the proposed
instructions did not substantially prejudice the appellants, particularly in view of the
strength of the evidence of a single conspiracy. Cf. United States v. Davenport, 808
F.2d 1212, 1217-]8 (6th Cir.1987) (because of strength of evidence and adequacy of
instruction on elements of conspiracy, failure to give specific instruction on multiple
conspiracies \'V3.S harmless error).

65

Finally, Bell's claim that the COUlt "fail[ed] to charge the jury that ifit found that
multiple conspiracies existed, it should disregard aU evidence introduced by the
government relating to conspiracies other than the one in which the defendant was
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involved," Brief for Bell at 42, is inaccurate. Judge Hogan instructed the jury as
follows:
66

[Iln determining whether a particular defendant was a member of the conspiracy, if
any existed, you may consider only his O....· /Il acts and statements. A defendant cannot
be bound by the acts or declarations of the other participants unless and until it is
established that a conspiracy existed and the defendant was one of its members.

67

Tr. 6434. This instruction adequately conveyed the importance of segregating
evidence between defendants. Although the jury was not instructed in the precise
terms Bell desires, it was told that the defendants were bound by co-defendants' acts
only if they were found to be members of the same conspiracy.
B. The Travel Act

68

The Travel Act, 18 U.S.C. Sec. 1952 (1982),1 broadly forbids travelin interstate
commerce or the use of facilities of interstate commerce for the purposes of
furthering "any unlawful activity." 18 U.S.c. Sec. 1952(a). The statute defines
"unlawful activity" as "any business enterprise" involving narcotics or controlled
substances, 18 U.S.C. Sec. 1952(b)(1), and the courts have construed "business
enterprise" to require a continuing course of conduct rather than sporadic casual
involvement in a proscribed activity." United States v. Kendall, 766 F.2d 1426, 1434
(10th Cir.1g8SJ, cert. denied, 474 U.S. 1081, 106 S.Ct. 848, 88 L.Ed.2d88g (1986);
United States v. Corbin, 662 F.2d 1066, 1072 (4 th Cir.1981). See also H.R.Rep. No.
966, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (1961) ("[I]ndividuaI or isolated violations would not
come \¥ithin the scope ofthis bill since they do not cOill>1:itute a continuous course of
conduct so as to be a business enterprise.") Black attacks his conviction under the
Travel Act on the ground that the trial judge's charge failed to tell the jury of the need
to fjnd a continuous course of conduct. Because Black failed to object at trial we could
reverse only jf we found "plain error ," which we do not. z
H

69

The trial court's instructions to the jury on the "unlawful activity" element of the
Travel Act did not specifically mention the "business enterprise" aspect of the offensc:

70

In this case, the unlawful activity is alleged to be the distribution of cocaine and
other controlled substances and the conspiracy to distribute cocaine and other
controlled substanccs.... You are instructed as a matter of law that the distrihution of
cocaine and other controlled substances are violations of the laws of the United
States.

71

Tr. 6462-63. Because this instruction did not mention the "business enterprise"
requirement or make clear that the jury had to find a continuous course of criminal
conduct, it was an incomplete discussion of the "unlawful activity" element of the
Travel Act. United States v. Rinke, 778 F.2d 581, 586 (10th Cir.1985) (specific
findings as to the existence of a "business enterprise" essential to conviction at bench
triaD; United States v. Kaiscr, 660 F.2d 724, 731 (9th Cir.1981) (error to refuse to
instruct the jury that it must find a continuous course of criminal conduct to convict
on Travel Act counts), cert. denied, 455 U.S. 956, 102 S.Ct. 1467, 71 I..Ed.2d 674
(1982); cf. United States \'. Gallo, 782 F.2d 1191, 1195 (4th Cir.1986) (error to fail to
give any definition of "unlav.rful activity").

72

The defendant did not, however, object at trial to this definition of "unlawful
activity."3 Consequently, reversal of the trial court would require a finding of plain
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error. United States v. DeBango, 780 F.zd 81,84 (D.C.Cir.1986). See also
FED.R.CRIM.P. 30 ("No party may assign as error any portion of the charge or
omission therefrom unless he objects thereto before the jury retires to consider its
verdict, stating distinctly the matter to which he objects and the grounds of his
objection. "); FED.R.CRIM.P. 52(b) ("Plain errors or defects affeeting substantial
rights may be noticed although they were not brought to the attention of the court. ")
The Supreme Court has recently admonished that the plain error exception is an
exceedingly narrow one, to be used only" 'to correct particularly egregious errors,'
UnitedStatesv. Frady,4s6 U.S. 152, 163, 102 S.Ct.1584, 1592, 71 L.Ed.2d816
(1982), those errOrs that 'seriously affect the fairness, integrity or public reputation of
judicial proceedings,' United States v. Atkinson, 297 U.S. (157,] 160, 56 S.Ct. 391,
392, 80 L.Ed. 555 [ (1936)]." United States v, Young, 470 U.S, I, 15, 105 S.Ct. 1038,
1046,84 L.Ed.2d 1 (lg8s).
73

The inadequacy ofthc court's charge on the "unlawful activity" aspect ofthe Travel
Act does not rise to the level of plain error. First, although the instruction did not
contain the specific words "business enterprise" or "continuous course of conduct,"
the references to "distribution of cocaine" and the "conspiracy to distribute cocaine"
indirectly expressed those concepts. Although both distribution and com.piracy may,
of course, consist of sporadic activities, we think that in the context ofthis case the
jury could only understand the instructions to refer to the massive ongoing
conspiracy alleged in the indictment. Second, and more fundamentally, the jury
convicted all ofthe defendants--including Black and Tarantino--on Count One ofthe
indictment, which alleged a continuous, vertically integrated, geographically
widespread operation to acquire, distribute and sell cocaine, and to launder the
proceeds. The conspiracy spanned several years, and the jury heard evidence shov.ri.ng
that Black and Tarantinowere each involved in more than a few sporadic trausactions
during this period. The convictions for this ""ide-ranging conspiracy render it
essentially inconceivable that Black or Tarantino was harmed by the court's failure to
more clearly emphasize the "continuous course of conduct" aspect of "unla....fu1
activity." :Finally, in evalnating whether the irm-ructioris constituted plain error, we
may ourselves evaluate the strength or weakness of the evidence against the
defendants on the Travel Act. Young, 470 U.S. at 19-20, 105 s.a. at 1048 (plain
error reversal unwarranted because ovelwhelming evidence of defendant's fraud
showed that prosecutor's improper remarks did not undermine the fairness of the
trial). In this case the evidence showed beyond any reasonable doubt that Tarantino
and Black were each a vital actor in an ongoing criminal business enterprise to
acquire, distrihute, sell, and profit from illicit drugs. See supra at 1395-98.

74

That the error involved an omission of essential ingredicnts of the crimes makes no
difference in this analysi..<;. In the related area of "harmless error" analysis, applicable
where proper objection has been made and where accordingly the standards must be
more stringent, the Supreme Court has made clear a conviction may be sustained even
when the trial court's instructions a]]owthejury to convict without finding "each
element of the crime under the proper standard of proof." Pope v. Illinois, --- U.S. ---,
107 S.Ct. 1918, 1922 n. 7,95 L.Ed.2d 439 (1987), citing Rose v. Clark, 478 U.S. 570,
106 S.Ct. 3101, 92 LEd2d460 (1986). As the facts that the jury necessarily found
established guilt beyonda reasonable doubt, cf. Pope, 107 S.Ct. at 1922, the
convictions on the Travel Act counts must stand.
C. The Cash Transaction Reports Instruction
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Defendant Black also objects to the trial court's instructions regarding the filing of
cash transactions reports ("CfR"s) under the Currency Transaction Reporting Act
("CTRA"), 31 U.S.C. Sec. 5313(a) (1982). This requires banks to report certain
tranc;actions as specified by the Treasury Department, which has set a threshold of
$10,000. Sec 31 C.F.R. Sec. 103.22 (1987). Black's objections are that the court did
not make it sufficiently clear, first, that only the financial institution has a duty to file
CTRs, and second, that the depositors are completely free to structure their
transactions so as to keep under the threshold. We find no error.
The court instructed the jury as follows:

76

The law provides that a financial institution shall file a report of each transaction in
currency of more than $10,000. The duty and the responsibility to obtain the
required information, fill out and file the required currency transaction report is on
the banking institution in the case of bank deposits exceeding $10,000. The
depositor, that is the person making the deposit, does not file the report.

77

Tr. 6421. These instructions obviously make it clear that depositors do not have a
duty to file CTRs, so we turn to the second objection.

78

Here Black specifieally objects to the trial court's refu.sal to give his Requested
Instruction No.8, to the effect that the law does not prohibit a person from
structuring his transactions in such a way as to avoid the fHing of CTRs. We note at the
outset that Black's viewofthe law is hotly disputed in the courts of appeal. Compare
United States v. Nersesian, 824 F.2d 1294, 1311 (2d Cir.1987); United States v.
Puerto, 730 F.2d 627,631 (11 th Cir), ccrt. denied, 469 U.S. 847,105 S.Ct. 162, 83
L.Ed.2d 98 (1984); United States v. Tobon-Huiles, 706 F.2d 1092, 1098 (11 th
Cir.1983) ""ith United States v. Larson, 796 F.2d 244, 246 (8th Cir.1986); United
States v. Reinis, 794 F.2d 506,508 (9th Cir.1986); United States v. Varbel, 780 F.2d
758,762 (9th Cir.1986); United States v. Anzalone, 766 F.2d 676, 681 (1st Cir.1985).
Even if we assume that the depositor has no legal duty not to structure his transactions.
so as to avoid the filing of eTRs, however, we still conclude that omission of the
requested instructions was not error. The prosecution did not charge Black with
substantive violations of the CfRA.4 Though the prosecutor made references to
Black's evident efforts to keep below the trigger amount, he did so exclusively to
support the inference that Black ""ished to avoid the governmental scrutiny that
would follow if the bank filed a CfR ""ith the federal government each time he
deposited proceeds of drug sales. Tr. 6082-83, 6085~90, 6354-55. Thus the
government claim was that these otherwise apparently lawful acts were unlawful only
because they were carried out in furtherance of a conspiracy.5

79

Clearly many acts that are by themselves perfectly legal may constitute overt acts
manifesting participation in an illegal conspiracy, C. TORCIA, 4 WHARTON'S
CRIMINAL lAW Sec. 728 at 538 (1981). The jury need not be informed that all such
acts are in the normal course of things perfectly legaL For instance, where conspiracy
to rob a bank is charged and one member is assigned to "case the joint" by driving
around the bank, it would be absurd to argue that the trial court must explain that
driving a car near a bank is legal. In the absence of either a charge against Black under
the CfRA itself or insinuations by the prosecutors or the court that Black's actions
were illegal apart from their connection to the conspiracy, we find no error in denial of
the proposed instructions.
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D. The Missing Witness Instruction
Burn~ argucs that the trial

80

court should have given a "missing y.,itness" instruction
(suggesting an inference adverse to the government), or allowed Burns' counsel to
note for the jury the absence of Steve Kupits, Nancy Strickland and many other
mtnesses that counsel at trial vaguely characterized as having a special "relationship"
v-.rith the government. See, e.g., Tr. 5985. The decision to refuse a missing Vlitness
instruction rests v-.rithin the discretion of the trial court. United States v. Montoya, 676
F.2d 428, 431 (10th CiT.), ecrt. denied, 459 U.S. 856, 103 S.Ct. 124,74 L.Ed.2d108
{1982J, and nothing in this case suggests any abuc;e of that discretion.

81

First, an instruction or inference that the missing witness' testimony woulll be
unfavorable to the government is generally permissible only when it is VoIithin the
government's exclusive power to call the ~itnes.<; to testify. Id. In the instant case,
Burns had every opportunity to call these witnesses; indeed, the trial court at one
point specifically questioned Burns as to why he could not call them. Tr. 5859. Burns
has made no specific allegation that any of these potentiaJ 'Nitnesscs vverc in fact
unavailable to the defense, and, contrary to Burns' assertion, no automatic inference
of exclusive government control arises from the fact that witncsses are acting as
government inforrrumts, DeBango, 780 F.2d at 84 (informant equally avaiIableto
prosecution and defense); Montoya, 676 F.2d at 431 (same), or from a grant of
immunity from prosecution, United States v . Keplinger, 776 F.?d 67R, 702 (7th
CiL1 g8S), cert. denied, 476 U.S. 1183, 106 S.Ct. 291g, 91 L.Ed.2d 548 (1986).

82

Second, the trial court itselfwd.S responsible for the non~appearanceof at leAst some
of these possible \v:itnesses; it restricted the government's intended presentation in the
interest of avoiding cumulative evidence. Tr. 5864, 5990-91. Cf. United States v.
Jennings, 724 F.2d 436,446 (5th Cir.) (missing witness instruction not justified if
testimony of witness not called is likely to have been cumulative or corroborative),
cert. denied, 467 U.S. 1227, 104 S.Ct. 2682, 81 LEd.2d fin (1984).

83

On these facts the trial court plainly did not abuse its discretion 'in declining to
invite, or to allow defendants to invitc, llninference against the government.
E. Stric kland's Guilty Plea

84

Strickland testified at trial that he had pleaded guilty to the same conspiracy counts
for which the defendants were being tried. Tarantino contends that the trial court
should have informed the jury that they should not consider Strickland's guilty plea in
assessing the defendants' guilt or innocence.

85

A government witness' guilty plea obviously may not be used as substantive
evidence of the guilt of defendants, but the plea is equally obviously admissible to
show the witness' acknowledgement of his role in the offense and to reflect on his
credibility. United States v. Roth, 736 F.2d 1222, 1226 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 469
U.S. 1058, 105 S.Ct. 541, 83 L.Ed.2d429, 433 (1g84). In some instances-most
obviously where there is a serious risk that the plea itself may he taken hy the jury to
support the defendants' guilt-a limiting instruction may be necessary to avoid
prejudice. Wallace v. LoCkhart, 7°1 F.2d 719,725-26 (8th CiL), cert. denied, 464 U.S.
934,104 S.Ct. 340, 78 L.Ed.2d 308 (1983). At trial, however, Tartjnlino's counsel
neither requested limiting instructions nor objected to the court's failure to give such
instrllctions. Thcwfore, we could rever.<;e only ifthe omission were plain error.
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DeBango, 780 F.2dat 84; FED.R.CRlM.P. 30; FED.R.CRIM.P. 52. See also supra at
14 0 2.
86

Here the defendants were nut &;advantaged in nny significant way by the omission
of the instructions. The government never attempted to argue or even hint that
Strickland's guilty plea had any bearing on the defendants' guilt or innocence. Wallace
v. Lockhart, 701 F.2d at 726; cf. United States v. 1'1eetwood, 528 F.zu 528, 532-33
(5th Cir.1976) (government's emphasis on witness' guilty plea was prejudicial).
Moreover, the oveno.·helming evidence ofTarantjno's involvement in the conspiracy
negates any possible harm from Strickland's statement. Failure to instruct on the issue
was not plain error. United States v. Martin, 790 F.2d 1215,1219 (5th Cir.), cert.
denied, ~-~ U.S. ~-~-, 107 S.Ct. 231,93 L.Ed.2d 157 (1986); United States v, Smith,790
F.2d 789, 793-94 (9th Cir.1986); Roth, 736 F.2d at 1226-27·
IV. RESTRICTIONS ON CROSS-E.XAMlNATION

87

The defendants have challenged several rulings of the tria} court restricting the
scope of t:ross-examination of government witnesses. We. address the various
arguments separately below. We note at the outset, however, that "trial judges retain
wide latitude insofar as the Confrontation Clause is concerned to impose reasonable
limits on ... cross~examination based on t:oncerns 2Ibout, among other things,
harassment, prejudice, confusion of the issues, the ·witness' safety or interrogation
that is repetitive or oilly marginally relevant." Delaware v. Van Arsdall, 475 U.S. 673,
106 S.Ct. 1431,1435, 89 L.Ed.2d 674 (1986). See Fed.R.Evid. 611. Appellate review
under the harmless error doctrine is to "focus[ Jon the underlying fairness of the trial
rather than on the virtually inevitable presence ofimmaterial error." Van Arsdall, 106
S.Ct. at 1436-37.

88

In Van Arsdall the Supreme Court found a breach of the Confrontation Clause when
the tria} court "prohibited all inquiry into the possibility that [a key prosecution
witness] would be biased as a result of theState's dismissal of his pending public
drunkenness charge." 106 S.Ct. at 1435 (emphasis in original). But it also made clear
that "the Confrontation Clause guarantees an opportunity for effective cross~
examination, not cross-examination that is effective in whatever way, and to whatever
extent, the defense might wish." rd. at 1435 (quolLng Delaware v. Fenstercr, 474 U.S.
15. 106 S.Ct. 292, 295, 88 L.Ed.2d 15 (1985) (emphasis in original). Of course one
might find a prohibition of "an inquiry" into almost any specific subject simply by
defining the subject narrowly, but such a reading would plainly conflict 'with the
Court's observations on the trial court's right to impose reasonable limits. Limits
imposed in the interest of avoiding prejudiee to a defendant (as in one instance here)
are especially likely to cut off ...•...hat might be loosely called a "subject," since such
limits VYill typically foreclose reference to some discrete event that carries a risk of
prejudice. Accordingly, W~ believe that wc must conduct our Confrontation Clause
inquiry with some consideration of the countervailingvalues.
A. Strickland's Plan to Murder Kupits

89

The trial court refused to allow Bell's counsel to cross-examine Strickland about an
alleged plot, invoh,jng Strickland, Blaek, Kahn, Ribera and Ka:<rt.ranakes. to hire a hit
man to murder Kupits in Texas. The supposed rationale for the plan was to prevent
Kupits fmm testifying as a government witness. Tr. 1256-72. Ben asserts that this
ruling was an abuse of the trial court's discretion.
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Under FED.R.EVID. 608(b), specific instances of conduct may, in the discretion of
the trial court, be inquired into oncross-examination "if probative of truthfulness or
untruthfulness." Although the government argues that the plan to kill Kupits is not
probative at all of Strickland's credibility, we cannot agree. To be sure, the planning or
commission of a crime of violence without more is not usually thought to bear on a
.....itness' veracity. SeeJ. WEINSTEIN & M. BERGER, 3 WEINSTEIN'S EVIDENCE
Sec. 608(05) at 608-45 to 608-46 (1987). For instance, in United States v. Young, 567
F.2d 799 (8th Cir.1977), a case heavily relied upon by the government, the Eighth
Circuit held that it was not an abuse of discretion to refuse to allowcross-examination
of a witness regarding her attempt to have her ex-husband killed. There the court held
that the attempted murder v.as "not relevant to veracity and honesty.n Id. at 803. The
viewpoint suggests a strong judicial concern over the drawbacks of allowing such
inquiries; surely readiness to kill others for one's personal advantage, of any kind,
signifies an egotism that in turn signifies a readiness to blur the truth when it is
personally advantageous to do so. Judicial exclusion of such material is not
sufficiently explained by any lack oflogical connection to credibility.

91

Nonetheless, we think that a murder plan aimed at stamping out evidence impugns a
witness' eredibility more directly than murder plans generally. Young is therefore not
controlling; nowhere in that case was there any suggestion that the witness had wanted
her former spouse killed to prevent him from testifying, or in any way to obstruct
justice. We think the excluded evidence bears sufficiently on credibility that if the
only drawback to admission were the universally applicable ones-diversion of
attention, confusion, consumption oftime--exelusion would likely be an abuse of
discretion. See Fed.R.Evid. 403 (proper to exclude relevant evidence where probative
value ontweighed by various negative features); United States v. Lavelle, 751 F.2d
1266, 1277 (D.C.Cir.1985) (trial court's balance reversible only for abuse of
discretion), cert. denied, 474 U.S. 817,106 S.Ct. 62, 88 L.Ed.2d51 (1986).

92

Here, however, a substantial additional factor tilted the balance against inclusion.
Strickland's testimony eould have been highly prejudicial to Black, who was
implicated in the plot to kill Kupits. Indeed, evidence of a conspiracy to kill a coconspirator could have prejudiced even the defendants not implicated in the plot.
Given that the defeudants took advantage of numerous opportunities to impeach
Strickland in other ways6 -the defendants' cross-examination of Strickland took five
days and covered nearly 1,000 pages of transcript, Tr. 563-1550--and bearing in mind
the demands of the Confrontation Clause, we think Judge Hogan's balance entirely
suitable.

93
94

95

B. Strickland's Benefits from the Witness Protection Program
Bell contends that restrictions imposed by the trial court "effectively prevented" his
counsel from cross-examining Strickland about the benefits Strickland received in the
Witness Protection Program. Bell is right, of course, to point out that a defendant
must be given a reasonable opportunity to cross-examine a government witness as to
any agreement with the prosecution. United States v. Greenwood, 796 F.2d 49,54
(4th Cir.1986); United States v. Sampol, 636 F.2d 621, 660 (D.C.Ciu980). The right
to confront prosecution witnesses is not, however, absolute. Reasonable restrictions
may be imposed, see VanArsdall, 106 S.Ct. at 1435, and here we find those of the trial
court eminently reasonable.
Contrary to Bell's contention, the trial court did not totally preclude Bell from
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questioniug Strickland about the program. It ruled that Bell could eross-examine as to
paymeuts and othcr support provided by the government, Tr. 1340, imposing one
restriction and one condition. The restriction was to prohibit questions about the
protection aspect of the program and Strickland's "generalized fear of the other
defendants, as they contrast to Bell." Id. This limit, based on the very real danger of
prejudice to the other defcndants, was well within the court's discretion.
96

97

The court's condition 'Was that if the subject were opened, either the government or
other defendants could elicit from Strickland the name of the program-including the
word "protection." The court explained that completely unexplained admissions by
Strickland that he was receiving money and other support from the government would
create the damaging inference that the prosecution was paying Strickland to testify.
Tr. 1344-46. Bell admits in his brief that his counsel made the tactical decision to
forego all cross-examination on the Witness Protection Program in order to avoid
opening the door for the government to bring out the name of the program on redirect examination, with its connotation that Strickland feared violent retribution
from all the defendants, including Bell. Brief for Bell at 31-32. Forcing the defendant
to this kind of tactical decision hardly amounts to a total prohibition of inquiry into
Strickland's bias. Moreover, Bell's counsel was given the opportunity to-and did-question Strickland at great length as to several other important aspects of the plea
bargain with the government. Tr. 1434-69. In sum, the trial court's restrictions on
Bell's cross-examination of Strickland regarding the Witness Protection Program
constitute neither a violation of the Confrontation Clause nor an abuse of discretion.
C. Strickland's Payment of Attorneys' Fees for Nicholls

98

Black, joined by Burns, claims that the trial court erred by refusing to allow re-cross
examination of Strickland concerning Black's payment of attorneys' fees to defend
one Richard Nicholls, the brother of a co-conspirator, against drug charges. During
cross-examination of Strickland by Burns' counsel, Strickland revealed that Black
paid a law firm $3800 to represent Nicholls in a pending criminal case. Tr. 672-73.
Following re-direct examination of Strickland by the government, the trial court
refused to allow Black's trial counsel to question him regarding the payment, stating
that the matter could have been brought out by defendants' counsel on crossexamination. Tr. 1663-65.

99

The trial court's explanation for the limit is plainly correct. It was during cross hy
Strickland's first cross-examiner (Burns' lawyer) that Strickland made the statement
now claimed to be so important. But neither Burns' nor Black's lawyer sought to dig
deeper into the area. In neither case was there any intimation from the court that the
subject was off limits. As defendants' counsel had ample opportunity to delve into the
payment on cross-examination, the trial court was entirely within its discretion in
refusing to allow re-cross on the subject. 7 See FED.R.EVID. 611.

100
101

D. Miscellaneous Restrictions on Cross-Examination
Black raises two other issues regarding the court's restrictions on cross-examination
that do not merit extended discussion. First, Black claims that the defense was
precluded from examining Strickland regarding an alleged agreement with some coconspirators to "frame" the defendants. Contrary to Black's claim, however, the court
never made such a ruling. Rather, the court prohibited defense counsel from
questioning Strickland as to why certain alleged co-conspirators, including Sonny
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Croughn, had not been indicted. Tr. 1300, 1306, 1309, 1311, 1312, 1317-19. The limit
was natural enough, given that Strickland had neither authority to ask the grand jury
to indict co-conspirators nor personal knowledge of the reasons for the prosecutor's
actions. This was not, therefore, an abuse of discretion.

102

Second, Black contends that the trial court forbade cross-examination of Kohn as to
whether Strickland had eounseled him to lie about the conspiracy. Again, Black
mischaracterizes the court's ruling. The government conceded to the trial court that
the defense is "entitled to show that Mr. Strickland tried to interfere with the grand
jury process by counseling Mr. Kahn." Tr. 3337. See also Tr. 3338 (government has
"no objection to [the defense] asking Mr. Kohn about the counseling he received from
Mr. Strickland"). The court thus did not restrict the defense from inquiring into an
alleged plan between Kohn and Strickland to lie to the grand jury. Tr. 3340. The court
merely ruled that the defense could not examine Kohn regarding Strickland's
invocation of the Fifth Amendment before a grand jury. Tr. 3339-41. This was
entirely proper.
V. EVIDENTIARY RUUNGS

A. Admission of Cocaine

103

Defendants Black and Burns assert that under United States v. Palumbo, 639 F.2d
123 (3dCir.), cert. denied, 454 U.S. 819, 102 S.Ct.100, 70 L.Ed.2d90 (1981), and
United States v. Falley, 489 F.2d 33 (2d Cir.1973), the admission into evidence of one
gram of cocaine was error beeause the rclevance of the cocaine was outweighed by its
prejudicial impact upon the jury. In Falley, the trial judge allowed the government to
introduce a suitcase containing a dramatic quantity of hashish a witness had attempted
to smuggle into the country, even though the hashish had nothing to do with the
smuggling conspiracy charged iu the indictmcnt--the hashish was put in solely to
prove the witness was a bona fide smuggler. On such facts, the See and Circuit held the
admission of the evidence impermissibly prejudicial. Similarly, in Palwnbo, there was
"no evidentiary connection made between the drug possessed by the co-conspirator
and the defendant in the conspiracy in issue." 639 F.2d at 127. In this case, however,
the cocaine, although it traveled a somewhat picaresque route before coming into the
government's possession, was adequately linked to the conspiracy charged in the
indictment.

1 04

Strickland testified he had ordered a quantity of cocaine from Burns, who sent it to
the Washington area via a courier. After receiving the cocaine, Strickland and Baker
distributed some of the drug to Williams, a local dealer. Shortly thereafter, Williams
was arrested, searched pursuant to the arrest, and relieved of the cocaine. It was this
cocaine that was introduced at trial. The drug was plainly relevant to demonstrating
the conspiracy's purpose, and it was not an abuse of discretion to admit it.S.
Limitations on Collateral lrnpeachment

105

During the trial, the testimony of two prospective witnesses for Burns and a tapc
recording allegedly of a statement by BarbaraJo Rubin were excluded. Barbara Jo
Rubin, agovernment witness who was also Burns' second cousin and former girlfriend,
testified that Burns had purchased a house in Miami, paying cash for it, that Burns told
her the house would be deeded to her as partial payment for her role in drug
transactions, and that at the settlement for the house she saw a deed putting the
property in her name. Rubin also testified that Burns, together with three of his
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friends who were police officers, evicted her from the house in the midst of a
nighttime altercation. Burns wished to ealJ one of the three police officers, Sergeant
Matthews, who it is asserted would have testified that the details of the altercation
were not as Rubin had claimed, and moreover, that while being evicted Rubin said she
did not own the house, The second witness, Burns' former wife, would have
authenticated a tape recording Burns sought to have admitted into evidence. The
proffered testimony ofthe former Mrs. Burns was that a woman, whose voice she
recogni7..ed as Rubin's, left a message on her answering machine one afternoon while
she was not at home, adrnittingthe house belonged to Burns. The trial judge refused to
allow either \\'itness to testify, largely on the grounds that their testimony concerned
only collateral issues. Burns contends this ruling VII'aS erroneous.
I 06

The source of the trial court's power to exclude such evidence is not entirely clearthe government in its brief relies on FED.R.EVID. 608(b), which states that "[s]pecific
instances of the conduct of a witness, for the purpose of attacking or supporting the
witness' credibility ... may not be proved by extrinsic evidence." But by its terms this
rule does not apply here, because Matthews would not necessarily have testified about
Rubin's conduct, but rather about the details of Rubin's eviction. For example, Rubin
said cocaine was in plain view during the eviction, while MattheVt'S would presumably
have contradicted her on this point, thereby drawing Rubin's credibility into question,
but without referring to ber conduct. So although Burns sought MattheVt'S' testimony
in order to impeach Rubin's credibility, the proposed impeachment would not consist
of showing specific instances of Rubin's conduct (i.e., fl'audnlent or dishonest
behavior) indicative of untruthfulness. We think it only this latter type of evidence
that Rule 608(b) addresses. See United States v. Opager, 589 F.2d 799 (5th Cir.1979)
(Rule 608(b) applies solely to evidence shov.'ing a witness' general character for
truthfulness).

J 07

The exclusion of Sergeant Matthews' testimony is an application not of Rule 608(D),
but of what is referred to as the "specific contradiction" rule, which states that "a
witness may not be impeached by extrinsic evidence (contradiction by another
witness or evidence) on a collateral issue." United States v. Pugh, 436 F.2d 222, 225
(D.C.Cir.1970). This rule serves "to avoid confusion of the issues and undue extension
of the trial. This is essentially a matter of administrative policy and concentration of
attention." Ewing v. United States, 135 F.2d 633, 643 (D.C.Cir.1942).8 In an old
English case the rule is justified as a consequence of our not having a thousand year
lifespan. See 3A WIGMORE, EVIDENCE SEC. 1002 (Chadbourn rev. 1970) (citing
Attorney-General v. Hitchcock,1 Exch. 91,104 (1847)). The "specific contradiction"
rule then is a particular instance of the trial court's general power under Fed.R.Evid.
403 to exclude evidence "if its probative value is substantially outweighed ... by
considerations of undue delay, [or] waste oftime." See 3 WEINST EIN, EVIDENCE p
607 at 83.

108

It was undoubtedly within the trial judge's discretion to exclude that part of
Matthews' testimony which simply contradicted details of Rubin's eviction, since the
eviction was purely collateral to the case and Burns' sole reason for presenting
evidence concerning it was to impeach Rubin's credibility.

The exclusion of Sergeant Matthews' testimony regarding Rubin's statement that
she did not own the house is somewhat more troubling. The government invokes the
specific contradiction rule, arguing that because Rubin denied on cross-examination
making the statement, the exclusion was proper, for Matthews' testimony v"as an
.. resource,org/. ../846J2d.1384.85-584..
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impermissible attempt to use extrinsic evidence to impeach a witness on a collateral
matter. The difficult issue is whether Rubin's denial can properly be characteriwd as
L:ullaleral. A commonly used test of collaterality a~ks: "Could the fact, as to which
error is predicated, have been shown in evidence for any purpose independently of
the contradiction?" 3A WIGMORE, EVIDENCE SEC. 1003 (CHADBOURN
REV. 1970); see Tinker, 417 F.2d at 545 n. 16. The government suggests that under
this test the ownership of the house is collateral. This depends, however, despite the
seeming definiteness of the test, upon what stage of the trial onc takes as his vantage
point. Certainly, had the government not introduced any evidence regarding the
ownership of the house, Burns could not then himself have introduced evidence on
this question, aB it bears no relevance to any elements of thp. crimes charged orto any
affirmative defenses to those crimes. To that extent, Burns had 00 reason
"independent[] of the contradiction" to offer the evidence.
110

Nevertheless, once Rubin testified she had participated in drug dealing with Burns
and had been paid for her senrices with the house, the question of ownership assumed
a relevance independent of Rubin's credibility-the house was now evidence of Burns'
participation in a drug conspiracy, for the government claimed it was a form of
payment used by Burns to buy sp.nricp.s needed to further the aims of the conspiracy.
If Burns could show the house had never been transferred to Rubin as a form of
pay ment, he would have negated a part of the government's case against him. We do
not believe, therefore, that the bi,sue uf who o.....ned the house ean properly be callf'd
collateral. See United States v. Dimatteo, 716 F.2d 1361, 1366-67 (11th Cir.1983)
(evidenee may be admitted to prove or disprove material facts in a caBe, even though a
previous witness has testified to the contrary), cert. denied, 4 74 U.S. 850, 105 S.Ct.
172,88 L.Ed.zd 143 (1985); Gpager, 589 F.2d at 803 (same).

11 1

The trial judge, however, did not rely on the erroneoUS proposition that whether
Rubin had been paid with a house was collateral. He said "[t]he issue ... as to the
:purposes for which the house was bought '" is not collateral." Tr. 4277. Instead,
Sergeant MattheWs' testimony 'was excluded because it "'tas not sufficiently relevant to
the question of ownership-·it mainly concerned a dispute on a collateral detail. All the
testimony including the proffer of Sergeant Matthew,s' te,stimony, indicated that the
night Rubin left Bums' home was very chaotic. Rubin denied having said, while being
forcibly evicted, that the hOll~e belonged to Burns. Sergeant Matthe'NS would have
testified to the contrary. This dispute--whether Rubin made the statement--is
certainly collateral tothe case, and, furthermore, is not highly probative, given the
riotous circumstances in which it was made, of the underlying factual issue ofwho
o\\'1led the house. 9 Therefore, keeping in mind the broad discretion entrusted to the
trial judge by FED.R.EVID. 403 to exclude relevant evidence on the grounds of
confusion, considerations of undue delay or waste of time, we cannul say the
exclusion of Sergeant Matthews' testimony ',','as an abuse of discretion. See United
States v. DeLoach, 654 F.zd 763,770 W.C.Cir.1980), cert. denied, 450 U.S. 1004,
101 S.0.1717, 68 L.Ed.2d209 (1981).
J

112

It was also within the trial judge's discretion to refuse to admit the tape recording of

the message allegedly left by Rubin on the answering machine of Burns' former wife.
The original tape had been erased, and Mrs. Burns had made a copy of it prior to
erasing the original, although at trial she admitted to not under..,tanding very much
about tape recording. Nor did Mrs. Burns play the tape for anyone, including her
lawyer, for over five years, even though the message indicated Burns 'was the real
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owner of the house, and so directly conflicted with Burns' sworn testimony in a
divorce proceeding that he did not own the house--a divorce proceeding in which Mrs.
Burns had an obvious interest. Furthermore, the tape had not been in Mrs. Borns'
continuous custody for the five years; she testified she had recently given it to a
la\\}'er who was representing her in a civil forfeiture proceeding concerning the house.
Under United States v. Sandoval, 709 F.2d 1553, 1554 (D.C.Cir.1983), "[t]he
admission of tape recordings into evidence is committed to the sonnddiscretion of the
district court." The trial judge did not abuse his discretion by refusing to admit this
evidence on grounds he was not confident of its reliability.
C. Prior Consistent Statements
11 3

Appellant Burns contends that a prior consistent statement made by Strickland was
improperly admitted for the purpose of rebutting a charge of "recent fabrication"
implicitly raised against him in cross-examination. See FED.R.EVID. 801 (d)(l)(B). At
the time this evidence was admitted, no objection was made, so we may consider
Burns' contention only if admission was a "plain error[] affecting snbstantial rights."
FED.R.EVID. l03(d); FED.R.CRIM.P. 52(b).

114

Strickland testified that, during the course of the conspiracy, he had transferred
$250,000 to Black. On direct examination, Strickland characterized this transfer as a
payment for Black's introducing him to Burns. On cross-examination, Burns' lawyer
read Strickland testimony Strickland had given in another proceeding, in which
Strickland characterized the payment as an investment in the Dunbar Corporation and
its holdings in Atlantic 'city. Tr. 1026-29. On redirect examination, the prosecutor
read additional testimony given hy Strickland at the same previous trial, in which
Strickland was asked whether he got anything besides stock in Dunbar Corporation,
and Strickland answered "Well, I got the introduction to Robert Burns." Tr. 1625.

11 5

Under FED.REVID. 801(d)(1)(B), a prior consistent statement is admissible if the
declarant testifies at trial, is subject to cross-examination concerning the statement,
and the statement is "consistent with declarant's testimony and is offered to rebut an
express or implied charge against the declarant of recent fabrication." United States v.
Sampol, 636 F.2d 621, 671 (D.C.Cir.198o); see also United States v. Coleman, 631 F.2d
908,913-14 (D.C.Ciu98o). Strickland's prior consistent statements satisfy these
requirements. Furthermore, on redirect Strickland was merely asked to confirm the
remainder of the prior statements already introduced on cross-examination, in order
to place those statements in cOntext. The opposing party may not pick and choose
among prior statements to create an appearance of conflict and then object when this
appearance is rebutted by means of a fuller version ofthe same prior statements. See
United States v. Andrade, 788 F.2d 521,532-33 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, --- U.S. ---,
107 S.Ct. 462,93 LEd.2d408 (1986). It was not error, much less plain error, for the
trial judge to admit these statements.
D. Co-conspirators' Statements

I I6

Under FED.R.EVID. 801 (d)(2)(E), "a statemeut by a co-conspirator of a party
during the course and in furtherance of the conspiracy" is not hearsay. Appellants
Black and Burns assert the admission of several hearsay statements "vas error, because
the statements were not made "during the course and in furtherance of the
conspiracy." The "in furtherance of' requirement is a limitation on what statements
by co-conspirators may be admitted; mere narratives of past successes and failures,
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for example, are not admissible. United States v. Haldeman, 559 F.2d 31, 11 0
(D.C.Cir.1976) (en bane), cert. denied, 431 U.S. 933, 97 S.Ct. 2641, 53 L.Ed.2d 250
(1977). Nor are a "conspirator's easual comments to people outside or inside the
conspiracy" admissible under this rule. United States v. Snider, 720 F.2d 985, 992
(8th Cir.1983), cert. denied, 465 U.S. 1107, 104 S.Ct. 1613, 80 LEd.2d 142 (1984).lf
the statement, however, can reasonably be interpreted as encouraging a coconspirator or other person to advance the conspiracy, or as enhancing a coconspirator or other person's usefulness to the conspiracy, then the statement is in
furtherance of the conspiracy and may be admitted. See id.; United States v. Patton,
594 F.2d 444, 447 (5th Cir.1979)·
11 7

Ribera testified he had discussions "With Strickland during which Strickland said that
investing in the casino Black was building in Atlantic City "would be a good way for us
to invest our money, and even to wash or clean up our money, which was this illegal
drug money." Tr. 1825. Black's objection to this testimony is twofold. First, Black
argues that since Ribera states he did not invest in Black's casino venture, Strickland's
remark was merely a part of a casual conversation and not in furtherance of the
conspiracy. But the statement L.. essentially an invitation to participate in a further
stage of the conspiracy--that the invitation was declined is irrelevant to whether it was
intended to further the conspiracy. Secondly, Black argues that laundering drug
proceeds is unrelated to the conspiracy to distribute cocaine, and thus the statements
were not in furtherance of tbe conspiracy charged in the indictment. However, as was
Sho....l 1 supra at 1396"97, this argument ignores the nature of the conspiracy charged,
which included the laundering of funds. In any event, there is no requirement that the
actions invited by the hearsay statements be charged in the indictment or be illegal-any act which furthers the conspiracy (certainly easy transfer of the large sums of
money generated by the sale of cocaine would further a conspiracy to distribute
cocaine) may be admitted under this rule.

11 8

Rubin testified that while she was living 'with Burns, he would act as a middleman for
numerous cocaine sales, operating out of his home. Rubin was often home while these
deals took place, hut in another room. Her testimony concerning many of the details
of these transactions wou]d therefore be hearsay but for 801(d)(2)(E)-·after the deal
was done and the participants had left, Burns would tell her what happened, including
details about his profits. Appellants characterize these conversations as mere
narrations of past events-~not necessary to or in furtherance of the ongoing
conspiracy. Appellants' argument would be stronger if Burns had recapitulated the
details of these transactions months or years after they had occurred, for then it
would be more difficult to see what purpose such narration could have. But where the
recounting took place soon after the events at issue, and whcre Rubin 'was a
participant in the overall conspiracy, acting as a courier and helping to count the
money generated by the deals, Burns' reports helped to keep Rubin current on the
status of the business. In particular, it is quite plausible that the statements regarding
profits could have served as motivation for her continued participation. 10

119

Later on in the trial, Kahn, who acted as bookkeeper for the land project in Texas,
testified about statements by Strickland and Maddux concerning the fictitious nature
of two $60,000 loans Black had made to the Texas land development corporation.
Evidence showed these loans hadheen "washes": Black made out two $60,000 checks
only after receiving two payments of $60 ,000 in cash, thus providing a seemingly
legitimate source for the funds used by the land development corporation. It was
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some time after these phony loans were made that Kahn was informed about them,
and for this reason appellant Black objects to the admission of Strickland's statements
to Kohn, contending they were merE! narratives of past events. As bookkeeper for the
organization, however, Kohn needed to understand the nature of the debts nominally
listed on the boots ofthe Texas land corporation, This became particularly important
when Black began to demand some form of repayment, so as to convince the IRS that
the loans were legitimate, Thus, although Strickland's slatements to Kohn about the
loans did not "set in motion transactions that were an integral part of the '" scheme,"
United States v. Eubanks, 591 F.2d 513, 520 (9th Cir.1979), they did provide
important background inform<'ltion to a key player, thereby helpin?; him to carry out
his duties. The statements were therefore properly admitted. See Snider, 720 F.2d at
993 (statements were in furtheranee of a consp\raey when they aided a coconspirator's "informed participation"); Haldeman, 559 F.2d at 110-] 1 (statements
necessary to facilitate coordination among co-conspirators in covering up conspiracy
are in furtherance of eonspiraey).
120

VI. THE REFERENCE TO BlACK'S BEING NAMED D1 ANOTHER INDICTMENT

121

In Bell's eounseJ's cross-examination of Strickland as to his plea bargain with the
government, he showed Strickland a copy of the indictment in another case, and
Strickland inadvertently referred to Black's inclusion among the named defendants:

122

Q. And [the government is] also going to drop count 25, another travel act count; is
that correct?

123

A. Count 25?

124

Q. R;ght.

125

A. Count 25 is Mr. Black.

126

Q. You are not in that count?

127

A. I am sorry. I don't see it here, no. It Uijust Mr. Black.

128

•••

129

•••

130

Q. How about 28?

I

A. Mr. Blackandmy.seIf.

j

I

132

Tr. 1444-45. Black's counsel immediately moved for a mistrial. The trial court
denied the motion, but offered to instruct the jury to disregard the testimony. Black's
trial counsel declined the offer. Tr. 1454-57.

133

The trial eouct did not err by denying Black's motion for a mistriaL The decision
whether to grant a mistrial generally rests within the sound discretion of the trial
court, and the single most important factor in making that determination is the extent
to which the defendant has been prejudiced. See United States v. Bailey, 675 F.2d
1292,1297 (D.C.Cir.), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 853, 103 S.Ct. 119,74 LEd.2d 104
(1982). Here the risk of prejudice seem., slight. Contrary to Black's characterization of
the testimony as "repeated references to Mr. Black's involvement in a concurrent
criminal case," Brief for Black at 52, Strickland's mention of Black's indictments was
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inadvertent and brief, and took place on a single occasion five weeks before the start
of the jury's deliberations. The government never mentioned the reference in later
questions or argument. Thus we cannot say that the reference had such a prejudicial
effect on the jury's decision that it was an abuse of discretion to deny the motion.
134

In two past decisions we have upheld denials of a mistrial after far more hazardous
blurtings. In Hardy v. United States, 343 F.2d 233,234 (D.C.Cir.1964), cert. denied,
380 U.S. 984, 85 S.Ct. 1353, 14 L.Ed.2d 276 (1965), a witness was asked if he had ever
previously seen the defendant, and replied in the affirmative, explaining that "we had
did [sic] time in the penitentiary togetber." Similarly, in McIntosh v. United States,
309 F.2d 222 (D.C.CiL1962), cert. denied, 373 U.S. 944, 83 S.Ct. 1557, 10 L.Ed.2d
700 (1963), a government witness referred to a person as the defendant's "parole
officer." We held that the "vague and indirect suggestion of some previous conviction"
did not compel a mistrial. Id. In both cases the jury was-in effect--informedof a
defendant's past conviction, whereas Striekland mentioned only an indictment.

135

There are, to be sure, cases from other eircuits finding undue prejudiee in
references to convietions in particular circumstances. See United States v. Ailstoek,
546 F.2d 1285, 1291 (6th Cir.1976) (reference to defendant's two prior terms in the
penitentiary constituted prejudicial error); United States v. Poston, 430 F.2d 706,
709 (6th Cir.1970) (reference to defendant being on probation was prejudicial); Tallo
v. United States, 344 F.2d 467,468 (1st Cir.1965) (reference to defendant's past jail
term "could only be prejudicial"). Even if these cases meant that reference to
conviction automatically required a mistrial, they would be inconsistent with Hardy
and McIntosh, which control in this cireuit. And the same indictment/conviction
factor, by which the correctness of the trial judge's ruling follows a fortiori from
Hardy and McIntosh, readily distinguishes them. The court properly denied the
motion,

va, DISCLOSURE OFWITNESS STATEMENTS
A. Jencks Act
T3 6

Appellants Burns and Tarantino allege that notes and other material regarding the
testimony of several government witnesses V¥ere improperly withheld from the
defense. Tarantino was especially concerned with statements by government
witnesses (so-cal1ed Jencks Act material) relating to conversations these .....i tnesses had
with Strickland or relating to details of the particular drug transactions about which
Strickland testified. Tarantino argues that the government should have been required
to turn these statements over to the defense prior to Strickland's cross-examination
because access to these statements would have enhanced defense counsels' ability to
cross-examine Strickland~-the key government witness.

137

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 16(a)(2) prohibits discovery of statements by
government witnesses or prospective government witnesses except as provided in the
Jencks Act, 18 U.S.C. Sec. 3500 (1982). The Jencks Act directs that in a criminal
prosecution, statements made by government witnesses or prospective government
witnesses are not open to discovery or inspection by the defense until said witnesses
have testified on direct examination in the trial of the case. See United States v.
Campagnuolo, 592 F.2d 852, 858 (5th Cir.1979); Haldeman, 559 F.2d at 77 n. Ill. In
balancing a criminal defendant's need for such statements against legitimate state
interests, Congress provided for discovery of 8tatements only after the witness has
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testified, out of concern for witness intimidation, subornation of perjury, and other
threats to the integrity of the trial process. United States v. Roberts, 811 F.2d 257 (4th
Cir.1987) (en bane); United States v. Mills, 641 F.2d 785,790 (9th Cir.), cert. denied,
454 U.S. 902, 102 S.Ct. 409, 70 LEd.2d221 (1981); United States v. Murphy, 569
F.2d 771, 773 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 435 U.S. 955, 98 S.Ct. 1588, 55 L.Ed.2d 807
(1978); United States v. Percevault, 490 F.2d 126, 131 (2d Cir.1974). This
congressional determination is not to be disregarded by the courts. "The Act supplies
the only avenue to the materials it encompasses, and 'statements of a government
'Nitness made to an agent of the Government which cannot be produced under the
terms of 18 U.S.C. Sec. 3500 '" cannot be produced at all.'" Haldeman, 559 F.2dat 77
n. 111 (quoting Palermo v. United States, 360 U.S. 343, 351, 79 S.Ct. 1217, 1224, 3
L.Ed.2d 1287 (1959)). So, under the Jencks Act, defendants had no right to the
statements given by other 'Nitnesses prior to Strickland's eross-examination. 11 Only
after those 'Nitnesses themselves testified does the Jencks Act give the defendants
aceess to their statements. 12
B. Sixth Amendment

I 38

fn addition to his arguments based on the Jencks Act, appellant Tarantino contends
that the failure of the government to turn over eertain material constituted an
improper denial of cross-examination, thus violating the Confrontation Clause of the
Sixth Amendment. Tarantino argues, in particular, that notes made by goverrunent
agents while interviewing Kahn, whieh were later used to refresh Kahn's recollection
during his grand jury testimony and which the trial court therefore found had been
adopted by Kohn for purposes ofthe JencksAct, should have been turned over to the
defense prior to Strickland's cross-examination. Tarantino asserts these notes would
have aided the cross-examination of Strickland, because Kohn described some of the
samc transactions described by Strickland, but Kohn's versions were different in
various details.' 3

13:9

Appellant's attempt to use the Sixth Amendment as a constitutional rule of
discovery, over and above the discovery provided by the Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure and the Jencks Act, is barrcd by the plurality opinion in Pennsylvania v.
Ritchie, 480 U.S. 39, 107 S.Ct. 989, 94 L.Ed.2d 40 (1987). In Ritchie, the defendant,
who was charged with sexual offenses against his minor daughter, argued that his right
to cross-examine the 'Nitness against him (his daughter) 'A<'aS impaired when a state
protective service agency responsible for investigating cases of child abuse refused to
turn over its records to him. Unlike this case, the records sought in Ritchie were
alleged to contain statements made by the witness herself to agency counselors.
Nevertheless, the plurality refused to hold the failure to produce these records
violated defendant's right to cross-examine. The Court said that

140

the right of confrontation is a trial right, designed to prevent improper restrictions
on the types of questions that defense counsel may ask during cross-examination....
The ability to question adverse witnesses, however, does not include the power to
require the pretrial diselosure of any and all information that might bc useful in
contradicting unfavorable testimony. Normally the right to confront one's accusers is
satisfied if defense counselreccives wide latitude at trial to question witnesses.

141

Ritchie, 107 S.Ct. at 999 (citations and footnote omitted). Similarly, in this case, the
government's refusal to produee statements made by other potential witnesses prior
to Strickland's cross-examination did not breach appellant's right to cross-examine
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Strickland--the refnsal to turn over potentially useful or even exculpatory material is
not equivalent to a restriction on ('.ross-examination under Ritchie. See also United
States v. Balistrieri, 779 F.2d 1191, 1221 (7th CiL198S), cert. denied, 475 C.S. 1094,
106 S.Ct. 1490, 89 L.Ed.2d892 (1986).
C. Brady
142

Tarantino also argues that the failure to disclose the statements by witnesses that
contradicted Strickland'sversion of events violated the due process clause of the Fifth
Amendment as interpreted in Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 83 S.Ct. 1194, 10
L.Ed.2d 215 (1963), Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150, 92 S.Ct. 763, 31 L.Ed.2d
104 (1972), and United States v. Bagley, 473 U.S. 667, 105 S.Ct. 3375, 87 L.Ed.2d 481
(1985).14 Under Brady the government may not suppress evidence favorable to the
accused when it is material to either guilt or punishment, and under Giglio and Bagley
such evidence includes impeachment material One element of a successful Brady
claim is that the government did, in fact, suppress the evidence. United States v.
Driver, 798 F.2d 248, 250 (7th Cir.1986); United States v. Preston, 608 F.2d 626, 637
(sth Cir.1979), cert. denied, 446 U,S. 940, 100 S.Ct. 216:l, 64 L.Ed.2U 794 (1980);
United States v. Bernard, 607 F.2d 1257, 1263 (9th Cir.1979). No suppression
occurred here-Kahn's statements to the government agent were undisputedly
delivered to the defense in accordance with the requirements of the Jencb Act.
Tarantino, however, claims the production was too late to be useful in Strickland's
cross-examination. This argument strikes us as an attemptto convert Brady into a
broad rule of discovery in criminal cases. Appellants' argument necessarily suggests
that all relevant material held by the government must be produced prior to trial, for
relevant material .....ill always be at least marginally useful at every stage of the trial. As
a matter of policy such broad discovery might or might not be "'ise, but certailJ]y it is
not required by present law. See United States v. Agurs, 427 U.S. 97, 108-09, 96 S.Ct.
2392, 2398-2400,49 L.Ed.2d 342 (1976). The Supreme Court has stated that "[t]3ere
is no general constitutional right to discovery in a criminal case, and Brady did not
create one; ... 'the Due Process Clause has little to say regarding the amount of
discovery which the parties must be afforded.'" Weatherford v. Bursey, 429 U.S. 54S,
559,97 S.Ct. 837, &t 6,51 L.Ed.2d30 (1977) (quoting Wardiusv. Oregon, 412 U.S.
470,474,93 S.Ct. 2208, 2212, 37 L.Ed.2d 82 (1973)); see United States v. Kendall,
760 F.2d 1426.1440-41 (lOthCir.198s), cert. denied, 474 U.S. 1081, 106 S.Ct. 848,
88 LEd.2d 889 (1986); United States v. Pollack, 534 F.2d 964,975 (D.C.Cir.), cert.
denied, 429 U.S. 924. 97 S.Ct. 324, 50 L.Ed.2d 292 (1976).

143

Once defendants obtained Kahn's statements, they were perfectly able to impeach
his trial testimony if inconsistent. And during Kahn's cross-examination or during
final argument, defendant's counsel could call the jury's attention to any
inconsistencies between Kahn's version of the events (whether the account presented
at trial or the one given to the government agents, iithe two y.,rere at odds) and
Strickland's rendition. Tarantino argues, nevertheless, that because the material was
unavailable for Strickland's cross-examination, the force of the discrepancies was
likely to have been lost on the jury. This argument is unavailing for tv.·o reasons. First,
'witnesses are not impeached by prior inconsistent statements of other witnesses, but
by their own prior inconsistent statements. See FED. R. EVI D. 613, 801. And eyen if it
had been permissible to confront Strickland with a statement by Kahn that the details
ofa particular transaction were not as Strickland had said. the effectiveness of this is
not self-evident, as Strickland could not confirm or deny that Kahn had made the
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statement or explain Kahn's statement.
144

Second, Brady provides the sale theory on which Kahn's statements were
discoverable prior to Kohn's direct examination. But under Brady, "the prosecutor is
not required to deliver his entire file to defense counsel, but only to disclose evidence
favorable to the accused that, if suppressed, would deprive the defendant of a fair
trial." Bagley, 473 U.S. at 675, 105 S.Ct. at 3380 (footnotes omitted); see Pollack, 534
F.2d at 975. Thus, Brady directs only that "material" information bE" disclosed, and ill
Bagley the Supreme Court held information is material only if "there is a reasonable
probabiliry that, had the evidence been rusclosed to the defense, the result of the
proceeding would have been differellt. A 'reasonable probability' is a probability
sufficient to undermine confidence in the outcome." 473 U.S. at 682, 105 S.Ct. at
3383; see United States v. Kelly, 790 F.2d 130, 135-36 and n. 3 (D.C.Cir.1986).

145

Since the evidenee at issue here """as disclosed, Tarantino must establish that had the
statements been disclosed earlier, there is a probability sufficient to undermine our
confidence in the actual outcome that the jury would have acquitted. Because we
doubt whether earlier discovery of the statements would have appreciably increased
the effectiveness ofStricldand's cross-examination, and beeau.se the defense was not
foreclosed from arguing any inconsistencies to the jury at a later point in the trial, we
think that nothing approaching a Brady violation occurred here. See United States v.
Browne, 829 F.2d 760, 765~66 (9th Cir.1987) (Brady not violated where impeachment
material 'WaS disclosed after several witnesses had testified, but in time to be used to
impeach key \'.1tnesses); United States v. Twomey, 806 F. 2d 1136, 114 t (1st Cir.1986);
United States v. Brimberry, 803 F.2d 908, 911-915 (7th Cir.1986), cert. denied, --U.S. ---, 107 S.Ct. 1977, 9S L.Ed.2d 817 (1987); United States v. Peters, 732 F.2d
1004, 1008-10 (1st Cir.1984); United States v. Kaplan, 554 F.2d 577, 580 (3d
Cir.1977); United States v. Harris, 458 F.2d 670, 675-77 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 409
U.S. 888, 93 S.Ct. 195, 34 L.Ed.2d 145 (1972) (Brady does not override Jencks Act
where one witness' statement is inconsistent 'with another's and where defense could
bring out ruscrepancy at trial).
D. Statements by Co-conspirators

146

Finally, appellant Tarantinoargues that the trial court erred in not ordering the
government to turn over any Jencks material relating to Nancy Strickland. During the
trial, Tarantino's counsel requested discovery of Nancy Strickland's Jencks material
so he could use it to aid his decision whether to ask for Lonnie Strickland's recall for
re-cross examination or Lu eal] Nancy Strickland as a witness for the defense. Tr.
4119. This motion was made after it became apparent that the government was not
going to call Nancy Strickland as a government witness. However ,just as the Jencks
Act does not pro....ide for the discovery of statements by government \'.1tnesses prior
to their actual testimony, it also does not require produclion of :;Latements by
potential witnesses who in fact do not ultimately testify. United States v. Mills, 810
F.2d 907, 910 (9th Cir.)(Judge, now Justice, Kennedy), eert, denied, --- U.S. ----, 108
S.Ct. 107,98 L.Ed.2d 67 (1987); United States v. Cadet, 727 F.2d 1453,1469 (9th
Cir.1984) (abuse of discretion to order production of statements of witnesses the
government did not intend to call); United States v. Disston, 612 F.2d 1035,1038 (7th
Cir.1980).

147

Tarantino asserts, nevertheless, that he was entitled to discovery of Nancy
Strickland's statements because she was a co-conspirator. Nancy Strickland, an
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uniudicted co-conspirator, was listed as a prospective \";tness and before trial had
made statements to government agents regarding the conspiracy. She was not called
by the government to testify, and while it is true that the government did not hinder
the defense from interviewing her, the defendants felt, perhap.s reasonably, that any
attempt to do so would have proved futile. Moreover, although Kaney Strickland was
available as a witness for the defense, the defense was understandably reluctant to cal]
her without either a pr:or interview or knowledge of statements she may have made to
the government. Nancy's statements were presented to the district court for review in
camera; the court concluded the statements did not contain Brady material and
refused to order disclosure.
J 48

Tarantino's argument In favor of discovery requires a clOSt: reading ofFED.R.EVID.
BOI(d)(2)(E) in conjunction with FED.R.CRlM.P. 16(a)(IXA). Under BOl(d)(2)(E), a
co-conspirutor's statement is ;lttributedon an agency rationale to each of the coconspirators, and so itis classified as non-hearsay and may be admitted against each
co-conspirator as if it were his ownstaternent. And under 16(a)(I)(A), a defendant is
entitled to pre-trial discovery of any of his own statements in the government's
possession. Thus, because the co-conspirator's statements may be treated as the
defennant's own for purposes of hearsay analysis, Tarantino argues they should be
discoverable in the same manner as the defendant's own statements. Once it was
apparent that Nancy Strickland would not testify for the government and
consequently her stalements would not be discoverable in accord<'Jnce with the Jencks
Act, Tarantino contends the trial court should have ordered disclosure,

J 49

Evcn though the Jencks Act explicitly provides that stutements of witnesses or
prospective witnesses, including co-conspirators, are not discoverable until after the
witnefis te;<;tifies, some courts have ordered diselosure of co-conspirator statements
where the prosecution does not propose to put the co-conspirator on the stand. See
United States v. Konefal, 566 F.Supp. 69B, 705-07 (N.D.~.Y.J983)(citing cases in
aecord): 2 C. WRIGf-IT, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE Sec. 253 at 50 (2d
ed. 1982) (citing cases).

1SO

We believe, however, that we are without authority to order such discovery.
Nothing in the Federal Rules of Evidence or in the Jencks Act requires such
llisdosure-we think it clear that as used in Fed.R.Crim.P. 16(a)(1)(A) the phrase
"statements made by the defendant" does not include statements made by coeonspirators of the defendant, even if those statements can be attributed to the
defemlUllt [or purposes of the rule against hearsay. Onee <1ppellant's imaginative
reading of I 6(a)(1)(A) is rejected, no other authority is suggested for this type of
discovcry order. Under our law, the adversary system is "the primary means by which
truth is uncovered." Bagley, 473 U.S. at 675, 105 S.Ct. aL :BBo. We decline to extend
the defendant's right to discovery beyond that required by statute or the Constitution.
We note this result is in agreement with every other circuit that has examined the
question. See United States y. Orr, 825 F.2d 1537 (lIth Cir.19B7); United States v.
Roberts, 811 F.2d 257 (4th Cir.1gB7) (en banc); United States v. Percevault, 490 F.2d
126 (2d Cir.1974); see also 8J. MOORE, MOORE'S FEDERAL PRACfICF.p 16.04 at
16-54,55 (2d ed. Noy. 19B6 Rev.).
VIII. CONTINGENT PLEA ARRANGEMENTS

1 51

Strickland agreed to testify in exchange for a promise that the government would
advise the sentencing judge of "the full natllre, extent, and value of the cooperation
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provided." Tr. 79 (emphasis added). The plea agreement further provided that if
Strickland made "any false statements or commit[ted] any perjury ... the United States
will have the right to terminate this agreement and prosecute him for any and all
offenses that can be brought." Tr. 81.

152

Bell argues that Strickland's testimony should have been stricken because it
represented the fruits of a prohibited contingent plea arrangement. Strickland's
incentive to lie was overwhelming, says Bell, because the government's sentence
recommendation would beinversely related to the "value" of his testimony, i.e., how
many people he was instrumental in convicting. Bell points to Strickland's crossexamination as demonstrating that Strickland understood the condition as a
contingent plea arrangement, but Strickland testified that he understood "value" to
mean "about what crimes that have been conunitted, and may be committed, am I
giving information." Tr.1464-65. Bell argues Strickland's testimony is inherently
untrustworthy and must be stricken under the Fifth and Sixth Amendments. Brief for
Bell at 46-50.

153

In United Statesv. Waterman, 732 F.2d 1527 (8th Cir.1984), on which Bell largely
relies, the government promised its main witness that it would recommend a reduction
in his sentence if and only if his testimony led to further indictments. The court
reversed the conviction, holding that the agreement between the government and the
\vitness was "nothing more than an invitation to perjury having no place in our
constitutional system." 732 F.2d at 1531. The panel's opinion in Waterman was
subsequently-vacated following an en banc vote that produced an equally divided
court. Id. at 1533, cert. denied, 471 U.S. 1065, 105 S.Ct. 2138, 85 LEd.2d496 (1985).
It has no precedential value, even within the Eighth Circuit. E.g., United States v.
Spector, 793 F.2d932, 936 (8th Ciu986), cert. denied, --- U.S. ---, 107 S.O. 876, 93
L.Ed.2d830 (1987).

1S4

In another case cited by Bell, United States v. Cervantes-Pacheco, 800 F.2d 4 52
(5th Cir.1986), a government informer was hired to gather information on a particular
individual. The informer's pay ""'as dependent on his effectiveness in gathering
information and testifying against the targeted individual. The court held that use of
the informer's testimony violated due process. The Fifth Circuit, sitting en banc,
reversed the Cervantes*Pacheeo panel opinion, and held instead that "an informant
who is promised a contingent fee by the government is not disqualified from
testifying.... [I]t is up to thejnry to evaluate the credibility of the compensated
witness." 826 F.2d 310, 315 (5th CiU987) (en banc), cert. denied, --- U.S. -~-, 108
S.Ct. 749. 98 L.Ed.2d 762 (198B).

1S5

The agreement between the government and Strickland was tess akin to these
contingent arrangements than to a typical plea bargain under which an accomplice
agrees to testify in exchange fol' a promise of a redueed sentence. Courts "uniformly
hold that such a .....itness may testify so long as the government's bargain with him i.s
fully ventilated so that the jury can evaluate his credibility." Cervantes-Pacheco, 826
F.2d at 315 (citing United States v. Dailey, 759 F.2d 192, 198·200 (1st Cir .1985)); see
also Spector, 793 F.2d at 937 & n. 3, and cases cited; United States v. Rosenthal, 793
F.2d 1214, 1240-41 (11 th Cir.) (testimony permitted despite agrecment in which
government would inform sentencing judge of "value to the Government" of
defendant's testimony and make a recommendation based upon a "subjective
evaluation by the Government of the nature and scope" of cooperation), modified in
different part, 801 F. 2d 378 (11th Cif.1986), cert. denied, -- U.S. ----, 107 S.Ct. 1377,
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Although conditioning the sentencing recommendation on the "value" of the
witness' testimony may in some cases create a greater incentive to lie, the likelihood of
perjury is clearly not enough as to require a per se rule excluding such testimony. The
"value" of Strickland's testimony was not necessarily tied to the success of the
prosecutions, and Strickland did not so testify. Tr. 1464-65. See Dailey, 759 F.2d at
197 (upholding "value" agreement). Moreover, the sentencing recommendation was
conditioned on truthful testimony, which surely must encourage veracity. E.g., United
States v. Moody, 778 F.2d 1380, ]385 (9th Cir.1985) (requirement of truthfu]
testimony "negates inference of inducement to testify falsclY" (citing Dailey, 759 F.2d
at ]97)), amended on other grounds, 791 F.2d 707 (9th Cir.1986). Finally, the
agreement itself was the subject of extensive crass-examination. "The established
safeguards of the Anglo-American legal system leave thc veracity of the witness to be
tested by crass-examination, and the credibility of his testimony to be determined by
a properly instructed jury." Hoffa v. United States, 385 U.S. 293, 311, 87 S.C!. 408,
418, 17 LEd.2d 374 (]966). Under the circumstances of this case, admission of
Strickland's testimony was permissible.
IX. BURNS' DESIRE TO REPRESENT HIMSELF

157

Citing the Supreme Court's decision in Faretta v. California, 422 U.S. 806, 95 S.C!.
2525,45 LEd.2d 562 (1975), Burns contends that the trial court violated his rights
under the Sixth Amendment by "thrust[ing] counsel" upon him and refusing to allow
him to represent himself at trial. In Faretta, the Supreme Court held that the Sixth
Amendment right to the assistance of counsel includes the right to "proceed Vt':ithout
counsel when [the defendant] voluntarily and intelligently elects to do so." Id. at 807.
Beeause the exercise ofthe right of self-representation involves a waiver of the right
to assistance of counsel, United States v. Weisz, 718 F.2d 413, 4 25 (D.C.Cir.J983),
cert. denied, 465 U.S. J034, 104 S.C!. ]305, 79 L.Ed.2d704 (1984), we have recently
emphasized that "the right of self-representation is waived unless defendants
articulately and unmistakably demand to proceed pro se," id. at 426.

I 58

Our reading of the trial transcript demonstrates to us that Burns never made an
unambiguous waiver of his right to assistance of counselor, therefore, an
unambiguous claim to represent himself It is true that from time to time, in the first
trial C""ilich later ended in a mistrial due to Black's illness) and the second, and in
status hearings, he ppressed his desire to proceed pro se. However, although the
court carefully and repeatedly explained to Burns that he had to choose between
representing him.<;elf and being represented by appointed coun.sel, and gave Burns
numerous opportunities to uuequivocally assert his iutention to proceed pro se, Burns
never made such an assertion. Instead, he seemed to desire some sort of hybrid form
of representation, whereby both he and his appointed counsel would be permitted to
examine witnesses, make objections, and argue motions. While the district court
would have been within its discretion in permittiugthis practice, Burns did not have a
constitutional right under the Sixth Amendment to combine self-representation with
representation by counsel. United States v. Mosely, 810 F.2d 93,97 (6th Cir.), cert.
denied, -- U.S. ----, ]08 S.Ct. 129, 98 L.Ed.2d 87 (1987); United States v. Weisz, 7]8
F.2d at 425. It would not be terribly cynical to suppose that Burns' equivocal requests
were made more with an eye to creating an issue on appeal than for any other purpose.

159

Because Burns has gone to great lengths in his brief and at oral argument to
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demonstrate that he did unambiguously assert his right to represent himself, we
recount the saga in some detail. At a hearing before a magistrate on December 22,
1983, Burns stated that he "would like to .try to represent [hirnlself, if at all possible."
Tr. 12/22/83 at 3. The magistrate, however, after qnestioning Burns about his
financial capacity to hire an attorney, appointed a Mr. Garber in "an advisory
capacity." ld. The court then left it up to Burns, Garber, and Judge Hogan "to work
out the precUie pardmetersofthat representation." Id. at 11. A doek~t entry filed
January la, 1984 reflects the appointment. Record C"R. It) 21.
, 60

Me. Garber appeared on behalf of Burns befor~ thp. magistrate later that afternoon,
and addressed the court as to the bail amount and several other preliminary matters.
Tr. 12/22/83 at 19-23. Over the next two weeks, Garber again filed several motions on
Burns' behalf; each staled that it was filed ''by defendant, by and through coun...el."
See, e.g., R. 23,24, 25, 44, 53. On January 13, 1984, Judge Hogan inquired of Garber
whether the question of Burns' pro se status had been resolved and Garber replied,
"We have been haVing some discll.'lsions along lhat line." Te. 1/13/84 at 23. Judge
Hogan then specifically stated, "I only want one ofyou trying-the case in court." Id. at
24. Garber said he understood, though alluding to the possibility that he would
"address that maybe in another week or so." ld.

161

]n February 1984, following the government's motion in opposition to the
appointment of Garber as Burns' l:ounsel, Burns filed ("by and through his appointed
counsel") a pleading, signed by Garber, asserting that he was in fact indigent and
requesting that his appointed counsel remain On the job. R. 46. In the pleading, Burns
asserted that

162

Defendant has had the assistance of counsel since arraignment, and a ... vacation of
counsel appointment would seriously and adversely affect the defendnnt's Sixth
Amendment rights to effective assistance of counsel.

163

R. 46 at 4. Judge HOgi:l.ll denied the government's motion on Febrnary 23,1984,
ruling that "appointed eounse] shall continue representing Burns," R 48.

164

Two months latcr at a status hearing, Burns attempted to address the court directly
regarding some motions on which the court had ruled. The following colloquy then
occurred:

165

The Court Have you talked it over with Mr. Garber?

166

Mr. Rl1cnS: T'mtalkingto the beneh.

167

Mr. Garber: He's discussed this with me, your honor.

168

The Court: Youal'eu't pro se quite. I think Me. Garber is appointed to represent you
and I've left him in representing you despite some concerns. And I really don't want to
get involved in two people trying this case. I want to get to trial.

169

Mr. Burns: Yes, your honor.

J 70

The Court: All right. You nnderstand that. All right.

\ 71

Tr. 4/24/84 .l15-16.

172

At the first trial, Garber conducted cross-examination of government witnesses and
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addressed the bench on motions and objections. At one point, Burns attempted to
address the bench directly, and was told by Judge Hogan that he should address the.
court only through his attorney. The CVUl"t then said to Burns, "Mr. Garber is going to
handle the trial, you understand that?" Burns responded, "Yes, sir." Tr. 5/10/84 at
104. Garber proceeded to act as Burns' attorney until the court declared a mistrial on
Junc 13.
) 73

174
175
176

The issue next surfaced on September 28 at a status hearing when, follov.ing a flurry
of handwritten motions from Burns, the lead prosecutor asked the court to resolve
once and for all Hums' status, reminding all pr~sent ufthe court's repeated rulings that
Burns could not enjoy dual representation. Tr. 9/28/84 at 41-42. Judge Hogan again
questioned Garber about the pro se issue.
The Court: Mr. Garber, Mr. Burns?
Mr. Garber, you're representing Mr. Burns still, and I haven't had any indication
that you're not going to continue to.
Mr. Garber: No, Your Honor, I haven't either.

177

rd. at 44-45. The l.:ourL then stated again that he would not allow hybrid
representation. Jd at 45. Burns responded that he had no quarrel with Garber's
assistance, but that as he understood it, he had been granted pro se status at the initial
hearing with the magistrate, and Garber had only been appointed to assist him; he
wondcred "by what magic formula [his] pro se status ha[d] evaporated." Id. at 46.
Judge Hogan again explained to Burns that Garber had been appointed as his la\vyer,
and that Burns could attain pro se status only by trying the case himself;

I 78

[M]y understanding was throughout the trial Mr. Garber was your la.....y er. He tried
the case. And as you said, he did an exceptional job throughout the part of the trial we
did have, Andit was not that he ,vas sitting there at counsel table just helping you to
ask questions, or tellingyou how to properly phrase the question, or telling you how
to properly file a motion. That's the status of the standby-type counsel that I believe
Magistrate Dwyer was addressing to you.
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And I think that he is your lav.yer, and that he's appointed to be your lawyer, and he
has been working and had worked very hard as your lawyer, and continues to. And
that's the way to leave it, unless he doesn't actively involve himself in the case, At that
point, you become pro se, and then you're going to try the case.
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Tr. 9/28/84 at 47. Although Burns protested that he did not 'Want his (erroneously
assumed) pro se status to "completely disappear ," he statcd that if he was not allov,red
to file the motions himself, "I may just have to go pro se myself." Id. at 48. The court
reiterated that Burns should file motions only through his counsel, id. at 50, and
agrecd not to take action on the pending pro se motions until they were refiled by
Garber, id. at 52. Despite this extended explanation of the choice facing him, Burns
did not make a motion to proceed pro se.

181

The second trial begau in Jauuary 1985, "..,.jth Garber acting as counsellNithout
objection from Burns. One month into the trial, the issue of Burns' pro se status arose
for the final time. Burns addressed the court in order to state that he objected to "not
being allowcd to proceed pro se." Tr. 2962. In response, the court stated that, "You
did not have a pro se status.... There has not been a motion to discharge (Garber]
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made by you and to go pro se yourself or to try your case. I told you one of the t....tO of
you ....'as going to tI}', if you wanted to try it or Mr. Garber, but not both." Id. The court
then once again put Burns to the choice: "If you want Mr. Garber to be discharged and
you want to take over, and that is your application, I can hear an application on that."
Id. at 2963. Burns did not make a motion to dismiss Garber, or to try the ease hiIIL';elf.
182

The tortuous history recounted above demonstrates that Burns \.VaS told several
times that the court would not allow both Burns and Garber to conduct the defense,
and had numerous opportunities to tell the court that he wanted to represent himself
on the condition offered. Not onee, however, did he do so; Burns apparently was
unwilling to proceed pro se if that meant he would have to forego the considerable
benefits of Garber's representation. The trial court refused to let Burns have his cake
and eat it. This is not a violation of the Sixth Amendment.
X. THE ERROR IN SENTENCING BELL
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FED.R.CRIM.P. 32(c)(3)(A)allows a defendant on sentencing to challenge the
factual aecuracy of items in the presentence report. If he does so, the trial court is to
make findings on the disputed point or a detennination that no such finding is
necessary because the matter controverted will not be taken into account on
sentencing. FED.R.CRIM.P. 32(C)(3)(D). The judge's findings or determmation are to
accompany any copy of the presentence report sent to the Bureau of Prisons or Parole
Commission. Id.
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The Rule was triggered by factual elarifications as to Bell's past drug nse and past
drug distribution activities. But the forwarding requirement was not met, evidently
through inadvertence. The government agrees that remand is appropriate. Brief for
the Government at 108. As to Bell we remand the case to the trial court for full
compliance with Rule 32(c)(3)(D).
XI. CONCLUSION

1 85

) 86

The eonvictions of defendants Bell, Black, Burns, and Tarantino are affirmed on all
counts. Ben's ease is remanded to the district eourt for further proceedings consistent
with this opinion.
So ordered.

I

The Travel Act provides in relevant part:
(a) Whoever travels in interstate or foreign commerce or uses any facility in
interstate or foreign commerce. including the mail, with inteut to-(1) distribute the proceeds of any unlawful activ ily; or

•••
(3) otherwise promote. manage, establish, carryon, or facilitate the promotion,
management, establishment, or carrying on, of any unlawful activity, and
thereafter performs or attempts to perform any of the acts specified in
subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3), shall be fined ... or imprisoned ..., or both.

(b) As used in this section ''unlawful ac tivity" means (1) any business ~ Ilterprise
involving ... narcotics or controlled substances....

...reso u rce.org/ ./846, F2 d.13B4 85-584.,
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2 Tarantino was also eonvicted offonr counts under the Travel Act, hut does not
raise the issue of the propriety of the instructions on appeal. We are entitled to
notiee such an errol' undPI' a ''plain error"standard. See Silberv. United States, 370
U.S. 717, 718, 82 S.Ct. 1287 , J 288, 8 LEd.2d 798 (lq62). As Tarantino, like Black,
raised no timely objection at trial, the result is the same as for Blaek
3

Black's trial counsel initially submitted requested instructions on the clements of
the Travel Act that closely paralleled those later given by the trial court; the
requested instructions defined the unlawful activity in the case as 'the distribution
ofeo caine and other controlled suhstauces."Black's Requested Jury Instruction
No. 11. He also submitted an instruction that essentially restated the statutory
language, including the definition of''unlawful activity" as a "business enterprise."
Black's Requested Instruc tion No. 10. Black's counsel did not, however, refer to tbe
business enterpri~f' requirement at the instructions conference. Tr. 58:20-6039.
Moreover, although he objected to the judge's instructions on unlawful activity at
a conference following the charge to the jury, his grounds were that the alleged
narcotics conspiracy could not constitute the unlawful activ ity for purposes of the
Travel Act, nvtthat the business enterprise element was missing_ Th. 6474-75. In
sum, Black's trial eounsel never took exception to the judge's instructions on the
grounds urged here either before or after the charge to the jury

4 Black was tried aud acquitted for offenses under the C'IRA in a separate trial

------5 On occasions the prosecutor snggested that Black's actions in structuring his

deposits to avoid the bank's filing ofCfRs were illegfll, hut only, so far as we can
determine, in eolloqnies with the court out of the earshot ofthejury. Tr. 6027-31,
6114-16,6161
b Bntns'counsel cross-examined ,Strickland as to his role in the drug, trade, Tr. 563-

615, past income tax evasion, Tr. 647-62, 677~7 8, the possibility that Strickland
married his wife in order to take advantage of the spousal privilege, Tr. 735-36,
prior inconsistent statements to a government agent, Tr. 7 89~95, 800-02, 808-12,
814-16,822-26,828-34,839-41,860-66,898-904, 906-08, prior inconsistent
statements in the first trial (whieh had ended in a mistrial), Tr. 845-52, 859, 88588, 893-98, and past statements to the grand jury, Te. 866-7 0, 875, 87 9~83, 90912. Black's eouusel cross-examinl'rl as to past drug lIse, Tr. 928-29, 1006~07, tax
evasio n, Tr. 935-40, Strickland's ('ole in the drug trade, Tr. 946-54, Strickland's
agreemeut with the government, Tr. 954-69, 980-90, past statements to the grand
jnry, Tr. 1020-23, 1042-48, prior inconsistent statements at the first trial, Te.
1027-29,1036-42, Strickland's preparation for testifying, Tr. 1055, aud a prior
statement to a Me. Heo:sler regarding Black, Tl'. 1081-82. Tarantino's E'ounsE'1 cros."examined Strickland regarding the use of aliases, Tr. 1125-26, 1183, his past use of
hallueinogenic and other drugs, Tr. 1156-60, the drug smuggling ring, Tr. 1161-71,
prior statements to thc grand jury , Te. 1~14-15, .1.231-34, 1237-4°, 1253-59, 126973, inquiries to Tarantino regarding legal representation, Tr. 1287~89, and
Strickland's and others' plea agreements with thE' government, Te. 1294-96.
Finally, Bell's attorney cross-examined as to Strickland's plea bargain and
relationship with the government, Tr. 1420~27, 1434-31:1, 1440~47, 1457-69,
Striekland's income from the conspiracy and taX evasion, Tr. t470~99,
inconsistent statements before a grand jury , Tr. 1509-12, Strickland's demeanor
and credibility in court, Tr. 1524-26, his past lies in various situations, Tr. 152636, past drug use, Te. 1536-40, and Strie kland's motives in testifying for the
government, Tr. 1547-50
,.resDurce,Drg/ ../846 F2d 1384.35-584...
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In any event, Blackwas later given the opportunity to explain his retainer ofa
criminal defense lawyer for Nieholls, Tr. 4903-05, and to cross-examine the
lawyer about his <lrrangement with Black, Tr. 4039-42

8

The rul(' may also serve to avoid unfair surprise. For example, where a defendant
in a criminal case takes the stand and on cross-ex amination denies charges of
unrelated misconduct, the government may not attempt to impeach his credibility
with extrinsic evidence ofsuch misconduct. See Lee v. United States, 368 F.2d
834,836-37 (D.C.Cir.1966); see also Tinker v. United States, 417 F.2d 542, 545 n.
15 (D.c.ad, ceet. denied, 396 U.S. 864, 90 S.Ct.141, 24 L.Ed.2d 118 (1969); Dixon
v. Cnited States, 303 F.2d 226 (D.C.CiL1962)

!>

That this was the grounds for the trial judge's decision to exf'lude is indicated by
his statement that '1 query whether or not it is collateral as to what she yelled at
Sergeant Murphy [sie] when she got bounced out of this house, after having a
fight."Tl'.4277-7 8

10

-

Hums makes a similar ubjection to Ribera's testimony regarding details of dru~
transactions involving Burns, Strickland, and Kupits. Ribera testified as to how
mueh Burns was eharging for his services as a middleman, as well as other details.
Ribera, like Rubin, was often not in the room while the sale was made, su much of
his testimony was based on what would be hearsay, but for the rule. However, also
like Rubin, Ribera had an active part in thp. conspiracy, and, in fac.!, in the very
deals related to him by Strickland or Kllpits. For this reason, the discussions
among Ribera, Strickland and Kupits were clearly in the course of and in
furtherance of the conspiracy

------

---------- ----------------- - - - - - - - - - - - -~ -

11

Ofcoul'sc, under Brady v. Marylanrl, 373 U.S. 83, 83 8.Ct.1194, 10 L.Ed.2d215
(1963), the government has additional obligations deriving from the Fifth
Amendment to disclose exculpatory material, and the limitations on discovery
contained in the Jencks Act do not lessen those obligations. See enited States v.
Bernard, 607 F.2d 1257, 1263 (9th Cir.197 9) (Brady is an independent foundation
to preserve f'virlence); Murphy, s69 F.2d at 774; Haldeman, 559 F.2d at 77-7 8
aud n. 112 (Brady duty may extend to material also covered by Jencks Act);
United Statesv. Kaplan, 554 F.2d 577,580 (3d Cir.197 7) (Brady and Jencks Act
may both cover S<ime material); United States v. Harri.~nn, 524 F.2d 421, 427
(D.C.Cir.197 5) (Brady broadened bcyond the Jencks Act the possible grounds for
prodllction of material to defense). See discussion infra at 1416-17

12

We note, however, that trialjudges, with the consent of the government routinely
fashion discoy ery proeedmcs tha t entail prod u ction of.Tencks mate rial before trial
or prio r to d itect examilla tiou, in a rder to facilitate the defeuse's preparation fo r
cross·examinatioll. 8uch a sensible procedllre was used in this trial, and the
defense received the bulk ofthe Jencks material 48 huurs prior to direct testimony
by government witnesses. Sce United Statesv. Algie, 667 F.2d 569,571.72 (6th
Cir.19B2); Campagnllolo, 592 F.2d at 8S8 n. 3; Murphy, 569 F.2d at 7 73 n. 5;
Percevault, 490 F.2d a1132

J1

For example, on direct examination, Strickland teslified that he and Kohn had
driven up to New Jersey from Washillgton to deliver cocaine and had met with
Tarll,ntino at a rest stop on the New Jersey Turnpike. Strickland testified that '1w]e

-----------------

--------
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[Slrickland and Kohn] found the rest stop, and Mr. Tarantino was there in his car.
We gave him the kilo."'!'r. 478. On ccus5~examination,Kohn testified he and
Strickland drove to New Jersey with a suitcase of cocaine in thc trnnk and met with
Tarantino at u rest stop, but that Strickland and Tarantino talked separately from
him and that he did not see any transfer of cocaine. Yr. 3542-54. Rather than
contradiction, Kahn's version could most accurately he described as a failure to
corroborate an important detail of Strickland's testimony, althoug,h in almost all
other particulars, the two versions matched very closely
14

Appellant Bnrnsjoined in this argument
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B v. Director of Public Prosecutions [20...

ON 23 FEBRUARY 2000
LORD IRVINE OF LAIRG L.c.

My Lords.
For the reasons given by my noble and learned fh:nd. Lord Ncholls ofBirkenhead, in his speech,

which I have had the advantage ofreading in draft this appeal should be allowed.
LORD MACKAY OF CLASHFERN
My Lords.

I have had the advantage ofreading in draft tre speedx::s prepared bynob1e and learned :friends Lord
Nicholls ofBirkenhead, Lord Ste)'l and Lord Hutton.
In th: light of the attthorities to which they refer I consider that a defendant is entitled to be acquitted of
the o:tfunce of inciting a child under] 4 to corrunit an act of gross indecency, contrary to sectbn 1(l) of
the Indecency with Children Act 1960, ifhe holds or may hold an honest berefthat the chill was aged 14
years or over, unless Parliament expressly or by necessary implication provided fa the contrary. Clearly
this has not been done expressly. For the reasons given by my noble and learned friends I consider that
there is no suflic~ntly detailed legislative policy man.i:tested by the Sexual Offences Act 1956 to whi::h the
Act of 1960 is an appendix to prorne a basis for the necessary implication in respect ofwhat was in
1960 a new o:trence. Aeeordingly this appeal should be albwed.
LORD NICHOLLS OF BIRKENHEAD
My Lords,

An irrlecent assauh on a woman is a criminal offence. So is an indecent assauh on a maIL Neither a
boy nor a girllli1der the age ofsixteen can, in law, give any cornent whi::h wouki prevent an act being an
assault. These offences have existed for many years. Currently they are to be fOlUld in sections 14 and 15
of the Sexual Offences Act 1956. They have their origins in sections 52 and 62 of the Offences against
the Person Act 1861.
In the early 1950s a lacW"1a in this legislation became apparent. A man was charged with indecen1;
assault on a girl aged nine. At the man's invitation the girl had committed an indecent act on the man The
Court of Criminal Appeal held that an invitation to aoother person to touch the invitor couki oot amount to
an assauh on the invitee. As th:: man had done oothing to the girl which, if done against her will, would
have amm.m.ted to an assauh on her, the man's conduct did not constitute an indecent assauh on the girl
Tbat was the case of Fairclough v. Whipp [1951] 2 A.E.R 834. Two years later the same point arose
and was similarly decided regarding a girl aged eleven: see Director ofPublic Prosecutions v. Rogers
[1953] 1 W.L.R. 1017. Following a report of the Criminal Law Rev~ion Committee in August 1959
(First Report: Indecency with Children (Cmnd. 835)), Parliament enacted the Indecency with Children

Act 1960. Section 1(1) of this Act makes.it a criminal offence to conunit an act of gross indecencyv.1th
ba il ii .org/u kl cases/U KHL/2000/13.h tm I
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or towards a child under the age of fourteen, or to ineite a ehild under that age to such an act. The
question rai.o;ed by the appeal concerns thc mental element in this offence so fur as the age ingredient is
concerned.
The answer ro this question depends upon thc proper interpretatim of the section There are, broadly,
three possibilit~s. The first possible answer is that it matters not whether the accused honestly be~ved
that the person with whom he was dealing was over totrrteen So fur as the age element is concerned, the
offence creatcd by sectim 1 ofthe Indecency with Children Act 1960 is one of str~t liability. 'The second
possible answer is that a necessary element of this o:lfunce is the absence ofa belie( held honestly and on
reasonable grounds by the accused, that the person v.1th whom he was deafutg was over fuuneen 1be
third possibility is that the existence or not ofreasonable grounds for an honest belief is irrelevant. The
necessary mental elemcnt is simply the absence of an honest belief by the accused that the other person
was over fOurteen
The common

(a»'

presumption

As habitually happens with statutory ofknces, when enacting this offence Parliament defined the
prohIbited conduct solely in terms ofthe proseribed physical acts. Section 1(1) says nothmg about the
mental clement. In particular, the section says nothing about what shall be the position if the person who
conunits or incites the act ofgross indecency oonestly but mistakenly believed that the child was fourteen
or over.
In these circumstances the starting point fur a court is the established common law presumptim that a
mental element traditionally labelled mens rea, is an essential ingredient unless Parliament has ind~ated a
contrary intention either expressly or by necessary implication 'The cornman.law presumes that, unless
Parliament indicated otherwisc, thc appropriate ~ntal element is an unexpressed ingred~nt of every
statutory ofrence. On this I r£ed do no rmre than refer to Lord Reid's magisterial statern:nt in the leading
case ofSweeJ v. Parsley [1970J A.C. 132, ]48-149:

'... there has fur centuries been a presumption that Parliament did not intend to make criminals of
persons woo were in no way blameworthy in what they did. That means that whenever a section is
si!ent as to mens rea there is a presumption that, in order to give effecl10 the \",ill ofParliament, we
must read in words appropriate to require rrx::ns rea.... it is firmly established by a host of
authorities that rncns rea is an essential ingredient of every offunce lIDless some reason can be found
for holding thal that is not necessary.'
Reasonahle beliefor
honest helief
.
.

The exi5tence ofthe presumption is beyond dispute, but in one respect the traditional funrruhtion ofthe
presumption calls for re-examinatk:m This respect conccrns the positi:m of a defendant \Vho acted under
a mistaken view of the facts. In this regard, the prestunption is expressed tradItionally to the efrect that an
honest mistake by a defendant does not avail him unless the mistake was made on reasonable grounds.
111US, in The Queen v. Tolson (1889) 23 Q.B.D. 168. J 81, Cave 1. observed:

ba iii i. 0 rg/u kjedses/U KH L/2 000/13. himl
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'At common law an honest and reasonable beIefin the exlstence ofcircumstances, which. if true ,
wonk:! make the act for which a prisoner is indicted an innocent act has aN.'aYs been held to be a
good defunce. ~ doctrine is embodied in the somewhat uncouth maxim 'actus non tacit reurn, nisi
mens sit rea'. Honest and reasonable mistake stands on the same rooting as absence of the
reasoning faculty, as in infancy, or perversion of tint fuctht)', as in lunacy.... So fur as I am aware
:it has never been suggested that these exceptions do not equally apply in the case ofstatutory
offeIK'es unless they are exchlded expressly or by necessary implicatioIl'
,

The other judges in tint case expressed themselves to a similar effect. In Bank of New Sourh Wales v.
Piper [1897] AC 383, 389-390, the Pffiy Council likewise espoused the 'reasonable belief approach:

'... the absenee of m::ns rea really consists in an honest and reasonable beliefentertained by the
accused offucts which, if true, woull make the act charged against him innocent.'
InSweef v. Parsley! 19701 AC. 132, 163, Lord Dipbck referred to a general principle ofconstruetion
ofstatutes ereating criminal o.trences, in similar terms:

'... a gereral princip1e of constroction of any enactment, v..1rich creates a criminalotrence, [is] that,
even wrere the words used to descnbe the prohibited conduct would not in any other context
connote the necessity for any particular mental e1ement, they are f1everthe1ess to be read as subject
to the implication that a necessary element in the otrence is the absence ofa belie( held honestly
an::i upon reasonable grounds. in the existence offacts which, if true, wonkj make the act innocent.'
The 'reasonable belief school of thought held unchallenged sway tOr rmny years. But over the last

quarter ofa century there have been several important cases where a defeoce ofhonest but mistaken
beliefwas raBed. In deciding these cases the co1.Jrt<> have placed rew, or renewed, emphasis on the
subjective nature of the mental element in criminal otrences. The courts have rejected the reasonable belief
approach arrl preferred the honest beliefapproach When mens rea is ousted by a mistaken belief, it is as
well ousted by an unreasonable beliefas by a reasonable belief In the pithy phrase ofLawton L.J. in
Regina v, Kimber [1983J I W.LR 1118, 1122, it is the debrlam's belie~ not the grounds on which it
is based, which goes to negative the intent. This approach L<; well encapsulated in a passage in the
jud!!iTIent of Lord Lane CJ in Regina v, Willlams (Glads/one) (1983) 78 Cr.App, R 276, 281:
'1he reasonableness or unreasonableness of the defendant's beliefis rmterial to question ofwhether
the belief was held by the defendant at all ffthe beJidwas in fact held, its unreasonableness, so fur
as guilt or innocence is concerned, is neither hete nor there. rt is irrelevant. Were it otheIWic;e, the
defendant would be eonvicted because he was negligent in fuiling to recognise that the victim was
not consenting ... and so on'

Considered as a rm.rtet of principle, the honest beliefapproach must be prefcmble. By definition the
mental element in a crime is coneerned wih a subjective state of mind, such as intent or belief To the
extent that an overriding objective limit Con reasonable grounds') is introduced, the subjective element is
displaced. To that extent a person who lacks the necessary intent or belicfmay nevertheless commit the
offence. When that occurs the defendant's 'fuult' lies exclusively in fulling short of an objective stand.ard.
Hi<; r.r1mP' lie,,, in hi" npPIiDP-nf'.e A st.'!tllte In.'!V <;0 nrnvirle p-xnrt>,<;SIv or hv np-('p."-.<;.'!rv imnlicMion Rnt thi<;
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His erime lies in his negligence. A statute may so provide expressly or by necessary imp1i:ati:Jn But this
can have no place in a cormnon law prirx:iple, ofgeneral application, which is concerned with the need for
a mental element as an essential ingredient ofa criminal alienee,
The traditional fOrmulation of the common law presumption, exemplified in Lord Diplock's fllnoUS
expositim in Sweet v. Parsley, cited above. is out ofstep v.1ih this recent line of authority, in so fur as it
envisages that a mistaken bel£fmust be based on reasonable grounds. 1bis seems to be a relic from the
days before a defendant in a criminal case eould give cvidenec in his O\VIl defence. It is not surprising that
in those times juries judged a dcfendant's state ofmind by the eonduct to bc expected of a reasonable
person.
I tum to the recent authorities. The decision which heratied this development in criminal hw was the
decisim ofyour Lordships' House in Director ofPublic Prosecutions v. lv/organ [1976J AC. 182.
This was a case of rape. Bya bare majority the House held that where a defendant had sexual intercourse
with a woman without her consent but believing she did consent, he was not guilty ofrape cven though he
had no reasonable grounds for his belief The intent to commit rape mvolves an intention to have
intercourse without the woman's consent or with a reckless indifference to whether she consents or not. It
would be :inconsistent with this definition ifan honest belief that she did coment led to an acquittal only'
when it \-IIaS bascd on rcasonable grounds. One ofthf: minority, Lord Edrmmd-Davies, would have taken
a diffurent 'iewhad he felt free to do so. In Regina v. Kimber [I983J I W.L.R 1118. a case of indecent
assauh. the Court ofAppeal applied the approach ofthe majority in Morgan's case. The guilty state of
mind was the intent to use personal violence to a woman without her consent. Ifthc defendant did not so
intend, he was entitled to be found nol guiliy. Ifhe did oot so intend beeause he beijeved she was
consenting, the prosecntion will have fuiled to prove the charge, irrespective ofthe grotmds for the
defendant's belief: The cOurt disapproved of the suggestion made in the earlier case of Regina v. Phekoo
[1981] 1 W.L.R. 1117, 1127, that this House intended to coniine the views expressed in Morgan's case
to eases ofrape.

This reasoning was taken a step :fUrther in Reg. v. Williams (Gladstone) (1983) 78 Cr. App. R. 276.
There the Court of Appea~ presided over by Lord Lane C.J., adopted the same approach in a case of
assault oceasioning actual bodily harm. The context wa~ a defence that the defendant believed that the
person whom he assaulted was unia.. . .fu1iy assaulting a third party. In Beckford v. The Queen [J 9S81
.\.C. 130 a similar iss~ came before the Privy Council on an appeal from Jamaica in a case involving a
defence of self-defence to a chargc ofmurder. The Privy COlD1cil applied the deci5ions in Morgan's case
and 'Williams' case. Lord Griffiths said, at pagc 144:
'If then a genuine belief albeit without\ reasonable grounds, is a defence to rape because it
negatives the necessary intention, so also must a genuine beliefin fucts which if true would justifY
self-defence be a defunce to a crime ofpersonal violence because the beijef~gatives the intent to
act tmlawfully.'

Lord Griffiths al<;o observed, at a practical leve~ that where there are no reasonable grolITlds [0 hold a
beijef it will surely only be in exceptional circumstances Hlat a jury will conclude t:hat such a beliefwas or
might have been held. Finally in thi5 summal)', in Blackburn v. Bowering [1994J 1 W.L.R 1324, the
ba il ii.org/u kJca ses;U KHL/2000;13.h tml
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Court of AppeaL presided over by Sir Thomas Bingham M.R, applied the same approach to the exercise
by the court orits contempt jurisdiction in respect ofan alleged assauh on officers of the COlUt while in the
execution of their duty.
The Crown advanced no suggestion to your Lordships !:hat any ofthese recent cases was wrongly
decided. TIlls is not surprising, because the reasoning in these cases is compelling. Thus, the traditional
formulation of the common law presumption mll'lt now be modified appropriately. Othenvise the
formulation would not be an accurate reflection ofthe current state ofthe criminal law regarding mistakes
offur Lord Diplock's dictum in Sweet v. Parsley [19701 A.C. 132, 163, must in future be read as
though the reference to reasonable grounds were omitted.
I add one further general observation In principle, an age-related ingredient ofa statutory offence
stands on no drrrerent footing from any other ingredient. If a man geIlllinely believes that the girl with
whom he is committing a grossly indecent act is over fourteen, he is not intending to commit such an act
with a girl under fourteen Whether such an intention is an essential ingredient ofthe offence depends upon
a proper construction ofsection 1 ofthe 1960 Act. I turn next to !:hat question
The construction ofsection 1 ofthe Indecency with Children Act 1960
In section 1(1) ofthe Indecency with Children Act 1960 Parliam;:nt has not expressly negatived the
need for a mental element in respect ofthe age element ofthe o:lfunce. The question, therefore, is whether,
although not expressly negatived, the need ror a mental elcment is negatived by necessary implication
'Neecssary implication' connotes an implicafun which is compellingly clear. Sueh an implication rn.ay be
folUld in the language used, the mture of the o:lfunce. the mischief sought to be prevented and any other
circumstances whieh may assist in determining what intention is properly to be attributed to Parliament
when creating the offence.

I venture [0 think that, leaving aside tre statutory context of section 1, there is no great difficulty in this
case. The section crealed an entirely new criminal offence, in simple unadorned language. The offence so
created is a serious oBencc. The more serious the offence, the greater is the wcight to bc attached to thc
presumption, because the rnJre sevcre is thc punishment atxl the graver the stigma. which accompany a
conviction Under section 1 com'ictKm originally altracled a punishment ofup to two years' imprisonment.
]1lis has since been increased to a maximum oftcn ycars' imprisonment. 1he notification requirements
under Part I of the Sl:.,\: Otll::n~kr:'i Al.:L J 997 now apply, no matter what the age ofthe offender: see
Schedule 1, paragraph 1(1)(6). Further, in addit~n to being a serious offence, the offence is drawn
broadly Can act of gross indecency). It can embrace conduct ranging from predatory approachcs by a
much older paedophile to consensual sexual cxperimentation between preeocious teenagers of whom the
offender may be the youngcr ofthe 1\\'0. The conduct may be depraved by any acccptabk: standard, or it
may bc rclatively innocuous behaviour in private bctwccn two young people. These factors reinforce,
rather than negative, the application ofthe presumption in this case.
The purposc oftre scction is, of course, to protect children. An age ingredient was thercfore an
essential ingredient ofthe offence. 1bis factor in itselfdoes not assist greatly. Without more, this docs not
lead to the eonclusion that liability was intended to be strict so fur as the age element is coneemed, so that
+\.,~
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the offence is committed irrespective of tIre alleged offender's beliefabout the lIge ofl:he \!£tim' and
irrespective ofhow the offender came to hold this belief
"\for CJn I attach IT\l.lCh weight to a tear that it may be difficult sometimes fur the prosecution to prove
that the defen:lant knew the child was under fuurteen or was recklessly indifferent about the child's zge. A
weU known passage from a judgment ofthat greatjLll'i<:t. Sir Owen Dixon" in Thomas v. The King
(1937) 59 C.I.. R. :2N, 309, bears repetitian;
'The truth appears to be that a reluctance on the part afeoms has repeatedly appeared to alhwa
prsoner to avail himself of a defence depending ~irnply on his own state ofknowledge and belief
The relucta.n:;e i<; due in great measure, ifmt entirely, to a mistrust of the tribunal offuct ~ the jury.
Though a feeling that, if the .law aUows such a defence to be submitted to the jury, prisoners may
too readily eseape by deposing to conditions of mind and dcscribng source~ ofinfurmati:m,

matters upon which their evidence cannot be adequately tested and contradieted, judges have been
misled into a failure steadily to adhere to principle. It is not difficuh to understand such tendeoces,
but a Jaek of canfidence in the ability of a tribunal eorrectly to estirmte evidence of states of mind
and the like ean never be sufli:ient ground fOr exeh.rling from inquiry the roost fundamental element
.in a rational and humane criminal code.'
Sirnilarly, it is fur from clear thDt strict liabilily regarding the age ingredient of the offence wouM. further
the pwpose Ofsel:lioll J more effectively than would be the case if a mental element were read into this
ingredient. "IlIere is no general agreement that stTi:t liability is necessary to the enforcement oft1x: law
protecting chikiren in sexual matters. For iffitanee, the draft criminal code bill prepared by ~ Law
COmrnlssion in 19&9 proposed a compromise solution. Clauses 114 and 1IS ofthe bill provided for
corrnnittingor inciting acts of gruss .indecency with children agcd under thirteen or mder sixteen Belief
that the ehili is over sixteen would be a defence in each case: see the T...aw Commission, Criminal Law, A
Crimi:lal Code for England and Wales, vall, Report and draft Criminal Code Bill, p. 81 (Law Com No.
177).

Is there here a compellingly clear implication that Parliament should be taken to have intended that tre
ordinary common law requirement ofa menta! element smuJd be cxeh.rled in re.~pect of the age ingredient

of this new ottence? Thus fur, having regard especially to the breadth ofthe offence and the gravity oftile
stigma and penal consequences which a conviction brings, I sec no sulIi;.ent ground for so eonduding.
Indeed, the Crown's 3TgtD.1"lCnt before your Lordships drl nat place much reliance on any ofthe matters
just mentiored. TI'e thrust ofthe CfO'wn.'s argument lay in. a different direction: the stannory context. This
is understandable, because the statutory background is undoubtedly the Crown's strongest point. 1be
Crown submitted that the law in this field has heen regarded as settled fur well over une lumdred }ears,
ever sinee tI-r decision in Reg v. Prince (1875) L.R 2 C.C.R 154. That well kmwn case coneerncd the
WlIaV.rtill abduction of a girl under tl~ age ufsix1ecn. The defendant honestly believed she \VaS over
sixteen, and he had reasonable grounds far believing this. N a fewer than fifteen judges held that this
provided no defunce. Subsequently, in R v. A1cmghal1 (I934) 24 Cr.App.R. 130 the Court ofCrirninal
Appeal (Lord Hewart C.J .. Avory and Roche II.) held that <.l reasonable and honest bdicfthat a girl was
oVer sixteen eould ;'lever be a defence to a eharge of indecent assault. The caurt held that this point had
bailii.Ng/ukjeasesNKHL/2000/B.html
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been decided in Rex v. Forde (1923) 17 Cr.App.R. 99. The court also observed that in any event the
answer was to be fuund in Prince s case. Building on this fuundation Mr. Scrivener Q.c. submitted that
the Sexual Offences Act 1956 was not intended to change this established law, and that section 1 ofthe
IOOecency with Children Act 1960 was to be read with the 1956 Act. The preamble to the 1960 Act
stated that its purpose was ro make 'further' provision for the punishment of irrlecent conduct towards
young people. In this :field, where Parliament intended beliefas to age to be a defenee, this was stated
expressly: see, fur instance, the 'young man's defence' in secti:m 6(3) ofthe 1956 Act.
This is a formidable argwnent, but I carmot accept it. I leave on one side Mr. O'Cormor Q.C.'s
sustained criticisms of the reasoning in Princes case and Maughan's case. Where the Crown's argument

breaks down is that the motley collecti:m of offences, of diverse origins, gathered into the Sexual Offeoces
Act 1956 displays no satisfu.ctorily clear or coherent pattern Ifthe interpretation ofsectim 1 of the Act of
1960 is to be gkaned from the contents of another statute, that other statute m1l'lt give compelling
guidance. The Act of 1956 as a whole fulls short. of this: standard. So do the 'h....o sections, sec tuns 14 and
15, which were the genesis ofsection 1 ofthe Act of 1960.
Accordingly, I cannot find, either in the statutory context or otherwise, any indication ofsufficient
cogency to displace the application ofthe common law presumption In my view the necessary mental
element regarding the age ingredient in section 1 of the Act of 1960 is the absence ofa genuine belief by
the acc1l'led that the victim was fourteen years ofage or above. The burden ofproof oftbis rest<> upon the
prosecution in the usual way. IfParliament considers that the position should be othelwise regarding this:
serious social problem, Parliament must itself confront the difficuhies and express it<; v,rill in clear terms. I
woW:l allow this: appeal
I add a final observation As jU'it mentioned, in reaching my conclusion I have left on one side the
criticisms made of Prince's case am Maughan's case. Those cases coneemed durerent offences and
different statutory provisiorn. The correctness of the decisurn in those cases does not call ror decision on
tix: present appeal But, without expressing a view on the correctness ofthe actual decision<; in those
cases, I must observe that some of the reasoning in Prince's case is at variance with the common law
presumption regarding mens rea as discussed above. To that extent, the reasoning must be regarded as
ill1Sound. For instance, Bramwell B. (at p. 174) seems to have regarded the common law prcsWllption as
ousted because the act forbidden was 'wrong in itself. Denman J. (at p. 178) appears to have considered
it was 'reasonably clear' that the Act of 1861 was an Act ofstri:t liability so fur as the age element was
coneemed. On its fdce this is a lesser standard than necessary implication And in the majority judgment,
Blackburn J. reached hi.<; conelusion by inrerenee from the intention Parliament must have had when
enacting two other, ineptly drawn, seetions ofthe Act. But chlmsy parliamentary drafting is an insecure
basis fur firx:ling a necessary implication elsewhere, even in the satre statute. Prince's case, and later
decisiOn<; based on it, must now be read in the light of this decision ofyour Lordships' House on the
nature and weight of the corrnnon law presumption
LORDSTEYN
My Lords,
ba il ii ,org/u k/ cases/UKH Lj2000/13, htm I
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TIlt:" first certified question is whether a de-§ndant is entitled to be acquitted ofthe offence of inciting a
chilllUlder J 4 to eommit an aet of gross ruea:ency, contrary to section 1(1) ofthe Indeeency with
Children Act 1960, ifhe holds or may hokl an honest belief that the child was I:\. years or over. In other
words, the question of statutory interpretation befure the HO\lSe is whether mens rea is an ingredient ofllie
o:trence or whether the subseetion creates an offence of strict liability.
771e charge and proceedings below

On 19 August 1997 a girl aged 13 years was a passenger on a bus in Harrow. 'The appellant, who was
aged 15 years, sat next lo her. The appellant asked the girl several times to perfunn oral sex with him
She repeatedly refused. The appellant was charged with inciting a girl urxIer 14 to conunit an act ofgross
indeeeney eontrary to seetion 1(1) of the Indeeency with Chillren Act 1960. In January 1998 the
appellant stood trial at the Harrow Youth Court Wially, the appellant pleaded rot guilty. The primary
faClS, as well as the fuct that the appellant honestly believed that the girl was over 14 years, were
admitted. The defence argued that on the admitted fucts the appellant was entitled to be acquitted. The
prosecution submitted that the offence was one of strict liability. The justices wt::re (tsked to role whether
the appellant's state of mind cmill eonstittne a defunce to the charge. They ruled that it cmill nolo As a
result Dfthi; ruling fue appellant chinged his plea to guilty. In law his plea of guilty eonstituted a
eonviction. 'The justres imposl'd a supervisiDn order on dl; appellant for 18 months.
The justices were asked to state a caSe, and they did SG. The case stated set our the primary facts. The
admitted facts dd not cover the ql£stion whether the appellant red reasonabe grounds fur hi<; belief And
there was ro finding on this point. The case stated raised ~ qLestion of law of the correct interpretation
of section 1(I) Gfthe Act of 2960. The appellant appealed by way of case stated to the Divisioml Court.
In three separate judgments the D-r.i<Jional CoLUt (Brooke L.J.. Tucker and Rougier lJ.) affirmed the
. ruling oftlle justices and dismissed the appeal R v. R (A Minor) v. Director 0/ Public Prosect/fiom
[1999J 3 W.L.R 116.
The genesis 0/ section 1(1) althe Act 0/1960

Before the enaetmmt of the Act of 1960 there was already in existence a relatively comprehensive
statute, the Sexll81 Offences Aet 1956, which served to protect young chiliren against sexual expbitation.
, In partbillT the Act of 1956 contained provisions making it an offence to commit an indecent assault on Q
man or a W(lImn: seetions 14 and 15. The sta:ute provided that girl<; and boy'S under 16 canmt in Jaw
give cornent which woukl prevent the act being an assauh. TIlese provisions were etlective so fur as they
went but decided eases revealed a gap in the protective net ofthc Act of 1956~ Fairclough v. Whipp
[1951] 2 AU E.R. 834 and Dire~'tor 0/ Public Prosect/tiolls v. Rogers [1953] 1 W.L.R. 1017. The
statute rrode :\(\ provision for cases where an aJub. invited a child to touch Or handle him indecently: in
such cases there was sometimes no ingredient of assault which coukf trigger the indecent dssauh
provisions oflhe Act of1956, narrdy sections 14 and 15. In 1959 the Home Secretary· invited the
Criminal Law Revision Corru-nittte to consider the point and to make recommeooations for an amendment
ofthe law. The Committee produced a elear and succinct report dated 18 June 1959: Cmnd 835. The
Committee caut:ioned itsetf against recommending t~lO broad a provision: mtead it concentrated on the
gap i[l the Act of 1956. It cGnsldered the appropriate age limit. 'The Committee reconnnended the
ba iii" org/uk/c,'lses/\"KHl/2 000;13. html
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creation of an entirely new offence in respeet of acts of gross indecency towards children under the age of
14. The Committee annexed a Draft Bill to its Report, Clause 1(1) of the Bill was in due course enacted
as section 1(1) of the Act of I 960. There is no discussion in the Report of the question whether the
proposed new offence would be one of stri::t lia.bility or not.
Section 1(I)

The long title of the Act of 1960 describes It as an Act '~o make further provision ror the punisl1rrent of
indecent conduct towards young children" Section 1(1) provides as follows:
"Any person who commits an act ofgross indecency v..'ith or towards a child under the age of
fourteen, or woo incites a child under that age to such an act with him or aoother, shall be liable on
conviction on indictment to imprisonment fur a term not exceeding two years, or on summary
conviction to imprisoIlIreot for a term not exeeeding six. months, to a fine not exceeding the
prescnbed sum, or to both."
Section 1(1) creates an age-based offunce. It is of the esseoce ofthe otrence that tre child:is under the
age of 14 years. 1he otrerx:e is an exception to the general law whi:h does not make it an offence to
corrunit or to incite another to corrunit an act of indecency or gross indecency. The only criminalisation of
acts of gross indecency in the Act of 1956 is to be found in section 13 which makes acts of indecency
between men an otrence. 'This is, however, not an age-based offunce. It is common ground that thi<l1ink:
between tre two Acts is neutral and throws 00 light on tre problem before the House.
The Act of /956
In the Divisional Court Rougier 1. descnbed the Act of 1960 as an appendix. to tre Act of 1956 and r
would adopt this description At the &aring ofthe appeal to tre House counsel for the appellant
demorntrated oow the Act of 1956 consists ofa collection of disparate otrences deriving from di.. .'erse
earlier enactments. Leaving to are side procedural provisiorn in the Act of 1956 regarding the powers
and procedure for dealing with otren:es and powers ofarrest and search, and concentrating on the
substantive provisions, the immediate precursors oftlle present day offences 1.<; to be futmd in legislation
dating from 1861,1885,1889,1912,1913,1922,1929 and 1933. And the precursors of some of the
sexual oflences in the Act of 1861 go baek to medieval times. The Crown accepts that it would be Mong
to describe the Act of 1956 as the product ofa legislative initiative designed to devise a more rational
system It would be more accurate to describe it as the bringing together in one statute ofa range of
otrences pragmatically created at different times in response, no doubt, to the pereeived demands of
public interest at the time. But, as counsel for the Crown pointed out, there is nevertheless a strong theme
running through the various provisions oftlle Aet of 1956, na:rrely the protection ofyoung chillren from
sexual depredations.

For present purposes it is unnecessary to review all the detailed substantive provisions of the Act of
1956. But three matters need to be mentioned. First, sections 5 and 6 create a "pair" of offences, namely
offences of having sexual intercourse with girls under 13 (section 5) and with girls under 16 (section 6).
Under section 6(3) there is a so called ''young man's defunce." That is a defence available to men tmder
lhe iljJP fl f24
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the age of24, who have not previously been charged \\-ith a like offence, who act in the belief that the girl
is ofthe age of 16 or over and has reasonable cause fur such a view. 1bis defence is not availible upon a
charge under section 5 which plainly creates an offence ofstrict mbility. Secondly, in the Statement of
Facts and

Iss~s

and in oral argument counsel descnbed sections 14 and 15 of the Act of 1956 as fur

present purposes the most relevant comparators in the Act of 1956. They provide as fulbws:
"14. (1) It is an oftence, subjeet to the exception mentioned in subsection (3) of this seetin}, ror a
person to make an indecent assault on a woman
"(2) A girl under the age ofsixteen cannot in law give any consent which would prevent an act
being an assault fur the ptnposes of this section.

'X3) Where a marriage is invalid under section two ofthe Marriage Act 1949 or section one of the
Age ofMarriage Act 1929 (the ",'ire being a girl under the age ofsixteen), the invalidity does not
make the husband guihy of any offence under this secmn by reason of~r ineapacity to consent
while under that age, if~ believes her to be his wire and has reasonable cause fur the belief
"(4) A woman who i.'i a defective cannot in law give any consent which would prevent an aet being
anassauh for the ptnposes of this section, but a person i" only to be treated as guihy ofan indecent
assault on a defective by reason of that incapacity to consent, ifthat person knew or had reason to
suspect her to be a detective.
"15. (1) It is an o.ffence for a person to make an indecent assault on a man.
A boy under the age ofsixteen cannot in Jaw give any consent which woill prevent an act
being an assauh fur the purposes of this section
"(2)

"(3) A man who is a defective cannot in Jaw give any consent which would prevent an Ilet being an
assauh fur the purposes of this sectrHl, but a person is only to be treated as guilty of an indecent
assault: on a defective by reason ofthat incapacity to consent, if that person knew or had reason to
suspect him to be a defective.
"(4) Section thirty. nine ofthis Act (which relates to the competence as a \\'itness of the wife or
husband of the aecused) does not apply in the ease of this secti:m, except on a ch<'1rge of indecent
assautt on a boy under the age ofseventeen.
"(5) For the purposes ofthe last foregoing subsection a person shaU be presumed, unless the
contrary is proved, to have been under the age o[seventeen at the time of the offence charged ifhe
is stated in the eharge or indictment, and appears to the eourt, to have been so."
It has been hekl that it is 00 defence on eharges under sections 14 and 15 that the defendant believed the
girl or boy to be under 16 and to be consenting: Rex v. Forde [1923] 2 K.B. 400, C.A.; Rex v.

Maughan (1934) 24 Cr.App.R 130, C.C.A. Counsel for the appellant challenged the correctness of
these deeisions. The third point is a more general one. Counsel [or the Crown submitted thaI a study of
the Act of 1956 reveals a general legislative policy to protect young chiklren under the age of16 years
ba i lii.o rg/u k/ca ses/UK HL/2000/Hhtml
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from sexual abuse. 'This proposition.is 1ID.controversial: the legislative policy described by counsel is
ev'i1cnced by numerous provisions of the Act of I 956. In these circumstances it is unnecessary to reter to
other provision':> of the Act of 1956.
The correct approach

My Lords, it will be convenient to turn to the approach to be adopted to the construction of section
1(1) ofthe Act of 1960. While broader consiierations will ultimately have to be taken into account, the
essenti3.1 point ofdeparture must be the words of section 1(1). 1he language is general and nothing on the
:face of secfun l( 1) indicates one way or the other wlx:ther section 1(1) creates an offence of strict
liability. In enacting such a provision Parliament does not write on a blank sheet The sovereignty of
Parliament is the paramounl princple ofour constitutk:lfi But Parliamentlegishtes against the backgrourd
ofthe principle oflegality. In Reg. v. Secretary ofState for tile Home Department, Ex parte Pierson
[1998J AC 539 many illustrations ofthe application of the principle were given in the speech ofLord
Browne- Wilkinson aoo in my speech: 573G-575D, 587C-590A. Recently. in Reg. v. Secretary ofState
for tile Home Departmen.t, Ex parte Simms [19991 ::1 \VLR 328 the House applied the principle to
subordinate egislation: see in parti;ular the speecles ofLord HofJinann (at 341 F-G), myself(at 340G-H)
and Lord Browne- Wilkinson (at 330E). In Ex parte Simms Lord Ho:ffinarm exphined the principle as
follows (al341F-G):
"But the principle ofJegality means that Parliament must squarely confront what it is doing and
accept the politi;al eost. Fundamental rights cannot be overridden by general or ambiguous words.
This is because there is too great a risk that the full implications of their unqualified meaning may
have passed unnoticed in the democratic process. In the absence ofexpress language or necessary
implication to the contrary, the cotrrts therefOre presume that even the most general words were
intended to be subject to the basic rights of the individual"
This passage admirably captures, ifl Illily so. the rationale ofthe prineipe of legality. In successive
edition<; ofms classi; work Professor Sir Rupert Cross cited as the paradigm of the principle the
'"prestrrnption' that mens rea .is required in tIe case of statutory crirres"; Statutory Interpretation 3 ed.
(1995), p. 166. Sir Rupert explained that soch presumption<; are of gCrJ:ral applieation aoo are not
dependent on finding an ambiguity in the text. He said they "not only supplement the text, they also
operate at a higher level as expressons of.fi.mdarru:ntal principles governing both civil hberties and the
relatiom between Parliament, the executive and the courts. TIle)' operale as constitutional priociples which
are oot easily displaced by a slaMory text": ibrl. In other words, in the absence of express '\\lords or a
truly necessary irnplicatiofL Parliament must be presumed to legislate on the asslunption that the principe
oflegalit)' ..\fill supplement the text. This is the theoreti;aJ framework against whi::h section 1(1) must be
interpreted.
ft is now necessary to examine the practical application of the principle as explained by the House in
Sweet v. Parsley [ 1/)70J A.C. I J~. TIle decison is of great importance not ror the actual decision but for
the cear statement of general principle in the speeches. Lord Reid observed (at 148G-149E):

"Our first duty is to consider the words of the Act: if they show a clear intention to ereate an
ba il ii.org /u k/cases/U KH L/2DOO/llhtm I
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absoh.lte offence that is an eoo ofthe matter. But sueh cases are very rare. Sometimes the words of
the section which creates a particular offence make it clear that mens rea is required in one fonn or
aoother. Such cases are quite frequent. But in a very large number ofcases there is no clear
indication ert-her v,'ay. In such cases there has for centuries been a preswnption that Parlia:rru:nt did
not inteoo to make criminals ofpersons who were in no way blameworthy in what they did. That
means that whenever a section is silent as to mens rea there is a preSlDTlptKm that, in order to give
effect 10 the will ofPar1iament, we mU'it read in words appropriate to require mens rea.... it is
firmly established by a host ofauthorities that mens rea is an essential ingredient ofeveI)' offenee
unless some reason can be fotmd fur holding that that is not necessary.
''It is also fumly established thaI the fuct that other sections of the Act expressly require mens rea, fur
example because they contain the word ''knowingly,'' is not in itseffsufficient to justifY a decision that a
section whi::h is silent as to mens rea creates an absolute o:trence. In the absence of a clear indication in
the Act that an offence is intended to be an absolute offen::e, it is n::cessary to go outside the Act and
examine all relevant circumstances in order to establi5h that this nrust have been the intention of
Parliament. I say "must have been" bccaU'ie it is a univcrsal princq:,le that ifa penal provision is reasombly
capable of two interPretations, that interpretatim whi::h is most favourable to the accuscd must be
adopted."

am

acts which are not truly criminal in any real
Lord Reu drew a distinction bctween "a truly criminal act"
real sense, but are "acts which in the public interest arc prolubited WIder a penalty"; at 149F. He
reaffirmed his observations in Reg. v. Warner p 969] A.C. 256 where he gave examples of the latter
category of o:ffences. In Sweet v. Parsley he said that in cases of truly criminal acts it 1<; -wrong to take
into account ''no more than the wording ofthe Act and the character aOO seriousness of the mischiefwhich
constitutes the offence"; at 150A. Lord Ivlorris ofBorth-y-Gcst and Lord Pearce delivered concurring
speeches whi::h do not differ in any rmterial way from the approach outlined by Lord Reu. Lord
Wilberfurce dealt with the case on a narrower basis. Subject 10 one qualificatDn the speech of Lord
Dq:,lock is to the same efrect as the speech ofLord Reid. Lord Diplock invoked (at 163A-B):
"a general principle ofconstruction ofany enactment, which creates a crirninal offence, that even
where the words used to descnbe the prohibited corx::luct wouli not in any other context connote
the necessity for any particular mental element, they are nevertheless to be read as subject to the
irnplicatKln that a necessary element in the offence is the absence ofa belief, held honcstly <.lnd upon
reasonable grOlmds, in the existence oflac[s which, if true, would make the act innoeent." (my
emphasis).
The qualificatiJn is contained in the underlined words. It is not to be found in th: other speeches in Sweet
v. Parsley. It is a point to which I will return later in this judgment. Counsel for the Crown accepted that
the approach as outlined in Sweet v. Parsley, and in particular in the speech ofLord Red, is an
authoritative and accurate statement of the law. It is only' necessary to refer one further decision In Lim
Chin Aik v. The Queen [1963] AC. I60, at 174, the Privy Council observed that in considering how
the presumption can be displaced "it is not enough in their Lordsl$s' opinions merely to label the statute
as one dealing with a grave soeial evil and from that to infer that strict liability was intended." Tneir
Lordships no doubt had in mind that the prevalence ofeven a grave social evil does not necessarily throw
bai', i,i, 0rg/u k/ (i1ses/U KH l/2000/13, html
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light on the question of what technique was adopted to combat the evil, viz the creation of an offence of
stri:::t lllbility or an oJfunce of which mens rea is an ingredient.
Concentrating still on the wording ofsection 1(1) of the Act of 1960, 1 now address directly the
question whether the presumptbn is prima fucie applicable. Two distioctive features ofsection 1(1) must
be taken in to accOI.mt. First, the actus reus is widely defined. Unlike the position under sections 14 and
15 ofthe Act ofl956, an assault i'> not an ingredient of the offunce under seeti:ln 1(1). Any act ofgross
irxteceney with or towards a chikl under the age of 14, or incitement to such an aet, whether committed in
public or private, is v.ithin its scope. The subsection is apt Lo l.:over acts ofpaedophilia aoo aU responsible
citizens '.Vl11 wekome effective bgislation in respect ofsuch a great social evil But it also covers any
helerosexual or homosexual contact between teenagers if orx: ofthem is under 14. And the actus reus
extends to incltem::nt ora child under 14: words are enough. The subseetion therefore extends to any
verbal sexual overtures between teenagers if one of them is under 14: see the telling examples given by
Brooke L.J. in the instant case: at 128H-129C. For the Jaw to crirninalise such conduct oftcenagers hy
offences aIs/rict liability \\'ocld be fur reaching and controversial The second fuctor ~ that section 1(I)
creates an oJfunce ofa truly criminal character. It was initially punishable on indi:tment by a custodial term
ofup to two years and by subsequent arn:ndment the maximum term has been increased to ten years'
imprisonment. Moreover, as Lord Reid observed in Sweet v, Parsley (at 146H) "a stigma still attaches to
any person convicted of a truly criminaloffeoce, and the more serious or more disgracefiJ1 the offunce the
greater the stigma." Taking into aceount the cumulative effuet ofthcsc !\vo factors, I am persuaded that, if
one coneentrales on the language ofsection l(I), the presumption is prim1 fuc)e applicable. It is,
however, now necessary to examine weighty contrary argurrents based on the broader context in which
section 1(1) !lUl.,( be seen. Since COlD1Sel ror tho:: CW\"m adopted as part of his argument the reasoning of
the Divisional Court, and in particular the reasoning ofRougier J., it is urmecessary to summarise the
judgments. Instead I propose to examine direet~ . the major planks of the reasoIIDg contained in the
jUllgments ufthe Divisional Court and in the submissions ofcounseI fur the Cro¥.n But I would
respectfully record my tnbute to the careful and elegant judgments in the Divisional Court.
The Acts of 1960 and} 956 are a code

COW1sel for the Cro\\n submitted that the Acts ofl960 and 1956 are a code ofsexual olIences. He
,saKI that lhe !\vo Aets should be read as one always speaking statute to be interpreted in the world of
today: Reg. v, Ireland -199&] AC I ~ 7, at 158o-G. I regard this approach as sound but by itselfit
constitutes no positive reason in fuvour ofthe displacement ofthe presumption. If the Act of 1956 l" to
inlpress a panicular meaning on the Act of 1960 it mu"t be on the basis [hat its eoncrete tenus provide a
consistency oftreme.
COUfl')el fur the Crovm was faced with the inunediate difficulty that the weight to be attached to a
comparison of the language of the two statutes ~ materially diminished by the history ofthe evolution of
the legislation, which I have already described. The point can be il1uslrated from a citation in Reg. v.
Ireland, supra. The eort:ext was an argument based on differences in the wording ofsectk:ms 18, 20 and
47 ofthe O:f1cnces AfWi:lst the Pers(lI1 Act lSI) I. Observing that the difference in language was not a
significant fuetor. I quoted in frdnnd from the cornmentary ofGl'eav()s, the drafuman: The Criminal Law
Consolidation and Amendment Acts (1861,1. The passage is at page 159E-F ofmy judgment which \\'as
ba i Iii, 0 rg/u k/ca ses/UKH L/ 2000/13 .html
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given \\1th the approval ofall members of the Appellate Committee. For convenience I set it out
''If any question should ari.~e in whkh any comparison may be instituted bern'cen different sections

ofaoy one or several oflkse Acts, it rowt be carefully borne in mind in what manner these Acts
were framed. None ofthem \\'as rewritten; on the contrary, each contains enactments taken from
different Acts passed at different times and \"ith different vi:ws, and frequentl)' varying from each
other in phraseology, and ... these enactments, ror the most part, stan:! in these Acts \\rith little or
no variation in their phraseology, and, consequently, their diffurences in that respect will be found
generally to remain in these Acts. It follows, therefore, from henee, that any argument as to a
differenee in the intention of the legislature. wrnch.lmY be dra\\'Il from a difference in the term.. of
one elause from those in anothn, will be entitled to no weight in the construction ofsuch elauses;
fur that argument can only apply with furce where an Act is fraJOCd from beginning to end with onc
and the sa~ vew, and with lk intention ofmaking it thoroughly consistent throughout."
1bis explanation led to lk description ofthe ACI of1861 (a preeursor ofthe Ac! of 1956) as containing
"a rag-bag ofofii'nces brought together from a variety of sources with no attempt, as the draftsman
frankly acknowledged, to introduce eonsistency as to substance or as to funn": Reg. v. Parmenter
[1992J 1 A.C (,99, at 752, per Lord Ackner, quoting Sir John Smith Q.c. [1991] Cr. LR. 43. CO\ll1Sel
for the Crown aceepted that this is an aceurate characterisation of the genesis of the Acts of1960 and
1956 read together.
The express provision in Ihe

~JCI

of 1956

Adopting the reasoning ofRo~r J. counsel for the Crown laid stress on express provisions in t1x: Act
of 1956 allowing a defence ofmisrn.ke. The argument is that where the legislature has been sient on
mistake the offence must be one of strict liability. Coun...,eldrew attention to the fullowingprovisions.
Section 6(3) pennits a statutory defence for young men who believe on reasonable grounds a girl to be
aged 16 or over. Section 7(2) proviies fur proof afknowledge in the case of intercourse with an idiot or
imbecie. The same applies to pracurementofa defective: section <}(2). It also applies to indecent assauh
on a female defeetive: seetion 14(4). Finally, there is such a defence in respect of the offunce of permitting
a defective to use premises for intercourse: scclkln 27(2). This argument fuils to make adequate allowance
fur the haphazard way in which the Act of 1956 evolved. It is not lhe product of a rational seheme. The
appeal to its diverse provisions enacted in response to the feh necessities of different times does not
deserve the weight which the Divisional Court and counsel fur the Cro\\'Il put on it. Moreover, :it mils to
take account ofthe furce ofthe presumption, and in particular Lord Rejj's observation inS~fe." v.
Parsley, supra, at 149D that it is "firmly established that the met that other sections of the Act expressly
require mens rea, fur example becaU'ie they contain the word "knowingly," is not in itself sufficient to
justifY a deeision that a section which is silent as to mens rea creates an absohrte o:ffi:nce." In my \:iew the
express references to knowledge in the Act of 1956 does not sufficiently clearly displace the presumption
Sections 14 and 15 of!he .1i:! of 1956.

Counsel for the Crown also put fonvard a narrower but more formidable argument. Section 13 of[he
AcL of 1956, which deals with acts ofgross indecency between men, is the cbsest comparator to section
1(1 \
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1(1) offhe A.cr of 1960. But, it does not involve an age-based offi:nee. In these circum."tances he
described section 14 and 15 as the D'X)st significant comparators in the present context. Hc relied on the
fuct that it had been hell in the cases of Forde and Maughan that an honest be1iefthat the girl or boy is
tmder 16 is: no defence. On that basis: he rhetorically asked: Vlhy should the same not apply to sectim
1(1) offlle Act of 19607 As I have already pointed out cmIDsel fur the appcllant challenged the
correctness of these deeisions. For my part it is: not necessary to examine the legal position under section
14 and 15. While I aecept that the matter is finely balaneed, I am persuaded that the balance of arguments
point to a rejecti:m of this submissim Tk scope ofsectiom 14 mxl I5 is markedly narrower than section
1(1) with which this case is coneerned. Uooer sectiom 14 and 15 an assault is an ingredient of the
offence. And an assauh necessarily requires an intentional act an accidental contact would not be an
assault. To that extent at least mens rea is an ingredient. By contrast section 1(1) does not require an
assault. It criminalises a fur wider spectrum ofacts. And the age ofthe ~tim is ofthe essence of the
o1feoce. Absent the age factor, such eonduet i<; not criminal By eontrast any indecent assault has been a
crime for centuries. In my view a comparison ofthe language ofsections 14 and 15 and section I(I) does
not point towards the displacement of the presumption. It is not a solid basis for a necessary impocaoon
rendering the principle enuneiated in Sweet v. Parsley mpplicable.
The legislative policy oflhe Act of1956.

COl.ID5el for the Cro\\TI next submitted that a necessary implication ncgativing mens rea as an ingredient
of the offence is to be fuund in the generallegislatlve policy of!he Aet of1956 to proteet girls under the
age of 16: see Sl.:ctioll.5, 6, 14, ]5,26 and 28. It is urxioubtedly right that there is a clear legislatr....e policy
prohIbiting the sexual exploitaoon of girls. It is unquestionably a great social evil as Lord Hutton has so
clearly explained. Whatever can be done sensibly and justly to stamp it out ought to be done. The real
question is: Voihat does this policy ten us about the critical question whether section 1(1) is an offunce of
strict liability or oot7 It is not enough to label the statute as one dealing with a grave social evil and from
that to infer that strict li1bility was intended: see Lim Chin Aik v. The Queen, supra, at 174. Moreover,
upon analysis the argt.nnent is far from eompelling. It infers from the premise ofthe legislative policy
direeted against the miscmefa conclusi:m that the legislature gave clear expressnn to a choice ofthe
solution of creating an offunce ofstri:t liability rather than an offence eontaining mens rea as an ingredient.
TIre cardinal principle of construction descnbed by Lord Reid inSweef v. Parsley is not to be displaced
by such speculative consideration'> as to thc chosen legislaLive leclmique. I woukl reject this argument.
Prince's case

COl.ID5e1 for the Cro\VO also relied on what he deseribed as a principle of corntruclion estabfuihed in
Reg. v. Prince (1875) LR. 2 C.C.R. 154. In Prince the defendant was convicted under a Victorian
statute of tmlawfully taking an 1ll1Q1arried girll.lfXier the age of 16 out the possession ofher futher. The
defendant bona fide and on reasonable grounds believed that the girl was under 16. The judge referred
the question of the availability of the defence to the Court for Crown Cases Reserved. The court
eonsisted of 16 judges. Tk prisoner was oot represented. By a majority of15 to 1 the eourt held that
[here was 00 such defence. The leadingjudgment was given by Blackburn J. with the concurrence of nine
other judges. Blackburn J. reocd strongly on a drafting flaw in sections 50 and 5\ ofthe 0 t1cl)c.es AQ.ainst
the Person Act 1K61 . The tv,.'o sections respectively provided for oftences ofsexual intercourse v.'ilh a girl
bailii.org/uk/cases/U KHLj2000/Bhtml
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under ten (section 50) an:! above the age often years and under the age oftwelve years (section 51). The
first was a felony and the latter a misdemeanour. Blackburn 1. produced what Professor Sir Rupert Cross
in u magsterial articlt: de.scnbed as a "knock-out" ilrgurneri: Centenary Reflections on Prince IS case
(1975) 91 L.Q.R. 540. The passal!!' in Bhckbum's J. judgment reads as folkJws.
'1f seeIn'] impossible to suppose that the intention ofthe legislature in those two sections could have
been to make the crime depend upon the knowledge of the prisoner of the girl's actual age. It
would produce the roonstrOllS resuh that a man who had carnal connection wth a girl in reality not
quite ten years old, but whom he on reasonable grounds believed to be a little more fum ten, was
to escape ahogether. He could not, in that view ofth:: stahrte, be convicted of the felony, for re dp
not know her to be under ten He could not be corrvi:ted of the misdemeanour, beeame she was in
fuct not above the age often. It seerm to us that the intentkm ofthe legBlature was to punish those
who rod connection with young girls, though with their cornent, unless the girl was in fuet old
enough to give a valid consent. TIle man who has connection \.vi1h a child, relying on her consent,
does it at his peril, ifshe is bebwthe statutable age. The 55th section, on which the present case
arises, uses precisely the same words as those in sections 50 ilnd 51, and must be comtrued in the
same way."

Eventually the distinction between felonies and I"IlEderreanours W2S abolished and the drafting flaw in
the earlier legislation no bnger exists. The principal ground ofthe decision ofBlackbum 1. has
di>appeared. It is true that Bramwell B. gave a separate judgment in which seven judges conclUTed. This
judgment f; largely based on the view that the defendant was guiliy in law beeause if the .fucts rod been as
he supposed he WOl1ld rove acted immorally. For the further rcnSOI15 g,ivt;n by Sir Rupert Cross in hi<;
ar:icle one can be confident that the reasoning ofBramwell B., if tested in a modem court, would not be
upheld: see also DPP v. Morgan 11976] AC. 182, at 238, per Lord Fraser of Tullybelton: and the
valuable discussion by Brooke LJ. of the context of Prince's case: at 130B-132B. Sig;:ni&antly, Prince's
case was cited .in Sweet v. Parsley but was not mentioned in any of the judgments. The view may have
prevailed that ir was not necessary to overrule it: because its basis had gUIlt: and that the principle laid
down inSweef v. Parsley would in future be the controlling one. In any event, I would reject the
contentKln that there 1..<0; a special rule of construction in respect of age- based sexl.IJl offences which is
untoucred by the p:esumption as explained in Sweet v. Parsley. Moreover, Prince~~ case is out ofline
with the modem·trend in criminal lin\' which is that a defendant should be judged on the facts as he
helieves them to be: D.P.P. v. Morgan [1976] A.c. 182; WiJIiums (I ')84) 7R ('r,Apr.I{. 276;
Beckfordv. R. 11 Y~kl i\.('. 130. This devebprnent has led the Criminal Law Revision Committee to
recotnrrlt"nd that the ruk:s be rolmonised and that the prosecuion should prove that the man realised that
the girl was under 16: Fifteenth Report, 1984, paras. 5.5-5.15. Its recornrrendation was repeated by
Brooke L.J. in the instant case: at 136B- E. For all these reasons I would reject counsel's atteflllt to
reinvigorate Prince '.\' case~ it is a relic from an age dead and gooc. It is no longer possibk: to extract from
P1'i'1ce 's case a special principle ofconst:ructhn applicable only to age-based sexual offences.
Practiclll diffkulties

Counsel for the Cro\'m finally submitted that it wouk! in practi::e be difficuh for the ('rmvn to disprove
defences oflack ofknowledge ofthe agc ofthe victim In my \'iew counsel has overstated the diffieulties.
bailii,org/uk,/cases/UKHL/2000/13.html
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After all, the legislature expressly made available such an excuse in the case of the so-called ''young man's
defence" under section 6(3). Moreover, as Brooke L.J. pointed out in the Dr..'isional Court recklessness
or indillerence as to the existence of the prorubited clrc\..llTlStan:e woWd be suffidwt tOr guilt at 1298.
And in practice the Crown would only have to shoulder the burden ofproving that the defendant was
aware of the age ofthe victim if there was some evuential material befure the jury or magistrntes
suggesting the possibility of an honest beliefthat the child was over 14. In these circumstances the
suggested evidential difficulties ought oot to divert the House from a principled approach to the problem
Conclusion
My Lords. for these reasons, as well as reasons given by Lord Hutton, I would answer the principal
certified question in the affirmative.

The supplementary certified questions:

Given my conclusion on the first certified question the fulbwing supplernenrnry certified questions arise:
(a) Must the beliefbe hekt on reasonable grounds?
(b) On whom does the burden ofproof lie?

Counsel fur the Cro....'I1 did not argue, in the alternative, that the be1icfmust be held on reasonable
grounds. Nevenheless, I initially regarded such a requrrernent as an acceptable soIutklTI. A basis:tOr this
view woukl be Lord Diplock's observatklll in Sweet v. Parsley. 1bis view is however contrary to tre
way in whieh our crirninallaw has subsequent~' devebped. In D.P.P. v. }4organ [1976] A.C. 182 the
Hou.<;e ofLords held by a majority ofthree to two that when a defendant had sexual intercourse with a
woman without rer consent, genuinely believing that she did consent, he was not guilty of rape, e'\en ifhe
had 00 reasonable grounds for his belief The importance of-this decision fur the coherent development of
English ow was not inunedintely appreciated. The nex.t stage in the development was the decision ofthe
Court ofAppeal in Reg. v. Wilfiams (1983) 78 Cr.App.R. 276. The charge was assault. The defendant
argued that he used force in the honest beliefthat he was protecting somebudy d,e from an unla\\fu1
assauh. Holding that the jury had been materially misdirected. the Court of Appea, appt'ing the logic of
Morgan, held that ifthe defendant believed. reasonahly or rot, in the existence offucts \"tUch would
justifY the :tOrce u<;ed in self. defence, he did not intend to use unlawful furce. The decision in Williams
was followed and approved and app\1ed by the Privy Counc~ in Beckford v. Tlte Queen (I 9RRJ·\ C
130. It was heki that ifthe defendant honestly believed the circumstances to be such as wouId, if true,
justifY his use offurce to defend himself from :ntack and the force was no more than reasonabb to resist
the attack, he was c:ntitk::d to be acqlUtted ofmurder; since the intent to aet mlawfully would be negatived
by his beli:( however mistaken or unreasonable. Morgan was descnbed as the "a landmark decision in
the: development of the common law": Bedford ~'. R.. supra, at 145C. There has been a general shift from
objectn.i~m to subjectivism in this branch ofthe law. It is now settled as a matter ofgeneral prin:ipe that
mistake, whether reasonable or not, is a defellce where it pre\-cIlts the defendant frum roving the mens
rea which the law requires fur the crime with which he is charged. It would be in disharmony 'with this
development now to rule that in respect ofa defence under subsection 1( 1) of the /\cL of 1960 the belief
mmt ht' h~st>'; on rf::l,,,omhle PTnllncf". Morf':nvt':r. if"ll"h A snl"~i.'ll,,()hJfjnn Wl"rf': tn he A,1()nI6i. it \"'(mlii
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must be based on reasonable gT01.mds. Moreover, ifsoch a special solution were to be adopted, it would
ahnost certainly create uncertainty in other parts of the criminal law. It woukl be difficult to confine it on a
principled basis to suOsection 1(1). I would answer question (a) in the negative.
'That leaves question (b). In Woolmington \'. HP.P. Ii \)35J A.C. 4(,2, at 481, Viscount Sankey L.C.
observed that 'Urroughout the web of the English crirninallaw one golden thread is to be seen, that it is the
duty oftre prosectnion to prove the prisoner's guit." It pro . . i les the atl5wer to question (b). There is no
legally sound basis on which it wouki be possible to rule that the burden is on tre defendant to prove an
honest belief that the 'victim was over 14 years.
Conclusion

Yfy Lords, I am in general agreement with the speech ofLord Hutton For the reasons I have given,. as
well as for reasons given by Lord Hutton, I woull allow the appeal and quash the conviction of the
appeUant

LORDHUfTON
My Lords,
The governing principle on the issue of strict liahility in a statutory o:flenee was stated b)' Lord Reid in
Sweef v. Parsley I\9-;0\ A.C'. 132, 148H:

"... whenever a section is siknt as to men~ rea there is a presumption that, in order to give effect to
the will ofParI:iament, we must read in words appropriate to requrre mens rea .
. . .it is firmly established by a host ofauthorities tmt mens rea is an essential ingrediern of every
offence unless some reason can be round fur hokling that that is not neeessary.

It is also firmly established that the filet that other sections of the Act expressly require mens rca,
for example bccause trey contain the word 'knOv.ingly, is not in rtse1f sutOCi:nt to justifY a decision
that a seetion which is silent as to mens rca creates an absolute offence. In the absence of a clear
indication in the Ad that an offunce is intended to be an absolutJ: oflelll.:t:, it is necessary to go
outsk:le thl: Act and eXamine all relevant circumstances n order to establish that this must havc been
the intention ofParliamenL. I s<Jy 'mu~1 have been' because it is a univen.al principle that ira penal
provision is reasonably capable o[lwo interpretations, that interpretation whieh is most favourable
to the accused must be adopted."
And at page 163B Lord Diplock said:
It• • •

[it is) a general principle ofconstruction ofany enactment, which creates a criminal oft.ence,

that, even where the words used to describe th.:: prohibited conduct wo1ili not in any othcr eontex1
commte the necessity for any particuEr mental element, they are nevcrthebs to be read as subject
to the implication that a necessary element in the offence is the absence ofa belief, held honestly
ami upon reasonable grounds. in the existence offacts which, if true, would make the act innocent.
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As was said by the Privy CoW1cil in &nk of New South Wales v. Piper [1897J A.C. 383, 389,
390, the absence of mens rea really consists in such a belief by the accused."
The prineiple has also been formulated by stating iliat the requirement for mens rea is only ruled out if by
neeessary implication this is the effect oftre sranIte. In Brend v. Wood [1946] 175 L. T. 306, 307 Lord
Goddard C.J. said:

"It is ofthe utmost importance fur the protection of the liberty of the subject that a court should
al'ways bear in mind tha.t, unless a statute, either clearly or by necessary implication, rules out mens
rea as a const~nt part of a crime, the court should not find a man guilty ofan olfunce against the
criminal law unl:ss he has a guilty mind."
And in Gammon (Hong Kong) Ltd v. Allorney-General of Hong Kong [1985] A.c. 1, 14, in
delivering the judgment ofthe Board Lord Scarrmn referred to "necessary implication" in the third
proposition:
"1.n their Lordships' opinion, the law relevant to this appeal may be stated in the fullowing
propositions (the furmulation ofwhrh fullows cnsely the Vt'Tirten submission ofthe appellants'
counseL which their Lordships g:ratefully acknowledge): (1) there is a presurnptkm of law that mens
rea is required befure a person can be held gwlty of a eriminal olfunce; (2) the presumptk>n is
, parb:uhrly strong where the ofrence is 'truly criminal' in character; (3) the presumption applies to
staMory offenccs, and ean be disphced only if this is clearly or by necessary implication the effect
of the sranIte; (4) the only situatkm in y.,·hk:h the presumption can be displaced is where the statute
is corx;emcd with an issue ofsoeial concem and public safety is such an issue: (5) even where a
staMe is coneerned with such an issue, the presumption ofmens rea stands unJcss it can also be
shown that the creation ofstrict liability ""ill be effectrve to promote the objects of the staMe by
- e:ocouraging greater vigilance to prevent the conunic;sion of the prohibited act."
Section 1(1) of the 1960 Act does not elearly rule out mens rea as a constituent part of an offence, and
therefore the erucial question is whether it rules it out by necessary implication On this issue I consider the
arguments ror the appelhnt and the Crown to be almost evenly balanced. In my opinion the points
advanced by the Crown carry eonsiderable weight. The purpose ofSeetion 1(l) is clearly to protecl
children Wldcr the age of fourteen from sexual corruption: to protect their "sexual integrity" (to employ the
term used by Professor Ashw(lrth in ills illtnninating article on "Interpreting Criminal Statutes: A Crisis of
Legality?" 107 LQ.R 419, 446). "In" pilipase may be impeded ifthe happiness and stability of a ehik!
Wlder fourteen is harmed hy the violation ofills or her innocence by some act of gross indecency or

ineitcment to gross indecency committed by a person who honestly believes that the child is older than
tCll.n1een Although lTK>re than a century has passed sinee the judgments in Regina t'. Prince (J 875) L.R
2 C.C.R 154, and although his reasoning was strongly influeneed by the drafting error in Sections 50 and
51 of the Oftences Against the Person Ad 1861, I cornider that there i.o; still force in the vew of
Blackburn J., at page 171 whi::h, ahhough stated in relatnn to carnal kno\'t'I~dge ofa girl W1der the age of
tcn or wxIer the age oftwelve, is a1o;0 applicable to indecent conduct towards a child under fuLU1een:

"It scems to us that the intenlion ofthe iegi.o;hture was to punish those who had connection with
•. h._"
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young girls, though with their consent, unless the girl was in met oU enough to give a valid consent.
The ma.n who has connection with a child, relying on her cornent, does it at his peril if s~ is below
the statutable age."

Therefore I recognise the force ofthe approach taken by Rougier 1. in the Divisional Court at page
l20G:
'1hntgh any violation of a child's Innocence attracts very grave stigma, yet the protection of
chillren from sexual ablliic is a social and moral imperative."
This approach recognises. rightly in my opinion, that in a criminal statute mtended to protect children the
courts shoukl not fuCllii solely on the rights of the accused but should also take into account the right of
children to be protected. In the artr1e to which J mYe rererred Professor Ashworth states at page 446
that most English ",Titers on criminal/aw ''have laid emphasis on bberal ideals such as the princ~£ of
legality (in terms ofnon-retroactivity, maximum certainty and restri:tive corntrueoon), the pres1.ll11ption of
innocence, the prineiple ofautonomy and subjective principles ofliability, the doctrine offair opportunity
and so forth".
In the next paragraph Professor Ashworth says:

''It is not sought to deny that the liberaJ ideals mentioned in the last paragraph have a central place
in criminal law doctrine, but they should not be presented as lfthey sta:1d. alone as absolUtes. Tt was
slJg6'ested above tru.t some judges derive their motivation directly from a conception of the aim of
criminal law as penalising mose who cause major harms. are of the policies derived from this
pcrspective is the 'thin ice' prine~le, discU5sed above; whilst there is a tendency to use a broad
phrase such as 'publr polry' or 'social defence' to eocornpass ~se po1i::ies, it is neeessary to bok
more closely at distinct polieies and ~ ends they are claimed to seIW. It would not streteh ~
truth too fur to suggest that ~ typicalacademk approach has been to emphasi<;c liberal values and
the traditional judicial approach to emphasise what they rcgard as social values in these matters.
The first step is to recognise that values of both kinds do and shaull form part ofer:iminallaw
doctrine. The next step is to recognise that ~y will frequently confliet and that, whilst eareful
discussion of the principles an::! poli:ies will give some indication as to how confliets should be
resolved, situation<; will occur in whieh the courts must make that ehoiec. This makes it cruc:al that
the polices and principles are openly di.~cussed, rather than concealed behind high~sounding
phrases about 'legislative intent', 'public poliey' or 'the principle of1egabty'."
Two further interrelated points support the arglJl1lent of the CroVvTI.. One is that, as Rougier J. states,
[he Act of 196U is an appendix to the Act of1956, and the wording ofSections 5 and 6 ofthe 1956 Act

relating respectively to intercomse with a girl urder thirteen and to intercomse with a girl under sixteen,
but with the latter section providing in subsection (3) for "the young man's defenee", makes it plain that the
offence under Section S is an offence ofstri:t liability, Therefure it is clear that in rhe Act of 1956
Parliament intended that there shoull be strict liability when a man had sexua.\ intereourse .....ith a girl under
thirteen, and accordingly it ean be argued that it is in accordanee with the intention ofParliament that there
should be strict liability when a person is guilty ofgross indecen:::y towards a child under fourteen The
b~ il ii. org/Lli(/cases/U KH l/2DDO /13. 1tm'
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second point is thal in addition to Section 6(3) there are a number of sections in the .Act of1956 WJkh
eKpressty :Jrovide for a defence of mistake. In the case of intercourse with a woman who i<; a defuctrve
Section 7(2) provides a defence ifth:: man does not kIlUW and has no reason to suspect the woman to be
a defective. The same applies to the offence of procurement ofa defective: see S,'ction 9(2). The same
defe~e applies to mdecent assault on a woman defective: see Section 14(4). The same defence is
available in respect of permitting a defective to use prenmes for intereourse or causing or encouraging the
prostitution of a defective: see Section 27(2) and Section 29(2). Therefore the Crown can argue with
considerable furce that when Parliament intends that trere sbotili be a defence ofn1i5takc it makes
express proviciion fur this defence, so that where there is no express provision fur such a defence the
statute by implication intends that the defence will not be available. 1ills point is well stated by Tucker J. in
his judgment at page 1271 I:
'"I dedoce from all these statutory provi<>ions that it is the clear intentiJn of Parliament to protect

young children and to make it an oftence to commit offences against children uroer a certain age
whether or not the defendant knows of the age of the victim, and that:it was intended that, save
where expressly provided, a rnL<Itaken or honest belief in the vrtm's age should not aftOrd a
defence. "
Therefore I consi::ler that it would he reasonable to infer that it was the intention ofParliament that
liability under Section 1(1) oflhc Act of 1960 shouki be strict so that an honest belief as to the agc of the
child would not be a defence. But the test is not whether it is a reasonable implication that the statute rules
out mens rea as a constituent part uflhe crime - the test is whether it is a n:cessary implication. App./yjng
this test, I am ofopinion that there are consideratklns which point to the conclu.<;ion that it is not a
neeessary implication One is that the various provi<;ions of!he: Act of 1956 have not been drafted to give
etrect to a consistent schcroo but are a collectim of diverse provi5ions derived from a variety ofsources:
see the description ofthe Off~nces Against the Person Act 1861, a precursor of the Act of! 956, by
Lord Ackner in Regina v. Savage [1992J 1 A.C. 699. 752, quoting Sir Jolm SmithQ.C. (1991) Cr.
L.R. 43. A further consideration is that in Sweet v. Parsiey Lord Reid stated at page 149D:
''It is also firmly established that the fuet that other sections oflhe Act expressly require mens rea,

fur example because they contain ~ word 'knowingl)~, is not in itself s\lffi:~nt to justif)' a decision
that a section wtu3h is silent as to mens rea creates an absolute offunce."
Whilst, as I have stated, I think there is force in the vie",- expressed by BlackblUll J. at page 171-2 of
Regina v. Prince, I am ofoplnion that to the eAicnt that Prin(;e's case can be viewed as eswbEshing a
general ~ t~t mistake as to age does not afford a defence in age-based sexual offences, that rulc
cmmot prevail over the presumption stated by thIS House in Sweet v. Parsley.
Therefore, fur the reasons ~h J have stated, I would aUow this appeal and I would answer the first
certifud question in the affirmative. For the reasons which have been stated by my noble and learned
friend Lord Steyn, and with which I agree, I would answer part (a) ofthc second cc:nified question in the
affirmative, and I woukl answer part (b) by stating that the burden of proof rests on the Crown once the
defendant has raised some evidence before the jury or magistrates that he 0:- soc horestt' believed the
child was over fourteen.
ba jlij, 0 rg/u k/ca 5es/U KHL/2000/13, html
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I um conscious thal the u.~ciskm by this House to albw this appeal may make it more d.ifficub.: to
convict those who are guihy of an offence under Section 1(l) oCtile Act of] 960 and thus reduce the
protection given to children, but I have come ro the conchIsion that as Parliament has :tailed to state by
express provision or by necessary irnpocatim that rrens rea as to age is oot necessary, the legal
presumption stated by Lord Reid that mens [ca is required must be applied.lfParJiurenl regards the
decision in this case as giving rise to undesirable consequences it will be for it to change the .law, and I
share the re.gret ofBrooke L.J. expressed in his judgment at pagc 136A-H that Parliament does not take
account of the expert advice which it has recewed over the years .from the Criminal Law Revision
Committec and the I.aw Commiss.ion, and does not address its miud, llll.:naeting IegisJati:m creating or
restating criminal offences, to the issue wn:ther rrens rea shou1d be a constituent part ofthe offences am
does not state in elear terms whether or not men<; rea is required.
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I

SUBMISSION OF TIlE REQUEST
1. On March 30, 2001 the Inter-Arrrri:an Commission on Human Rights (hereinaftcr "the Commission" or
"'the Inter-American Commission"'), in view ofthe provisions of Article 64(1) ofthe American Convention on
Hurmn Rights (hereinafter"the Amcric,m Conwntion", "the Convention" or "Pact ofSan Jose'), filed a
request for an Ad'visoI)' OpirOOn (hereinafter "the requesn before the Tnter·Amcrican Court ofIIuman Rights
(hereinafter ''the lnter-American Court" or ''the Court') regarding interpretation ofArticles 8 and 25 ofthe
American Convention, with the aim ofdetermining wh:::ther lhe special measures set forth in Arti:le 19 ofthat
same Convention establish "limits to the good judgment and discretion of the States" v.ith respect to children,
and it also requested that the Court express general and valid criteria On thi<; matter in conformance ro the
framework of the Am::ri:an Convention
2. Aecording to the Inter-American Comuw'skm the background for the request is that
[iJn varklus legal frameworks and praeti:es ofcotmtries of the Americas, effective exercise ofthe rights and
guarantees recognized by Articles 8: and 25 ofthe American Convention is not complete with respect to
chikiren as irdiviiuals and aetors under crimina~ civil and administrative jurisdictions, as there is the
assumption that the obligation ofthe State 10 supplement the minors' lack offull discernment can make said
f,'Uarantees occupy a secoroary position. 1bis invol-.1:'S abridgment or res.tric·t)::jn of minors' r~t to fLir trial
300 to judicial protection. Therefure, it also affects other rccognjzed rights whose eflective exercise deperos
<In effuctiveness ofthe right to fuir trial as well <IS the rights to tllimane treatment, to personal liberty, to
privacy, and the rights ofthe fumily.

3. The Commission expressed that there are certain "interpretive premises." thn State aUhorities apply when
they adopt speenl protection measures in fum! ofminors, wbich tend to weaken their right to free trial These
measures arc as fullow~:
a. Minors are incapable offull discernment of their acts and t:h;:retOre their participation, whether personally or
through their representatives, is reduced or annulled both ill civil unci in criminal proceedings.
b. This lack ofdiscet11!"Il:nt and icgp.! capacity is presumed by the jooiciaJ or admini~trative officials who, in
making Ul:eisiom based on what they bel£ve lo be the "best interests of the child," attach less importance to
those guarantees.
c. Conditions in the child's family milieu (economic situatKm an:! fumiIy cohesion, the fumily's lack ofmaterial
resources, educational ::iitwlion. etc.) become key decision-making faetors with respect 10 treatment when a
child or adolescent is placed under criminal or admin.istrative jurisdiction to decide on his or her responsibility
and situation in cormection with an alleged offense, or to determine meaSlreS !:hat affect rights such as the right
to a fumily, right ofabode, or right to liberty.
d. Considering that the minor is in an irregular situation (abandorunent, dropping Oln of schoo~ the furnil)' s
lack ofresourees, and so forth) may be med to justifY application ofmeasures usually reserved for
pl.ll'ili;hment ofcrimes applicabk only under due pmcess.
4 In its request, the Commissiun asked this Court to issue a specilic ruling on the compatibility with Articles 8
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and 25 of the American Cunvention of the furrowing measures that some States adopt regardi1g mirors:
a. separntion of young persollS from thl:ir parerns and/or fumily, on the basis ofa ruling by a decision-making
orgflfl, made without due process, that their :families are not in a position to affi::lrd their education or
maintenance;
b. deprivatxm of liberty ofminors by nternrTJent in guardianship or cll'ltodial institution" on the basis ofa
determination that they mve been abarxloned or are prone to faR into SituatDn<> of risk or illegality, rootives
which should not be considered of a criminal nature, but, rather. as the result ofpersonal or circumstantial

vicissitlK!es[;]
e. the accepmnce ofconfessX:Hl'i by minors in crimml mattcrs without due guarantees:
d. judicial or administrative proceedings to determine fundamental rights of the minor without legal
representation ofthe minor(; and]
e. determination of rights ani liberfus injudieial and ad.nrini.strative proceedings without guarantees fur the
right of the minor to be persona.lIy heard; and failure to tak.e into accmmt the opirIDn and preferences ofthe
minor in such determinatiolL
II
PROCEEDII\GS BEFORE TIJE COURT
5. In its April 24, 2001 note, the Secretariat ofthe Court (hereinafter "the Secretariat'), in compliance ""ith
the provisiJn<> ofArticle 62(1) ofthe Rules ofProcedure ofthe Cowt (hereinafter ''the Rules ofProccdure"),
fOlwarded the text of the request Lo tk Member States of the Organization ofAmerican States (hereinafter

"OAS') to the Inter-American Institute ofChildren, to the Pennanent Council ani, through the General
Secretary oftlx: OAS, to the bodies of the Organization tint -due to 1:ll:ir competence- might have an interest
in the ffi'lttcr. Likewise, the Secretariat monned them that the President of the Court (hereinafter ''the
President'), in consullitXm with the other judges of the Court, ordered that the observations in "'Tiling and
other sig;rlifuam documents regarding the reqlrst must be subITutted to '\he Secretariat no later than October
31.2001.
6. On AUf,'l..1St 7, 2001 the Inter-American Institute of Children filed its mitten observatioIl5 regarding the

request fQr an Advisory Opinion.
7. Mexico and Costa Rica :fiIcd their observation<> in ,witing on Octohcr 11, 2001.

8. In accordance with the extension for filing ofobsenrations granted to the Inter-,\merican Commission by
the President, 1hl Conmilision filed additiona.l specific cornrnents on November 8, 2001.

9. "11k: fullowing non- govem11ental organizations filed their brie£i as ami:i curiae, between 0 eta ber 16 and
29.2001:
- Coordinadora Nicaragi.iense de ONG's que trn.bajan con b. Niflez y la Adolescencia (hereinafter
"CODEN!'):
M

~

Instituto Universitario de Derechos Humanos, A.C., ofMexico: and
Fundaci6n Rafael Preciado l-Iemimdez, A.C., of Mexico.

wwwl.'.lmn.ecul.,./series_A_OC-17html
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10. In his April 12, 2002 Order, h President convened a public hearing regarding the request, to be held at
the seat of the Cotut on Jme 21, 2002, beginning at 10:00 a.m, and instructed the Secretariat to, in a timely
marmer, invite those who submitted their vic\\points to the CoWl in writing, to participate in the oral
proceedings.
11. TIle fullowing orgarUzatiom; filed their briefS as anoci curiae, benveen JlHle 18 and Augmt 2, 2002:
~ United Nations Latin American Institute tor the Prevention ofCrime and the Treatment ofOtrenders
(hereinafter "ILANUD');
- Center for Justice and lntermtional Law (hereinafter "CEJIL''); and
- Comisi6n Colombiaru de Juristas.

12. On Junc 21, 2002, before opcning the public hearing eonvened by the President, the Secretariat gave the
appearing parties the set ofbrieiS with obsen-ations and documents submitted until then.
13. The fullowing parties appeared at the public hearing:

on behalfof the Inter-Ameri:an Co11llili5sion on Hllll1an Rights:
/'.bry Ana Belot!'
on behalf of Mexico:
Ambassador Carlos Pujahe Pir.eiro;
Ruth Vil.lanueva Castilleja; and
Jose Ignacio Martie del Campo.
on behalfofCosta Rica:
Arnoldo Brenes Castro;
Adriana Murillo Ruin;
Norman Lizano Ortiz;
RQdolfo Vicente Sala:zar;
Mauricio Medrano Goebet and
Isabel Gamez I'acz
on behalf ofIn>tituto Univelsitaru de Dereehos Hurnaoos, A.C., of Mexico:
Maria Engraeia del Carmen Rodriguez Moreleon;
Enoc Escobar R<:Jrnus;
Maria Cristina Alcayaga Nunez; and
Silvia Oliva de Arce.

on bdulfofFundaei6n Rabel Preciado Hernandez, A.C, ofMexico:
Dilcya Samantha Garcia Espinosa de los Monteros.
on behalfofthe Center for Justice and International Law:
Juan Carlos Gutierrez;
Luguely Cunillera; and
www1.umnedu/.. ./serieS_.A_OC-17.ntm\
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Lourdes Bascary.
on behalf of the United Natnns Latin American Imtitute for tre Prevention of Crime and lli: Treatment of
Oflender.;:
Carlos Tiffer.
14. During the public hearing, the President pointed out to the participants that they cOIill send additional
observatiolL'> untHuly 21 of this same year atthe Latest. On July 12 of this year he informed the intervening
parties that the Court had scheduled deliberations on the request in the agenda ofil.s LVI Rt:gular Session,
from August 26 to September 6, 2002. Mexico, the Commission, CEllI.. and the FurrlaciOn Ramel Preciado
Hernmdez, A.C., 0fMexieo filed their observations within the term granted to this end .

..•
15. '!he Court summarizes as fOllows the relevant part ofthe written observations ofthe Inter-An-erican
ofChildren, the States partkipating in these proceedings, the Inter-American Commission, and the
Non-GoverrunentaIOrgnnizatio.ns:
l~t.itute

The Inter-American Institute ofChildren: In iLs August 7, 200 I brief t stated:
Onee the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child was adopted, the States oftills hemisphere began a
process ofadapting their legislation in view of the doctrine of comprel-rnsive protection, which considers the
child fully as subject of rights, leaving behind the concept that the ehild is passively the object ofprolective
measures. 'Ire latter involves a lUghly' discriminating and non-incfu',;iw jurisdi;tion, lacking in due process
guarantees, and grants the jWgjeS broad di<>cretonarypowers regarding how to proeeed in connection with
the generalsituaton oftl~ chikiren There was thus a trntlSition from a "protective repressive" system to ore
based on responsibilities and guarantees with respect to childrcn, where specialjl.lI"llidiction is set within the
principle ofIawfuh1ess, where due process 1<> respeeted, and where steps taken are "geared toward redressing
the victim and reeducating the juvenile offender, while intenment is res~ted to those cases in wtoch it is
absolutely neeessary."
The American Convention on Human Rights establishes that the rights set forth therein pertain to all hwnan
being::> and, therefore. their full enjoyment and exercise by children ale also guaranteed (Articles 3 and 1(2) of
the Amc;'ican Convention). In this regard, the ah:lity 10 enjoy rights, inherent to the hlDl13n person aoo which L"
a ius cogens rule, must not be confused with the relative or absolute inability ofchildren under 18 to exerci<>e
certain rights on their 0"'11.
Reg.'lrding the specific measUTCS oentified by the Inter-American COmmisSDll, it stated the following:
- Separation of minors .Ii-om their parents because the author~ies deem 1hJt the fumi!y eannot provide
adequate conditions for their education and support: lack ofmaterial resources canmt be the only basis fur
the judici.1l or administrative decision to order separation from the fumily. To act in this way breaehes righl:s '
such as, among others, legality ofproceedings, invioInbility oflhe light to proper derense, and humaneness of
the measure. Such measures should bc impugned and considered not yaW;
5/81
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- Internment ofminoTs deemed ahandoned or at risk,.....no have not cOO1mi!.tt:U any crimes: interrunent of
youths who are in situations of social risk, applying the principles of the doctrine ofthe "irregular situation" that
viewed them as objects ofprotectxlO rather than ~ubjects ofrights, invotves applying an undefined sanction,
which breaches the principle oflawfulness ofpunishrnenr, aggravated by the fuct that generally this is ordered
v.ithout defining Its duration. IL is also contrary to the rules of due process.
- Acceptance ofconfe~.sioru; by minors in criminal IJL9tters With01.t respecting the right to fair trial: even though
most legislation in this continent recognizes the right to fuil' tria~ confessions ofminors are generally taken
without having followed adeqw.te detainment procedures or \.\.'ithout the presence of a legal representative of
the child or of one. ofill; next of kin, whkh should suffice fOr the procedure to be declared null;
- Administrative or judicial proceedings pertaining to fimdamental rights ofminors, conducted without
respecting the right to fuirlrial and without consrlering their opinion or preferences: proceedings condueted in
the manner descrned above violate fundarrenml guarantees such as the principles of guiII:, .Iawfubess. and
humane treatment, as well as procedural guararnees Gurisdictionality, the presence ofboth parties, inviJIability
ofthe right to proper defense, presumption of innocence, itnpugnation, legality ofthe proceeding, and pub&
nature ofthe proceeding'3).
In view ofthe practices descnbed above, the Institute detennined the need to review the process ofadjusting
legi<>lation ofthe States ofthe hemisphere 10 the principles ofthe Convertion on the Rights ofthe Child and
the American Convention, as today there are still countries that have not fully harmonized their lavvs to those
principles, pur:;:uant 10 Artick: 2 ofttr American Convention. The Institute coneWed that Articles 8, 19 and
2j of the American Convention must constitute Iinits on States' discretionary power to lsSu: special measures
ofprotection with respect to children Therefore, they must "adjust their dom;stic legislation and practices in

accordance with toosc principles."
On the other hancl. the Irntitute expressed. in its appendice<:, [hat reality shows that especialty vlllrrrable
sectors ofsociety are deprived ofproteetion of their human rights, whieh is contrary to the principle of
universality ofthose same right<:.
In this regard, the Institute pointed out that the perception of children as objt'ct::; rather than subjects ofrights
considers "children" to be those whose basic needs are satis~d and "minors" to be those who are soeially
marginali7ed and cannot satisfY their basic needs. To address the situation ofthc latter, legislation rus been
enacted that eonsiders children 10 be "objects ofproteclion and control," and specialjrlTisdietions are
establi<;hed, which exclude dlld discriminate, deny children treir status dS legal persons, and breach their
fundamental guarantees. Such legislation a1<;o ')udicializes" the psychosocial problems ofchildren and
establishes the Juvenile Court which, having broad discretionary powers, has the function ofsolving probk;ms
ofthis soeial group, in view ofthe Jack ofsocial protection policies by the State.

The aforementioned jurisdi;tions disregard the prin:;iple oflmvfulness, the dLstinction hetwecn the abilities to
exercise and to enjoy rights, as well as proportionality ofptmislunent and due process. Likewise, the system
does not respect the ages fur various types ofintervention, it 1<, not inspiIed by policies for rc·sociaJiu:!.tion or
reeducatlon, and it is conducive to inle~nt of children who are not offenders in an lUldifferentllted manner
W\IIwl, umn.edu/. ..;'s erieLA_0 C-17 _html
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with minors who have broken the law. A study by the United Nations Latin American Institute for the
Prevention ofCrnne and the Treatment ofOtrenders (hereinafter "ILANUD') showed that the profile of
juvenile oftenders is in accordan:e with the following data: malt\ 4 years behind in terms ofschooling,
residents ofmarginal wnes, conducting illegal activiries to contribute to support their household, disintegrated
families, or the futher perfumling a bw-mcome job or ~mployed, and the mother working as a maid or as
an unskilled worker.
The Convention on the Rjghts ofthe Chiki developed a new coneept that establishes a distinction between
abandonment and irregular conduct. The former requires administrative poli:ies, while the latter requires
jurisdictional deeisions.

H also sets forth that children are immune from criminal proseeution, although those between 12 and 18 who
break the law are subjeet to speeialjurisdi:rion that ean apply sanctions consisting ofsocio-educational
measures. This system ofspecial justice, :in addition to the basic features ofall jurisdictional bodies, is based
on t~ following principles:
a. responsibility for infractions: the sanctions contained in the new jurisdictDn should only be applied to
ehildren okier than 12 and under 18 who have broken a eriminallaw -due to immunity of minors under 18
from criminal prosecutDn- and the measures adopted cau be appeaed by the chikiren themselves. lne State
must adopt a rehabilitation policy regarding these persons, so that ado lescents who break the law "merit legJ I
intervention" that is di:ffurent ~om that foreseen for adult') by the criminal code. Specifically, specialized
jl.ll"i'>dicti:lns should be established to h:ar offi:nscs by children who have broken the law. In additim to
fulfilling the common features ofany juri')di:tion (impartiality, independence, respect for the principle of
lawfulness), t~y must sa!cguard the subjectn.·e rights of children, a task [hat does not full under th:
competence of the administrative authorities.
b. decrirninalizatDn ofthe juvenile justi;e system since sanctions under this specialjurisdi:tion seek to
rehabilitate rather than to repress, intelllllle'nt shouki be a rreasure oflast resort. Other socio-educational
measures should be eonsidered first, such as fumily cOW1Seling, imposing ruks of conduct, community servi;e,
obligation to redress damage, and supervised freedom with the obligation to attend educational prograffi'i.
Measures mus\ alv.'ays be proportional and be based on the best interests ofthe child and his or her
resettlement into [he family am community;
c. separation ofadministrative and jurisd~tional functions: a distinction must be made ben.vcen social
protection, which seeks to altain the conditions required for the dID::! to devek:>p his or her personality and
fuJfill his or her fundamental rights, and juridical protection, as a guarantee function with the aim ofdeciding on
the subjectIve rights ofchildren;
d. guarantee ofrighls: due process rights must be respected at three moments: i. at the time of detention,
which must be based on a court order, except in cases ofin fraganti situations, and it must be carried out by
poliec staft'trained fur treatment ofadoesceut u1Icnders. that is, special sta~ ii. during the development of the
judicial proceed:ings, both substantr.'e (principles ofguih, oflawfulness, and ofhurnanc treatment), and
procedural (principles ofjurisdietionality, presence of both parties, inviolability ofthe right to proper de.rense,
presumption of innocence, impugnation, lawfulness ofthe proceedings and public nature ofthe proceedings);
__ ~ ::: .1 ••_:....,.
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and iii during compliance with a re-educational or internment measure. Th.is must be supervised by the
competent body. In case ofincarceration, the prolnbition to intern children in establislunents fur aduhs must be
respected, and also, in genera~ the rights of the chili to know the regime he or she is subjeet to, (0 receive
effective legal cOWlSe~ to continue hi<; or her educational or professional development, to carry out
recreational activites, to know the procedure to file eomplaints, to be in an appropriate physical and hygienic
envirorunent, to receive sufficient medical attention, to be vi<iited by next ofkin, to remain in contact with the
local comrrnmity, and to gradually resettle into social norrnak:y.
e. eormmmity participation in policies on re·education and resettlement into fmillyand society: this is an
essential element ofthe new jwenile justice, as m::asures seek gradual and progressive resettlement ofjuvenili
offenders into society.
Costa Rica: In its written and oral observations, the State of Costa Rica expressed the toUowing:
a. Regarding interpretation ofArticles 8, 19 aoo 25 ofthe Ameri::an Convention:
Guarantees set fonh in Articles 8 and 25 of the American Convention, in connection with Article 19 ofthat
same instrument, must be interpreted in two ways: one, in a negative sense, because said provisions do limit
the good judgment ofthe States, as these cannot legislate to the detriment oflhose basic guarantees; and
another, positive sense, whi:h involves albwing their adequate exercise, taking into acC01ll1t that the
aforementioned Arteles do nol hiffier adoptbn ofspecific measures regarding children that e:a,.-pand the
guarantees set fOrth therein.
Rights guaranteed by Articles 8 and 25 ofthe American Convention must be applicd in light ofthe
specialization recognized by the San Jose Covenant itself regarding childhood and adolescence, to "enhance
proteetion of the right<; of children," as occurs in other special situations such as tOOse reflected in Articles
5(5) and 27 of the Convention TherefOre, they must be "read cross-cutting" -and applying broad interpretive
criteria- together with the provisions of the Convention on the Rights of the Child. For this reason, application
ofsaid Articles nmst take into aceount the principles ofthe best interests of the chili, comprehensive
protection, specialized justice, presumption of minority, the prirx:iple of injuriousness, confidentiality and
privacy, arxl comprehensive training and resettlement into fmwyaoo society, as well as speciflCation ofthe
ways aoo conditions fur chiklren to havc acceSs to those judicial remedies, taking into accOlUlt that their ability
to act is not complete, "but rather linked to exercise ofpareuta I authority, and dc1ennux:d by their emotional
maturity and discernment."
Article 19 of the American Convention obligatcs the States to develop legal norms to ensure protection
measures required by chiklren as such. Therefure, any legal development by the States regarding measures for
protection of ehildren must take into account that children are subject<; of their O\vn rights, which must be
realized within a comprehen<>ive proteetion coneept. 1bese positive measures "do not ernhrine a discretionary
power of the State" regarding this population group.
The rights recognized by Articles 8 and 25 of the Convention have been taken into account and developed in
Article 40 of the Convention on thc RighfS of the Child, Furthermore, it added that Articles 3, 9, 12(2), 16,
19. 70 2') fmrl ~7 nft!--tlt ,~.1n~ intemFltinml in;;h111llt>nt .1re- siPllificfml for [hi" r<~(lllP"t f:,r.1n Ativi."nrv
wwwLumn.edu/.../series_A_OC-17.html
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19, 20, 25 and 37 of that same international :ins~nt are significant for this request fo[ an Advisory
Opinion
The Convention on the Rights ofthe Child recognizes the special protection that the State must pro\o,de to
children, especially regarding administrati:m ofjustice, and it recognizes that it is a high priority to solve
conflicts in which children are involved, insofar as possible, ....ithout resorting to criminal proceedings; ifit is
necessary to resort to the latter, they ffill'it have the rights that aduhs have, as well as t1x>se that are specific to
children. Said Convention also rerers to other international instruments such as the United Nations Standard
M.inimum Rules for the Administration ofJuvenile JU'ltice (The Beijing Rules), the United Nations Gui:lelines
for the Preventkln ofJuvenile Delinquency (Riyadh Guidelines) and the United Nations Rules for the
Protection ofJuveniles Deprived oftheir Liberty.
In Costa Rka, specifically, these international nonns have been included at the administrative, judi:iary, and
perlltentiary levels. There is also a Childhood and Adolescence Code (1998), wh£h establishes a special
process for protection in eases ofaction or omission by society or the State, by the parents or by those
exercising custody, or ofactions or omissions eommitted by the children to their own detriment Ibis process
is entrusted to the institution called Patronato Nacional de Ia Infuncia, as the first instance, aoo its deeisions
may be appealed through the judiciary. On the other hand, there is also the Jlwenile Criminal Jlliltice Law
(1996), wh:£h establishes rigoroll'l guarantees and Ireasures of protection that are dr.'erse in their nature and
content, applicable to children woo break the criminal law. Observance of said guarantees in the judieiary
wouki require the "establishment of JlNenik: Criminal Comts, ofthe Juvenile Crirnin.rtl High Cow1, ofSentence
Execution Courts, Juvenile Criminal Defense, a specialized Prosecutors' Office, [and] a Juvenile Judicial
Police."
In connection with the concrete measures identified by the Commission, Costa Rica stated that said "situations
carmot [be understood] as valid 'measures ofproteelion' IIDder the terms ofArticle 19 ofthe American
Convention." as they respond to srtuatklns that existed in Costa Rica before entry into force of the eurrent
Iegislatnn. whlch is in accordance with the Convention on the Rights ofthe Child.
- Separation ofyouths from their parents becallile the authorities deem that their family eannot provide
conditions for their education or support: this "would breach Article 19 ofthe American Convention. as well
as Articles 8 and 25 [ofthat] same legal n<;trurnent and Articles 9, 12(2) and 40 ofthe Convention on the
Rights oftlle Child." In Costa Ri:a there is a measure that can be applied, pursuant to the Childhood and
Adolescence Code, respecting due pror.:ess, and that i.<; a provisional protection measure in substrtute fumilies,
or temporary shelter in public or private institutions.
- Intcnunent ofrrrinors in guardianship institutions becallile they are deemed abandoned or at risk or in a
situation of illegality, without their having commItted a crime: this mcaSLU"e reflects tOC doctrine that perceives
children as objects rather subjects ofrights, and therefore would breach Articles 7, 8, 19 and 25 of the
American ConventlJrt. as well as Articles 25, 37 and 40 of the Convention on the Rights of the Chili. ill
Costa Ri:a, whcn a measure such as the one described is involved, there is the possibility of an appeal
through the judiciary, under the parameters of due process and hearing the opinion of the chile!.
www1.umn.edul..jseries_A_OC-17.hlml
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- Acceptance ofconfessiol1S of minors in criminal matters without due guarantees. tills would breach Articles
19, 8(2) subparagraph g) and 8(3) ofthe American Converuion, in addition to the guarantee set forth in
Article 40, subparagraph 2.b). Under Costa Rican legi<;latiort, the child has the right to abstain from renderulg
testimony.
- Administrative proceedings pertaining to the :funda~ntal rights of the child, conducted . . . .ithout legal
representation of the minor being guaranteed: this hypothesis would breach Articles 8, 19 and 25 ofthe San
Jose Covenant, as well as A.rticles 12, subparagraph 2) and 40 oft:he Convention on the Rights of the Child.
In Costa Rica, Jegi."lation has been adapted to the aforementioned international instruments.

The State concluded that the concept ofchikiren being "incomplete beings who tmJSt be the object of
protectnn" has heen left behind, from a technical standpoint; A.cticles 8 and 25 of the American Convention
do not constitute limits to the activity of the State ·'insocr [...] as they do oot hinder improvement of the
standard ofprotection and guarantee by specifYing these provisnrJS with respect to children" ThU'i. "minors
because they are minors can and must ellioy greater and special guararuees beyond those ofadults, but in no
case lesser guarantees nor a weakening of those guarantees under the pretext of a misconceived protection."
b. RegardOlg the Convention on the Rights of the Child:

The existence ofa l..II1.iversal prirx:iple ofprotecthn ofchiklren has bcen recogrUzed internationally, in view of
the fact that they are in a posir.iofl of "disadvantage and greater vulnerabilit)~' vis-a-vis other sectors ofthe
populntion, and because they have specific needs. The Deduation on the Rights ofthe Chiki. adopted by the
UN General Assembly in 1959, tn.'lde 11 statement along tb;.s~ lines. However, it was not until 1989, wlth the
Convention on the Rights oftbe Child, that there was "a true qualitative ttarssIDI'I11<ltim ofinterpretatKm,
understanding ofand attention to minors, and therefore of their social and juridical conditnIL" Said
Convention inchJdes a munber ofprincipes and provisions pertaining to the protection ofchikhen, aM it is a
paradigm that should pro'vide guidance regarding t:}lli matter. Specifically, it dealt with the need to address the
best interests ofthe child, the rule that chikiren should not be separated from their parents against their will,
arx1 the possibility that the child be heard in alljufcial or administrative proceedings that affect him or her;
chiUren who break the law must be treated "in such a marmer as to fuster their sense of dign:ty and the
importance ofpromoting a eonslru;tive function in society.'·
c. Doctrine :Jfeomprehensive protection:
With the Convention on the Rights ofthe Child, the former doctrine that pereeived chikiren as objects rather
than subjects ofrights was left behind, as ~ considered the children incapable of a::::::::mning respOIlSlbility for
{heir actions, Therefore, they were passive objects of the "protective" or repressive interventkm of the State.
lba.t doctrine also established a distinction between "ehildren", whose basic needs were covered, and
"minors'·, who were members of the infunlik population whose basic needs were not being satisfied, and whD
were therefore in an "irreb'Ular situation." For the latter group, the system tended to judicialize or
irntitutionalizc any problems pertaining to their status as minors, arx1 the 'wardship judge" was prominent as a
way to compensate for what the child lacked.
www1umn,edu/.Jserie,_A OC-IThtml
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This Conventic.H\ together with the other international instnnnents, reflected the doctrine ofcomprehensrve
protection, which n;cugnizes that chillren are legal persons and granted them a major role in building their
own destiny. With respect 10 criminal matters, specifically, it involved a change from protective JursdictJ()fi to
one that combines punitive measures and guarantees, where, among other measures. the rights and guarantees
ofchildren are fully r~eugnized; they are eonsidered responsible for their criminal acts; intervention of criminal
justre is limited to the indispensable minimum: the range of sanctKltlS is expam:it:d, based on educational
principles; and pmishment through incareeration is minimized.
d. Devebprrent ofchildhood and adoleseenee Law;

The Convention on the Rights ofthe Child, among other international instnnnents, am the doctrine of
comprehensive proteetDn brought \\1l:h them the developIrent ofehildhood Law as 0 new juridi;al brandl,
based on three fuOOamentaI pillars: the best interests of the ehild., understond as the prenme for interpretation,
integration fwd applicaton ofhws pertaining to childhood am adoleseeoce, and therefore a limitation to the
diseretion ofauthorities in adopting decisions regarding ehildren; minors as legal persons, thus recognizing
both their basK: human rights and those that pertain to their status as chiklren; and the exercise offimdament.al
rights and its ties to parenlal authority; since the only purpose ofparental authority is to provide protection and
indispensable care ofthe child to guarantee his or her comp~te development, it 1<; a responsibility and a right
of the parents, but also a furxiamental righf oftbe children to be protected and guided lU1til they attain full
autonomy. Therefore, exereise of authority must dimil.lish as the child grows older.
Costa Rica eonclud~d that "tre prO\!isions ofArticles 8 and 25 ofthe Amcn:an Conventk>n on Human Rights
are insuffrient, in and ofthemselves, to en"ure respect fOr minors oftlJe guanmtees and rights reeognized by
this instrument fur all persons," and therefure a series ofprinciples and guarantees specifically pertaining to
childhood must be taken into accolUlt. lhus, a fundamental nucleus regarding the rights ofchikiren takes
shape that includes a principle ofpositive di~crirnination with the aim ofattainiog equity and compensating, .'by
means ofreeognition of greater and more specific guarantees, these skuations of clear inequality that exi"t in
reality." For this, it argueo, there is a need for all States to ratny tre Conv"Cntk>n on the Rights oftlle Child and
to harmonl:ze their leg:islatk3n with respect to the principles set forth therein.
Mexico: In iL<; \\Trtten and oral cOTTlr.lents, Mexico stated:
Children mU".it not be consklered "objects of segregati.. .e proteetion", but rather fulllegaJ persons who rntl."t
reeei\'e comprehensive protectiJr1. and 'enjoy all the righl~ of uduh persons, ill addjtion to "'a set ufspecilic
rlght" granted to them due to the particular property ofchikiren being, in a process of development." Not only
must their rights be proted~d, but it i'> also necessary to adopt special m:asures ofproteetk>f1, pursuant to
Arti:le 19 ofthe Arnfrican Convention ani to a set ofintemational instruments pertaining lo childhood.
The m'o major principles that govern h\.llTl.:ln rights arc non-di.'icrimination and equality before the Jaw, aoo
they nmt be recognized for all persons, "with no distinction as to ",nether the heneficiaries ofthese [rights is a
child, II youth or an adultJ." JOCrefure, the measures proposed by the Imer-American COrnrnSsion in its
request '\vouU be related to issues ofcfficac)'0fthc pro'Ji-;ion:> ofthe Converlt}(}fl. rather than of compatibility
of their respective scopes."
wwwlurnn,cdu/..Jseries_A_OC-17,lltrnJ
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- Separation of youths from their parents because tlle authorities deem that the furnily cannot provide
L:onditions for th:ir education or support: the term ''youths'' is r~jected due t.o its ambiguit)" and instead the
term ''minors'' is preferred, as it is rcfurs more prelisely to that sector of the population The State also deems
that a distin;tion should be made ber.\'een "separatkm of the minor due to lack of condition'> oftre next ofkin
to provide for llli'. or her education, and secondly, separatkm of the minor due to lack of condition'> for his or
her support rn this regard, undoubtedly in both cases tie body with authorly to reach sai:l decision must
always respect the rules ofdue legal process." Pursuant to Article 9 of the COnV(;nt1otl un the Rights of the
Child, separation ofthe chili from llli or her parents must be exeeptiona~ limited to cases ofnristrcatment or
~bandonrnent, and decided tu protect the best interests of the chili.
In this regard, Arti:les 8 and 25 oftre American Convention. ''rather than coru;tituting a limit on States' good
judgment or discretion to issue special measures ofpro teetion pursuant to Article 19 of that Convention, are
the necessary channel fur such action:;" to be corn:idered in accordance with the Obligations oftre State
derived from the Convention {t<)elf

- Internment of minors in gwrdianship insttutiom bceaU'>e they are deemed to be abandoned or at rtsk or in a
situation ofillegality, even though trey have not committed any crirre: in all three hypotheses, abandonment,
risk or i&':giIity, rhe States have the respo11S1bility ofimp1ementing social protection programs for the ehikiren
Said programs IIlUSt ioclude control bodies to ovcrsee appill,;ation and legality ofthe fOrmer, as well as
adoption of appropriate measures to prevent or eorrect tlx:: situations in which children find themselves, as
described by the Corrunission
The State must adopt meaSlEes for protecti>n and care ofabandoned children, as they are a very vuh:erablt:
social sector, subject to even greater protection than the population at risk, pursuant to Article 19 ofthe
American Conven\~n, Articles 3(2) am 20 of the Converxion on the Rights of the Chili and Arti;le 90ftre
Riyadh Guidelines. Internment of ebiklren in guardjanship institutions ~t be provisional and be considered ·'a
measure that will help the chiki to adequately channel his or her lire project." States must ernure that
intemmero- ofchildren in guardianship or wardship institutions is preventive or pW\iisiona~ and that its
rel~vimce and duration must be duly supported by specialized ·~niJks and be reviewed perioJically by
administrative or judieial authorities. In Mexi::o, abandonment of children is a erime.
Chiliren who are at risk. or "street children" as they are called, must also be covered by preventive and
protective measures. Pursuant to the teIrrl'> set forth hy this Court in the Villagrtm Morales et aL Case, StMes
must adopt Iegi~lative as well a~ institutional measures to protect and !,1U1rantee the rights ofchildren who are
at risk. 1bese measures may incWe, as in the ca"e ofehildren who ruvc been abandoned, internment in
guardianship or wardship institutions, insofdr as these fulfill the objective of"ensuring full an:! harmonious
devek>pmcnt of[rheJ per~onality (ofthe child]." These measures shoukl be taken with due respect for relevant
guarantees, having previously taken into acemmt the viewpoint of the child, Ill:> ur her age and maturity, and
such measures must always be subject to appeal

The State has the obligation to develop crime prevention programs. Inlernment of children who have not
broken the law 3Ixl without respecting due process woukl be a violation of Articles 7 and g ofthe Amencan
Convention, ofArticlc 40 of the Convention on the Rights ofthe Child, of the Mexican Constitution, and of
12/31
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the fundamental principle ofcriminal Law, nulla poena sine kge.
In the hypothesis ofincarceratbll ofchiklren. detention must be conducted in accordance with the law, during
the briefest appropr.ia~ pervd and respecting the principles of exceptionality, temporal determination and last
resort. Also, detainment of chillren "requires much more specific conditioll5 in which it is impossible to solve
the situation through any other mCflsure."
- Confussions made by minors in criminal matters Yt'ithout due process; 1l~ State pointed out that all children

should enjoy minirmnn guarantees when fucingjudieial proceedings against them, ineWing: presumption of
innocence, obligation oflhe authorities to

advi~e

the representatives ofthe child of any actions taken fur or

agJinst him or her, the rWtt to receive egal assistance and the right to tender evidence. 1berefore, any
statement in criminal courts trot is obtained without minimum procedural guarantees must not be given
probatory value.
- Administrative proceedings pertaining to fundamental rights, conducted without legal representatDn of the
minor being guaranteed: children have the right to legal assistance in any proceedings brought against trem
Devehprrent ofadministrative processes or proceedings against them without that guarantee breaehes rights
proteeted by Arti:::\es g and 2S of the .A.merK;an Convention
- Establishment ofthe fundamental rights of minors in administratr.,te or judi:ial proceedings without hearing the
minor and taking into account his or her opinion: pursuant to the Convention on the Rights ofthe Child, the
State must ensure conditioru; for dll"kiren to develop their o\1,TIjudgment and express an opinion on matters
affeeting tJ-em. However, freedom to express an opinion is not milimited; the authorities must assess it
aCl,,;urding to the possibility the child has of devebping his or her cl'wnjudgment, given his or her age and
maturity, pursuant to Artiele 12 ofthe Convention on the Rights ofthe Chiki. Likewise, the right to be heard i'l
a fundamental guarantee that ffiU'it be respected in aU adrnInistrative OI judkial proeeedings, as has been
reeognized by the inter-American system fur the proteetion ofhuman rights and by the Mexi:an legal system,
both regarding legj;;lation and ease law.
Given the lack ofan inter~Arneriean instrument that specifically regulates the rights ofchildren, the ConvcntDn
on the Rights ofthe Child is, as this Court has pointed out, part ofthe corpus iuris 'lhat must seJ""y'e the
purpose ofsetting the content arx:! scope ofthe general provision that was defined. precisely in the
afurementioned Article] 9."
Fin.'llly, the State pointed out that the child is a subjecl ofrights, even before hi'> or her birth, even though the

ability to exercise them.is acquired upon becoming an aduh, in other words '...."'hether a minor is a worker, a
student, disabled. or an o1Iender, he or she has the right to proteetion due to his or her special condilionas a
minor."
Inter-.A.rtlerican Commission In its written and oral comments, the InterMAmerican
on Human Rights: Commission stated:
Adoption ofthe Convention on the Rights of the Child was "the culmination ofa process dwing whieh the
model or doctrine of comprehensr.·e protection of the rights oftht: chill. <lS it is called, was constructed." 1bi."
13/81
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new system has the folbwing characteristics:
i it recogni7.es children as subjects of rights and the need to provide special measures ofprotection for them,
which must impede illegitimate interventions afthe State that violate their rights, and provide positive benefiis
that allow them to effectively enjoy their rights;

ii it arose from ''the critical aspects" afthe "irregular situation" model that perceived children as objects rather
than subjects ofrights, predominant.in our region for over eighty years;
iii. it left behind the 'judicialimtion" of exclusively social matters as well as internment of children or youth<;
whose ecooomic, social and euhural rights are breached;
iv. it avoids "euphemisms justified by the argument of protection," which hinder the use ofdue process
mechanisms for protection offimdamental rights;

v. it provides differentiated treatment to children whose rights have been breached and to those woo are
charged with cotrunitting a crime;

vi. It adopts protection measures that promote the rights of the child and in no way must breach them taking
into aeeo\.U1l: consent by the ehild arxI his or her ne,,1 ofkin;
vii. it develops universal as well as "foeused and deeentralized" public policies, which tend to make t~ rights
ofehikiren elfective; and
viii. it establishes a special responsJbility system for adolescents, which respects aD material and procedural
guarantees.
With this new modeL ''the States undertake to transfurm their relations with children," leaving behind the
coneept ofthe child as one who i<> "incapabe" and attaining respect for all his or her rights, as wellas
recogrlltvn of additional protection. Protection of the fumily i<> also emphasized as it is "the pre~ernirlent place
to first make the rights ofehildren and adoescents effi:etive, where their opinions should be given a high
priority in household deci<>ion-making." 'fbis protection of the fumi1y i<> based on th:: following principles:

a. Importance of the illmily as the "entity where chikiren are raised and [...] their primaly nucleus for
sociaIization;"
b. The right of lhe child to have a family ancl to live with il, so as lo avoid estrangement from his or her
biological parents or extended family; if that were not possibk, other ''modes offumily placement" should be
sought or, finally, "community sheker entities"; and
c. ''De-judicialization'' ofrrnners pertaining to soc io-economie issues and adoption of social aid programs fur
the family group, taking into account that mere lack of resources by the State does not justifY the hck ofsueh
polieies,
Even (hough the Convention on the Rig,hts ofthe Chill is one ofthe international instnunents that has the
greatest number of ratificatiorn, not all countries ofthis contment have harmonized their domestic kgislation
with (he prineiples set forth in that Convention, and those that have done so face difficulties applying them
www1.urnn,eduJ.,./sefies_A_DC-17,html
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The Convention on the Rights of the Chili establishes tvt'O areas ofprotection: a) the human rights of children
and adolescents in general and b) the situation ofchikiren who have committed a crime. In the latter area,
chiklren should not only have the same guarantees as adults, but also special protection.
The State, including the Judiciary, is under the obligation to apply international treaties. In this regard, the
Commission recognil..es that the Convention on the Rights ofthe Child, together with other international
instrurrents, is an international corpus uis fur protection ofchiklren, whi::h can serve as an "interpretive
guide", in light of Article 29 of tile American Convention, to arn~ze the content ofArticles 8 and 25 and their
relation to Article 19, ofthat same Convention.
Furthermore, those instI'urrents -including the ''Beijing RuEs," the ''Tokyo Rules" and the "Riyadh
Guidelines"- devebp comprehensive protection ofchildren and adolescents. TIlls involves considering the
child fully as a subject ofrights and recognizing the guarantees that he or she has in any proceedings that affuct
those rights. In the inter-American system, the chili must enjoy certain specific guarantees "in any proceeding
where his or her liberty or any other right is at smke. TIils inchldes any administrative proceedings," Articles 8
and 25 of the American Convention.. Said guarantees lllU'>t be observed, espeeially, when the proceedings
involve the possibility of applying a measure that deprives the child of liberty (whether an 'internment
measure" or a "protective measure';' When applying measures that deprive the chikl ofliberty, two principles
mu."t be taken into account a) deprivation ofliberty is the ultima ratio, and therefore other types ofmeasures
must be preferred, without resorting to the judioiary, wherever thi<; is adequate: and b) the best interests ofthe
child must ah.vays be taken into account, and this involves recognizing that he or she i<; the subject ofrigb1:s.
This recognition requires that, in. the case of chiklren, special measures be considered that involve "greater
rights than [those recognized for] all other persons."
Articles 8 and 25 ofthe American Convention, in combination v./ith .J\rtiole 40 ofthe Comenrion on the Rights
of the Chill, incbJde guarantees that must be observed in any proceeding; where the rights of a child are
established, including:
a. Competent, independent and impartial colUt previously established by 19.w: "Every person has the right to
be tried by a competent, irxiependent and impartial tnbuna~ previously established by law." In thi<; regard,
Article 5(5) oflhe American Convention states the need for proceedings regarding minors to he conducted by
specialized tribunals.
Article 40 \lfthe Convention on the Rights oflli: Child extends the guarantee ofa competent, independent
and impartial judge to situations involving State authorities other than jurisdietional hodies, or alternative, nonjudicial mechanisms for conflict resolution
b. Presumption of innocence: a person charged with a crime must not be treated as ifhe or she were f,'Uilty
until his or her responsibility has effectr.·ely been established. Thjs gw.rantee applies to chikl.ren, whether
chargeable or not.
With respect to ehiklren, Latin American legislation tends to consider that the crimrnllaw system is based on
the situation ofthe perpetrator rather than on the crime conunitted, which breaches presumption of itmoeence.
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Bdore thl;: entry into furce aftlle Conventnll on the Righ~ of the Chili, judges played a "protectionist" role
wrueh gave them the al..1:hority, \..hen the child was at risk or in a vulnerable situation, to breach his or her
rights and guarantees. The mere fuet ofbeing charged with a crime would suffice to aSSl~ that the child was
at risk, which gave rise to measures such as internment. However, thanks to adoption of the Convention on
the Rights ofthe Child, judges are now under the obligation to respect children's tights. They must 'iake into
aCCDunt investigation ofand possible sanctnn" applieable to the child, based on the act conunitted and Hol on
personal circumstances." Clearly, due proeess guarantees cannot be set aside fur the best interests of the
child. TherefOre, when a chiki charged ofa crime i<; brought befOre the Judge, and he or she is in a special
state ofvu.hlerability, there must be ,m "int.ervention by the mechanisms erealed by the Stale to address that
particubr situation," and the child must be treated as an irmocent person, whatever his or her personal
situatioIl
c. Right to legal defense: this ineh.rles several rights; to have the tirre and means to prepare his or her defense,
to have an interpreter or translator, to be heard, to be infurmed ofthe charges and to examine and oIrer
wmsses. This is also set forth in Article 40 ofthe Conventxmon the Rights ofth;: Chili.
The principle ofpresence of both partk:s LUrlerlies this guarantee, and it leaves behind the idea that a child
needs no defense because the Judge undertakes defense ofhis or her interests.
The right ofchildren to be heard addresses the opportunity to express their opinion in any proceedings where
their rights are di<;cussed, insofur as they are able to fann their own judgment on the matter. This is a key
element of due process for the chili, for it to be "tm:.:Ierstood as an opportunity for dialogue, where Ih:. child's
voice is taken into aceount, so as to consider his or her opinion regarding the prohlem he or she is involved

.

1Il. "

d. Right to appeal (Articles 8(2)h of the Ameriean Corwention and. 40(b)v of the C:onventicm on the Rights of
the Child); the child has the right fur a court to review the meastlfe imposed upon him or her, so as to control
the punitive power ofthe authorities. Said gmrantee must be in foree in any proceedings where the rights of
the child are established, and espeeially when ~asures that deprive the chikl of liberty are applied.
e. Non bis in idem: (Micle 8(4) of the American Convention): the guarantee that a child who has been tried
Cor cenain fact". cannot be trk'd again for those same facts, is set forth in Article B( 4) oftlIe Arnerk:<1n
Convention. 1bere is no similar provision in the Convention on the Rights ofthe CMj.
( Public nattD'e ofthe proceeding;: (~Je 8(5) otthe Ameriean Convention): this guarantee, linked to the
democratic system ofgoverrunent, must take into account the privacy ofthe child, without diminishing the right
of the parties to defen.o;e nor the transparency ofjudi:ial action.o;, to "avoid absolute secrecy ofwhat occurs
dtD'ing the proeeedings, espccially . . vith respect to the parties." There Ls no sirnilar pro\ision in the Convention
on the Rights of the Child.
Due process guarantees, protected by Article 8 uftlIe Ameriean Convention, have a double . . alue: an intrinsic

one, by means ofwhich the person.s considered a subject in the devebpment ofthi, diabg; and an
instrufn;~ntal one, as a meart5 to attJin a fair sohltion. In this regard, the Convention on the Rights of the Child
''Uemarus recognition ofthe child's autonomy and subjectivity and deterrni'1es the weight that his or rer
cmininn <'8 n C1 nri ~hOl lid hAVe. in the. dre; is;on<: [If Ildll1t~ "
www1.um'"l.eduj.,jseries_A_OC-17.html
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opinioIl CdB arxl should have in the decisiorn of adults."
The right to eUt:cttve remedy, set forth in A..'ticle 25 of the American Convention, involves not only the
existence of a procedural instrument that protects the rights breached. but also the duty (lfthe authorities to
establish the grolUlds for a decision on the claim and the possibility ofjudicial review afthe measure adopted.

The Cornrni<;sion concluded that the bodies of the inter-American system for protection ofhuman rights mU'it
resort to the Convention on tre Rights of the Child to interpret all pmvi'lions ofthe American Convention, in
matters that involve children, an:::l specifically with respect to interpretation and application ofArticle 19 ofthe
Arnen:an Convention. Application ofthe latter proviS;KJn must also be ''preceded and ac~omp;mied" by
respect for the guarantees set forth in ArtHes 8 arrl25 of the American Convention. Finally, the COmmlssi:Jn
stressed the importance of"$tates, and especially.;udges, complying with the obligation to apply international
treaties, adapting treir legislation, or is:,;uing decisions that comply with the stanclards set forth in Human Rights
treaties. "
Incrtituto llniversnaro de
Derecoos Humanos, A.C., ofMexico,
and other organizations in the field.
In its written and or01 comments. it statr:d thac:
The principles of non-discrimiruiti>Il, best interests ufthe chik::l and eqwlity are fundamental in aU acttviti:s

pertaining to chadren and in the respective legislalbn. Chillren's opirOOns shoukl be taken into account in
matters that concern them Legal systems must establish chikihood jurisdictions that fuvor prevention, as wen
as prorrote their rehabilitation and social resettlement, avoiding eriminaliz.ation and deprivation of freedom
in:millr as possible. At the hearing, it argued that the various spheres of prevention shouk:l be taken into
aceotmt: primaty. in the fumily; secondary, :in society; and tertiary. when the State muc;.t intervene by adopting
a given measure.
- Separation of the youths from their parents because the authorities deem that the fmUly cannot provide
conditions for their cdocation or support: the tcnn "youth" shouk:l he rejected, because it incWes persons
okier than as well as under 18. The tenn "minor" is juridical, and it takes into account assicitance and
protection that must be given to person'> who, due to their age. arc not capable ofexercising their rights.
Separation of children ii-om their parents muo;t be decided following due legal process, "ah.",ays fuvoring lhe
best interests of the minor, which may be impaired by lack ofconditions fOr dleir due compre~nsi:ve
development." For thi5 reason, in its role or promoting and protecting the rights oftht: child, the State can only
decide su::h a separatbn in face ofcircumstances that place the child at risk of suffering violence,
mistreat.Trent, sexual exploitation and abuse, among other dangers.
- Internment ofminors in b'l13rdianshjl institutions because they are deemed abandoned or at risk or In a
situation of illegality, without their having committed a crime, but rather due to personal or circlU11Stantial
conditions ofthe minor: the State must adopt measures of protection, by meaIl5 ofle-gitimate intervention
procedures and \vith due enforcement ofthe law, when chikiren are in a real situation ofabandonment by
family or society, which translates into risk or into abndgenlent oft.he best interests of children One such
v,wwLumnedu/...!series A_OC-17html
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fumily or society, which translates into risk or into abridgement ofthe best interests ofchildren One such
measure is interrunent ofchildren in guardianship irntitutions that pursue the objeetrvc ofensuring their
development and exercise of their rights. Being at risk and in a situation of illegality are not s)TIonyrnous, as
they seem to be in the proposed situation
- Confessions made by minors in criminal matters ""lthJllt due process: children's confessions, meaning selfincriminating statements, must ah.vays be made with due guarantees and full respeet fur their rights. It is
necessary to establish a special procedure for chill justice, which does not necessarily entail the devehpment
ofcriminal proceedings.

- Adrnini<>trative procedures pertaining to the fundamental rights ofthe minor, withJut due guarantees oflegnl
representation ofthe minor: a distinction should be made between administrative procedures to deal with.
minors who are offenders and other proceedures pertaining to behaviors "that are not characterized as offenses
in criminal legislation In the latter eases, absence ofdererne counsel does not connote violaton of those
rights.
- Estabfuihment, in administrative or judicial proceedings, of fundamental rights ofthe minor without having
heard him or her nor taken inlo aecolIDt his or her opinion: a distinction should be made between the
possibility ofthe child freely expressing his or her opirOOn, persomlly or through a representative, arx:l the right
pursuant to Article 12 of the Conventi:m on the Rights of the Child. This involves "the need to analyze in
depth the manner in which that right should be adopted, as the minor cannot eJo.press his or her opinion in an
unlimited manner, since the specific conditions of each minor must be taken into account, in terms ofhis or her
age and maturity."
FederaciOn Coordinadora de ONG's que
trabajan con Ia Niiiez y la Adolescencia~
CODEN!, ofNicaragua:
In its October J 6, 200 1 brie( it statcd that:
In Nicaragua. enactmeru of the Childhood and Adoleseence Code. in 1998, has generated structural changes
in trcatment ofadoescents who have broken the law. Nevertheless, these changes have not been substantia~
due to lack of allocation of a specific budget tor comprehensive application of the code.
In eonnection with. this sector of the population, it 1.<; convenient to use the terminology "children and
adolescents," to highlight their status as social subjects and as legal persons, <.l product of their juridical
personality, and to leave behind the "irregular situation" policy that considered them objects rather than
subjects ofrights and "that uses the term "minors" in a derogatory manner.
Immunity ofchikiren from prosecution shouki allow them to be identifl:d and to provide treatment that is
diffcrent from that for an alleged offender, since the "act committed [answers to] a particular situation and not
necessarily [to] a premeditated or learned action as argued by the "irregular situation" doctrine that consrlers
the child an object rather than a subject ofrighlB."
The law must consrler, when establishing the causes of a criminal act, the "biopsychosociaf' study of the
indivrlual implemented in Nicaragua which shO\vs that "ahnost 100% [of..] the criminal acts derive from
wwwlumn,edu/.,/series_A_OC-17,htmr
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individual implemented in Nicaragua which shows that "ahnost 100% [oL] the criminal acts derive from
circumstances outside their control or flum specific situations of the [5Jystem itself;" since the children who are
inclined or prone to full into situations of risk or illegality are the poor, the sons and daughters ofprostitutes
and criminals, among others.
There are principles that relate to due process, such as culpability, humane treatment, jurisdictionality,
presence of both parties and inviolability ofdefense, that must be applied to children:
a) Principle of Culpability: publicity generated from the moment the crime was committed, not providing

attention to the perpetrator and not providing specialized treatrrent by experts in the matter, causes
"anticipatory culpability ofchildren". The State is also tmder the obligation to have experts in childhood and
adolescence in the Judiciary, the Public Attorneys' Office and the Legal Aid Program
b) Principle of Humane treatment: the typology ofcrimes applied to adolesccnts must bc diffcrent from that
set forth in reguhr legi<;lation; corrective measures must seek re-socialization ofthe perpetrator, rather than
mere ineareeration, as "it has been proven that said measure does not cause positive efIects."
The law must also clearly define the conduct and consider the judicial proceedings as a means for "special
protection" rather than an inquiry.
c) Principle oflurisdictionality: the Jaw must dilfurentiate thc sphcre and role ofeach actor responsible. It is
necessary to implement socio-educational measures that enabk re-socialization of the child. The
administrative authorities will oversee compliance with said measures.
d) Principle of the presence of both parties: the right to be heard relates to recognition ofjuridical personality,
"insofar as both are not observed from the same direction, it will be difficult for an adult, inexperienced person
to establish praetical differences in the terminology."
e) Principle ofinviolability of dcfense: Defense ofchildren is not generally entrusted to specialists in childhood
and adolescence. Thi<; does oot contnbute to respect for the rights ofchildren TIle role oftre State and the
family is fundam:ntaL not as spectators nor as those who punish the individuaL but "as ahcrnatives to
overcome the problem" The State is under the obligation to have psychosocial specialists to provide attention
to tre children and to correlate this action with the family.
Fundaci6n Ramel Preciado
Hernandez, A.C, de Mexico: In its oral and written comments:
The starting point fur devebpment ofthis subject i<; the 1989 United Nations Convention on the Rights ofthe
Child, as the international instrument that initiated the doctrine ofcornprehensive protection that defines
children as fully legal persons rather than as objects ofprotection. 1be requested interpretation ofA11icles 8,
19 and 25 ofthc Amcrican Convention on Human Rights should fully include thc model presented am
adopted in the Convention on the Rights ofthe Child.
Certain relevant guidelines fur the proposed interpretation are highlighted:
www1.umn.edu/.../series_A_OC-17.html
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a. Prohibition of separating children and ado£scents from their family or conul1unity milieu due to purely
material issues.
The current modelfor protection of children is based onjoint responsibility ofthe State and the parents (or
those responsible for the children). In accordance \vith the principle ofsolidarity, the furm:r must not place
ehiliren under its guardianship, denying them the exercise oftheir rights, especially the right to liberty. dU? to
lack ofminimal conditions for support or as a consequence of their special persona~ social or cultural
situation, and the parents must provide at ~ast adequate living conditions. In other words, both the State aoo
the fumily are jointly responsib~ for providing and ensuring the child mininuun conditions for subsistence. This
mcans thallegislation developed in accordance with the principle ofprotection and which criminalizes poverty,
stripping the management oflegal conflicts of the most disadvantaged sectors of the population from the right
to mir rria~ mU'lt be reconsidered so as to adjU'it it to the current model and reality.
b. Separation of the ad.rnirlffitrative and jurisdictional spheres of actioCL
Jl.lI'isdictional matters pcrtaining to the rights ofchikiren and adolescents, whether under crimina~ civil or fumiJy
law, in light ofthe Com'ention, should be conducted by ju:lges with full and specific capacity to settle juridical
conflicts in the technica~ impartial and independent manner inherent to their position, and limited b)' individual
guarantces.
The Convention on the Rights of the Child, which is the main international instrument that has replaced the
fOJ'1I'er protective laws, establishes the complementary nature ofspecial protectkm mechanisms for children,
which is not autonomous but rather based on general juridical protection (Article 41, Com'ention on the
Right" ofthe Child) for which it also distinguishes clearly' between assistential and penal matters.
From this standpoint, it states that all proceedings regarding children mU'it respect the foUo\\.1ng principles:
1. Jl.lI'isdictionality: this invotves respect for certain minimum characteristics ofjurisdiction, such as intervention
ofthe competent court previously established by law, as ",'ell as indeperxkncc and impartiality of the body
responsible fur reaching the relevant decision.
2. Inviolability of defense: this requires the presence ofthe technical derense counsel in decisions affecting the
child and in any proeeeding.'l in which he or she intervenes.
3. Lawfulness ofthe proceedings: all proceedings that involve the presence ofa child or decisions that affect
him or her must be previously detennined by law, to avoid application ofdisererionary eriteria and to ensure

mir and equitable development ofthe individuals, thus ensuring that decisions are not based on the personal
eonditions ofthe child.
4. Presence of both parti:s: this involves the possibility ofkno\Ving the fucts and the evkience submitted in the
proceedings, as weJI as to fuce them with the respective legal assistance.
5. Impugnation: this presupposes the existence ofa higher bod)' before which the decision adopted can be
appealed.
www1.umn.edul. .Is eries_A_OC-17.h tm I
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6. Public nature oft:lk:: proceedings: this has two e"':pressuns; on the one hand, the possibility ofhaving access
to all procedural items to ensure adequate defense; and on the other hancL protection of the identity of the
children to avoid their stigmatization.
c. Children as fully legal persons.
Arti=le 3 of the American Convention on Human Rights recognizes the juridral personality ofall persons and

tlW, of course, indudes childreIL Nevertheless, the former protective ITlDdel only saw children as objects of
protection and not as kgal persons. Therefure, they did not enjoy recognition of their rights. Currently. the
preamble of the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the principles of the United Nations Charter clearly
state that children are legal persons, under conditions of equality and based on the inherent dignity ofall
hwnan beings.
According to the comprehensive protection model that has been adopted, children have the right to
partripate in proceedings where deci<>ions are reached that affect them, not only within the household but also
regarding action." taking place be.rore the competent authorities.
In tight of these criteria, it is deerred relevant to urge thc member COlmtries of the OAS to adopt, in their
do~stic legislation, the guidelines set forth by international law regarding protection and wardship ofchildren,
so as to recognize them as pcrsons entitled to rights and having obligations. TIlls includcs the right to due

process.
In the case of Mexico, the protective model was clearly adoptcd. Legislation consiicrs children to be immune
from prosecution arxl legally disqualified, and they are thus treated in a similar roamer to mentally di<>abed
persons, denying them access to due process fulbwed injurisdrtional dccisions regarding adults.
According to Mexican legislation, chikhen are subject to a non-juri<>di;tionaI process tha.t takes place without
the judicial guarantce of due process. That process involves a ''treatment'' consisting of deprivation of liberty.
decided v,'ith no guarantees whatsoever, and which rather than contnbuting to protection of children brings
with it <I scrics ofsystematic violations ofthe rights aoo guarantees ofchildren and adolescents.
Mexican legi'>latKm ITIllit ;jdopt the protection model recognized by international instruments.
United Nations Latin American InstiMc for the Prevention ofCrirre and the Treatment ofOJIenders
(ILANUD)

In its written and oral arguments, ILANUD made the fulbwing remarks:
With respect to the first question rai<>ed by the Commission, regarding separation ofyouths from their families
fur reasons ofeducation and support, the Institute determined that Articlcs 8 and 25 ofthe Convention
constitute limits on States' good judgment and di<>cretion to issue rreasures of protection pursuant to the
provisions of Article 19 ofrhat same instrument. "Separation ofyouths from their parents and/or fumilies and
without dlll' process, becausc it is deerred that the fumilies cannot offer conditions to provide them with
education and support, breaches Article 2 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, as well as principles
established in International Law and Human Rights; the principle ofequality and the right to nonwwwlumn.eduj../series_A_OC-17html
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discrimination. "
With respect to the measure regarding suppression ofliberty of minors, because i[ is d~l;:nled that they have

been abandoned or are at risk or prone to illegal situations, the Institute stated "that the guarantees set furth in
Articles 8 and 25 of the Amer~an Corrvention [...] constitute a limitation of the decisiorn ofStates Party on
such special Jreasures. 1k practice ofdeckling suppressnn ofhberty laking into aceount special
circumstances ofthe minors breaches the Right to H1.Ilm.lne Treatment (ArticJe 5) and tre Right to Personal
Liberty (Article7), both of the Ameri::an Comentnn t."j, as weU as principles oflnterrutiunaJ Law and
Human Rights, such as the pro hbertatis principle. and the pro homine principle. It would also cearly breach
t!~ principle of equality and non-discriminatiorL"
With respect to admissions ofguih by minors in criminal matters without due process guarantees, the Institute
stated "that the rights to :lair lJial am to judicial protcclDD set forth in Articles 8 and 25 of the Convention,
constitute limits and minimum rights that the States Partes must respect when they receive admissions of guih
or statements from any persol'l and especially from mi1ors, To accept these special measures in a
discretionary and W1restricted manncr constitutes a violation ofthe priocipe of specialized justice for minors,
set forth in Article 5(5) of the American Convention," as wen as of due process,
Regarding the admini<>trative proceedmgs where fimdamental rights are established without the right to
defense. the Institute pointed out that "this practice violates the right to flir trial set forth in Articles 8 and 25
ofthe American Convention, for which reason they do constitute limitations of the capacity and discretk>n of
the States Party." It also dcerocd that said practices breach the right to legal representation set fOrth in Arti;1e
40, subparagraph 2, item ii ufthe Convention on the Rights ofthe Chill. Thi" right involves respcct for all
guarantees encompassed by the rightto fair tria~ such as the rights to be infonned oftre charges, to
presumplvn of innocence, and to appeal among others.
Finally, \\ithrespect to the question raised bythc Inter-American Commission regarding establishment of
rights and liberties in adminlstrative or judicial proceedings without the right to be heard persomlly, as wcll as
non·consideratnn ofthe opirOOn ofthe minor,
ii. the Institute argued that till,> would violate the provisions ofArticlcs 8 and 25 of the A.merican Convention,
as these norms constitute limits to the good jcdgment and discretDn of~ States Parties "as rninirnum rights.
which must be respected tOr all citizens and especially tor children and adokscents." Furthennore, this
situation would breach the provisions of Artx:le 40 ofthe Convention on the Rights ofme Child, "as well as
internationally accepted and recognized legal principles such as: the principle of the best interests of~ child,
recognition ofmlnors as legal persall", the pnnciple ofcomprehensive protectbn, the priocipb ofspccialfzed
jurisdictnll, the principle ofcomprehensive training and rescttement into the funily and society."

Since thc Convention on the Rights ofthe Child Was adopted, most Latin Amencanlegal systems began to
change from the protective theory, usually applied injudiciaryor admirllstrative procc:edings, depending on
~ach State. to that of comprehensive protectnn set forth in the aforementioned international ins01.JlTIen1:. To
this end, a legi.':ilative technique was used whCh could be called "(a]ll-encompassing codes, caned childhood
codes that regulate all types ofsituations both ofomission ofrights and ofviolatKJns ofcriminal law. "
www1.umn, ed ~ /. ../5eries_A_OC-17. h tm I
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Center for Justice and International Law:
in its briefand in its oral corrunents the Center made the following statelIEnts:
Convention on the Rights ofthe Child:
The main normative reaction lo the system of the "irregular situation" was the adopoon ofthe Convention on
the Rights of the Child in 1989, which involved a change ofparadigm to recognize minors as subjects of rights

and to establish the principle ofthe ''best interests of the emki" as a "furm fur resorution ofconflicts among
rights, ao%r as a guide to evahJate laws, practices and policies pertaining to chiJdren," as weU as prirx:.ipes
su::has respect tor the opinion of the child, the principle ofsurvivalaoo development, and the principle of
non-discrimination The Conventim on the Rights ofthe Child also legally codified the "doctrine of
cornprehernive protection," whieh delimited the role ofthe Judge to that ofsolving juridical eonflict<>,
strengthened procedural guarantees, and determined obligations of tile State to establish "comprehensive
polices that respect the rights am guarantees proteeted" by the aforem.:ntioned Conventbn
This impetus given to the doctrine of comprehernive protection has led to a number ofmodificatiorn to
legislation within the region; neverthdess, "practices in administration ofjllstice and State poocies have not yet
adapted to the precepts of the Convention Ion the Rjghts of the Child]." Likewise, in some cotmtr1es there is a
"less and less inclusive situation (socially and politi:aUy)" fur minors and grave or systematic violations of
human rights demonstrate non-fulfillment ofthe States' international oblif,Jations.
Current legislative situatx:>n:
Some countries in the region have developed new Jegi.<;latX:>n to provide special protection to minors.
However, lack oflegi:;;L1,tive reform directed toward "strengthening basic soeial poocies" corntitutes an
obstacle to effective enjoyment ofthe rights recognized in the Convention on the Rjg.hts ofthe Child.
Furthermore, there are eountries that have not begun the process of adjusting their legislation, or where this
process must be enhanced to "attain an effective adjlL';tment ofthe law to precepts ofthe" Convention on the
Rights ofthe Child, especially with respcc110 guarantees.
Furthermore, cven in those countries \."here new legislation has been adopted, there are a number of
deficiencies that ITll.lSt be corrected, such as creation ofthe necessary mcilites to apply measures that involve
internment illlder deeent corditJJns, am moving legislation away from the old system based on the doctrine of
the "irregular situation" that perceived children as objects rather than subjects of rights. Thus, the
comprehernive protection doctrine has fuced many obstacles of various lypes, such as:
- Economic 0bstacles: lack of budgetary allocations to adequately protect the rights of children;
- Political obstacles: social spending is not a priority fur govermnents, and when it oecurs its "exeeution is
incoherent for lack of adequate planning;"
- Ideological obstacles: there is a need to promote greater sernitivity and commitment to the new requirements
of children, especially in fuee of a '\videspread authoritarian and repressive culture;"
- Institutional obstacles: there is a lack of training for juridical and soeial operators in this field, as they "do not
understand the scope ofthcir competence nor do they rmnage to fUlly separate this fimction from that of
sanctioning" the juvenile offender.
- nh"t:'1de:<: WPiHnirw inGmnMion' it i~ ne:C.e:<1<1I'lIV to nmvu-Ie:, trl'linitw tn I'ltfOmf'v." nlle: til their ".<:ner:il'lI
wwwILJmn.edLJI- ../series_A_OC-17html
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- Obstacles regarding infonnation: it is necessary to provide training to attorneys, due to their "special
participation in terms ofcontrol and demands" vis-a.-vis State institutions in charge ofimplementing protection
measures;
- Legislative obstacles: progress in this field has been slow and fonnal in nature; and
- Obstacles in lenns of training: despite attainments, there is not yet "a critical mass ofprotessionals who are
able to generate opinion" on this matter.
Current problems of chikiren:
Millions ofchildren in the region live in poverty and marginality, ''the victims ofan irnrrerne and tmforgivable
obfu!~:m" and "the products of major structural flaws," related to domestic and intematkmal policies. The
following problems stand out
a. Children in situatiorn ofarmed conflict:

This type of conflicts have been associated with violations of human rights and ofIntematkmal Humanitarian
Law to the detrirrent ofchil:hen and adolescents in the region, with cornequences fur them that are cven
more interne and traumatic than fur adults. Those confOCts also generate greater poverty as more resources
are charmeled toward those erxfs; fiIrthermore, malnutrition increases due to low production offuod, and
obstacles hindering access to services increase too. In addition, children often mce displacement and
separation from their fumilies, which deprives them ofa sate environment.
In this regard, the existeoce of the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights ofthe Child ~ important,
as it reters to participatbn of ehildren in armed conflicts as a means to eomplement the minimum obligatiorn of
the States, set furth in the Convention on the Rights of the Child with respeet 10 children in. anned eonflicts
such as, among other things, the minim1.Dll age for recruitment is raised from IS to 18.
Likewise, even though many States reeognim the existeoce ofsokl:ier children recruited by the anned forces
and undertake to issue orders to avoid new recrui1:m::nt. generally there are no provisions to faeilitate
demobilization ofchildren currently reeruited, wh£h impedes their aecess to education, to furnily reunifieation, or to fuod and shelter neeessary for their resett~ment in society. Furthenoore, in eonneetion with
intemal displacement ofminors, "not giving the situation a legal framework, in the complete manner it requires.
leaves children Unprotected due to the laek ofa speciOC legal remedy to address thaI situation," to the
detriment of the "right to not be displaced as a corollary offreedom ofMovement and Residence."
b. Refuge and Nationality:
To define the seope of the measures ofpro teetion set furth in Article 19 of the American Convention
regarding refugee ehildren or asyhnn-seeking children, it is essential fo take into aeeount the provisions and
principles set torth in the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the 1951 Convention relating to the Stacus
ofRefugees. 1krefore, protection measwes must be cornidered in the cotn'"se ofdeteflTlination ofrefugee
status and in treatment of refugee and asyhnn-seeking children, espeeially when they have been separated
fi"Om their parents or guardian<;.
International hwnan rights obligatiorn require that the rights set forth in the various treaties he en<;ured fur all
wwwl.umn.edu/. ../5eries_A_OC"17.html
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people, whatever their age. Therefure, age-based diserimination can onJy be aceepted in certain
eircwnstances. pursuant to the ease law ofthe Cow1 itself and. when measures adopted are proportionaL
Furthermore, in the ease ofchildren, the States mu.<;t adopt speeial measures to protect them, based on the
principle ofthe best interests ofthe ehild.
The right to fair trial set furth in Article 8 ofthe American Con\i"ention, whi::h covers all administrative or
judicial proeeedings where rights are determined, mu.<;t be respected during the process ofdeeiding on refugee
status, as this meehanism permit'> detenninaoon ofwhether a person:fu1fills the requirements to eIlioy the right
to asylum and protection against refoulement. Likewise, the right to simple and effeetive rem:dy that proteets
against acts that breaeh fundamental rights, set furth in Article 25 ofthe Ameri:an Convention., must be
applied, with no discrimination, to all persons subjeetto the jurisdiction of the State. ineWing all individuals
who are not nationals ofthat State. Specifi::ally, the fullowingguarantees mu.<;t be respected in the process of
detennining refugee statllii:
- the right to a hearing fur the ehiki to file his or her request fur asyhrm and to :freely express his or her opinion,
within a reasonable term and bcfure a competent, impartial and independent authority. This in tum
presupposes proteetion against refuu1ement and return at the border. Likewise, to cnsure the greatest possible
participation by the chili, the procedure mll'>t be adequately explained to him or her, together wllh decisions
reached and their possJbJe eonsequences; also, whenever it is appropriate, the State should b'tUlrantee that the
chiki receives assistance from a legal representative who is prepared fur this fi.IrK:tion;
- adoption ofspecial meas1.Il"eS that a1k:lw til: asyhun request ofa chiki to be studied in a more lleXlble
marmer, taking into aceOlmt that ehikiren generally experierx::e persecution in a different ma~r from aduhs;
these measures might include granfing of the benefit of the doubt when analyzing the reque~t, less rigid
standards ofe\idence, and a more expedite procedure; and
- an assessment of the degree ofmental devebpment and maturity ofthe child by a specialist with the required
training and experience; if the child is not sufficiently mature, more objective mctors must be considered when
analyzing his or her request such as conditions in the country oforigin and situation ofhis or her next of kin
Likewise, protection ofthe fumily, as a basi: social unit, is al~o set forth in international human rights treaties.
Therefure, any State dccl.;;ion that affects the unity ofthe fumily must be adopted in accordance with the right
to fair erial set forth in the American Convention To respect lll1ity ofthe furnily, the State must not only abstain
from acts that invohte separatKlTI of the members of the family, but must also takc steps to keep the fumily
united or to reunite them, ifthal were the case.
In this regard, there must be a preslllTIption that remaining with his or her fumily, or r~joining it in case they
have been separated, will be in the best interests of the child. However, there are cireumstances in which saKI
separation is more :favorable to the ehiki. BefOre reaching this decision., aU parts involved mu.<;t be heard, The
State is also under the obligation not onJy to abstain fium measures that mi.ght lead to sepanltion offumilies,
but also to take step" that will a1k:lw the fumily to remain united, or for its members to reunite ifthey have been
separated.
Detention ofasyllllTI-seekers L'i also undesirable duc to its negative eonsequences fur their possibilities of
participating in the asylum request proceedings and because it can be a trallIT:l.atie experience. In this regard,
the Executive Committee of the United Nations High Commi<;sioner for Refugees (UNHCR) has stated that
www1.umn.edu/. ../series_A_OC-17.html
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persons who request asyhnn and who have been admitted to determine refugee status in a country "shoukl not
be sanctioned or exposed to unfuvorable treatment solely based on their presence in that country being
deemed illegal" Thus, detairnnent of said persons -if necessary- rou':;t be [or 3 briefperiod and must be
exceptional in nature, and other options shoukl be preterred. In addition, the specific situation ofeach person
should be sttrlied before ordering his or her detaInment.
Therefore, this Committee has nentified tour hypo~tical situations in which detainment of an indivjjual might
be considered "neeessary":

L to verifY his or her identity;
u. to establish the grolUlds on which the request for refugee status or asyh.rrn is based;
iii to deal with eases in which those requesting refuge or asylum have destroyed their identification documents
or have used fraudulent documentation to confuse the authorities; or
iv. to protect natiorm/ security or pub&: order.
When minors are involved, these criteria smuld be even more restrictive and, therefore, as a rule, children
should not be detained and, instead, they shoukl reeeive lodging and adequate supervision by State authorities
in dlarge of the protectbn of chil::Jren Ifthere are no other alternatives, detention must be an ultima ratio
measure and one adopted for the shortest possible period; Jike\Vise, children smuld have at least the minimwn
procedural guarantees granted to adults.
On the other hand, children whose parents request asyrum or receive refuge find therrnelves in an especially
vulnerable situation with respect to restrictive migration control po&:ies in the region, as ''fumilies are
increasingly marginalized am vulnerable to abuse." Chil::Jren are also liable to furced repatriation without
minimum guarantees and safe conditions.
Like\vise, existence ofchik:l.ren without a natbnality places them in an unprotected sit1.11tion internationally, as
they do not receive the benefits and rights enjoyed by citizens, and if the State ako denies them their birth
certificates ",..hen they are born in the country ofrefuge, this places them at "permanent risk of being arbitrarily
expelled and therefore ofbeing separated from their fumilies," which very often leads to "ehildren's bss of
many other rights through the loss of this first one,"
c. Cases where life and heahh are endangered:
When chikiren suffer abuse,,"this not oruy eauses psychobgieat ph)sical and moral damage to them, but also
exposes them to sexually transmitted diseases, whieh worsens the danger Lo their lives." Unfurttmately, these
fuets often remain within the hotl"ehold environment and in other eases the State does not act, even though it
has the authority to exercise appropriate mechanisms to protect them. Furthermore, mecharnsrrn to punish the
perpetrators are often ineffective, thus denying aceess to justiee and obstructing any idea ofprotecting
chikireIl
d. Cases ofespecnlly vulnerable children and adolescents:
When States do not provide adequate protection to children who are in a special situation due to any phy.;ical
or mental disability, this places those children in a state of defenselessness, which worsens when they are
subject to "n intemment system that does not have adequate resources for this purpose.
wwwl.umn.edu/. ..Iseries_A_DC-17,html
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subject to an interrunent system that does not have adequate resources fur this purpose.
e. Cases of wardship or guardianship (adoption):
The problem ofiIX:gal adoptions, together with dill:! pornography and prostitution, generates great concern
internationally. This problem arises primarily when "there are legislative flaws that place no obstacle to this
type OfCTimeS." Especially in connectnTI with adoption, judici91 intervention should be ensured to con1rol its
implementation, because it is important that it be "an act geared to\Wrd the well-being ofthe child" and Jack
ofcontrol over it can lead to abuse and illegal actions.

t: Chiljrcn and adokscents who do not have access to education:
An children have the right to education as a universally recognized right. However, there are millions of
primary schoal-age children who cannot attend schoo~ and they are therefure in a situation of denial of the
right to edocatnn, in tum linked to vkJlations of civil and political rights sueh as illegal work, detaimnerrt in
prisons, and ethnic, religious, or other foI'lIlS of discrimination, worsened in cases of chiliren in especially
difficult situations such as children who are members of ethnic minorities, orphans, refugees, or homosexwls.
Likewise, violence to maintain discipline in classrooms and to punish chik::lren with low academic perfunnanee
are metors that, aside from the direct consequenccs they may cause, hinder acccss to education, whi:h the
States must undertake to removc.
Development ofArticle 19 of the American Convention:
Based on Article 19 ofthe American Convention, the child has the right to protection meastrres by the States,
which fiU'lt be granted without any discriminatiott Implementation of this provision smuld take into account.
those -of other international instruments, pursuant to the interpretivc criterion ofArticle 29 of the American
Convention that enshrines ''the principle ofapp1icability of the provlsion most favorable to the indi"'idwL" as
well as the provisions and principles of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, especially expressed in the
principle of the "best interests of the child."
Special protection rneastrres that must be granted to children "surpass the exclusive control ofthe State" and
Article 19 of the ~rican Convention requires ofStates the exi.~tence of"a cOlTlprcrensive policy for
protection of chiliren" and adoptKm of alll"Ileasures required to ensure full enjoyment of their rights.
Substantive and procedural guarantees pertaining to specal protection ensr.rined in Article 19 of the American
Co nve ntion:
Due process guarantees and judicial protection are fully applicable "when solving disputes that involve
children and adoleseents, as well as regarding proceedings or procedures to establish their rights or their
situation."
A. Substantive guarantecs:
The purpose ofArtieles 8 and 25 ofthe American Convention ls co "ensure effective protection of rights,
Sl1ITlIllnnTrlP" it ,~/ith jnn;snens."Ih~ nroC'.enllrlihnn "llh<:t."lntivr <;."Ifepll."1rns'· mr n·Clli7.~tilln (If the r\pht<; IIf
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surrounding it with indispensable procedural and substantive safeguards" for realization ofthe righfs of
childrert Three of these stand out:
i Principle of culpability (nulla poena sine culpa):

This principle, recognized in various international treaties, consists of the "need for culpability to exist for there
to be punislunent." As it is currently conceived, the principle ofpresurnption of mocence is considered a
"probatory rule or trial~" and a ''rule for treatment of the accU'>ed."
With respect to the practices that the Corrnnission proposes in its request, it is ~cessary to establish that guilt
is closely associated to chargeability, so a person lacking in psychological or physical fuculti:s, whether due to
Llck ofsuffic~nt maturity or because he or she has severe physical alteratiorn, cannot be declared guihy and,
therefore, cannot be criminally responsible fur his or her acts, even if they are dcfined as crimes and are
against the law. Thus, irnrmmity from prosecution is "a limitation of criminal responsibility based an intellective
and volitional capaeity," as well as on other significant factors that must be taken into accolll1t to establish
immunity from prosecutiort
A judicial decision on chargeability ffiU'it not involve any type of discrimination nor stigmatinHion against those
who are immune from prosecution, as in the case ofchildren, such as their being considered inferior or
incapable. but rather that "they are simply persons in situations of inequality." Therefore, establislunent of their
"immunity from prosecution" must derive from "a socio-political and political-criminological decision, that
retlects the obligation of the State to consider their special condition in society," so they must respond fur their
actions, but in a different way than adults. The principle of equality must then be applied in the sense that
''those who are uneqml TITIlst be treated differently, to make them eqmL"
With respect 10 chikiren, recognition of their special needs should be taken into account when they are
granted entitlement to their rights, as well as when responsibilities are demanded of them Currently, '''what is
sought is not to extend irrununity from prosecution to adolescents, but rather [...] to establish their criminal
responsibility," so their acts, while not being deemed crimes, will have legal consequences, consistent wll:h
their condition as persons, their dignity, their rights, and the speenl characteristics of each child.
Therefore, it is deemed thac children under 18 but older than 12 or 14 "should not be consK:lered criminally
chargeable, but criminally responslble." taking into account that, as a minor, he or she is a person who is
immune from prosecution and "has fuced obstacles to participate on an equal basi." in society and to satis1)' hi"
or her needs," and therefore the State must take into account these circllillstanccs and taster conditions that
fucilitate their integration into society.
Principle of lawfulness (nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege):
Uooerstood as a procedwal guarantee. this principle seeks to ensure that "all proeeedings take place in
accordance \\lith the law," as well as to establish a framework for action by the authorities in eharge of
deciding matters pertaining to minors.
1bis principle has been developed incase law of the Court and is found in international instruments, and it
estublishes llle impossibility of''punishing an act without a law having previoU'3ly sanctioned it as a crime." It
wwwlumn,edu/../series_A_OC-17html
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also establishes the obligation to recognize immunity ofminors from prosecution as regards their criminal
respousibility, both to set the limits where this eause ofinmn.tnity from prosecution begins and ends, and also
regarding ''the lime within . .\'ruch the re-socia.lizing treatment of the juvenile otrender mU'>t be imposed."
Sometimes the principle of lawfulness is "confronted by reality," as there is legislation with provic;ions that
abridge rights ofchildrel\ '''based exclusively on their personal or circumstantial conditions."
Even though the Constitutions ofthe countries of the region forbkl. arbitrary deprivatiJn of liberty, the
authorities often breach this guarantee with regard to minors, as they do not have a court order to detain them,
they do not bring the child before a competent judicial authority within 24 hours, and because ofthe very
condnions of detairnnent, all ohvruch threaten the minor with SUbsequent violati:ms.

iii. Principle ofhurnane treatment:
The purpose of this principle is to fOrbid abU'>e by tile authorities while a child is institutionalized or an otrender
is serving a senteoce. It has three main coru;equences: to explicitly forbid torture or crue~ inhuman or
degrading treatment; to state the aim ofre·education and social resettlement ofthe children to whom these
measures are applied; and to furbid application ofthe death penahy to persons . .\'ho were under 18 at the time
of the facts. Therefore, a measure thaI deprives liberty "can in 00 case invoNe the loss ofsome of the rights
that are compatible with it, and even those rights that are necessary for adequate re·socializ::ltDn must be
recognized."
Furthennore, many detention centers do not have appropriate infrastructure, nor human or professional
resources able [0 develop the educational and work programs that wilt enable the re-education and social
resettlement sought by these measures.
B. Procedural guarantees:

These are all guarantees that must be respected because they are necessary in any judicial situatKm where a
controversy regarding a right must be deci:led in an equitabk manner. Thus, procedural guarantees must be
recognjzed not only in proceedings where criminal responsibilities are decided, but also ·'in alljudicial or
adminiscrative processes where a there is a direct or indirect discussion of a fundamental right" of the children
i. Principle ofjurisdictionality:
Administration ofjustice must be entrusted to a competent, independent and impartial judge. pursuant to
Art~le 8 of the Amer~an Conventnn Likewise, when deciding about controversies or siruations that involve
children and adoescents, efforts nrust be made to preserve specia1ization by the bodies entrusted with this
task. Furthermore, in criminal maners, the authorities must be judiciaL except when there is a ''transfer of
proceedings" to administrative jurisdk;tion, in cases in which this is better for the parties involved, espeeially
the child. The authJritics in charge of solving conflicts that involve ollriors nut':t also receive training, as a
fund:unental requirement for their functions.
it Presence of both parties:
It is crucial to establish the parties involved in the proceedings, as well as to guarantee the rights protected by
wwwlumn,edul-.Jseries_A_OC-17html
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law. For this, it is neceS::iaty to '"grant equal opportunities to the parties to argue and defend their claims" and
to provide "due halance among the parties to the proceedings." Efforts must also be made fur ''the
proceedings to include an aetor, plaintiffor claimant party who i~ dearly di~tinct from th~ judieial function in
charge of reaching a decision"
Adequate legal advice and participation of parents or guardians during the proceedings enab'es protection
required by the ehild due to his or rer special condition.

iii Principle of inviolability of detense:
This principle means that every person must e.tleetivet· enjoy the right to adequately prepare his or her
defense, Vo... rnch requires being infonned of the charges and ofthe evK:Ieoce against him or her, as ·.....ell as the
right to suitable legal representation throughout the proceedings, vJ1ich "canrot be substituted by parents,
psychobgists, social assistant~," Furthermore, this right involves not submitting ilie detainee to tortures to
obtain an admission that he or she committed the criminal act.
iv. Principle of the public nature ofthe preeeedings:

In accordance with thi<; principle, all parties to the proceedings mu<;t he informed ofand have aceess to the
proeedural action.. as "a means to eontrol t:re development of the proceedings and to avoid placing any of
them in a position of de1ensetessness." Likewi<>e, when minors are involved, publicity must be limit.ed to
benefit their dignity or privacy, as ",,"ell as in slluatiuus where debate oflhe case rmy have negati\e
comiequcoccs or lead to stigmaclzaft-m.
v. Principle of appeal or review:

An pcrsons, including chikiren, have the right to enjoy the possibility of review ofa decisiun to determine
whether the law was adequately applied and to assess the fucts and evidence, in an proceedin~ where
decisions are reached reg;lrding some of their fundamental rights. Also, ''this right is always expanded with the
possibility ofresorting to expedite remedies (habeas corpus or similar actions) agamst deci:iions that involve
deprivation 0 f liberty or prolonging it."
CondLlsions
During lhe last decade, a new doetrirul1 seenario developed, based on international human rights law, called
the "doctrine of comprehensive protection" It was founded on the recognition ofehildren as legal persons,
which has made it possible to leave the "theory of the irregular situation" behind. In this regard, ''the
Convention on the Rights ofthe Chikf, [has constitutedl the foundation and cornerstone for the new doctt1ne,"
With respect fo Artiele 19 of the American Convention, the Inter-American Court "has gi....en we to the
substantive content of that provision, incorporating -for its inh:rpretation and application- the body of
provisiom and of iJoctrinc that have enabled an expan.. ion of 5tamards regarding this marter." This
phenomenon has been developed by the concept ofthe "best interests of1he dill:l." All ofthE has made
possible "substantal progress in protection ofthe human rights of children and adok:scents, ensuring them in a
better and more complete manner exen:i"il;': oftncir rights and guarantees."
YMwl umn edu/. Jseries_A_OC-17.htrrl
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Effective recogrrition of the rights of children requires a major social and cuhural movement, mon: than an
"appropriate Jegislati\e framework", where the variolli agents playa llmdamental rol::: civil society, regarding
education and fostering children's rights at all levels; non-governmental organizations, by dcnOlU1cing,
defending and demanding chiUren's rights; States by "ensuring :fulfillment of protection measures infurred from
Arti:1e 19 of the i\merican COllvt:ntion (... Jin light of the best interests of the child, as well as the other
ratified treaties on This matter;" the bodies ofthe inter-Arneri:an system, with respect to the challenge of
t:xpanding recognitkm and demanding compliance by the States parties to the American Convention.
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Regarding the praetices identified by the Inter-American Commission, they conclude that "in each and every
on:: of them, due proeess guarantees and effective judicial protection must be applieJ," which necessarily
affects the di5eretion oftre State to decile on matters where the fundamental rights ofminors are discussed.
ComisiOn Colombiana de Juristas:
In its August 2, 2002 brief: the Cobmbun Conmmsion ofJurists stated that:
To be able to realIze the aspiration to a new set ofintemational provisions fur the protection of children's
rights, it is imperative to modifY certain legislation in the region, that was enacted to address problems of
childrt:n but especially those ofchildren who broke criminal laws. To attain that objectr..'e, it is relevant to
point out that it is not sufficient to establish a specialized criminaljurisdi:tion for children which seeks to put
an end to the "irregular situation" system that views children as objects rather than subjects ofrights. 1bis only
deepens the presence ofirregularities, since it is quite the contrary of the model ofcomprehensNe protection
that must be adopted and is, therefore, oot consistent \\rifh the rights ofjuvenile offenders.
TherefOre, children must be exempted lium any appocatiJn ofcriminal Jaw, even if~ is consKlered to be
special in naMe. The Sl(jtt: must seck to fully guarantee chiklren's rights tn rrevent chiklren from entering
crirrrinallife. It must also ensure full exercise ofthose rights and the possibility ofreceiving a cornp~te
education in accordance with htman dignity and human rights principles, especially those of tolerance, liberty,
equality, and solidarity.
In this regard, it is important to highlight that 'for prevention ofjuvenik: erinx:, polici.:s that seck to prevent
crimes being comnitted by children must be set within the framework ofa socnl policy, the overall aim of
which should be to prormte chikiren's wdl-being." The States mllit strive to provKie sufficient conditions for
decent sustenance ofth~ tamily, as children need the m.:ans fur their complete physicaL menta~ ard social
develupn ent.
Furthermore, all efforts must bc made to avok:l separation of children from their fumilyenYJrornnent. as this
soould be a measure of last resort that, in any case. must be adopted wilh d~ respect for jlU'isdictional
guarantees and must anyhow be in accordance vvith human d~ and trerefure "in no case should it involve
a reduction ofrights, cspecia lly the rigbl to liberty."
With respect to observance ofcriteria set furth regarding legal capacity ofpersons being established as a limir:
and a criterion with respect to children, it should bc stated that most legislation deems that given their physical
and mental dcvebpmcnt, it is only at the age of 18 that they are sufficiently matl.U"c fOr adult attitudes and,
therefore, all those below that age are to be considcred children or adolescents. TIlts invotvt:s applying a]
www1.umn,edul ../st'ries_A_OC-17.html
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therefore, all those below that age are to be considered children or adolescents. 11ri:; involves applying all
guarantees Jnd rights set forth for them, realizing that from this standpoint, aU persons tmder 18 are unabe to
adequately decide, which invoJy·es greater attentkm by tl~ State and the family to provide them with guidHnce,
support, ani care.
On De other hand, it is necessary to highlight that any decision by the State regarding juvenile offenders has as
its main and alroost exclusive objective educatwn of the child or adoescent, whose guidance must be set
within the principles ofprotect.ion and s<Jtisfuctivn of the children's needs. These criteria, per se, make it
necessary to set asKle any applicatnn ofcriminal law, even ifthe latter is spccia~ to children because its
purpose is not education of nor care tOr the perpetrator, but rather pllrIishment fur incurring in 1:he crimcs
defined by Jaw.
In light of the above, it concludes that:
1. the American Convention on HurnanRights must be interpreted in such a way that it reaffirm.'> the obligati:m
of the State to protect children and guarantee their rights;
2. ensuring the necessary conditxm'l tor support ofchiklren is tix: best way to prevent crimes being committed
by children and youth<;;
3. juvenile otrenders mUSl n:ceivc treatment in accordance with the respective guarantees, primarily seeking
their education and completely outsKle the framework ofcrinUnallaw. Every effort must be made to avou
deprivation ofhberty, wbich shouk:l only he a measure of last resort;
4. systems to address drikfren's needs must incWe educational programs for parents and teac~rs, and thJse
in charge ofassistance progrnIlli fur ehiklren must be J'ained in the area of children's htUnan rights: am
5. States must undertake to make every effort to prevent violatklIlS of the rights of children, and to investigate
and punish whoever breaches those rights, as well as to restore the rights breached,
III
COMPEmNCE

16, This request for an advisory opirrion was filed before the Court: by the Commissnll, exercising the
authority granted by Arti:le 64(1) oflhe Convention, which states thaI:
ltJhe 111ember states ofth: Organization may consuh the Court regarding the interpretation ofthis Convention
or elf othe~ treaties concerning the protcction ofhumal1 rights.in the American states. Within their spheres of
competence, the organs listed in Chapter X ofthe Charter of the Organization ofAmerican States, as
amended by the Protocol ofB~nos Aires, may in like marmer COt1'lult the Court.
17, TIre aforementioned authority has been exercised in this cast; fulfilling to;: respective requirements as set
forth in toc Rules of Procedure: preci<>e statement ofthe questions 011 whiCh the opinion of the Court is being
sought, identification oflhe pruvisbns to be irrcrprcted, and the name Hnd address of the Delegate, and
submi.'lsion oftre consKlerations giving rise to the request (Article 59 of the Rules ofProcedure), as well as
i\.kntification of the intemational n<;tnunents other than the American Conventim on which an inrerpretalion is
also requested (Art~Je 60(1».
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18. The Commisshn asked the Court to "interpret whether Articles 8 and 25 of the Amerbm Convention on
Htnnan Rig:lts constitute limits to the good judrrent and discretion of the States to issue special measures of
protection n accordance with Article 19 ofthe Convention," and for this it proposed five hypothetical
practices for the Court to deckle on their compatibility \\ith the American Conventk>I1, as fullows:

a) separation of yolmg persons from their parents and/or family, on the basis ofa ruling by a decisKm~rnaking
organ, made without due process, that their fumilies are not in a position to affOrd their education or
maintenance;
b) deprivatim of hbcrty of minors by internment in guard ian<>hq1 or custodial institutions on the basis of a
detenninatDn that they have been abandoned or are prone to fall into situations ofri'lk or illegality, motives
which should not be con<;idered ofa criminal rnture, but, rather, as the result ofpersornl or circumstaruial
vic issitudes;
c) the acceptance of confessions by mioors in criminal matters without due guarantees;
d) juUK:-w.1 or admnistralive proceedings to detennine fimdam::ntal rights of the minor without legal
representation ofthe minor; and
e) detennmation ofrights and hberties injudicial and administrative proceedings without gwrant.t:e~ fur the
right ofthe minor to be personally reard; and fuihlre to take into account the opinion and preferences of the
mino r in such detemlination.
The Cuurt was also asked to i"lsue "valid general criteria" regarding tbese matters.
19. Fulfillment ofthc requirements set forth in the Rules of Procedure regarding submission of a request for an
advisory opinion does oot mean that the Court is uOOer the obligation to respooo to it. In thi::; regmJ. the
Court must take into account considerations tlut transcend merely formal aspects and that are reflected in the
generic lirnits that the Court has recognized in exercising its advisory fimction. Said considerations are
addressed in the fo1k>wing paragraphs.

20. 'The Cormni<ision requested ajuridical interpretation of certain precepts ofthe American Convention, and
subsequently expa.nded its proposal and requested the interpretation ofother treaties, mainly the Conventnn
on the RightS ofthe Child, insofar as these treaties might contnbule to specify the scope ofthe American
Convention. For this, the Court must first ofal! decide whether it i<; invested with the authority to interpret, by
means of an advisory opinjon, international treaties other than the Ameri<;~n Convention, \.'\!hen [heir
provisions contnbute to specif)' the meaning and scope ofprovisions contained in the latter.
21. 'The Court has set certain guidelines tor interpretation ofintemarional provisions that do not appear in the
American Convention For thi..<;, it has resortcd to the generaJ provisions sct forth in the ViC"nna Conventi:m on
the Law cfTreaties, especially the principk: of good fuith to ensurc agreement of a nann \vith Lhe object and
purposc afthe CanventDn. This Court has also established tlut interpretation must take into accotmt ''t.he
chal1b'es over time and present-day conditions," and that the interpretation ofol:her international in....trument~
cannot be U'led to limit the eryoyment and cxercise of a right: also, it must contribute to the most favorable
application ofLhc provision to be interpreted.
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22. Likewise, this Court established ililt it could "interpret any treaty as long as it i::; directly related to the
protectK)fi ofhwnan rights in a Member State of the inter-American system," even ifsaid instrument did oot
issue from the same regional protection system, and that
[n]o guod fCason exists to mId, 'rn advance arrl in the abstract, that the Court lacks the power to receive a
request for, or to issue, an advisory opinion about a human rights treaty applicable to an American State

merely beeause norrAmerican States are also panies to the Ln::aty or because the treaty has not heen adopted
within the framework or W1der the auspices of the inter-American system
23. The Court has also had the opportunity to rcfCr specifically to the Convention on the Rights of the Child,
to which the Commi'lsim refers in the instant request for an advisory opinion, through the analysis ofAnicles
8, 19 and 25 of the American Convention. In t~ "Street Children" Case (Villagran Morae::; l:t al), in which
Article 19 of the American Convention was applied, the Court resorted to Article 1 of the Convention on the
Rights oftbe Chili as an instrument to define the scope ofthe concept of"child."
24. In that Cd:>t::, the Court highlighted the existenee ofa ''very comprehensive international corpus juris ror the
protection of the child" (whieh the Convention on the Rights of the Child am the American Convention are
part of), which shouki be used as a source of Jaw by the Court to t;:~lablish "tbe content and scope" ofthe
obligations wldcrtakcn by the State through Article] 9 ofthe American Convention, speciOCally with respect
to identification ofthe ''measures ofpro teetion" to which the afurerrentioned precept rerers.
25. Children constitute a group to whom the irnemafional comrmmity has paX! much attentl:m The first
international instrument regarding them was the 1924 Geneva Declaration, adopted by the InterruJ.lional
Association fur the Protection ofChililren TIlls DeclaratiDn recognized that humanity must give chillren the
besl ofitse~ as a dlny that is above aU considerations ofraee. nationality, or creed.
26. At leasl 80 international instruments adopted during the 20th century are applieable to children in variorn
degrees. Among them, the following stand out: the Deelaration on the Rights of the Chili, adopted by the
('Jeneral Assembly of the United Nations (1959), the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules fur the
Administration ofJuvenilc JU'itice (The Beijing Rules, 1985). the United NatKms Standard Minimum Rules for
Non-custodial Measures (The Tokyu Rules, 1990) and the United Nati:ms Guirleline.s for the Prevention of
Juvenile Delinquency (Riyadh Guidelines, 1990). clbis same crce of dllld protection includes Agreement 138
and RecounIlendatim 146 of the 1ntem.~tional T.-abor OIganiZ1tion and the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights.
27. As regards the inter-American system for the protection of human rights, it is necessary to take into
consideration Principle 8 of the AmericanDechrationofthe Rights and Duties ofMan (1948) and Article 19
of the American Conventbn, as well as Articles 13, 15 and 16 oflhe Additional Protocol to the American
Convention on Human Rights in the Area ofEconOIDK:, Soeial and Cultural Rights ("Protocol ofSan
Salvador').
28. With respect to lhe aforementioned Article 19 ofllie Ameriean Convention, it is worth highlighting that
when it was drafted there was a concern lor en<;uring du;: protection of children. by mean<; ofState
Vfflw1. umn, e-dul ../serie'_A_DC-17 .html
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mechanisms directed toward this eoo. Today, this precept requires a dynamic intervretation that respooos to
the new circwnstances on which it will be projected and one that addresses the needs ofthe chik:l as a tl'l.£
legal person. and not just as an object ofprotection.
29. The Convention on the Rjg:hts afthe Ch.ik:I has been ratified by almDst all the member States afthe
Orgftnizatiun uf AII~li;an Statcs. The large number of ratifications shows. a broad international coru;ensus
(opinio runs corounis) In favor ofthe principles and institutions set tOrth in that insnumem, which reflects
current development of this matter. It shoutl be highlighted that the various States of the hemisphere have
adopted provisions in their legislation, both constitutional and regular, regarding ~ matter at hand; the
Committee on the Rights of the ChJd has repeatedly referred to these provEKms:.
30. rfthi<:; Court resorted to the Conventi:ln on the Rights ofthe Chik:I to establish what is meant by child in
the fi1jmework of a contentious case, all the more so e<'ln ir res.ort to said Convention and to other international
insnuments on this matter when it exercises is advisory :fi.Ioction, "relating not only to the interpretation ofthe
Comention but also to 'other treaties concerning the protection ofhurnan rights in the Amerran states.'"

3l. Folknving its pract£e regarding advisory opinions, the Cowt mu<>t establish whether issuing an advisory
opirrion might "have the eJIt:i.:t of <l.ltering or wcakening the system established by the Convention in a manner
detrimental to the indh·idual human being."
32. The Court can use s~veral parameters when it eonduets thi<:; examination On: of them, which is consistent
with most inteITl3.tional case law on this subjeer matter, is mat it might be inconvenienr for there to be a

premature determination on a theme or issue that might ~ubse4uently be brought before the Court in the
context ofa contentious case. However, this Court has stated that the existeoce ofa controversy regarding
intelpretation of a provision is not, per se, an impediment to exereise its advisory function.

33. When it: exercises its advi"ory function, the Court ~ not ca~d upon to decide on matters offuet, but
rather to elucidate the meaning, purpose and reason ofmternational human rights provisions. TIle Court
carries out its advisory function wilhin this framework. The Court has asserted the distinetion between its
ad\isory and contentious jurisdictim sever<l.] times, by stoting that
[tJhe ~dvi.,oty jurisdi:tion oft11e Court differs from its contentious jurisdiction in that there are no "partjes"
involved in the advisory proceedings nor is there any dispute to be settled. The sole purpose of the advisory
function is ·'the interpretation ofthi'; Convention or of other treaties coneerning the proteetion ofhuman rights
in the American stites." The tact that the Court's advisory jurb:ui>.:Lion may bc invoked by all the Member
States of the OAS and its main organs defines the distinction between its advisory and contentious
juri'ldictiofl'i.

[...1The Court therefore observes that the exercise of the advisory function assigned to it by the Arrerican
Convention is multilateral rather than litigious in nature, a fuet fJithfully reflected in t111;: Rules ofProcedure of
the Court, Article 62( t) of which establishes that a request for an advisory opinion shall be transmitted to all
the "Member States", whi:h may :submit their comments on the request a~ particip:1te in the public hearing
on the matter. Fwthennore, while an advisory opinion ofthe Court does not have the hinding character of a
judgment in a contentious case, it does have LU1deffi1bJe legal etrecls. Hence, it is evident that the State or
()rD"~n rrClllf'stim:r An ~rh.ris()rv ()nininn nftht> ('nur.- i" not lhf' nnlv nnp with ~ lrl'itirmtf'_ inlf'rf'st in thf' ()lIt~()mf'
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organ requesting an advisory opinion ofthe Court is rot the only one with a legitimate interest in the outcome
of the procedure.
34. As it affirms its competence regarding::his maUer, the CmD1 recalls the bru<:tu scope of its adviso!)"
:fimction, unique in contemporary international law, which enables it '10 perform a service for all ofthe
members ofthe inter-American system and is designed to assist them in fulfilling their international h\.DTl,.'l,n
rights obligations" and to
assist stales an:! organs to comply v.1th and to apply Imrnan rights treates without subjecting them to the
formalism and the sanction.;; associated with the contentious judicial process.
35. The Com deems that pointing out a few examples serves the purpose of referring to a specific eontext
and of illustrating the various interpretations that rnay exist regarding the juridical issue that is the subject
matter of the instant Advisory Opinion being discussed, without thls involving a juridical staten~nt by the
Com on the situation posed in said examples. 1be latter also allow the Court to point out that its Advisory
Opin.ion i; not Irere academic specul3tion and that its interest is justifud due to the berefit it may bring to
international protection of human rights. Inaddressing the issue, ti~ COUlt is acting in its role as a hUIllan rights
tribuna~ guijed by the international instnnnents that govern its advisory jurisdictnCl, and it conducts a strictly
juridical analysis of the question<> posed to it.
36. Therefore the Court deems that it must examine the matters posed in the request that is now analyzed and
it ml1'lt issue the respective AdVisory Opinion.
IV
S1RUC1URE OF TIJE OPINION

37. It is inherent to the au1horily of the Court for it to have the authority to structure its pronouncements in the
manner it deems most adeqwte tor the interescs ofjw(i:e and fOr an advisory opinion. For this, the Court
takes into account the basic issues that lUlderlie the question<> raised in the request for an advisory opinion and
analyzes them to reach general conclusions that, in tum, may <1PPly to the specl&: points mentioned in the
request itself and to other related themes. In this instance, the Court has decided to address, first of all the
more substantive conceptual themes that will allow demarcation of the analysis and cooclusions regarding
specific, especially procedural matters submitted to it for consideration.
V
DEFINITION OF CHILD

38. Article 19 ofthe ~rican Convention, which orders special measures ofprotection in lavor ofduldren.
does not define this eoncept. Article 1 ofthe Convention on the Rights oft~ Child states that a "child {is]
every human being beklw the age ofeighteen years tmless urder the law applicable to :he child, majority is
attained earlier."
39. In tk Beijing Rules, in the Tokyo Rules and in the Riyadh Guidelines, the terms "child" and 'juvenile" are
used to refer to the individuals to whom tteir provisions are directed. According to the Beijing i{u£s, a
')uvenilc is a child or young person who, under the respective legal systems. may be deah with for an offence
wwwlumnedu/. ../series_A_OC-17.html
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in a manner which is different from anaduh." The Tokyo Rules do not state any exceptions to the age limit of
18 years.
40. At this tirre, the Court will not address the implicatnl1S of the varioU"i expressions used to refer to the
members of this population group under the age of 18. Some of the positions expressed by participants in the
proceedings in connection with this Opinion noted the difference bet\veen a child and a minor, from certain
perspect.ives. For the aims sought by this Advisory Opinion, the difl:erence established between those over
am under 18 will suffice.
41. Aduhhood brings with it the possibility offully exercising rights, also knov.n as the capacity to act. TIlls
means that a pcrson can exercise his or her subjective rights personalty and directly, as well as :fully tmdertake
legal obligations am condu::t other personal or patrimonial act'i. Chillren do not have this capacity. or ack
this capacity to a large extent Those who are legalty disqualified are subject to parental authority, or in its
absence, to that of guardians or representatives. But they are all subjects ofrights, entitled to inalienable and
inherent rights of the human person.
42. Finalty, taking into account international norms and the criterion upheld by the Court in other cases,
"child" refers to any person \vho has not yet turned 18 years of age.
VI
EQUALITY
43. As both Mexico and Costa Rica as well as the Inter·American Institute ofChikken, IL·'\NUD and
CEnL noted, it is necessary to specifY the m::aning and scope of the principle of equality \'oIit:h respect to the
matter ofehik:lren. Previously, this Court has stated that Article 1(1) ofthe ArnerrRn Convention pl1ces the
States under the obligation to respeet and guarantee .full and free exercise of the rights and liberties recognized
therein, with 00 djscriminatiDn. Any treatment that ean be considered discriminatory v.tith respect 10 the rights
protected by the Corrvenlion is, per se, incompatible VYith it.
44. In a more specific sense, Article 24 of the Convention protects the principle ofequality before the law.
lllUs, the general prohibition ofdiscrimination set forth in Article 1(1) "extends to the domestic 1m\' ofthe
States Parties, permitting the eoncbJsion that in these provisions the States Parties, by acceding to the
Convention, have tmdertaken to maintain their iaws free ofdiscriminalory regulations."
45. In an Advi'lory Opinion, tbe Court noted that
[t]he notnn of equality springs directly from the oneness of the human family and is linked to the essential
dignity ofthe indiviiual That prineiple cannot be reconciled \¥ith the notion that a given group has the right to
privileged treatment because of its perceived superiority. It is equally irreconcilable with trot notion to
characterize a group as inferior and treat it with hostility Or otherwise subject it to discrimination in the
enjoyment ofrights which are accorded to others not so cfassi:fi.>d. It is impennissIDJe to SUbject hlliTlan bcings
to differences in treatrnent tha.t are ireonsistent with their unique and congenerous character.
46. Now, when the ColU'1 examined the implications ofdUlerentlared treatment gr..'en lo the bent:ficiaries of
certain provisions, it established that "not all differences in treatment arc in thcmseNcs offensive to human
wwwl.umn.edul../series_A OC-17htm(
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dignity. " In dw same sen<;e, tfx: European Court ofH1.IDlan llights, based on "'the principles that can be
inferred .from the juridical practice ofa !.'lrge nurnher ofdemocratic States," v.. ·amed that a distinction is only
discriminatory when it "lacks objective
reasonable justification." There are certain factual inequalities that
may be legitirmltcly translated into inequalities ofjlll'idical treatment, without this being contrary to ju.~tiee.
Furthermore, said distinctions may be an instrument for the protectx)ll of those who must be protected, taking
into consil..:ration the situatim ofgreater or Jesser weaknes~ or helplessness in which they find themselves.

am

47. 'This Court also determined that:
[a]ccordingly, no dl<;;crimination exists if the differc-oce in treatment ha s a legitimate purpose and if it does not
lead to situations which are contrary to jmtice, to reason or to the nature of things. It follows that t1ere would
be no discrirninatim in differences in treatment ofirxiividuals by a state when the c!.'lssilications selected are
based on substantial fuccual ditlerences and there exists a reasonable rehtKmship ofproponbnaIity bet:\\'een
these dureren:::es am the aims ofthe legal rule under re'\~ew. These aiIrn may not be unjU'lt or unreasonable,
that is, they may not be arbitrary, capricious, despotic or n conflict with the essential oneness and dignity of
humankrrx!. (infra 97).

48. The Inter-American Court itselfhas established that "it cannot be deemed discriminatnn on 't.re grounds
of age or social status fur tfx: l1w to impose limits on the legal capacity ofminors or mentally incompetent
persons who !.'lek the capacrtyto protect thcir interests."
49. At this poInt. it is appropriate to recaU that Artcle 2 ofthe Convenlnn on the Rights ofthc Chill provi:les:
1. Strltes Parties shall respect and ensure the rights set forth in the present Convention to each chDd within
their jurisdiction without discrimination of any kind. irrespective ofthe l:hild's or his or her parent's or legal
guardian's race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opoon, national, ethnk: or social origin.
property, disability, birth or other status.
2. States Parties shall take aU appropriate measures lo t:nsure that the clilld is protected again·,t arr funn'i of
discrimination Or punishment on the basis oft~ stltus, activities, expressed opinions, or beliefS ofthe child's
parents, legal guardians, or family members.
50, Likewise, the general principles ofthe

Be~jing Rules

establish that

[Ihey] sh2.11 be applied to juvenile offenders impartially, without distinction of any kind, for example as to raee,
cokmr, sex, language, religion, political or other opinions, national or social origin, pmperty, birth at other
status.
51. In its General Comment 17 on the International Covenant on Civil and Politi:al Rights, t~ H'..unan Rights
Conurtittee poirted out that Article 24( 1) of that instrument recognizes the right of every child, with no
Jl<iuirnination, to the protection measure~ required by his or her eondition as a child, both on the part oihis or
her fumily and on the part ofsocety and the Strite. App~ring this provision involves adopting special measures
tor protectiun of children ir1 addition to those that the States must adopt, purStl.1nt to Artiele 2, to ensure that
all persons enjoy the rights set furth in the Covenant. The Committee pointed out that the rights set furth in
Article 24 are mt the only ones applicable to children: "as individual5, children benefu from all ofthe civil
www1.umn,edu/. ../~erjes_A_ DC-17 html
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rights enunciated in the Covenant."
52. TIle Committee also stated that

[t]he Covenant requires that children soouki be protected against di<>criminationon any grounds such as race,
cobur, sex, language, religion, national or social origin, property or birth In thi<; cormection. the Committee
notes that, whereas non-discrirrUnation in the enjo)ment aftre rigJl1s provided for in the Covenant a1<;o stems,
in the case of chiklren from arti:k:: 2 and their equality before the law from article 26, the non-discrimination
clause contained in article 24 relates spe<.:iJi:aUy to the measures ofprot.:ction referred to in that provisioTt
53, The uhimatc objective ofprotee[jon of ehildren in international instruments i5 lhe harmorOOLlS development
of their personality and the eQjoyment of their recog,niL.t;d rights. It is the rcspomibility ofthe State 10 specifY
the measwes it will adopt to foster this developmenl within its OIM1 sphere of competence and to support the
tinnily in performing its natural function of providing proteetion to the chiklren who are members ofthe :family.
54, As was pointed out during the discussions on ~ Convention on the Rights ofthe Child, it is important to
highlight that chiklren have the same rights as all human beings -minors or adu1ts-, and also special rights
derived from their condition, arxl these are accompanied by speeilic duties of the family, soeiety, and the
State.

55. It can be eoneluded that, due to the eoooitions in whi:h ehikiren find themselves, differentiated treatrncnl
granted to adults and to minors is not diseriminatory per se, in the sense forbidden by the Convention
Tmtead. it serves the purpose ofalbwing full exereise of the children's recognized rights. It is understood that,
in light ofArtiek::s 1(1) and 24 of the Convention, the States eannot establish distioctions that lack an objective
and reasonable justification aoo that do not have as their only objective, uhimateor, exereise of the rights set
forth in the Convention

YlI
BEST INTERESTS OF TIlE CHILD

56. 'Iills regulating principle regarding children's rights is based on the very dignity of the human being, on the
chara~tcrist:cs ofehildren theI1Eefves, an:! on the need to foster their develop:rrent, making full use oftheir
potenti9L as well as on the nature and seope of the Convention on the Rights of the Child.
57. In this regard, principle 2 afthe Declanltion on the Rights ofthe Child (1959) sets furth:

The ehild shall enjoy special proteetion, and shall be given oppo~s and :faeilities, by law and by other
means, to enable him to develop physically, mentally, morally, spiritually and socially in a heahhy and nonna!
manner and in conditions offreedom and dignity. In the enactment of laws fur l:h.i'l purpose, the best interest~
ofthe duld shall be the paramount consideration. (Not underlined in the original text)
58. The aforementioned principle is reiteroted and developed in Arrick: 3 ofthe Convention On the Rights of

the Child, which states:
t. In all actions eoncerning chik:lren, whether undertaken by public or private social welfure institu:ions, COtlrts
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of law, adrnIDistrative authorities or legislative bodies, the best interests ofthe child shall be a primary
cornideration. (Not underlined in the original text)
[ ... ]
59. This matter is linked to those discussed in previous paragraphs, ifwe take into account that the
Convention on the Rights of the Child refers to the best interests ofthe child (Articles 3, 9, 1g, 20, 21, 37 and
40) as a reference poim to ernure effective realization of all rights contained in that instntIl'ent. lheir
observance v.rill albw the subject to:fully develop his Or her potential Actions ofthe State and ofsoe~ty
regarding protection of chiklren and promotion and preservation oftheir rights shouki fullow this criterioll
60. By the same token, it should be noted that the preamble ofthe Conventim on the Rights of the Child
establishes that children require "special care," and Arti::~ 19 of the American Convention states that they
must receive "speeial measures ofprotection... In both cases, the need to adopt these Treasures or care
originates from the specific siruation of chiklren, taking into account their "".'eakness, irrnnaturityor
inexperience.
61. In concbJsion, it is necessary to weigh not only the requirement ofspecial measures, but also the specific
characteristics ofthe situation ofthe ch~.
VIII
DUllES OF THE FAMILY, SOCIElY, AND TIlE STATE

The fumil)' as a fueal point for protection
62. Adoption ofspecialnrasures to pro teet children is a responsibility both ofthe State and ofthe family,
cormnunity, and soct~ty to which they belong. In tbi'l regard, Article 16 ofthe San Sahrador Protocol states
that:
[e]very child, whatever his parentage, has the right to the protection that his status as a minor requires from his
fumily, society and the State. Every chikJ has the right to grow under the protection and responsibility ofhis
parents; save in exceptionaL judr,ially-recognized circumstances, a chikl ofyoung age ought not to be
separated from his nXlther. Every child has the right to free and compui"iory educatKm; at least in the
elerrentary phase, and to continue his training at higher levels of the educational system
63. Bylhe same token, Arti::le 3 ofthe Convention on the Rights ofthe Child has establL<;hed that:
[ ... ]

2. States Parties undertake to cnsure the child such protection and care as is necessary' for his or her wellbeing, laking into account the rights and duties ofhis or her parents, legal guardians, or other individuals legally
resp0n'llb1e fur him or her, and, to this end, shall take all appropriate legislative and administrative measures.
3. States Parties shall ensure that the institution'l, services and facilities respon'llble for the care or protection
of children shall confurrn v,rnh the standards established by competent authorities, partieularly in the areas of
safety, health. in the number and suitability of their staff as well as competent supervisioll
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64. In addition to [he above, is necessary to faithfully comply \\lith the obligations set furth in Article 4 ofLhe
Convention on Lhe Rights oflhe Child, which states that
States Parries shall undertake all appropriate legislative, administrative, and other measures for the
implementation of the rights recognized in Lhe present Convention With regard to econorrric, social and
cultural rights, States Parties shall undertake such measures to Lhe maximum extent of their available resources
and, where needed, within Lhe framework ofintemational co-operatKJn.
65. To e:ffi:ctively protect children, all State, social or household decisions that limit Lhe exercise of any right
must take into account the best interests of the child and rigorously respect provisions that govern this maner.
66. In principle, the family shouki provide the best protection ofchildren a~:inst abuse, abandonment and
exploitation And the State is under the obligatun rot only to decide and directly implement measures to
protect children, but ..11<>0 to favor, in the broadest manner, devekJpment ani strengthening ofthe family
nucleus. In this re~rd, "[r)ecogllition of the furnily as a natural and fundamental component of society," with
the right to "protectun by society and the State," is a fundamental principle ofIntemationa1 Human Rights
Law, enshrined in Articles 16(3) ofthe Universal Declaration, \1 oftre American Declaratnn, 23(1) of the
International Covenant on Civil and Politw::al Rights and 17(1) ofthe American Conventun.
67. The Riyadh Guidelines have stated toot ''the fumiJy is the ccntral unit responsible for ti"k: primary
socialization of children, goverrunental and social cfforts to preserve the irItegrity of the fumily, including the
extended fumily, shouki be pursued. The socicty has a respornibility to assist ti"k: furnily in providing care and
protcctUD and in ensuring Lhe physical am mental well-being ofchildren [... J" (twelfth paragraph). The State
must also safeguard stability of the household, fucilitating, through its policies, provisun ofadeqwte services
for the families, ernuring conditions that enable attainment ofa decent life (infra 86).
68. Articlc 4 of the Declarati>n on Social Progress am Development (1969), proclamd by the General
Assembly,ofLhe United Nations in resolutun 2542 (XXIV), ofDecember 11, 1969, declared:
The fumily as a basic unit of society and tre natural environment for the growth and well-being ofall its
members. particularly children and youth, should be assisted and protected so that it rnay fully assume its
respon'iibilities ,vithin the cormnunity. Parents have Lhe exclusive right to determine freely and responsibly the
number and spacing oftheir children.
69. The Human Rights Committec of the United Nations referred to entitlement to Lhe rights protected by
Artkles 17 and 23 of the International Covel1.1nt on Civil and Political Rights. It is important to take into
account the scopc ofthc concept offumi.1y to base the rights and powers we are referring to. The ELn'"opean
Court ofHurnan Rights has repeatedly stated that the concept offumily lifc "is not confined solcly to rnarriagebased relatiornhips and rnay encompass oLher de facto "family" ties where the parties are living together
outside ofmarriage."
70. The Inter~Amerw::an Court has addressed this point from the perspective of the next ofkin of the victim of
a human rights vnlation. In this regard, the Court deems that the term "nc:\1 of kin" must be understood in a
broad serne that encompasses al persons linked by close kinslrip.
wwwl,umn,edul.Jseries_A_OC-17,html
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Exceptional separation ofthe child from his or her family
71. The chnd has the right to live with his or her -family, wh£h is respo:lSible for satisfYing his or her material,

emotional, and psychological need.s. Every person's right to receive protection against arbitrary or illegal
interference \Vith his or rer fumiJy is irnp1£itly a part of the right to prolecb:m of the fmrily and the chikl, an::! it
is also explicitly recognized by Articles 12(1) ofthe Universal Declaratbn of Human Rights, V ofthc
Amerkan Declaratrin of the Rights and Duties of Man, 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, 1 J(2) ofthe Ameri::an Convention on Hl.lllli:ln Rights, and 8 of the European Human Rights
Convention 'These provisilns are especially significant when separatxm ofa child from his or her fumily is
being analy7<od.

72. The E1JTOpean Court has established that mutual eqioyment ofhannonlous relations between parents and
children is a :fimjamental comporx:nt offamily life; and that even when the parents are separated, hannoniJus
fumily relations must be ensured. Measures that .impede this enjoyment are an interference with the right
protected by Articf: 8 ofthe Convention The Court itselfhas pointed out that the es~entialcontcnt ofthis
precept is protection ofthe individual in face ofarbitrary action by public authorities. One of the most grave
interferences is that which leads to divisDnofa furnily.
73. Any decision pertaining to separation ofa child from his or her funilly must be justified by the best
interests ofthe child. In this regard, Riyadh Guideline 14 set furth that:

[w]here a slab~ and settled rumny environment is lacking and when community elfom to assist parents in fbi<;
regard have fuiled and the extended family canmt fulfill this role, alternative placements, including foster care
and adoption, should be considered. Such placements should replicate, to the extent possible, a stahle and
settled furuly envirornnenl, while, at the same time, establishing a sensc ofpermanency for children, thus
avoiding problenlS associated ".vith "foster drift".
74. The European Court itselfhas shO\-\Tl that in certain cases the authorities have very broad powers to

decide what is in the bcst interest ofthe child. However, one must not Jose sight ofexisting limitations in
several areas, such as access by the parents to the minor. Some ofthese measures endanger fumiIy relations.
There must be a mir balance bet"Neen the interests ofthe individual and those of the community, as well as
between toose ofthe mimr and ofills or her parents. Recognition ofthe authority of the fumily does not mean
that the fumily can arbitrarily control the child, in a mamer thAt would entail damage to the minor's heahh and
development. These and other associated concerns detennine the content of various precepts ofthe
Convention on the Rights ofthe Child (Articb 5,9. 19 and 20, inter alia).
75. 'Th.is Court highlights the tra\aux preparatoires ofihe Convention on the Riglns ofthe Child, which
considered the need for separations ofchildren from their fumily nueeus to be duly juslifu:d and preferably
temporary. and fur the child to be returned to his or her parents as soon as circtnll.'Stances allow. The Beijing
Ruks (17, 18 and 46) madc a similar slalem~Jll.
76. Lack of material resources caIlfi1t be the only bas.L-s for a judicial or administrative decision that involves

separation of the child from his or her fumily, and the resulting deprivation ofother rights protected by the
Convention.
wwwLumn.edu/ ./series_A_OC-17.htrnl
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77. In conclusion, the child must remain in his or her household, unless there are determining reasons, based
on thc child's best interests, to decide to separate him or her from the furnily. In any case. separation lTIllSt be
exccpticml and, preferably, temporary.

Institutions and staff
78. Effective and timely protection of the interests of the chili and the fumi1y mllSt be provided through
intervention by duly qualified institutions, with appropriate staff: adequate fucilities, suitable means and proven
experience in this type oftasks. In brief, it is not enough for there to be juri<;di:tional or administrative bodies
involved; they must have all the necessary elements to safeguard the best interests ofthe child. In this regard,
the third paragraph of Article 3 of the Convention on the Rights ofthe Child stPulates that:
[.]
3. States Parties shall ensure that the institution<;, services and fu.ciliti:s responsible fur the care or protection
of children shall confurm with the standards established by cornpeknt authorities, particularly in the areas of
safety, health, in the number and suitability oftheir staff: as well as competent supervision
79. This tll\l')t penneate

activity of all persons intervening in the proceedings, who must discharge their
respeetive duties taking into acc01mt both the nature of these. in genera~ and the bests interests ofthe child
vis-a-vis the fu.rnily, society, and the State itsetl:; specifically. Decisions on protection and fuiI" trial do not
suffice ifthe legal operators in the proceedings IDck sufficient trairllng on what the best interests of the chill

involve am,

~refOre,

t~

on etIective protection ofhis or ocr rights.

Living eOllditions and edocation ofthe child

80. Regarding conditions fur care ofchildren. the right to lifu that is enshrined in Article J of the Amercan
Convention does not only involve the prohibition": set furth in that provision, but also the obligation to provide
the measures required for life 10 develop urxler decent conditions. 1be eoncept ofa decent life, developed by
this Court, relates to the norm set furth in the Convention on the Rights of the Child, Arti:le 23(1) ofwhich
states the following, with reference to children who suffer some type ofdisability:

1. States PartJes recognize that a mentally or physically disabled chikl should enjoy a full and decent life, in
eonditions which en<;ure dignity. promote self..reUance and fur.;ilitate the ehild's active parti:ipation in dre
community.
8l. Full exercise of economic, soeial and cultural rights ofehildren has been associated .....rth the possibilities
ofthe State that is lmder the obligation (Arti:.Ie 4 oftlre Convention on the Rights ofthe ChikI). wlOCh must
make its best effort, in a constant aoo deliberate manner, to ensure access of chik:l.ren to those rights, and their
enjoyment ofsoch rights, avoiding regressions and unjU'ltifiable delays, ard alloeating as many available
resources as possible to t:his compliaree. The [ntemational Conference on Population am Development
(Ca~o, 1994) highlighted that

{a]l! States and families should give highest possible priority to children. The chiklllas lilt' right to standards of
living adequate for its well-being and the right to the highest aTtainable standards ofhealth, and the right to
wwwl.umn,edu/.-/sE'~ie5_A
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education. (...] (principle 11)
82. Likewise, the II World Conference on Human Righ'ffi (Vienna, 1993) stated specifically that
[n]ational and International mechanisms and programmes should be strengthened for the defence and
protection ofchildren, in particular, the girl-child, abandoned children, street children, economically and
sexually exploited chillien, inchJding through chill pornography, chill prostitution or sale oforgarn, diliren
victims ofdiseases including acquired immunodeficiency syndrome, refugee and displaced children, children in
detention, chillren in armed conflict, as well as children victims offumine and drought and other emergencies.
83. In tills regard, the International Conferen:e on Population and Development also highlighred that
[e]veryone has the right to edocati::Jn, which shall be directed to the full development ofhuman resomces, and
human dignity and potentiaL with particular attention to women and the girl-chiki. Education shoukl be
designed to strengthen respect fur human rights and fimdamental freedoms, including those relating to
population aoo devebpment.
84. It shouki be highlighted tlill the right to education, whi:h contnbutes 10 the possibifuy of enjoying a
digrlifrd life and to prevent trnfuvorable situat.ions fur the minor and for society itself, stands out among the
special measures ofprotection for chillren and among the rights reco~d for them in Article 19 of the
American Convention.
85. Principle 7 ofthe Declaration on the Rights ofdle Chik:l (2959) established:

The child is entitled to receive education, which shall be free and compul<;ory, at least in the elementary stages.
He shall be given an education which will promote hi<> general culture and enabk:: him, on a basis ofequal
opportunity, to develop ills abilities, hi<> individualjudgment, and his sense ofmoral and soeial responsibility,
and to become a useful member ofsociety.
[.. ]
The child shall have full opportunity :lOr play and recreation, which shoukl be directed to the same purposes as
education; society and the public authorities shall endeavour to promote the enjoy'ITlent of!hi,: right.

86. In bric~ education and care Illr the health ofchildren require various measures ofprotection and are the
k~y pillars to ensure enjoyment ofa decent life by the children, who in view of their irnmatlO'ity and
vuln~rability often lick adequate ~ans to effectively defend their rights.
Positive obligations to provde protection
87. This Court has repeatedly established, through analysis ofthe general provision set forth in Article 1(l) of
the American Convention, that the State is under the obligation to respect the rights and ~berties recognized
therein and to organize public authorities to ensure persons under its jurisdiction free and full exercise of
human rights. According to legal standards regarding intem:llional responsibility of the State that are
applicable to International Hunun Rights Law, actions or omissions by any public authority, of any branch of
WI"wLu mn. ed u/.../seri es_A_DC-17. html
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government, are imputable to the State whi::h incurs responsibility under the terms set forth in the American
Convention. This general obligation requires the States Parties to guarantee the exercise and enjoyment of
rights by individuals with respeet to [he power ofthe State, and aL"o with respect to actions by private third
parties. By the same token, and for the purposes ofthis Advisory Opinion, [he States Party to the American
Convention are under the obligatiJn, pursuant to Artieles 19 (Rights of the Child) and 17 (Rights of the
Family), in combination with Article 1(1) of this Convention, to adopt all positive measures required to ensure
proteetion of ehik:lren against mistreatIoont, whether in their relations with public authorities, or in relations
among individuals or with non-governmental entities.
88. Likewise, according to the provisions set forth in the Convention on the Rights of the Child, children's
rights require that the State not only abstain from unduly interfuring in the ehild's private or fumily relations, but
also that, aceording to the circumstances, it take positive steps to eIlSl.ll'e exercise and full er!ioyment of those
rights. This requires, among others, economi:, social and cuhuralmeasl.ll'es. In its first general eornrrent, the
Committee on the Rights ofthe Chik:l specifically emphasized the major importance ofthe right to education
Aceordingly, it is mainly through education that the vulnerability of ehik:lren i<> gradually overeome. The State,
given its responsibility ror the eommon weal, must like-..vise safeguard the prevailing role of the family:in
proteetj}n of the child; and it must also provide assistance to the .family by pubIC authorities, by adopting
measures that promote fumily unity.
89. It should be highlighted that the Cormnittee on the Rights ofthe Chik:l paid speeia1 attention to violence
against children both within [he family and at school It pointed out that ''the Convention on the Rights of the
Chik:l se'ts high standards fur protection ofchik:lren against vioence, particularly:in Articles 19 and 28, as well
as in Articles 29, 34, 37, and 40, and others, [...] taking into aceount the general principles eontained in
Articles 2, 3 and 12."
90. The European Court, referring to Articles 19 and 37 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, has
recognized the right of the chili to be protected against interference by actors other than the State, such as
mistreatment by one of the parents; it has also recognized that if children are not cared ror by their parents and
their basic social needs are not satisfied, the State has the duty to intervene to protect them
91. In conclusion, the Slate has lhe duty to adopt positive measw'es La fully ensw'e eITec1ive exercise of the
rights of the child.
IX

JUDICIAL ORAMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS INVOLVING CHILDREN

Due process and guarantees
92. As stated above (supra 87), States have the obligation to recognize and respect rights and hberties ofthe
hl..IDlan person, as well as to protect and ensw'e their exereise through the respective guarantees (Article 1(I )),
whi::h are suitable means ror them to be effective tmder all circumstances; both the corpus iuris ofrigh'ts and
hberties and their guarantees are inseparable concepts ofthe systerrn ofva1~s and principles distinctive ofa
democratic society. In such a society, '~he rights and freedoms inherent in the human person, the guarantees
applicable to them and the rule oflaw form a triad. Each component thereof defines itself, complements and
rl~n~ms on th~ others frw it_" llli'i'lninp-"
wVYWlumn.edu/./series_A_OC-17.html
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depends on the others for its meaning."
93. These fundamental values inelude safeguarding ehildren, both beeause they are hmnan beings with their
inherent dignity, and due to their special sitmtion. Given their immaturity and vulnerability, they require
protection to ensure exereise of their rights within the Emiliy, in soeiety aoo with respect to the State.
94. These considerations IIlU'it be refleeted in regulation ofjudieial or administrative proceedings where
decisions are reached regarding chiklren's rights and, when appropriate, those of the person<> under whose
cll'>tody or guardianship they find themselves.
95. The guarantees set fOrth in Articles 8 and 25 of the Convention are equally recognized for all persons, and
must be correlated with the specili:: rights established in Article 19, in such a way that they are reflected in any
administrative or judicial proceedings where the rights ofa child are discillised.
96. It is evident that a child participates in proceedings llilder diJfurent coooitions from those of an aduh. To
argue otherwise woukl disregard reality and omit adoption of special measures for protection ofchildren, to
thcir grave detriment. 'Therefore, it is indispensable to recognize and respect differences in treatment which
correspond to different situations among those participating in procecdings.
97. In this regard, it soould be recalled that the Court pointed out, in the Advisory Opinion on thc RighI. to
Infonnation on Consular Assistance in the framework ofthe Guarantees ofthe Due Proeess ofLaw, when it
addressed this matter from a general pcrspective, that

[1]0 accomplish its objectives, the judicial process must recognize and correct any real disadvantages tInt
those brought before the bar might have, tJms observing the principle of equality before the law and. the courts
and the corollary principle prohIbiting discrirninatioll The presence ofreal disadvantages necessitates
countervailing measures that help-to reduce or climinate the obstac~s and deficiencies lInt impair or diminish
an eftective defense of one's interests. Absent those cOlliltervailing measures, widely recognized in varioU'i
stages ofthc proceeding, one COlI1:i hardly say that those who have the disadvantages enjoy a true
opportunity fur jillitice and the benefit ofthe due process of law equal to those who do not have those
disadvantages. (supra 47).
98. Finally. \l,'hif procedural rights and their corollary guarantees apply to all persons, in the case ofchildren
exercise ofthose rights requires, due to the special conditions of minors, that certain specific measures be
adopted for them to effectively enjoy those righls and guarantees.
Participation of the child
99. 'The hypotheti:al situations proposed by the Inter-American COnunLssion refer directly to participation of
the child in proceedings where his or her own rights are discll<;sed and where the decision has a Significant
bearing on his or her future life. Article 12 ofthe Convention an the Righls of the Child contains adequate
provisions regarding this point, with the aim of ensuring thai intervention ofthe child L<; adjusted to his Or hcr
conditions and is not detrimcntal to his or her genuine interests:
1. States Parties shall assure to the child who is capable offumIing his or her O\VTl vie\VS the right to express
www1.umn edul. ../serieS_A_OC-17 ,html
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those vi:ws freely in all matters affecting the chili, the views of the child being given due weight in accordance
with the age and maturity ofthe chili.
2. For this purpose, the child shall in particular be provikd the opportl.Irlity to be heard in any jooicial and
administratNe proceedings affecting the child, either directly, or through a representatwe or an appropriate
body, in a manner consistent with the procedural rules ofnational law.
100. From this same perspective, am specifically with respect to certain judicial proceedings, General
Observation t 3 on Arti:le 14 of the United Nations Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, pertaining to
equality among all persons in terms of the right to be heard publicly by a competent eourt, pointed out that this
provision applies both [0 regular and to special courts, and established thaI '1ninors mlBt enjoy at least the
same guarantees am protection granted to aduhs in Article 14."
10 J• This Court deems it appropriate to provide some specification regarding this issue. As stated above, the
group defined as children incAJdes a1 persons under 18 (supra 42). Evidently, there is great diversity in lerms
ofphysical and intellectual devebpment, ofexperience and of the information kouwn by those who are
included in that group. The decision-making ability of a 3-year-o.ld child is not the same as that ofa 16-yearok! adolescent. For this reaso~ the degree ofparticipation ofa child in the proceedings rnU'it be reasonably
adjU'ited, so as to attain effective proteetion ofhis or her best interests, which are the ultimate objectNe of
International Human Rights Law in this regard.
102. Finally, those responslble for application of the law, whether in the ad:rnini5trntive or jooiciary sphere,
mlBt take into aecount the specific conditions of the minor and rus or her besc interests to decide on the child's
participation, as appropriate, in establishing his or her rights, This cOn'ii:leration will seek as much access as
possible by the minor to examinatKJn ofhis or her 0\Vrl case.
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS

103. Protection measures adopted by administrative authorities must be strictly in aceordarx:e with the Jaw
and must seek eontinuation of the child's ties with his or her fumily group, if this is possible and reasonable
(supra 71); in case a separation is rx:cessary, it soould be for the least possible time possJble (supra 77); those
who participate in deeision~rnaking processes must have the neeessary personal aoo professional competerx:e
to identiiyadvisable measures from the staoopoint of the child's interests (supra 78 and 79); the objecti\.·e of
measures adopted mu"t be to re-educate and re-socialize the minor, when this is appropriate; and measures
that involve deprivation oflJberty mU'i1 bc exceptional. All thi'i enables adequate development of due process,
reduces and adequately limits its discretion. in accordanee wtth criteria ofrelevarx:e and rationality.
JUDICIN~

PROCEEDINGS
Chargeability, crirni:n:ll conduet and state ofrisk

104. To examine this issue, it is U5efuI to identitY certain concepts that are often used in this regard -with
better or worse juJgment-, such as those of chargeability, criminal conduct, and state of risk.
105. From a criminal perspective -associated with conduct that is defined and punishabk:: as a crime, and \\1th
the consequent sarx:tions~, chargeability refers to a person's capacity for culpabilrty. If the person does not
have this capacity, it is not possible to file charges in a hwsuit as in the case ofa person who is chargeable.
www1.umn.eduf. ..fseries_A_OC-17.html
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have this capacity, it is not possible to file charges ina lawsuit as in the case ofa person who is chargeable.
Chargeability is not an OplDO when the person is unable to ill1derstand the nature afhis or her action or
omi<;sion and/or to behave in accordance with that lIDderstarxiing. It is generally accepted that chikLren under
a certain age lack that capacity. nus is a generic legal assessment, one that does mt examine the speciftc
conditbrtS of the minors on a case by case basis, but rather excludes them completely from the sphere of
criminal justice.
106. Pro""ion 4 of the Beijing Rules, which ~ not binding, stated that crininal chargeability "shall not be fixed
Ieve~ bearing in mind the rncts ofemotiona~ mental and intellectual maturity" of the child.

at too Iowan age

107. The Convention on the Rights of the Child does not refer exp1i::itly to repressive measures fur this type
of situations, except in Article 40(3) subparagraph a), which establishes the obligation of the States Party to
set a minimum age up to which it is prestnTIcd that the child cannot infringe penal or criminal laws.
108. 11lis leads to consider the hypothesis that minors -children, in the sense defmed by the respective

Convention- incur in unla.. .·:ful conduct. State action (prosecuting, punitive measures, or toose geared toward
re-adaptation) -B jU"Itifud, hoth in the case ofaduhs and in that ofrninors of a certain age, when the former or
the latter carry out acts that crirninallaws consiier pmishable. Therefure, it is necessary for the cooouct that
leads to State intervention to be defmed as a crime. Thus, the rule of law is ensured in t:hls delicate area of
relations between the pcrson and the State. nus Court has stated that the principle of penal legality ''means a
clear definition of the criminalized conduct, establishing its elements and the factors that distinguish it from
behaviors that are either not punishable offences or are punishable but not wrth imprisonment." This guarantee,
set furth in Article 9 oflre American Convention, must be grantcd to children.
109. One obvious consequence of the relevance ofdealing in a differentiated manner with matters that pertain

10 children, and specifically those pertaining 1u an unlawful behavior, is the establishment ofspceialui'd
jurisdi:tional bodies to hear cases involving conduct de:fined as crimes and attributable to them What was
stated above regarding the age required fur a person to be corniicred a child, according to the predominant
international criteria, applies to t:hls important matter. Iherefore, children tmder 18 who are accused of
eonduct defined as crimes by penal law must be subject, fur the case to be heard and appropriate measures
to he taken, only to specific jurisddional bodies different from those for adults. Thus, the Convention on the
Rights of the Chikl addresses the ·'establishment oflaws, procedures, authorities and institu'.ions specifically
applicable to children alleged as, aceuscd o~ or recognized as having infringed the penal law" (Artiee 40(3)).
110. It is unacceptabe to .include in this hypothesis thc situation ofrrllnors who have not incurred in conduct

dcfmed by law as a crime, but who are at risk or eooangered, due to destitution, abandonment, extreme
poverty or disease, and even less so those others who simply bchave differently from how the majority does,
thosc who diller from the generally accepted pattem,; ofbeha,,:ior, who are involved in conflicts regwding
adaptation to the fumiJy, scooo~ or social milieu, generally, or who aocnate thcmselves from the customs aoo
values of their soccty. The concept of crime commit1ed hy children Of juvcnile crime can only be applied to
those who fulllIDder the first afurementioncd situation, that is, those who incur in conduct egalJ:y defmed as a
crime, not to tllose who are in the other sitmtions.
Ill. In this regard, Riyadh Guideline 56 sl2..tes that "legislation should be enacted to ensure that any conduct
_~.
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nOI considered an offence or oot penalized if committed by an adult is not comldered an offence and oot
pena Eled if committed by a young person"

112. Finally, it is appropriate to point out that [here are children exposed to grave ri.:;k or harm who cannot
fend fur themselves. solve the problems that they suffer or adequately channel their 0\\'lJ lives, whether
because they absotutely hck a tavorable furnily environment, supportive oftheir devebpment, or because they
have insufficient education, suffer health problems or have deviant behavior lhi.Jt requires c<1reful and timely
intervention (supra 88 and 91) by well-prepared institutions and qualified staffto solve those problems or
allay their conseqlences.
113. Obviously, these chiUren are not immediately deprived ofrights and witlxlrawn from rehtions with their
parents or guardia~ and from their authority. They do not pass into the "dominion" of the authorities, in such
a manner that the latter, di<lregarding legal procedures and guarantees lhat preserve Ihe rights and interests of
the minor, take over responsibility for the case and full authority over the furmer. Under all circUlIl.'itances, the
substantive and procedunll rights of the chik:l remain safeguarded. Any action that affects them must be
perfuctly justified according to the law, it must be reasonable aoo relevant in substantive dlld rormal terms, it
must address the best interests of the child aM. abide by procedures and guarantees that at all times enable
verification of its suitability and legitimacy.
114. Neither do grave circumstances, such as those described above, irrrrnediately exehrle the authority oflre
parents nor relieve them of the primary responsibilities that naturally full to them, and wtOCh can only be
tnodified or susperoed, if that were the case, as the ouieomt:: ofa proceeding in whlch rules applicable to
irniingemenl ofrighls are respected.
Due process
115. Observance of the right to :lair trial is mandatory in all proceedings where the personal bberty of an
indiviiual is at stake. The principles and acts ofdue legal process are an irreducible and strict set that may be
expanded .in light of new progress in human rights Law. As tills Court established in its Advisory Opinion on
The R.jght to Infurmation on Consular Assistaoce within the Framework of the Guarantees ofthe Due Process
OfL.lw;

the judicial process is a m~ans to ensure, insofur as possible, an equitable resolution of a difrereoce. 'The body
ofprocedures, of diverse character and generally grouped under the heading of the due process, is an
calc dated to serve that end. To prmect the individual and see justi:e done, the illstorical development of the
judicial process has introduced new procedural rights. An example ofthe evobltive nature ofjudicial process
are the rights not to incriminate oneselfand to have an attorney present when one speaks. These two rights
arc already part of the laws and jurisprudence ofthe more advanced egal systems. And so, the body of
judicial guarantees given in Article 24 of the Trttemational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights has evolved
gradually. It is a body ofjudicial guarantees to which others of the same character, conferred by varioIE
irntruments ofInteT1lationaJ Law, can and should be added.
116. As regards the subject matter we arc now addressing, the rules of due process have been set furth,
mainly but rot exclusively, in the Convention on the Rights of the Chiki, the Beijing Rules, the Tokyo Rules,
~nrl
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aOO the Riyadh Guidelines, whX:h safeguard the rights of children subject to varnus actbns by tJre State,
soc~ty,

or the fumily.

117. The rules of due process and the right to "fuir trial iJlwl be applied not only to judicial proceedings, but
also to any ot!ler proceedings conducted by the State, or under its supervision (supra 103).
118. At an internatimal i::vel i is important to note that the States Party to the Convention on the Rights of
the Child have undertaken the obligaticlfi to adopt a nrnnber ofmeasures to sareguard due legal process and
judicial protection, fofuwing similar parameters to those set forth in the American Conwntion on Hmnan
lGghts, 'Ihese proVisi:lIl'l are Articles 37 and 40.
119. For the purposes of this Advisory Opinion, it is pertinent to slatc certain consideratKJIl'l regarding the
various rnater~] and procedural principles, the appl:ication ofwhich is actualized in proceedings pectainmg to
rrrinors, and which must be associated v.1th the points examined ahove to set the complete framework
regarding this matter. In this regard, it is also appropriate to consider the possibility and convenience of aU
procedural furms fullowed in those courts to have features oftheir owr~ in accordance with thc characterntics
and needs of the proceedings that take place there, bearing in mind the principi: set furth in Convention on the
lGghts of the Child, that at this level can be refucted both in court intervention, as regards the fonn of
procedural acts, and in the usc of attemative rr.eans ofsolving controversies, mentioned below (infra 135 and
136): ;Whenever appropriate and desirable, [measures will be adopted to deal v.1th children who are accused
ofor reeog;ni&d as tIDving inJiinged the penal hw], without resorting to judicial proceedings, providing that
munan rights and legal safeguards are fully respected." (Article 40(3)b of the Convention on the Rights of the
Child).
a)

Competen~

Independent and Impartial Court previously established by Law

120. Guaranteeing rights involves the existence ofsuitable legal means to define and protect them, with
intervention by a eompetent, independent, and impartial judicial body, which must strictly adhere to the law,
where the scope of the regulated authority of di<;cretionary powers will be set in accordance with criteria of
oppor11D1ity, k-gitimacy, and ratiJnality. In this reg;:Jrd, Beijing Rui:: No, 6 reguiltes the autoority ofjudges to
detemnne the rights of children:
6.1 In view ofttle varying special needs ofjmeniles as we~ as the variety of measures available, appropriate
scope fur discretion shall be allowed at all stages of proceedings and at the different levels ofjuvenile justice
administration, including inwstigation, proseeution, adjudication and the fOllow·up of dispositions.
6.2 Efforts shall be mElde, however,
any such discretion.

to

ensure sufficient accountability at all stages and levels in the exercise of

6.3 Those who exercise discretion smU be specially qualified or trained to exercise it judiciously and in
aceordanee with their funetiorn and mandates.
b) Rjght to appeal and effective remedy
121. The aforementioned procedural guarantee is complemented by the possibility ofactions ofthe lower
court being reviewed by a higher one. "This right has been reflected in Article 8(2)(h) ofthe American
WW'N l.u mn.edu/..Jseries_A_OC-17 html
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Convention and in Article 40(b) subparagraph v) of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, which states:
v) If [the child is] considered to have infringed the penal law, to have this decision and any m:asures imposed
in consequence thereofreviewed by a highcr competent, independent and impartial authority or judicial body
according to Iaw[...].
122. Article 25 ofl:l"e Ameri.:an Conventkm provides that cach person mu,>t have access to prompt and
simple recourse. Arnparo and habeas corpus are set within this :framework, and they cannot be suspended,
even in em:rgcncy situation'>..
123. Thc BeijingRtilis also established the folbwingparam:ters:
7.1 Basi; procedural safeguards such as the prcsumption of innocence, the right to be notifi:d of the charges,
the right to remain silent, the right to counse~ th.: right to the presence ofa parent or guardian, the right to
confront and cross-examine v..·itnesses and the right to appeal to a higher authority shall be guaranteed at all
stages ofproceedings.
c) Presumption ofirmocence
124. Arti;1e &(2)(g) of the American COffi'erltion applies to this matter, when it states that
[ ... ]

2. Every person accused ofa criminal offense has the right to be presumed innocent so bng as his guih has
not been proven according to law. During the proceedings, every person is entitled, \-\ith full equality, to the
follO\ving minimum guarantees:
[ ... ]

g. the right not to be compelled to be a witness against himselfor to plead guilty; and
[ ... ]

125. The aforernentioned pro-vision must be read in combination with Article 40(2)(b) of the Convention on
the Rights ofthe Child., which states that
2. To this end, and having regard to the relevant provisions of international instruments, States Parties shall. in
particular, en,ure that:

[ ..J
(b) Ever}' child alleged as or accused of having infringed the penal law has at least the following guarantees:
i) To be presumed inoocent until proven bruihy according to law;

126. Like\\1se. Rule 17 of the United Nations Rti£s for the Protection of Juveniles Deprived of their Liberty
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states that
Juveniles who are detained tmder arrest or awaiting trial (''Lmtr~d'') are presumed innocent and shall be
treated as such. Detention before trial slall be avoided to the extent possible and limited to exceptional
circl.lffi'ltances. Therdore, all efforts shat be made to apply alternative measures. When preventive detention
is nevertheless used, juvenile courts and investigative bodies shall give the highest priority to the most
expeditious processing of such cases to en<;ure the shortest possible duration ofdetention. Untried detainees
should be separated from convicted juveniles.
127. This Court has establish that said principle "demands that a person canmt bl; convicted unless there is
clear evidence ofIlli; criminal liability. Ifth: evidence presented is incomplete or insufficient he romt be
acquitted, not convicted."
128. Within the proceedings there are acts that are -Qr have been consi1ered- especially fur-reaching fur the
definition ofcertain juridical consequences that affect the sphere ofrights and responsibilit£s of the parties.
This category includes admission of gulli, understood as the recognitnn by the accused ofthe fucts attnbuted
to him or her, which does not necessariJy mean that thi'J recognition encompasses aU issues that might be
associated with those fucts or their effucts. It has aL<;o been understood that confession might involve an act of
disposing of the goods or rights regarding which there is a controversy.
129. In thi'J regard, and with respect to minors, it i<;

re~van1

to point out that any statement by a minor, ifit
were indisperumbe, musr bc subject to the procedural protection measures that apply to minors, including the
possibility ofrem2ining silent. the asslst<Joce of ega I counse~ and the statem::nt being madc before the
authority legally empowered to receive it.

130. Furthermore, it is necessary to take into C!l:COWlt that due to his or her age or other circumstances, the
ehild may
be able to critically judge or to reproduce the facts on which he or she is rendering testimony
and the consequcoces ofoo or her statement, and in thi<J case the judge can and mast be especallycarefuJ
wlrn <Jssessing the statement. Evident~', the latter cannot be granled efficacy for purposes ofthe decision
when it is made by persons who, precisely because they not have the civil capacity to act, and canoot make
their will oftbeir patrimony nor exercise their rights on their ovm (supra 41).

oot

131. All the above would apply to a procedure in which the minor is invulved and is to render testimony. As

regards specifically penal proceedings -tne request for this Advisory Opinion referred to "criminal matters"- it
should be taken bIo aCl:OWll that minors arc excluded from partieip3ting 3S acelNed parties in t1ris type of
trials. TherefOre, there should be no possibility oftheir rendering testimony that might correspond to the
evifcntiary category of an adrrllision of guilt.
d) Prescnce of both parties
132. All proceedings require certain elements for there to be the greatest possible balance among the parties
for due dcfen.<;e of their interests and rights. Uris invofves, among other things, applicarion of the principle of
the presence of both parties in the actions. This princip~- is addresscd in the prov1.'lions of various instruments
that require inten'ention ofthe child, whether personally or through representatives in the procedural acts,
providing evidence and examinmg it, stating argurnents. amo:Jg others.
wwwl umn e-du/ ../~t'ries_A_ DC ·17html
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providing evidence and examining it, stating arguments, among others.

133. In this regard, the European Court has stated that:
The right to contradict in a proceeding fur the purposes ofArticle 6(1), as has been interpreted by case law,
"in principle means the opportunity of the parties in a civ:il. or criminal trial to hear and analyze alleged e....idence
or observations included in the file (...], with the aim ofin:flueneing the deeision afthe Court."
e) Principle ofthe public nature of the proceedings

134. When the proceedings address issues pertaining to minors, whieh alEct their lives, it is appropriate to set
certain limits to the broad principle ofthe public nature ofthe proceedings that applies to other cases. not
regarding access by the partes to evidence and decisnns, but rather regarding public observatim ofthe
proeedural acts. These limits take into accOlmt the best interests of the child, insofur as they protect him or her
from opinions, judgments or stigmatization that may have a substantial bearing on his or her fi.nure life. In this
regard, referring to Article 40(2)(b) of the Convention on the Rights ofthe Child, the European Court has
pointed out that "the privacy ofchikiren aceillied of erimes must be fully respected in all stages ofthc
proceedings." L.ikewise, the Council of Europe ordered the States Partrs to revi':w and change legislation
with the aim of ensuring respect for the privacy ofthe child. In a similar manocr, Beijing Ruk 8.1 establishes
that the privacy ofminors millit be respected at all stages ofthc proceedings.
Alternative jillit1ee

13j. International standards seek to exclude or reduce '~judicialization" ofsocial problems that affi:ct chiltrcn,
which can and must be resolved, in many cases, through varioilli types of measures, pursuant to Article 19 of
the American Convention, but without altering or diminishing the rights ofindiviiual persons. In this regard,
ahernative means "to solve controversies are fully admissible, insofar as they allow equitable decisions to be
reached without detriment to individuals' rights. 'Therefore, it is necessary to reguhte lL'le of ahernatr..'e means
in an especially careful manner in those cases where the interests of minors are at stake.
136. In this regard, Article 40 of the Convention on thc Rights of the Child reads:

3. States Parties shall seek to promote the establishment of laws, procedures, authorities and institutions
specifically applicabk': to children al1:ged as, aecLL<;ed o~ or recognized as having infringed the penal law, and,
in particular:

[...J
(b) Whenever appropriate and desirable, measures for dealing with such children without resorting to judieial
proceedings, provding that human rights and legal safeguards are fully respected.
X
OPINION
137, For the foregoing reasons,
www1.umneduJ../series_A_OC-17.html
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THE COURT,

by six. votes to one
DECIDES
That it is competent to render the instant Advisory Opinion am that the request by the Inter-American
Corrunission on Human Rights is admissible.
DECLARES

That fur the purposes of this Adviso!)' Opinion, a "child" or "minor" is any person who has not yet turned
unless he or she has attained majority, by legal mandate, before that age, under the terms set forth in

18,

paragmph 42.
AND IS OF mE OPINION

1. That pursuant to contemporary provisions set forth in Internat.iorn1Human Rights Law, incWing Artj;\e 19
afthe American Convention on Human Rights. children are subjects entitled to rights, not only o~jects of
protection
2. That the phrase "best interests of the child", set furth in Artrle 3 afthe Convention on the Rights ofthe
Child, entaJ1s that children's development
full enjo)IDent oft~ir rights must be cornidered the guidng
principles to establish and apply provisims pertainlng to all aspects of chiklren's lives.

am

3. That the princ~1e of equality reflected in Article 24 ofthe American Convention on Human Rights does not
impede adopting specific regulations and measures regardingchikiren, who require different treatment due to

their special conditons. 1bis treatment should be geared toward protection of children's rights and interests.
4. That the fumi.ly is the primary context ror children's devcbpmenl: and exercise ofther rights, Thererore, the
State must support and strengthen the fumil~r' through the various measures it requires to best fulfill its retural
lUz~tion in this field.

5. That children's rem':lining ",.. ithin their household should be maintained and fostered, unless there are
deciswe reasons to separate them from their fumilies, haseu on the'ir best intcresl'J. Separation should be
exceptional and, preferably, temporary.
6. That to care for children, the State musr resort to institutions with adequate staff; appropriate tacilities,
suitable mearn, and proven experience in soch tasks
7. That respect fur life, regarding chikhen, encompasses not only prohibitions, including that of arbitrarily
depriving a person of !his right, as set furth inArtrle 4 oftbe Amerrall Convention on Human Rights, but
also the oblig;ltDn to adopt the measures required for chikiren's existence to devekJp wlder deeent
conditions,
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8. That true and full protectim ofchildren entails their broad enjoyment of all their rights, including their
economic, social and cultural rights, embodied in various international instnnnents. The States Parties to
international human rights treacies have the obligation to take positive steps [0 ensure protection of all rights of
chiktren.
9. That the States Party to the l\m.erican Convention have the duty, pursuant to Articles 19 and 17, in
combination with Article 1(l) ofthat C onventnn, to take posit~ steps 10 ensure protection ofchiklren
against mistreatment, whether in their relatkms with public officials, or in relations among individua.1s or with

non-State entities.
10. 1hat injudicial or administrative procedures where decisions are adopted on the rights of cM1ren, the

principles and rules ofdue legal process must be respected. This includes rules regarding competent,
independent, and impartial courts previomly established by law, courts of review, presumption of innocence,
the presence of both parties to an action, the right (0 a .hearing and to defense, tak.ing into <lCCOun!: the
particularities derived from the specific situation ofchildren and those that are reasonably projected, among
other matters, on per:"onal intervention in said proceedings and protective measl1fCs in::IispetlSable during such
proceedings.
11. That children under 18 to whom criminal conduct is imputed roll'lt be subject to different courts than those
for adults. Charaeteristics of Slate intervention in tre case ofminors who are offenders must be reflected in
thc composition and functiming of these courts, as well as in the nature ofthe measures they can adopt.
12. That behavior giving rise to Stare intervention in the cases to which the previous paragraph reter:" must be
described in criminal law. Other cases, soch as abandonment, destitution, risk or disease, must be ueah with

in a d.ifferent manner from procedures applicable to UlOse who commit criminal offenses. Nevertheless,
principles and provisions pertaining to due legal process must also be respected in such cases, both regarding
nUnor:" and with respect to those who have rights in wnru;ction with them, derived from fumily stJMe, also
taking into accolIDt the specific conditions ofthe children.
13. That it is possible to resort to ahemative paths to solve controversies regarding cbiklren, but it: is

necessary to regulate application ofsueh ahernative nl:':asures in an especially carcful marmer to en'iuce that
they do not aher or diminish ~ir righls.
Judge Jackman dissents, and informs the Court ofhi.~ Dissenting Opinion. Judges Canpdo Trindade and
Garcia Ramrrez infurm the Court ofthcir Concurring opinions, which are attached to the instant Advisory
Opinion

Donc in Spanish and English, thc Spanish text being authentic, at the seat of the Court in San Jose, Costa
Rica, on August 28, 2002.
Antonio A. Canpdo Trindade
President
Alirio Abreu-Burdi Maximo Pacheco-Gomez
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Hernan Salgado-Pesantes Oliver Jackman
Sergio Garda-Ramirez Carlos Vicente de Roux-Rengifo
Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary
So ordered,
Antonio A. CaniTado Trindade
President
ManuelE. Vertura-Robles
Secretal),'
DISSENTING OPINION OF JUDGE JACKMAN

I have, regretfully, found myselfunable to join the majority of the Court in its decision to respond fuvourably
to the "Request fur an Advisory Opinion" dated March 30th 2001, by the Intt;r-,A..I11erican Commisskm on
Human Rights (''tlJe Commissbn") because, in my v~w, tre Reql£st does not fuJtill the criteria. tor
admi<;slhility set out in Artiele 64 ofthe Convention, as eonsistently interpreted by this Court fr'om the llDment
of its very first advisory opinion
In its comrnlll1K:ation requesting the issuing of an advisory opinioTL the Comntission srates the "Objective" of
the request in the following terms.

"TIle Commission deems it necessary to interpret whether J\rti:les g and 25 of the Amercan Convention on

Human Rights include limits to the good judgment and discretion of the States [Q issue special measures of
protection in accordance with Article 19 thereof and reqillres (sic) the Court to express general and valid
guidelines in contonnance to the framework o[the COITvt;ntion."
The Commission then indicates the five "special measures ofprotection" on which it desires the Court to
pronOlillce (cf para 4 ('Ifthi~ Opinion):
a. without guarantees for t separation ofyoWlg persons (minors) li-om !heir parents l'mdlor f::lJniJy, on the basis
ofa ruling by u decision-making organ, madc without due process, that their fumilies are Bot in a position to
afIDrd their education or maintenance;
b. deprivation of liberty ofminors by internment in guardianship or custodial institutions on the basis ofa
detennination that they have been abandoned or are prone to full iuto situations ofrisk or illegality, motives
("causales") which should oot be considered ofa criminal nature, but, rather, as the resuh ofpersonal or
circumstantial vicissituJc::s;
c. the acceptance of confessiolli by minors in criminal matters without due guarantees:
d, judicial or administrative proceedings to detennine fimdamental rights of the minor without legal
repre~entation of the minor; aoc
wwwl.urnn.edul../series_A_OC-17.ht,,1
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e. determination of rights and hberties in judi:ial and administrative proceedings he right oftbe minor to be
personally heard; and failure to take into account the opinion and preferenees of the minor to such
determination *
With the greatest respect to the Inter-American Conunission on HurnanRights, the so-called "objective" of
the requested advisory opinion is, in my view, vague abnost to the point ufm:nninglessness, a v",guencss that
is futally compOlmded by the "requirement" chat the Court should express "general and vaM guidelines".
Repeatedly in its examination of the scope ofthe "broad ambit" (el amplio tik:ance) of its consuhativc :fi.mction,
(cfpam. 34 ofthe present Opinion) the Court has insisted that the fundamental pwpose oftmt function is to
render a service to member-states and organs ofthe Inter-American system in order to assist them 'in. fulfilling
and applying treates that deal with human rights, withJut submitting them to the 10nnalities and the system of
sanctions of the contentious process".
It should not be forgotten that in the exercise of its vocation to "throw light on the meaning, object and
purpose ofthe inteITl.1tional norms on human ~ts [and]., above all, to provide advice and assistance to th:
Member States and organs of the OAS in order to enable them to fully and effectively comply with their
international obligations in that regard" ''the Court is ajudicial institution ofthe inter-A..m:ri:an system" (OC1/82: para 19) (my emphasis). As such, the Court should resist invitatioos to indulge in "purely academic
spccuhtion, without a foreseeable applic<ltion to concrete situations justifYing the need fur an advisory
opinion"(c£ OC-9/87, para 16).
I would suggest that a request to provide "general and valid guidelines" to cover a senes ofhypotheses that

reveal neither public urgency nor juridical complexity is. precisely, an invitation to engage in ''purely academic
speculation" ofa kind which assuredly "would weaken the system established by the Convention and would
distort the advisory jl..Disdictxm ofthe Court." (cf OC-lI82, para 25).
For these reasons I have declined to parti:ipate in the deliberntions on this Opinion, and here\\ei:th record my
votl,; a~insl it in its entirety.
Oliver Jackmar:
JuJg~

ManuelE. Ventura-Robles

Secretary
CO:-lCURRrNG OPrNlON OF JUDGE A.A. CA'I<;;Aoo TRlNDADE

}. I vole in fuvour of the adoption, by the Inter-American Court ofHuman Rights. ofthe present Advisory
Opinion n. 17 on the Juridical Condition and. Human Rights ofthe Chikl, which constitutes, in my view, a new
contnbulion ofit:; recent case-law to the evolution of the Intematiomltaw of Human Rights. TIle consultation
funnulated by the Inter-American Commission ofHtunan Rights fits perfectly, in my view, into the wi:le
jurisddional basis ofrhe advisory function of the Inter-Ameri:an Court (Article 64 of the American
Convention on Hurrum Rights), already clt:tirly explained and established by this latter in its Advisory Opinion
n. 15 on the Repons ofthe Inter-Arnerican Conunission ofHwnan Rights (of 14.11. 1997) . The Court. thus,
wwwl.umn,eduj.,./series_A_OC-17html
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n 15 on the Reports ofthe Inter-American Cornmisskm ofHwnan Rights (of 14.11.1997) . The Court, thus,
has the competenee to interpret the relevant provisions (object ofthe present cornuhation) ofthe American
Convention on Hwmn Rjghts and of other treaties wtrich bind the States ofthe region, besides the
responsability and the duty - as detennined by the American Convention - to exert its advisory fimction, the
operation of which is a matter ofintemational ardre pUblic.

1. Prolegomena: BriefConceptual Prec.isions.
2. The preamble of the United Nations Convention on the Rights ofthe Child of1989 warns that ''in all
COLmtries in the world there are chiklren Jiving in e>..t:eptionaUly difficult conditions". starxling therefOre in need
of"special consideration", Children abandoned in the streets, chJ1iren overtaken by delinquency, chill labour,
enforced prostitution ofchiklren, traffic ofchildren ror sale oforgans, children engaged in anned conilicts,
children \A.ID are refugecs, disphced and stateless persons, are aspects of the day-to-day contemporary
tragedy of a world apparently witOOut future.
3. I do not see how to avoid this sombre prognostic that, a world which does not take care ofits children,
which destroys the enchantment oftheir infuncy within thcm, which puts a premature end to their childhood,
and which subjects them to all sorts ofdeprivations and humiliatiorn, effectively has no future. A tnbunal of
hmnan rights cannot avoo taking accotmt ofthis tragedy, "With all the more reason when expressly requested
to pronounce on aspects ofthe human rights of the ehild and ofms juridical condition, in the exereise ofits
advisory funcliJn, endowed with a wide jurisdictional basi<l.
4. We aU1ive in time. The passing oftime atrects our jurid£al condition. The passing of 1m shoukj strengthen
the bonds ofsolrlarity \\toch link the living to their dead, bringing them cbser together. The passing of time
should strengthen the ties ofsolidarity which unite aU human beings, young and old, woo experience a greater
or lesser degree ofvulnerability in difterent moments along their existence. Nevertheless, not atways prevails
this perception of the implacable effects of the passing of time, which consumes us alL
5. In a general way, it is at the beginning and the end of the existential time that one experiences greater
vulnerability, in face ofthe proximity of the unknown (birth and early infuney, old age and death). Every social
milieu ought, thus, to be attentive to the human coDiition. 'The social milieu which does not tak~ care of its
children has no future. The soci:li milieu which does not lake eare of its elderly people has no past. And to
count only on the eseaping present i<; no more than a mere ilhL<;ion.
6. In its resolutory point 11. 1, the present Advisory Opinion n 17 ofthe Inter-Amcrican Court provides that,
"in confurmity"With the contemporary norms ofthe International Law ofHurnan Rights, in which is found
Article 29 of the American Convention on Human Rights, the children are subjects ofrighls and not only
object ofproteClim" . In fuct. the subjects of law are the children, and not infuncy or childhood. The subjects
of hw are the clderly persons, and not old age. The subjeets of law are the persons with disabilities, arxl not
di<lability itself: The subjects of law are the stateless persorn, and not statelessness. And so forth The
limiratiorn oflegp.J capacity nothing subtract from legal personality. The titula.ire ofrighrs i<l the human being, of
flesh and bone and soul, and not the existential conditim in which he finds hllnself"temporarily.
7. From the standpoint onhe conceptual universe of the International Law of Hlllnan Rights, - in the
ITllmpwnrk of which Ill'f' fonnel in nw vi'w trt>. hnln"'ln rip-ht"
WWWlumn.edulJseries_A_OC-17.html
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framework of which are fOlU1d, in my view, the human rights of the chill, • the titulaires ofrights are the
children.. and not the in.:funcyor chillhood. A!l individual can have specific rights in virtue of the eondition of
,·u1nerability in which he finds himself(e.g., the children.. the elderly persons. the persons with disabilities, the
stateless persons, among others), but he remains always the titulaire ofrights, as human person, and not the
collectivity or the social group 10 whieh he belongs by his existencial coooition (e.g., the infuncy or ehildhood,
the old age, the disability, the statelessness, ammg others).
8. It is certain that rhe juridical personality and capacity keep a cbse relationship, but at the conceptual Jevel
they are distinguished from each other. It may oecur that an individual may have juridical personality without
enjoying, as a resuh ofllis existential condition.. full capacity to aet. Thus, in the present context, one
lU1derstands by personality the aptitude to be titulaire ofrights and duties, and by capacity the aptitude to
exercise them by himself(eapacity ofexercise}. Capacity is, thlB, ebsely linked to personality; nevertheless, if
by any situaoon or circumstance an individual does not enjoy full juridical capacity, this does rot mean that
thereby he is no bnger subject of right. It is the case ofthe ehildren.
9. Given the transcendental importance ofthc matter dealt with in the present Advisory Opinion n 17 of the
Inter-American Court ofHurnan Rights on the Juridical Condition aoo Human Rights of the Child, 1 fuel
obliged to leave on the records my thoughts on the matter, centred in six central aspects, which I consider of
the greatest reJevant in our days, and which contOrm a theme YAUch has consumed me years ofstudy and
meditJtion, namely: first, the crystallization ofthe international juridical personality of the human being; seeond,
the juridical personality ofllie human being as a respon."e to a need of the international community; third, the
advent of the child as a true subject of rights at international level; fuurth, the subjective right, human rights and
the new dimen...ion ofthe intemationaljuriiical personality of the human being; fifth, the implicatDns and
projectDIlS ofthe juridical personality of the chili at international level: and sixth, the human rights of the chili
and the obligations of their protection erga ormes. Let us pass on to a succinet exam ofeach one ofthese
aspects.
II. The Crystalli7.ation ofthe International Juridk:al Personality ofthe Human Being.
10. 'rhe crystallization oflre internationaljuri:lical personality ofthe human being constitutes, in my
understanding, the mosl preciolB legacy of1he Jegal science ofthe XXth century, which reqtrires greater
attention on the part of contemporary juridical doctrine. In tlW respect, International Law experiences today,
at the beginning ofthe XXIst century, in a way a return to the origins, in the sense in whieh it was originally
eoneeived as a (rue jus gentium, tre droit des gens. Already in the XVIth and XVIlth centuries, the \.VIitings of
the so-called fOLU1ding lathers ofInternational Law (especially those ofF. Vitoria, F. Suirez and H. Grotillii,
besides those of A Gentili and S. Pufendorl) swtained the ideal of the ci\itas maxima. gentium, constituted by
human beings organized socially in States ard eoextensive with humanity itself.

11. Regrettably, the thoughts and vision of the so-called fuunding fathers ofIntemational Law (set forth
notably in the writin~ of the Spanish theologians and in the Grotian \.vritings), which conccived it as a rru1y
universal system, came to be surpassed by the emergeocy of legal positivism, which personlfied tre State,
endowing it with a '''''·ill of its oVvn", reducing the rights of the luunan being.-; to those that the State "cooceded"
to them 'Ihe consent of the will ofthe
www1.umn.eduj. ../series_A_OC-17.html
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States (according to the vohmtarist positivism) became the predominant criterion in Intem1tional Law, denying
jus standi to t~ individuals. to the hurmn beings .
12. 11li':> rendered difficult the urx:Ierstanding ofthe intematDnal community, and undermined International Law
itself: reducing it to a strictly inter-State law, no more above but rather among sovereign States. In bct, wren
the internationa!legal order moved away from the universal vision ofthe so-called "fOunding futhers" ofthe
law ofnations (droit des gens I derecho de gentes) (d supra), successive atrocities were eorrunitted against
the hl.llTlan kind.. 'The disastrous consequences oftffis distortion are widely known.
13. Already by the end ofthe twenti:s, there emerged tre first doctrinal reactions against this reactDnary
position. And by the mi:l-XXth century the fOOre lucid. jusintemacDnalist doctrine moved away definitively
from the Hegelian and neo·Hegelian fonnulation oftre State as the final depositary of the freedom and
responsibility of the individuals who composed it, and that in it [in the State] integrated themselves entirely.
Against the doctrinal current ofrraditional positivism, which e~ to sustain that only the States were subjects
of International Law, there emerged an opposing trend • sustaining, a contrario sensu, that, ultimately, only the
individuals, addressees of alljuridical norms, were subjects ofInternatonal Law. It must never be furgotten
that, ultimately, the State exi<;ts fur the human beings who compose it, and not vice-versa.
14. Meanwrue, there persisted the ok! polemics, sterile and poinless, between monists and dualists, erected
upon false premises, which, not surprisingly, tailed to contribute to the doctrinal endeavours in fuvour ofthc
emancipation oft~ human being vis-ii-vis Jlli own State. In tact, what both the dualists and the morusts did, in
this particular, was to "personi:fY" the State as subject ofIntemational Law . The monists discarded all
anthropomorfism, affirming the international Subjectivity of the State by an analysis of the juridical person: and
the dualists did not contain themselves in their excesses ofcharacterization oftre States as sole subjects of
International Law .
15. With the recognition of the ~gal personality of the human being at intemationallevel International Law
came to appear as a corpus juris ofemancipatiofL There is no "neutrality" in Law; every Law is finalist, and
the ultimate addressees oflega! nOrJn<i, both national and international, are the human being<;, In the rrW-XXth
century, the juridical experience itself contradicted categoricalty the unfuunded theory that the individuals were
simple objects of the international juridical order, and destructed other prejudices ofState positivism. 11te
legal doctrine ofthe time it rnade clear the recognition of the expan."iion of the protectKm of the individuals in
the international legal order, as true subjects of law (of the law ofnalions).
t 6. In the ponderatbn ofRene Cassin, "witing in 1950, for example, "all human creatures" are subjects of
law, as members ofthe "universal society", it being "inconcciwbk:" that tIx: State comes to deny them this
condition. Human rights were conceived as inherent to every hmnan being, independently from any
circumstances in which he finds himself By then, already, the individual came to be seen as subject jure suo of
international law, such as the more lucid doctrine sustained, since that of the so-called founding fathers ofthe
hw ofnatDns (droit des gens) .

17. Also in the American continent, even before the adoption ofthc American and Universal Declarations of
Human Rights of 1948, doctrinal manifestations flow'ishcd in favour of the international juridical personality of
the individuals, such as those which are found, for example, in the ,,\Titings ofAlejandro Ahrarez and
W'Nw1. umn, eduJ. ../seri es_A_OC-17 .htmJ
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Hildebrando Accioly. In fact, successive stu:iies of the international instnnnents of international protection
came to emphasize precisely the historical importance of the recognition of the internatlonal juridical
personality of the individuals.
18. The whole new corpus juris of the lrtternational Law ofHtnnan Rights has been constructed on the basis
of the imperatives ofproteetion and the superior interests of the human being, irrespectively ofhis link of
nationality or ofills political statute, or any other situation or circumstance. Hence the importance assumed, in
this new law ofprotectiol'l by the legal personality ofthe irKiividual, as subject of both domestic and
intcmationallaw. Nowadays one recognizes the responsibility of the State fOr aU its acts - both jure gestionis
am jure imperii - and aU its omissions, what brings to the fore the legal personality of the individuals arxl their
direct access to internationaljurisdi;tion to vindicate their rights (inclwing against their 0\VI1 State).
19. The State, created by the human beirlgs themselves, and composed by them, exists fur them for the
realization of their connnon good. For this recognition the considerable evolution in the last five decades of the
International Law of Human Rights has contributed decisively. at international level, to whi:h one may Iike.....ise
add that ofthe International Humanitarian Law; also th.i<3latter considers the persons protected not as simple
object ofthe established regulation, but rather as true subject oflrttemationalLaw . Uhimately, aU Law exists
for the hwnan being, and the law of nations is no exception to that, guaranteeing to the individual his rights am
the respect for his personality .
20. The "eternal return" or "rebirth" ofjusnaturalism has been reckoned by the jusintemationalists themseives ,
much contributing to the assertion and. the consolidation of the primacy, in the order of values, ofthe State
obfigations as to human rights, aoo of the recognition oftheir necessary compliance vis-a.-vis the international
community as a whole. 'This latter, witn::ssing the moralization ofLaw itself, assumes the vindication of
COmrrxm superior interests. One has gradually turned to conceive a truly urriversallegal system.
III. 1lle Juridical Personality of the Human Being as a Response to a Need ofthe International Community.
21. Thus, lrtternational Law itself, in recognizing rights inherent to every hrnnan being, has disauthorized the
archaic positnrist dogma which, in an authoritarian way, intended to reduce soch rights to those "conceded" by
the State. The recognition of the indi\i:luaJ as subject of both domestic law ard international law, repre.sents a
true juridical revotuJ.ion, - to which we have the duty to contribute in the search tor the prevalence of superior
values, - ",,,hich comes at last to give an ethical content to the norms of both public don~sti; law and
international law. This transformation, proper ofour time, corresporrls, in it.s tum, to the recognition of the
necessity that all States are made answerable fur the way they treal all human bein~" who are under their
jurisdiction, so as to avoid new violations ofhwnan rights.
22. Thi~ rendering of accounts ......ould simply not have been possible without the crystallization of the right of
individual petItion, amidst the recognition of the objective character of the positive obligations ofprotection
and the acceptance of the collective f:,ruarantee ofthe compliarx::c with them 1bis is the real meaning ofthe
historical rescue of the indiviiual as subject of the Internali:lnal Law ofHwnan Rights. It is for this reason that,
in my Concurring Opinion in the case of Castillo Petruzzi and Others versus Peru (Preliminary Objections,
Judgment of 04.09. 1998), urged by the circumstances of the cas d'espece, I sa.....· it fit to examine the
evolution and cr)'stallization ofthe right ofintemational individual petition, which I qualified as a fundarrx:ntal
clause (cliusuIa petrea) ofthe human rights treatk::S which provide fur it. And f added:
wwwlumn.edul.,-Iseries_A_DC-17.hlln,1
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- ''The right of individual petition sheh:ers, in fuet, the last hope of those who did not find justice at mtional
It::veL I would. not refrain myself nor hesitate to add, - allowing myself the metaphor, - that the right of
individual petition is LIDdollbtedly the most luminous star in the unNt:rse ofhuman rights" .

23. In fuct. the recognition ofthe juridical personality of the individuals ful:fiIs a true necessity of the
intematio~ corrmnmity , which today ~eeh to guide itselfby common superi:lr values. As it can be inferred,
e.g., from the historical case ofthe "Street Children" (case Villagnin Morales and Others versus Guatemala)
before this ColD1 (J 999-2001), the international juridcal subjectivity ofthe iOOivi:luals is nowada}s an
irreversible reality. and the vblation oftheir fimdamental rights, emanated directly from the international legal
order, brings about juridical eonsequeoces.
24. In its Judgment as to the merits (of 19.11.1999) in the aforementi:lned case ofthe "Street Chil::lren", the
Court significantly warned that
''In the light of Article 19 ofthe American Convention, the ColD1 v.'ishes to record the part.icular gravity of the
fuct that a State Party to this Convention can be charged with having applied or tolerated in its territory a
systemati:: practice ofvioe.fice agllinst al~risk children When States thus mlate the rights of at-risk chiklren,

such as 'street children', this makes them vi;tims ofa double aggression First, such States do not prevent
them from lMng in misery, thus depriving them of the minimum conditions for a dignified lifu and preventing
them from the ··full and mmIDnDUS development oflteir personality' , even though every child has the right to
harbour a project oflife that should be tended and eneouraged by the public authorities so that it may be
developed for his personal benefit and that ofthe soc~ty to which he bebngs. Second, they violate their
physical, mental and moral integrity, and even their lives" .
25. The bwnan being emerges, at last, even in the most adverse conditxms, as ultimate subject ofLaw,
uuuJt:slic as well as intcrnDtionnllbe ease ofthe "Street Children", decided hy the Inter-American·Court, in
which those marginalized and furgotten by the world succeeded to resort to an international tribl..ll131 to
vindicate their rights as human beings, is truly paradigmatic, and gives a clear and unequivocal testiroony that
the International La,,,, ofHmnan Right~ ha~ achieved its maturity.
26. The doctrinal trend which still insists in denying to the individnals the condition ofsubjects ofIntemational
Law is based on a rigid definition ofthese latter, requiring from them not only to possess rights and obligations
emanated from International Law, but also to participate in the process of creation of its nomlS an:.l urlhe
complia.ncc with them It so occurs that tills rigid definition does not sustain itself, not even at the level of
domestic law, in whi:h it is oot required It has never been - from all indM:lual<; to participate in the creation
and application oftlle 1eg;J1 norms In order to be subjects (tituhires) of rights, and to be hound by the duties,
emnanated from such norms.
M

27_ Besides un<;ustainable, that eonception appears eontaminated by an ominous ideok'lgical dogmatism,
which had as the main consequence to alienate the indivilual from the interr.ationallegal order. It is surprising
- rroot astonishing. - besides regrettable, to see that conception repeated mechanically and ad nauseam by a
part ofdoctrine, apparently trying to make believe that the intermediary ofthe State, between the individuals
and the hternatjonallegal order, would be something inevitable wei permanent. Nothing could be more
wwwl.umn edu(..';seriel_A_OC -17.html
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fallacious. In the brief historical period in which that Statist conception preva~d, in the light - or, more
precisely, in the darkness - oflegal positivism, successive atrocities were conunitted against the human being,
in a scale without precedents.
28. It resuhs quite clear today that there is nothing intrinsic to International Law that Impedes or renders it
impossible to non-State actors to enjoy internationalleg11 personality. No one in sane eonscience would
today dare to deny that the indivDuals effuctively possess rights and obligation') which emananate directly
from International Law, with Vt'hich they find themselves, therefore, in direct contact. And it is perfectly
possible to conceptualize - even with greater precision - as subject of International Law any person or entity,
titulaire of rights and obligation'), \\'/lich emmate directly from norms ofIntemational Law. It is the case of the
indr.iduals, who thus have strengthened this direct contact - without intenrediaries - with the international k:gal
order.
29. The truth is that the international subjectivity of the hLnnan being (whether a child, an elderly person, a
person with disability, a stateless person, or any other) erupted with all vigour in the legal science of the XXth
century, as a reaction of the universal juridical conscience against the successive atrocities conunit1:ed agairu>t
the human kind. Aneloqucnt testirmny of the erosion of the purely inter-State dimen')ion of the international
k:gal order is fuwld in the historical and ppneering Advisory Opinion n. 16 of the Inter-A.m;:rican Court, on
the Right to Infonnation on Cornular Assis"taoce in the Framework of the Guarantees ofthe Due Process of
Law (of 01.1 O. J 999) , whi::h has served as orientation to other internationaltnbunals and has inspired the
evolution in statu nascendi of the intemational case-law on the matter.
30. In that AdvBory Opinion, the Intcr-American Court lucidly pointed out that the rights set rorth in Arti;le
36.1 of the Vienna Conventpn on Cornular RelatKlIlS of 1963
"have the characteristic that treir titulaire is the individual In effeet, this provision is unequivocal in stating thac
the rights to cOn')ular information and notification are· accorded' to the interested person. In this respect.
Article 36 is a notable exception to the essentially Statist nature of the rights and obligation') set forth
elsewhcre in the Vienna Convention on Consular Relatkms; as interpreted by this Court in the present
Advisory Opinion, it represents a notable advance in respect of the traditional conceptions of International
Law on the matter" .
31. In this way, the Inter-American Court reconized, in the light of the impact ofthc corpus juris oftlre
International Law ofHuman Rights in the international legal order itsel[ the crystallization ofa true individual
subjcctive right to information on consular assistance, of which is titulaire every human bcing deprived ofms
freedom in anothcr country; furthcnnore, it broke away from the traditional purely inter·State otnlook ofctlc
maner, giving support to mnnerous migrant workers and indivi:luals vrtimized by poverty, deprived of
freedom abroad. The present Advi~ol)' Opinion n 17 of the Inter-American Court, on the Juridical Condition
and Human Rights of the Child, fits into the same line of assertion of the juri:lical emancipation of the human
being, in stressing the cOn')olidation of the juridical personality of the children, as ~ subject of law and not
simple object of protection.
32. The juridical category of the intemational k:gal personality has not soov.n itself insensible to the necessities
of the international community, among which appears with prominen..:e that of providing protection to the
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hl.IIIl.an beings who compose it, in particular those who find themselves in a situation ofspecial vulnerability, as
do the children In mct, doetrine and international case-law on the matter sustain that the subjects of law
themselves in a legal system are endowed ",ith attributes that fulfil the needs ofthe international community .
33. Hence, - as Paul de Visscher points out perspx:aciously, - mientras que "the concept ofjuridical person is
unitary as coneept", given the fundamental unity of the human person who ''finds in herselfthe ultimate
justification ofher own rights", the juri.ii:al eapacity, on it tum reveals a variety and multiplicity ofscopes.
But such varieties of the extent of the juridical capacity, - including its limitations in relation to, e.g., the
children, the elderly persons, the persoIl5 with mental disability, the stateless persons, among others, - in
nothing aftect the juridical personality ofall human beings, juridical expression ofthe dignity inherent to them.
34. Thus, in sum, every human person is endowed with juridical personality, which imposes limits to State
power. The juridical capaeity varies in virtue ofthe juridical condition ofeach one to undertake certain acts.
Yet, although such capacity of exercise varies, all individuals are endowed wil:hjuridical personality. HlDTlaIl
rights reinforce the universal attribute of the human person, given that 10 all human being.<; correspond likewise
the juridical personality and the proteetion of the Law, indeperxlently of her e;.dstential or juridical condition
IV. The Advent of the Chikj as a True Subject of Rights at Intema.tional Level
35. On the basis of aU this notable development is IDlll1d the principle ofthe respeet fur the dignity ofthe
human person, independently of her existential condition In virtue oftrus principle, every human being,
irrespectively ofthe situatnn and the circ1lI1.1.'itances in which he finds himself. has the right to dignity . This
fundamental principle is invoked in the preambles ofthe United Nations Convention on the Rights of the ChiU
of [989 as \,<,ell as of the Dechration of the Rights ofthe Child of1959. It appears like\....ise in the preamble of
the Additional Protocol to the Ameriean Convention on Human Rights in the Area ofEconomic, Social and
CultuJal Rights (Protocol ofSan Satvador, of 1988), aClX'lng olIter treaties an:! international instnnnents of
human rights.
36. It is also found, - and it could not be otherwise. - in the present Advisory Opinion of the Inter-American
Court, when this latter places, in the scale of the furKjamental values, '\he safeguard of the children, both by
their condition of human being> and the dignity inherent to them, as by the special situation in which they find
themselves. As a result ofth:ir immaturity and vulnerability, they require a protection that guarantees the
exereise oftheir rights \'/ithm the society and with regard to the State" (par. 93).
37. It is certain, as the Court points out in the present Advisory Opinion on the Juridical Condition and
Human Rights of the Child, that only along tk XXth eentury the eorpus juris ofthe rights ofthe clUkj was
articulated, in the framework ofthe International Law ofHuman Rights (pars. 26-27), conceived the child as
a true subject ofhw. This occurred with the iwpact notably oft~ aforementioned Declaration (1959) and
Convention (1989) on the Rights ofthe Chikj, as well as the Minimum Ruk::s of the United Nations fur the
Administration of the Justice of Minors (Beijing, 1985), and on the Measures Not in Deprivation of Freedom
(Tokyo, 1990), and the United Nations Guidelines tOr the Pre,ention of Juvenile Delinqueney (Ryad, 1990). besnes the general treaties ofhlunan rights.
38. l'h.3t is, the rights of the child a1 last detached them<;elves from the patria potestas (from Roman law) and
fi-nm the crml'f'otion ofthf:
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from the concepti:m of the indissoluble character ofmarriage (from canon law). In the law oftamily itsel(enriched by the recognition, in the XXth century, of the rights of the child, at intemationallevel, - the
foundation ofparental authority becomes the "superior interest ofthe child", whose starute or juri:lical
condition acquires at last an autonomy of its uwn .
39. It is surprising that, in flce of this notable development of the contemporary legal science, there still existes
a doctrinal trend which insists in the view that the Convention on the Rights ofthe Child Iirnits itself to ereate
State obligati:Jns. ~ posture seems to me unconvilX'.ing and juridically unfuunded, as such obligations exist
precisely in virtue ofthe human rights of the chill set furth in that Convention ofthe United Natiom and other
international irntrurneTIls ofprotection of human rights.
40. Moreover. that trend of thought fuils to appreciate preciscly the great achievcment of contemporary legal
scieoce in the present domain of proteetion, namely, the recognition ofthe child as subject of law. 1his is, in
my view, the Leitmotiv which penneates the present Advisory Opinion on the Jurul:al Condition and Human
Rights ofthe Child as a whok:. In tact, the Inter-A:meriean Court ofHillllaIlllights does not hesitate to affirm
that all human beings, irrespectively oftheir existential eondition, arc subjects ofinalicnable rights, which are
inherent to them (par. 41), and to stress the imperative to :fulfil the needs ofthe child "as a true subject ofla".,'
and not only as object ofprotection" (par. 28).
41. The ehild comes does to be treated as a true subjeet ofright, being in this way recognized his 0\\'11
personality, distinct even from those ofhis parents. Thus, the Inter-lvnerican Court sustairn, in the present
Advisory Opinion, the preservation ofthe substantive and procedural rights ofthe child in all and any
circumstances (par. 113). The Kantian conception of the lmman person as an end in herselfcomprises
na1l.1rally the children, all the human beings independently of the limitations oftheir juridical capaeity (of
exereise).
42. All this extraordinal)' development of the jusintemationalist doctrine in this respect, abng the XXth
century, finds its roots, - as it so happens, - in SOIre refleeciom of the past, in the juridical as well as
philosophical thinking. This is inevitable, as it reflects the process ofma.turing and refinement of the human
spirit it.<>eJ:t; which renders possible the advances in the human condition itself
43. Thus, as to the juridieal domain, I limit myself co rescue a passage ofa magistcrial course delivered by
Paul Guggenheim at the Hague Academy of International La,..' in 1958. On the occasion, that jurist pertinently
recalled that, atrcady in the XVIIth century. Hugo Grotius, who so much had contributed to the autonomy of
the jus gentium (detaching it from scholastic thinking), sustained that the rules pertaining to the capacity oftrhe
children in cf\..·il matters belonged to the droit des gem itself.
44. As to philosophical thinking, in his Treatise on Education (better known as the Emile, 1762), JeanJacques Rousseau appears as a preeursor of the modem conceptualization ofthe rights of the child, in
warning. with great sernitiveness, that one ought to respect infuncy, to let "nature work", that wishes the
children to be children (with their own way ofseeing, thinkirag and feeling) befure being adults. Human
intelligence, - Rou<;seau kept an warning, - has its limits, cannot learn eveI)thing. and the existential time is
brief At the beginning "Vie do not know to live. soon we will be able to"; reason and judgment "come slowly",
while ''prejudices ovenvhehn" . One, thU'i, ought nat to lose sight of the passing of time. ought to have it
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VI. The Subjective Right, Htnnan Rights and the New Dimension ofthe International Juridcal Personality of
the Human lleing.
45. TI1ere is no way to dissociate the reeognition of the internationaljuridicaf personality ofthe individual from

the dignity itseU'ofthe human persoll In a '\-vider dimension, the human person appears as the being who
brings within rumselfhis supreme end, and who achieves it throughout his lite, under his O\lffi responsibility. In
fact, it is the human person, essentially endowed with dignity, who articulates, expresses and introduces the
"ought to be" ("deber ser') of the vah.leS" in the world of the reality in whieh he lives, and only is he capabe of
this, as bearer of such ethical values. The juridi::alpersonality. in its tum, manifests itself as ajuridical category
in the world ofLaw, as a unitary expression of the aptitude ofthe human person to be titulaire ofrighto; and
duties at the level ofthe regulated behaviour and hurmn relatiorn .

46. It may be recalled, .in the present context, that the eonception of individual subjective right already has a
wide historical projection, originated .in parti:uIar in the jwnaturalist thinking in tre XVDth and XVIITth
centuries, and systematiEd in the juzili::al doctrine along the XlXth century. Nev't~rtJl~k:ss, in the XlXth
century and the beginning of the XXth eentury. that conception remained in the framework of domestic pub~c
Jaw, emanated from puboc power, and under the influence oftegal positMsIIl. The subjective right was
coneeived as the prerrogative of the individual slXh as defiocd by the legal order at i5sue (the objective law) .
47. NOhNithstanding, there is no way to deny that the crystallization of the concept ofir:d.ividual subjective
right, and its systematization, achieved at least an advance towards a better lmderstanding oflhe individwl as
a titulaire of rights. And they rendered possible. with the emergeoce ofhl.ID'lal1 rights at intema1ionallevel the
gradual overcoming of positive law. In the mid-XXth eentury, the impossibility became eear of the evolution
oflaw ttselfwithout the individual subjective right, expressnn ofa de true "hl.DTlln right" .

48. As I saw it fit to sustain.in my Coocurring Opinion in the historical Advisory Opinion n. 16 ofthis Court
on the Right to Infurm.atnn on Consular Assistance in the Famework of the Guarantees of the Due Process of
Law (of01.1 0.1999), we nO\'radays \\7tness
"the proce~s ofhrnnanizltion of international aw, which today encompasses also this aspect of consular
relations. In the confluence ofthese latter \vith hum.1.11 rights, the s~;ecti"e individual dght to infurmation on
consular assi5tance, ofwhich are titulaires all human beings who are in thi: need to exercise it, has crystallized:
such individual right, inserted into the conceptual universe of human rights, is nO\wdays supported by
conventional international Jaw as wen as by custOm.1ry internatiunal Jaw" (par. 35).
49. The emergeoce ufuniversal human rights, as from the proclamation of the Universd Declaration of 194&,
came to expand considerably (he horizon ofcontemporary legal doctrine, disckJsig the insufficiencies of the
tradilional eoru.:eptualization ofthc subjective right. The pressing oceds ofprotection of the human being have
much fostered this development. Universal human rights, superior to, and preceding, the State and any form of
politico-social organizlltion, and inherent to the hl.lrrun being, affinned themselves as oposabk to the public
power itself
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50. The international juridical personality of the human being crystallized il.selfas a limit [Q the discretion of
Statc power. Human rights freed the eDnception ofthe subjective right from the ehains ofleg3.! positivism. I(
on (he om:: hand, the legal category of the intematklnaljuridical personality of the hl1lIlan being eontributed to
instrumentalize the vind:k::ation of the rights of the hmnan person, emanated D:om International Law, - on the
other hand the corpus juris of the l1I1Iversal human rights comemed upon the juridical personality ofthe
individual a much wider dimernKm, no longer conditklned by the bw emanated from the public power of the
State.
VII. rmplications and Projections ofthe Juridical Personality of the Child at International Level
51. The convergence ofpoints of view, expressed in the course of the present advisory procedure, both in
mitten form and in the oral pleadings before the Inter-Ameri:an Court during the publie hearing 01'21 June
2002, in support of the position ofthe children as true subjects of law and not and. not as simple objeet of
protection, cannot pass urmoticed. In this same sense marUfested themselves, e.g., the two intervening States,
Mexico and Costa Rica, as wen as the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, besides specialized
organisms such as the Inter-American Imtitute of the Chill, the Latin-American United Nations Institute fur
the Prevention ofDelict and the Treatment of the Delinquent (ILANUD), besides non-governmental
organizations, such as the Centre fOr Justi:e and International Law (CEJIL) and the Foundation Ramel
Prceiado Hemindez (of Mexico). 'I1lis convergcnce of points of view as to the juri:li:al condition of the
chikiren as titubires ofrights established in the International Law ofHurmn Rights highly significant, as such
recognition, besides refl:eting a true change of paradigm. represents, u.lt.imately, the opinio juris coT111.IDis in our
days on the mattcr.

52. But: it is not sufficient to affirm that the ehill is subject of right, it is important that he knows about it,
including for the development ofhis respornibility. Hence tk transcendental relevanee of education in general
, and of human rights education in particular; duJy recognized in the present Advisory Opinion (pars. 84-85
and 88). It is not difficult to reckon the precocious manifestations of some great vocations, at times very early
in lire. Every child has effectively the right to create and develop his own project oflifu: . In my view, the
acquisition of knowledge is a furm - perhaps (he most effective one - of human emancipation, and
indispensDble for the safeguard ofthe rights inherent to every human being.
53. Tbe corpus juris of the hmnan rights of the child has conformed itself as a response oCthe human.

eonseience to its needs ofprotection The fuet that the children do not enjoy full legal capacity to act, and that
they therefore have to exercise their rights by means of other persons, does not deprive them of their juridical
condition of subjets or right. No one would dare to deny the imperative ofthe ohservance, as .from the dawn
of life, of the rights of the ehikl, e.g., the freedoms of eonscienee, thought and expression. Special relevance
has been attributed to the respect tor the points of view of the child. set furth in Article 12 onlle United
Nations Convention on the Rights ofthe Chikl. which, in its turn, has fostered a holistic and integral vision of
human rights .
54. Besides the wide scope ofthis duty, as formulated in Articie 12 oCthe Convention of 1989, - eomprising
the right of the child tD be heard (directly or by means of a legal representative) in judi:ial or administrative
proceedings in whi:h he participates, and to have his points ofvew taken into aeeount, - in practice the
ConmlIttee on the Rights of the Child (ofthe United NDtions) has attributed capital impoI1ance to it, reflected
wwwl.umn.edu/. ../serie5_A_DC-17.html
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in its general guidelines for the el3.boration of the initial and periodic (State) reports. In circumstances of
commission ofa delict, the approach ofthat corpus juris ofth:;: rights ofthe child in rel3.tion to the minor who
corrunits the infraction ends up by being that ofa guarantee, oriented towards the development of the
responsibility of this htter ; in no circumsult1ce, - as it can be in:terrcd from the present Advisory Opinion, - is
the child deprived ofhis legal personality, with all the juridical consequences ensuing therefrom

55. In the light ofthe previouc; considerations, it i51IDdeniable that the intemationaljuridical subjectivity ofthe
human being has been affinned and expanded in the 13.3t decades (cf supra), and that the chiki (as titulaire of
rights) is no exception to that. In the IDee ofthe limitations of the juriiical capacity ofthe child (to exercise his
rights fur himself), a legal representatr..'e is recognized to him But independently ofsuch limitations, the
juridical personality of the chill, - as of every human being, - projects itselfat internationalleve1 As it is not
possible to conceive rights - emanated directly from Iruemational Law - without tre prerrogarive of vindicating
them, the whole evohrtion of the matter ha orrnted itselfto~rards the crystallization of the right ofthe
individual- induding the child - to resort directly to the irrtematiomljmdictions .
56. The experience ofthe appocation ofthe European Convention on Human Rights provkles examples of
eoncretc cases in which chillren have effectively made use ofthe right ofintemational individual petition 1IDder
the Convention. Thus, for example, the petitioners in the case X :m:I Y versus The Nether1a.nds (1985) berore
the European Court ofHuman Rights were a girl chill (of 16 years ofage) and her futher (cf infra). More
recently, in the eases Tanrikuhl versus Turkey (1999) , Akdeniz an.::! Others versus Turkey (2001) , and
Oneryildiz versus Turkey (2002) , adults and children appeared as petitimers jointly, in denunciations of
violations ofthe right to life . In the case A versus United Kingdom (1998) , a 9-)'ear old ehild actcd as
petitiont:r (cf infra).
57. In this way, a child, event though not en.::!owcd withjuridical capacity in the national legal system at issue,
can nevertheless, make use of the right ofiMividual petition to the international instances ofprotection ofllis
rights. But once interposed the petitull, he mllit, ofcourse, count on a legal representatr•.:e , ifhe is Iega1.ly
incapable. Therc is no reason why such representation be conditioned by provisions ofany domestic hw. As
I saw it fit to point out in my aforementioned Concurring Opinion in the case Castillo Petruzzi and Others
versus Pen.l (Preliminary Objectims, 1998) before the Inter-American Court, the conditions for the exercise
of the right ofintemacional individual petition do not necessarily coincide with the cr~eria ofdomestic law
pertaining to bell'> stand~ and there is a whole jurisprudence constante in clear support ofthe autonomy ofthe
right of individual petition at intemationalleve1 vis-a.-vi,,; concepts and provisions ofdomest):: law (pars. 21n).

VIII. The HUl1lan Rights of the Child an:! the Obligations of Their Protection Erga Domes.
58. The preceding considerations lead me to my last line ofthoughts, pe:r1:<l;ining to the resolutory point n. 9 of
the present Advisory Opinion of the Inter-American Court on the Juridical Condition and Human Rights ofthe
Chill., whK:h proviles that
'The Scates Parties 10 the American Convention have the dut)', In accordance with Articles 19 and 17, in
rel<Hion to AnicJe 1.1 of it, to take all positive measures which secure the protection Co the children against illtreatment, eit:her \vith regard to public authorities, or in inter-individual relations or with non-SUlce entities".
wvvw 1 i.I mn, edul_ ./series_A_ OC-17.h tml
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59. In this respect, in its Judgment in the afbrementioncd case ofthe "Street Children" (Villagran Morales and
Others versu-; Guatemala. of 19.11.1999), in whieh "a context ofmuch violence against the duldren and youth
who lived in the streets" was established (pars. 167 and 79), the Inter-American Court pointed out
"the particular gravity ofthe instant case since the victims were ~youths. three ofthem children, and because the
conduct ofthe State oot only violated the express provision ofArticle 4 ofthe American Convention, but also
mnnerorn international instruments, widely accepted by the international community, which devolve to the
State the duty to adopt special measures of protection and assistance tor the chiklren under its jurisdiction" .
60. The advances, in the present conte:\l, at the juridical level (c£ supra), cannot make us furget the current
deterioration ofbasic social policies everyv.'here, aggravating the economic-social problems which so much
atrect chillren,. and which transform tOO necessity to secure the right to create and develop their project oflife
an rndeniable question ofjrntice . The recurring, and aggravated, problems, which nowadays affect the
chiklren (added to the tragedy ofrefugee, disphced and stateless chillren, and ofthe ehildren involved in
armed conflicts), warn that we remain fur from their "integral protectnn". Nevertheless, one ought to
persevere in the endeavours in IDVOur of the prevalence ofthe general principle of the "superior interest ofthe
chiki", - enshrined into Article 3 of the United Nations Convenfun on the Rights of the Chikl, and evoked in
the present Advisory Opinion (pars. 56-61), ~ from whi;h emanates their dignity as human beings.
61. In the aforementioned case X and Y versus The Netherlands (1985) befure the European Court of
Hwnan Rights, eoneerning sexual abuse to the detriment ofa 16-year okl girl child with rncntal disahility, \\1th traumatic eonsequences for the direct victim, aggravating her mental disturbances, - the European Court
pointed out that the eoncept of ''private life" (mder Article 8 of the European Convention) encompassed the
physical and moral integrity of the person (iD:::luding her sexualli:te). In the case, - added the Court."fimdamental values and essential aspects of private life" were at issue, and required the adoption ofposilive
measures on the part ofthe State so as to secure the respect for private li:te also in the sphere ofinterindividual relations. The Court coneluded that the respondent State had violated Article 8 of the ConventDn,.
as the pertinent provisions ofthe Dutch Penal Code dii not secure to the victim a "practical and effective
protection" .
62. That is. the Court conchlded that the Netherlands had violated Arti:le 8 of the Convention fur not
providing the legal protection against abuses (to the detrimen1 ofa girl child) in the private or inter-individual
relations. We are here before the State duty 10 take positive lTk':asures of protection of the of the children,.
alrong the other indivOuaL", not only vis-a.-vis the public authorities, but also in relation with other indrv'iduaL"
and non-State actors. TIlls is" a clear example of obligllions of protection ofthe children (and all loose in Ilf:ed
of protection) truly erga onmes.
63. In wo other reeent cases, A versus United Kingdom (l998) and Z and Others versus United Kingdom
(2001), the European Court affnmed the obligation of the respondent State to take positive measures to
protect the chiklren against ill-treatment, including that inflicted by other other indi\iduals (pars. 22 and 73,
respectively) . It is precisely in this private ambit that abrnes are often conmlltted against chikiren, in IDce of
the omission of public power, - v,,'hat thus requires a protection ofthe human rights ofthe chikl erga orrmes,
that is, including in the inter- indi\'idWlI relations (Dr:itt\virktmg).
www1.umn.E'du/ .. /series_A_OC-17.html
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64. Th5 is a context in . . . .
definitively, the obligations ofprotection erga o~s assume special relevaoce.
The fuundatien fer the exercise efsueh protection is round in !:he American Convention on HUIT'.an Rights
itself 1le general obligation which is sd forth.in its Article 1.1 to respect and to ensure respect ror the
protected rights - inchx:ling the rights ofthe child, as stipulated in Article 19 - requires from the State the
adoption ofposith'e measures ofprotection (including ror preserving the prepon:l.eram role ufLhe family,
foreseen in Article 17 of the Convenlion, in the protection of the child ~ par. 88), applicable er&'l orones. In
this way, Article 19 of the Convention comes to be en:l.owed with a wider dimensKm, protecting the chiklren
also in the inter-indIvidual relations.
65. The present Advisery Opinion ofthe Inter-American Court on the Juridical Condition and Human Rights
of the Chikj gives a notable contr1bution to the jurisprudential construClion ofthc crga orones obligptlons of
protection of the rights of the human person in every and any eircumstmces. lbe Advisory Opinion affirms
categorically the general duty of the States Parties to the Ameri:an Convention, as guarantors of the commOn
good, to organize pubk power so as to guarantee to aU persons Lmder their respective jurisdictions the free
and fullexen:;i5e ofthe conventionally protected rights, ~ an obligation which is suseeptible to being required
not only in relation to the State power but also in relation to "actioro of private third paIt)es" (par. 87).

66. At a moment in whx:h the sources ofvnlaticms ofthc rights of the human person are regrettably
diversified, the urrlerstanding ofthe Court could not be atheIWise. This is the interpretation which imposes
itself; in eon1bnnity with the letter and tile spirit ofthe Ameriean Convention, and capable of contributing to
the fulfilment of it" ohject and purpose. Just as the Court sustained in its recent Resolution of Provisional
Measures ofProtection (ofl8.06.2002) to the benefit afthe members of the COIlUnunh:y of Peace ufSan
Jose of Apartada (Colombia), and of the persons woo render services to thi'i latter, in the present Advisory
Opinion n 17 the Court again stresses, correctly, that the protection of the rights ofthe human person applies
erga orrmes.
67. This is an imperative of international ardre public, whieh implies the recognition that human rights
constitute the basic foumation, themselves, of the legal order. And the varnes, which are ahNays underlying it.
- besiLles being perfectly identifiable. - ~ee to it to give them concrete expression. I: is not to pass unnoticed,
for example, that already the preamble ofthe Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 invoked the
"consciencie of mankind". And, one dccade later, the preamble ufthe Declaration on the Rights afthe Chikf
of 1959 warned with all propriety tll<1t "mankind owes to the child the bcst it has to give".
68. In sum, in the domain of the IIItclTlational Law ofHuman Rights, movcd by cOIl<;iderations of intefTll1tional
ordre public, we are beforc common and supetior values, truly fundamental and irreducible, seized by human
conscience. This latter is always present, it has accompanied and fustered the whole t'volution ofthc jus
gentium, of which - I firmly believe - is the material sow:ce par excellence.

69. In condud~ this Coocurring Opinion, I albw myselfto return to my starting-point. We I1D live in time.
Ea'.:h one lives in his lime, which ought to be respected by tile others. It E important that each one lives in his
time, in haml0ny with thc time ofthe others. The child lives in the minute, the adolescent lives in the day, and
the aduh, already "impregnated of history" ,lives in the tpoch; those who alreJdy departed, Jive in the memory
ufthJse who remain and in eternity. F.ach one lives in his tinle, but all human beings arc equal in rights.
www1.urnn.edu/../series_A_OC-17.hlml
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70. From the perspective of an international tribunal of human rights like the Inter-American Court, one ought
to affirm the human rights of the ehildren (and not the so-caned "rights oftre childhood or infancy''), as from
their juridIcal condition of true subjeets oflaw, endowed \".ith international legal personality; one has,
moreover, to develop all the potentialities oftheir legal capacity. I have always sustained that the International
Law ofHllillan Rights will achk:::ve its plenitude ih: day when is definitively con,>olidated the recognition not
only ofthe personality, but also of the international £gi!l capaeity of the hwnan person, as subjeet of
inall:nable rights, in all and any circumstanees. In the jus gentium of Oill days, the importanee of the
consolidation ofthe internafunal £gal personality and capaeity of the indIvidual, irrespeetively ofms existential
time, is moch greater than what one may prima facie assLIrIX:.
71. In faet, as the Law irductably reeognizes juridical personality to every human being (whelkr he is a chili,
an ekler~' person, a person with disability, a statek':ss person, or any other), irrespectively ofhis exi5tential
condition or of bit; juridcal capacity to exereise his rights for himse1f(capaeity ofexercise), - we rnay, thus,
visualize a true right to the La\\! (dereeho al Derecho). that is, the right to a .legal order (at domestc as well as
international levels) wlrich eftectively protects the rights Inherent to the human person. The recognition and
consolidation ofthe position of the human being as full subject ofthe International Law ofHuman Rights
constitutes, in am days, an unequivocal and cloquern marU:testation of the ad.. .'8.nees of the current proce~s of
humanization ofIntemational Law itselfUus gcntitnn), to which we have the duty to contribute, as the InterAmerican Court ofHunWl Rights has done in the present A.dvisory Opinion It 17 on the Jmiiical Condition
and Human Rights ofthe ChikI.
Antonio Augusto Canyado Trindade
Judge
Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary

CONCURRING OPINION OF JUDGE SERGfO GARCiA RAMiREZ
ON ADVISORY OPINION OC-17, REGARDING THE "LEGAL STATUS AND HUMAN RlGillS
OF CfllLDREN," OF AUGUST 28,2002.

1. 'The request for an Advisory Opinion received and cornidered by the Court --OC-17/2002, on the "Legal
status and human rights ofchiklren"-to \Vhich tbi'> Concurring Opinion is atlached, reflects among other
matters a concern \1,.'ith identifYing and adequately defining the lirrllts of the power ofthe Slate to act with
respect to children tInder certain extremely important assumptiorn. These must be carefully delimited: a)
conduct, by action or omission, that has been legally defined as criminal in other words, that is a criminal
offense; and b) a situation which involves no legi!lJy defined crime and where there is a nced for such an action
for the real or alleged benefit of the minor. Thi.~ viewpoint, which I do not necessarily share but \Vhich
nevertheless expresses those assumptions, woul:J lead us to refer to 'juvenile offenders" or to "criminal
children or youths", in the furmer case, and to '"minors in irregular situations" or "at risk", in the latter.
Needless to say, these tcrms today have a strong '"unfuvorable cOlUlotation", or at least one that is
controversial The great debate begins -or ends- with the very use of those expressions.
wwwl.umneduj. ../series_A_OC-17 html
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2. It is worth pointing out that the borderline between those two hypotheses nmst be subordinated lo the
nature of the fuets or the respeetive situations of each one, from the standpoint ofthe rights recognized and
protected by the juridical order -in rni opinion, from the level ofthe national Constitution itself:' and the gravity
ofthe detriment caused to them or the danger they fLce. In a democratic soeiety, the legislative authority nmst
carcfully observe the mmts ofeach hypothesis, in accordance with its nature, and conscquently establish the
appropriate regulation It is not aeceptable for a conduct to be placed within one of the aforementioned
categories solely by the free discretion ofthe legislative body, without taking into accoW1t Constitutional
decisions aoo principles that govern legislators' tasks when they "select" the conduets that must be eonsklered
crimina~ as well as the respective juri.:l.i:al consequences.
3. In this Vote, as in Ad\;i~ory Opinion OC-17 itself, the tenns "chili" and 'minor" are used in their most
rigorous sense (para. 39), and at the sa~ time in that "'m::h is furthest from any disqualifYing, biased or
pejorative intention Language is a system ofcodes. I must define the scope of those I now use, adhering to
the way the Court has used them in thioi Advisory Opinion, to place them above or beyond -according to
each one's preference· a debate that casts more shadows than light. The word ''mioor'', \Videly used at a
national leveL refers to a person woo has not yet reached the age at which full-or broad· exercise ofms or
her rights has been establislx:d there, together with the respective duties and responsibilities. As a rule, this
borderline coinciks with the ability to enjoy civil rights, or many ofthem (a possibility that arises in the past:
sinee birth, or even before that), and the ability to exereise them (a possibility that unfolds toward the future,
where the borderline is crossed toward an autol1OIOOUS exercise ofrights by the person entitled to them). The
meaning ofthe word '·child", in hm has in principle been more biologi:al 'or biopsychologkal thanjuridica~
and this meaning, that is in 1m:: with popular usage of the telll\ contrasts with adolescem, youth, adult, or
elderly persons.
4. 10e eorx:ept ofa "ehiki" coincides with that ofa "minor" when the furmer and the latter are juridicized, so
to speak, and they concur UfIder the same consequences ofLaw. The United Natioru> Convention on the
Rights of the Child, often invoked in the instant Advisory Opinion, consilers children to be persall'> tmder 18,
"unless lUlder the law applicable to the ehik1, trla:iority is attJined earrer" (Article I) (para. 42). This grants a
precise legal meaning to the term chili, and as such it places tru.'i concept-and this subject- as a reference
point to assign multiple juridical consequences. Needless to say, the word child herc encompasses
adolescents, because it thus arises from this \videly ratified Convention, and it also ioctudes girl'), according to
the rules of our language. The Inteh~rrericanCourt itself declares the scope ofthe tcrms "child" and "minor"
for purposes of the Advisory Opinion. Allow me, then. to avoid eoru>tant use of the exuberant expression;
boy-chiki, girl-child, and adolescent (which could be expanded ifwe also establish a distioction bet\veen male
and female adolescents).

5. Neither the statement by the Court in this regard nor the Whereas paragraphs nor the speeific opinions in
the last part ofOC-17 differentiate in any way that would allow a distinetion to be established on the basis of
or in connection with goodjudgrnent or the so called pres1..U1lfltion regarding capability (or incapability) of
actual malice. Sueh dist~tions would, in turn, create new sub-sets within the larger group ofchik1ren It is,
thcT\ lUlderstood that the age of 18 is a precisc border~ betv·,reen two ages that involve two distinctive
situations in the ambit of this Opinion: one, regarding those who find themselves outside the subjective validity
of normal criminal rules, and the other pertaining to those who are subject to them.
wwwl.umn.eduj. ..Jseri e, ~ A_OC-17 ,htm I
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6. When the Advisory Opinion refers to a speeific treatment of children or minors, and distinguishes it from
that given to aduhs or persolli who have attained majority, in my opinion this entails the assumption that the
system appUeable to aduhs cannot be transferred or applied to minors (para. 109). 'This, ofcourse, does not
hinder: a) the existence ofprinciples and rules applieabk, by their very nature, to both groups (hum1.n rights,
guarantees), whatever modalities are reasonable or, even. necessary in each case, and b) the existence, in the

ambit of minors, ofdifferences derived from the diverse developJlk':nt among individuals under 18: there is, in
effect, a major difference bet\\'een those who are 8 or 10 years okl and those who are] 6 or 17. There are
also differences -wh£h I do oot intend to examine row· in the other group, that ofaduJts, for various reasons;
the most obvioll'> example is that of those who have lost their fuculty ofreasoning.
7. Clearty, the points I mentioncd in paragraph 1, supra, would also be of interest if we were dealing with an
adult or a "person who has attained majority", and in fuct they have detennined some ofthe more protracted,
interne, aoo significant devehpments associated with democracy, the Rule ofLaw, bberties, hmnan rights, and
gwrantees. These themes -with their rcspeetive values- come to the forefront when the publi: authorities fuce
"criminal" irrlividuals, on the one hand, or "marginal or destitute" indivk:luals on the other. In this confrontation,
as longstanding as it is dramatic, the most relevant individual rights -to life, hberty, humane treatment,
patrimony- are at stake, and the most impressive, though not necessarily justified or persuasive, arguments are
put forward to legitimize the actions of the State, as well as their characteristics and objectives, whether
aeknowledged or unspeakable.
8. Nevertheless, the point becomes more complex when in addition to its sensili\.ity due to the subject matter
-irregularity, extravagance, marginality, dangerousness, crirne-, members ofan especiaUy vulnerable human
group are involved, often lacking the personal abilities to adequately flee eertain problems, due to lack of
experience, immaturity, wea~ss, lack ofinformation or oftraining; or when they do not meet the
requirements of the law to freely manage their own interests and exercise their rights in an autonomous manner
(para. 10). Such is the situation ofchillien or minors, vvho on the one hand generally and in a relative marmer
-as difterent faetors ge:ocrate div'erse situations- lack those personal requirements, and on the other hand
exercise oftheir rights is restricted or hahed, ope legis. It is natural that in this "mine-strewn terrain" abu'le
may appear and thrive, often shrouded by paternal discourse or one ofredemption, whJ::h can hide the
severest authoritariani.<;m
9. In the crinlinal system ofthe remote past, adults and minors were subject to similar nnol identical rules,
eased in the case ofthe latter by benevolence issuing from a humane attitude or based on the lack ofor
diminished judgment (subject to demonstration because malitia supplet aetatem). The various ages of the
individual coukJ also establish different degrees ofsubjection to criminalju'ltiee and its distinctive
comequences. Extreme minority -up to seven or nine years ofage, for examp~- could lead to complete
exelusion from access to criminal justice, though not to all State justice. For older but still not juvenile ehildren,
the consequences ofcriminal eonduct or intervention ofcriminalju'ltice were moderated in accordance v.rith
t~ level ofgood judgment that the individual could exercise to appreciate and govern his or her 0\\11 condoct.
Finally, attaining another, juvenile age -between 16 and 2!- made the individual fully responsible fOr his or her
conduct, and therefore subject to criminal prosecution and convietion In actual "penallik", things did not
always happen as was sought by legislation or good sense: there are abundant stories -both forensic or
criminological and literal)'- about the indistinct incarceration of children, adolescents, youths and adults in the
wwwl.umn,eduf".(series_A_OC-17,html
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same detention centers.
10. In a period somewhat longer than the last century, the idea ofsening a clear-cut boundary between

minors and aduhs look root; the former wouki be subject to semi-paternal action or juri<;diction by the State,
wh~e the Ianer ~legally qualified according to criminal Law- wouki be subject to regular criminal justice. It
was then said that criminal chargeability woukl begin at the threshold age, and that under that age there would
be absolute immLmity from prosecution, established by law. This certainty was rcflected in a centenarian
expression: "L'enfant est sorti du Droit penal" .
11. I will not expand at this time on the rclevance or irrelevance of referring in this regard, as is often done, to
"irrununity from prosecutun,", or of using other concepts that can bener explain the distinction between aduhs
and minors for purposes ofcriminal Law. Ifit is cornidered, as accredited doctrine and many criminal laws
do, tOOt chargeability is the capacity to understand the IawfuJness of one's o",'ll conduct am to behave in
accordance with that tmdersta.oding, it folbws tl1at ehargeability is not a group theme, but rather an indivi::lwl
one; in effuet, one is or is not chargeable depending on that capacity, which one does or does rot personally
have. Assigrnnent of chargeability or irrnnunity from prosecutiln ope legis to a broad human group, by virtue
of the age they all have, and not each one's capacity, is a useful fictKln which answers to the needs and
expectations of a certain policy apropos of youth's protection and development, but not of the specific reality
-thc only one that exists- of each one's case.
[2. In any case. the delimitation, which was supposed to be unifoIlIl, has never been so: different boundaries
prevailed in various countries, and there also were or are difterent boundaries within a single cOlmtry llllder a
federal system. The situation is quite diverse even among COln'ltries that have common juridical values, as in
the case ofEurope: the age fOr crirninall'esponsibility i<; seven years in C)pnlS, Ireland, Switzerland. and
Liechtenstein; eight in Scotland; thirteen in France; fuurteen in Germany, Austria, Italy, and several East
European States; fifteen in the Scandinavian corntries; sixteen in Portugal Poland, and Andorra, and eightecn
in Spain, Belgium, and Luxembourg.
13. Distribution of the population between these two major sectors, for pUJPoses ofresponsibility for LU1lawful
conduct, involved the establishment or devebptrent ofdifferentjurisdietiorn ~-Iato sensu--, d[fferentiated
juridical orders as weU as procedures and institutKlns for each one. In dle case of adults, this development
coincided with the apogee of me principle ofcriminal and procedural legality, which gave rise to a rmre or
less demanding system of guarantees. In the case ofminors, instead, remova I from criminal justice led to the
establishment of"paternalistic or protective" jurisdictions based on the idea that the State relieves parents or
guardians ofcustody or guardianship, and undertakes thcir functions with thcIr usual scope and characteristics.
In dle Anglo~Saxon tradition, the roots of this idea are found in the parcrn patria system., which cormects with
the principe of the king as futher of the realrn
14. Evolution and adaptation of this way ofaddressmg thc issue ofjuvcnile olff:ndcrs is rclated to the idea of
!.he "social State," broadly empowered to lllldertake economic, soeia~ educationa~ or cuhural tasks. Thar
same tendency to intervene and takc over functions, which previoU5~' were the soe responsibility of other
instances -with arguments worthy ofconsideration am in relation to pressingrealitics-, to a certain cxtent
encouraged the State to movc into the ambit ofparenthood and guardianship. If parents or !:,ruardians can
decide on the development of their children \\ith considerable liberty, even adopting treasures ofauthority that
WW\'Il. umn ed ul.. /series _A_OC-17.h tm I
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would not be applicable to adults outside judk:ial proceedings, the "parent or guardian State" might do the
same, setting aside, to [his end, the fonnalities and guarantees ofregular Law: from legality in definition of
conducts that give rise to intervention and the nature and duration of the respective measures, to the
procedures to reach decisions and implement them
15. National legislation and case law, supported by a doctrine that seemed innovative at the time,
strengthened the paternalistk: position ofpublic authorities in various courrtT"rs. In the United States, these
neas took root after an 1838 Pennsylvania Supreme Court order: Ex parte cro1l'lC. In Mexico, ahnost a
hundred years l1ter, a well-known judgment by the Supreme Court ofJll'ltice, rendered in the amparo case
brought by Ezequiel Castaneda against acts afthe Minors' Court and the respective law, stated the traditional
criterion: in that case, the State drl not act "as an authority, but rather perfunning a social mission and
substituting tre private c.itizern entrusted by tre law and by tre juridical tradition ofWestem civilization to
carry out an educational and corrective action with respect to minors." This defined the path that wouki be
iO[k)wed rcgarding this matter, in a more or less peaceful manner, for many years. Taking into aecount the
parental and protective role undertaken, whichjuridk:ally explained and justified the action'> of the State, as
well as the purpose given to its intervention in these affuirs, whi:h roughly coincided with the intention to
correct or recover that prevailed in the case of aduhs, this way ofacting and the line ofthough1 that backed it,
were given a name whi:h has survived until our tirres: "protective."
16. The proteccive approach, W1ders1Cod as stated in the paragraphs above, was at the time an interesting
step forward from the previously prevailing system It sought to, and effecti\'cly did, remove minors from the
spaces where justice was applied to adult offenders. Since it was understood that children do not commit
crimes and therefure cannot be cl1ssified nor treated as criminals, but rather as "sui generis" offenders, it
sought to exclude them from the world ofrcgular eriminals. It also noted the eoonno1l'l weight that the judicial
apparatus can apply on minors, and ass~d that it was preferable to establish procedures and organize
bodies that dkl not have the "profile and clamor" ofregular j1l'ltice, the resuhs of which had not, precisely,
been satisfuctory in the case of minors.
17. Handing children over to this method to solve their "behavior problems," understood as ''problems with
the law," brought with it various difficult questions that led to its being questioned increasingly and gave rise to
proposals to substitute it with a dlfferent system. First of all, the extraordinary fleXIbility ofthe protective
concept regarding conduct that could determine State intervention brought into the same framework for
attentklf1, action and deeision-making, acts. that were legally defined as erimes and others that were not. TIus
included cert.1.in domestic conflicts which should be solved by the parents and were transfened, due to their
ineompctence or for their convenience, to correctklnal bodies of the State. 1bis eonfusion brought to the same
courts and instiMions those who had comrnitted legally-defined grave crimes and those who had incurred in
more or less slight "errors ofconduct", that should have been addressed fi'om a diill:rent perspective. TIus
gave rise to questiJning of the protective approaeh: "the protective pretext can hide very grave injuries of all
sorts (to the right to legal representation, to freedom ofmovernent, to custody, to the family). Juvenile law,
understood as "protective law," has been rightly questioned several years ago and no one can forget that,
historK:ally, the worst aberrations have been committed with protective prete),,1s: against heretics. against
infidels, etc."
18. Likewise, when thc State took over the authority ofparents and guardians, it not only look control of and
\lVWwlllmn,edu/../series_A_OC-17.html
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captured minors, bui it also violently deprived adults ofcertain rights under fumily statute. Furthermore, the
intention to exclude the legal definition and furm ofthe reguhr tri.a~ together with the idea that the State is not
in conflict with the child. but rather the best guarantor ofills or her weu..being -proceedings that were not
contentious and therefore had no procedural parties-, led to minimizing participation of the minor and of those
legally responsible fOr him or rer in thc proeedural acts, setting aside certain acts that in regular Law are part
of"due legal process," and suppression ofthe system of guarantees that corrtnbutes to eontrol of aetions by
the State to moderate its strength arxi its discretion for the sake of legality, which must uhimately benefit
justi:e.
19. These and other problems gave rise, as I mentioned befOre, to a strong reaction that demanded a returnor evohrtion if one prefers to state it thus- toward difterent legal methods, that involve a signiOCant sum of
guarantees: first of all, substantive and proeedurallegality that ean be verified and eontrolled. Erosion of the
fanner system began from various angles. A very significant one was jurisprudence:just as it had strongly
exahed the parens patria doctrine, it would demolish the sohltions linked to that doctrine and establish a new
guarantee~based system In the United States, a fumous Supreme Court order of May 15, 1967, ill re Gault,
efIected a turn in the direetion that would subsequently prevail, reinstating eertain essential rights ofminors: to
be infunned of the charges, to have legal cOlITl5e~ to examine witnesses, to not incriminate themselves, to have
access to the file, and to appeal The reaction gave rise to a different system, one that is usually referred to by
the expressive name ofa "guarantee-based" system Till; name denotes the reinstatement of guarantees essentially, the minors' rights, as well as those oftheir parents- in the system applied to juvenile offunders.
20. Actually, increasing eriminal waves -and among them crime by chikiren or youths in ''youthful societies,"
such as the Latin American ones-, which lead to equally grOV,ling and understandable demands by public
opinion, have triggered legal and institutional changes thai Seem to define one of the most important and
significant current positions of society and the State. 1hese disturbing ehanges inelude a reduction in the age of
access to criminal jrntice, with the resulting growth of the mliverse ofthose potentially subject to criminal
justi:e: with eaeh reduetion of that age, mil~ons ofpersons: enter !hat universe, having been children or adults
the day before and having become adults by legislative agreement. Transfurmation of procedures with respect
to minors has obviously brought with it tre appocation ofiegal definitions that are typical of criminal
proceedings, together with the penal customs or culture that are inherent to them
21. Currently there is in many eountries, as ....<1S clearly seen in the course of the proeeedings (briefS and
statements at the June 21, 2002 public hearing) (para. 15) leading (0 the Advisory Opinion to which this
Opinion is attached, a strong debate between schools ofthought, trends or concepts: on [he one hand, the
proteetive system, associated with the doctrine of the "irregular situation"' -which ''means nothing else, it has
been sUHed, than legitimizing indiscriminate judi::ial action regarding those children and adolescents who are in
difficuh situations"- and on the other hand, the guarantee-based system, linked to what has been ealled the
doctrine of"comprehensive protection" -which "refers to a series ofintemationaljuridical instruments that
express a fundamental qualitative leap in social consijeration of cruldhood;" there is thus a ffi.wement from the
"minor as an object of eompassion-repression, to chikiren and adolescents as full sUbjeets of rights." There
has been an acute polarization between these two school'> of thought, and their enCOl.D1ter -or confrontationposes a fimdamental dilenm13 of sorts, which can sometimes generate "fundamentalisms" with their
r.:-haraeteristic styles. Till; dilenuna i5 posed in very simple tenns: either the protective system or the guaranteewww1.umn.edu/. ../series_A_OC-17,html
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22. Cfone takes into aecount that the protective approaeh has as its emblem that oftreating the minor in
accordanee with his or her specific comitions and providing the protection fhat h;: or sre requires (hence the
term "protection''), and that the guamntee-based approach is substantially eoncerned ,"vith reeognition of
minors' rights and It:ga1 rt:sponsibiltties, identificntion ofminors 3S subjects, rather than objects of the
proceedings, and control ofacts ofllie authorities by rreans ofthe re1e",mt system ofgustrantees, it ii posslb£
to note that there ii no essential or radical opposition between one and the other intent. Neither do the basic
goal.. of the protective project contrad1=! those of the guarantee~based project, nor do those ofttle latter
eontradict those of the fonner, ifboth ofthem are eonsldered in their essential aspects, as I do in this Opmn
and as has been dare, in my \leW, in the Advisory Opinion, which does not adhere to any specific doctrine.
23. Ho\.. . can we, in effect, deny that a child is in a different sitlIlti:m from that ofan aduh, and that diverse
situations may rationally require diverse approaches? Or that the child requires, because of these
characteristic conditions, special, different and. more intense and meticulous protection than an aduh, if there is
any fur the latter? And how can we deny, on the other hand, that the child -above all, a human being- is
entitled to irrcducible rights, some ofwbich are generic while others are specific? And that he or she i'l not and
cannot be seen as an object of the procceding;:, subject to the discretion or whim of the authorities, but rather
as a subject of the proceedings, sioce he or she has tn£ and respectable rights, both substantive and
procedural? And that in his or her case, as in any other, procedures mll"t abide by clear and legitimate rules
and be subject to control through a system of guarantees?
24. Ifthal is true, then probably the time has come to leave behmd the fulse dilemma and recognize the true
dikmunas that are prescnt in this field. 1hose ofus who at one tirne addressed these t-sues -rightly or
mistakenly, and now seeking to overcome mistakes or, better, to move forward by revising concepts that are
no longer justified-. have had to correct our earliest assertions and reach new conchJsions. Real contradk;tions
-and therefure dilemmas, antinomies, tme conflicts- must be expressed in other tenm. Tbe protective and
guarantee-based approaches are not opposed to each other. The real oppositnn is benvcen protective and
punitive approaches, at one level ofconsiderarion, and benveen tile approach based on guarantees and
arbitrarity, at the other level Ultimately, where there seerrn to be contradiction a synthesis, a mecting-growx:l
or eOllSensus may arise dialeclk;ally. This would take up the substantive aspects ofeach doetrine; their
int:i:rn::Jte raison d'etrc, and would restore the original meaning ofthc word ''protection'' -as one speaks of
protection ofthe Law or protection ofhuman rights-, which has led some writers oftreati'les to identif}' it with
juvenile offenders' ,UlW, which tmder the sign of pmfecfion, in its origina Iand pure meaning, would constitute
a protective Law, not a Law that takes away fundamental rights.
25. On the one hand, this synthesis would retain the intention ofpro1l:cling the chill, as a person "'1th specific
needs for protection, who should be looked after with measures ofthis type, ratrer than with the characteristic
solutions oftht: crim..lnal system for adults. This initial articulation of the s)T1thesi'l has been reflected,
extensively, in the American Convenh:m itself, in the San Salvador Protoco~ and in the Convc.ntion on the
Rights of the Child, which insists on the specific conditions of minors and. the respective protection measures,
as well as in other instruments cited by the Advisory Opinion: Bejjing Rules, Riyadh Guidelines, and Tokyo
Rules (paras. 106-111). And on the other hanel, the synthesis would ioclude the bask; demands of the
guarantce-based approach: thc rights and guarantees ofminors. This second articulatiun is reflected, no less
www1.umn.edu;. ../series_A_OC-17,html
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exten"ively, in those 5arne internalional mstruzrents, which express the current situation in this regard. In brief
the child will be treated in a specific marner, according to his or her O\\TI conditioI1'>, and will nol be deprived
~since he or she i" a suhjeet ofrights, not just an objeet of protection- of the rights and guarantees inherent to
human beings and to their speeific conditions. Rather than sU£b~sting that minors be included in the system [or
adults, or that their guarantees be dimini.<;hed, on the are band specificity is reinfurced, and on the other hand
Ia\\fulness.
26. For this reason, in my view, the Advisory OpirOOn of the Inter-Ameri:an Court avods "subscnbmg" to
one or another of the lines of thought irwoIved, and prefers to analyze the issues raised betore it-eonvem:ntly
grouped, as the decision itself states, under broad eoncepts that can be applied to the specific hypothesesanU to state the respeetive opinions. In this rmnner, the Court, taking into aceount the inherent objectives of
an opirtion with these cbaraeterntics, rosters the devekJpITIent ofdomestic Law in accordance 'with the
principles reflected ill an] applied by interrotionallaw.
27. In the procedural system for minors, both when the procedure involves offunders who have broken the
criminalla.." and when the procedure has been tri,ggered by sihEtions that are different in nature, it is
necessary to re~peel the principles offuir trial in a derooeratc soeiety, governed by legality and Iegitimaey of
the aets of the authorities. This involves equality between the parties, the right to be heard and to legal
eOlUlSeL the possibility o!sub1l1itting evKlencc and arguments, the presence of hath parties, eontrolover
lawfulness, the right to appeaL etc. However, it i.e; oot possible tD disregard tl'E- fuCI thaI minors have a special
situation in the proceed~, as they do in life and in all social reh1ions. Neither inferior nnr superior: diffurent,
thus also requiring different attention It must be underlined, as I did above -and the Advisory Opinion is
emphatic in this regard- that all international instnnnents pertaining to the rights ofthe ehild or minor rceognile
without a doubt the "difference" between them and adutts and the re1evanee, therefOre, ofadopting "speeiaT'
measures with respect to ehildren The very riea of"speeialiry' reeog.n.izes and reaffirms the existing difference
-a de faeto inequality, which the Law does oot disrcgard- and the diverse juridical solutions that it is
appropriate to eontribute given this panorama of diversity.
28. It is well known that in the social process -not publie, not private- equality among the parties is sought by
ways other than the simple, solemn and ineffective proclamatKm that all men are equal before the law, It ts
necessary to introduce compensatkJO mctors to attain, insotar as possible, chat k:velil1g. This has been
explicitly staled by the Inter-American Court itselfin il:s ease law, cited in this Advisory Opinion. (paras. 47
and 97). Proceedings involving minors -in a major, rather than an incidentaL manner to solve eontroversies and
define their ohlieatiom and rights, coincide to a large extent with proceedings that are social in nature, origin,
or orientation, and are distinet tram those typically pub&, prft..'afe, or criminal 'lhe fanner require l.lk
"materiar' defense proviied by the law and :>yjudicial proceedings: specialized assistance, measures to
c.orTect material and procedural inequality, correction of deficiencies ofthe complaint ofucial aid to gather
evidence offered by the parties, establishment ofhistorieal truth, etc.
29. An extreme fonn of the proceed~ regardingjuvenre ofri;nders exclueed parents and guardians from
them Said exclusion in this amhit --dominated by what a distint,'lIished procedural specialist called a
proceeding of a '1>rotective- inqul<;ItoriaI nature" - reflected the idea that there wa~ no true controversy in trials
ofminors, because the interests of the minor and those of society coiocided. Both sought the \velfure of the
chi.l In l.:Uflcnt tcmLS ("Ore \vould say: the best interests of the minor. If such \\'as the theory, things did not
www1umn.edu!.. Jseries_A_OC-17html
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fi.nrtbn that way in concrete regulations and in practice, and in any case the rights ofthe parents regarding
their children were at stake, as well as their O"Wl1 rights, those ofthe family and other rights. It is thererore
necessar)' to accept that the minor cannot be foreign to his or her O"Wl1 trial a v.itness and not a protagorrist of
his or her caSe, and that the parents -or guardians- a1'>o have their own rights to assert and fur this reason
they must participate in the
fully and effectively.

tria~

each with an advisor, proIOOter or defense counsel illldertaking their deteJ1')e

30. 'Ibis procedural claim should, on the other hand, note certain fuets. In one case, the child is not qualifiedJet us consider, especially, the youngest children- to cooouct a personal aetvn su;h as that an experienced or
at least a Jrnture aduh couki conduct (para. 101). This characteristic ofthe child should be reflected in his or
her participation in the trial and in the significance ofthe acts he or she carries out -the statements, among
other acts, whose requirements in terms ofadmissibility and efficacy are usually set forth in procedural law
itself.; can be ignored neither by the law nor by the courts, using as a pretext equality among all participant" in
the proceedings, as this would ub.imately cause the greatest harm to the legal interests of the chill. And in
another case :it is possible -especially given the charactem.tics ofttIe conflicts decided here- that there is a
eontradiction of interests and even ofpositions between the parents and the minor. 'This is not ah\'ays too
appropriate terrain for legal representation, which in principle corresponds to those who exercise custody or
guardianship, to be exercised to its :fu.lkst natural extent.
31. The above reflections regarding these and other similar hypotheses should not be construed as
impediments fur the State to act eifuctwely and diligently -and invariably with due respect fiJr lawfWness- in
urgent sirwtions that require irmncdiate attention Grave danger faced by a person --arx:l, obvioU'lly, not only a
minor- requires that the risk be addressed in a prompt and expedite manner. It wouJd be absurd for a fire only
to be turned out when there is a court order authorizlng intervention in the private property on fire. or to
protect an abandoned child, at ri~k of injury or death, on.1y after a judicial process culnrinating 'With a written
order by the competent authority.
32. The State has duties ofirnrnt:diate protectkln -set forth in legislation, in addition to reason and j1J.',1:icewhich it cannot disregard. In toose h)potheses, the na.ture and function ofthe State as a ''natural an:!
necessary guarantor" ofthe goods ofits eitizens comes forth with all its srrength, when all other entities called
upon to ensure their safety-the family, for example- are not able to ensure it or may, even, be a clear risk
factor. nus emergency action, which allows for no delay, i<; based on the same con."ideration." that autborize
adoption ofpreventive or preeautionary measures inspired by a reasonable appearance of urgent need, which
suggests the existence ofrighrs and duties, and by rericulum in mora. Dfcoursc, the precautionary measure
does not prejudge the merits, nOr does it defer or suppress the respective trial or proceeding.
33. I believe it necessary to highlight-and I am pleased that DC -17/2002 has done so- a major issue for
reflection on this matter, which is part ofthe background to understand """here sohrtions to many ofthe
problems -not aU obviously- that affect us in this regard are to be found. Ifone looks at the reality ofminors
taken before administrative or judiciol authorities and then subject to protection measures in view of criminal
offen."es or other situatKJns, one will note, in the vast majority ofcases, that they lack integrated hou.<;eookis,
means ofsubsistence, true access to education and to healtbcare, adequate recreation.; in brief, they neither
have nor ever had reasona.ble expectations and conditions for a decent life (para. 86). Generally it is theyand nol those bencr off- who end up at police headquarters, with various charges. or who suffer violation of
WlNWl umn.edu/..lseries_A_OC·17.html
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some of their most essenti31 rights; life
Court.

itselt~

as has been seen in the judk:ialexperience

ofth~

Inter-American

34. In these cases, which apply to an eoonnous number ofchildren, not unly are civil rights violated, including
those pertaining to olknses or conduct that gIve rise to intervention by the abovementioned authorities, but
also ecooomic, socia~ and cultural rights. TIle "progrcssrveress" ofthe latter has net ye: enabled coverage of
millions and millions ofhwnan beings who, in their childhood. are fur from having ~ necessities oflifu satisfied
as those decla.rations llnd provision" -perrling fulfilhnent- rormally promise. 1be ColJrt has reterred to this in
the Villagran Morales Case, cited in the instant Advisory Opinion (para. 80), when it puts furth co:occpts that
will provKfe new patffi for jurisprudence and ft establishes that tbe right: ofl:hik.lren to life involves not only
respect for prohiliirions regarding deprivation of lire, So;'lt forth in Article 4 ofthe AmeriJ:an Convention, but
also provkling suitabc living conditions to prumute the development ofminors.
35. In this regard, tk unified idea ofhurmn rights becomes relevant: all of them significanL enfurceable,
mutually compkmentary and conditioned. It is good fur proceedings to be orgi:1l1u:ed in such Q way that the
chikircnhave all the means required oy due legal process fur ass1::lance and derense, and it i'i also good fur
children not to be removed from the family milieu-if they have one- v.rithcJut justifCation, but none ofthis
a1JXlunts to a release from tht: obligation to eonst!u:::t circumstances that albw mirx.'lfS to adequately develop
their existence, lhrougbout the horizon of each human lire, and not only in situations -that shouk:l be
exceptional- in which certain minors fuee "problems 'Nit:h the Jaw." They are aR simultaneously, the protective
shield ofthe human being: th;y are mutmtly enfurced, corditioned, and perfected, and it is therefore
necessary to pay equal attentDn to all of them Wc could not say that human dignity is sate whe.re there is,
perhaps, care fur civil and polliicaJ rights -or only some of~m, among lhe most visible ones- and attention is
rot paid to other rights.
36. In my \iew, OC-17 rightly addresses this matter from a dual perspective. On the one hand it underlines
the obligatDn of the States, wITch -as regards the Americas- was set furth in the Bogota Ch2.rter pursuant to
the Buenos Aires Protocol to adopt measures that will enable pcopk:"s various necessitics of life to be
satisfied; and on the other hand it recognizes that true rights are involved, the enforceability ofwoch as such,
begins to gain ground. In e/feet.. it would not suffiee to attnbute duties to the Smws nthc rights ofindividwls
an.; not in tum recogni7rd: the characteristic bilateralism of the juridical system thus takes shape. In this regard,
there has been a conceptual cvohrtim similar to that prevailing in the domestic s)stt::rn: ifCoTl'ltiturions have a
nonnative nature, as is now proclaimed -tl~y are, in this sense, genuine "supreme Jaw," "law of bws"-, this is
abo the nature of treaties, and as such they ascnbe tnJe obligation.,> and authentic rights. Tne latter include, as
regards the theme I address ht:re, the economic, socia~ and cultural rights ofehildrelL
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Articles 111-1 to

727-2
BOOK I
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Articles 111-1 to 133-1

TITLE I
THE CRIMINAL LAW

Articles 111-1to 113-1

CHAPTER I
GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Articles 111-1 to 111-5

ARTICLE 111-1
Criminal offences are categorised as according to their seriousness as felonies, mi.sdemeanours or petty offences.
ARTICLE 111-2
Statute defines felonies and misdemeanours and determines the penailles applicable to their perpetrators.
Regulations define petty offences and determine the penalties applicable to those Who commit them, within the
limits and according to the distinctions established by law.
ARTICLE 111-3
No one may be punished for a felony or for a misdemeanour whose ingredients are not defined by slatute, nor for a
petty offence whose Ingredients are not defined by a regulation.
No one may be punished by a penalty which is not provided for by the statute, if the offence is a felony or a
misdemeanour, or by a regulation, if the offence is a petty offence.
ARTICLE 111-4
Criminal legislation is to be construed strictly.
ARTICLE 111-5
Criminal courts have jurisdiction to interpret administrative decisions of a regulatory or individual nature, and to
appreciate their legality where the solution to the criminal case they are handling depends upon such examination.
CHAPTER II
OF THE OPERATIVE PERIOD OF A CRIMINAL LAW

Articles 112-1 to 112-4

ARTICLE 112-1
Conduct is punishabl'e only where it consti1uted a criminal offence at the time when it took place.
Only those penalties legally applicable at the same dale may be imposed.
However, new provisions are applicable to offences committed before their coming into force and which have not
led to a res }l.Jdicata conviction, when they are less severe than the previous provisions.
ARTICLE 112-2
The following are immediately applicable to the repression of offences committed before their coming Into force:
1 a laws governing Jurisdiction and jUdicial organisation, provided no first Instance jUdgment on the issue has been
pronounced;
2 laws determining the modes of prosecution and procedural formalities;
3 laws governing the execution and enforcement of penallies; however, where they would result in making the
penalties imposed by the sentence harsher, such laws will only be applicable to offences committed after their coming
into force;
4" where the limitation periOd has nol expired, laws governing the limitation of the public prosecution arid the
limitation of penalties.
0
0

ARTiCLE 112-3
Laws governing the type and availability of means of review, as well as time-limits withlrl which they are to be
instituted and the tegal capacity of parsons allowed to apply are applicable to remedies sought against decisions passed
atter their coming into force. Remedies are covered by rules as (0 formalities which are in force at the time they are
sought.
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ARTICLE 1124
The immediate application of a new law shall not affect the validity of procedural sleps carried out in accordance
with any previous law.
However, the penalty ceases to be enforceable where it was imposed for a matter which, in consequence of any law
enacted after the jUdgment was passed, no longer amounts to a criminal offence.
CHAPTER !II
OF THE TERRITORIAL APPLICABILITY OF A CRIMINAL LAW

Articles 113-2 to 113-1

ARTICLE 113-1
For the application of the present Chapter, Ihe territory of the Republic shall include the \erritorial waters and air
space which are attached to it.
SECTION I
OFFENCES COMMITIED OR DEEMED TO HAVE BEEN COMMITIED
WITHIN THE TERRITORY OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC

Articles 113-2 to 113-5

ARTICLE 113-2
French Criminal law is applicabie 10 all offences committed within the lerritory of the French Republic.
An offence is deemed to have been committed within the territory of the French Republic where one of its
constituent elements was committed within thai territory.
ARTICLE 113-3
French Criminal law is applicable to offences committed on board ships flying the French flag, or committed against
such ships, wl1erever tl1ey may be. It is the only applicable law in relation to offences committed on board sl1ips of the
national navy, or against sucl1 ships, wherever they may be.
ARTICLE 1134
French Criminal law is applicable to offences committed on board aircraft: registered in France, or committed against
such aircraft:, wherever they may be. It is Ihe only applicable law in relation 10 offences committed on board French
military aircraft, or against such aircraft, wherever they may be.
ARTICLE 113-5
Frencl1 criminal law is applicable to any person who, within the lerritory of the French Republic, is guilty as an
accomplice 10 a felony or misdemeanour committed abroad if the felony or misdemeanour is punishable both by French
law and the foreign law, and if it was established by a final decision of the foreign court.
SECTION II
OFFENCES COMMITTED OUTSIDE THE TERRITORY OF THE

Articles 113-6 to 113-12

FRENCH REPUBLIC
ARTICLE 113-6
French criminal law is applicable to any felony committed by a French national outside the territory of the French
Republic.
It is applicable to misdemeanours committed by French nationals outside the territory of the French Republic if the
conduct is punishable under the legislation of the country in which it was committed.
The present article applies even if the offender has acquired French nationality after the commission of the offence
of which he is accused.
ARTICLE 113-1
French Criminal law is applicable to any felony, as well as to any misdemeanour punished by imprisonment,
committed by a French or foreign national outside Ihe territory of the French Republic, where the victim is a French
national at the time Ihe offence took place.
ARTICLE 113·8
In Ihe cases set out under articles 113-6 and 113-1, the prosecution of misdemeanours may only be instigaled at
the behest of the public prosecutor. It must be preceded by a complaint made by the victim or his successor, or by an
official accusation made by the authority of the country where the offence was committed.
ARTICLE 113-8-1
(Inserted by Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 articla 19 Official Journal of 10 Man:h 2004)
Without prejudice to the application of articles 113-6 to 113-8, French Criminal law is also applicable to any felony or
misdemeanour subject to a penally of at least five years' imprisonment committed outside the territory of the French
Republic by an alien whose eKiradition to the requesting State has been refused by the French authorities either
because the offence for which tr.e extradition has been requested is subject to a penalty or to a safety measure that is
contrary to Frendl public policy, or because the person in question has been tried in the aforesaid State by a court
which does not respect the basic procedural guarantees and the righls of the defence, or because the matter in question
shows the characteristics of a political offenoo.
Proseculion for the offences set out in the first paragraph may only be initialed at Ihe request of tr.e public
prosecutor. It must be preceded by an official accusation, transmitted by the Minister of Justice, from the authorities in
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the country where the offence has been committed and which has requested the extradition.
ARTICLE 113-9
In the cases set out under arlicles 113-6 and 113-7 no prosecution may be initiated against a person who
establishes that he was sUbject 10 a final decision abroad for the same offence and, in the evenl of conviction, that the
sentence has been served or extinguished by limitation,
ARTICLE 113-10
(Act no. 2001-1168 of 11 December 2001 Article 17 Officiai Journa/12 December 2001)
French criminal law applies to felonies and misdemeanours defined as violations of the fundamental interests of the
nation and punishable under titla I of Book IV, to forgery and counterfeiting of Sta1e seals, of coins serving as legal
tender, banknotes or public papers punishable under Articles 442-1, 442-2, 442-15, 443-1 and 444-1, and to any felony
or misdemeanour against French diplomalic or consular agenls or premises committed outside the territory of the
French Republic.
ARTICLE 113·11
(Inserted by Act no. 92-1336 of 16 December art 340 Official Journal 23 December 1992 into force on 1 March 1994)
Subject to the provisions of article 113-9. French Criminal law is applicable to felonies and misdemeanours
committed on board or against aircraft not registered in France:
1 where the perpetrator or victim is a French national;
2 where the aircraft lands in France after the commission of the felony or misdemeanour;
3~ where the aircraft was teased without crew to a natural or legal person whose main place of business, or fa'lling
this, whose permanent residence is on French territory.
In the case provided for in 1 above, the nationality of the perpetrator or victim of the offence is determined in
accordance with arlicle 113·6, last paragraph, and article 113-7.
0
0

0

ARTICLE 113_12
(Inserted by Act no. 96-151 of 26 December 1996 art 9 Official Joumal of 27 February 1996)
French Criminal law is applicable to offences committed beyond territorial waters, when international conventions
and the law provide for this.
The present article is applicable in Ihe overseas terrilories, New Caledonia and the territorial collectivity of Mayote.
TITLE 1\
OF CRIMINAL LIABILITY

Articles 121-1 to 122-8

CHAPTER I
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Articles 121-1 to 121-7

ARTICLE 121·1
No one is criminally liable except for his own conduct.
ARTICLE 121-2
(Act no. 2000-847 of10 July article 8 OffICial Joumal or 11 July 2000)
(Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 54 Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Legal persons, with the exception of the State, are criminally Irable for the offences committed on their account by
their organs or representatives, according to the distinctions sel oul in articles 121-4 and 121-7.
However, local public authorities and their associations incur criminal liability on,'y for offences committed in Ihe
course of their activities which may be exercised through public service delegation conventions.
The criminal liability of legal persons does not exclude that of any natural persons who are parpelrators or
accomplices 10 Ihe same acl, SUbject to the provisions of the fourth paragraph of arlicle 121-3.
ARTICLE 121·3
(Acl no. 1996-393 of 13 May 1996 Articre 1 Official Journal of 14 May 1996; Ad no. 2000-647 of 10 July article 1 Official
Journal of 11 July 2000)
There is no felony or misdemeanour in the absence or an intent to commit it.
However, the deliberate endangering of others is a misdemeanour where the law so provides.
A misdemeanour also exists, where Ihe law so provides, in cases of recklessness, negligence, or failure to observe
an obligation or due care or precau1ion imposed by any statu Ie or regulation, where it is established that the offender
has failed to show normal diligence, taking into consideration where appropriate the nature of his role or functions. of his
capacities and powers and of the means then available 10 him.
In the case as referred to in the above paragraph, natural persons who have nol direclly contributed to causing lhe
damage, but Who have created or contributed to create the siluation which allowed the damage to happen who failed to
take steps enabling it to be avoided, are criminally liable where it is shown that they have broken a duty of care or
precaution laid down by statute or regulation in a manifeslly deliberate manner, or have committed a specified piece of
misconduct which exposed another person to a particularly serious risk of which they must have been aware.
There is no petty offence in the evenl of torce majeura.
ARTICLE 121-4
The perpetralor of an offence is the person who:
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1 commits the crimina.1ly prohibited acl;
2° attempts to commit a felony or, in the cases provided for by Statute, a misdemeanour,
0

ARTICLE 121-5
An attempt is committed where, being demonstrated by a beginning of execution, it was suspended or failed to
achieve the desired effect solely through circumstances independenl of the perpetrator's will,
ARTICLE 121-6
The accomplice to the offence, in the meaning of article j21-7, is punishable as a perpetrator.
ARTICLE 121-7
The accomplice to a felony or a misdemeanour is the person who knowingly, by aiding and abetting, facilitates its
preparation or commission.
Any person who, by means of a gift, promise, threat, order, or an abuse of authority or powers, provokes the
commission of an offence or gives instructions to commit rl, is also an accomplice.

CHAPTER II
GROUNDS FOR ABSENCE OR ATTENTUATION OF LIABILITY

Articles 122-1/0 122-8

ARTICLE 122-1
A person is not criminally liable who. when the act was committed, was suffering from a psychological or
neuropsychological disorder which destroyed his discernment or his ability to control his actions.
A person who, at the time he acted, was suffering from a psychological or neuropsychological disorder which
reduced his discemment or impeded his ability 10 control his actions, remains punishable; however, the courl shall take
this into account when it decides the penalty and determines its regime.
ART[CLE 122-2
A person is not criminally liable who acted under the influence of a force or constraint which he could not resist.
ARTICLE 122-3
A person is not criminally liable who establishes that he believed he could legitimately perform the action because of
a mistake of law that he was not in a posilion (0 avoid.
ARTICLE 122-4
A person is not criminally liable who pertorms an act prescribed or authorised by legislalive or regulatory provisions.
A person is not criminally liab[e who performs an action commanded by a lawful au1hority, unless the action is
manifestly unlawful.
ARTICLE 122-5
A person ,;s not criminally liable if, confronted with an unjustified attack upon himself or UPOll another, he performs at
that moment an aclion compelled by the necessity of self-defence or the defence of another person, except where the
means of defence used are nOl proportionale to the seriousness of Ihe attack.
A person is not criminally liable if, [0 interrupt the commission of a felony or a misdemeanour against property, he
performs an act of defence other than wilfu[ murder, where the act is striclly necessary for the inlended objective the
means used are proportionate to the graVity of the offe"ce.
ARTICLE 122-6
A person is presumed to have acted in a slate of self-defence ifhe performs an action
1 0 to repulse at night an entry to an inhabited place committed by breaking in, violence or deception;
2" to defend himself against the perpetrators of theft or pillage carried out with Violence.
ARTICLE 122-7
A person is not criminally [iable if confronted with a present or imminent danger to himself, another person or
properly. he performs an act necessary to ensure the safety of (he person or proper1y. except where tl"1e means used
are disproportionate /0 the seriousness of the threat.
ARTICLE 122-8
(Ac! no. 2002-1138 of 9 September 2002 arlo 11 Official Journal of 10 September 2002)
Minors able to understand what they are doing are criminally responsible for lhe felonies, misdemeanours or pelly
offences of which they have been found guilly, and are SUbject to measures of protection, assistance, supervision and
education according to the conditions laid down by specific legislation.
This legislation also determines the educational measures that may be imposed upon minors aged between ten and
eighteen years of age, as well as the penalties which may be imposed upon minors aged between thirteen and eighteen
years old, taking into accountlhe reduction in responsibility resulling from their age.

TITLE III
OF PENALTIES

Ar1icles 131-1 to 133-1

CHAPTER I
OF THE NATURE OF PENALTIES
SECTION I
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PENAL TIES APPLICABLE TO NATURAL PERSONS

Subsection 1
Penalties for felonies

Articles 131~1 10
131-36-8
Articles

131~1to

131-2

ARTICLE 131-1
The penalties incurred by natural persons ror the commission of felonies are:
1· criminal imprisonment for life or life criminal detention;
2· criminal imprisonment or criminal delention for a mallimum of thirty years;
3· criminal imprisonment or criminal detention for a mallimum of twenty years;
4 0 criminal imprisonment or criminal detention for a mallimum of fifteen years,
The minimum period for a fixed term of criminal imprisonmenl or criminal detention is ten years,
ARTICLE 131-2
The penalties of criminal imprisonment or criminal detention do not preclude the imposition of a fine and of one or
more of the addilional penalties sel out under article 131-10,
Subsection 2
Of penalties for misdemeanours

Ar1icles 131-3 to 131-9

ARTICLE 131-3
The penalties incurred by natural persons for the commission of misdemeanours are:
1 imprisonment;
2 a fine;
3° a day-fine;
4· a citizenship course;
5· commL'nity service;
6° penalties entailing a forfeiture or restriction of rights, set out under article 131-6;
7" the additional penalties set out under article 131~ 10.
0
0

ARTICLE 131-4
(Ael no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Art. 48 Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
The scale of custodial sentences is as follows:
1° A maximum of ten years;
2° A maximum of seven years;
3° A maximum of five years;
4" A maximum of three years;
5° A maximum of two years;
6° A maximum of one year;
7" A maximum of six months;
8° A maximum of two months.
ARTICLE 131-5
(Act no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in foroo 1 January 2002)
(Acl no. 2004·204 of 9 March 2004 Article 173 1°0fficial Journal of 10 March 2004 In force 1 January 2005)
Where a misdemeanour is punishable by imprisonment, the cour1 may order a day-fine. This requires the convicted
person to pay the Treasury a sum, the total amoL'nt of which is a daily contribution delermined by the jUdge, multiplied
by a certain number of days. The amount of each day-fine is determined by taking into account the income and
expenses of the accused. It may not exceed €1QQO. The number of day-fines is determined by taking into account the
circumstances of the offence; it may not excaed three hundred and sixty.
ARTICLE 131-5-1
(ACI nO.2oo4-204 of 9 March 2004 Article 44 /I Official Joumal of 10 March 2004 in force 1 October 2004)
Where a misdemeanour is punished by a prison sentance, the court may, instead of imprisonment, order Ihe
convicted person to C:lmplete a citizenship course, the methods, length and content of which are fixed bya decree of the
Conseil d'Etat, and the purpose of which is (0 remind the offender of the republican values of tolerance, respect of
personal dignity upon which society is based. The court determines whether this course. the cost of which may not
exceed that a fine for a petty offence of the third class, is to be carried out at the convicted person's expense.
This penalty may not be imposed on a defendant who re}ects it or who is not present at the hearing.
ARTICLE 131-6
(Act no. 92-1336 of 16 December 1992 Article 341 and 373 Official Journal 0123 December 1992 in force on 1 March

1994)
(Inserted by Act no. 2003~495 of 12 June 2003 art. 611/ Official Journal of 13 June 2003)
(Act no.2004-204 of 9 March 2004 Article 44 V Official Journal of 10 March 2004 in force 1 Octcber 2004)
Where a misdemeanour is puniShable by a prison sentence, the cour1 may impose one or more of the following
pen allies entailing forfeiture or restriction of rights instead 01 the prison term:
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1" the suspension of a driving licence for a maximum period of five years. This suspension may be restricted to the
driving of a vehicle outside professional activities, pursuant to conditions to be determined by a decree of the Conseil
d'Etat: this limitation is, however, not possible in misdemeanour cases for which the suspension of the driving licence,
incurred as an additional penalty, may not be limited to driving outside professional activities.
2" prohibition to drive certain vehicles for a period not exceeding five years;
3" the cancellation of the driving licence together with the prohibition to apply for a new licence for a period nol
exceeding five years;
4" confiscation of one or more vehicles belonging to the convicted person;
5" immobilisation of one or more vehicles belonging to the convicted person pursuant to conditions determined by a
decree of the Conseil d'Etat for a maximum period of one year;
6~ prohibition to hold or carry a weapon for which a permit is needed; such a prohibition may not be imposed for
more than five years;
confiscation of one or more weapons belonging to the convicted person or which are freely available to him;
8" withdrawal of a hunting licence, together with a prohibition to apply for a new licence; such a prohibition may not
be imposed for more than five years;
9~ prohibition to draw cheques, except those allowing the withdrawal of fimds by the drawer from the drawee or
certified cheques, and prohibition to use payment cards, for a maximum duration of five years;
10~ confiscation of the thing which was used in or was intended for the commission of the offence, or of the thing
which is the product of it. However, this confiscation may not be imposed for a press misdemeanour;
11 ~ prohibition, for a maximum period of five years, to exercise any professional or social activily where the facilities
afforded by such activity have knowingly been used to prepare or commit the offence. Such a prohibition is not
applicable to the holding of an electoral mandate or Lirlion slewardship, nor may it be imposed for a press
misdemeanour;
12~ prohibition, for a maximum period of three years, to frequent any places or categories of place determined by
the court, and in which the offence was committed;
13~ prohibition, for a maximum period of (hree years, to associate with certain convicted persons designated by the
court, in partiCUlar the perpetrators of the offence or any accomplices;
14~ prohibition, for a maximum period of three years, to enter into contact with certain persons specially named by
the court, notably the victim of the offence.

r

ARTICLE 131-7
(Act no.2004-204 of 9 March 2004 Article 44 VI Official Journal of 10 March 2004 in force 1 October 2004)
For misdemeanours which are punishable only by a fine, the penalty of forfeiture or restriction of rights enumerated
under article 131-6 may also be imposed instead of the fine.
ARTICLE 131-8
(Act no.2004-204 of 9 March 2004 Article 44 VII, Article 174 1~ Official Journal of 10 March 2004 in force 1 January
2005)
Where a misdemeanour is punishable by imprisonment, the court may, as an alternative to imprisonment. order the
convicted person to perform, for a period of forty to two hundred and ten hours, unpaid community service in the interest
of a public law body or of an association accredited to set up communily service.
Community service may not be imposed upon a defendant who rejects it or who is not present at the hearing.
Before passing the sentence, the president of the court, musl inform the defendanl of his right to refuse to perform
community service and record his response.
ARTICLE 131-9
(Ac! no.2004-204 of9 March 2004 Article 44 VIII Official Journal of 10 March 2004 in force 1 October 2004)
Imprisonment may not be imposed cumulatively with any of the penalties entailing forfeiture or restriction of rights
set oul under article 131-6, nor with community service.
When imposing one or more of the penalties set oul under articles 131 ~5-1, 131-6 or 131-8, the court may fix lhe
maximum period of imprison men I or monetary penalty which Ihe penally enforcemenl judge may order to be wholly or
completely enforced, under the condilions set oul under article 712-6 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, if the convicted
person fails to respect any obligations or prohibitions arising from the penalty or penalties imposed. The president of the
court gives the convicted person notice of this after pronouncing his decision. The prison sentence or the fine which the
court fixes may not exceed the penalties incurred for the misdemeanour for which the jUdgment has been pronounced,
nor those provided for by article 434-41 of lhe present code. Where lhe provisions of the first paragraph are applied, Ihe
provisions of article 434-41 are thus not applicable,
A day-fine may not be imposed cumUlatively with a fine.
Subsection 3
Additional penalties incurred for certain felonies or misdemeanours

Articles 131-10 to

131-11
ARTICLE 131-10
(Ac/ no. 1998-468 of 17 June 1998 Article 5 Official Journal of 18 June 1998)
Where the law so provides, a felony or a misdemeanour may be punished by one or more additional penalties
sanctioning natural persons which entail prohibition, forfeilure, incapaCity or withdrawal of a right, an obligation to seek
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treatment or a dUty to ad, the impounding or confiscalio,~ of a thing, the compulsory closure of an establishment, the
posting a public notice of the decision or the dissemination the decision in the press, or its communication to the public
by any means of electronic communication.
ARTICLE 131-11
Where a misdemeanour is punishable by one or more of the additional penalties enumerated under article 131-10,
the court may decide to impose as a main sentence one or more of the additional penalties.
The court may fix the maximum period of imprisonment or monetary penalty which the penalty enforcemenl Judge
may order to be whOlly or completely enforced, under the conditions set out under article 712-6 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure, if the convicted person fails to respect any obligations or prohibitions arising from the penalty or penalties
imposed under the provisions of this article. The president of the court gives the convicted person notice of this after
pronouncing his decision. The prison sentence or the fine which the court fixes may not 6)(ceed the penalties incurred
for the misdemeanour for wnich the jUdgment has been pronounced, nor those provided for by article 434-41 of the
present code. Where the provisions of tne first paragraph are applied, the provisions of article 434-41 are thus not
applicable.

Subsection 4
Of penalties for petty offences

Articles 131-12 to
131-18

ARTICLE 131-12
The penalties incurred by natural persons for the commission of petty offences are:
1° a fine;
2' the penalties entailing a forfeiture or restriction or rights set out under article 131 1-14.
These penalties do not preclude the imposition of one or more of the additional penalties sel out under articles
131-16 and 131-17.
ARTICLE 131-13
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Artide 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force on 1 January
2002)
(Act no, 2003495 of 12 June 2003 art. 41 Official Journal of13 June 2003)
Petty offences are offences which by law are punisned with a fine not in excess of £3,000.
The amount of a fine is as follows:
1° a maximum of £38 for petty offences of the first class;
2° a maximum of £150 for petty offences of the second class;
3" a maximum of £450 for petty offences of the third class;
4" a maximum of€.750 for petty offences of lhe fourth class;
5" a maximum of €.1 ,500 for petty offences of the fifth class; an amounL which may be increased to £3,000 in the
case of a persistent offender where the regulation so provides, e)(cept where the law proVides that repetition of a petty
offence constitutes a misdemeanour.
NOTE: Law no. 2005-47, article 11: These provisions come in10 force on the first day of the third month following
their publication. Nevertheless, cases of which the police court or the neighbourhood court were lawfUlly seised at that
da1e remain within the jurisdiciion of those courts.
ARTICLE 131-14
(Act no. 2003-495 of 12 June 2003 art. 511 Official Journal of 13 June 2003)
In relalion to any petty offence of the fifth class one or more of the following penalties entailing forfeiture or
restriction 01 rights may be imposed:
1" suspension of a driving licence for a maximum duration of one year. This suspension may be restricted to Ihe
driving of a vehicle outside professional activities; but this limitation is not possible for an offence for which the
suspension of the driving licence, incurred as an additional penally, may not be limited to driving Outside professional
activities;
2° imrnobilisaLion of one or more vehicles belonging to the convicted person, for a maximum period or six months;
3° confiscation of one or more weapons belonging 10 the convicted person or freely available 10 him;
4° withdrawal of a hunting licence, togelher with a prohibilio,~ to apply far the issue of a new licence for a maximum
period of one year;
5° prohibition 10 draw cheques, except those allowing the withdrawal of funds by the drawer from the drawee or
certified cheques, and the prohibilior1 to use paymenl cards, for a maximum period of five years:
6° confiscation of the thing which was used or was intended for the commission of the offence, or of the thing Which
is the product of the offence. However, this confiscation may not be imposed for a press misdemeanour.
ARTICLE 131~15
A fine may n01 be imposed logether with any of the penalties entailing forfeiture or restriction of rights enumerated
under article 131-14.
Penallies entailing forfeiture or restriction of rights enumerated under this article may be imposed cumulatively.
ARTICLE 131-16
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-495 of 12 June 2003 art, 5 III Official Journal of 13 June 2003)
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(Act no. 2004-2C4 of 9 Marr;h 20C4 arlicle 44 II! Official JOlffnal of 1.'] March 2004, in force 1 October 2004)
Where the offender is a natu"al person, the regulatioll which sanctions a petty offonce may provide fnr OI1F1 nr more
of the following additiol1al penalties:
r suspensi::m of a driving licence for a maxi:l1um period of three years, This suspension may be restricted to the
driving of a vehicle outSide proft;ssional activities unless the rogula~on expressly excludes this Hmilalion;
2° prohibition to hold or carry a weapon for which a permit is needed, for a maximum period of three years;
3° confiscation of one or more weapons belonging to the convir:ted person or freely available to him;
4 withdraWal of a hunting licence, togelher with a pmhibitinn to apply for a new licence, for a l1aximum period of
lhree years;
5" confIscation of the thing which was used or intende:f to be used faT the commission of the offence, or of the thing
Which is the product of the offencR;
6° prohibilion from driving certain types of motor vehicle, including those tor wtlictl no driving licence is required, for
a maximum period of three years;
7" Ihe obligalion to complete. at the offender's expense, a road safety awareness course,
8" the obligation to complete a citizenship course, at the offender's expense, if appropriate.
4

ARTICLE 131-17
A regUlation which sanctions a petty offenc!'! of the fifth class may also provide for the a:lditiona\ penalty of
prohibilion to draw cheques, except those allowing ttle wttldrawal of funds by ttle drawer from the drawee or certified
cneques, for a maximum period of three years.
A regulation which !';anc!ions a pef,y offence of the fifth class may also provide, as an additional penalty, :he
imposition of community service For a period of twenty to a hundred and twenty hours.
ARTICLE 131-18
Where 01 petty offence is punishablo by one or more of the additional penalties referred to under articles 131-16 and
131-17 the court may decide 10 impose only the additional penalty, or one or more of ttle additional penalties.
Subsection 5
The contents and modes of Impierllentation of cer:ain penalties

Art\cles 131-HI to
131-35-1

ARTICLE 131-19
Prohibilion 10 draw cheques entails for the convicted person ttle mandatory Obligation to rslurn alf the forms in hiS
possession or in the possession of his agents to the banker who issued them.
Wht;re Ihis prohibition is incurred as an additional penalty for a felony or misdemeaflour, it may not exceed five
years.
ARTICLE 131-20
The prohibition to use pQyment cards entails for the convicted person the mandatory obligation ~o return the cards in
his poe,session or in the possession of his agents to lhe banker wtlo issued them.
Where this prohibition is incurred as an additional penalty br a felOflY or m:sdemeanour, it may not exceed fiVe
years.
ARTICLE 131-21
(Act no. 92-1338 of 18 December 1992 Articles 342, 343 and 373 Official Jourm{ of 23 December 1992 into forr;e 1
March 1994)
(Act no. 2003-495 of 12 June 2003 art. £ II Official Joum5! of 13 June 2003]
(Act no. 2004-204 of9 March 2004 article 60 /I Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Conliscation Is mClnuQlory for the a~icles do:'ined as dangerous or n(}~ious by stalute or by regulations,
Confiscation affects the thing which was used or intended for the commission of the oftence or of the thing which is
ils prd:jUct, except for articles subject to restitution. II may aiso relate to any movable property defired by the slatutes or
the regulations sanctioning the offl'!nce.
The SUbject-matter of an o'fence is treated as a Ihing used oar the commission at the offence or tht; j::rouud of an
offence in the sense of paragraph two above.
\I\ihere the thing confiscated has not been seized or cannot be produced, confiscalior. in value is impcsed. For the
recovery of the sum representing the "alue of the thin.;; confiscated, tflt; provisions governing judicial enforcement of
public debts appiy.
The thing confiscated devolves to the Slate, except where a spedflc provision prescritles its destruction or its
attribution, but remains encumbered up lo its full value with e1Y propriotary right lawfUlly r:rAalFid in favour of ~hird
parties.
Where the thing confiscated is a vehicle that has no! been seizecl or impounded during the investigalion, the
offencer must, on the order:; of the public prosocutcr, hand OVRr the vP-hicle 10 the department or organisalion
responsible for destroying or disposing of it.
ARTICLE 131-22
(Act no. 92-1336 of 16 December 1992 Articles 342 anf.! 373 Official Journal of 23 December 199? in force on 1 March
1994)
(Act no. 2003-495 of 12 June 2003 art. 5 IV Official Journal 13 June 2003)
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(Act no. 2004-204 of9 MardI 2004 artide 1742" Official Journal of 10 March 2004, in force 31 December 2006)
A ccurt imposing community service shall determine the period within which the community servicE work is 10 be
performed, wllich ::;flall not e}(ceed twelve months. II also determinAs thA pJison sentence or fine incurred by the
convicted person for failure to comply with the terms of the community service sentence. The period e}(pires on the
completion of the entire work. II may be tem;JOrarily suspended on serioJs medical, familial, professional or social
grounds. The time limit is suspended for the time during which the convicted person is imprisoned, or while he
discharges national service duties.
The terms for carrying out the community service order and the suspension of the period set out in the previous
paragraph are decided by Ihe penalty enforcemenl jUdge within whose territorial jurisdiction the convicted person has his
usu<ll residence, or where hp does not have a usuai residence in France, by the penalty enforcement judge attached Lo
the counlhat decided the case at first instance.
Where the person has been convicted of a misdemeanour provided for by the Traffic Code or articles 221-6-1,
222-19-1,222-20-1 and 434.10, tile offender should preferably carry out community service in one of the specialist
centres dealing With vietims of road traffic accidonts.
During the period provided for by the present artde, the convicted person must comply with tne supervision
measures set out . m der article 132-55.

ARTICLE 131-23
Community service wo"k is govemed by the legal and regulalory prescriptions concerning night work, hygiene and
security, as well as those relating to women and young persans at work, Community service work may be executed at
the same time as a professional activity.
ARTICLE 131·24
The State is answerable for the damage or portion 0: damage which is caused ta a third party by a convicted person
and which directly results from the im;Jlementa~on of a decision carrying the obligation 1o perform community service.
Tile State is sUDruyated as of right to tho doims of the victim.
Proceedings for damages or indemnificaticn are brought before the judicial courts.
ARTICLE 131·25
(ACIIIO. 2004-204 or9 March 2004 article 1732" Official Journal af 10 March 2004, in force 1 January 2005
Where a day-fine is imposed the total sum is payable upon el:.piry of the period corresponding to the number of
day-fines imposed.
Total or partial failure to pay this amouht leads to Ihe imprisonment of the convicted person lor a time equal to the
number of unpaid day-fines. ThIs Is carried oul according to the rules for tile enforcement of publir: nebls. Delention so
imposed comes under the regime of custodial sentences.
ARTICLE 131·26
Forfeiture of <.;ivil:, dvil and family rigllt.s covors:
1" !he righlto vote;
2" the right to be elected;
3" the right 10 hold a jUdicial office, or 10 give an expert opinion before a court, or to represent or assist a party
before a court of law;
4" the right to make a witness statement in court otl'er than a simple declaral\on;
S" the right to be tutor or curator; this prohibition does not preclude the right to become a :utor or a curator of one's
own children, after obtaining the gU'lrrli'ln::ihip judge'S approval, and after having heard the family council.
Forfeiture of civic, civil and family righls may not exceed a ma)(imum period of ten years in the case of Cl sentenl:e
imposed for a felony and a maximum period of five years in the case of a sentence imposed for a misdemeanour.
The court may impose Forfeiture of all or part of these righls.
file !orfeiture of the righl 10 vote or to be elected imposed pursuant to the prA::ienl article also entails the prohbiLion
or incapacity to hold public office
ARTICLE 131-27
Wllere it is incurred as ::m additional perf'llty for fl felony or a misdemeanour, Ihe prohibition to exercise a pUblic
office or a professional or socia) activity IS either permanent or temporary. In the latter case, the prohibition may nOl
e}(ceed a term of five years.
This prohibition may not be enforced against the dIscharge 01 an electoral mandate or union stewardship. Nor is i[
applicable for a press mlsdemeClnour,
ARTICLE 131-28
The prohibition 10 exercise a professional or social activiLy may affect either the professional or social acLivity in the
e}(ercise of wliic'l, or on the occasion of wtlich, the offp.nce Wf'l::i committed, or any other professional :)( social activity
definec by the law punishing Ihe offence.
ARTiCLE 131-29
Where the prohibilior to e}(erds~ all or part of (ne rlRhts enumerated under article 131-26 or the prohibilion to
exercise a public office or a social or professional activity are irrposed together with an Immediate custodial ::;entence,
these sanctions are enforceable from the beg'nning of Ihis sentence and Ihey continue lor the length of time determined
by the decision, from the day when the custodial sentence ends.
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ARTICLE 131·30
(Act no. 93-1027 of 24 Augus/1993 Article 33 Official Journal of 29 August 1993)
(Act no. 97-396 of 24 April Article 16 Official Journal of 25 April 1997)
(Act no. 98-349 of 11 May 1998 Article 37 Official Journal of 12 May 1998)
(Act no. 2003-1119 of 26 November 2003 Article 78! Official Journal of 27 November 2003)
Where it is provided for by Statute, banishment from French territory may be ordered, either permanenlly or for a
maximum period of ten years, against any alien convicted of a felony or a misdemeanour,
Banishment from French territory au/omatically invo,lves Ihe removal of the convicted person to the frontier, at the
end of his prison sentence, where applicable.
Where banishment from French territory is imposed together with an immediate custodial sentence, its enforcement
is suspended during the execution of the sentence. It resumes from the day when the custodial sentence has ended, for
the length of time determined by the convicting judgment.
Banishment from French territory imposed at the same time as a custodial sentence does not prevent Ihe sentence
being made subject to measures of semi-liberty, e)(temal placement, placement under electronic surveillance or
permission to leave prison, with a view to preparing a requesl forthe ban to be liIl:ed.
Article 131·30-1
(Inserted by Act no, 2003-1119 of 26 November 2003 Article 78" Official Journal of 27 November 2003
In misdemeanour cases the court may only order banishment from French territory by means of a specially
reasoned jUdgment Which takes the seriousness of the offence and the personal and familial situation of an alien into
account where the case involves:
1° an alien, who is not living in a polygamous relationship, who is the father or mother of a French minor whe
resides in France, on condition that he or she shows he or she has actively contributed to the support or education of the
child under the conditions prOVided for by erticle 371-2 of the Civii Code from the latter's birth, or foralleast a year;
2 an elien who has been married to a French national for at least two years, provided that the marriage took place
before the offence leading to the conviction, that conjugal life is continUing, and that the spouse has retained French
nationality;
3" an alien who establishes by any means that he has ordinarily resided in France for more than fifteen years,
unless at any time during Ihis period he has heid a temporary residence permit for students;
4° an alien who has been lawfully resident in France for mare than ten years, unless he has ever, during this period,
held a temporery residence permit for students;
5° an alien who is in receipt of an industrial accident or occupational disease annuity paid by a French organisation,
and for whom the rale of permanent incapacity is equal to or greater than 20%.
0

Article 131·30-2
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-1119 of 26 November 2003 Article 78 1/ Official Joumal of 27 November 2003
Banishment from French lerrilory may not be ordered where Ihe case involves
1 0 an alien who establishes by any means thaL he has been habitually resident in France since the age 01 Lhirteen
years or before;
2° an alien who has been lav.rfuily resident in France for more than twenty years;
3° an alien who has been lawfully resident in France for alleasl ten years and who, while nolliving in a polygamous
relationship, has been married for at least three years \0 a French national who has retained French nationality, provided
that the marriage took place before the offence leading to the conviction, and that conjugal He is continuing; or that the
alien is married, under the same conditions, to a foreign national who comes under the provisions of 1";
4° an alien, who has lav.rfully resided in France for more than len years, and is not living in a polygamous
relationship, who is the father or mother of a French minor who resides in France, on the condftion that he or she shows
thaL he or she has acLively contributed to the support or educalion of the child under the condilions provided for by article
371-2 of the Civil Code, since the birth of the child or for at least a year;
5 an alien who has been residing in France by means of a residence permit provided for by 11 of article 12 bis of
Decree no. 45-2658 of 2 November 1945 relating to the conditions of entry and residence of foreigners in France.
The provisions set out in 3" and 4° are, however. Inapplicabte where the oftence that led to the conviction was
committed against the alien's spouse or children.
The provisions· of the present article are not applicable to offences involving Violation of the fundamental interests of
the nation, prOVided for by chapters I, II and IV of title I of book IV and by articles 413-1 to 413-4, 413-10 and 413-11, or
acts of terrorism provided for by articles 431-14 to 431-17, or by counterfeiting offences provided ror by articles 442-1 10
0

b

442-4.
ARTICLE 131·31
The penalty of banishment from a specified area entails prohibition to appear in certain places determined by the
court. Supervision and support measures are a,lso imposed. The list of the prohibited places and the supervision and
support measures to be imposed may be modified by the penalty enlorcement judge, pursuant to the conditions sel
down by the Code of Criminal Procedure.
Banishment from an area may not exceed a period of ten years in the case of a conviction for a felony, and five
years in the case of a conviction fer a misdemeanour.
ARTICLE 131-32
Where area banishment is imposed together with an immediate custodial senlence, it applies from the beginning of
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the custodial sentence and its execution continues for Ihe period fixed when the sentence was imposed, running from
the day on which the custodial sentence ends.
Any detention served during the area banishment period is deducted from this periOd.
Subjeclto the application of article 763 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, area banishment ceases as of right
when the convicted person reaches the age of sixty-five.
ARTICLE 131-33
Mandatary closure of an establishment entai,ls the prohibition to exercise on such premises the activilY that
occasioned the commission of Ihe offence.
ARTiCLE 131-34
Disqualification from public tenders entails prohibition to participate, directly or indirectly, in any contract conclUded
by the State and its public bodies, territorial collectivilies, their associations and public bodies. as well as enterprises
granted as a concession or controlled by the State or by territorial collectivities or their associations.
ARTICLE 131·35
(Act no. 2004-575 of 21 June 2004 Arlicle 2/11 Official Journal of 22 June 2004)

The penalty of displaying a n01.'ce of the decision or otherwise disseminating it is carried out at the convicled
person's expense. However, the expenses recovered against a convicted parson may not exceed a sum in excess of
any fine appl)cable.
The court may order the display or circulation of all or a part of the decision, or of a communique informing the
public of the contents of the decision and its reasons. II shall determine, where appropriate, the extracts of the decision
and lhe terms of the communique to be displayed or circulated.
The display or dissemination of the decision or communique may disclose the identity of the victim only with his
agreement, or with that of his ,legal represanlative or successQ(.
A public display order is carried out in SUch places and for such a period as the court determines. Unless the Statute
sanctioning lhe offence otherwise provides, a public display may not extend beyond two months. If the notices posted
are removed, concealed or torn, a renewed display is made al the expense of the person found gUilty of so doing.
Circulation of the decision is made by the Official Journal of the Republic, by one or more other press publications,
or by one or more means of electronic public communication. The publications or means of electronic communication
entrusled with that circulation are designated by the court. They may not refuse 10 carry them.
ARTICLE 131-36
A Decrea of the Conseil d'Etat shall determine the condilions of application of the provisions of this sub-section of
the present Code.
This Decree shall also lay down the conditions under which convicted pernons carry out their community service as
well as the nature of the work to be given.
It shall determine in addition the condilions according to which:
1" the penalty enforcement judge, after hearing the opinion of the public prosecutor and consulting any public
institution With competence in the field of the prevention of crime, establishes the list of the community service work
liable to ba performed williin his jurisdiction;
2" community service work, for those who are employed, may extend beyond the maximum legal working waek;
3° associations referred 10 under the first paragraph of Article 131-8 are accredited to ofter community service work.
ARTICLE 131-35-1
(Inserlad by Act no. 2003-495 of 12 June 2003 arlo 6 11/ OffICial Journal of 13 June 2003)

Where il is incurred as an additional penalty, the obligation to complete a road safety awareness course is carried
out at the expense of the offender, within six months from the date on which the sentence becomes final.
Upon completion of the course, the offender receives a certificate which he must send to the district prosecutor.
Subsection 6
Of socio~judicial probation

Articles 131-36-1 to
131-36-8

ARTICLE 131-36·1
(Inserled by Act no. 1998-458 of 17 June 1998 Article 1 Official Journal of 18 June 1998)
(Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 46 Official JDurnal of 10 March 2004)

Where the law so prOVides, the trial court may order socio-judicial probation.
Socio-judicial probation entails, for the convicted person. the duty 10 submit, under the supervision Of the penalty
enforcement judge for the period determined by the trial court, to measures of supervision and assistance designed to
prevent recidivism. The period of socio-judiciai probation may not exceed ten years in the case of conviction for a
misdemeanour or twent;- years in the case of conviction for a felony.
However, in misdemeanour cases, this probation period may be extended to twenty years by means of a special
and reasoned decision issued by the court of trial; in the case of a felony punishable by thirty years' imprisonment, this
probation period is thirty years; in the case of a felony punishable by life imprisonmenl, the Cour d'assises may impose a
period 01 socio-judicial probation unlimited in time, subject to the right 01 the court for the application of penalties to
suspend this measure after thirty years, according to the conditions set oul in article 712-7 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure.
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The convicting judgment also fixes the max'imum term uf imprisonment to be served by the convicted per~on where
he fails to observe the obligations imposed upon him. This imprisonment may not exceed three years in the case of a
conviction fur a misdemeanour or seven years in the case of a c01viclion for a felony. The manner in whicl" the perally
enforcement Jucge may order the imprisonment to be wholly or partly ex~cllter1 is determined by the Code of Criminal
Procedure.
The president of Ine court, after giVing jUdgment, warns the convicted person of tlle obligations arising from il and of
tht:: consequences if thoy orEl not fulfilled.

ARTICLE 131-36·2

(Insetted by Act no. 1998-468 of 17 June 1998 Article 1 Official Journal of 18 June 1998)
1 he measures of supervi:;ion applicable to the person sentenced to socio.judicial probation are those laid down by
article 132-44.
The convicted person may also be subjectec by the convicting iudgment Or by the penalty enforcement judge to the
obligation speci4cd by article 132-45. He m;:Jy also be subjected tc one or more of the following Obligations:
1" not to be presen! in such places or such category of places as specifically designated, in particular where mino~
are to te found;
2" not to visit or to have conlact with certain persons or cerlain c21egories of persons, and paniculerly minors,
except, where relevant, those specified by the cO:Jrt;
3" nol to carry out any professional or voluntary actiVity involving regular contact with minors.
ARTICLE 131-36-3
(Inserted by Acl no. 19S8-488 or 17 June 1998 Article 1 Official Jcuma{ of18 June 1998}
The object of support measures imposed on a person sen1enced to socio-judicial probation has is to aid the
person·s social rehabilitation.

ARTICLE 131-36-4
(Inserted by Ad no, 1998-488 at 17 June 1998 Article 1 Official Joumaf 0(18 June (998)
Socia-judicial probation may include a requirement of treatment.
This requirement may be ordered by the lrial court if it is established after a report by a medical expert, obtained in
the conditions laid down by the Code of Criminal Procedure, that the person p;osecuted is a suitable case for such
!reatmant. This examination is carried out by two experts in the case of a prosecution for the murder of a minor
preceded or accompanied by rape, torture or acts of b<lrbarity. The president warns the conVicted person that no
treatment may be undertaken wilhout his consent, but that if he refuses the treatment offered to him, imprisonment
imposed under the third paragraph of article 131-36-1 may be enforced.
W1ere Ihe trial court urders Ireatment and e non-suspended custodial 5p.ntence has also been imposed on the
releYant person, the presiding judge infoITTIs the convicted person that he has the option of starting treatment whilst
serving lhe sentence.

ARTICLE 131-36-5
(Inserted by Act no. 1998-488 of 17 June 1998 Article 1 Official Journal of 18 June 1998)
Where the socia-jUdicial probation order is imposed with an immediate custodial sentence, the probation order (s
enforced, for Ule perloc fi)(ed in the sentence, 10 run from Ihe day when the clJstoclal sentence comes to an end.
The socia-judicial probation order is suspended by any detertion that intervenes while it is running.
Imprisonment ordered on eccount of failure to observe the obligations contaired in the socia-judicial probation order
is consecutive to lJny immedia'.e clI!';todi<:l1 ~entence imposed for offences committed during the currency of the order,
and may not be concurrent with them.

ARTICLE

131·36~

(Insened by Act no. 199D-468 of 17 Junc 1998 Arlicle 1 Official Joumal of 18 June 1998)
Socio-judbal probation may not be ordered together with a custodial sentence which is suspended, in whole or in
part, en condi~on of good behaviour.

ARTICLE 131-36-7
(Insetted by Acf no. 1998-488 of 17 June 1998 Article 1 Official •.Joumal of 18 June 1998)
In misdemeanour cases, socio-judicial probation may be imposed as the main sentence.

ARTICLE 131-36-8
(Insetted by Act no. 1998-468 of 17 June 1998 Arlic/a 1 Official J'oumal of 18 June 1998)
The manner of enforcement of a socio-judicial probation on:ler is determined by tille VII bis of Book. V of the Code of
Criminal Procedure.
SECTION /I
PENALTIES APPLICABLE TO LEGAL PERSONS

Articles 131-37 to

131-49
Subsection 1
Perl <:lIlies for felonies and misdemeanours

Articles 131-37 [0

131-39
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ARTICLE 131·37
Penalties for felonies and misdemeanours incurred by legal persons are:
1" a fine;
2" in the cases sel oul by law, the penalties enumerated under Miele 131-39.

ARTICLE 131·38
(Act no. 2004-204 0(9 March 2004 article 55 / Official Joumal of 10 March 2004)
The maximum amount of a fine applicable 10 lega) persons is five times that which is applicable to natural persons
by the law sanctioning the offence.
Where this is an offence for which no provision is made for a fine to be paid by naLural persons, the fine incurred by
legal persons is €1,OOO,OOO.

ARTlCLE 131·39
(Act no. 2001-504 of 12 June 2001 Article 14 Official Journal of 13 June 2001)
(Act no. 2004-575 of 21 June 2004 articla 211I Official Journal of 22 June 2004)
Where a statute so provides against a tegal person, a felony or misdemeanour may be punished by one or more of
the following penalties:
1° dissolution, where the legal person was created to commit a felony, or, where the felony or misdemeanour is one
which carries a sentence of imprisonment of three years or more, where it was diverted from ,:ts objects in order to
commit them;
r prohibition to eKe reise, directly or indirectly one or more social or professional activity, either permanently or for a
maximum period offive years:
3° placement under judicial supervision for a maXimum period of five years;
4° permanent closure or closure for up to five years of the establishment, or one or more of the establishments. of
the enterprise that was used to commit the offences in question;
5° disqualification from pUblic tenders, either permanenUy or for a maximum period of five years;
6° prohibition. either permanently or for a maximum period of five years, to make a public appeal for funds;
7" prohibition to draw cheques. except those allowing the withdrawal of funds by the drawer from tile drawee or
certified ctleques. and the prohibition to use payment cards, for a maj(imum period of five years;
8" confiscation of the thing which was used or intended for the commission of the offence. or of the thing which is
the product of it:
9" posting a public notice of the decision or disseminating the decision in the written press or using any form of
communication to the pUblic by electronic means.
The penalties under 1" and 3 above do not apply to those public bodies wl1icl1 may incur criminal liability. Nor do
they apply to political parties or associations. or to unions. The penalty under 1 0 does not apply to institutions
representing workers.
D

Subsection 2
Penalties for petty offences

Articles 131-40 to
131-44

ARTICLE 131-40
The penalties incurred by legal persons for petty offences are:
1" a fine:
2' the penalties entailing forfeillHe or restriction of rights sel out under article 131-42.
These penalties do not preclude the imposition of one or more of the additional penalties set out under artic,'e
131-43.

ARTICLE 131-41
The maKimum amount of a fine applicable to legal persons is five times that which is appliceble 10 natural persons
by the regulation sanctioning the offence.

ARTiCLE 131-42
In relation to any petty offence of the liHh class, a fine may be replaced by one or more of the following penalties
entailing forfeiture or restriction of rights:
1° prohibition to draw cheques. except those altowing the withdrawal of funds by the drawer from the drawee or
certified cheques, and the prohibition to use payment cards, for a maximum period of one year;
2° confiscation of the thing which was used or was intended for the commission of an offence. or of any Ihing wtrich
is the product of it.

ARTICLE 131-43
The regulation thaI sanctions a petty offence may provide for the additional penalty mentioned L'nder 5° of article
131-16 where the offender is a legal person. In relation to petty offences of the fifth class, the regulation may also set out
the additional penalty referred to under the first paragraph of article 131-17.

ARTICLE 131-44
Where a petty offence is punishable by one or more of the additional penalties referred to under articles 131-43. the
court may decide to impose only Ihe additional penalty, or one or more of the additional penalties
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Subsection 3
Contents and implementation of certain penalties

Articles 131-45 to

131-49
ARTICLE 131-45
The decision ordering the dissolution of a legal person enlails its referral to the court competent for its liquidation,

ARTICLE 131-46
(Act no, 1992-1336 of 16 December 1992 Articles 345, 346 and 373 Official Journal of 23 December into force 1 March
1994)
The decision to place a legal person under judicial supervision entails the appointment of a jUdicial officer whose
remit is determined by the court. His remil may only bear upon the activity in the exercise of which, or on the occasion 01
which, the offence was committed. Al least once every six months, the judicial officer shall report to trle penalty
enforcement judge on the fulfilmenl of his remit.
Upon examining this report, the penalty enforcement judge may refer the matter to the court that ordered jUdicial
supervision. The court may then either impose a new penalty, or release the legal person from judiciel supervision.

ARTICLE 131-47
Prohibition to make a pUblic appeal for funds entails prohibition, for the sale of any type of security, to have recourse
to any banking institutions, financial establishments or investment service providers or to any form of advertising.
- ARTICLE 131-48
The prohibition to exercise one or more social or professional activities entails the consequences sel out under
artic,'e 131-28.
The mandatory closure of one or more establishments entails the consequences set oul in 131-33.
Disqualification from public tenders enlails the consequences set oul in article 131-34.
Prohibition to issue cheques entails the consequences set out under the first paragraph of article 131-19.
The confiscation of a thing is ordered pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-21.
The pUblic display or dissemination of the decision is ordered pursuant to the conditions set oul under article

131-35.
ARTICLE 131-49
A Decree in the Conseil d'Etat shall determine the conditions for Ihe implementation of the provisions of articles
'31-45 to 131-47 and shall determine the conditions pursuant to which the worker's representatives are informed of the
date of the hearing.
CHAPTER II
REGIMES OF SENTENCES

Articles 132-2 to 132-1

ARTICLE 132-1
Where statutes or reguiations sanction an offence, the rules governing the penalties thai may be imposed are those
set out in the present Chapter except where the law otherwise provides.
SECTiON I
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Subsection 1
Sentences applicable to concurrent offences

Articles 132-2 to 132-23
Articles 132-2 to 132-7

ARTICLE 132·2
There is a concurrence of offences where an offence ,'s committed by a person before having been finally convicted
for another offence.

ARTICLE 132-3
Where, in the course of the same proceedings, the accused person is found guilty of several concurrent offences,
each of the penalties epp,licable may be impased. Nevertheless, where several penalties of a similar nature are incurred,
only one such penalty may be imposed within the limit of Ihe highest legal maximum.
Each penalty imposed is deemed to be common to the concurrent offences within the limit of the legal maximum
applicable to each one of them.

ARTICLE 132-4
Where, in the CO~Tse of separate proceedings, the person prosecuted is convicted of several concurrent offences,
the penalties imposed operate cumulatively, up to lJ1e limit of the highesllegal maximum. Nevertheless, the partial or
total concurrent running of sentences of a similar natum may be ordered either by the last court called upan 10
determine the matter, or pursuant to the conditions set out under the Code of Criminal Procedure.

ARTICLE 132-5
(Act no. 1992-1336 of 16 December 1992 Arlicles 347 and 373 Official Journal of 23 DeCember inlo force 1 March 1994)
For the purposes of articles 132-3 and 132-4, all custodial senlences are of a similar nature and all custodial
sentences run concurrenlly within a fife sen~ence.
Recidivism is taken into accounl, where relevant.
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Where criminal imprisonment for life \s applicable to one or more of lhe concurrenl offences but is not imposed, the
legal maximum is fixed at thirty years' criminal imprisonment.
The legal maximum amount and length of day-fines and of community service work is determined by articles 131-5
and 131-8 respectively.
The benefit of partial or tala! suspension applied to one of the penalties imposed for concurrent offences does not
prevent the enforcement of senlences of a similar nature which are nat suspended.
ARTICLE 132·6
(Act no. 1992·1336 of 16 December 1992 Articles 348 and 373 Official Joumal of 23 December into force 1 March 1994)
When a pardon or reinstatement has been granted in respect of a penally, account is taken of the penalty ensuing
from such a measure or decision when determining lhe extent of the concurrent running of penalties.
A reinstatement which takes place after the concurrent running of penalties is applicable to ttle penalty resulting
from such concurrence.
Where a penalty is reduced, the reduction is deducled from the penalty which remains to be served after lhe
concurrent runnIng of penalties, where this occurs.
ARTiCLE 132·7
By way of exception 10 the previous provisions, fines imposed for petty offences are cumulated with those incurred
or imposed fOf concurrent felonies or misdemeanours.
Subsection 2
Sentences applicable in the event of recidivism

Paragraph 1
Natural persons

Articles 132-8 to
132-16-2
Articles 132-8 to 132-11

ARTICLE 132-8
Where a natural person who /las already received a final sentence for a felony or misdemeanour punishable by law
with ten years' imprisonment, commits a felony, the maximum period of criminal imprisonment or criminal detention is life
imprisonment where the maximum sentence legally applicable 10 the felony is twenty or thirty years. Where the felony is
punishabla by fifteen years' imprisonment the maximum is raised to thirty years' criminal imprisonment or criminal
detention
ARTICLE 132·9
Where a natural person who has already received a final sentence for a felony or for a misdemeanour punishable
by law with ten years' imprisonment commits within ten years of when the previous sentence expired or became
time-barred a further misdemeanour which is similarly punishable, the maximum term of imprisonmenl and fine
applicable is doubled.
Where a natural person who has already received a final sentence for a felony or misdemeanour punishable by ten
years' imprisonmenl commits within five years of when the previous sentence expired or became time-barred another
misdemeanour punishable with between one and ten years' imprisonment, the maximum term of the imprisonment and
fine applicable is doubled.
ARTICLE 132·1Q
Where a natural person, who has already received a final sentence for a misdemeanour, commits within a period 01
five years from when lhe previous sentence expired or became time-barred either the same misdemeanour, or a
misdemeanour which is assimilaled to it for lhe purposes 01 I.he rules relating to recidivism, tM maximum term of the
imprisonment and fine is doubled.
ARTICLE 132·11
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force on 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2003-495 of 12 June 2003 art. 611/ Official Journal of 13 June 2003)
If a regulation so provides, where a natural person who has already received a final sentence for a pelty offence of
the fifth class commils lhe same petty offence within a period of one year from when the previous sentence expired or
became time-barred, the maximum fine is raised to €3.000.
tn cases where the law provides that re~offending by the commission of a pelly offence of Ihe fifth class constitutes
a misdemeanour, recividism is established if the acts are committed w',lhin a period of three years From the expiry or
lime-barrin.g of the previous sentence.
Paragraph 2
Legal persons

Articles 132-12 to

132-15
ARTICLE 132-12
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in/o force 1 January
2002)
Where a legal person, having already received a final sentence for a fetony or a misdemeanour legally punishabie
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with a fine of €100,000 in the case of a natural person, incurs criminalliabi),;ty for a felony, the ma:o::imum fine which may
be imposed is len times that provided by lhe law applicable to that felony, In such a case the legal person is additionally
liable to the penalties enumerated under article 131-39, subjecl to tl'1e provisions of the last paragraph of thaI article,

ARTiCLE 132-13
(Act no. 2001-504 of 12 June 2001 Article 15 Official Journal of 13 June 2001)
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 Seplembar 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 Sepfembar 2000 into force 1 January
2002)
Where a legal person which has already received a final sentence in relation to a felony or a misdemeanour legally
punishable in the case of a natural person by a fine of €100,000 incurs criminal liability for a misdemeanour punishable
by lhe same penalty within a period of ten years from when the previous sentence e:o::pired or became lime-barred, Ihe
ma:o::imum fine which may be imposed is ten times that provided by the statute by which the misdemeanour is
punishable.
Where a legal person which has already received a final sentence for a felony or for a misdemeanour legally
punishabla in the case of natural persons by a fine of €100,OOO, incurs within a period of five years from when the
previous sentence e:o::plred or became time-barred criminal/iabilily for a misdemeanour which by statute is punishable in
the case of natural persons with a fine of more than €15,OOO, the maximum fine ....tlich may be imposed is ten times that
provided by the statute by which the misdemeanour is punishable.
ARTICLE 132-14
Where a legal person which has already received a final sentence for a misdemeanour incurs within a period of five
years from when the previous sentence expired or became time-barred criminal liability for either the
same-misdemeanour or a misdemeanour assimilated to il under the rulas goveming recidivism, Ihe maximum fine which
may be imposed is ten times Ihat provided for natural persons by the statute punishing the misdemeanour.
ARTICLE 132-15
Where a regulation so provides, a legal person which has already received a final sentence for a petty offence of
the fifth class incurs criminal liability for the same petty offence withit1 a period of one year from when the penalty for the
of the previous offence expired or became time-barred, the maximum fine which may be imposed is ten times that
provided for na1ural persons by the regulation punishing the petty offence.
Paragraph 3
Genera) provisions

Articles 132-16 to
132-16-2

ARTICLE 132-16
Theft, extortion, blackmail, fraudulenl obtaining and breach of trust are considered to be lhe same offence in respect
of the rules goveming recidivism.
ARTICLE 132-16-1
(Inserted by Act no, 1998-468 of 17 June 1998 Article 10 Official Journal of 18 June 1998)
The misdemeanours of sexual aggression and sexual assalJlt are considered as the same offence for the purpose
of the rules governing recidivism.
ARTICLE 132-16-2
(Inserted by Act nc. 2003-495 of 12 June 2003 an. 4/11 Official Journal of 13 June 2003)
For the purposes of racividism, the misdemeanours of manslaughter and the incapacitation of another person
occasioned when driVing a motor vehicle, provided for by articles 221-6-1, 222-19-1 and 222-20-1 are considered [0 be
the same offence.
For the purposes of recividism, the misdemeanours provided by articles L.22i-2, L.234-1, L235-1 and L413-1 of
the Traffic Code are considered to be the same offence. The are also assimilated to the misdemeanours mentioned in
the preceding paragraph when they constitute the second elemenl in the recidivism.
Subsection 3
The imposition of penalties

Articles 132-17 to
132-22

ARTICLE 132-17
No penalty may be enforced where the court has not expressly imposed it.
The court may decide to impose only one of the penalties applicable 10 [he offence before il.
ARTICLE 132-18
Where an offence is punished by criminal imprisonment or criminal detention for life the court may impose criminal
imprisonment or delention for a term, or imprisonment for not less lhan two years.
Where an offence is punished by a determinate sentence of criminal imprisonment or criminal detention, the court
may impose a sentence of criminal imprisonment or detenlion shorter than the maximum, or a sentence of ordinary
imprisonment of not Jess [han a year,
ARTiCLE 132-19
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Where an offence is punished by a sentence of imprisonment, the court may impose a sentence of imprisonment for
less than the maximum term.
Tha court m::ly only impose an immediate custodial sentence for a misdemeanour on giving special grounds for
such a ct'oice of penally.

ARTICLE 132-20
Whe;e an offence is punished by a fine the court may impose a lower fine than llIe sum specified.
ARTICLE 132·21
The forfeiture of all or part of the civic, civil and family rights enumerated under Article 131-2€ dO€s not follow
automatically from a conviction, notwithstanding any provision to the contrary.
A person affected by a prohibition. forfAiture or incapacity automatically resulting from a conviction by reason of
special provisions may be wholly or partly released from the prohibition, forfeiture or incapaCity by the initial conviction or
a later judgment. This applies even in relation to the length of tha sanction, pursuant to conditions determined by the
Code of Criminal Procedure.
ARTICLE 132·22
The public prosecutor, 1he juge d'instruction or the trial court may require tha parties, any public administration,
financial institution or persons holding funds for the defendant, to communicate relevant information of a financial or
fiscal nature, without confidentiality being raised as an objec~on.
Subsection 4
The safety period

Article 132-23

ARTICLE 132-23
In the case of an immediate custodial sentence for a term often years or more imposed for offences spedficaUy set
out by statute, the convicted person is not entitled to benefil from provisions governing the suspensior or division of the
penalty, Josting to a non-custodial assignment, temporary leave, semi-detention or parole, during the safety period.
The saFety period is half that of the custodiol sentence or, in case or criminal imprisonment for fife, eighteen years.
The Cour d'assises or trial court may nevertheless by a special decision either extend this period up 10 two-thirds of the
prison sentence orup 10 twenty-two years in the case of imprisonment f:Jr life, or may decide to reduce these periods.
In all the other cases, where it im~oses a non-suspended custodial sentence exceeding five years, the court may
determine a safety-penod durIng which the convicted person m8Y not be granted the henefil of <lny one of the modes of
eXl;lcution of penalties referred to under the first paragraph. The length elf Ihis safety period may nol exceed twa-thirds of
Iha penalty imposed, or twenty-two years in the evenL of life imprisonment.
Reductions of sentences granted during the safety period will be deducted only from the portion of the penalty
exceeding this period.
SECTION II
PERSONALIZATION OF PENALTIES

Articles 132-25 10
1~7-24

ARTICLE 132·24
Within the limits fixed by Statute, the court imposes penalties and determines their regime accordinfj to the
circumstances anc the persona lily of the offonder.
When the court imposes a fine, it determinas its size taking into account the incoma and expenses of the
perpetrator of the offence.
Subsection 1
Semi-detention

Anicles 132-25 \0
132-26-3

ARTiCLE 132-25
(Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 arlo 185 II, III, V; Official Journal of 10 March 2004, in force 1 January 2005)
Where a trial court imposes· a custodial sentence of one year's imprisonmenl or less, it may determine that the
sentence (s to be served in semi-detention where the convicted person establishes that he has a trade or profession, or
regularly attonds 8 course of education or a pro'essionai training course. or apprenllcesh:p or temporary employment
with a view \0 social rehabilitation, or lhat he p:ays a vital role in [he life of his family, or need to undergo medical
treatment.
In lhe cases provided for in the previous paragraph, the court may also determine that the prison sentence be
carried out under the systerr; of e)(tsrnal pl.'lcemFmt.
Where the convicted person has been placed or kept in detention, under the provisions of article 397-4 of the CoDe
of Crlm.nal Procedure, the court applying !he present article may order that the semi-delention or external placement be
prOVisionally imposed.
ARTICLE 132·26
(Act no. 2004-204 0'9 March 2004 arlo 185 fI, III, V; Official Journal of10 March 2004, in force 1 January 2005)

A convicted person who has been granted the benent of semi-oetenlion is obliged (0 enler the peritentiary
institu!ion pursu<'!nf to the conditions determined by the penalty enforcement jUdge, according to the time necessary for
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him to carry out his profession, course of education, professional training, par1icipation in family life or medicallreatment
in consideration of which he was granted the regime of semi-detertion. He is obliged to remain wiLhin the establishmenl
during the days when his extemal obligations are imerrupled, whalever the (eason for the interruption.
A convided person who benoflts from external placement is employen outside the penitentiary institution, and
carries out work monitored by Ihe authorities.
The trial court may also impose Ihe conditions provided for by articles 132-43 to 132-46 on a convicted person who
benefits fram semi-detention or external placement.

ARTICLE 132-26-1
(Inserted by Act no. 2004-204 0(9 March 2004 article 185-VI Official Joumal of 10 March 2004, in force 1 January 2005)
Where a trial court imposes a custodial sentence of one year's imprisonment or Jess, it may rule tnat the prison
sentence is to be replaced by placement under electronic sUr\'eiHance where the convicted person establishes that ne
has a trade or profession, or regularty attends a cuu..-se of education or a professional training course or tf>mporary
employment with his social rehabilitation in mind, or that he plays a vital role in the Ufe of his family, or needs to undergo
medical treatment.
A decision to place a defendant under electronic surveillance may only be taken with the consenl of lt1e defendant
who has First been informed that he may requesl for assistance from his advocate, where appropriate the latter being
automatically designated by the president of the bar counCil, before giving his consent.
If the defendant is an unemancipated minor, [hiS decisiOn may only be laken wijh the consent of tnose holding
parental aulhoriiy over nim. Where the convicted person has been placed or kept in detention pursuant to the lerms of
article 397-4 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, a tral court applying the provisions of the rrevious paragraph may
order that placement Under elec':ronic sUMJiliance be proVisionally imposed.
ARTICLE 132-26-2
(Inserted hy Ad no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 185-VI OfflcJaJ Jaumal or 10 Marct. 2004, in force 1 January 2005)
For !he convicted person, placement under electronic sUr\'eillance entailS prohibition to leave his residence or any
other place determined by the penalty enforcement judge outside such periocs as the judge prescribes. The periods and
places are deLermined taking inlo account Ihe fact Ihat the convided person has a trade or profession; that he regularly
<Ittends a course of education or a professional trainirg course. or has temporary employment with a view \0 his social
rehabilitation; his participation in the life of his family; his need to undergo medical treatment Placemont under
electronic surveillance also entails (or Ihe Convicted person the requirement to respond to the summons of any public
authority designated by the penalty enforcement jUdge.
ARTICLE 132-26-3
(Inserted by Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 185-VI Official Joumal of 10 March 2004. in force 1 January 2005)
The trial court may also impose Ihe measures prcvided for by articles 132-43 10 132-46 On a COnvicted person who
has beer placed under electron'c surveillarce.

Subsection 2
Division of penalties

Articles 132-27 to
132-28'

ARTiCLE 132-27
Where compelling medical, family, professional or social reasons are established, Ihe court may decide lMat a
cuslodial sentence of a year or less imposed for a misdemeanour is served in instalments over a period not exceeding
three years. None 0' those instalments may be shorter than two days.
ARTICLE 132·28
(Act no. 2003-495 of 12 June 2003 art. 5 V Official Journal of 13 June 2003)
Where compaliing medical, family, professional or social reasonS are established, the court may decide thai a fine
impnsed for a misdemeanour or a petty offence will be paid by instalments over a period not exceeding three years. Tha
same applies where a natural person is sentenced to pay day-Fines or his driving licence is suspended; but Ihe
suspension of a driving licence may not be so divided when imposed lor misdemeanours or petty cffences for whiCh the
law or regulation precludes this penalty being limited to driVing outsida professional activities.
Subsection 3
Ordinary suspensiOn

Articles 132-30 to
D2-29

ARTICLE 132-29
A court imposing a sentence may order it to be suspended in the cases and pLrsuanl to Ille cunditions set out
hereafter.
After the imposition of a sJspended sentence, tree presiding judge of the court shall caution the convicted perSOn,
where he i!'; pre::;ent, of the consequences following anolher COnviction for a 'lew offence committed within the period set
out under articles 132-35 and 132-37

Paragraph 1
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Conditions for the granting of ordinary suspension

Articles 132·30 10

132-34
ARTICLE 132·30
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 into (orce 1 January
2002)
An ordinary suspension may only be granted to a natural person in respect of a felony or misdemeanour where the
defendant has not been sentenced to a custodial sentence for an ordinary felony or misdemeanour in the five years prior
to that offence.
A suspended sentence may only be granted to a legal person where it has not been sentenced to a fine in excess of
€60,OOO for an ordinary felony or misdemeanour 'Alilhin the same period.
ARTICLE 132-31
Ordinary suspension is applicable to natural persons for custodial sentances not exceeding five years, for a fine or
day-fine, for the penalties entailing forfeiture or restriction of rights enumerated under article 131-6 other than
confiscation, and for the additional penalties enumerated under article 131-1 other than confiscation, or of the mandatory
closure of an establishment and public notice of the sentence.
An ordinary suspension may only be granted for a custodial sentence where the defendant was sentenced to a
penalty other than criminal or ordinary imprisonment during the period set out under article 132-30.
A court may decide that the suspension of the custodial sentence is granted in part only and for a period, SUbject 10
a maximum of five years. which it determines.

ARTICLE t 32·32
An ordinary suspension is applicable to legal persons in respect of fines and for the penalties enumerated in 2°, 5°,
6° and 7" of Article 131-39.
ARTICLE 132·33
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 into force 1 January
20021'
Ordinary suspension may not be granted to a natural person for a penalty for a petty offence where the defendant
was sentenced to a custodial sentence for an ordinary felony or misdemeanour in the five years prior to the offence.
An ordinary suspension may only be granted to a legal person where it has not been sentenced to a fine of more
than €15,OOO for an ordinary felony or misdemeanour within the same period.
ARTICLE 132-34
Ordinary suspension is applicable to nalural persons for the penalties entailing forfei1ure or restriction of rights
enumerated under article 131-14 other than C011fiscation, for the additional penalties enumerated under 1°, 2° and a' of
article 131-16, as weil as for the additional penalty set out by the first paragraph of article 131-17. It is also applicable to
fines imposed for petty offences of the fifth class.
Ordinary suspension is applicable to legal persons for prohibition to draw chequas or to use payment cards undar
articles 131-42 and 131-43. It is aiso applicable to fines imposed for petty offences of the fifth class.
Paragraph 2
Consequences of ordinary suspension

Articles 132-35 to
132-39

ARTICLE 13.2-35
A sentence imposed for fe,lony or a misdemeanour which has been suspended is deemed non-existent where the
convicted person who has benefited from a suspension has not within a period of five years of that sentence committed
any ordinary fe.lony or m,'sdemeanour leading to an immediate sentence entailing the revocation of the suspension.
ARTICLE 13.2-36
Any new custodial sentence revDkes the suspension granted previously. irrespective of the nature of the initial
sentence.
Any new sentence imposed upon a natural or legal person other than a custodial sentence revo~es the suspension
granted previously for another sentence other than a custodial senlence.
ARTICLE 132-37
A for a petty ofl:ence that was imposed and suspended is deemed non-existent where the convicted person who l1as
benefited from such a slJspension does not within a period of two years commit a fifth-class petty offence leading to a
new immed,'ate sentence entailing revocation pursuant to lhe conditions set out under article 132-36.
ARTICLE 132-38
Where an ordinary suspension is revoked. the first penally is served without being allowed to run concurrentiy wilh
the second.
However, the court may pronounce by a special and reasoned decision that tile sentence it imposes does nol
reVoke the suspended sentence previously gran led, or thai it only revokes lhe suspension in part and for the length of
lime specified. It may also restrict the scope of the revocation exemption to one or more of the suspended sentences
previoLisly granted.
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ARTICLE 132-39
Where ths benefit of an ordinal)' suspension was granted for only a part of the penally, the sentence is deemed
non-existent in respect of all its elements if revocation of the suspension has not taken place. a day-fine or fme or
non-suspended part of the fine remaining due,
Subsection 4
Suspension with probation

Articles 132-40 to
132-53

Paragraph 1
Condilions for the granting of suspension with probation

Articles 132-40 to

132-42
ARTICLE 132-40
(Act no, 2003-1119 0{26 Novemb6r 200" Article 78 I Official Joumal of 27 November 2003
(Act no. 2004-204 0{9 March 2004 article 175 I Official Joumal of 10 March 2004)
A court imposing a custodial sentence may order ils suspension under the conditions set out hereafter, the
convicted natural person being placed on probation.
After the imposition of a suspended custodial sentence witl1 probation, the president of the court shall notify the
convicted person, where he is present, of the obligations he must heed during this period while his sentence is
suspended and he is on probation and warns him of the consequences of conviction far any new offence commil1ed
during the probation period or of any violation of the supervision measures or special Obligations imposed on him. The
president shall infonn him of the possibilily of having his sentence deemed non-existent if he behaves satisfactorily.
Where the court imposes as an addilional penalty banishment from French lerritol)' for any period not exceeding ten
years, this is suspended during such time as the person is placed on probation, SUbject to the provisions of the firsl
paragraph.
ARTICLE 13241
Suspension with prObation is applicable to custodial sentences not exceeding five years imposed for an ordinary
felony or misdemeanour.
Wherever a court has not ordered the provisional enforcement of a sentence, a probation order is only applicable
[rom the day when the sentence becomes enforceable pursuant to the conditions set out under the second paragraph of
article 708 of Ihe Code of Criminai Procedure.
ARTICLE 13242
(Act no. 2004-204 0{9 March 2004 article 175/1 Official Jaumalof 10 March 2004, in force 31 December 2006*·")
A criminal court shall determine the length Of the probation order, which must be alleast twelve months and may
not exceed three years.
It may decide this suspension will only apply to part of a custodial sentence, the length of which it shall determine.
Paragraph 2
The regime of suspension with probation

Articles 132-43 10

132-46
ARTICLE: 132-43
During the probation period. the convicted person must undergo Ihe supervision measures set out in article 132-44
and any particular obligations set out in article 132-45 that have been specially }mposed on him. The convicted person
may also be granted assistance designed to promote his social reintegration,
These measures and particular obligations cease 10 be applicable and the probation period is suspended during Ihe
rime when the convicted person is incarcerated. The probation period is also suspended during the time when Ihe
convicted person performs his national service.
ARTICLE: 132-44
(Act no. 2000-516 of 15 June 2000 Article 124 Official Joumal of 16 June 2000)
The supervision measures to which the convicted person is subject are the following:
1° to attend When reqUired to do so by the penalty enforcement judge or lhe designaled social worker;
2° to receive visils by the social worker a,~d to provide him With such information or documents as are necessary 10
verify his meal'1s of eXistence and the fulfilment of his obligations;
3° to inform the SOCial worker of any change of employmenl;
4° to infonn the sociai worker of any changes of residence or of eny joumey in excess of fifteen days and to account
for his return;
50 to obtain prior authorisation from lhe penalty enforcement judge for any journey abroad and, where it is liable to
obstruct the fulnlment of his obligations, for any change of empioyment or residence.
ARTICLE: 132-45
(Act no. 2003-495 of 12 June 2003 art. 6 IV Official Joumal of 13 June 2003)
A trial court or a penalty enforcement judge may specially impose on (he convicted person the duty to fulfil one or
more 01 the following obligations:
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l ' to exercise a professional activity or to follow a course of education or professionallraining;
2' 10 establish hs residence in PI determined place;
3" to undergo medical examination, treatment or medical care, and where necessary hospitaHsation;
4" 10 demonstrale that he is conlributing to family expenses or is regUla~ly paying any alimony thaI he may owe;
5" 10 make good, in all or part, according to hiS ability to pay, the damage caused by the offence, even in the
atl.c;ence of a court decision on civil liability;
6' to demonstrate Ihat he is paying according to his ability to pay the amounls due 10 Ihe public Treasury in
consequence of the senlence;
7" to abstain from driving certain vehicles determined by (he category of driving licences provided for under the
Traffic Cede;
8" not to engage in professional activity in lhe exercise of which or on the occasion of which the offence was
committed;
9° nct to appear in any specially designated places;
10' not \0 engage in betting, especially in betting shops;
11 nollo frequent public houses;
12' rot to keep company with certain convicted persons, especiaffy other offenders or accomplices to the offence;
13° to abstain from contacting certain persons, especially with the victim of lhe offence;
14' not to hold or carry any weapon;
15" where the offence was committed while driving a motor vehide, Ihe completion of a road safety awareness
course at the offender's expense;
16° to abstain f:um broadcasting any aUdiovisucl work which he has produced or IX-produced and which deals, in
part or ir whole, with the offence committed, and to abstain from any public appearance relating to this offence; the
provisions of tho present article are only applir:;ltlle in cases of conviction for felonies or offences relating to wilful attacks
on life, sexual aggressions or sexual assault;
17" to deliver his children to those who have been granted custody of them by a legal ruling;
18° to complete a citizenship course.
0

ARTICLE 132-4ti
The objective of an assistance measure is to support the convicted person's efforts towards social reintegration.
These measures lake the form of social, and if need be; financial assistance, and are implemented by lhe probation
service with the participation, ......here apprcpriate, of a1y private or public institution.
Paragraph 3
Revocation of suspension with probation in the event of a new
offence

Articles 132-47 to
132-51

ARTICLE 132-47
(Act no. 1992-1336 of 16 December 1992 Articles 350 and 373 Official Journal of 23 December 1992 into force 1 March
1994)
(Act no. 2004-204 of9 March 2004 article 183 Official Journal of 10 March 2004, in fotce 1 January 2005)
Suspension with probation may be rovokod by the trial court pursuanllo th~ conditions set out under article 132-48.
It may also be revoked b)' the penalty enforcenent judge, pursuanl 10 Ihe conditions set out under the Code of
Criminal Procedure, where the convicted person has not complied with supervision measures or any particular duties
Ihat have been imposed upon him. Any violation of these measures and duties commilied after the suspension with a
probalion has bocame enforceable may c::Iuse thf' revocation of Ihe suspension. However, revocalion may not be
ordered before a conviction has become final. If this revocation is ordered before the conviction has become final, it
beccme null and void where the conviction is later invalidaled or annulled.
ARTICLE 132-48
(Ael no. 1992-1330 of Uj December 1992 Articles 351 ond 373 Official Journal of 7.1 Dpr.emOf'r 1992 into force 1 Mar;;h

1994)
(Act no. 2003-1119 of26 November 2003 Article 79 ,'1 Official Journal of 27 November 2003)
Where the convicted person commits an ordinary felony or miSdemeanour followed by a non-suspended custodial
sentence during a probalion period, the /ri~l court m::lY order the lotal or partial revocation of any suspension or
suspensions granted previously, after hearing the penalty enforcement judge'S opinion. This revocation may not be
ordered for offences committed before the suspended sentence became final.
Banishment from French terrilory is automatically enforceable in cases of suspension with probation under the
conditions provider! tor in the present article.
ARTICLE 132-49
A partial revocation of the suspension may be ordered only once.
The decision ordering a partial revocation of the suspension does not put an end to the proba1ion regi'Tle and does
nOl attach 10 Ihe sentenco tho consequences of an immp.rliate senlence.
ARTICLE 132 50
Where a court orders the execulior of the prison sentence /() be served in ij:; entirety and the suspension with
probation was gra11ed after a earlier sentence already imposed subject to the same conditions, the first penalty is
M
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enforced first unless, by a special and reasoned decision. the court grants the convicted person a dispensation from all
or part of its execution.
ARTICLE 132-51
(Act no. 2000-516 of 15 June 2000 Article 124 Official Journal of 16 June 2000)
Where a court orders the revocation 01 a suspension in full or in part, it may order the convicted person to be
incarcerated pursuanL to a special and reasoned decision, which is enforceable provisionally.
Paragraph 4
Consequences of a suspension with probation

Artictes 132-52 to

132-53
ARTICLE 132·52
A suspended sentence with probation is deemed non-existent where the convicted person has not been the subject

a decision oraering the enforcement of lile totality of the prison sentence.
Where the benefit of the suspension with probation has bean granted for only part of the prison sentence, the
sentence is deemed non-existent in all its consliluent elements where no revocation of the suspension is ordered
pursuant to the conditions set out under the previous paragraph.

ARTICLE 132-53
(Act no. 2004-204 of9 March 2004 article 183 X Official Journal of 10 March 2004, in force 1 January 2005)
Where suspension with probation has been granted after a first sentence already imposed with the same benef,t,
this first conviction is deemed non-existent if the second is deemed non-existent pursuant to the conditions and
Lime-limits set out under the first paragraph of article 132-52 above or under articte 744 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure.
Subsection 5
Suspension With the obligation Lo perform community service work

Articles 132-54 to

132·57
ARTICLE 132·54
(Ae! no. 2004-204 or9 March 2004 article 177 I, article 178 Official Journal of 10 March 2004, in force 1 January 2005)
A court may, under the conditions and according to the terms set out under articles 13240 and 13241, provide thaI
the convicted person shall perform community service for lhe- benefit of a public body or that of an association
accredited to implement community service work, for a period of forty \0 two hundred and ten hours.
The court may rule !hat the obligations imposed on the convicted person will remain in place after the completion of
the community service work, within a lime period which may not exceed twelve months.
Suspension with the obligation to perform community service work may not be ordered where the defendant rejects
this or was not present at the ,hearing.
The terms of application of the dUty to perform community service are governed by the provisions of articles 131-22
to 131-24. On completing the whole of the community service to be performed, the senlence is -deemed non-existent,
unless the provisions of the last paragraph of article 132·55 have been applied.

ARTICLE 132-55
During tile period, determined by the court, within which the community service must be comp,'eted, a convicted
person must, in addition to carrying out the prescribed work, satisfy the following supervision measures:
1" to obey summons issued by the penally enforcement jUdge or the designated social worKer;
2" to undergo any medical examination to be carried out prior to the enforcement of the sentence, designed to
establish whether he suffers from any ailment dangerous for other workers, and Whether he is medically fit for the work
for which he is being considered;
3° to justify the grounds for any change of employment or reSidence where such Changes obstruclthe enforcement
of the community service work according to the terms decided;
4' to obtain prior authorisation of the penalty enforcement jUdge for any journey which would obslruct the
completion of the community service work according to the terms la,;o' down;
5" 10 receive the visits by 1he social worker and to provide him with any document or information relating to the
serving of the sentence.
He must also fulfil any particular obligalions set out under article 13245 which lne court has specially imposed upon
him, within a time period determined by the court which may not exceed twelve months.

ARTiCLE 132-56
Suspension with the obligation to perform community service work follows the same rules as those prescribed for
suspension with probaliD/1, except for those referred to under the Second paragraph of article 132-42 and under the
second paragraph of article 132-52. The obligajjon to perform community service is assimilated to a particular obligation
01 tile suspension with probatiO,1 and the per,'od provided for by article 131-22 is assimilated to the probation period.

ARTICLE 132-57
(Act no. 1992-13360116 December 1992 Articles 352 and 373 Official Joumal of23 December 1992 into force 1 March

1994)
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(Act no. 1995-125 of 8 February 1995 Arlicle 45 Official Journal of 9 February 1995)
Any court having imposed for an ordinary misdemeanour a sentence including a custodial sentence not exceeding
six months may, where thaI sentence is no longer appealable by the convicted person, order this sentence 10 be
suspended and that the convicted person shall perform in the interest of a local authority, a public body or an
association, unpaid community service work for a period nolless than forty hours or more than two hundred and len
houl'S. The enforcement of the ob,'jgation 10 perform community service work is sUbjec! to the provisions of the third
paragraph of article 132-54 and articles 132-55 and 132-56. The penalty enforcement jUdge may also rule that the
convicted person will serve a day-fine sentence, pursuant to the provisions of articles 131-5 and 131-25.
Subsection 6
Exemption and defennent of penalties - Common provisions

Articles 132-59 to
132-58

ARTICLE 132-58
In the case of a misdemeanour or, except in relation to the matters ccnsidered under articles 132-63 to 132-65, and
in the case of a petty offence, the court, after finding the defendant gUilty and ordering, if need be, the confiscation of
dangerous or noxious objects, may either exempt the deFendant from any other sentence, Or defer sentence in the cases
and pursuant to the conditions set out in the fOllowing articles.
At the same time as it decides on t~e defendant's guill, the court rules, if necessary, on any civil claim For damages.
Paragraph 1
Exemption from penalty

Article 132-59

ARTICLE 132-59
An exemption from penalty may be granted where it appears thaI the reintegration of the guilty party has been
achieved, that the damage caused has been made good and that Ihe public disturbance generated by the offence has
ceased.
A court granting an exemption from penalty may rule that its decision shall not be registered in the criminal records.
Exemption from penally does nol extend to payment of the costs of Ihe proceedings.
Paragraph 2
Ordinary deferment

Articles 132-60 to
132-62

ARTICLE 132:-60
A court may defer senlerJce where it appears that the reintegration of the guilty party is in the process of being
achieved, thaI the damage caused is in the process of being repaired, and where the public disturbance generated by
the offence will cease,
In this case, it o'etermines in its decision the date when it will pronounce sentence.
A defennent may only be ordered where the defendant, in the case of a natural person, or his representative, in the
case of a legal person, is present at the hearing.
ARTICLE 132:-61
At a reconvened hearing, the court may either exempt the defendanl from penalty, or impose the penalty SElt out by
law, or fun-her defer pronouncement of sentence pursuant to the cOrJditions and according to the terms sel out under
article 132-60.
ARTICLE 132-62
The decision with respect to the penally must be made no later than a year after the first deferment decision,
,Paragraph 3
Deferment with probation

Articles 132--63 to
132-65

ARTICLE 132-63
Where a defendant who is a natural person is present at the hearing, a court may defer sentence pursuant 10 the
conditions and according to the terms as set oUl under anicle 132-60 by plaCing him under probation for a term which
shall not exceed a year.
Such a decision is enforceable proviSionally.
ARTiCLE 132-64
Deferments with probation follow the probation regime as set out under articles 132-43 to 132-46.
ARTICLE 132:-65
(Act no. 2004-204 of9 March 2004 article 180 Official Journal of 10 March 2004, in force f January 2005)
At Ihe reconvened hearing the court may, taking into accounl the offender's behaviour, either exempt him from
penalty, or pass sentence as set out by law, or further defer sentence pursuant to the conditions and according to the
terms of article 132-63.
Thirty days before the reconvened hearing, the penalty enforcement jUdge may, with the public proseculor's
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consent, himself exempt the offender from penalty, following a hearing at which both sides are heard, held in
accordance with the provisions of article 712-6 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.
The decision regarding the penally must be made no later than a year after the first defermer"t decision.
Paragraph 4
Defermen! with injunction

Articles 132-66 to

132-70
ARTICLE 132-66
In the cases proVided for by statutes or regulations which sanction the violation of specific obligations, a court
deferring sentence may give Ihe convicted physical or legal person an injunction to observe one or more prescriptions
proVided by the statutes or regulations concerned.
The court decrees a time-limit for the enforcement of tt1ese prescriptions.

ARTICLE 132-67
The court may reinforce the injunction with a coerclve fine where this is provided for by the relevant Statu!es or
regulations. In such a case, it fixes the rate of the coercive fine and the maximum period for it to apply in accordance
with the limits set out by statutes or regula1ions_
A coercive fine ceases to run from when the prescriptions contained in the injunction have been executed.

ARTICLE: 132-68
A deferment with injunction may only be granted once. It may be ordered even where the defendant natural person
or the representative of the defendant legal person is not present.
The declsion may be declared provisionally enforceable in all cases.

ARTICLE 132-69
At the adjourned hearing the court may either exempt the guilty party from any penalty or impose the penalties set
out under the statule or regulation, when the prescriptions enumerated by the injunction have been executed within the
period determined
Where the prescriptions have been executed belatedly, the court calculates if need be the amount or the coercive
fine and imposes the penalties set out under the law or regulation.
Where the prescriptions were not observed, the court calculates if need be the amount of the coercive fine, imposes
Lhe penalties and may in addition order the execution of these prescriptions to be prosecuted at the convicted person's
expense pursuant to the conditions laid down by the law or regulation.
Unless otherwise provided, the decision on the penalty is made no later lhan one year after the first deferment
decision.

ARTICLE 132-70
(Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 177 I, article 198 V; Official Joumal of 10 March 2004, in force 1 January
2005)
The rate of the coercive fine determined by the deferment decision may not be modified.
For the calculation of the coercive fine, the-court considers the absence of execution or of the delay in execution of
the prescriptions and takes into account the occurrence of events, if any, no! aHributable to the delinquent.
A coercive fine does is ,10t enforceable by means of the provisions governing judicial enforcement of public debts.
SECTION 111
DEFINITION OF CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES ENTAILING THE

Al1icles 132-71 to

132-77

AGGRAVATION OF PENALTlES

ARTICLE 132-71
An organised gang within the meaning of the law is any group formed or association established wiLh a view to the
preparation of one or more criminal offences, preparation marked by one or more material actions.
ARTICLE 132-72
Premeditation is lhe intention formed before an act 10 commit a gillen felony or misdemeanour.

ARTICLE 132-73
Breaking in consists of forcing, damaging or destroying any closing device or any kind of enclosure. The use of false
keys, u,1lawfully obtained fleys or of any instrument which may be fraudUlently employed to operate a closing device
without forcing or damaging it is assimilated to breaking in.

ARTICLE 132-74
Climbing in is the act of entering any given premises, either by climbing over an enclosure, or by passing through
any aperture not designed to be used as an entrance.

ARTICLE 132-75

no. 1996-647 of 22 july 1996 Article 19 Official Journal 0(23 July 1996)
A weapon is any article designed to kill or wound.
Any other article liable to be dal'1gerous \0 persons is assimilated to a weapon from when it is used 10 kill, wound or
threalen, or intended by its bearer to be used to kiil, wound or threaten.
(Act
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Any article which looks sufficiently like a weapon defined in the first paragraph to cause confusion and is used to
threaten kill or wound, or is intended to threaten kill or wound by the person who bears it, is assimilated to a weapon.
The use of an animal to kill, wound or threaten is assimilated to the use of a weapon. Where the owner of the
animal is convicted or remains uniden1ified, a court may decide to hand 1he animal over to a registered public utility
institution for the protection of animals, which will be at liberty to dispose of it.
ARTICLE 132-78
(Act no, 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 12 I Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Where the law so provides, a person who has attempted to commit a felony or a misdemeanour is exempted from
penalty if, having alerted the legal or administrative authorities he has enabled the offence to be prevented and, where
relevant, to identify the other perpetrators or accomplices.
Where Ihe Jaw so provides, the length of the custodial sentence incurred by a person who has committed a felony or
a misdemeanour, is reduced if, by alerting the legal or administrative authori1ies, the convicted peffion has enabled the
offence to be ended, damage resulting from the offence 10 be prevented, or the perpetrators or accomplices to be
identified,
The provisions of the previous paragraph are also applicable where the person has either made it possible 10
prevent the commission of a relaled offence of the same type as the felony or misdemeanour for which he has been
prosecu1ed, or to end the commission of the offence, or to prevent it causing damage, or to enable its perpetrators or
accomplices 10 be iden1ified.
No conviction may be returned solely on the basis of statements made by persons who have been the subject of the
provisions of the present artide.
ARTICLE 132-79
(Inserted by act no. 2004-575 of 21 June 2004 article 37 Official Journal of 22 June 2004)
Where a means of encryp1ion, in the sense of article 29 of acl no. 2004-575 of 21 June 2004 used to ensura
confidentiality in the digital economy has been used to prepare or commit a felony or a misdemeanour, or 10 facilitate the
preparation of commission of a felony or a misdemeanour, the maximum prison sen1ence incurred is raised as follows:
1" where the offence is punished by thirty years' imprisonment, this is increased to life imprisonment;
2" where the offence is punished by twenty years' imprisonment, this is increased to thirty;
3" where the offence is punished by fifteen years' imprisonment. this is increased to twenty;
4"where 1he offence is punished by ten years' imprisonment, !his is increased to fifteen;
5" where the offence is punished by seven years' imprisonment, this is increased 10 ten;
6° where the offenCB is punished by five years' imprisonment, this is increased to seven;
r where the offence is punished by a maximum ofthree years' imprisonment, this is doubled.
The provisions of the present article are, however, not applicable to the perpetrator of or the accomplice to an
offence who, at the request of the judicial or administrative authorities, has pmvided them with an unencrypted version
of the coded messages and the secret keys necessary to decipher them,
ARTICLE 132·76
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-88 of 3 February 2003 Art. 1 Official Journal of 4 February 2003)
(Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 12 I, erticle 38 Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Where provided for by Jaw, the penalties incurred for a felony or a misdemeanour are increased when the offence is
committed because of the victim's actual or supposed membership or non-membership of a given ethnic group, nation,
race or religion.
The aggravating circumstances defined in the flTst paragraph are established when the offence is preceded,
accompanied or fOllowed by written or spoken words, images, objects or actions of whatever nature which damage the
honour or the reputation of the victim, or a group of persons to which Ihe victim belongs, on account of their actual or
supposed membership or non-membership of a given ethnic group, nation. race or religion.
ARTICLE 132-77
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Art. 47 Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
In the cases provided for by law, the penalties incurred for a felony or a misdemeanour are increased where the
offence is committed because of the victim's sexual orientation.
The aggravating circumstances defined in the first paragraph are estabiished when the offence is preceded,
accompanied or followed by written or spoken words, images, objects or actions of whatever nature which damage the
honour or the reputation of the victim, or a group of persons to which the victim belongs, on account of their actual or
supposed sexual identity.
CHAPTER III
THE EXTINCTION OF PENALTIES AND THE ERASURE OF CONVICTIONS

Articles 133-2 to 133-1

ARTICLE 133-1
(Ac! no. 1992-1336 of 16 December 1992 Articles 353 and 373 Official Journal of 23 December 1992 into force 1 March
1994)
The death of a convicled person or the dissolution of the lega,1 person, except where that dissolution is ordered by a
criminal court, as well as pardons and amnesty, preclude or interrupt the enforcement of the penalty. However, fines and
judicial costs may be recovered and confiscations carried oul after the death of the convicted natural person, and after
the dissolution of the legal person up until the process of liquidation has been completed.
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Where a sentence is time-barred it may not be enforced.
Rehabilitation wipes a conviction oul.
SECTION I
LIMITATION

Articles' 33-2 to , 33-6

ARTICLE 133-2
Subject to the provisions of article 213-5 the penalties imposed for a felony are barred by limitation after twenty
years have passed from the date when the conviction became final.
ARTICLE 133-3
A sentence imposed for a misdemeanour is barred by limitation after five years have passed from the date when lhe
conviction became final.
ARTICLE 133-4
(Act no, 2002-1576 of 31 December 2002)
The penalties imposed for a petty oftence are barred by limitation after three years have passed from the dete when
tI1e conviction became final.
ARTICLE 133-5
Persons convicted by contumacy or by default whose sentences are time-barred are not allowed to purge the
coniumacy or enter an opposition.
ARTICLE 133-6
Civil obligations resulting from a final criminal decision are barred by limitation according to the ruies set oui in the
Civil Code.
SECTION II
OF PARDON

Articles 133-7 to 133-8

ARTICLE 133-7
A pardon only entails an exemption in respect of the enforcemeni of the sentence.
ARTiCLE 133-8
A pardon does not defeat the victim's right to obtain compensation for the damage caused by the offence,
SECTION III
OF AMNESTY

Articles '33-9 to 133-11

ARTICLE 133-9
An amnesty erases the sentences imposed, It carries the remission of all penalties without entailing any restitution.
II restores to the perpetrator or accomplice to an oftence the benefit of a suspension which may have been granted for a
previous sentence.
ARTICLE 133-10
An amnesty is wiihout prejudice to any third party.
ARTICLE 133-11
Any person who, in the exercise of his funclions, has knowledge of criminal conviclions, professional or disciplinary
sanctions or prohibitions, forfeitures and incapacities erased by an amnesty, is prohibiled from recalling their existence
in any way whatsoever or to allow an indicalion of them to remain in any document. However, the original copy of
Judgments and judicial decisions are excluded from Ihis prohibition. Furthermore an amnesty does not preclude the
enforcement of a publication awarded as a compensalion.
SECTION IV
REHABILITATION

Articles 133-12 to
133-17

ARTICLE 133-12
Any person punished by a sentence for a felony, misdemeanour or petty offence is entitled, either to a rehabilitation
as of right pursuant to 1he conditions set out in this article, or to a rehabilita1ion order made pursuant to the condilions
contained in the Code of Criminal Procedure.
ARTICLE 133-13
Rehabilitation is acquired as of right by a convicted natural person who has not incurred a new sentence for a felony
or misdemeanour within the time-limits specified below:
1· for a senlence to pay a fine or a day-fine, after a period of three years from the date of the payment of the fine or
that of the global amount of the day-fines, from the expiry of the enforcement by imprisonment or the incarceration
period set out under article 131-25, or the limitation period;
2" for a single sentence either to serve an imprisonment nol exceeding one year, or a penalty other than criminal
imprisonment or criminal detention, imprisonment, fine or day-fine, after a period from either [he enforcement of that
sentence, or the expiry of the limitation period;
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3" for a single senlence to an imprisonment not exceeding ten years or for a mUltiple custodial sentence the lotal of
which does not exceed five years. after a period of len years from either the expiry of the sentence served. or the expiry
of the (imitation period.
ARTICLE 133-14
Rehabilitation is acquired as of right by a convicted legal person who has nol incurred a new sentence for a felony
or misdemeanour within (he time-limits specified below:
l ' for a sentence to pay a fine. after a period offive years from the day of the payment of [he fine or from the expiry
of the limitation period;
2' for a sentence olher than a fine or dissolution. after a period of five years from either the execution of the penally,
or the expiry of Ihe limitation period.
ARTICLE 133-15
Penalties which have been allowed to run concurrently are considered as a single sentence for the application of
the provisions of artides 133-13 and 133-14.
ARTICLE 133-16
(Act no. 1998-468 of 17 June 1998 Article 41 Official Journal of 18 June 1998)
Rehabilitation has the same consequences as those set out under articles 133-10 and 133-11. It erases any
incapacity or forfeiture resulting from a sentence,
ARTICLE 133-17
The non-contentious remission 01 a penalty is equivalent to its enforcement for the application of lt1e rules governing
rehabilitation.
BOOK II
FELONIES AND MISDEMEANOURS AGAINST PERSONS
TITLE I
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANI1Y AND AGAINST PERSONS
SUBTITLE I
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY
CHAPTER I
GENOCIDE

Articles 211-1 to
227-31
Articles 211-1 to 215-4
Articles 211-1 to 213-5
Article 211-1

ARTICLE 211_1
Genocide occurs where, in the enforcement of a concerted plan aimed al the partial or total destruction of a
national, ethnic. racial or religious group, or of a group determined by any other arbitrary crilerion, one of the following
actions are committed or caused to be committed against members of that group:
- wilful attack on life;
- serious attack on Dsychological or phYsical integrity;
- subjection to living conditions likely to entail the partial or lolal destruclion of thai group;
- measures aimed at preventing births:
- enforced child transfers.
Genocide is punished by criminal imprisonment for life.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period app.ly to the felony provided For by the present
article.
CHAPTER II
OTHER CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

Articles 212-1 10 212-3

ARTICLE 212 1
-Deportation, enslavemenl or the massive and systematic practice of summary executions, abduclion of persons
followed by their disappearance, of lorture or inhuman acts, inspired by political, philosophical, racial or religious
motives, and organised in pursui! of a concerted plan against a section of a civil papulation are punished by criminal
imprisonment for life.
The ~rs! two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing [he safety period are applicable to felonies providad for by the
present article.
v

ARTICLE 212-2
Where they are committed during war time in execution of a concerted plan against persons fighting the ideological
system in the name of which are perpetrated crimes against humanity, the actions referred to under article 272-1 are
punished by criminal imprisonment for life.
The first two paragraphs 01 article 132-23 governing the safely period are applicable to felonies sel out under the
present article.
ARTICLE 212-3
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Participation in a group farmed or in an agreement established with a view to the preparation, as demonstrated by
one Dr more material actions, of any of the felonies defined by articles 211-1, 212-1 and 212-2 is punished by criminal
imprisonment for life.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 goveming the safety period are applicable to the felony set out under the
present article.
CHAPTER: III
COMMON PROVISIONS

Articles 213-110 213-5

ARTICLE 213-1
Natural persons convicted of the offences set out Linder the present Subtitle also incur the follOWing penalties:
1 0 forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant 10 the conditions set out under article 131-26;
2" prohibition to hold public office, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131 -27;
3" area banishment, pursuant 10 the cunditions set out under Article 131-31;
4" confiscation of any or all of their assets.
ARTICLE 213-2
(Act no. 1993-1027 of 24 August 1993 Article 33 Official Journal of 29 August 1993)
(Act no. 1998-349 of 11 Mey 1998 Article 37 Official Journal of 12 May 1998)
(Act no. 2003-11190'26 November 2003 Arlicle 78 11/ Officiel Journal of 27 November 2003)
Any alien convicted of any of the offences under the present title may be banished from French territory either
permanently or for a maximum period of ten years, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-10.
ARTICLE 213-3
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for crimes against humanily pursuant to the conditions set out under article
121-2.
The penalties to be incurred by legal persons are:
1° the penalties enumera1ed under article 131-39;
2" confiscation of any or all of their assets.
ARTICLE 213-4
The perpetrator or the accomplice to a felony under the presenltitle is not exonerated from his responsibility on the
sole basis that ha performed an ael prescribed or authorised by sl:.::ltutory or regulatory provisions, or an act ordered by
legitimate authority. A court shall nevertheless take this circumstance into account when deciding the nature and extent
of the sentence.
ARTICLE 213-5
Criminalliabilily for the felonies sel out under the presentliUe is imprescr,;plable, as are the sentences imposed.
SUBTITLE II
CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS
CHAPTER I
CRtMES IN RELATION TO EUGENICS AND REPRODUCTIVE

Articles 214-110 215-4
Articles 214-1 10214-4

CLONING
ARTICLE 214·1
{Inserted by Act No. 2004-800 of (5 August 2004, article 28 I; Official Journal, 7 August 2004)
The implementing of any eugen,ic praC1ice aimed at organiSing the selection of persons is punish€{]' by thirty years'
criminal imprisonment and a fine of €7,500,00D.
ARTICLE .214-2
(Inserted by Act No. 2004·800 of 6 August 2004, article 28 I; Official Journal, 7 August 2004)
Carrying out any procedure designed to cause the birth of a child genelically Identical to another person whether
liVing or deceased Is punished by thirty years· criminal imprisonment and a fine of €7,500,000,
ARTICLE 214-3
(Inserted by Act No. 2004-800 01 6 August 2004, article 28 I: Official Journal, 7 August 2004)
The offences provided far by articles 214-1 and 214-2 are punished by criminal imprisonment for life and a fine of
£7,500,000 if they are committed by an organised gang.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-3 relating to the safety period are applicable to the offences proVided for by
the present article.
ARTICLE 214-4
(Inserted by Act No. 2004·800 of 6 August 2004, article 28 I; Official Journal, 7 August 2004)
Participation In a group formed or in an agreement established with a view to lhe preparation, as demonstrated by
one or more material actions, of any of Ihe felonies defined by articles 214-1 and 214-2 is punished by criminal
imprisonment for life and a fine of £7,500,000.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the felony set out under the
present article.
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CHAPTER II
COMMON PROVISIONS

Articles 215-110 215-4

ARTICLE 215-1
(Inserted by Act No. 2004-800 of 6 August 2004, alticle 28 I; Official Journal, 7 August 2004)
Natural persons guilty of the offences set out under 1M present sub-title also Incur the fOllowing penalties
1" forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the conditions sel out under article 131-26;
2' prohibition to hold public office, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-27;
3" area banishment, pursuant 10 the conditions set out under Article 131-31;
4 confiscation of any or all of their property, moveable or immoveable, whether held jointly or severally;
5° confiscation of the material that has been used to commilthe offence.
0

ARTICLE 215-2
(Inserted by Act No. 2004-800 of 6 August 2004, article 28 I; Official Journal, 7 August 2004)
Any alien convicted of any of the offences under the presen! sub-title may be banished from French territory either
permanently or for a meximum period of ten years, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-30.
The provisions of the last seven paragraphs of article 131-30 are not applicable.
ARTICLE 21 S..J
(Inserted by Act No. 2004-800 of 6 August 2004, article 28 I; Official Journal, 7 August 2004)
Legal persons mey incur criminelliebility for offences provided for by this sub-title pursuant to the conditions set out
under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legel persons are:
1" a fine, in the manner provided for by article 131-8.
2· the penalties enumerated under article 131-39;
3· confiscation of any or all of its property, moveable or immoveable, whether held jointly or severally.
ARTICLE 215-4
(Inserted by Act No. 2004-800 of 6 August 2004, article 28/; Official Journal, 7 August 2004)
The prescription period for felonies provided for by the present sub-title, and for the penalties imposed, is thirty
years.
In addition, in a case where the cloning has red to the birth of a child the prescription period for prosecution for the
offence of reproductive cloning contrary to article 214-2 oniy begins to run from when the child at1ains the age of
majority.
TITLE II
OFFENCES AGAINST THE HUMAN PERSON
CHAPTER I
OFFENCES AGAINST THE LIFE OF PERSONS
SECTION I
WilFUL INJURY AGAINST LIFE

Articles 221-1 to 227-31
Articles 221-1 to 221-10
Articles 221-1 to
221-5-3

ARTICLE 221-1
The wilful causing of the death of another person is murder. It is punished with thirty years' criminal imprisonment.
ARTICLE 221-2
Murder which precedes, accompanies or follows another felony is punished by criminal imprisonment for life.
Murder which is intended either to prepare or to facilitate a misdemeanour, or to assist an escape or to ensure the
impunity of the misdemeanant or an accomplice to a misdemeanour is punished by criminal imprisonment for life.
The first two paragraphs or article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offences under the
present article.
'
ARTICLE 221-3
Murder committed with premeditation is assassinalion. Assassination is punished by a criminal imprisonment for life.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safely period apply to the offence under the present article.
Nevertheless, where the victim is a minor who is under fiffeen years of age and the assassination is preceded by or
accompanied by rape, torture or acls of barbarity, the Cour d'assises may by a special decision eilher increase the
safety period to thirty years, or, where it imposes criminal imprisonment for life, decide that none of the measures
enumerated under Article 132-23 shall be granted 10 the convicted person. Where the sentence is commuted, and
unless the decree of pardon otherwise provides. the safety period is equal to the length of the sentence resulting from
the pardon.
ARTICLE 221-4
(Act no. 94-89 of 1 February 1994 Alticle 6 Official Journal of 2 February 1994 inlo force 1 March 1994)
(Act no. 96-647 of 22 July 1996 Article 13 Official Journal of 23 July 1996)
(Act no. 99-505 of 18 June 1999 Article 14 Official Journal of 19 June 1999)
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(Act no. 2003-88 of 3 February 2003 Article 2 Official Journal of 4 Febroary 2003)
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 47 II, ArticJe 60 I, II Official JoufflaJ vf 19 March 2003 Correction JORF 5
June 2003)
(Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 6/ Official Journal of 10 March 20(4)
Murder is punished by crimina) imrri.~onmert for life where it is committed:
1° against a minor under fifteen years of age;
20 against a natural or legitimate ascendant Qr the adoptive father or mother;
3" against a person whl"lse particular vulncrnbili\y, due \0 age, sickness or infIrmity, or to any physical or
psychological disability or to pregnancy, is apparent or known to the perpetrator:
4° against a judge or proseaJtor, a juror, an advocate, a legal prolessional officer or a public officer, a member of
the gendarmerie, I'l c:iviJ _~ervant of the national police, cusloms, the penitentiary administration or against any other
person ho:ding public authority or discharHing a public service mission, a fireman (wrether professiOl",al or ~olunteer),
the accredited warden of a building or group of buildings or ar agent carrying out on behalf of lhe tenant thp. duty of
caring far or walching an inhabited building in pursu<lnce of anicle L. 1:.'7.1 of the Code of Construction and Habitation,
in the exercise or on account of his functions or mission, when the capacity of the victim is known or apparent to the
perpelrator;
4°bi.c; against lhe spouse, the ascendants and direct descendants of the persons mentioned in 4 6 or against any
other person who habitually resides in their home, because of lhe duties carried QuI by these persons;
4°ter against a person employed by a public trans~ort network or any other person carrying out a public service
mission or against a health professional In the exercise 0' his duties, where the status 01 the victim is apparent or known
to (he perpetrator;
56 agalnsl a wilness, a victim or civil party, either to prevent him from denouncing the ac.{ion, filing a complaint or
making a slatement before a court, or because of his report, comptaint or statement;
6° because of the victim's aclual or supposed membership or non-membershlp of a given ethnic group, nation, race
or religion;
7" because of the sexual orientation 01 the victim;
So by several people acting as an organised gang.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 gO'leming the safety period are applicable to the offonces set out under
the present article. Nevert/'eless, where the victim is a minor of Fifteen years of age and the murder is preceded by or
accompanied by rape, torture or acts of barbarity, lhe Cour d'assises may by a special decision eit/'er increase the
safety period to thirty years, or, where it orders life imprisonment decirlp. that none of the moasures enumeraLed unde'
artic,e 132-23 shan be granted to the convicted person; where Ihe penalty is commuted, and unless the decree 0'
pardon otherwise provides, the safety period is then equal to the length oHhe sentence resulling from the pardon.
ARTICLE 221·5
Making an attack against the life of another person by the use or administration of substances liable to cause death
conslitutes ~isoning.
PoisClnirg is punished by thirty years' criminal imprisonment.
It is punished by crimina) imprisonment for life where it is committee in any of the circumstances ~rovided for by
articles 221-2, 221-3 and 221-4.
--:-he first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period apply to lhe offence under the present article.
ARTICLE 221·5-1
(Act no. 2004-204 of 9 M;m::h 2004 article 6/1 Official .Joumal of 10 March 2004)
Making another person offers or promises, or offering him gifts, presents or benefits of any kind to induce him to
commit an assassination or a poisoning is punished, where this felony is neither committed nor attempted, by ten years'
imprisonment and by a fine d €15G {lOG,

Article 221-5-2
(Inserted by Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 artiCle 6 f! Official Journal of 10 Marth 2004)
Legal persons may incur criminal liability. pursuanl to the conditions set out under article 121-2, for the offences
defined in the present section:
T'le penalties applicable to legal persons are:
l' a fine, pUi sua III to lhe condillons sel out under article 131-38:
2' the penalties set out under arlicle 131-39.
The prohibition Cetermined under 2" 01 article 131-39 applies to Ihe activity in Ihe e)(ercise of wl'\ich or on the
occasion of the el\ercise of which the offence was committee.
Article 221-5-3
(Inserted by Act no. 2004-/04 (1f 9 March 2004 {jrlicle 12 IV Official Juumal of 10 March 2004)
Any persen who has attempted 10 commit the felonies of assassinalion or poisoning is exem~led from punishment
if, by alerting the legal or administrative authorities, he has prevented the death of the victim and. where relevant. has
identified the other perpetrntors or accomplices involved in the offell(;8.
The prison sentence incJrred by the perpetrator or the accomplice b a poisoning is reduced to twenty years'
imprisonment if, by alerting tre legal or administrative authorities, he has prevented the victim from dying and, wherp.
relev~r.l, h~s ictentified the othor perpetrators of or a-.;wmpiices to the olfence.
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SECTION II
NVOLUNTARY OFFENCES AGAINST LIFE

Articles 221-6 10
221-6-1

ARTICLE 221-6
(Ad no. 2000-647 of 10 July 2000 Article 4 Official Journal of 11 ~;uly 2000)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Artf-:Je 3 Official Joumal of 22 September 2000 into force 1 January
2002)
Causing the death of another person by clumsiness, rashness, inattention, negligence or breach of an obligation of
safety or prudence imposed b~' statute or regulations, in the circumstances and according to the distinctions laid down
by article 121-3, corstitutes manslaughler ?unished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of E45,000.
In [he event of a deliber<olte violation of en obligation of safety or pr1.Jdence imposed by f'llatute or regulations, the
penalty is increased to five years' imprisonment and to a fine of E?5,000.
ARTICLE 221·7
A legal person may incur criminal liajiJily, purst-ant to the conditions set oul under article 121 -2, to tt',e offence
defined under article 221-6.
The penalties to which legal persons are liable are as follows:
1 a fine, pursuant to the condilions sel out under article 131-36;
a
a
2~ (he penalties enumerated in 2", 3 8 and 9" of article 131-39.
The prohibition determined under 2" of article 131-39 applies to the activity in Ihe exercise of which or on the
occasion of the exercise of which the offence was committed.
In the cases referred to under the second paragraph of article 221-6 the penalty prescribed by 4" of article 131-39
shall also be incurred.
0

ART!CLE 221-6·1
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-495 of 12 June 2003 art. 1 1/ Official Journal of 13 June 2003)
When the clumsiness, rashness, inattention, negligence or :Ireach of an obligation of safety or prudence provided
for by nrticle 221-6 is committed by the driver a motor vehicle, manslaughter is punished by five years' imprisonment and
by a fine of €75,000.
The penalties are increased to seven yealS' imprisonment and to a fine of E100,00C where:
tile driver has deliberately violated an obligation of safety or prudence imposed by statute or Regulations other
lhan thosA oullined below;
2° the driver was manifestly drunk or in an alcorolic slate characterised by a level of alcohol 'rl the blood or breath
greater than the limits fixed by the legislalive or statutory provisions of the Traffic Code, or where he refuses to take the
tests provided for by the Code and designed to establish the existence of an alcoholic state;
30 a blood test shows that the driver had used substances or plants classified as drugs, or where the driver refused
to take the lests proVided for by the Traffic Code that are designed to establish whether he was driving under the
influence of drugs;
4° the driver does not hold a valid driving licence as required by law, or his licence has been annulled, invalidated,
suspended or revoked;
50 the driver has exceeded the maximum speed limit by 50 kmlh or more;
6° the driver, knowing fhat he had caused or brought about an accident, did not stop and SJ tried to escape any
criminal or civil responsibility that he might incur,
The penalties are increased to ten years' imprisonment and a fine of E150,OOQ where the manslaughter is
committed wilh two or more Of the circumstances outlined in 1° onwards of tho presont article.

,0

SECTION III
ADDIT)ONAl PENALTIES APPUCABLE TO NATURAL PERSONS

Articles 221-810 221-10

ARTiCLE 221-8
(Act no. 2003.-495 of 12 June 2003. Art. 5 VI and 6 Ii OfficialJouma{ of 13 June 2003)
Nalural parsons convicted of the offences sel out under :he presen1 chapter also incur tre following additional
penalties.
1" prohibition, pursuant 10 the conditions set au! under Article 131-27, to discharge the social or pmfe.c:sion<ll <lctivily
in the exercise of which or on the occasion of the exercise of which the offence was committed;
2" prohibition tJ hold or to carry, for a maximum period of five years, a weapon requiring a Jicence;
3 suspension of Ihe driving licence for a maximum period of five years; this suspension may be limited 10 driving
oUlerwlse lllan in t1e exercise of a professionol activity; in the cases pravidAd for by artir:le 221-6-1, this measure may
not be suspended, even partially, and may not be limited to criving otherwise than in the exercise of a professional
activity; in the cases provided for by 1 to 6' and by the last paragraph of article 221-6-1, the maximum period of
suspension is ten years.
4" cancellation of the driving liconce, together with IhA prahibilion, for a maximum period of five years, to apply for
the isst-e of a new one;
5" confiscatior of one or more weapons belonging to the convicted person or which he has freely available to him;
6~ withdrawal of the hunthg licence, togelher wilh a prohibition, for a maximum period of rive years, to apply for the
issue o' a new one.
0

0
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in cases providea fot by article 221-6-1, the prohibition from ctiving certain motor vehides, includin~ Ihose for
whicl'> a driving licence is not required, for a mtlximum period of fivp. years:
O
B in cases p~ovlded for by artic'e 221-6-1, the requirement LO complete a road safety awareness course, at the
offender's Al:rense:
go in cases provided for by article 221-6-1, the immobllisatiun of the vehielo used by thfl convicted person in
committing the offence, i' tIlis vehicle tJelongs to him, for a period of up to one year;
10· In cases proviced for by article 221_6_1, the confiscation or the vehicle used by the convicted person in
committing the offence, if this vehicle belongs to him.
0
Any conviction for the misdemeanours providad for by 1" to 6 and by the Jast paragraph of article 221-6-1 results in
the automatic cancellation of the driving licenca with tha prohibition to apply for a new liCflncfl for a maximum period of
ten years. In the case of a persistent offender, the length of the ban is aulomatically increased to ten years, and the
court mClY, by a specially roasoned judgment, provide that tha ban be for life.

r

ARTiCLE 221-9
NaturaJ persons convicted of thp, offences set out under Section 1 of the present chapter also incur the forrowing
addilional penalties:
1" prohibition of civic, civil and family rights, pursuenllo the conditions set out under article 131-26:
2" prohibition 10 hold public offiCE, pursuant to tho conditions set oul under article 131-27;
3" con'iscation sel out under article 131-21;
4" area banishment, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131 -31.
ARTICLE 221-9·1
(lns9ned by Aci ro, 1998-468 of 17 June 1998 Arlicle 2 Official Joumal of 18 June 1998)
Natural persons gUilty of murder or assassination preceded by or accompanied by rapa, torture
are also 11able to SOCia-judicial probalion in the manner set out under articles 131~36-1 to 131-36-8.

or act!> of barbarity

ARTICLE 221-11
Any alien convicted of any of the offences set out under section 1 of the present Chapter may ba banished from
french territory Either permanently or for a maximum period of ten years, p/Jl'Suanl to lhe conditions sel out /Jnder artide
131-10.
ARTICLE 221-10
Natural persons ccnvicted of tf)e offences set out under sectio~ 2 or the present etlapter also incur the <Jdditional
penalty of public display or dissemination Of the deCision as set out under article 131-35.
CHAPTER II
OFFENCES AGAINST THE OR PHYSICAL OR PSYCHOLOGICAL
INTEGRITY OF THE pERSON
SECTION I
WILFUL OFFENCES AGAINST TH=: PHYSICAL INTEGRITY OF T\ Ie

Articles 222-1

to 222-51

Articlos 222-1 to

222-18-2

PERSON

Paragraph 1
Torture and ads of barbarity

Micles 222-1 to
222-6-2

ARTiCLE 222-1
The subJeclion of a person to torture or to acts of barbarity is punished by fifteen years· criminal Imprisonment.
The /irsl two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing Ihe safety ~eriod are applicable lo the offence set out under the
present article.

ARTICLE 222-2
The offence de/med under artk;IH 222-1 ;S pLnished by crimina: Imprisonment for life where it precedes,
accompanias or follows a felony other than murder or rape.
The ~rst two p<=lr;J.gr<=lphs of article 132~23 governing the safety period are applicable to {he oftence set out under the
present article.
ARTICLE 222_3
(Act no. 96-647 of 22 July 1996 Article 13 OffiCial Journal of 23 July 1996)
(Ae! no. 99-505 of18June 1999 Article 14 OfficialJoumal of 19 June 1999)
(Act no. 2003-88 of 3 Fobruary 2003 Anide ::I Official Journal of 4 February 2003;
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Attic,'e 47/1/, Attlc.'e 60 1,1/ Official Joumalo.' 19 Much 2C!OJ)
The offence defined in article n2-1 is punished by !:'Henly years' criminal imprisonment where it is committed:
1 against a minor under fitteen years of age;
2" against a person whose particular vulnerability, due to age, sickness, ~hysical or psychological disability or 10
preyflancy, is apparont or kr.own to the perpatrator;
3' against a natural or legitimate ascendant or the adoptive father or mother;
Q
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4· against a judge or prosecutor, a iuror, an advocate, a legal professional officer or a pUblic officer. a member of
Ihe gendarmerie, a civil s8Nan! of the national pOlice, customs, the penitentiary administration or against any other
person holding public authority or discharging a public service mission, a fireman (whether professional or volunteer),
the accredited warden of a building or group of buildings or an agent carrying oul on behalf of the tenant the duty of
caring for or watching an inhabited building in pursuance of article L. 127.1 of the Code of Construction and Habitation,
in Ihe exercise or on account of his funclions or mission, when lI1e capacity of the victim is known or apparent to the
perpetrator;
4"bis against the spouse, the ascendants and direct descendants of the persons mentioned in 4" or against any
other person who habitually resides in their home, because of the duties carriec' out by these persons;
4"ler against a person employed by a public transport networ1< or any other person carrying out a pUblic service
mission or against a health professional in the exercise of his dulies, where the status of the victim is apparent or known
to the perpetrator;
5" against a witness, victim or civil party, either to prevent him from denouncing the acliOll, filing a complaint or
making a statement before a court, or because of such denunciation, complaint or stalemenl;
5"bis because of lhe victim's actual or supposed membership or non-membership of a given ethnic group, nation,
race or religion:
5°ter because of the sexual orientation of the victim;
6° by the spouse or cohabitee of the victim;
7" by a person holding pUblic authority or discharging a public service mission, in the exercise or at the occasion of
lhe exercise of the functions or mission;
8° by two or more acting as perpetrators or accomplices;
g" with premeditation;
10" with the use or threatened use of a weapon.
The offence defined under article 222-1 is punished by twenty years' criminal imprisonment where it is accompanied
by sexual assaults other than rape.
The penalty incurred is increased to thirty years' criminal imprisonment where the offence defined under article
222-1 is committed against a minor under the age of fifteen years by a legilimate, natural or adoptive ascendant or by
any other person having authority over the minor,
The first two paragraphs or article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offences set out under
Ihe present Article.

ARTiCLE 222-4
(Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 54 Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
The offence defined under article 222-1 is punished by thirty years' criminal imprisonment where it was c:ommitted
by an organised gang, or was committed habitualJy against a minor under the age of fifteen years, or against a person
whose particular VUlnerability, due to age, sickness or infirmity, to a physical or psychological disability or 10 pregnancy,
is apparent or known to the perpetrator.
Tile first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offence sel out under the
present article.
ARTICLE 222-5
The offence defined under article 222-1 is pUnished by thirty years' criminal imprisonment where it entailed
mutilation or permanent disability.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing lhe safety period are applicable to the offence set out under [he
present article,
ARTICLE 222-6
The offence defined under article 222-1 is punished by criminal imprisonment for life where it broughl about the
death of the viclim without intent [0 cause it
The fiml two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safely period are applicable 10 lhe offence set out under the
present article.
ARTICLE 222-6-1
(Inserted by Act no. 200 1-504 or 12 June 2001 Anicle 5 Official Journal of 13 June 2001)
A legal person may incur criminal liability, pursuant to the conditions set oui in article 121 -2. for the oftences
defined in Ihe present paragraph.
The penalties applicable to legal persons are:
l' a fine, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-38:
2° lhe penalties enumerated under 2', 3" 8" and 9° of article 131-39.
The prohibition determined under 2°of article 131-39 shall apply to the activity in the exercise of Which or on lhe
occasion of the exercise of which the offence was committed.
ARTICLE 222-6-2
(Insened by Act no. 2004-204 of g March 2004 article 12 V Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Any person whO has attempted to commit the felonies provided for by the present paragraph is exempled from
punishment if, by alerting the legal or administrative authorities, he has prevented Ihe commission of lhe offence, and,
where relevant, has identified the other perpetrators or accomplices.
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The custodial sentence incurred by the perpetrator of or accomplice to any of the felonies provided for by the
present paragraph is reduced by half if, by alerting the legal or adminislrative authorities, he allowed the offence to be
stopped, or has prevented lhe offence resulting in loss of life or permanent disability and, where relevant, has identified
the other perpetratoffi or accomplices. Where the sentence incurred is criminal life imprisonment, this is reduced to
twenty years' crimina,1 imprisonment.
Paragraph 2
Acts of violence

Articles 222~7 to
222-16-1

ARTICLE 222-7
Acts of violence causing an unintended death are punished by fifteen years' criminal imprisonment.
ARTICLE 222-8
(Act no. 96-647 of 22 July 1996 Article 13 Official Journal of23 July 1996)
(Act no. 99-505 of 18 June 1999 Article 14 Official Journal of 19 June 1999)
(Act no. 2003·88 of 3 February 2003 Artide <I Official Journal of 4 February 2003)
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 47 IV, Article 60 I. II Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
The offence defined under anicle 222-7 is punished by twenty yeaffi' criminal imprisonment where it is committed:
fO against a minor under fifteen years of age;
2° against a person whose panicular vulnerability, due to age, sickness or infirmity, to a physical or psychological
disability or to pregnancy, is apparent or known to the perpetrator;
3" against a natural or legitimate ascendant or the adoptive father or mother;
4" against a judge or prosecutor, a juror, an advocate, a legal professional officer or a public officer, a member of
the gendarmerie, a civil servant of the national police, customs, the penitentiary administration or against any other
person holding public authority or discharging a public service mission, a fireman (whether professional or volunteer),
the accredited warden of a building or group of bUildings or an agent carrying out on behalf of the tenant the duty of
caring for or watching an inhabited building in pUffiuance of article L. 127.1 of the Code of Construction and Habitation,
in the elCercise or on account of his functions or mission, when the capacity of the \lictim is known or apparent to the
perpeLrator;
4"bis against the spouse, the ascendants and direct descendants of the persons mentioned in 4" or against any
other person who habitually resides in their home, because of the duties carried out by these persons;
4°ter against a peffion employed by a public transport network or any other person carrying out a public service
mission or against a health professional irl the exercise of his duties, where the status of the victim is apparent or known
to the perpetrator;
5° against a witness, victim or civil party, either to preveM him from denouncing the action, filing a complaint or
making a statement before a COL'rt, or because of such denunciation, compleint or statement;
SObis because of the victim's membership or non-membership of a given e1hnic group, nation, race or religion;
SOter because of the selCual orientation of the victim;
6° by the spouse or cohabitee of the victim;
7" by a person holding public authority or discnarging a public service mission in the exercise or at the occasion of
the elCercise of h,;s functions or mission;
8" by two or more acting as perpetralors or accomplices;
g" witrr premeditation;
10" wilh the use or threatened use of a weapon.
The penatty incurred is increased to thirty years' criminal imprisonment where the offence defined under article
222-7 is committed against a minor under the age of fifteen years by a legitimate, nalural or adoptive ascendant or by
any other person having authority over the minor.
The first two paragraphs of anide 132-23 governing the safely period are applicable to the offences set out under
the present article.
ARTICLE 222-9
Acts of violence causing mutilation or permanent disability are punished by ten years' impriSOnment and a fine of
£150,000.
ARTiCLE 222-10
(Act no. 96-647 of 22 July 1996 Article 13 Official Journal of 23 July 1996)
(Act no. 99-505 of 18 June 1999 Article 14 Official Journal of 19 June 1999)
(Act no. 2003-88 of 3 February 2003 Article 5 Official Journal of 4 February 2003)
(Act no. 2003·239 of 18 March 2003 Article 47 V, Article 60 1, fI Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
The offence defined under Article 222-9 is punished by fifteen years' criminal imprisonment Where it is committed:
1 against a minor under fifteen years of age;
2° against a peffion whose particular vulnerability, due to age, sickness or infirmity, 10 a physical or psychological
disabil'ity or to pregnancy, is apparent or Known to the perpetrator;
3" against a natural or legitimate ascendant or the adoptive father or mother;
4° against a jUdge or prosecutor, a juror. an advocate, a legal professional officer or a public officer, a member of
the gendarmerie, a civil servant of the national police, cusloms, the penitentiary administration or against any other
0
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person holding public authority or discharging a public service mission, a fireman (whether professional or vOlunteer),
the accredited warden of a building or group of buildings or an agent carrying out on behalf of the tenant the duty of
caring for or watching an inhabited building in pursuance of erticle L. 127.1 of the Code of Construction and Habitation,
in the exercise or on accounl of his functions or mission, when the status of the victim is known or apparent to the
perpetrator;
4°bis against the spouse. the ascendants and direct descendanlS of the persons mentioned in 4° or against any
other person who habitually resides in their home, because of the duties carried out by these persons;
4'ter against a person employed by a public transport network or any olher person carrying out a public service
mission or against a health professional in the exercise of his duties, where the status of the victim is apparent or known
to the perpetrator;
5° against a witness, victim or civil party, either to prevent him from denouncing the action, filing a complaint or
making a statement before a court, or because of such denunciation, complaint or statement;
SObis because of the victim's actual or supposed membership or non-membership of a given ethnic group, nation,
race or religion;
SOter because of the sexual orientation of the victim;
So by the spouse or cohabitee of the victim;
by a person holding public authority or discharging a public service mission, in the exercise or on the occasion of
the exercise of the functions or mission;
8" by two or more acting as perpetrators or accomplices;
go with premeditation;
10' with the use or threatened use of a weapon.
Tt1e penalty incurred is increased to twenty years' criminal imprisonment where the offence defined under article
222-9 is committed against a minor under the age of fifteen years of age by a legitimate, nalural or adoptive ascendant
or by any other person having aulhOrity over the minor.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offences set out under
the present Article.

r

ARTICLE 222-11
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article J Official Journal of 22 September inlo force 1 January 2002)
AclS of violence causing a total incapacity to work for more than eight days are punisheo by three years'
imprisonment and a fine of €45,000.
ARTICLE 222-12
(Act no. 96-647 of 22 July 1996 Articles 13 and 14 Official Journal of 23 July 1996)
(Act no. 98-468 of 17 June 1998 Article 16 Official Journal of 18 June 1998)
(Act no. 99-505 of 18 June 1999 Article 14 Official Journal of 19 June 1999)
(Ordinance no. 2000·916 of 19 September 2000 Article J Official Joumal of 22 September in force 1 January Z002)
(Act no. 2002·1138 of 9 September 2002 Article 25 Official Journal of 10 September 2002)
(Act no. 2003-88 of 3 February 2003 Article 6 Official Journal of 4 February 2003)
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Arlicle 47 VI, Article 60 I, Article 78 I, fI Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
The offence defined under Article 222-11 is punished by five years' imprisonment and a f,'ne of €7S,OOO where il is
committed
1" against a minor under fifteen years of age;
2" against a person whose particular vulnerabiiity, due to age, sickness or infirmity, to a physical or psychological
disability or to pregnancy, is apparent or known 10 the perpetrator;
3° again st a natural or legitimate ascendant or the adoptive father or mother;
4° against a jUdge or prosecutor. a juror, an advocate, a legal professional officer or a public offker, a member af
the gendarmerie, a civil servant of the national police, customs, Ihe penitentiary administration or against any other
person holding public authority or discharging a public service mission, a fireman (whether professional or volunteer),
the accredited warden of a building or group of buildings or an agent carrying out on behalf of the tenant the duty of
caring for or watching an inhabited bUilding in pursuance of article L. 127.1 of the Code or Construction and Habitation.
in the exercise Or on account or his functions or mission, when the status of the victim is known or apparent to the
perpetrator;
4°bis against Ihe spouse, the ascendants and direct descendants of the persons mentioned in 4' or against any
olher person who habitually resides in their home, because of the duties carried out by lhese persons;
4°ter against a person employed by a public transport network or any other person carrying oul a pUblic service
mission or against a health professional in the exercise of his duties, where the status of the viclim is apparent or known
to the perpetrator;
5° against a witness, a victim or civil party, either to prevent him (rom denouncing the action, filing a complaint or
making a statement before a court, or because of his denunciation, complaint or statement;
SObis because of the victim's actual or supposed membership or non-membersflip of a given ethnic group, nation,
race or religion;
S"ter because of the sexual orienlalior" of the victim;
So by the spouse or cohabitee or IMe victim;
7" by a person holding pUblic authority or discharging a public service mission, in the exercise or at the occasion or
the exercise of the functions or mission;
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8° by two or more acting as perpetrators or accomplices:
go with premeditation;
'10" with the use or lhreatened use of a weapon;
11" where the acts were committed within a school or educational eslablishmenl, or, when students are entering or
leaving, outside such an institution;
12° by an adult acting with the assistance of a minor;
13" on public transport or within premises designed for accessing such means of transpon.
The penalties incurred are increased 10 ten years' imprisonment and 10 a fine of €150,000 where the offence defined
under anicle 222·i1 is committed againsl a minor under the age of fifteen years by a legitimate, natura! or adoptive
ascendant or by any other person having authority over the minor. The penally is increased to seven years'
imprisonment and to a fine of €100,000 where the offence is committed in two of the circumstances enumerated under
1° onwards of the present article. The penalty is increased to ten years' imprisonment and to a fine of €150,000 where it
is committed in three of these circumstances.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 goveming the safety period are applicable to the offences set out under
the previous paragraph.

ARTICLE 222·13
(Act flO. 96-647 of 22 July 1996 Arllcles 13 and 14 Official Joumal of 23 July 1996)
(Act no. 98-468 of 17 June 199B Arlicle 16 Offidal Joumal of 18 June 1998)
(Act no. 99-505 of 18 June 1999 Arllcle 14 Official Joumal of 19 June 1999)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Joumal of 22 September in force 1 January 2002)
(Act no. 2002-1138 of 9 September 2002 Arlide 25 Official Joumal of 10 September 2002)
(Act no. 2003.[18 of 3 February 2003 Article 7 Official Journal of 4 February 2003)
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 47 VII, Arlicie 60 I, Arlicle 78 I, /I Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
Acts of violence causing an incapacity to work or eight days or less or causing no incapacity to work are punished
by Ihree years' imprisonment and a fine of €45,000 where they are committed:
1 against a minor under fifteen years of age;
2° against a person whose particular vulnerability, due to age, sickness or infirmity, to a physical or psychological
disability, or to pregnancy, is apparent or known to the perpetrator;
3° against a natural or legitimate ascendanl or the adoptive father or mother;
4° against a judge or prosecutor, a juror, an advocate, a legal professional officer or a public officer, a member of
the gendarmerie, a civil servant of the national police, ciJstoms, the penitentiary administralion or against any other
person holding public authority or discharging a public sarvice mission, a fireman (whether professional or volunteer),
the accrediled warden of a building or group of buildings or an agent carrying out on behalf of the lenant the duty of
caring for or watching an inhabited building in pursuance or article L. 127,1 of the Code of Construction and Habitalion.
in the exercise or on account of his functions or mission, when the status of the victim is known or apparent 10 the
perpetrator;
4°bis against the spouse, the ascendants and direct descendanls of the persons mantioned in 4° or against any
other person who habitually resides in their home, because of the duties carried out by these persons;
4"ter against a person employed by a public transport network or any other person carrying out a public service
mission or against a health professional in the exercise of his duties, where the status of the vidim is apparent or known
to the perpetrator;
5" against a witness, a victim or civil party, either to prevent him from denouncing the aclion, filing a complaint or
making a statement before a court, or because of his denunciation, complaint or statement;
SObis because of the Victim's actual or supposed memberShip or non-membership of a giver: ethnic group, nation,
race or religion;
SOter because of the sexual orientation of the viclim;
6° by the spouse or cOhabitee of the victim;
by a person holding public authority or discharging a publ,;c servica mission, in the exercise or at the occasion of
the exercise of the functions or mission;
8' by two or more acling as perpetrators or accomplices;
go with premeditation;
10° with the use or threatened use of a weapon.
11" where the acts were committed Within a school or educational institution, or, when studenLs are entering or
leaving, outside such an institution;
12° by an adull acting with the assistance of a minor;
13° on public transport or within the premises designed for accessing such means of transport.
The penalties incurred are increased to five years' imprisonment and to a fine of U5.000 where the offence defined
under the first paragraph is committed against a minor under the age of fifteen years by a legitimate, natural or adoptive
ascendant or by any other person having authority over the minor. The penalty is also increased 10 five years'
imprisonment and a fine of €75,OOO where the offence brings about a 101al incapacity to work of eight days or less, and
is committed in two or the circumslances enumerated under 1° onwards of the present article. The penalty is increased
to seven years' imprisonment and a fine of €100,OOO where it is committed in three of these circumstances.
0

r

ARTICLE 222-14
Habitual acts of violence commilled against a minor under the age of fifteen years or against a person whose
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particular vUlnerability, due to age, sickness, disability, a physical or psychOlogical disability or to pregnancy, is apparent
or known to the perpetrator is punished:
1" by thirty years' criminal imprisonment where they have caused the death of the victim;
2° by twenty years' criminal imprisonment where they have caused mutilation or permanent disability;
3° by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of €150,OOO where they have caused a lolallncapacily to work in excess of
eight days;
4" by five years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,OOO where [hey have not caused a lotal incapacity to work in
excess of eight days.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing Lhe safety period are applicable 10 the cases provided for by 1°
and 2° of the present article.
ARTICLE 222-15
An administration of noxious substances that affected the physical or psychological integrity of another is punished
by the penalties mentioned under articles 222-7 to 222-14 according to the distinctions there laid down.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the cases provided for by 1"
and 2" of the present article.
ARTICLE 222-16
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Articre 3 Official Joumal of 22 September inlo forCG 1 January 2002)
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 49 Official Joumal of 19 March 2003)
Repeated malicious telephone calls or dislurbances by noise which aim to disturb the peace of olhers are punished
by one year's imprisonment and a fine of €15,000.
ARTICLE 222-16-1
(Inserted by Act no. 2001-504 of 12 June 2001 Article 6 Official Joumal of 13 June 2001)
Legal persons may incur criminal liability in the conditions set out under article 121-2 for the offences defined under
the present paragraph.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1" a fine, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-38;
2" the penalties enumerated under 2", 3" 8" and 9" of artic1e 131-39.
The prohibition determined under 2" of article 131-39 applies 10 the acHvilY in the exercise of which or on Ihe
occasion of the exercise of which the offence was committed.
Paragraph 3
Of threats

Articles 222-17 10
222-18-2

ARTICLE 222-17
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Artic'e 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
A threat to commit a felony or a misdemeanour against persons, the attempt to commit which is punishable, is
punished by six months' imprisonment and a fine of €l,500, if it is repealed, or evidenced by a written document, picture
or any other object.
The penalty is increased to three years' imprisonment and to a fine of £45,000 where the threat is one of death.
ARTICLE 222-18
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Joumal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
A threat to commit a felony or a misdemeanour against persons, made by any means, is punished by three years'
imprisonment and a fine of £45.000 where the Ihreat is made Logether with an order to fulfil a condition.
The penalty is increased to five years' imprisonment and to a fine of £75.000 where the offence is a threat of death.
ARTICLE 222-18-1
(Ac! no. 2001·504 of 12 June 2001 erticle 7 Official Journal of 13 June 2001)
(Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 391 Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
(Act no. 2004-204 of9 March 2004 article 39 fI Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Wnere threats contrary to the first paragraph of article 222-17 are committed because of tne victim's membersnip or
non-membership, true or supposed, of any given etnnic group, nation, race or religion. tney are punisnable by two years'
imprisonment and by a fine of €30,OOO. Threats contrary to tne second paragrapn of tnat article or contrary to tne first
paragraph of article 222-18 are punishable by five years' imprisonment and by a fine of £15,000, and tnose contrary to
Ihe second paragraph of article 222-18 are punishable by seven years' imprisonment and a by a fine of€100, 000. Tne
same penalties are incurred where the threats were made because of tne victim's true or supposed sexual orientation,
ARTICLE 222-18-2
(Inserted by Act no. 2001-504 of 12 June 2001 Articla 7 Official Journal of 13 June 2001)
Legal persons may incur criminal liability in Ihe conditions set out under article 121-2 of the offences defined in tne
presenl paragraph.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1· a fine, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-38;
2" the penalties enumerated under 2" 10 9" of article 131-39.
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3" the penally referred 10 under l' of article 131-39 in relalion \0 the offences sel out under article 222-17 (second

paragraph) and 222-1 Band 222-1 B-1.
The prohibition mentioned in 2" of article 131-39 applies to [he activity in the exercise of which or on the occasion of
the exercise of which the offence was committed,
SECTION IJ
INVOLUNTARY OFFENCES AGAINST THE PHYSICAL INTEGRITY OF

THE PERSON

Articles 222-1910
222-20-'

ARTICLE 222-19
(Act no. 2000-647 of 10 July 2000 Article 6 Official Journal of 11 July 2000)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
Causing a total incapacity to work in excess of three months to another person by clumsiness, rashness, inattention,
negligence or breach of an obligation of safety or prudence imposed by statute or regulations, in the circumstances and
according to the distinctions laid down by article 121-3, is punished by two years' imprisonment and a nne of £30,000.
In the event of a deliberate violation of an obligation of safety or prudence imposed by statute or regulation, the
penalty incurred is increased to three years' imprisonment and 10 a fine of€45,000.

ARTICLE 222-20
Causing a total incapacity to work of three months or less to another person by a manifestly deliberate violation of a
particular obligation of safety or prudence imposed by statute or regulation, is punished by one year's imprisonment and
a fine of €15,000.
ARTICLE 222-21
Legal persons may incur criminal liability tor the offences defined by articles 222-19 and 222-20, pursuant to the
conditions set out under article 121-2.
The penalties to be imposed upon legal persons are:
1° a fine, pursuant to the conditions set Ol.Jt under article 131-38;
2" the penalties mentioned under 2°, 3', 8" and go of article 131-39,
The prohibition mentioned under 2° of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the exercise of which or on the
occasion of the exercise of which [he offence was committed.
In the cases referred 10 under the second paragraph of article 222-19, the penalty mentioned under 4° of article
131-39 is incurred.
ARTICLE 222-19-1
(Inserted by Act flO. 2003-495 of 12 June 2003 art. 1 Official Journal of 13 June 2003)
When Ihe clumsiness, rashness, inattention, negligence or breach of a statutory or regUlatory duty of safety or
prudence provided for by article 221-6 is committed by the driver a motor vehicle, an unintended personal injury to
another person causing a total incapacity to work in excess or three months is punished by three years' imprisonment
and by a fine of £45,000.
The penalties are increased to five years' imprisonment and to a fine of £75,000 where:
10 the driver has deliberately violated an obligation of safety or prudence imposed by statute or Regulations other
than those outlined below;
2" the driver was manifestly drunk or in an alcoholic state characterised by a level of alcohol in the blood or breath
greater than the limits fixed by the legislative or statutory provisions of the Traffic Code, or where he refuses to lake the
tests provided for by the Code and deSigned to establish the existence of an alcoholic state;
30 a blood test shows that the driver had used substances or plants classified as drugs, or where the driver refused
to take the tests provided for by the Traffic Code that are designed to establish whether he was driving under the
influence of drugs;
40 the driver does not hold a valid driving licence as required by law, or his licence has been annulled, invalidated,
suspended or revoked;
5° the driver has exceeded the ma~imum speed limit by 50 kmlh or more;
6° the driver, knowing that he had caused or brought about an accident, did not stop and so tried to escape any
criminat or civil responsibility thai he might incur.
The penalties are increased to seven years' imprisonment and to a fine of £1 00,000 where the unintended personal
injury is committed with two or more or the circumstances listed in 10 onwards ofthe present article.

ARTICLE 222-20-1
(Inserted by Act no, 2003-495 of 12 June 2003 art, 2 /I Official Journal of 13 June 2003)
When 1he clumsiness, rashness, inattention, negligence or breach of a statutory or regulatory dUly of safety or
prudence prOVided for by article 222-19 is committed by the driver a motor vehicle, an unintended personal injury
causing a total incapacity to work of three months or less is punished by two years' imprisonment and by a fine of
E30,OOO.
The penalties are increased to three years' imprisonment and to a fine of E45,000 where:
1° the driver has deliberately violated an obligation of safely or prudence imposed by statute or Regulations other
than those outlined below;
2" [he driver was manifestly drunk or in an alcoholic state characterised by a level of al'cohol in the blood or breath
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greater than the limits fixed by the legislative or statutory provisions of lhe Traffic Code, or where he refuses to take the
tests provided for by lhe Code and designed to establish the existence of an alcoholic state;
30 a blood test shows that the driver had used substances or plants classified as drugs, or where the driver refused
to take the tests provided for by the Traffic Code that are designed to establish whether he was driving under the
influence of drugs;
40 the driver does not hold a vaiid driving licence as required by law, or his licence has been annulled, invalidated,
suspended or revoked;
50 the driver has exceeded the maximum speed limit by 50 km/h or more;
60 the driver, knowing that he had caused or brought about an accident, did not stop and so tried to escape any
criminal or civil responsibility that he might incur.
The penalties are increased to five years' imprisonment and to a fine of €75,OOO where the unintended personal
injury is committed with two or more of the circumstances listed in 10 onwards of the present article.
SECTION iii
SEXUAL AGGRESSIONS - COMMON PROVISIONS

Articles 222-23 to
222-22

ARTICLE 222~22
(Act no. 1998-468 of 17 June 1998 Article 19 Official Journal of 18 June 1998)
Sexual aggression is any sexual assault committed with violence, constraint, threat or surprise.
Where a sexual aggression was commilted abroad against a minor by a French national or a parson habilually
resident in France, French iaw applies notwithstanding lhe second paragraph of article 113-8 and the provisions of the
second sentence of article 113-8 are not applicable.
Paragraph 1
Rape

Articles
222-26

222~23

to

ARTICLE 222-23
Any act of sexual penetration, whatever its nature, committed against another person by violence, constraint, threat
or surprise, is rape.
Rape is punished by fifteen years' criminal imprisonment.
ARTICLE 222-24
(Act no. 1998-468 of 17 June 1998 Article 13 Official Journal of 18 June 1998)
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 49 Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
Rape is punished by twenty years' criminal imprisonment
1 where it causes mutilation or permanenl disability;
2 where it is committed against a minor under the age of fifteen years;
3 where it is committed against a person whose particular vulnerability, due to age, sickness, an infirmily, a
physical or psychological disability or to pregnancy, is apparent or known to the perpetrator;
4 where it is committed by a legitimate, natural or adoptive ascendant, or by any other person having authority over
the victim
5" where it is committed by a person misusing the authority conferred by his position;
6 where it is committed by two or more acting as perpetrators or accomplices;
7" where it is committed with the use or !hreatened use of a weapon;
8° where the victim has been brought into contact with the perpetrator of these acts through the use of a
communications network, for the distribution of messages to a non-specified aUdience;
9° where it is committed because of the sexual orientation of the victim.
Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

ARTICLE 222-25
Rape is punished by thirty years' criminal imprisonment where il caused the death of the victim.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offence set out under the
present article.
ARTICLE 222-26
Rape is punished by imprisonment for life when it is preceded, accompanied or followed by torture or acts of
barbarity.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governin9 the safely period are applicable to the offence set out underthe
present Article.
Paragraph 2
Other sexual aggressions

Articles 222-27 10
222-32

ARTICLE 222-27
(Ordinance No, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into (orce 1 January 2002)
Sexual aggressions olher than rape are punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine or €75,000.
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ARTICLE 222-28
(Act no. 1998-468 of 17 June 1998 Article 13 Official Journal of 18 June 1998)
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 or 19 Sep/amber 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
The offence defined under article 222-27 is punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of €1 00,000:
1" where it has caused an injury or a lesion;
2" where iI is committed by a legillmate, natural or adoplive ascendant, or by any other person having authority over
the victim;
3° where it is committed by a person misusing the authority conferred by his functions;
4" where it is committed by two or more acting as offenders or accomplices;
5" where it is committed with the use or lhreatened use of a weapon.

ARTICLE 222-29
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
Sexual aggressions other 1han rape are punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of €100,OOO where they
are committed against:
1" a minor under the age of fifteen years;
2° a person whose particular vulnerability due to age, sickness, infirmity, to a physical or psychological disability or
to pregnancy, ,is apparent or known 10 the perpetrator.
ARllCLE 222-30
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Seplember 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 Seplemberinto force 1 January 2002)
(Act no. 2003-239 of18 March 2003 Arlicle 471X Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
The offence defined under article 222-29 is punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of €150,000:
1 where it has caused an injury or a lesion;
2° where it is committed by a legitimate, natural or adoptive ascendant or by any other person having authOri1y over
the victim;
3" where it is committed bya person misusing the authority conferred by his position;
4" where it is committed by two or more acting as offenders or accomplices;
5" where it is committed with the use or threatened L'se of a weapon;
6" where it is committed because of the sellual orientation of the viclim.
6

ARTICLE 222-31
Attempt to commit the misdemeanours set out under Articles 222-27 to 222-30 is punished by the same penalties.
ARTICLE 222-32
An indecent sexual exposure imposed on the view of others in a public place is punished by one year's
imprisonment and a fine or €15,aOO.
Paragraph 3
Sexual harassment

Articies 222-33 to
222-33-1

ARTICLE 222-33
(Act no. 1998-468 of17 June 1998 Article 11 Official Journal of 18 June 1998 recl/tying Official Journal of 2 July 1998)
(Ordinance no, 2000-9·16 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
( Act no. 2002-73 of 17 January 2002 Article 179 Official Journal of 18 January 2002)
The harassment of another person for the purpose of obtaining favours of a sexual nature is punished by ona year's
imprisonment and a fine of €15,000,
ARTiCLE 222-33-1
(inserted by Act no. 2001-504 of 12 June 2001 Article 8 Official Journal of 13 June 2001)
Legal persons may incur criminal liability in the conditions set out under article 121-2 of the offences defined under
article 222-22 to 222-31.
Penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1 a fine, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-38:
2 the penalties referred to under article 131-39,
The prohibition prescribed by 2 of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the exercise of which or on the occasion of
the exercise of which the offence was committed.
G
G

Q

SECTION Ilibis
MORAL HARASSMENT

Article 222-33-2

ARTiCLE 222·33-2
(Inserted by Act no. 2002-73 of 17 January 2002 Article 170 Official Journal of 5 March 2002)
HaraSSing another person by repeated conduct which is designed to or which leads to a deterioration of his
conditions of war!<. iiable to harm his rights and his dignity, to damage his physical or mental health or compromise his
career prospects is punished by a year's imprisonment and a fine of €15,OOO.
SECTiON IV
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TRAFFICKING IN DRUGS

Articles 222-34 to
222-43-1

ARTICLE 222-34
(Act no. 1992-1336 of 16 December 1992 Articles 354 and 373 Official Journal of 23 December 1992 into force 1 March
1994)
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
The leading or organising of a group the objective of which is the production, manufacture, import, export, transport,
retention, offer, sale, acquisition or unlawful use of drugs is punished by criminal imprisonment for life and a fine of
E7,500,000.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offence set out under the
present article.
ARTICLE 222-35
(Act no. 1992-1336 of 16 December 1992 Articles 354 and 373 Official Joumal of 23 December 1992 info force 1 March
1994)
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 Seplember inlo force 1 January 2002)
The unlawful production or manufacture of drugs is punished by twenly years' uiminal imprisonment and a fine of
E7,SOO,OOO.
These offences are punished by thirty years' criminal imprisonment and a fine of €l,SOO,OOO where they are
committed by an organised gang.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offences set out under
the present article.
ARTICLE 222-36
(Act no. 1992-1336 of 16 December 1992 Articles 354 and 373 Official Joumal of23 December 1992 into force 1 March
1994)
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Miele 3 Official Joumal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
The unlawful import or export of drugs is punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine ofE7,SOO,OOO.
These offences are punished by thirty years' criminal imprisonment and a fine of E7,SOO,OOO where they are
committed by an organised gang.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 goveming the safety period are applicable to the offences set out under
the present article.
ARTICLE 222-37
(Act no. 1992-1336 of 16 December 1992 Articles 354 and 373 Official Journal of 23 December 1992 into force 1 March
1994)
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Joumal of 22 Seplember into force 1 January 2002)
The unlawful transport, retention, offer, sale, acquisition or use of drugs is punished by ten years' imprisonment and
a fine of €7,500,OOO.
The same penally applies to the facilitation by whatever means of the unlawful use of drugs, the obtaining of their
delivery by fictitious or improperly issued prescriptions, or their delivery on the presentation of such prescription knowing
they are fictitious or were improperly issued.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offences set out under
the present article.
ARTICLE 222-38
(Act no. 1992-1336 of 16 December 1992 Articles 354 and 373 Offi[;ial Joumal of 23 December 1992 info force 1 March
1994)
(Act no. 1996-392 of 13 May 1996 Article 2 Official Journal of 14 May 1996)
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
A penalty of ten years' imprisonment and a fine of E750,000 is incurred by the act of facilitating by any means the
false justifjcalion of the origin of the assels or income of the perpetrator of one of the offences specified by articles
222-34 to 222-37, and by providing assistance for the investment, concealment or conversion of the fruits of one of
these offences. The fine may be increased 10 half the value of the assets or funds involved in the money-laundering
operation.
Where an offence concerns assets or funds proceeding from one of the offences specified in articles 222-34,
222-35 and 222-36, second paragraph, the perpetrator is liable to the penalties applicable to the offences of which he
was aware.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offences set out under
the presen1 article.
ARTICLE 222-39
(Act no. 1992-1336 of 16 December 1992 Arlicles 354 and 373 Official Journal of 23 December 1992 into force 1 March
1994)
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Joumal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
The lJnlawful sale or offer of drugs 10 a person for his personal consumption is punished by five years' imprisonment
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and a fine of £75,000.
The imprisonment is increased to ten years when the drugs are offered or sold, in the circumstances specified in the
paragraph above, to minors. or within teaching or educelional centres. or administrative premises.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing lhe safety period are applicable 10 the offence set out under the
previous paragraph.
ARTICLE 222-39-1
(Act no. 1996-392 of 13 May 1996 Article 17 Official Journal of 14 May 1996)
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
The inability to justify an income corresponding to one's lifestyle, while maintaining habitual relationships with one or
more persons engaged in one of the activities punished by this section of the present Code, or with persons engaged in
the use of drugs, is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of £75,000.
The imprisonment is increased to ten years where one or more persons concerned by the previous paragraph are
minors.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offence set out under the
previous paragraph.
ARTICLE 22240
Attempt [0 commit the misdemeanours set out under articles 222·36 (first paragraph) to 222-39 is punished by the
same penalty.
ARTICLE 22241
Drugs within the meaning of the provisions of the present section are substances or plants classified as drugs
according to article L. 627 of the Public Health Code.
ARTICLE 22242
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences defined by articles 222-34 to 222-39. pursuant to the
conditions set out under article 121 2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1" a fine, pursuanl to the condWon selout under article 131-38;
2" the penalties enumerated under article 131-39.
The prohibition mentioned under 2" of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the exercise of which or on the
occasion of the exercise of which [he offence was committed.
ARTICLE 22243
(Act no. 2004-204 of9 March 2004 article 12 VI Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
A custodial sentence imposed on an offender of or an accomplice to the offences set out in articles 222-35 to
222"39 is reduced by half where, having alerted the jUdicial or administrative authorities, he has enabled Ihe criminal
conduct to be ended and, if applicable. has enabled the other offenders to be identified. In cases provided for under
article 222-34, the sentence of life imprisonment is reduced to twenty years' imprisonment.
ARTICLE 22243-1
(Inserted by Act no. 2004-2040'9 March 2004 article 12 VII Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Any person who has attempled to commit the offences outlined in the present section is exempted from punishment
if. having alerted the judicial or administrative authorities, he has prevenled the offence from being carried out, and has
enabled any other perpetrators of or accomplices to the offence 10 be identified.

SECTION V
ADDITIONAL PENALTIES TO NATURAL PERSONS

Articles 222-44 to
222-48-1

ARTICLE 222-44
(Act no. 2003-495 of 12 June 2003 art. 6 VII Official JoumaJ of 13 June 2003)
Natural persons convicted of the offences provided for by the present chapter also incur the following additional
penalties:
1" prohibition 10 discharge the social or professional activity in the exercise of which or on the occasion of the
exercise of which the offence was committed, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-27;
2" prohibition to hold or carry a weapon requiring a licence, for a maximum period of five years;
3" suspension of the drivin9 licence for a maximum period of five years; suspension may be limited 10 driving
otherw,'se than in the course of professional activity: in the cases provided for by articles 222-19-1 and 222-20-1, this
measure may not be suspended, even partially, and may not be limited to driving otherwise than in [he exercise of a
professional activity; in the cases provided for by 1" to 6" and by [he last paragraph of articles 222-19-1 and 222-20-1.
the maximum period of suspension is ten years.
4" cancellation of the driving licence, together with prohibition, for a maximum period of five years, to apply for the
issue of a new licence;
5" confiscation of one or more vehicles balonging to the convicted person:
6" confiscation of one or more weapons belonging to the convicted person or which are freely available to him;
7" confiscation of the thing which was used or was intended faT (he commission of the offence, or of the thing which
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is its product.
8" in cases provided for by articles 222-19-1 and 222-20-1, lhe prohibition from drilling certain motor vehicles,
including those for which a driving lic:ence is not required, for a maximum period of five years:
g" in cases provided for by articles 222-19-1 and 222-20-1, the requirement to complete a road safety awareness
course, at the offender's expense;
10" in cases provided for by articles 222-19-1 and 222-20-1, the immobi!isalion of lhe ve,'licle used by Ihe convicted
person in committing the offence, if this vehicle belongs to him, for a period of one year;
Any conviction for the misdemeanours provided for by 1° 10 6" and by the last paragraph of articJe 222-19~1 results
in lhe automatic cancellation of the driving licence with the prohibition to apply for a new licence for a maximum period of
ten years.
ARTICLE 222-45
Natural persons convicted of the offences set out under sections 1,3 and 4 also incur the following penalties:
1" forfeiture of civic, civil and Family rights. pursuant to the cClI'1ditions se1 out under article 131-26;
2" prohibition, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131.27, to hold public office
3" prohibition, indefinite or for a periOd of up to ten years, to engage in paid or voluntary work involving regular
contact with minors;
4' the obligation 10 complete a citizenship course. pursuant to \he conditions provided for by articie 131-5-1.
ARTICLE 222-46
Natural persons convicted of \he offences set out under section 2 of the present chapter also incur the additional
penalty of public display or dissemination of the decision provided for by article 131-35.
ARTICLE 222-47
In the cases set out under articles 222-1 222-15,222.23 to 222·30 and 222-34 to 222-40. a court may order an
additional penalty of area banishment, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-31.
In the cases set out under articles 222-34 to 222-40, it may also impose a ban, for period of five years, on leaving
the territory of the French RepUblic.
ARTICLE 222-48
(Act no. 1993·1027 of 24 August 1993 Articte 33 Official Journal of 29 August 1993)
(Act no, 1998-349 of 11 May 1998 Article 37 Official Journal of 12 May 1998)
(Act no, 2003-1119 of 26 November 2003 Article 78/11 Official Journal of 27 November 2003)
Any alien convicted of any of lIle offences set oul under articles 222-1 to 222-8 and 222-10, under 1" and 2" of
article 222-14, under articles 222-2310 222-26,222-30,222-34 to 222-39 as well as under article 222-15 ,i" the cases
referred to under the second paragraph of that article, may be banished from French temtory either permanently or for a
maximum period of ten years, pursuant to Ihe conditions set out under article 131-30.
ARTICLE 222-48~1
(Inserted by Act no. 1998.-468 of 17 June 1998 article 3 Official Journal of 18 June 1998)
Persons guil1y of the offences defined under articles 222-23 to 222-32 may also b€ subjected 10 a social-judicial
probation order pursLiant to the terms of articles 131-36-1 to 131-36-8.
SECTION VI
COMMON PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO NATURAL AND LEGAL

Articles 222-49 to
222-51

PERSONS

ARTICLE 22.2-49
(Act no. 1992-1336 of 16 December 1992 Articles 357 and 373 Official Journal of 23 December 1992 into force 1 March

1994)
In [he cases set oul under articles 222-34 to 222-40, it is mandatory for the court 10 order the confiscation o(
installations, equipment and of any asset used directly or indirectly (or the commission of the offence, as well as a,ll the
products coming from the said installations. equipment or assets. whoever may own them and wherever they may be,
provided their owner could not have been ignorant of their fraudulent origin or.
The COnfiscation of some or all of tne assets of a convicted person. whatever their nature, movable or immovable,
severally or joinlly owned, may also be ordered in the cases set outl.mder articles 222-34, 222-35, 222-36, 222-38 and
222-39-1,
ARTICLE 22.2-50
(Act no. 1992-1336 of 16 December 1992 Arlicles 358 and 373 Official Journal of 23 December 1992 into force 1 March

1994)
Natural or legal persons convicted of the offences set out under articles 222-34 to 222-40 also incur the following
additional penalties:
1" permanenl withdrawal of a bar or restaurant licence;
2° mandatory closure, either permanently or for a maximum period of five years, Of any premises open to lhe public
or used by the public within which the offences defined by these articles were committed by the manager or witn his
complicity.
ARTICLE 222-51
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Temporary mandatory closure under article 222-50 entails Ihe suspension of the bar or restaurant licence for the
same length of time. The expiry period of licence is suspended during Ihe mandatory closure period.
Permanent mandatory closure under article 222-50 entails the permanent withdrawal of the bar or restaurant
licence.
CHAPTER III
ENDANGERING OTHER PERSONS
SECTION I
RISKS CAUSED TO OTHER PERSONS

Articles 223-1 to 223-20
Articles 223-1 to 223-2

ARTICLE 223-1
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Officiaf Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
The direct exposure of another person to an immediate risk of death or injury likely to cause mutilation or permanent
disability by the manifestly deliberate violation of a specific obligation of safety or prudence imposed by any statute or
regulation is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of£15,000.
ARTICLE 223-2
Legal persons may incur criminal liability pursuanl 10 Ihe conditions set out under article 121-2, for the offence
defined under article 223~1.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1" a fine, pursuant to the conditions se1 out under article 131-38;
2" the penalties enumerated under 2",3",8" and 9" of article 131-39.
The prohibition mentioned under 2° of article 131-39 applies to the activity in 1he e)(ercise of which or on the
occasion of the exercise of Which the offence was committed.
SECTION II
ABANDONMENT OF A PERSON UNABLE TO PROTECT HIMSELF

Articles 223-3 to 223-4

ARTICLE 223-3
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
The abandonment in any place of a person incapable of protecling himself by reason of his age, physical or
psychological stale is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,000.
ARTICLE 223-4
Any abandonment which results in mutilation or permanent disability is punished by fifteen years' criminal
imprisonment.
Any abandonment which results in death is punished by twenty years' criminal imprisonmenl.
SECTION III
OBSTRUCTING MEASURES OF ASSISTANCE AND OMISSION TO
HELP

Articles 223-5 to
223-7-1

ARTICLE 223~5
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
Wilfully obslructing the arrival of help intended save a person from an imminent peril or to combat a disasLer which
endangers Ihe safety of persons is punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of €1 00,000.
ARTICLE 223-6
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
Anyone who, being able to prevent by immediate action a felony or a misdemeanour agains1 the bodily inlegrity of a
person, without risk 10 himself or to third parties, wilfully abstains from doing so, is punished by five years' imprisonment
and a fine of €7S,000.
The same penalties apply 10 anyone who wilfully fails to offer assistance to a person In danger which he could
himself provide without risk to himself or to third parties, or by initiating rescue operations.
ARTICLE 223-7
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Joumal of 22 Seplember inlo force 1 January 2002)
Anyone who voluntarily ebsLains from taking or initiating measures, Which involve no risk 10 himself or to third
parties, 10 combat a nalural disaster likely to endanger the safety of others is punished by two years' imprisonment and a
fine of €30,000.
ARTICLE 223-7-1
(InsMed by Act no, 2001-504 of 12 June 2001 Article 9 Official Joumal of 13 June 2001)
Legal persons may incur criminal liability, pursuant to Ihe conditions set out under article 121-2, for the offences
outlined in the prElsent section.
The penallies incurred by legal persons are:
1" a fine, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-38;
2' the penalties enumerated under 2" to 9' of article 131-39.
3" the penally outlined in l' of article 131-39 for the offences provided for under articles 223-5 al'1d 223-6.
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The prahib:!ian determined under 2" of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the exercise of which or on the
occasion of the exercise of which the offence was committed.
SECTION IV
EXPERIMENTATION ON HUMAN BEINGS

Articles 223-8 to 223-9

ARTICLE 223-8
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
(Act no.2004·800 of 6 August 2004 article 5 IV Officiel Journal of 7 August 2004)
(Act no. 2004-806 0{9 AuguS/2004 article 94 Onidal Journal of 11 August 2004)
Carrying out or causing biomedical research to be carried out on a person without having obtained the free,
informed and explicit consent of the person concerned, or of those who have parental authority for him or of his guardian
or any other person, aulhority or organisation appointed to consent to or to authorise the research in the cases provided
for under lhe provisions or the Code of Public Health is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of€45,000.
The same penalties are applicable where the biomedical research is practised after the consent has been
withdrawn.
The provisions of the present article do not apply to the examination of someone's genetic characteristics or to his
identification by his genetic fmgerprints carried out for scientific research purposes.
ARTICLE 223-9
Legal persons mey incur criminal liability for the offence defined under article 223-8, pursuant to the conditions set
out under erticle 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons ere:
1" a fine, pursuentto the conditions set out under article 131-38;
2" The penelties enumeraled under article 131-39.
The prohibition mentioned under 2' of article 131-39 applies to the actiVity in the exercise of which or on the
occasion of the exercise of which the offence was committed.
SECTION V
ILLEGAL TERMINATION OF PREGNANCIES

Article 223-10

ARTICLE 223·10
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into forr;e 1 January 2002
The termination of a pregnancy without the consent of the person concerned is punished by five years'
imprisonment end a fine of€75,000.
SECTtON Vt
OF INCITEMENT TO SUICIDE

Articles 223-13 to
223-15·1

ARTICLE 223·13
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002
Inciting] another person to commll suicide is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of€45,OOO where the
incitement was followed by suicide or ettempted suicide.
The penalty is increased to five years' imprisonment and to a fine of€75,000 where the victim of the offence defined
by the previous paragraph is a minor under fifteen years of age.
ARTICLE 223-14
Propaganda or advertising, in whatever manner, in favour of products, articles or methods recommended as means
to procure one's death, is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of €45,OOO.
ARTICLE 223-15
Where the misdemeanours set out under articles 223-13 and 223-14 are committed through the press or by
broadcasting, the specific legal provisions governing those matters are applicabte to define the persons who are
responsible.
ARTICLE 223-15-1
(Inserted by Act no. 2001-504 of 12 June 2001 Artie/a 10 Official Journal of 13 June 2001)
Legal persons may incur criminal liability in the conditions set out under article 121-2 of the offences defined in this
Section of the present Code.
The penalties applicable to legal persons are:
1" a fine, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-38;
2" the penalties enumerated under 2" to 9" of article 131-39;
3" the penalty referred to under 1" of article 131-39 in relation to the offence defined by the second paragraph of
article 222"13.
The prohibition determined under 2" of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the exercise of which or on the
occasion of the exercise of which the offence was committed.
SECTION Vlbis
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FRAUDULENT ABUSE OF A PERSON'S IGNORANCE OR WEAKNESS

Artic,les 223-15-2 to

223-15-4
ARTICLE 223-15-2
(Act no. 2001-504 of 12 June 2001 Arlic/e 10 Official Journal of 13 June 2001)
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlic/e 3 Official Journal of 22 September inlo force 1 January 2002)
Fraudulently abusing the ignorance or slate of weakness of a minor, or of a person whose particular vulnerability,
due to age, sickness, infirmity, to a physical or psychological disability or to pregnancy, is apparent or known to the
offender, or abusing a person in a state of physical or psychological dependency resulting from serious or repealed
pressure or from techniques used to affect his judgement, in order to induce the minor or other person to act or abstain
from acting in any way seriously harmful to him, is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of €375, 000.
Where the offence is committed by the legal or de facto manager of a group that carries out activities the aim or
effect of which is 10 create, maintain or exploit the psychological or physical dependency of those who participate in
them, the penalty is increased to five years' imprisonment and to a fine of €750, 000.

ARTICLE 223·15-3
(Inserted by Act no. 2001-504 of 12 June 2001 ArticJe 10 Official Journal of 13 June 2001)
Natural persons convicted of the misdemeanour under the present section also incur the following additional
penalties:
1 folieiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the conditions set oul under article 131-26;
2° prohibition, in accordance wilh U1e provisions of article 131-27, to exercise for a period of up to five years the
professional or social activity in the exercise of which, or on the occasion of which, the offence was committed;
3' the closure, for a period of up to five years, of the establishments or one or more of the establishments of
enterprise used to commit the offences in question;
4" confiscation of the thing which was used in or was intended to be used in the commission of the offence, or of the
thing which is the product of it, except for articles liable to restitution;
5' area banishment, in accordance with the provisions of article 131-31;
6" prohibition to draw cheques, for a period of up to five years, except for those enabling the 'Nithdrawal of funds by
the drawer from the drawee or certified cheques;
7" the public display or dissemination of the decision pronounced, in the manner as sel oul under article 131-35.
0

ARTICLE 223-15-4
(Inserted by Act no. 2001-504 of 12 June 2001 Artlde 10 Official Journai of 13 June 2001)
Legal persons may incur criminai liability for the offence defined in this Section of the present Code under the
conditions sel out in article 121-2.
The penalties applicable to iegal persons are:
l' a fine, pursuant to too conditions set out under article 131-38;
2" the penalties set out in arucle 131-39;
The prohibition determined under 2' of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the exercise of which or on the
occasion of the exercise of which the offence was committed.
SECTION VII
ADDITIONAL PENALTIES APPliCABLE TO NATURAL PERSONS

Articles 223-16 to

223-20
ARTICLE 223-16
Natural persons convicted of any of the offences set out under articles 223-310 223-8, 223-10 to 223-14 also incur
forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the conditions set oul under article t 31-26.

-ARTICLE 223-17
Natural persons convicted of any of the offences set out under articles 223-3, 223-4, 223-8, 223-10 to 223-14 also
incur the following penaJlies'
l ' prohibition for a maximum period of five years pursuant to the conditions set out under Article 131-27, to
discharge the social or professional activity in the exercise of which or on the occasion of Ihe exercise of which the
offence was committed;
2' confiscation defined under article 131-21; in the cases proVided under articles 223-13 and 223-14, a court may
order the confiscation of the written, visual or phonic documents which were used to commit Ihe offence; the court may
in addition order the destruction of any or aU of Ihese documents;
3' the permanent mandatory clOsure or the mandatory closure for a maximum period of five years of one, some or
all of the premises of the enterprise which allowed the offence to be committed.
In cases provided for by article 223--8. a court may order permanent eXclusion from public tenders, or an exclusion
for a maximum period of five years.

ARTICLE 223-18
(Act no, 2003-495 of 12 June 2003. art. 6 VI! Official Journal of 13 June 2003)
Natural persons convicted of the offence set out under article 223-1 also incur the following penalties:
l ' prohibition 10 discharge the social or professional activity in Ihe exercise of Which or on the occasion of the
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exercise of which the offence was committed, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-27;
2° prohibition to hold or carry a weapon for which a licence is required, for a maximum period of five years;
3° suspension of the driving licence for a maximum period of five years; this suspension may be limited to driving
otherwise than in the course of professional activity; if the misdemeanour was carried out at the time of driving a motor
vehicle, the suspension of the driving licence may not be suspended, even partially, and may not be limited to driving
otherwise than in the exercise of a professional activity;
4" cancellation of the driving licence, together with the prol1ibition, for a maximum period of frve years, to apply for
the issue of a new one.
5" where the misdemeanour was committed at the time of driving a motor vehicle, the prohibition from driving
certain motor vehicles, including those for which no driving licence is required, for a maximum period of five years;
6° wl1ere the misdemeanour was committed at the time of driving a motor vehicle, the requirement to complete a
road safety awareness course, at tI1e offender's expense;
7" where the misdemeanour was committed at the time of driving a motor vehicle, the immobilisation of the vehicle
used by the convicted person in committing the offence, if this vehicle belongs to him, for a period of one year;
8° where the misdemeanour was committed at the time of driving a motor vehicle, the confiscation of the vehicle
used by the convicted person in committing the offence, if this vehicle belongs to him.

ARTICLE 223-19
Natural persons convicted of any of the offences set out under articles 223-10 and 223-11 shall incur, in addition to
the penalties mentioned by those articles, prohibition to work in a medical or a paramedical capacity for a maximum
period of five years.
ARTICLE 223-20
Natural persons convicted of any of the offences set out under articles 223-1 and 223-8 also incur the addH:ional
penalty of the public display or dissemination of the decision set out under article 131-35.
CHAPTER IV
VIOLATIONS OF PERSONAL LIBERTY

Articles 224-1 to 224-9

SECTION I
ABDUCTION AND ILLEGAL RESTRAINT

Articles 224-1 to
22<'1-5-2

ARTICLE 224-1
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September into torre 1 January 2002)
The arrest, abduction, detention or imprisonment of a person without an order from an established authority and
outside the cases provided by law is punished by twenty years' criminal imprisonment.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to this offence.
However, where the person detained or imprisoned is voluntarily freed within seven days of his capture, the
sentence is frve years' imprisonment and a fine of€75,000, except in the cases as set out under articfe 224-2.
ARTICLE 224-2
The offence set out under article 224-1 is punished by thirty years' criminal imprisonment where the victim suffers
mutilation or permanent disability wilfully caused or resulting from his conditions of detention, or from the deprivation of
food or care.
It is punished by a criminal imprisonment for life where it is preceded or accompanied by lonure or acts of barbarity
or where il is followed by the death of the victim.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to lhe offences sel out under
the present article.
ARTiCLE 224-3
(Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 arlicle 6 V Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
The offence set out under anicle 22<'1-1 is punished by thiny years' criminal imprisonmenl where it is committed
against two or more persons.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 goveming the safety period are applicable to this offence.
However, where the detained or illegally confined person or persons are freed voluntarily within lhe period set out
under the third paragraph of article 224-1, the sentance is len years' imprisonment, except where the victim or one of
victims has sustained one of the attacks against his physical integrily as enumerated under article 224-2.
ARTICLE 224-4
Where the person was arrested, abducted, detained or illegally confined as a hostage eilher to prepare or facilitate
the commission of a felony or a misdemeanour, or to assist in the escape of or to ensure the impunity of the perpetrator
or tha accomplice to a felony or a misdemeanour, or to secure the enforcement of an order or a condition, in particular
the payment of a ransom, the offence set out under article 224-1 is punished by thirty years' criminal imprisonment.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safaty period are applicable to Ihis offance.
Except in the cases provided under articla 224-2, the sentence is ten years' imprisonment where lhe person who is
taken hostage in tha conditions as defined under the first paragraph is freed voluntarily within seven days of his capture,
without 1\"1,e order or condition being carried oul.
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ARTICLE 224·5
Where the victim of one of the felonies set out under articles 224-1 to 224-4 is a minor under fifteen years oJ age,
the penalty is increased to criminal imprisonment for life where the offence is punished by thirty years' criminal
imprisonment and to thirty years' criminal imprisonment where the offence is punished by twenty years' criminal
imprisonment.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable in Ihe cases set out under the
present article.

ARTICLE 224·5·1
(Inserted by Ad no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 12 VIII Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Any person who has attempled to commit the felonies outlined in the present section is exempted from penalty if,
having alerted the judicial or administrative authorities, he has prevented the offence from being carried out, and, where
relevant. has enabled the other perpetrators or accomplices to be identified.
The prison sentence incurred by the perpetrator or the accomplice to any of the felonies outlined in the present
section is reduced by half if, by alerting the lega) or administrative au(horities, he has prevented the offence from being
carried out or has prevented the offence resulting in loss of life or permanent dfsability and, where relevant, has
identified any other perpetrators or accomplices. Where the sentence incurred is criminal life imprisonment, this is
reduced to !'Nenty years' criminal imprisonment.

ARTICLE 224·5·2
(Inserted by Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 6 VI Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Where the offences outlined in the firs! paragraph of article 224-1 and by articles 224-2 to 224-5 are carried out in
an organised gang, the penalties are increased to €1 ,000,000 and to:
l' thirty years' criminal Imprisonment where \he offence is punishable by twenty years' crimina) imprisonmen1;
2' life criminal imprisonment where the offence is punishable by thirty years' criminal imprisonment.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 goveming the safety period are applicable to this offence.

SECTION II
HIJACKING OF PLANES, SHIPS OR OTHER MEANS OF TRANSPORT

Articles 224-6 to
224-8-1

ARTICLE 224·6
The seizure or taking over by violence or threat of violence of a plane, ship or any other means of Iransport on
board which persons have taken their places, or of any permanent platform situated on the continental shelf, is punished
by twenty years of criminal imprisonment.
The first two peragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable !o this offence.
ARTICLE 224-7
The offence defined under article 224-6 is punished by criminal imprisonment for life where it is accompanied by
torture or acts of barbarity or where it has entailed the death of one or more persons.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 are applicable to this offence..
ARTICLE 224-.8
(Act no. 92-1336 of 16 December Articles 3459 and 373 Official Journal 23 December 1992 into force on 1 March 1994)
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
The wilful endangering of the safety of an airborne aircraft or of a ship which is at sea through the communication of
false information is punished by five years' imprisonmenl and a fine of €75,000.
Attempl to commit the offence provided for by Ihe present article is punished with the same penalty.

or

ARTICLE 224-8·1
(Inserted by Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 12 IX Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Any person who has attemp1ed to commil the felonies outlined in Ihe presenl section is exempted from penalty if,
haVing alerted the judicial or administrative authorities, he has prevented Ihe offence from being carried out, and, where
relevant, has enabled the other perpe(ralors or accomplices 10 be identified.
The prison sentence incurrec' by the perpetrator of or the accomplice to any of the leJonies outlined in the present
section is reduced by half if, by alerting Ihe legal or administrative authorities, he has prevented the offence from being
carried out or has prevented the offence resulting in loss 01 life or permanent disability and, where relevant, has
identified any other perpetrators or accomplices. Where the sentence incurred is criminal life imprisonment, this is
reduced to twenty years' criminal imprisonment.

SECTION III
ADDITIONAL PENALTIES APPLICABLE TO NATURAL PERSONS

Article 224-9

ARTICLE 224·9
Natural persons convicted of !he offences provided for by the present chapter Incur the following additional
penalties:
1" forieilure of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the condilions set out under article 131-26;
2' prohibition, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-27, to hold public office or to discharge the social
or professional activity in the exercise of which or on the occasion of Ihe exercise of which Ihe offence was committed;
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3· prohibitkln to hold or carry a weapon requiring a licence for a maximum period of five years.
CHAPTER V
OFFENCES AGAINST THE DiGNiTY OF PERSONS

Articles 225-1 to 225-25

SECTION I
DISCRIMINATiON

Articles 225-1 to 225-4

ARTICLE 225-1
(Act no. 2001-1066 of 16 November 2001 Article 1 Official Journal of 17 November 2001)
(Act 11.0.2002-303 of 4 March 2002 Article 4 Official Journal af5 March 2002)
Discrimination comprises any distinction applied between natural persons by reason of their origin, sex, family
situation, physical appearance or patronymic, stale of health, handicap, genetic characteristics, sexual morars or
orientation, age, political opinions, union activities, or their membership or non-membership, true or supposed, of a given
ethnic group, nation, race or religion.
Discrimination also comprises any distinction applied between legal persons by reason of the origin, sex, family
situation, physical appearance or patrtlnymic, slate of health, handicap, genetic characteristics, sexual morals or
orientation, age, political opinions, union activities, membership or non-membership, \rue or supposed, of a given ethnic
group, nation, race or religion of one or more members of these legal persons.
ARTICLE 225-2
(Act no. 2001-1066 of 16 November 2001 Article 1 Official Journal of 17 November 2001)
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
(Act no. 2004-204 of9 March 2004 article 6 V Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Discrimination defined by article 225-1, committed against a natural or legal person, is punished by three years'
imprisonment and a fine of €45,OOO where it consists:
1° of [he refusal to supply goods or services;
2 or obstructing the normal exercise of any given economic activity;
3· of the refusal to hire, to sanction or to dismiss a person;
4" of subjecting the supply of goods or services to a condition based on one of the factors referred to under article
0

225-1 ;
5" of subjecting an offer of employment, an application for a course or a training period to a condition based on one
of lhe factors referred 10 under article 225-1;
6 ~ of refusing to accept a person onto one of the courses referred to under 2 of article L.412-B of the Sodal
Security Code.
Where the discriminatory refusal referred 10 under 1 " is committed in a public place or in order to bar the access 10
this place, lhe penallies are increased to five years' imprisonment and to a fine of €75.000.
0

ARTICLE 225-3
(Act no. 2002-303. of 4 Merch 2002 Article 4 Official Journal of 5 March 2002)
The provisionsofthe previous article do not apply to:
1" discrimination based on state of health. when it consists of operations aimed at the prevention and coverage of
the risk of dealh, of risks lor the physical integrity of the person, or the risk of incapacity to work or invalidity. However,
when it is based on the consideration of predichve genetic tests relating to an illness that has not yet commenced Dr the
genetic predisposition towards an illness, this discrimination is punished by the penalties provided for by the previous
article;
2" discrimination based on state of health or handicap, if it consists of a refusal to hire or dismiss based on a
medically established incapacity, according to either the provisions of litle lV of book Ii of the Labour Code, or of Ihe
laws defining the statutory framework of the public service;
3° recruitment discrimination based on gender when the fact of being mare or female constitutes the determining
factor in lhe exercise of an employment or professional acllvity, in accordance with the provisions of the Labour Code or
of the laws defining the slatutory framework of the public service.
ARTICLE 225-4
Legal persons may incur criminal liability lor the offence defined under article 225-2, pursuant to the CDnditions sel
out under article 121-2. The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
l' a fine, pursuanlto the conditions set out under article 131-38;
2 the penalties enumerated under 2", 3~, 4", 5",
and g. of art',c1e 131-39.
The prohibition referred to in 2· of article 131-39 applies to lhe activity in the exercise of which or on the occasion of
lhe exercise of which the offence was committed.
0

eo

SECTION Ibis
TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS

Articles 225-4-110
22S-4-9

ARTICLE 225-4-1
(fnserted by Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 32 Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
Human trafficking is the recruitment, transport, transfer, accommodation, or receptioo of a person In exchange for
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remuneration or ll.'y other benefit or for the promise of remuneration or any other benefit in order 10 put him at the
disposal 01 a third party, whether ide1tifled or no~ so as lo permit the commission against thai person of offence!': or
procuring, sexual assault or att;:Jck-, l"xploitation for begging, or lIle imposition of living or working conditions inconsistent
with human dignity, or to lorce this person 10 commit any felony or misdemeanour.
Human lraffick:ng is punished by seven years' Imprisonment and ty CI fin;; of€1S0,OOQ.

A.RTlCLE 225-4-2
(Inserted by Ad no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Amcle 32 Official Journal of 19 MarCh 2003)
The offence under article 225-4-1 is punished by 10 years' imprisonmenl and by a fine of €1,500,000 wlien it is
committed:
1~ against a mi,10r;
2~ against a person whose particular vulnerability due to age, sickness, infirmity, b a physical or psychological
disability, or to pregnancy, is apparent or known to the perPelriltcr;
3~againsl two or more people;
4" against a person who is outside the territory of the French Republic or upon his arrival on the territory of (he
French Republic::
5" when the person I-as been broJght into contact .....ith the perpetrator through the use oi a telecommunications
network for the distribution of messages 10 a non·specifled aUdience;
6" ill circumstances which directly expose the person against whom the offence is committed to tne immediate risk
0' deatt' or of injuries of a nature to cause rnumation or a permanent disability;
r wilh the use of threats, constraints, violence or fraudulenl behaviour against the party concerned, his family or
someone who has a regular relationship with him;
8° by a legitimate, natural or adoptive ascendant of the victim of the offence provided for by article 225-4-1 or by a
person holding authOrity over him or who misuses the authority conferred by t1is position;
9 by a person whose post requires him to participate in the fight against Iluman trafficking or to uphold public order.
ARTICLE 2254-3
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Art. 32 Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
When it is committed by an organised gang, the offence provided for by article 225..t.-1 is punislled by 20 years'
imprisonment and by a fine of€3,OOO,OOO.
ARTICLE 225-4-4
(lnsertea by Act no.2003-239 of 16 March 2003 Art. 32 Offi6al Journal of 19 March 2003)
The offence provided 'or by article 2'4-4-1, when committed with recourse to torture or acls of barbarity, is
punished by life imprisonme~t and by a file of £4,500,000.
ARTICLE 225-4·5
(Inserted by Act nO.2003-239 of 18 Marcf; 2003 Art. 32 Official Journal of19 March 2003)
When the felony or misdemeanour committed or to be committed against the victim of the offence or hum,ln
trafficking is punishable by <l custodial sentence longer than the prison sentence applicable under articles 225-4-1 to
225-4-3, the human trafficking offence is punishable by sentences applicEble to the felonies or misdemeanours of which
the perpetrator was aware, and if this. felony or misdemeanour IS accompanied by aggravating circumstances, by t1le
per.alties applicable orly to the aggravating circumstances of which the perpetrator had knowledge,
ARTICLE 2254-6
(Inserted by Act no.20D3-239 of 18 March 2003 Art. 32 Official Journal of 19 MarCh 2003)
Legal persons can be declared criminaily respoosible, under thl'! provisions of artic~ 121-2, fur the offences
provided for in the plesent section. The penalties incurred by iegal persons are:
1" a fl:le, subjecl to lhe terms of articte 131-38;
2~ (he penalties mp.nti.onl'd by article 131-39.
ARTICLE 2254~7
(Inserted by Act no.2003-?39 of 18 March 2003 Art. 32 'Jrri<.,;iCli Juurna( of 19 March 2003.1
Attempt to commit ihe offences provided for by Ihe present section is punished by the same penalties.
ARTICLE 2254-8
(Inserted by Act "0.2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Art. 32 Official Journal o( 19 March 2003)
Being unable to account br rescurces correspondin!=j to one's lifestyle while being In close contact will) une ur more
victims or perpetrators uf the offences proVided lor by articles 225-4-1 to 225--4-E is punished by 7 years' imprisonmen~
and by a fire of€750.0CO.

ARTICL E 225-4-9
(Inserted by Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 12 X Off"tcial Joumal of 10 March 2004)
Any person who has atlernptoo 10 commit Ihe offences ouUined in the present seelicn is exempted from punishment
if, having aierted the judicial or administrative aUlhorities, he has prevented the offence from being carried out, and,
where relevant, has enabled the olher perpetrators or accomplices 10 be identiflod.
The prison sentence incurred by the perpelrator of or the accompiice to the offence is reduced by half if, by alerting
the legal or administrative authorities, he has enabled the offence to ~e stopped or has prevented the offpnce resulting
in loss of liff\ or permanent dlsabl(ity and. Where relevant. has identified the olher perpetrators or accomplices. Where
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the sentence incurred is criminal imprisonment for life, this is reduced to twenty years' crimirtal imprisonment
SECTION II
Of PROCURING AND ASSIMILATED OFFENCES

Articles 225-5 to
225-10-1

ARTICLE 225-5
(Act no. 20C1-1062 of 15 November Zl01 Article 60 Official Joumal16 November 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 ArUcle 3 Official Joumal of 22 Sepiembt::r in force 1 January 2002)
(Act no, 2003-239 o{ 18 March 2003 Article 50 1° OffIcial Joumal of 19 March 2003)
Procuring is where any persoll, in whatsoever manner:
0
1 helps, assist or prolects the prostitution of others;
2" makes a profit Ollt of the prostitution of others. shares the proceeds of it or receives income from a person
engaging habitually in prostitution;
3° hires, trains or corrupts a person with a view to prostitu~on or exercises on such a person pressure to practice
prostitution or Jo continue doing so.
Procuring is punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of €150,OOO.
ARTICLE 225-6
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 50 1" Official Joumal of 19 March 2003)
The fOlbwing acts committed by any person and in whatever manner are assimilated to procuring and are punished
by the penalties set out under article 225-5:
1" actirg as an intermediary between two persons one of whom is engaged in prostitution and the other exploits or
remunerates \t1e prostitution of others;
2° facilitating the justification of a procurer's ficlitious resources;
3" beir,g unable to account for an income compatible with one's lifestyle while living With a person habitually
engaged in prostitution or while entertaining a habitual relationship with one or more persons engaging in pros!i!l..'tion:
4· obstructing operations of prevention, control, l.lssistan~ or fe-education undertl'lken by institutions Qualified to
deal with persons in danger of prostitulion or engaging in prostitution,
ARTICLE 225-7
(ACf no. 1998-468 of 17 June 1998 Article 13 Official Joumal of 18 June 1998)
(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article .:1 Official JrlUrnal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 50 1° Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
Procuring is punished by ten yea~' imprisonment and a fine of €1,500,OOO where it is committed:
1° in respect of a minor;
2' in respect of a person whose particular vuinerability, due [0 age, sickness, to a infirmitl, a phySical or
psychological disability or 10 pregnancy, is apparent or known to the offender;
3° in respect of two or more persons;
4° in respect of a person Who was incited to engage in prostitution either outside lhe territory of the french
Republic, or upon arrival on the territory of the French Republic; .
5' by a legitimate, natural or adoptive ascendant of the person engaged in prostitution or by a person hol:ling
authority over him or who misuses the authority c01ferred on him by his p05ifon;
6" by a person called upon 10 take part, by virtue of his position, in the fight against J:rostitution, in the protection of
health or in the keeping of the pUblic peace;
7" by a person bearing a weapor;
8" with the usa of constroinl, violence or fraudulent behavio'Jr;
g' by two or more acting as offenders or accomplices, altho.Jgh not constituting an organised gang.
10' through the use of a communications network for the distribution of messages to E non-specified audience.
The first two paragmphs of artjc~e 132-23 governing the safaty period are applicabie to the offences set out under
the presenl article.
ARTICLE 225-7-1
(Act no, 2002-305 of 4 Merch 2002 Article 13 Official Joumal or5 March 2002)
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 50 l' Official Journal of 19 Merch 2003)
The offence of procuring is punished by fifteen years' criminal imprisonment and a fine of €3,OOO,OOO where it is
commitled against a minor under the age of fifteen.
ARTICLE 225-8
(Ordinancs no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Offici~.1 Jaurnaf af 22 September into force 1 January 2002}
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 50 l' OffIcial Journal of19 March 2003)
The offence of procuring dafined under article 225-7 is punished by twenty years' cri:ninal imprisonment and a fine
or €3,000,OOO where it is committed by an organised gang.
The first Lwo paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offence set out under the
present article.
ARTICLE 225-9
(Ordinanc8 no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article J OffiCial Journal of 22 SDp/ember into force 1 January ?OO?)
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(Act no. 2003-239 of18 March 2003 Article 50 1° Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
The offence of procuring committed by resorting to torture or acts of barbarity is punished by criminal imprisonment
for tire and a fine of €4,500,000.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offence provided for by
the present article,
ARTICLE 225-10
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 50 1° Official Journal of 19 March 2003 in force 1 January 2002)
A penalty 01 ten years' imprisonment and a fine of €lS0,OOO is incurred by anyone who, acting directly or through an
intermediary:
1° holds, manages, exploits, directs, opera~es, finances or contributes to finance a place of prostitution;
2° holding, managing, exploiting, directing, operating, financing or contributing to finance any given place open to
the public or used by the public, accepts or habitual.ly tolerates one or more persons to enga.ge in prostitution within the
premises or their annexes, or solicits clients in such premises with a view to prostitution:
3" sells or makes available /0 one or more persons any premises or places not open 10 the public, in the knowledge
that they will there engage in prostitution;
4 0 sells, hires or makes available in any way whatsoever vehicles of any type to one or more persons knOWing that
they will engage in prostitution in them.
Tha first!;Wo paragraphs of article 132-23 goveming the safety period are applicable to the offences set out under 1°
and 2° of the present article.
ARTICLE 225-11
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 50 1" OfficialJournal of 19 March 2003)
Attempt to commit the misdemeanours set out under the present section is SUbject 10 the same penaJlies.
ARTICLE 225-11-1
(Act no. 2004-204 of9 March 2004 article 12 X Official Journal Of 10 March 2004)
Any person who has attempted to commit the offences outlined in the present sedion is exempted from punishment
if, having alerted the judicial or administrative authorities, he has prevenled the offence from being carried out, and,
where relevant, has enabled the other perpetrators or accomplices to be identified,
The prison sentence incurred by the perpetrator of or the accomplice to the offence is reduced by half if, byalel1ing
the legal or adminislrative authorities, he has enabled the offence to be stopped or has prevented the offence resulting
in loss of lifa or permanent disability and, where relevant, has iden1ified the other perpetrators or accomplices, Where
the sentence incurred is criminal imprisonment for life, this is reduced to twenty years' criminal imprisonment.
ARTICLE 225-12
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 50 1" Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
Legal persons may be convicted of the offences defined by articles 225-5 to 225-10, pursuant to the conditions set
out under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
l' a Fine, pursuant to the conditions set out under artide 131-38;
2° the penallies set oul under article 131-39.
ARTICLE 225-10-1
('nserted by Acl no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Arlicle 502" Official Joumal of 19 March 2003)
Publicly soliciting anolher person by any means, including passive condUct, with a view to ,nciting them 10 engage in
sexual relations in exchange for remuneration or a promise of remuneration is punished by !;WO months' imprisonment
and by a fine of€3,750.
SECTION IIbis
OF RECOURSE TO MINORS' PROSTITUT,'ON

Articles 225-12-1 lo
225-12-4

ARTICLE 225-12-1
(Decree no, 2002-305 of 4 March 2002 Article 13 Official Journal of 5 March 2002)
(Ac! no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 503" 4" Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
Soliciting, accepting or obtaining, in exchange for remuneration or a promise of a remuneration, relations of a sexual
nature with a minor who engages in prostitution, even if not habitually, Is punished by three years' imprisonment and a
fine of €45,000,
Soliciting, accepting or oblaining in exchange for remuneration or a promise of remuneratiol'1, sexual relalions with a
person whose particular vulnerability, due to age, sickness, in/irmity, a physical or psychological disability or 10
pregnancy, is apparent or known to tile offender, and who engages in proslilution, even if not habitually, is punished by
Ihe same penalties.
ARTICLE 225-12-2
(Decree no. 2002-305 of 4 March 2002 Article 13 Official Journal of 5 March 2002)
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 503" Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
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The penalty is increased to five years' imprisonment and to €75,000:
1° where the offence is committed habitually or against more than one person;
2° w'here the person was put in contact with the offender by Ihe use, for the dissemination of messages to an
unrestricted public, of a communication network;
3° where the offence was committed by a person abusing the authority conferred upon him by his position,
Tha penalty is increased to seven years' imprisonmenl and to a nne of €100.000 where the offence was committed
against a minor under fifteen years of age.

ARTICLE 225-12-3
(Inserted by Decme no. 2002-305 of 4 March 2002 Article 13 Official Journal of 5 March 2002)
Where Ihe misdemeanours referred to under articles 225¥12-1 10 225-12~2 are committed abroad by a French
national or by a person habilually resident on French territory, French law is applicable notwilhstanding the second
paragraph of article 113-6, and the provisions of the second sentence of article 113-8 do not apply.
ARTICLE 225·12-4
(Inserted by Decree no. 2002-305 of 4 March 2002 Arlicle 13 Official Journal of 5 Marr;h 2002)
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 50 3" Official Journal of 19 Marr;h 2003)
A legal person may incur criminal liability, pursuant to the condilions sel out under article 121 -2, for the offences
defined under this Section of the preserrt Code.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1" a fine, pursuant to the conditions set oul under article 131~38;
2" tha penalties enumerated in article 131-39.
Tha prohibition under 2° of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the e)(ercise of Which or on the occasion of the
exercise of wllicn lhe offence was committed.
SECTION Iller
THE EXPLOITATION OF BEGGING

Articles 225-12-5 to
225-12·7

ARTICLE 225~12·5
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 64 11 ° Official Journal of 19 Marr;h 2003)
Exploitation of begging is committed when a person in any way:
1° organises begging by another, with a view to prOfiting from it;
2" profits from another person's begging, shares the proceeds or receives income from a perSQf1 who habitually
engages in begging;
3° hires, trains or corrupts a person in order to start fhem begging or exercises pressure on a person for them to
beg or to continue to do so;
4" for his personal gain, hires, trains or corrupts a person into offering services on a public highway in retum for a
donation.
The fact of being unable to account for an income compatible with one's lifestyle while in practice influencing !he
behaviour of one or more persons who practise begging, or being in a constant relalionship with him or them, is
assimilated to tile exploitation of begging.
Exploitation of begging is punished by three years' imprisonment and by a fine of €45,OOO.
ARTICLE 225~12·6
(Inserted by Act no, 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 64 11" Official Journal of 19 Marr;h 2003)
The exploitatiQf1 of begging is punished by five year's imprisonment and by a fine of €75, 000 when it is commifted:
1" against a minor;
2" where it is committed againsl a person whose particular vulnerability, due 10 age, sickness, infirmity, a physical of
psychological :disabilily or to pregnancy, is apparenl Dr known to the perpetrator:
3° agaillst two or more;
4 a9ainst a person who was incited to stan begging either Qutside Ihe territory of the French Republic, or upon his
arrival on the territory of the French Republic;
5' by a legitimate, nalural or adoptive ascendarlt of the person begging, or by any other person !laving authority
over him or who misuses the authority conferred by his position;
6" with Ihe use of constraint, violence or fraudulenl behaviour toy.-ards the person who is begging, or his family 01
another person in habitual COrltact with him;
7" by two or more persons acting as perpetraters or accomplices, although not constituting an organised gang.
0

ARTiCLE 225-12-7
(Inserted by Act no.2003-239 of 18 Marr;h 2003 Art. 64r /" Official Journal of 19 Marr;h 2003.)
The exploitation of another person·s begging is punished by ten years' imprisonment and by a fine of €1 500 000
when il is committed by an organised gang.
SECTION III
WORKING AND LIVING CONDITIONS WHICH INFRINGE HUMAN
DIGNITY
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ARTICLE 225·13
(Orrlin:=mce no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Art.3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force on 1 January 2002)
(Act no. 2003-239 of 16 March 2003 Art. 33 Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
Obtaining the performance of unpaid services or services against which a payment is made which clearly bears no
relation to the importance of the wal"1<; performed from a perllon whose vulnerability or dependence is obvious or known
to the offender is punishRd by five years' imprisonment and by a fine of€150.000.

ARTICLE 225-14
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 A:1.3 Oflicia,1 Journal of 22 September 200') in force on 1 January 2002j
(Act no. 2003-239 of 16 March 2003 Art. 34 Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
Subjecting a person, whcse vulnerability or ce~endence is obvious Dr known to the offendar, to working or living
conditions incompatible with h'Jman dignity is punished by fi...e years' imprisonment and by a fine of €150,OOO.

ARTICLE 225-15
(Ordinance no. 2000-918 of 19 September 2000 kt.3 Official Journafof 22 September 20CYJ in force on 1 January 2002)
(Act nO. 2003-239 or 1B March 2003 Art 35 Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
The offences undar articles 225-13 and 225-14 are punished by seven years' im;lrisonment and by a fine of
€200,OOO when they are committed against more than one person.
Where they are committed against a minor, they ;::IrA punished by seven years' imprisonment and by a fine of
€200.000
Where they are committed against two or more, one or more of whom are minors, they are punished by 10 years'
imprisonment and by a fine of€300,OOO,

ARTICLE 225-16
(Acf no. 199B-657 of 29 July 199B Article 124 Official Journal of 31 Jul! 9B)
legal persons may be convicted or the offences definec by articles 225-13
out underartide 121-2. The penalties incurred by legel persons are:
10 a fine, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-:,8:
2" the penalties set out under article 131-39.

to 225-15, pursuant to tne conditions set

ARTICLE 225-15-1
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-239 or 18 March 2003 Art. 36 Official Journal of 19 March ?(J(JJ)
For the application of articles 225-13 and 225-14, minors or others who ha~'e been victims of tha acts described by
these articles upon tneir arrival on French nationel territory are considered to be VLlnerable or in a si!uation of
dependence.

SECTION I\lbis
DEGRADING INITIATION CEREMONIES

Articles 225-16-1 to
225-15-3

ARTICLE 225-16-1 .
(Act no. -199B-657 of 29 July 1998 Article 14 Official Journa! of 31 July 199B; Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
except in cases of violence. threat or !':AXW'll A!':sault. a person who induces another, witn or without nis consent, to
submit to or commit numiliating or degrading acts at demonslrations ~r meetinGS linked to schools or socia-educational
centres is punisned by six months' imprisonment and a fine of €7,500.

ARTICLE 225-16-2
(Act no. f99B-657 of 29 July 1998 Artide 14 Official Journal of 31 July 1998; Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Article 3 Offic.:al Joumal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
The offence under article 225-16-1 is punisned by one yeaf's imprisonment and a fine of €15.000 where it is
committed against a person Whose perticular vulnerability, due to age. sickness, infirmity, a pnysical of psycnologicel
disability or to preg'ancy, is apparent 0- known tc [he perpetrator.

ARTICLE 225-16-3
(Act no. 1998-657 of29 July 1998 Article 14 Official Journal of 31 July 199B; Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Arlicle 3 Official Joumai of 22 September info force 1 January 2002)
Legal persons may incur criminal liebility, in the manne' provided by article 121-2, for the offences committed during
demonstrations or meetings linked to educational or socio-educetional centres under 225-15-1 and 225-15-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
l' a finl:l, pursuant to the conditions setout u,det article 131-38:
2· the penaltie" set out under article 131-39.

SECTION IV
ViOlATIONS OF RESPECT FOR THE DEAD

Articlas 225-17 to
225-18-1

ARTICLE 225·17
(Ordinance No, 2000_916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Jou.71al of 22 September into force 1 Januar/ 2002)
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Any violation of the physical integrity of a corpse, by any means, is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine
of€15,OOO.
The violation or desecration oflombs, burials grounds or monuments erecled to the memory of the dead, committed
by any means, is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of €15,OOO.
The penalty is increased to tw"o years' imprisonment and 10 a fine of €30,OOO where the offences delined under the
previous paragraph were accompanied by e violetion of the physical integrity of the corpse.
ARTICLE 225-16
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September info force 1 January 2002)
Where the offences defined under the previous article were committed by reason of the membership or
non-membership, true or supposed, of the deceased persons to any given ethnic group, netion, race or religion,
penalties are increased to three years' imprisonment and to a fine of€45,000 in for the offences defined under the first
two paragraphs of article 225-17 and to five years' imprisonment and to a fine of €75,000 in relation to the offence
defined by the last paragraph of that article.
ARTICLE 225-18-1
(Inserted by Act no. 2001-504 of 12 June 2001 Article 11 Official Joumal of 13 June 2001)
Legal persons may incur criminalliebility for lhe offence defined under article 225-17 and 225-18. pursuant to the
conditions set out under article 121·2.
The penalties Incurred by legal persons are:
1 a fine, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131·38;
2' the penalties enumerated under 2° to 9° of article 131-39;
3' the penalty referred to under 1 of article 131-39 for the offences referred to under article 225-18.
The prohibition referred to in 2° of article 131-39 applies to tile activity in the ell;ercise of which or on the occasion of
the ell;ercise of which the offence was committed.
0

0

SECTION V
OF ADDITIONAL PENALTIES APPLICABLE TO NATURAL PERSONS

Articles 225-19 to
225-21

ARTICLE 225-19
(Acl no. 199B-657 of 26 July 199B ArtIcle 124 Official Journal of 31 JUly 199B)
Naturel persons convicted of the offences set out under Sections 1 and 3 of the present chapter also incur the
following additional penalties:
1" forfeiture of rights under 2 and 3° of article 131-26 for e maximum period of five years;
2" public display or dissemination of the decision pronounced, pursuant to the conditions 5131 out under article
131-35;
3" mandatory closure, either for a maximum period of five years or permanently, of one, some or all of the premises
of the business belonging to the convicted person;
4" exclusion from pUblic tenders either permanently or for a maximum period of five years;
5° confiscation ofa housing business that has been used to commit the offence outlined in article 225-14;
6° the obligation to complete a c~izenship course, according to the conditions set oul under article 131-5-1.
0

ARTICLE 225-20
(Acl no. 2002-305 of 4 March 2002 Article 13 Official Joumal of.'5 March 2002)
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 64 I 2 ° Officiai Joumai of 19 March 2003)
Natural persons oonvicted of the offences under sections 1bis, 2, 2bis and 2ler of the present chepter also incur the
following additional penalties:
1 0 forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the conditions 5131 out under article 131-26;
2° prohibition to discharge the social or professional activity in the exercise of which or on lhe occasion of the
exercise afwhich the offence was committed, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-27;
3" area banishment;
4° prohibition to manage, directly or indirectly, esteblishments open to Ihe public or used by the public specified in
the sentence, to be employed there in any capacity or to have or continue any finarlcial participation;
5' prohibition to hold or carry a weapon requiring a licence, for a maximum period offive years;
6° prohibition, for a maximum period of five years, to leeve the territory of the French Republic.
ARTICLE 225-21
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 64 13 Official Joumal of 19 March 2003)
Any alien convicted of any of the offences sel out under sections 1bis, 2 and 21er of the present chepter may be
banished from French territory either permanently or for a m2ll;imum period of ten years, pursuant to the conditions set
out under article 131-10.
0

SECTION VI
PROVISIONS COMMON TO NATURAL AND LEGAL PERSONS
ARTICLE 225-22
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Natural or legal persons convicted of the offences set out under Article 225-10 also incur the following addilional
penalties:
10 permanent withdrawal of a bar or restaurant licence;
2' the mandatory closure, either permanent or for a maximum period of fIVe years, of the entire establishment or of
the parts of the establishment used for the purpose of prostitution:
3" seizure of business capital and equipment.
ARTICLE 225·23
Temporary mandatory closure set out under the third paragraph (point 2") of article 225·22 entails the suspension of
the bar or restaurant licence for the same length of Irme. The expiry of the said licence is suspended during the
mandatory closure period.
Permanent mandatory closure provided for under article 225·22 entails the permanent withdrawal of the bar or
restaurant licence.
ARTICLE 225-24
Natural or legal persons convided of the offences set out under articles 225-8 to 225·10 also incur:
1" confiscation of the movable assets directly or indirectly used for the commission of the offerlce as well as of any
products of the offence held by a person olher than the person engaging in prostitution;
2° reimbursement of the repatriation expenses of the victim or victims.
ARTICLE 225-25
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 37 Official Joumal of 19 March 2003)
Natural or legal persons convided of the offences set out under sections ibis and 2 of the present chapter, with the
exception of the offence set out under article 225.10.1, also incur the additional penahy of the confiscation of any or all
of their property, of whatever type, movable or immovable, and whether jointly or separately owned.
CHAPTER VI
OFFENCES AGAINST PERSONALITY
SECTION I
OFFENCES AGAINST PRIVACY

Articles 226-110 226-32
Articles 226-1 to 226·7

ARTICLE 226-1
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
A penalty of one year's imprisonment and a fine of €45,000 is incurred for any wilful violation of Ihe intimacy of the
private life of other persons by resorting to any means of:
1° intercepting, reCQrding or transmitting words uttered in confidential or private circumstances, without the consent
of their speaker:
2° taking, recording or transmitting the picture of a person who is within a private place, without the consent of the
person cOl'1cerned.
Where the offences referred to by the present article were performed in the sight and with the knOWledge of the
persons concerned wil/lout their objection, although they were in a position to do so, their consent is presumed.
ARTICLE 226-2
The same penalties apply to the keeping, bringing or causing to be brought to the knowledge of the public or of a
third party. or the use in whatever manner, of any recording or document obtained through any of the actions set out
under article 226-1.
Where the misdemeanour under the previous paragraph is committed through the press or by broadcasting, the
specific legal provisions governing those matters are applicable to define the persons who are responsible.
ARTICLE 226-3
The same penalties apply to Ihe manufacture, import, detention, exhibition, offer, renlal or sale, in the absence of a
ministerial authorisation whose conditions of granting are determined by decree of the Conseil d'Etat, of equipment
designed to pertorm operations which may conslilule Ihe offence set out Linder the second paragraph of article 226-15
Ofwhich, being designed for the detection of conversations from a distance, enable the commission of an offence under
article 226~1 and are enumerated on a list drawn up pursuant to the conditions determined by that Decree.
The same penalties apply to the advertising of a device liable to enable the commission of the offences set out
under article 226-1 and the second paragraph of article 226-15, where this advertisement constitutes an incentive to
commit such offences.
ARTICLE 226-4
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September inlo force 1 January 2002)
Entering or unlawfully occupying the residence of another by means of manoeuvres, threats, acts of violence or
constraint, except where permitted by law, is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of €15,000.
ARTICLE 226-5
Attempts to commilthe offences set out under Ihe present section are Similarly punishable.
ARTICLE 226~
In the cases set out under articles 226-1 and 226-2, criminal proceedings may only be initiated on Ihe complain! of
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the victim, his legai representative or the legal successor 10 \"l,is rights.

ARTICLE 226-7
Legal persons may incur crimina/liability for Ihe offences defined by Ihe present section, pursuant 10 the conditions
set oul under ar1icfe 121-2,
The penalties applicable to legal persons are:
1" a fine, pursuant 10 the conditions set out under Article 131-38;
2" prohibition, either permanent or for a maximum period of five years, to engage in, either directly or indirectly, Ihe
social or professional activity in the exercise of which or on the oacasion of the exercise of which the offence was
committed;
3° the public display or dissemination of the decision pursuant to the conditions sel out under article 131-35.
SECTION II
OFFENCES AGAINST THE IMAGE OF PERSONS

Articles 226-8 to 226-9

ARTICLE 226-8
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Offlcial Joumal of 22 September into fOrce 1 January 2002)
A sentence of one year'S imprisonment and a fine of £15,000 apply to the publication by any means of any montege
made that uses the words or the image of a person without tile latter's oonsent, unless it is obvious that it is a montage,
or this fact is expressly indicated
When the misdemaanour set out under 1he previous paragraph is committed through the press or by broadcasting,
the specific legal provisions goveming those matters are applicable to define the pernons who are responsible.

ARTICLE 228-9
Articles 226-5 and 226-7 are applicable to the presen1 section.
SECTION l\l
MALICIOUS DENUNCIATION

Articles 226-10 to
226-12

ARTICLE 226-10
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of22 September into force 1 January 2002)
A denunciation made by any means and directed against a specified person, of a fact that is liable to cause judicial,
administrative or disciplinary sanctions and that the ma":er knows to be totally or partially false, where it is senl either to
a judiciai officer or to a judicial or administrative police officer, or to an authority with power to follow it up or to refer it to
the competent authority, or to hierarchical superiors or to the employer of the person concerned, is punished by five
years' imprisonment and a fine of £45,000.
The falsity of the act denounced is conclusively established by a final decision or acquittal, or decision to drop the
prosecution, which declares that the alleged facts are not established or that they are not attributable to the person
denounced.
In any other case, the court seised with the prosecution of the denouncer weighS the accuracy of the denouncer"s
accusations.

ARTICLE 226-11
Where the SUbject matter of the denunciation has led to a criminal prosecution. the prosecution case against the
denouncer may not be decided upon until after the decision putting a final end to the proceedings concerning that
matler.

ARTICLE 226-12
Lega'i persons may incur criminal liability, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 121-2, for the offence
defined under article 226-10,
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1° a fine, pursuant to tha conditions set ouf under article 131-38;
2" prohibition. either permanent or for a maximum period of five years. to engage in, either directly or indirectly. lhe
social or professional activity in the exercise of whiCh or on the occasion of the exercise of which the offence was
committed;;
3° the public display or dissemination of the decision taken, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-35,
SECTiON IV
BREACH OF SECRECY

Artidas 226-13 to
226-15

Paragraph 1
Of tha breach of professional secrecy

Articles 226-13 to

226-14
ARTICLE 226-13
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Offlcial Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
The disclosure of secrat information by a person entrusted w;,th such a secret, either becausa of hiS position or
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profession, or because of a temporary function or mission, is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of
€15,OOO.
ARTICLE 226·14
(Act no. 98-468 of 17 June 1998 Article 15 Official Journal of 18 June 1998)
(Act no. 2002-79 of 17 January 2002 arlicle 89 Official Journal of 18 January 2002)
(Ac! no. 2003·239 of 18 March 2003 arlicle 85 Official Journal of 19 March 2D03)
(Act no. 2004·1 of 2 January 2004 article 11 Official Journal of 3 January 2004)
Article 226-13 is not applicable to the cases where the law imp<lses or autnorlses the disclosure of the secret. In
addition, it is nol applicable:
1 to a person who informs a judicial, medical or administrative authority of cruelty or deprivation, including se)(l,JaJ
abuse, of which he has knowledge and 'Nhich has been inflicted on a minor or a J}€rsen unable /0 protect himself
because of his age, or physical or psychological slate;
2" /0 a doctor who, with the consent of the victim, brings to the knowledge of the public prosecutor instances of
cruelty or deprivation, either physical or psychological, that he has observed in the 8)(ercise of his profession that cause
him to believe that physical, se)(ual or psychological violence of any sort, has been committed. Where the victim is a
minor, his consent is nol necessary;
3" to heall!1 profassionals or social work professionals who inform the pre fed and, in Paris, the chief of police, that
someone who consults t!lem presents a danger to himself or to other peopie when they know that this pernon has a
weapon or has manifested the intention to acquire one.
Alerting the compelent authorities under the conditions provided for by the present article may not lead 10
disciplinary sanctions.
The provisions of article 226-14 of the Criminal Code are applicable in New Caledonia, French Polynesia and the
islands of Wallis and Futuna.
0

Paragraph 2
Breach of the secrecy of correspondence

Article 226-15

ARTICLE 226-15
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlic/e 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002)
Maliciously opening, destroying, delaying or diverting of correspondence sent 10 a third party, whelher or not it
arrives at its destination, or fraUdulently gaining knowledge of it, is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine 01
€45,OOO.
The same penalty applies to the malicious interception, diversion, use or disclosure of correspondence sent,
transmitted or received by means of telecommunication, or the setting up of a device designed to produce such
interceptions.

SECTION V
VIOLATIONS OF PERSONAL ,RIGHTS RESULTING FROM COMPUTER Articles 226-16 to
FILES OR PROCESSES
226·24
ARTICLE 226-16
(Act no, 92-1336 of 16 December 1992 Arlicles 360 and 373 Official Journal at 23 December 1992 in force 1 March
1994]
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September in force 1 January 2002)
(Act nO.2004-801 of 6 August 2004 Article 14 Official Journal of 7 Augusl 2004)
Processing data or causing data to be processed where the data concemed is of a personal nature, without
respecting the fonnalitles required by statute prior to the processing of such data, is punished by five years'
imprisonment and a fine of €300,OOO, even where committed through negl,genoe.
The same penalties apply 10 processing of data or causing data to be processed that has been subject Lo one of the
measures provided for In 2" of I of article 45 of Act no. 78-17 of 6 January 1978 regulating information technology, files
and liberty. even where this is committed through negligence.
ARTICLE 226-16-1
(Inserted by Ad no,2004-801 of 6 August 2004 Arlicle 14 Official Journal of 7 August 2004)
E)(cept where tl'1i5 has been authorised under lhe conditions set out by lhe afore- mefllioned Act nO.78-17 of 6
January 1978, processing or causing data to be processed 'Nhich is personal and Which indicates a person or persons'
registration number in the National Register of Natural Persons is punished by five years' imprisonment and by a fine of
€300,OOO.
ARTICLE 226-16-1-A
(Inserled by Act no,2004-801 of6 August 2004 Article 14 Official Journal of 7 August 2004)
Where data is processed or caused to be processed in the situations mentioned in paragraphs I or II of article 24 of
the above-mentioned Act nO.78-17 or 6 January 1978. and the simplified or exempted norms prescribed for these
purposes by tha National Commission for Data-processing and Civil Liberties are no! respected, even through
negligence. this is punished by five years' imprisonment and by a fine of €30,OOO.
ARTICLE 226-17
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(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September i('to force 1 January 2002)
Carrying out or causing to be carried out the processing :>f personal data wiLhout putting inta practice the measures
required by article 34 of the aforementicned Act no, 78-17 of 6 January 1978 is punished by five years' imprisonment

and a fine of €300,OOO.
ARTICLE 226·18
(Act no. 1994-548 of 1 July 1994 Article 4 Official Journal of 2 July 1994; On:Jinance No. 2000-915 of 19 September
ZOOO Article J Official Journal of 22 Septomber into force 1 January 2oo?; Act nO.2QQ4·801 of 6 AUgL'S/ 2004 Article 14
Official Journal of 7 August 2OD4)
The collecfion cf personal data oy fraudulent, unfair or unlawful means is punished by ~ve years' imprisonment and
a fine of E300,OOO.
ARTICLE 226-18-1
(Inserted by Act no. 2004-801 of 6 August 2004 Article 14 Official Journal of 7 August 2004)
Carrying oul or causing to be carried out the processing of personal dala relating to a natural person despite this
person's obfection, whon the processing is dane for the purpose of seeking custom, particularly commercial custom, or
when Ihe objection is founded on legitimate reasons, is punished by five years' imprisonment and a tine of €300,OOO.
ARTICLE 226-19
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 Seplember 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of22 September into force 1 January 2002)
Except in cases provided for by Jaw, the recording or preserving In a com~u(erised memory, without the expross
agreement of the persons concerned, of personal data which directly or indirectly reveals their racial origins, political,
philosophical or religioUS opinions, or trads union affiliations, or their health or sexual orientalion, is punished by five
yoars' imprisonment ;:Ind a fine of €300,000.
The same penalty applies to the recording or preserving in a computerisec memory of name·tearing inrormat"ion
relating to offences, convictions or supervision measures oulside the cases praviced tor by faw.
ARTiCLE 226-19·1
(Insened by Act no,2004-801 of 6 August 2004 Arlide 14 Official Joumal of 711ugust 2004)
Where Ine processing of personal data takes place the aim of which is research in the area of health, a penalty of
five years' imprisonment and a fine of €300,OOO applies to any processing carried oul:
1 v.ilhout having previously individually informed the persons en wnose account the personal data nave been
collected or transmitted of their right to request access, rectification Clod objection, and of the noture of the data to .be
transmitted ad the persons to whom it is to be sent;
despite Ihe objection of the person concerned or, where this is required by law, in the absence of the informed
and express consent of this person, or where the person is dead, despite his refusal expressed when he was alive.
9

r

ARTICLE 226-20
(Act no. 2000-321 of 12 April 2000 Article 5 Official Joumai of 13 April 2000; Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Art,de 3 Official JDurna. or 22 September into force 1 January 2002; Act no.2004-80f of 6 August 2004 Article 14
'
Official Journal of 7 August 2004)
The retention of personal data beyond the length of time specified by statu1e or by regulalion, by the request for
authorisatjan or noUce, or in the preliminary declaration sent to tne National Commission for Data-processing and Civil
Liberties, is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fir.e of €300,OOO, except where the re1enti:m was carried out
historical, statistical or scientific purposes in cond!!ions specified lJy law.
Except whera the law otherwise provides, lne same penalties apply to ary proceSSing of data held beyond lhe
periods mentioned in the previous paragraph, where this is done for purposes olher than those which are h,;slorical,
statistic<ll or ,;cienlific.
ARTICLE 226·21
(Ael no. 1995-116 of4 February 1995 Artiere 34 Official Journal of 5 February 1995; Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19
September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002; Act m.2004-801 af 6 Aur;ust 2004
Article 14 Official Journal of 7 AugulSl 2004)
Any:me holding personal data at the time of its recording, classification, transmission or any other form of
processing who diverts this information from its proper purpose, as defined by :he legislative provision or regulation or
decision of the Nalional Commission for Data-processing and Civil Uberties authoriSing au:omated processing, or by the
preliminary statement made before the If!lplelnl:lfllation of such processing, is pLnished by five yP."lrs' imprisonment and
a fine of€300,OOO.
ARTICLE 226-22
(Ordin(J(lcc No. 2000-916 of19 Seplembp.r 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 Septemberinlo force 1 January 2002)
Anyone who ~as collected, at the lime of its recording, claSSification, transl"'lission or any other form of processing,
personal data the disclosure of which would result in undermining the reputation of the concerned person or cause harm
to the intimacy of his private life, and then brings sucn information 10 the knowledge of a third party who has no authority
to recel~'e it without prior authorisation of the person concernp.d, is punished by three yea's' imprisonment and a fine of
€300,OOO.
Disclosure contrary to the prevIous paragraph is punished by a fine of €100,OOO where il was committed by
carelessness or negligence.
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In tne cases sel out under tne two previous paragraphs, tne prosecution may only be initialed upon tne complaint of
tne victim, nis legal representative or successors.
ARTICLE 226-22-1
(Inserted by Act no.2004-801 of 6 August 2004 Article 14 Official Journal of 7 August 2004)
Except in cases provided °or by law. transferring or causing to be transferred any personal daJa used or inlended for
use in data processirg to <I state not belonging to the European Communi1y in breach of any measures taken by the
National Commission for Data-processing and Civil liberties described in article 70 of the aforementioned Act no. 76-17
of 6 January 1978 is punished by 5 years' imprisonment and a fine of €300,OOO.
ARTICLE 226-22-2
(Inserted by Act no.2004-801 of6 August 2004 Article 14 Official Journal of 7 August 2004)
In the cases provided for by articles 226-16 to 226-22-1, the destruction of Ihe personal data the prJcessing of
which ha!'; given rise to the offence may be ordered. The members or officials of the National Commission for
Data-processing and Civil Liberties are authorised to verfy the destruction of such ·nfonnati::m.
ARTiCLE 226-23
(Ad no.2004-801 of {} Augusl2004 Article 14 Official Joumal of 7 Augusl 2004)
The provisions of article 226-19 are applicable to the non-aulomC:lted processing of personal data, when the
processing operation does not take place exclusively in the course of activities that are purely private.
ARTiCLE 226-24
(Act no.2004-801 of6 August 2004 Arlie/e 14 Official Joumai of 7 August 2004)
Legal persons rr;ay incur criminal liability, under the conditions provided by article 121-2, (or tne offences sel out in
Ihe present section.
Tne penalties appl!cable to legal pen;ons are:
1° a fine, pursuant to the conditions set oul under article 131-38;
2° the penalties enumerated under 2", 3~, 4°, 5", 7", 8' and g" of article 131-39.
The prchibition mentioned under 2° of article 13~-39 applies to the activit'l in the exercise of which or on the
occasion of the exercise of which the oHence .....as committed.
SECTION VI
OFFENCES AGAINST PERSONS RESULTING FROM EXAMINATION
OF GENETIC CHARACTERISTICS OR IDENTIFICATION OF DNA PRO"ILES

Articles 226-25 to
226-30

ARTiCLE 226-25
(Act no. 1992-1336 of 16 December 1992 Articles 361 and 373 Official Journal of23 Dp.cembFlr 1992 inlo force 1 March
f994; Act (70. 1994-653 of 29 July 1994 Article 8 OffICial JoL'maJ of 30 JuJy 1994; Ordinance No. 2000-91601 19
September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002; Act no.2004-801 of 6 August 2004
ArlicJo 14 Official Journal Df 7 AU{Ju.<:f 2004)
The study of the genetic characteristics 0' a person for purposes other medical purposes or scientific research, or
their study for medical purposes or scientific research without having ob1ained the person's prior consent pursuant to the
conditions set out urder article 16-10 of the Civil Code, is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of €1S.000.
ARTICLE 226-26
(Act no. 1994-653 of 29 July 1994 Article 8 Official Journal of 30 July 1994; Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Article 3 Official Journaf of 22 September Into force 1 January 2002)
The diversion from their intended purposes or medica! or scientific rose<Jroh any information CClileded on a person
by way of a study of his genetic characteristics is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of €15,000.
ARTICLE 226-27
(Act no. 1994-653 of 29 July 1994 Article 8 Official Joumdl of:20 July 1194; Ordinance No. 2000-916 Df 19 September
2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1 January 2002; Act no.2004-801 of 6 August 2004 Article 14
Official Journal of 7 August 2004)
l1esearching 11m id~ntifJcalion of e pp.r.,>on through his DNA profile for medical purpDses withoul obtaining his
consent pror pursLant to the conditions set out under article 16~11 or the CiVil COde is puniShed by one year's
imprisonment and a ~ne of E15,OOO.
ARTiCLE 226-28
(Act no. 1994-653 of29 July 1994 Anic/e B Official Journal Df 30 July 1994)
(Ordinance No. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September into force 1January 2002)
(Act no. 2005-270 of24 March 2005 Article 93/1 Official Journal of 26 March 2005 in force 1 JUly 2005)
Reseaxhing the identifi::ation of a person through his DNA profife, if it does not involve a mp.mber of the military
deceased during an operation led by the armed forces or a linked group. for purposes neither medical nor scientillc, or
other than in an inquiry or investigation made in the course of judicial proceedings. is punished by one year's
imprisonment and a fine of €15,OOO.
The same penalty applies to Ihe disclosu'e of information conceming the idenlification of a person through his DNA
profile or p-oceeding to the :dentilication of a person through h s DNA profile without hOlding the authorisation provided
for under article L. '45-16 of the Public Healt~, Code.
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NOTE: Act no. 2005-270 of the 24th March 2005 article 106: the provisions of article 93 are applicable in
New-Caledonia, French polynesia, Wallis-et-Futuna and Mayotte.
ARTICLE 22£-29
(Inserted by Act no. 1994·653 of 29 July 1994 Arlicle 8 Official Joumal Of 30 July 1994)
Attempt to commit the offences defined by articles 226-25, 226·26, 226-27 and 226-28 is subject to the same
penalties.
ARTICLE 22£-30
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences defined by this section of the present Code pursuant to the
conditions set out under ;:Irticil'! 121-2,
The penalties applicable to legal persons are:
1" a fine, pursuant to the conditions set ou l. under article 131-38;
2" the penalties enumerated under points 2°, 3",4",5", 7", 8" and 9° of article 131-39.
The prohibition referred to in 2~ of article 131·39 applies to the activity in the exercise of which or on the occasion of
the exercise of which the oFence was committed.
SECTION VII
ADDITiONAL rENALT1ES APPLICARJ E TO NATURAL PERSONS

Articles 226-31 to
226-32

ARTICLE 22{j-31
(Inserted by Act no. 1994-653 of 29 ~'uly 1994 Article (J Officiol Joumal of 30 July 1994)
Natural persons convicted of any of the offences set out in the present chapter also incur the fof[owing additional
penalties:
1" forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the conditions sel out under article 131-26;
2° prohibition to discharge the social or professional activity in [he exercise of which or on the occasion of the
exercise of which the offence was committed, pursuant to the conditions set oul under article 131-27;
3" prohibition to hold or carry a weapon requiring a iicence, for a maximum period of five years;
4" the pUblic display or dissemination of Il-e decision taken, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-35.
5° in 1he cases under articles 226-1 to 226-3, 226-8, 226-15 and 226-28, the confiscation of the thing Which was
used or was intended for the commission of the offence, or of the thing which is the product of it. Confiscation of the
equipment referred to under article. 226-3 is manda10ry.
ARTICLE 226-32
(Inserted by Act r;o. 1994-853 of 29 July 1994 Article 8 Official Joumal of 30 july 1994)
Natural persons convicted of the offences under article 226-28 and of any attempt to commit Lhese offences who
hold the cClpacity lIf a judie·ally appointed expert are also liahle to hR struck off the list on which they are inscribed.
CHAPTER VII
OFFENCES AGAINST MINORS AND THE FAMILY
SECTiON I
DESERTJDN OF MJNORS

ArtjcJes227-1 to 227-31
Articles 227-1 to 227-2

ARTICLE 227-1
(Ordinarlce no. 2'){JO-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Officiaf Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1January 2002)
The abandonment of a minor under fifteen years 01 age in any gi....en place is punished by se....en years'
imprisonment Clnd a firle of E100,OOO except where the circumstances of the abandonment enabled the health and the
safety of the minor to be assured.
ARTICLE 227-2
The abandonment of a minor under flf':een years of age causing the minor 10 suffer mutilation or permanent
disability is punished by twenLy years' criminal imprlsonmenl.
The abandonment of a minor under fifteen years of age causing the death of the minor's punished by thirty years'
crimina, imprisonment.
SECTiON II
DESERTION OF FAMILY

Article 227-3

ARTICLE 227-3
(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Officiai Joumal of 22 September 2000 in force the 1 Jrmuary
2002)
The non-eKecution of a judicial decision or a judiCially affirmed agreement imposing upon a person an obligation to
pay, in the interest of a Icgitim;:;ta, natural or adoptive child. of a descendant, an ascendanL or spouse, a pension, a
contribution, subsidies or benefits of any natlJre on !lie basis of one of the Family obligations set out in lilies V, VI, VII and
VIII of 300k I of the Civil Code, by remaining more than two months without fulfilling that duly in iLs entirety is cunished
by two years' imprisonment and a fine of €15,OOO.
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The offences referred to in the first paragraph of the present article are assimilated to abandoning the family for the
purposes of 3~ of article 373 of the Civil Cout:o

ARTICLE 227-4
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in Iorr:.e 1 ,January
2002)
Fai ure by a person bound lJnder the conditions referred 10 in article 227-3 to pay a pension, a contribution,
subsidies or ber:efils or any nature, to noti'y a change of official address to the creditor within a time-limit of one month
from the date or the l;hange is punished by six months' imprisonment ;:!nd a fine off.7,500.

ARTICLE 227-4·1
(Inserted by Act no. 2001-504 of 12 June 2001 Artide 12 Official Journal of 13th June 2001)
Legal persons may incur l;riminal liability pursuant to the conditions set out under ;:!rticle t21-2 for offences under
this Section of the present Code.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1° I:l fine, in tho manner prescribed by article 131~38:
2" ~he penalties referred to under 2~ to 9~ of article 131-39,
The prohibition specified under 2" of article 131~39 relales to the activities in the course of which or on the occasion
of the perlonnance of which lhe offence was comm.tIed.

ARTICLE 227.,J
(Ordinance no, 2000·916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force the 1 January
2002)
(Ordinance no. 2005·759 of 4 JUly 2005 Article 19 I Official Journal of 7 july 2005 in furr:;e 1 July 2006)
The non-execution of a judicial decision or a judicially affirmed agreement imposing upon a peffion an obligation to
pay, in the interest of a child, of a descendant, an ascendant or spouse, a pension, a contribution, subsidies or benefits
of any nature on the basis of one of the family obligations sel oul in tiUos V, VI, VII and VIII of Aook I of the Civil Code.
by remaining more than two months without fulfilling that dLty in its entirety is punished by two years' imprisonment and
a fine 01 €15,OOJ.
TI,e offences referred to in ths first par::lgrarh of the present article are assimilated to abandoning the family for the
purposes of 3" of article 373 of the Civil Code.
SECTION III
OFFENCES AGAINST THC EXERCiSE OF PARENTAL AUTHORITY

Articles 227-510227-11

ARTICLE 227·5
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journa( of 22 S€ptember 2000 in ton::;e 1 January
2002)
The unlawful refusal to produC€ a minor chHd to the person who has the right to require the produclion 01 the child is
punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of€15.000,

ARnClE 227--6
(Act no. 96-804 of 5 July 1996 Article 27 Official Joumal of 6th July 1996)
(Ordinance no. 200o-9~6 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 Saptember 2000 in forr:.e 1 January
2002)
The omission by a person whose chi',dien reside habitually with him when moving elsewhere to notify his change of
address within one month from the date of such change to those persons enUtled to exercise visiting or residence rights
over such chilcren pursuant to 2 judgme.,1 or a judicially affirmed agreement is punished by six months' imprisonment
and a fine of€7,500.

ARTICLE 227·7
(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 7000 Arti(;/e 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in fon::;e 1 January
2002)
(Ordinance no. 2005-759 of 4 July 2005 Articie 19 (Official Journal of 7 Juiy 2005 in !on::;e 1 July 2006j
The abduction a minor from the care of persons who exercise parental authority over him or from persons to whom
he W2S entrusted, or with whom the child habJIuaJly resJdes, when committed by any ascendant, is punished by one
year's imprisorment and a fine of €1S,000.

ARTICLE 227..a
(OrdirJance no. 2000·916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 OffIcial Journal r;{ 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The abduction witrout fraUd or violence of a minor from the care of persons who exercise parental authority over
him or from persons to whom lhe he was entruslod or wilh whom he hahitually resides, when committed by a person
other than those referred to in article 227-7, is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of US,ODO.

ARTICLE 227-9
(Ordinance nco 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Ar(i(;/e :I Officiai Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2002-305 of 4 March 2002 Article 16 OffiCial JoulT'al of 5 Man::;h 2002)
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The offences se! out under articles 227-5 and 227-7 are punished by lhree years' imprisonment and a fine of
€45,000:
1" if the minor is retained in excess of five days, when the persons who have the right to claim him do not know
where he is;
2" if the minor is Jnlawfully kepi outside the lerritol)' of the Republic.

ARTICLE 227·10
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Artide 3 Official Journal 0,' 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Where the person guilty of the offences sel out :.mder articles 227-S and 227-7 has been divested of parental
authority, such offences are punished by thrRp. years' imprisonment and a fine of €4S,000.

ARTICLE 227·11
Attempt to commit llle offences sel out under articles 227-7 and 227·8 is subject to the same penalties.
SECTION IV
OFFENCES AGAINST FILIATION

Articles 227-12 to
227-14

ARTICLE 227·12
(Act no. 94-653 of 29 July 1994 Article 4 Official Journal of 30th July 1994; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Article 3 Officiai Journal of22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002)
The hcilemenl of the parents or one of them to abandon a bcrn or unbom child, made either for pecuniaI)' gain, or
by gifts, promises, threats or abuse of authority, is punished by si)( months' imprisonment and a fine of E7,SOO E.
Acting for pecuniary gain as an intermedial)' between a person desiring to adopt a child and a parent desiring to
abandon its born or unbom child is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of £15,000.
The penalties provided by the second paragraph apply to acting as an intermediary between a person or a couple
desiring to receive a child and a woman agreeing to bear this child with the intent to give it up to them. Where the
offence is habitually committed for pecuniary gain, the penaNies incurred are doubled.
Attempt to commit the offen:es referred to under the second and third paragraphs of the present article is SUbject to
the same penalties.

ARTICLE 227-13
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in fOrce 1 January
2002)
Wilful substitution, false representation or concealment which inhinges the civil status of a child is punished by three
years' imprisonment and a fine Of€45,000.
Attempt to commit this offence is subjecl to the same penalties.

ARTICLE 227·14
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the o"fences under the present Section, pursuant
out under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal peffions are:
1" a fine, pursuant to the cooditions set out under article 131-38;
2" the penalties referred lo:n 1".2",3",8· and 9· ofanicle 131-39.
SECTION V
ENDANGERMENT OF MINORS

to

the condi~jons set

Articles 227-15 to
227-28-1

ARTICLE 227·15
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Art. 44 Official Jr!IJrnal of 19 March 2003)
(Ordinance no. 2005-759 of 4 july 2005 Article 19 I Official Joumal of 7 July 2005 in fOrcE 1 July 2006)
Deprivation of food or care to the point of endangering the health of a minor under fifleen years of age, innicted by
an ascendant or by any other person exe'cising parental authority or having authority over lhe minor, is punished by
seven years' impriscnment and a fine of€1DO,000.
Keeping a child under si)( years of age on a public tlighway or in a place used for [he purposes of public transport
with the aim of soliciting the generosity of passers-by also constitutes deprivation of care.

ARTICLE 227·16
The offence de"ined by the previous article is punished by thirty years' criminal imprisonmenl where it causes the
death 01 the victim.

ARTICLE 227·17
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 20QC in force 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2002~1138 'Jf 9 September 2002 Article 27 Official Juurnal of 10 Seplember 2002)
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(Ordinaf'ce no. 2005-759 of 4 July 2005 Article 19 I Official Journal of 7 July 2005 in ,'orce 1 ,july 2006)
Failure by the father or mother, without a legitimate reason, 10 comply with It'eir legal obligations to the point of
endangering the health, safety, morals or education of thEir minor child is punished by two years' imprisonment and a
fine of €30,000,
The offence referretj 10 In the present Clrticle is assimilatod to <Ibandoning the family for the purposes of 3° of article
373 of the Civil Code,

ARTICLE 227-17-1
(Act no. 98·1165 of 181h December 1998 Article 5 Official Journal of 22nd December 1998)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Septemt'er 2000 Article 3 Officia,1 Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2005-380 of23 Apn'/ 2005 Article 8 If Offldal Joumat of 24 April 2005)
Failure by the paren:s of a child or any other person exercising parental aUlhorily or de facto authority over him on a
continuous basis to register him in an educational institution without a v21id reason, despite the receiving an official
waming by the Inspector of the Academy, is punished by six months' imprisonment and a fine of €7.500,
Failure by a director of a private institution running classes wi:hout a contract, despite receiving an official warning
by the Inspector of Academy, either to to lake the necessary steps to ensure that the teaching there given complies with
llle objects of compulsory education as defined in anidl';S l 131-1-1 and l131-1C of the Education Code, or to close
such classes down, is pLnished ty six months' imprisonment and a fine of€7,500. In addition the court may forbid hirr to
manage or [0 provide courses, and also order the institution 10 be dosed.

ARTICLE 227-17-2
(Ac! no. 98-1165 of 18Jh Decemter 1998 Arlide 5 OfflCialJournaf ot 22M December 1998)
(Act no. 2001-504 of 12 June 2001 Artide 13 Official Journal of 13th June 2001)
Legal persons may incur criminal liability pursuan\lo the conditions :,>et out ur,der arlicle 121-2 for offences under
article 227-15 t0227-17-1.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
l ' a fine in tho manner prescribl'!d under article 131-38;
2° penalties referred to under article 131·39.
ARTICLE 227-18
(Act no, 98-468 of 17th June 1998 Article 16 Official Journal of 18fh June 199R)
The direct provocat:on of a minor to make unlawful use of drugs is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine
Of€100,000.
Where i\ concerns 0 minor under fifteen yp'l'lrs of age, or where the offence is commilled inside a learning or
educational institution or, when the pupils are entering or leaving, outside such an instilution, the offence under this
article is punished by seven years' imprisonmenl and a fine €150,OOO.
ARTICLE 227-18-1
(Act no. 96-392 of 13th May 1996 Articla 18 Official Journal of 14th May 1996)
(Act no. 98-468 of 17fh June 1998 Article 16 Official Journal of 18th June 1-'198)
(Ordinance 110. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicll'; 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 Janvary
2002)
The dirac! provocalion of G minor to transport, keep, offer or give controlled drugs is punished by seven years'
imprisonment and a fine of€150,ODO.
Where it concerns a minor under fifteen years of age or where the offence is committed in~itJe d learnin~ or
educational institution or, when the pupils are entering or leaving, outside such an institution. the offence under this
article is punished by ten years' Imprisonment and a fine of €300,OOO.

ARTICLE 227-19
(Act no. 98-468 of 17th' Juna 1998 Article 16 Official Journal of 18th Juna 1998)
(O,dlnance no. 2000-916 of 19 Seplemher ')000 Arlicle 3 Offici'lf Journal of 22 Septemoer 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The direct provocation of a minor to regular excessive consumption of alccholic beverages is punished by two
years' imprisonment and a fine €45,OOO.
Where it concerns a minor under fifteen years ot age or where the oftencl:1 is committed inside 1:1 learning or
educational in~titutiDn or, when the pupils are entering or leaving. outside such an insli!ution, lhe offence under this
article is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,OOO.

ARTICLE 227-20
Repealed ::by Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Article 64 Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
ARTICLE 227-21
(Act no. 98-468 of 17 June 1998 Article 16 Officiai Journal of 18 June 1998)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official JoumaJ of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2002- 1 138 of 9 Septembar 2002 Article 28 Official Journal of 10 September 2002)
The direct provocation of a minor to commit a felony or a misdemeanour is punished by five years' imprisonmenL
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and a fine of€150,000.
Where il concerns a minor under fifteen years of age and this minor is provoked to habitually commit 'elonies or
misdemeanours, or where Ihe offence is committed inside a school or educational institution or outside sUCh an
institution when the pupils are entering or leaving, the offence under this article is punished by seven years'
imprisonment and a fine of€150,000.
ARTICLE 227~22
(Act no. 98·468 of 17 June 1998 Arlicle 16 Official Journa/ cf 18 June 1998)
(Ordinance no. 200Q.916 of 19 Seplember 2000 Alfic/e:; Official Joanal of 22 September 2000 (n force 1 Januery
2002)
(Act no, 2004·204 of9 March 2004 article 6 VII Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Assisting or attempting to ('l!;.c;ist in the corruption or a minor is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of
€75,000. The penalty is increased to seven years' imprisonment and a fine of €100,OOO where the minor is under fifteen
years of age, Where the minor was put in contact with the offender by the use, for the diSsemination of messages 10 an
unrestricted PUblic, of a telecommunications network, or where the offence is committed inside a teaming or educational
insliluUon or, when the pupils are entering or leaving, outsice such an institution.
The same penalties are in particular applicable to the org;:misation. by an aeult, of meetings Involving indecent
exposure or sexual relalions at which minors are presenl or are participating.
The penalties are increased to ten years' Imprisonment and to fine of €1 ,000,000 where the offence was committed
by an organised gan!:j.
ARTICLE 227·23
(Ae( no. 98·468 of 17 June 1998 Article 17 OfflCia/ Joumal of 18 June 1998)
(Ordinarice no. 200Q.916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
(Act No. 2002-305 of 4 March 2002 Alficre 14 Officiaf Journal of 5 March 2002)
(Act no. 2004·204 of 9 March 2004 arlie/a 6 VII Official Journi=J1 of 10 M<Jrch 2004)
Taking, recording or transmitting a picture or representation of a minor with a view to circula~ng it, where that image
or representation has a pornOgraphic character. is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of €45,000.
Attempting 10 do so is SUbject to the same penalties.
The same penalty applies to offering or distributing such a picture or representation by any means, and to importing
or expor:ing It, or causiny il10 bt;; imported or exported.
The penalties are increased to five years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,000 where use was made of a
commurication network for the circulation of messages to an unrestricled public in order to circulate the image or
representation of a minor.
Possessing such an image or representaron is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fone of €30,OOO.
The offences se~ oUL in the second, third and fourth paragrClphs aru punished by ten years' imprison mont and by a
fine of€500,000 where they are committed by an organised gang.
The provisions of the present article also apply to the pornographic images of a person whose physical appearance
is that 01 a minor unless it is proved that the person was over eighteen on the day his picture was taken or recorded,

ARTICLE 227·24
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The manufacture, transport, distribution by whatever means and however supported, of a message bearing a
pornographic or violent character or a character seriously violating human dignity, or the trafficking in such a message,
is puniS'led by three years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,OOO, where [he message may be seon or perceived by a
minor.
Where the offences under the present arkle are committed through the press or by broadcasting, the specific legal
proviSions governing those matters are applicable to define the persons who are responsible.
ARTICLE 227 ·25
(Ae! no. 98-488 of 17th June 1998 ArtiCle 18 Ottic(ar Jouma{ of 18th JUrle 1998)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlic/e 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The commiss;or without violence. constraint, lhreat or surprise of a sexual offence by an adull on the person of a
minor under fifteen years of age Is pUliished by five years' imprisonment and 0. fine of €75,OOO.
ARTICLE 227·26
(Ac! no. 94-89 of 1 February 1994 Article 15 Offic(al Joumaf of 2 February 1994 in (orce 1 March 1994)
(Act no. 95·116 of 4 February 1995 Article 121 Official Journal of 5 February 1995)
(Act no. 98·468 of 17 Juno 1998 Arlicle 13, Article 19 OfflciFllJoumal of 18 June 1998)
(Ordinance no. 2000·916 of 19 September 2000 Alfie/e 3 Official Journal of 22 Seplember 2000 (n force 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2002-305014 March 2002 Article 13 Official Jourr.al of 5 March 2002)
The offence sel out under artic;le 227-25 is punished by ten years' imprisonmenj and a fine or €150,OOO:
1" when it was committed by a legitimate, natural or ildoptivo ilscendant or by any olhAr person h<Jving authority
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over the victim:
2° when it was committed by a person abusing the aulhority conferred by his position;
3° when it was committed by two or more persons acting as perpetrators or accomplices;
4" when the minor was put in contact with the offender by using a telecommunications network for lne dissemination
of messages 10 an unrestricted public.
ARTICLE 227-27
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal 01 2:1 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Sexual acts committed without Violence, constraint, threat or surprise on a minor aged over fifteen and nol
emancipated by marriage are punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,OOO:
10 where they are committed by a legitimate, natural or adoptive ascendant or by any olher person having authority
over the victim;
20 where they are committed by a person abusing the authority conferred by his functions.
ARTICLE 227-27-1
(Inserted by Act no. 98-468 of 17th June 1998 Articfe 19 Official Journal of 18th June 1998)
Where the misdemeanours under articles 227-22, 227-23 or 227-25 to 227-27 are committed ebroad by a French
national or a person habitually residing on French territory, French law shall apply notwithstanding the second paragraph
of article 113-6 and the provisions of ttle second sentence of article 113-8 do not apply.
ARTICLE 227-28
Where the incitement was committed through the press or by broadcasting, the specific legal provisions goveming
those matters are applicable to define the persons who are responsible.
ARTICLE 227-28-1
(Act no. 98-468 of 17 June 1998 Article 20 Official Journal of 18 June 1998)
(Act no. 2002-305 of 4 March 2002 Article 13 Official Joumal of 5 March 2002)
Legal persons may incur criminal liability in the manner prescribed by article 121-2 for the offences proVided for
urlder articles 227-18 to 227-26.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
10 a fine in the manner provided under article 131-38;
'2 0 the penalties referred to under2·, 3·, 4°, 5°,
8", and 90 of article 131-39.
The prohibition referred to under 2" of article 131-39 applies to the aclivity in course of which or on the occasion of
the performance of which the offence was committed.

r,

SECTION VI
ADDITiONAL PENALTIES APPLICABLE TO NATURAL PERSONS

Articles 227-29 to
227-31

ARTICLE 227-29
(Act no. 98-468 of 17th June 1998 Article 21 OfficialJouma! of 18lh"June 1998)
Natural persons convicted of the oftences provided for under the present chapter also incur the follOWing additional
penalties:
1" forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights, in accordarlce with the conditions laid down under Article 131-26;
2° suspension of the driving licence for a maximum period of five years; this suspension may be limited to driving
other than in the course of professional activily;
3" cancellation of the driving licence together with the prohibition, lor a maximum period of live years, to apply for
the issue of a new one;
4" prohibilion, for a maximum period of five years, to leave the territory of the French Republic.
5" confiscation of the object which was used or intended to commit the offence or the object which is Ihe product of
it;
6' prohibition, for a period of up to ten years or permanently, to undertake any professional or charitable activity
inVOlving regular contact WWl minors.
ARTICLE 227-30
Natural persons convicted of the offences referred to under Section IV of the present Chapter also incur the
additional penalty of the public display or dissemination of the decision set oUl under article 131~35.
ARTICLE 227-31
(Act no. 98-468 of 17th June 1998 Article 4 Official Journal of 18th June 1998)
Persons gUilty of the offences under articles 227-22 to 227-27 may in addition be sentenced to a social and judicial
supervision in lhe manner prescribed by articles 131-36-1 to 131-36-8.
BOOK III
FELONIES AND MISDEMEANOURS AGAINST PROPERTY
TITLE I
FRAUDULENT APPROPRIATIONS
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CHAPTER I
THEFT

Articles 311-1 t0311-16

SECTION I
SIMPLE AND AGGRAVATED THEFTS

Articles 311-1 Lo
311-4-1

ARTICLE 311·1
Theft is the fraudulent appropriation of a thing belonging to another person.

ARTICLE 311·2
Dishonest appropriation of energy to the prejudice of another person is assimilated to theft.

ARTICLE 311·3
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in forr:e 1 January
2002)
Theft is punished by Ihree years' imprisonment and a fine ofU5,000.

ARTICLE 311-4
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in forr:e 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2004-204 of9 March 2004 article 40 J Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Theft is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of€75,000:
1· where it is cOmmitted by two or more acting as perpetrators or accomplices although they do not form an
organised gan9:
2· by a person holding pUblic authOrity or discharging a pUblic service mission, in the exen::ise or at the occasion of
the exercise of the functions or mission;
3' where il is committed by a person unlawfully assuming the cape city of a person holding public authority or
discharging a pUblic service mission;
4' where it is preceded, accompanied or fOllowed by acts of violence on other persons which have not caused any
total incapacity to work;
5' where it is facilitated by the state of a person whose particular vulnerability, due to age, sickness, infirmity, a
physical of psychological disability or to preg nancy, is apparent or known to the perpetrator;;
6' where it is committed witl1in premises used as residence or within premises used or intended for Ihe safekeeping
of funds, securities, goods or equipment, by gaining access 10 such premises by deceit, breaking in or climbing in;
7" where it is committed in a vehicle used For the public transport or on premises designed for access to a means or
public transport;
8' where it is preceded, accompanied or followed by an act of destruction, defacement or damage;
g" where it is committed because of the victim's membership or non-membership, true or supposed, of a given
ethnic group, nation, race or religion, or his true or supposed sexuai orientation.
The penalty is increased to seven years' imprisonment and to a fme of €1 00,000 where the theft is committed in two
of the circumstances set out under the present article. II is increased to len years' imprisonment and a fine of €150,OOO
where the Iheft is committed in three of those circumstances.

ARllCLE 311·5
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2DOO Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Theft is punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of €100,OOO where it is preceded, accompanied or
followed by acls of violence upon other persons, causing a maximum total incapacity to work of eight days.

ARTICLE 311-6
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)

Theft is punished by len years' imprisonment and a fine of€150,000 where i! is preceded, accompanied or followed
by acts of violence upon other persons causing a lotal incapacity to work of more than eight days.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing tha safety period are applicable to the offence referred to under
the present article.

ARTICLE

311~7

(Ordinance no. 2000--916 of 19 September 2000 Articie 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Theft is punished by fifteen years' criminal imprisonment and a fine of £150,000 where il is preceded, accompanied
or followed Dy acts of violence upon other persons causing mutilation or permanent disability.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safely period are applicable to the offence referred to under
the present Article.

ARTICLE 311-B
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Sep/ember 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
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Theft is pUrliShed by twenty years' criminai imp.risonment and a fine of (150,000 where it is committed either with
the use or threatened use of a weapon, or by a person carrying a weapon requiring a licence or the carrying Dr which is
prohibitea.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-3 governing the safety period are apPlicable 10 the offence set out under the
present article.
ARTICLE 311·9
(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January

2002)
Theft committed by an organised gang is punished by fifteen years' criminal imprisonment and a fine of €150,OOO,
It is punished by twenty years' criminal imprisonment and a fine of €150,OOO where it is preceded, accompanied or
followed by violence committed against other pernons.
It is punished by {hirty yearn' criminal imprisonment and a fine of €150,OOO where it is committed either with the use
or threatened use of a weapon, or by a person carrying a weapon requiring a licence or the carrying of which is
prohibited.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offences referred 10
under the present article,
ARTICLE 311·9·1
(Inserted by Act no. 2004·204019 March 2004 artide 12 XII Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Any person who has atlempled to commit a theft acting in an organised gang, as set out under article 311-9, is
exempted fmm puniShment if, by alerting the legal or administrative authorities, he has prevented Ihe commission of the
offence, and where relevant, has identified the other perpetratorn or accomplices.
The custodial sentence incurred by a perpetrator or accomplice to a theft acting in an organised gang is reduced by
half if, by alerting the legal or administrative authorities, he has allowed the offence which is underway to be stopped, or
has prevented it from resulting in loss of life or permanent disability, and, where relevanl, has identified any other
perpetrators or accomplices.
ARTICLE 311-10
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in fOrce 1 January
2002)
Theft is punished by criminal imprisonment for life and a fina of €150,OOO where it is preceded, accompanied or
followed either by violence causing death. or acts of torture or barbarity.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-3 governing the safety period are applicable to the offence referred to under
the present article.
ARTICLE 311-11
For the purpose of articles 311-4, 311-5, 311-6.311-7.311-9 and 311-10 theft followed by acls of violence
committed \0 assist an escape or 10 ensure the impunity of a perpetrator or an accomplice constitutes theft followed by
violence.
ARTICLE 311-4·1
(Inserted by Act no. 2002-113B of 9 September 2002 Article 26 Official Journal of 10 September 2002)
Where it is committed by an adult with lhe assistance of one of more minors acting as perpetrators or accomplices,
thell: is punished by seven years' imprisonment and by a fine of €100,000.
Where 'Ile adult offender is assisted by one or more m,;nors aged under tllan thirteen years old, the penalties are
increased fo len yearn' imprisonment and a fine of€150,OOO.
SECTiON II
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Articles 311-12 to
311-13

ARTiCLE 311-12
No prosecu1ion may be initiated where a iheft is committed by a person:
1° to the prejudice of his or Iler ascendant or his or her descendant;
2° to the prejudice of a spouse, except where ihe spouses are separated or auHlQrised to reside separately.
ARTICLE 311·13
Attempllo ccmmit the misdemeanours provided for under this chapter is similar1y punishable.
SECTION III
ADDITIONAL PENALTIES APPLICABLE TO NATURAL PERSONS AND

Articles 311-14 to
311-16

LIABILITY OF LEGAL PERSONS

ARTICLE 311·14
(Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 articfe 44 XII Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Natural persons convicted of any of tile offences provided for under this chapler are also SUbject \0 the following
addilional penalties:
10 forfeiture of their civic, civil and family righls, pursuanllo Ihe conditions sel out under article 131-26;
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2" prohibition, pursuant (0 the conditions set out under article 131-27, to hold public OffiCE or to undertake the social
or professional activity in the course of which or on the occasion of the performance of which the offence was
committed, this prohibition being permanent or Jemporary in the cases set out under articles 311-6 to 311-10 and being
imposed for a maximum period of ~ve years in tho cases set out under articiAs 311-3 to 311-5:
3 prohibition to hold or carry a weapon requirin~ a licence for a maximum period of five years;
4" confiscation of the thing which was used or intended br Ihe commission of the offence, or of the thing which is
the product of it, with the exception of articles subjecllo restitution;
5° area banishment pursuant to the COflditions set out under article 131-31, in the cases set out UnGAr ~rlir.IAS 311-6
10311·10;
6°'h6 obligation to complete a citizenship course, pursuant to the conditions set out under article '31-5~1.
D

ARTICLE 311-15
Any elien convicted of any of the offences referred 10 uncer articles 311-6 10 311-10 may be banished from French
lerritory either permanenlly or for a maximum period of ten years, pursuent to the conditions set out under article
131-30.
ARTICLE 311-16
Legal persons may incur criminai liability for the offences defined by the present chepter in accordance with the
conditions set out under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal peffions ara'
1° a fine, pursuant to the condilions set out under article 131-38;
2" the penatty referred to under 2" of article 131-39, either permanently or lemporarily in the cases proVided for
under ar1i.:;les 311-610 311-10, or for a maximum periOd of five years in the cases set out under articles 311 ~3 to 311-5;
3" the ptmalty r",rerred to in S" oferlicle 131-39.
The prohibition referred to under 2" of article 131·39 applies to (he activity in the course of which or on the occasion
of the performance of which the offence was committed.
CHAPTER II
EXTORTION

Articles312-1t0312~15

SECTION I
EXTORTION

Articles 312-1 to 312-9

ARTICLE 312·1
(Ordinance no. 20CQ-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Extortion is the act of oetaining by v:olence, by the threat of viOlence or constraint elthtH a ::;ignature, a commitment
or a renu1cialion, or the revelal\on of a secret, or the handing over offunds, securities or of any asset.
Extortion is purished by seven yeern' imprisonment and a line of £100,000.
ARTICLE 312-2
(Ordinance no. 2000-9f6 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Offidat Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January

2oo2)
Extortion is purished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of€150,000:
l' when rt is preceded, accompanied or followed by acts of violence upon other persons and which hllVO caused a
total incapacity to work for eight days or less;
2" w'Len it is committed to the prejUdice of a person whose particular vulnerabWty, due !o age, sickness, Infirmity, a
physical ;;f psychologlC~1 rlisability or to pregnancy, is apparent or known 10 the perpelrator;
3" when it is committed because of the viclim's membership or non-membership, true or supposed, uf a !Jiven elhnic
group, nation, race or religion, or his truE or supposed sexualorientalion.
ARTICLE 312-3
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 O{fici~! Journal of 22 Soptombor 2000 ir; forc~ 1 .Irlnuary
2002)
Exlortion is punished by fifteen years' criminal imprisonment and a fine of (150,000 when it is preceded,
<lccompanied or followed by acts of vio'ence upon other persons causing a total incapacity to work in excess of eight
days.
The flrsllwo paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offence set out under the
present article.
ARTICLE 312-4
(Ordinar;ce no. 2000-918 of 19 Sepfember 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Extcrtion is punished by twenly years' criminal imprisonment and a fine of €150,000 when it is preceded,
accompanied or followed by acts of violence upun Jth~! persons causing mutilation or perm5n(!nt disability,
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governiilg the safety period are applicable to the offence sel out ur:der the
present article.
ARTICLE 312-5
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(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Extortion is punished by lhirty years' criminal imprisonment and a fine of €150,OOO where it was committed either
with the use or threat to use[threatened use oij a weapon, or by a person carrying a weapon requiring a licence or the
carrying of which is prohibited.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offence set out under the
present article.
ARTICLE 312·6
(Ordinance no. 2000-91f5 of 19 September 2000 ArtiCle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in forr:;e 1 January
2002)
Extortion committed by an organised gang is punished by !wenty years' criminal imprisonment and a fine of
€150,OOO.
It is punished by thirty years' criminal imprisonment and a fine of €150,OOO when it is preceded, accompanied or
followed by violence upon other persons causing mutilation or permanent disabiJily.
II is punished by criminal imprisonment for life where it was committed either with lhe use or threatened use of a
weapon, or by a person carrying a weapon requiring a licence or the carrying of which is prohIbited.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing lhe safety period are applicable to the offences set oul under
the present article.
ARTICLE 312-6-1
(Inserted by Act no. 2004-204 org March 2004 article 12 X/ll Official Journal of 10 Marr:;h 2004)
Any person who has attempted to commit exlortion acting in an organised gang, as proVided for by article 312-6, is
exempted from punishment if, by alerting the legal or administrative authorities, he has prevented the commission of the
offence, and, if applicable, has identified any other perpetrators or accomplices.
The custodial sentence incurred bye perpetrator or accompllC'.e to the offence of extortion acting in an organised
gang is reduced by half if, by alerting the legal or administrative authorities, he has allowed the offence to be stopped or
has prevented it from resulting in loss of life or permanent disability, and, where relevant, has identified any other
perpetrators or accomplices. Where the sentence incurred is life criminal imprisonment, this is reduced to twenty years'
criminal imprisonment.
ARnCLE 312-7
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Exlortion is punished by criminal imprisonment for life and a fine of €150,000 when it is preceded, accompanied or
followed either by acts of v,'olence causing death, or acls of torture or barbarity.
The ~rst two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offence set out under the
present article.
ARTICLE 312-7-1
(Inserted by Act no. 2004·204 of 9 March 2004 article 61X Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Being unable to account for resources corresponding to one's lifestyle when habitually in close contact with one or
roore persons Who have committed [he offences provided for by articles 312-6 and 312-7, or facilitating the justification
of fictitious resources for the same people, is punished by len years' imprisonment and a fine of €150,000.
ARTICLE 312·8
For the purpose of articles 312-2, 312-3, 312-4, 312-6 and 312-7 extortion foLlowed by acts of violence committed to
assist an escape or to ensure the impunity of a perpetrator or an accomplice constitutes extorsion followed by violence.
ARTICLE 312~9
Attempt 10 commit the misdemeanours set out under this Section of the presenl Code is subject 10 the same
penalties.
The provisiOns of article 311-12 are applicable Lo offences defined by the present Section.
SECTION II
OF BLACKMAIL

Articles 312-10 10
312-12

ARTICLE 312-10
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Blackmail is the act of the obtaining either a signature, a commitment or a renunciation, lhe reveiation of a secret, or
the handing over of ftJnds, valuables or any asset. by threatening to reveal or to impute fa cIs liable to undermine a
person's honour or reputation.
Blackmail is pUrlished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,000.
ARTICLE 3f2~11
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Seplember 2000 Arlide 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
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Where the blackmailer nas put his threat into execution the penally is increased to seven years' imprisonment and
to a line a £100,000.
ARTICLE 312-12
Attempt to commit the misdemeanours set out under this Section of the present Code is subject to the same
penalties.
The provisions of article 311-12 are applicable to the oHences defined in the present section.
SECTION IIbis
OFFENCES RELATING TO EXTORTION

Article 312-12-1

ARTICLE 312-12·1
(Inserled by Act no. 2003·239 of 18 March 2003 Arl. 65 Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
To solicit others to hand over of money, valuables or any property on a public thoroughfare in a group in an
aggressive manlier, or with the threat of a dangerous animal, is punished by six months' imprisonment and by a fine of

€3,750.
SECTION III
ADDITIONAL PENALTIES APPLICABLE TO NATURAL PERSONS AND
LIABILITY OF LEGAL PERSONS

Articles 312-1310
312-15

ARTICLE 312-13
(Acl no. 2004-204 of9 March 2004 arlicle 44 XIII Official Journal of 10 Marr:h 2004)
Natural persons convicted of any of the offences providad for by the present chapter also incur the following
additional penalties:
1 forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-26;
2° prohibition, in the manner prescribed by article 131-27, to hold public office or to undertake the social or
professional activity in the course of which or On the occasion of the performance of which the offence was committed,
this prohibition being permanent or temporary in the cases set out under articles 312-3 to 312-7, and imposed for a
maximum period of five years in the cases set out under articles 312-1, 31.2-2 and 312-10;
3" prohibition to hold or carry a weapon requiring a licence for a maximum period of live years;
4" conllscalion of the thing which was used or was intended for the commission of the offence. or of the thing which
is the product of it, with the exception of articles SUbject 10 restitution;
5" area banishment pursuant to the conditions under article 131-31;
6" the obligation to complete a citizenship course pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-5-1.
0

ARTICLE 312·14
Any alien convicted or one of the offences rererred to under articles 312-2 to 312·7 may be banished from French
territory either permal'1enlly or for a maximum period of ten years in accordance with the conditions laid down under
articie 131-10.
ARTICLE 312·15
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences set out under Ihe present Chapter pursuant to Ine
conditions set out under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1 a ~ne, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-38:
2 the penalties referred 10 under article 131-39.
The prohibition referred to in 2° of article 131-39 applies to (he activity in Ihe course of which or on the occasion of
Ihe performance of which the offence was committed.
0
0

CHAPTER III
FRAUDULENT OBTAINING AND SIMILAR OFFENCES
SECTION I
OF FRAUDULENT OBTAINING

Articles 313-1 to 313-9
Articles 313-1 to 313-4

ARTICLE 313-1
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Fraudulent obtaining is the act of deceiving a natural or legal person by the use of a false name or a IIclitious
capacity, by the abuse of a genuine capacity, or by means of unla\oliful mal'1oeuvres, thereby 10 lead suCh a person, to his
prejUdice or to lhe prejudice of a (nird party, to transfer funds, valuables or any property, to provide a service or to
consent to an act incurring or d,;scharging an obligation.
Fraudulent obtaining is punished by five y€ars' imprisonment and a line of €375,OOO.
ARTiCLE 313-2
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Joumal of 22 Seplember 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 6 X Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
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The penalty is increased to seven years' imprisonmenl and a line of €750,000 where the fraudulent obtaining was
committed:
1" by a person holding public authority or discharging.a public service mission, in the exercise or at the occasion of
the exercise of the functions or mission;
2" by a person unla'Nful!y assuming the capacity of a person holding a public office or vested with a public service
mission;
3" by a persor: making a public appe.ai with a view to issuing securities or raising funds for humanitarian or social
assistance;
4 to lhe prejudice of a person whose particular vulnerability, due to age, sickness, infirmity, a physical of
psychological disability or to pregnancy, is apparent or known Lo the perpetrator;
The penalties are increased to ten yeaffi' imprisonment and to a fine of €100,000 where the fraud is committed by
an organised gang.
0

ARTICLE 313-3
Attempl (0 commit tile offences set out under this section of the present code is sUbject to the same penalties.
The provisions of article 311-12 are applicable 10 the misdemeanour of fraudulent obtaining.
ARTICLE 3134
[Repealed by Act no. 2001-504 of 12 June 2001. Article 21,1]
SECTION II
OFFENCES SIMILAR TO FRAUDULENT OBTAINING

Articles 313-5 to
313-6-1

ARTICLE 313-5
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Swindling is when a person, knowing himself Lo be wholly unable to meet payment or being delermined not to pay:
1" orders food or drink in premises where food or drink are sold;
2" books and effectively occupies one or mQ(e bedrooms in an establishment letting rooms, where the occupation
does not exceed ten d.ays;
3" orders fuel or lubricents with which he has the tanks of a vehicle partly or completely filled by a professional
distributor:
4" causes himself to be transported by a taxi or rental vehicle.
Swindling is punished by six months' imprisonment and a fine of €7,500.
ARTICLE 313-£
(Act no. 2000-642 of 10 July 2000 Arlicle 16 Official Journal of 11 July 2000)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
In a public sale or tendering process, the rejecticn of a bid or tender, or lhe restriction of bids or lenders. by gifts,
promises, understandings or any otner fraudulent means, is punished by six months' imprisonmen1 and a fine of
€22,500. Accepting such gifts or promises is subject to the same penalties.
The same penalties apply to:
1" obstrucling or hindering the freedom to make bids or tenders, during a public sale or tendering process, by
violence, assaults or threats;
2" carrying out or partiCipating in re-auction after a public adjudication, without the participation of a competent legal
official, or of a recognised firm carrying out the voluntary sale of movables at public auction.
Attempt to commit the offences set oul under the presenl article is SUbject to the same penalties.
ARTICLE 313-6-1
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Arl. 57 1 Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
A person who makes land belonging to someone else available to a third party, with a view to his taking up
residence there in return for payment or any benefit in kind, withoul being able 10 prove the permission of the owner or
the person with the right 10 use it is punished by a year's imprisonmen! and by a fine of€15,00lJ.
C

SECTION III
ADDITIONAL PENALTIES APPLICABLE TO NATURAL PERSONS AND

Articles 313-7 to 313-9

LIABILITY OF LEGAL PERSONS
ARTICLE 313-7
(Act no. 2001-504 of 12 June 2001 Arlicle 21 Official Journal of 13 June 2001)
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Arl. 57 2 Official Journal of19 March 2003)
Natural persons convicted of any of the offences provided for under articles 313-1, 313-2, 313-6 and J 13-6-1 also
incur the fOllowing additional penalties:
1° forfeiLure of civic, civH and family rights, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-26;
2" pronibition, pursuant to the conditions sel out under article 131-27, to hold public office or to undertake the social
or professional activity in the course of which or on tne occasion of the performance of which the offence was
Q
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commiHed, for a maximum period of five years;
3" closure, for a maximum period of five years, of the business premises or of one or more of the premises of the
enterprise used to carry out the criminal behaviour;
4° confiscation of the thing which was used or was intended for use in the oommission of the offence or oflhe thing
which is Ihe product of it, with the exception of articles subject to restitution;
5" area banishment pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-31;
8° prohibition 10 draw cheques, except those allowing the withdrawal of funds by the drawer from the drawee or
certified cheques, for a maximum period of five years:
r public display or dissemination of the decision in accordance with lhe conditions set out under article 131-35.
ARTICLE 313-8
(Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Art 57 3~ Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
Natural persons convicled of any of the misdemeanours referred to under articles 313-1,313-2,313-6 and 313-6-1
also incur disqualification from public tenders for a maximum period of five years.
ARTICLE 313-9
(Ac/ no. 2001·504 of 12 June 2001 Arlicle 21 Official Journal of 13 June 2001)
(Ac/ no. 2003-239 of18 March 2003 Arl. 574° Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences set out under articles 313-1 to 313-3 and 313-6-1, in
accordance with the conditions laid down under article 121-2.
The penallies incurred by legal persons are:
1" a fine in the manner prescribed under article 131-38;
2" the penalties referred to under article 131-39.
The prohibition referred to under 2° of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the course of which or on the occasion
of the performance of which the offence was commiHed.
CHAPTER IV
OF MISAPPROPRIATJON

Articles 314-1 to 314-13

SECTION I
FRAUDULENT BREACH OF TRUST

Articles 314·1 to 314-4

ARTICLE 314-1
(Ordinance no. 2000-918 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Breach of trust is committed when a person, La the prejUdice of other persons, misappropriates funds, valuables or
any property that were handed over 10 him and that he accepted subjecl to the condition of retufr1,ing, redelivering or
using them in a specified way.
Breach o/trust is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of €375,OOO.
ARTICLE 314-2
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle J Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
(Ac! no. 2004-204 of9 March 2004 arlicle 51 Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
The penalty is increased to seven years' imprisonment and to a fine of €750,000 where the breach of trust was
committed:
1° by a person making a pUblic appeal wi(h a view to obtaining the transfer of funds or securities, either in a
personal capacity, or as the manager or legally employed or de facto employee of an industrial or commercial
enlerprise:
2' by any other person who habitually undertaKes or assists, even in a minor role, in operations regarding the
property of a third party on whose account he recovers funds or securities;
3" to lhe prejudice of a charity making a public appeal in order 10 raise funds to be used for humanitarian or social
aid;
4" to the prejLJdice of a person whose parlicular vUlnerability, due to age, sickness, infirmity, a physical of
psychological disability or Lo pregnancy, is apparent or known to the perpetrator.
ARTICLE 314-3
(Ordinance no. 2000-91 (j of 19 Seprember 2000 Article 3 Official Joorna/ of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
20D2)
The penalty is increased 10 ten years' imprisonment and to a fine of €1,500,000 Where the breach of trust is
committed by a judicially appointed official or by a legal professional officer or by a public officer either in lhe course of
or on the occasion of Ihe performance of his dulies, or by reason of his official capaCity.
ARTICLE 314-4
The prov,'sions of article 311-12 are applicable to the offence of breach of trus!.
SECTION II
MISAPPROPRIATION OF PROPERTY PLEDGED OR ATTACHED
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ARTICLE 314-5
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The destruction or misappropriation of an article pledged, committed by a debtor, a borrower Of a third party
fumishing security, is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of €375,OOO.
Attempt to commit the offence set out under the present article is subject to the same penalties.
ARTICLE 314-6
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 ArlicJe 3 Official Journal of 22 Seplember 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The destruction Or misappropriation, by a person whose property is attached, of an object attached while in his
possession to secure the rights of a creditor and entrusted !o his keeping or to the keeping of a third party, is punished
by three years' imprisonment and a fine of€37S,OOO.
Attempt to commit the offence referred to under the present article is SUbject to the same penalties.
SECTION III
FRAUDULENT ORGANiSATION OF INSOLVENCY

Articles 314-7 to 314-9

ARTICLE 314-7
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
A debtor Who, even before a jlidicial decision establishing his debt, procures or worsens a state of inSOlvency, by
increasing the liabilities or reducing the assets of his estate, or by reducing or concealing all or part of his income, or by
concealing part of his property, with a view to evading the execution of an award in relation 10 his property made by a
criminal court, or a civil court in proceedings related to tort, restitution or alimony, is punished by three years'
imprisonment and a fine of€4S,000,
The legal or de facto manager of a legal person commits the same misdemeanour where he organises or worsens
the insolvency of such a person in the conditions referred 10 in the previous paragraph, with a view to avoiding the
financial obligations resulting from an award in a criminal, tortious or resti!utionary matter.
ARTICLE 314-8
A court may decide that a person convicted as an accomplice to an offence under article 314~7 is jointly liable,
within the limit of any funds or the market value of any property he received gratuitously or for consideration, for the·
financial obligations resulting from the award which the perpetrator sought 10 avoid.
Where a criminal court imposes a sentence in relation to property, it may decide that the penalty imposed shall not
be concurrent wilh one previously imposed.
The limitation period for criminal liability runs from the date of the award tile enforcement of which the debtor sought
to avoid; however, it runs from the last acl done to organise or to worsen the debtor's insolverJcy, where this last act is
subsequent to the award.
ARTICLE 314·9
For the purpose of article 314-7, decisions of the courts and judicially affirmed agreements which carry a duty to pay
benefits, maintenance or contributions to matrimonial expenses are assimilated to an order to pay alimony.
SECTION IV
ADDITIONAL PENALTIES APPLICABLE TO NATURAL PERSONS AND
LIABILITY OF LEGAL PERSONS

Articles 314-10 to
314·13

ARTICLE 314-10
Natural persons convicted of any of the offences provided for undar articles 314-1, 314-2 and 314-3 also incur the
following additional penalties:
1 forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights in Ihe manner prescnbed under article 131-26;
2" prohibition for a maximum period of five years to hold public office or 10 undertake the social or professional
activity in the course of which or on the occasion of the performance 01 whict1 the ottence was committed, pursuant to
the conditions set out under article 131-27;
3° closure for a maximum period of five years of the business premises, or of one or more of the premises, of the
enterprise used to commit the offence;
4° disqualification from public tenders for a maximum period of five years;
S· the prohibition to draw cheques, except those allowing the withdrawal of funds by the drawer from the drawee or
certified cheques, fOr a maximum period of five years;
6° confiscation of the thing which was used or intended for the commission of the offence, or of the thing which is
the product ii, with the exception of articles subject to restitution;
7" Tha public display or dissemination of [he decision, in accordance with Ihe conditions set out under article
131-3S.
0

ARTICLE 314-11
Natural persons convicted of one of the misdemeanours referred 10 under articles 314-5, 314-6 and 314-7 also incur
the following additional penalties'
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1" confiscation of the thing which was used or inlended for the commission of the offence, or of the thing which is
the product of it, with the exception of articles sUbject to restitution;
2" the pUblic display or dissemination of the decision, in accordance wilh the conditions set out under article 131-35.

ARTICLE 314-12
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences referred to under articles 3 14-1 and 314-2 pursuant to the
conditions sel oul under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1" a fine, in the manner prescribed under article 131-38;
2" the penalties referred to under article 131-39.
The prohibition referred to by 2" of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the course of which or on the occasion of
the performance of which the offence was committed.
ARTICLE 314·13
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences referred to under articles 314-5, 314-6 and 314-7, pursuant
to the conditions set out under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1 a fine, in the manner prescribed under article 131-38;
2" the penalties referred to under paragraphs 8 and 9 of article 131-39.
0

TITLE II
OTHER OFFENCES AGAINST PROPERTY

Articles 321-110324·9

CHAPTER r
RECEIVING AND RELATED OFFENCES

Articles 321-110321-12

SECTION I
OF RECEIVING

Articles 321-1 to 321-5

ARTICLE 321·1
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 o{ 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in forr.;e 1 January
2002)
Receiving is the concealment, retention or lransfer a thin9,- or acting as an intermediary in its transfer, knowing that
Ihat thing was obtained by a felony or misdemeanour.
Receiving is also the act of knowingly benefiting in any manner from the product of a felony or misdemeanour.
Receiving is punlshed by five years' imprisonment and a fine of €375.000.
ARTICLE 321-2
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 o{ 19 Sep/ember 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in forr.;e 1 January
2002)
Receiving is punished by len years' imprisonment and a fine of €750,000:
l ' where il is commiHed habitually or by using the facilities conferred by the exercise of trade or profession;
2" where il was committed by an organised gang.
ARTICLE 321-3
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The fines provided by articles 321-1 and 321-2 may be raised beyond €375,OOO to reach half the value oflhe goods
handled.
ARTICLE 321-4
Where an offence whence lhe goods in question came is punished by a custodial sentence higher than thai incurred
under articles 321-1 or 321-2, the receiver is punished by the penalties pertaining 10 the offence that he knew about. and
if this offence was accompanied by aggravating circumstances, by such penalties as relate exclusively to the
circumstances of which he was aware.
ARTICLE 321-5
Receiving is assimilaled, in respect of recidivism,

to the

offence from which the goods in question carne.

SECTION II
OFFENCES ASSIMiLATED RELATED TO RECEiVING

Articles 321-6 to 321-8

ARTICLE 321·6
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal o{ 22 September 2000 in forr.;e 1 January
2002)
The inability of a person to justity the income corresponding 10 his lifestyle, when he has authority over a minor who
lives wilh him and who habitually commits felonies or misdemeanours against the property of others, is punished by five
years' imprisonment and a fine 01 €375.000. The fine may be raised beyond E375.000 to reach half Ple value of the
goods handled.
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ARTICLE 321-7
(Act no. 92-1336 of 16 December 1992 Arlicle 362 and 373 Officiai Joumal of23 December 1992 in force 1 March 11194)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 1!:1 September 2000 Arlicie 3 Offi-:;i131 Journal of 22 SF!ptember 2000 in force 1 January
2002}
A penalty of SIX months' impri~anmt'!nt aid a fine of £30,000 applies to any omission, even through neglig:lnce, by a
person whose professional activity involves the sale of second-hand moveable objects or those bought from persons
other than fTlanufaClurers or retailers to complete a daily register as required by a decree cf the Conseil d'Etat containing
a description of the articles bought or held wilh a view 10 sale or exchange, and en::lbling such articles to be identified, as
well as the person who sold them or brought them lor exchange.
Tho same penalties apply to the omission, even by negligence, by any person olher Ihan a legal professional officer
or public o'ficer crganis:ng on public premises or prem~es open to the public an event to sell or exchange article~
described in tne previous paragrapn, to keep a daily register enabling the seUers to be identified, as required by a
decree of the Conseil d'Etat
Where the professional activity defined by the first p2ragrapn is c2rried cn by a legal person or where the organlser
of the cvel'1t referred to undF!r the second paragraph is a legal person, the duly to maintain the register falls upon the
managers of this legal person.

ARl1CLE 321.8
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Sep!embef 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 Septembor 2000 jf; force 1 January
2002)
A penalty of six monUrs' imprisonment and a fine of €30,OOI'l is incurred by the recording of inaccurate information in
the register required by the previous article. comm:tted by a person referred to in that article.
The samA penalties apply to Ihe refusal committed by that person whose duty it is to present that register to a
competent aUlhorily.

SECTION III
ADDITIONAL PENALTIES APPLICABLE TO NATURAL PERSONS AND

Articles 321_9 ta 321-12

LIABILITY OF LEGAL PERSONS

ARTICLE 321·9
Natural persons ccnvicted of any of the offences proVided for under the present chapter also incur the following
additional penalties:
1" forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights pursuant b the conditions set oul urder article 131-26:
2" prohibition, pursJant to the conditiom:; set out under article 131-27, to hold public office or to discharge the social
or professional activity in the course of which or on the occasion of the performance of whil.,;h Ihe offence was
committed; such prohibition being J::8rmanenl or temporary in the cases set out under articles 321-2 and 321-4, and
limited to live years in the cases se/aul underar!!cles 321-1. 321 6,321-7 and 32',-8;
3" mandalory closure of the business premises or of one or more of the premises of the undertaking which were
used to commit [he offences; such prohibition being permanent or temporary in the cases set out under articles 321-2
and 321-4, and iimited to longerthar five years in the cases set out under articles 321-1, 321-G, 321-7 and 321-8;
4' temporarf or permanent disqualification from public terders in the cases set out under articles 321-2 and 321-4,
and a diSQualification not exceeding five yl;:lars in the cases set out urder articles 321-1. 321-6, 321-7 and 321~8;
5' prohibition to draw cr,eques excep. lhose allowing the withdrawal of funds by the drawer from the drawee or
certified c'wques, for a maximum period of five years;
6" confiscation of lt1e thirg whim was Clsed cr intended for the commission orUle offence cr of tho thing which is the
product of it, wilh the e(ception of articles SUbject to reslitution
7' confiscat'on of one Dr more wf;apons which the convicted person owns Dr has freely available \0 him;
8" area banishment, pursuant 10 the conditions set oul under article 131-31, in [he cases referred 10 under articles
32< 1 \0321-4;
9~ pUblic display of Ihe decisicn or dissemination of Ihe decisi:ln mClje, pursuanl to the conditions set aut under
artide 131-35.

ARTICLE 321-10
In the cases referred to under articles 321-1 to 321-4, the other additional penalties incurred br the felonies and
misdemeanours from which the stolen goods originalAd may also be imposed.

ARTICLE 321-11
Any Cllien convicted of any of the offp-nces referred to ulder article 321-2 may be banished from French territory
either permenently or for a mal::;mum period o~ ten years in accordanCE wllh lhe cond!tions laid down under <lrt!cle
131-30.

ARTICLE 321-12
Legel persons may inctJr criminal liability for the offences set out under ar1icles 321 1 to 321-4, 321-7 and 321-8
pursuant to the conditions sel out u:1der arlicle 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
l' a fine, pursuant to Ihe cnndilions set oul under Articla 131-36;
2' in the C2ses set out by articiOls 321-1 to 321-4, t'le penalties referred to under c:\r1icle 131-39;
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3° in the cases seL oul by articles 321-7 and 321-8, the penalties referred \0 under 2.,4°,5",6",7",8° and gQ of
ar1icle 131-39.
The prohibition referred to under l' Of article 131-37 applies to the activity in tile course of which oran the occasion
of1he performance of which the offence was committed.

CHAPTER II
DESTRUCTION, DAMAGE AND DEFACEMENT
SECTION I
OF DESTRUCTIONS, DEFACEMENT AND DAMAGE WHICH MAY NOT
ENDANGER ANOTHER PERSON

Articles 322-1 to

322~17

Articles 322-1 to
322-4~1

ARTICLE 322-1
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article J Official Journal of 22 September 2000, in force 1 January

2002)
(Act no. 2002·1138 of 9 September 2002 Article 24 Official Journal of 10 September 2002)
Destroying, defacing or damaging property belonging to other persons is punished by two years' imprisonment and
a fine of €30,000, except where only minor damage has ensued.
Drawing, without prior authorisation, inscriptions, signs or images on facades, vehicles, public highways or streBI
furniture is punished by a fine of €3,750 and by community service where only minor damage has ensued,

ARTICLE 322-2
(Act no. 95-877 of 3 August 1995 Article 26 Omciel Journal of 4 August 1995)
(Ordinance no. 2000·915 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September in force 1 January 2002)
(Act no. 2002-5 of 4 January 2002 Article 27 Omcial Joumel o( 5 January 2002
(Act no. 2002-11380(9 September 2002 Article 24 (Officiel Journal of 10 Septamber 2002)
(Act no. 2003-88 of 3 February 2003.Article 8 Official Journal of 4 February 2003)
The offence under the first paragraph of article 322-1 is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of
€45,OOO, and the offence under the second paragraph of article 322-1 by a fine of €7,500 and community service where
the property destroyed, defaced or dam8fled is:
1" intended for public use or decoration and belongs to a public body or a person discharging a public service
mission;
2" a register, an origina,1 of a record or an original document of a public authority;
3° a classified building or movable object, en archaeological discovery made in the course of excavations or
fortuitously, land containing archaeological remains, or an article preserved or deposited in a museum, library or archive
belonging to the French nation or a public body discharging a public service mission or recognised as of pUblic interest;
4" an article displayed as pert of a historical, cultural or scientific exhibition, organised by a public body, a body
charged with public servica Of reCClgnised as of public interest.
ln the case sel oul under 3° Of the present article, an offence is also committed whera the perpetrator is the owner
of the property destroyed, defaced or damaged.
Where Ihe offence defined in the first paragraph of article 322-1 is committed because of the owner or-user of the
property's membership or non-membership, true or supposed, of a given ethnic group, nation, race or religion, the
penalties incurred are also increased to 3 years' imprisonment and by a fine of €45, 000.
ARTICLE 322-3
(Act no. 96-647 of 22 July 1995 Article 13 Official Journal of 23 July 1996)
(Ordinance no, 200D-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal 0122 Septembar 2000 came in force 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2002-1138 of9 Septamber 2002 Article 24 Official Joumai of 10 September 2002)
(Act no. 2003-88 of 3 February 2003 Artjcle 9 Official Journal of 4 February 2003)
The offenCe set out in the first paragraph of article 322-1 is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of
€75,OOO, and that sel out in the second paragraph of the same article by a fine of €15,OOO and community service:
1· where it is committed by two or more acting as perpetralors or accomplices;
2· where it is facilitated by the state of a person whose particular VUlnerability, due to age, sickness, in~rmity, a
physical of psychological disability or 10 pregnancy, is apparent or known to (he perpetrator;
3° where it is committed to the prejudice of a judge or prosecutor, an advocata, a legal professional officer, a
member of the Gendarmerie, a ciyil servant of the national police, customs, penitentiary administration or of any other
person holding pUblic aUlhority or discharging a pUblic service mission, with a yiew 10 influencing his behaviour in tha
discharge of his duties;
4° where it is committed to the prejUdice of a witness, a victim or a civil party, either 10 prevent him from denouncing
the act, from filing a complaint Or making a statement before a court, or by reason of such a denunciation, complaint or
statemenl;
So where it is committed within premises used as a place of abode or on premises used or designed ror the
safekeeping of funds, securities, goods or equipment, by entering such premises by deceit. by breaking in or by climbing
in;
Where lhe offence sel out in the firs! paragraph of article 322-1 is committed against e place of worship, a school, or
a place for educational or leisure activities, or a vehicle used to transport children, the pena,'ties incurred are also
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increased b five years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,OOO.
ARTICLE 3224
Attempt to commit Ihe offences referred to under the present section is subjecl to the same penalties.
ARTICLE 322--4-1
(Inserted bji Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Arlicle 53 1 0 Official Joumal of 19 March 2003)
The act of collectively settling with the aim of establishing residence. flven temporarily. on lard belonging either to a
commune which has conrormed to the Obligations incumbent on it in accordance wi~11 the departmental plan pro"ided for
by aiicle 2 of Act no. 2COO-614 of 5 July 2000 relating 10 Ihe reception and settlement of (ra"ellers or which is nOI
included in this plan, or to any other owner ap<'lrt from a comrrune, without being abie: to prove Ihe owner's permission or
Ihe permission of whoever holds the right to use the land. is punished by six months' imprisonment and a fine of E3,750.
Where the settlement is comprised of molor vehicles, they may be seized, with the exception of vehicles designed
for residential purposes, with <'I view 10 their con!isc~tion by the crimindl GGUrts.
SECTION II
DESTRUCTION, DEFACFMENT AND DAMAGE. DANGEROUS TO

Articles 3,2-5t0322-11

PERSONS
ARTICLE 322-5
(Act no. 2002-$47 of10 July 2000 Arlicle 7 Official Journal of 5 July 2000)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in fcrre 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2004-204 or9 March 2004 arlicle 31 OffICial Journal of 10 March 2004)
Involuntarily destroying, defacing or damaging property belonging to otl-er per:;;ons by an fJ)(plosion or fire caused
by a failuro to observe a dl.Jty of safety or care imposed by statute or regulation is pLnished by one year's imprisonment
and a fine of €15,OOO.
In the event of a deliberate violation of a duty of safety or care imposed by .<:latute or regulations, tho penalties
incurred are increClsed to Iwo years' imprisonment and to a fine of €30,DOO.
Where t!'is is a teresl Fire, or fire in woodland, hea1hland, bush, plantations, or land used for reforestation and
belon£ing to anolher person, the .:lenalties are increased to two years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,OOO in cases
provided for by the first paragraph, and to three years' imprisonmenl and a fine of €<:5,OOOln cases provided for by the
second parag"aph.
If Ihe fire lakes place in .'>uch natural conciitions as \0 expose people \0 bodily harm or to cause irreversible
environmenta, damage, the penalties are increased to three years' imprisonment and (0 a fine of €45,OOO in cases
provided for by the first paragraph, and to fIVe years' imprisonment and a fine of €100,OOO in cases provided for by the
second f'laragr::lph.
If the fire has caused another person a total incapacily for work no\ exceeding eight days. the penalties are
increased 10 five years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,OOO in cases provided for by the first par<'lgraph, and to seven
years' imprisonment and a fille of €100,OOC In cases provided for by the second paragraph.
If (he fire has caused the death of one or more persons, the pena:ties are increased to seven years' imprisonment
and a fllle of €150,OOO (n cases provided fOr by the second paragraph.
ARTICLE 322-6
tOrdinance no. 2000-916 of 19 SeptembEr 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 se;Jtember 2000 in force 1 January
20M)
(Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 32 f Official JOl.mal of 10 Marr;h 2004)
Destroying, defacing or damaging property belonging to other persons t:y an explosive substance, a firo or any
other means liable \0 cruate a danger to other persons is punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of E150,OOO.
Where this is a forest fire, or fIre in woodland, healhland, bush, planta60ns, or land lIsed ror reforestation. and
belonging to another persol"l, and takes place in condiliom; so as. to expcse pOopie to bodily harm or \0 cause
irreversible environmental damage, the peralties are increased '.0 fifteen yeers' criminal imprisonment and to a fine of

£150,000.
ARTICLE 322-6-1
(inserted by Act no. 2C04-204 of9 March 2004 article 7 Official Journal of 10 Marr;h 2004
Publishing, by whatever means, except those intended for professionals. procfJnures for the manufucture of
des\ruc\iva dev:ces made (rom gunpOWder or explosive subsl8nces, nuclear, biological or chemical materials, or from
any other product for domaslic, industrial or agric:.lltural use, is punished by a year's imprisonment and by a fir'e of
€15,OOO.
The ptmall~s are increased to three years' imprisonment and a fine or €45,OOO where a telecommunications
network ror the distribution of messages to a non-specified audien:e has been used to lCubl(sh !hese procedures.
ARTICLE 322-7
(Ordinan7e no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in forr;e 1 January
2002)
The :;ffem.:e sel oUl. undel article 322-6 is punished by fifteen years' criminal imprisonment and a tine cf €150,OOO
where il causes anolher person a total incapacity for work not exceeding eight days,
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Where the offence involves a forest fire, or fire in woodland, heath land, bush, plantations, or land used for
reforestation ar1d belonging to another person, the penalties are increased to twenty years' imprisonment and a fine of
€200,OOO.

ARTICLE 322-8
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of f9 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 In farce 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2003-88 of 3 February 2003 Article 10 Official Journal of 4 February 2003)
(Act no. 2004-204 of9 March 2004 article 32 III Official Joumal of 10 March 2004)
The offence defined by article 322-6 is punished by twenty years' criminal imprisonment and a fine of €1S0,OOO:
l' where it is committed by an organised gang;
2° where it causes another person total incapacity for work in excess of eight days;
3° where it is committed because of the owner or user of the property's membership or non-memberShip, true or
supposed, of a given ethnic group, nation, race or religion.
Where the offence inVolves a forest lire, or fire in woodland, heath land, bush, plantations, or land used for
reforestation and belonging to another person, the penalties are increased to thirty yearn' imprisonment and a fine of
€l00,OOO.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offences set out unde.r
the present article.
ARTICLE 322-9
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2004~204 of9 March 2004 article 32 IV Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
The offence defined by article 322-6 is punished by thirty years' criminal imprisonment and a fine of €1S0,OOO where
it causes another person mutilation or permanent disability.
Where the offence invo(ves a forest fire. or fire in wocx:tland, heath land, bUsh, plantations, or land used for
reforestation and belonging to another person, the penalties are increased to life imprisonment and a fine of E200,OOO.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offences set out under
the present article.
ARTICLE 322-10
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The offence defined by article 322-6 is punished by criminal imprisonment for life and a fine 01 €150,OOO where it
causes the dealh of another person.
The firsllwo paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offence set out under the
present article.
ARTICLE 322-11
Attemp110 commit the misdemeanour referred 10 under article 322-6 is SUbject to 1he same penalties.
SECTION III
THREATS OF DESTRUCTION, DEFACEMENT OR DAMAGE AND
FAL SE ALARMS

Articles 322-12 to
322-14

ARTICLE 322-12
(Act no. 92-1336 of 16 December 1992 Article 363 and 3730ffic;al Journal of23 December 1992 in force 1 March 1994)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journa( of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The threallo carry out any destruction, defacement or damage dangerous to persons is punished by six months'
imprisonment and a fine of €7,SOO where i/ is repeated, or where it is put in material forrn by writing, pictures or 01her
obj€cts.
ARTICLE 322-13
(Act no. 92-1336 of 16 December 1992 Article 363 and 373 Officiai Journal of 23 December 1992 in force 1 September

1993)
(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 OffiCial Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
A threat, however made, to commit any destruction, defacement or damage is punished by one year's imprisonment
and a fine of €15,OOO when it Is made with the order 10 fulfil a condi1ion.
The penalty is increased to three years' imprisonment and a fine of €45,OOO where Ihe threat is to cause any
destruction, defacement or damage dangerous to others,

ARTICLE 322-14
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The communication or revelation of any false information with a view to inducing a belief that any destruction,
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defacement or damage dangemus to other persons will be or has been committed is punished by two years'
imprisonment and a fine of €3o,00D.
The same penalties apply to the communication or disclosure of felse information creating the belief that an incident
has occurred and which is liable!o cause the needless intervention of the rescue services.
SECTION IV
ADDITIONAL PENALTIES APPLICABLE TO NATURAL PERSONS AND
LIABILITY OF LEGAL PERSONS

Articles 322-15 to
322-17

ARTICLE 322·15
(Act no. 2004·204 of9 March 2004 arlicle 44 XIV Official Joumel of 10 March 2004, in fOrce 1 October 2004)
Natural persons convicted of any of Ihe offences provided for under the present Chapter also incur the following
additional penalties:
1° forteiture of civic, civil and family rights pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-26;
2° the prohibition, pursuant to the conditions set oul under article 131-27, to hold public office or to undertake the
social or professional activity in the course of which or on the occasion of the pertormance of which the offence was
committed, this prohibition being permanent or temporary in the cases set out under articles 322-6 to 322-10 and limited
to a maximum offive years in the cases set out under articles 322-1, 322.2,322-3,322-5,322-12,322-13 and 322-14;
3" prohibition to hold or carry a weapon requiring a licence for a maximum period of five years;
4" area banishment, pursuant 10 the conditions set out under article 131.31, in the cases referred to under articles
322-7 to 322-10;
5"the obligation to complete a citizenship course, subject to the conditions set out under article 131-5-1.
ARTICLE 322-15-1
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Art. 53 2" Official Joumalof 19 March 2003)
Natural persons who are convicted of the offence provided for by article 322-4-1 incur the following additional
penalties:
1" the suspension of their driving licence for a maximum period of three years;
2' the confiscation of the motor vehiclas used to commit the offence, other than those which are inhabited.
ARTICLE 322-16
Any alien convicted of any of the offences referred to under articles 322-7 to 322-10 may be banishad from French
territory either permanently or for a maximum period of ten years, pursuant to the conditions sel out under article
131-10.
ARTICLE 322·17
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences set out under the present Chapter pursuant to the
conditions set out under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1 a fine, pursuanlto the conditions set out under article 131-38;
2" the penalty referred to under point 2 of arlicle 131·39 fora maximum period of five years.in the cases referred to
under arficles 322-1,322-3,322·5,322-12,322-13 and 322-14, and wilhout restriction of time in the cases set out under
articles 322-6 to 322-10.
The prohibition referred to under 2° of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the course of which or on the occasion
of the performance of which the offence was commilled.
0

CHAPTER III
UNAUTHORISED ACCESS TO AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING

Articles 323-1 to 323-7

SYSTEMS
ARTICLE 323-1
(Ordinance 1'10_ 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journaf of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2004-575 of 21 June 2004 erticle 45 I Official Joumal of22 June 2004)
Fraudulently accessing or remaining within all or part of an automated data processing system is punished by two
year's imprison men! and a fine of €30,000.
Where this behaviour causes the suppression or modification of data contained in that system, or any alteration of
the functioning of that system, the sentence is three years' imprisonment and a fine of €45,ODD.
ARTICLE 323-2
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Officiaf Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2004-575 of 21 June 2004 article 45 II Official Journal of 22 June 2004)
Obstructing or inlerfering with the functioning of an automated data processing system is punished by ['ve years'
imprisonment and a fine of €75,OOO.
ARTICLE 323-3
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
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2002)
(Act no. 2004-575 of 21 June 2004 article 45 /II Official Joumal of 22 June 2004)
The fraudulent introduction of data into an automated data processing system or the fraudulent deletion or
modification of the data that it contains is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,000.

ARTICLE 323-3-1
(Inserted by Act no. 2004-575 of 21 June 2004 article 46/1 Official Journal of 22 June)
A person who, without lawful authority, imports, possesses, offers, transfers or makes available any equipment,
instrument, computer programme or information created or specially adapted to commit one or mare of the offences
prohibited by articles 323-1 10323-3, is punished by the penalties prescribed for the offence itself, or the one that carries
the heaviest penalty.
ARTiCLE 323-4
(Act no. 2004-575 of21 June 2004 article 46/1 Official Journal of 22 June 2(04)
Participating in a group or conspiracy established with a view to the preparation of one or more offences set out
under articles 323-1 to 323-3-1, and demonstrated by one or more material actions, is punished by the penallies
prescribed for offence in preparation, or the one that carries the heaviest penalty.
ARTICLE 323-5
Natural persons convicted of any of the offences provided for under the present Chapter also incur the following
additional penalties:
1° forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-26:
2° prohibition to hold public office or to underta~e the social or professional activity in Ihe course of which or on the
occasion of Ihe performance of which the offence was committed, for a maximum period of five years;
3" confiscation of the thing which was used or intended for the commission of the offence, or of the thing which IS
the product of it, with the exception of articles subject to restitution;
4° mandatory closure, for a maximum period of five years of the business premises or of one or more of the
premises of the underta~ing used to commit the offences;
5° disqualificetion from public tenders for a maximum period of five years;
6 prohibition to dlclw cheques, except those allowing the wilhdrawal or funds by the drawer from the drawee or
certified cheques, for a maximum period of five years;
r public display or dissemination of the decision, in accordance with the conditions set out under article 131-35.
0

ARTICLE 323-6
legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences referred to under the present chapter pursuant to the
conditions set out under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1" a fine, pursuant to tha conditions set out under article 131-38;
2" the penalties referred to under article 131-39.
The prohibition referred to under 2" of article 131-39 applies to the aclivity in the course of which oron the occasion
of the performance of which the offence was committed.
ARTICLE 323-7
(Act no. 2004-575 of 21 June 2004 article 46 /I Official Joumal of22 June 2004)
Attempt!o commit the misdemeanours referred to under articles 323-1 to 323-3-1 is SUbject to the same penalties.
CHAPTER IV
MONEY LAUNDERING

Articles 324-1 to 324-9

SECTION I
SIMPLE AND AGGRAVATED LAUNDER,'NG

Articles 324-1 to 324-6

ARTICLE 324-1
(Act no. 96-392 of 13th May 1996 Article 1 Official Joumal of 14th May 1996)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Seplember 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in tor-ce 1 January
2002)
Money laundering is facilitating by any means the false justifica1ion of the origin of the property or income of the
perpetrator of a felony or misdemeanour which has brought him a direct or indirect benefit.
Money laundering also comprises assistance in investing, concealing or converting the direcl or indirect products of
a felony or misdemeanour.
Money laundering is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of £375.000,
ARTICLE 324-2
(Act no. 96-392 of 13th May 1996 Article 1 Official Journal of 14th May 1996)
(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Money laundering is punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of€750,000:
1 wherE it was committed habitually or by using the facilities offered by the exercise of a professional activity;
2 where it was committed by an organised gang.
0
0
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ARTICLE 324-3
(InserteD" by Act no, 96-392 of 13th May 1996 Article 1 Official Journal of 14th May 1996)
The fines referred \0 under articles 324-1 and 324-2 may be raised to amount to half the value of the property or
funds in respect of which the money laundering operations were carriM out.
ARTICLE 324-4
(Inserted by Act no. 96-392 of 13th May 1996 Article 1 Official Journal of 14th May 1996)
Where the felony or misdemeanour which produced the property or funds for which the money-laundering
operations were carried out is punishable by a custodial sentence higher than that incurred under articles 324-1 or
324-2, the offence of money~laundering is punished by the penalties applicable to the offence the money-launderer
knew about, and if this offence was accompanied by aggravating circumstances, by such penalties as relate exclusively
to the circumstances of which he was aware.
ARTICLE 324-5
(Inserted by Act no. 96-392 of 13th May 1996 Article 1 Official Journal of 14th May 1996)
As regards recidivism, money laundering is assimilated to the offence for which the money laundering operations
were performed.
ARTICLE 324~6
(Inserted by Act no. 96·392 of 13th May 1996 Article 1 Official Journal of 14th May 1996)
Attempt ~o commit the misdemeanours referred 10 under the present Section is SUbject to the same penalties.
SECTiON II
ADDITIONAL PENALTIES APPLICABLE TO NATURAL PERSONS AND
LIABILITY OF LEGAL PERSONS

Articles 324-710 324-9

ARTICLE 324~7
(Act no. 96-392 of 13th May 1996 Article 1 Official Journa) of 14th May 1996)
(Acl no, 2001-420 of 15th May 2001 Article 47 Offldal Journal of 16th May 2001)
Natural persons convicted of any of the offences provided for under articles 324-1 and 324-2 also incur the follOwing
additional penalties:
1° prohibition, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-27, to hold public office or to undertake the social
or professional activity in the course of which or on the occasion of the performance of which Ihe offence was
committed, Ihis prohibition being permanent or temporary ,;n the case referred 10 under article 324-2, and timited to five
years in fhe case referred to under article 324-1.
2· prohibflion to hold or carry a weapon requiring a licence, for a maximum period offive years;
3" prohibition to draw cheques, except lhose allowing the withdrawal of funds by the drawer from the drawee or
certified cheques, and the prohibition to use payment cards, for a maximum period of five years;
4" suspension of the driving licence for a maximum period of five years; this suspension may be limited 10 dn'ving
outside professional activity;
5" cancellation of the driving licence accompanied by a prohibition, for a maximum period of five years, to apply for
the issue of a new licence;
6· confiscation of one or more vehicles belonging [0 the person convicted;
7" confiscation of one or more weapons belonging to tha convicled person or which he has freely available to him;
8" confiscation of the thing which was used or intended for the commission of the offence, or of the thing which is
the product of ,;1, with the exception 01 articles sUbject to restitution;
g" forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the conditions set oul under article 131--26;
10" area banishment, pursuant 10 the conditions set out under article 131-31;
11" prohibition to leave the territory of the RepUblic for a maximum period of five years;
12" confiscation of some or all of the property of the convicted person, of whatever type, movable or immovable.
whether jOintly or separately owned.
ARTICLE 324-8
(Inserted by Act no. 96-392 of 13/h May 1996 Article 1 Official Journal of 14th May 1996)
Any alien convicted of any of the offences referred to under articles 324·1 lo 324-2 may be banished from French
territory either permanently or for a maximum period of [en years. in accordance with the cor:ditions [aid down under
article 131-10.
ARTICLE 324~9
(Inserted by Act no. 96-392 of 13th May 1996 Article 1 Official Journal of 14th May 1996)
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences set out under a,1icles 324-1 and 324-2, pursuant to the
conditions set out under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1" a fine, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-38:
2" the penalties referred to under article 131-39.
The prohibition referred to under 2" of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the course of which or on Ihe occasion
of [he performance of which the offence was committed.
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BOOK IV
FELONIES AND MISDEMEANOURS AGAINST THE NATION, THE STATE AND THE
PUBLIC PEACE
TITLE I
ViOLATIONS OF THE FUNDAMENTAL INTERESTS OF THE NATION

Articles 411~2 to 450-5

Articles 411-2 to 410-1

ARTICLE 410-1
The "fundamental interests of the Nation" in the sense of 1he present title covers its independence, the integrity of its
territory, its security, Ih.e republican fom1 of its institutions, its means of defence and diplomacy, the safeguarding of its
population in France and abroad, the balance of its natural surroundings and environment and the essential elements of
its scientific and economic polential and cultural heritage.
CHAPTER I
TREASON AND ESPIONAGE

Articles 411-2 to 411-1

ARTICLE 411·1
The acts defined by articles 411-2 to 411-11 constitute treason where they are committed by a French national or a
soldier in the service of France, and constitute espionage where they are committed by any other person.
SECTION I
HANDING OVER OF ALL OR ANY PART OF THE NATIONAL
TERRITORY, THE ARMED FORCES OR EQUIPMENT TO A FOREIGN POWER

Articles 411-2 to 411-3

ARTICLE 411-2
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Joumal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Handing over troops belonging to the French armed forces, or all or part of the nauonal territory, to a foreign power,
to a foreign organisation or to an organisation under foreign control, or to their agenls, is punished by life criminal
detention and a fine of €750,aDO.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offence set out under the
present article.
ARTICLE 411-3
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Handing over equipment, constructions, installations, or apparatus assigned to the national defence to a foreign
power, to a foreign undertaking or organisation or to an enterprise or organisation under foreign control, or to their
agents, is punished by thirty years' criminal detention and a fine of €4S0,OOO.
SECTION II
INTELLIGENCE WITH A FOREIGN POWER

Articles 411-4 to 411-5

ARTICLE 411-4
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Intelligence with a foreign power, a foreign undertaking or organisation or an enterprise or organisation under
foreign control, or their agents, with a view to fomenting hostilities or acts of aggression agains! France, is punished by
thirty years' criminal detention and a fine of €4S0,OaO,
The same penalties apply to furnisl",ing a foreign power, a foreign undertaking or organisation, or an undertaking or
organisation under foreign control, or their agents, with lhe means 10 start hostilities or commit acts of aggression
against France,
ARTICLE 411-5
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Joumal of 22 September 2000 in forn; 1 January
2002)
Intelligence with a foreign power, with a foreign undertaking or organisation or an undertaking or organisation under
foreign control, or wilh their agents where it is liable to prejudice the fundamental interests of the nation, is punished by
ten years' imprisonmenl and a fine or €150,000.
SECTION UI
OF SUPPLYING INFORMATION TO A FOREIGN POWER

Articles 411-6 to 411-8

ARTICLE 411-6
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Supplying or making accessible to a foreign power, to a foreign undertaking or organisation or 10 an undertaking or
organisation under foreign conlrol, or to their agents, information, processes. articles, documents, computerised data or
~Ies, the use, disclosure or collection of which are liable to prejudice the fundamental interests af the nation is punished
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by fifteen years' criminal detention and a fine of €225,OOO,
ARTICLE 411-7
(Ordinance no 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
CoJlecting or gathering information, processes, articles, documents, computerised data or files, with a view to
supplying them to a foreign power, to a foreign undertaking or organisation or to al"7 undertaking or organisation under
foreign control, or 10 their agents, lJ1e use, disclosure or gathering of which is liable to prejudice the fundamental
interests of the nation is punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of E150,000.
ARTICLE 411-8
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 OffiCial Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The exercise OIl account of a foreign power, a foreign undertaking or organisation or an undertaking or organisation
under foreign control, or their agents, of an activity aimed at obtaining or supplying devices, information, processes,
articles, documents, computerised data or files, the USe, disclosure or gathering of which is liable prejudice Ihe
fundamental interests of the nation is punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of €150,OOO,

SECTiON IV
SABOTAGE

Article 411-9

ARTICLE 411-9
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 Sepfember 2000 in fo~ 1 January
2002)
Destroying, defacing or misappropriating any document, equipment, construction, equipment, installation,
apparatus, technical device or computerised system, or rendering them defective, where this is liable to prejudice the
fundamenlal interests of the nalion is punished by fifteen years' criminal detention and a 225,000 €fine,
Where it is committed with a view to serving the interests of a foreign power, a foreign undertaking or organisation
or an undertaking or organisation under foreign control, or that of their agents, lhis offence is punished by twenly years'
criminal detenlion and a fine ofE300,000.

SECTION V
SUPPLYING FALSE INFORMATION

Artide411-10

ARTICLE 411-10
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Supplying the French civilian or military authori1ies with false information liable to mislead them and damage the
fundamental interests of the nation, in order to serve the interests of a foreign undertaking or organisation or an
undertaking or organisation under foreign conlrol is punished by seven years' imprisonmenl and a fine of €100,OOO.

SECTION VI
INCITEMENT TO COMMIT THE FELONIES SET OUT IN THE PRESENT Article 411-11
CHAPTER
ARTICLE 411-11
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Artide 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Direct incitement by promises, offers, pressure, lhreats or violence. (0 commit any of lhe felonies sel out in the
present Chapter, where the incitement was ineffective because of circumstances independenl of the offender's will, is
puni&~ed by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of €100,000.

CHAPTER II
OTHER OFFENCES AGAINST THE INSTITUTIONS OF THE REPUBLIC OR
THE INTEGRITY OF THE NATIONAL TERRITORY
SECTION I
AITACK AND PLOITING

Articles 412-1 to 412-8

Articles 412-1 to 412-2

ARTICLE 412-1
(Act no. 92,1336 of 16/h December 1992 Article 364 and 373 Official Journal of 23rd December 1992 in force 1 March
1994)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
An attack cons isis of the commission of one or more aets of violence liable to endanger the institutions of the
RepUblic or Violate the integrity of the national territory.
Attack is punished by thirty years' criminal detenlion and a fine of €450,OOO.
The penalty is increased to life crimina! detention and a fine of €l50,OOO where the attack was committed by a
person holding public authority,
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The first two paragraphs of article 132·23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offences set out in the
present article.
ARTICLE 412-2
(Ord;nan~e no. 2000-916:Jf 19 Seotember 2000 Arliele 3 Official JOlJrnal of 22 September 200') In force 1 January
2002)
Plotting consists of a resolWlion agreed upon by two or more 10 commit an attack where the rEsolution was put irllo
effect by one Of rT'Ore material actions.
Plotting is punished b}' ten years' imprisonment and a fine of £150.000.
The penally is increased to tNenty years' criminal detention and a fme of €300,000 where the offence was
committed by a person holding public authority.
SECTION II
INSURRFCTIONAL MOVEMENTS
ARTICLE 412-3
An insurrectional movemenl crnsisls 01 any collective violence liable
violdte the integrity of the notional territory.

Articles 412-3 to 412-6

to endanger the institutions of the Republic or

ARTICLE 412-4
(On:!inar:ce no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 OFficiel Journal of 22 September 2000 in (orce 1 January
2002)
Participating in an insurrectional movement:
1° by bUilding barricades, fortificalions or by any Construction whose objeclive is 10 prevenl or obstruct the action of
Ihe forces or order;
2" by occupying with open force or by deceil any bUilding or installa\iUI1, or by destroying it;
3° by assuring the transport, feeding or communications of the insurgents;
4° by inciting the insurgents to gall1er, by whalever means;
5" by personally carrying a weapon;
6" by usurping a lawful authority;
is punished by fifteen years' criminal detention and a fine of €225,OfJO.
ARTICLE 412-5

(Ordinance no. 200(}..916 or 19 September 2000 Artic{e 3 Officia{ Journa{ of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Particip;::Jting in an insurrectional movement:
1" by securing weapons, munitions, explosive cr dangerous substances or any kind of equip mont, by violence or
threats, by plunder, or by the disarming the forces of order;
2' by providing the insurgenls with weapons, munitions, or explosive or dangerous substances;
is punished by twenty years' criminal delontion and a fine of €300.000.
ARTICLE 412-6
(Ordinance nD. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Joumal of 22 September 2000 in forr:e 1 January
2U02)
Leading Dr organising an insurrectional movement is punished by life criminal detention and a fine of €750,000,
SECTION III
USURPATION OF COMMAND, RAISJNG ARMED FORCES AND

Articles 412-7 (0 412-8

INCITEV1ENT TO TAKE UP ARMS UNLAWFULLY
ARTICLE 412.7

(Ordinance no. 2000-916 Df 19 September 2000 Miele 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The following are punishable by thirty years' criminal detention anC fine of €450,OOO.
1" the unlawful or unauthorised assumption of any mili!ary command or of the keeDinq of such command against
orders "JY the lawful authorities;
.2' the raising of armed forces without lhe order or authotisation of the lawful authorities.
ARTlCLE 412-8
(OrdinBnce nD. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicfe 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2COO in force 1 January
2002)
Incitement to ;:)rm against the authority of the State or against a part of the population is punished by five years'
impriscnment and a fine of €75,000.
Where the incitement was effective, the penally is increased to thirty years' criminal detention and a fire of
€450,O-JO.
Where the incitement was committed through the press or by broadci'l.c;ting. the specific legal provisions governing
lhose matters are applicable to define the persons v.ho are responsible.
CHAPTER III
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OTHER OFFENCES AGAINST NATIONAL DEFENCE
SECTION I
OFFENCES AGAINST THE SECURITY OF ARMED FORCES AND
PROTECTED ZONES OF INTEREST TO NATIONAL DEFENCE

Articles413-1t0413-12
Articles 413-1 to 413-8

ARTiCLE 413-1
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 Januery
2002)
The incitement of soldiers belonging to the French armed forces to enter the service of a foreign power, designed to
harm national defence, is punished by ten years' imprisonmenl and a fine of €1S0,OOO.
ARTICLE 413-2
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Obstructing the normal operations of military equipment, designed to harm national defence, is punished by five
years' imprisonment and a fine of €7S,OOO.
The same penalties apply to obstructing the movement of military personnel or equipment, designed to harm
national defence.
ARTICLE 413-3
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The incitement to disobedience, by any means, of soldiers or persons subject to any form of national service to
disobedience, designed to harm national defence, is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of €7S,OOO.
Where the incitement is committed through the press or by broadcasting, the specific legal provisions governing
those matters are applicable to define the persons who are responsible.
ARTICLE 413-4
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Participating in an operation to demoralise the army, designed 10 harm national defence, is punished by five years'
imprisonment and a fine of€7S,OOO.
Where the incitement is committed through the press or by broadcasting, the specific legal provisions governing
those matters are applicable to define Ihe persons who are responsible.
ARTICLE 413-5
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Anicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Fraudulently gaining access, without the authorisation of the competent authority, to any land or building, or any
type of vehicle or craft assigned to the military authority or placed under its control is punished by one year's
imprisonment and a fine of €15,000.
ARTICLE 413-6
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Any obstruclion to the normal operations of public or private services, establishments or undertakings of importance
to the national defence, designed to harm national defence, is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of
€4S,OOO.
ARTICLE 413-7
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Artic'e 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
A penalty of six months' imprisonment and a fine of €7,SOO applies to the unaulhorised enlry into enclosed premises
or land, wilhin public or private services, corporations or undertakings of importance to national defence, where free
movement is prohibited and which is marked out to ensure the protection of installations, of equipment or the
confidentiality of any research, stUdy or production.
A Decree of the Conseil d'Etat shall determine, first, lhe conditions for setting the boundaries of premises and land
referred to in the previous paragraph, and, secondly, the conditions for the granting of authorisations to enter.
ARTICLE 413-8
Allempt to commit the misdemeanours referred to under articles 413-2 and 413-S to 413-7 is subject 10 the same
penalties.
SECTION II
VIOLATIONS OF NATIONAL DEFENCE SECRETS

Articles 413-9 to 413-12

ARTICLE 413-9
(Act no. 94-89 of 1st February 1994 Article 9 Official Joumalof 2nd February 1994 in force 1st March 1994)
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The quality of national defence secrets, for the purposes of this section, attaches to information, processes, articles,
documents, and computerised data or fifes which are of importance to national defence and which are sUbject to
protective orders intended to restrict their circulation.
The object of such orders may be information, processes, articles, documents, computerised data or fI!fJs the
disclosure of which is liable to prejudice national defence or could lead io the disclosure of a national defence secret.
A Decree of the Conseil d'Etat shall provide for the levels of classification of information, processes, articles,
documents, and computerised data or files which are in the nature of national defence secrels and the authorities in
charge for the specification of the means to ensure their protection.
ARTICLE 413w10
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
A penalty of seven years' imprisonment and a fine of €1 00,000 applies to the destruction, misappropriation, thaft or
duplication, as well as to the communication to the public or to an unault10rised person, by any person holding such a
confidential information because of his position or oGCuP8tion or any permanent or temporary mission, of any
information, process, article, document, or computerised data or file which is a national defence secreL
The same penalties apply to the holder who permits Ihe destruction, misappropriation, removal, duplication or
revelation of any inlormation, process, article, document, computerised dala or file referred to under the previous
paragraph,
Where the holder has behaved negligently or recklessly, the offence is punished by three years' imprisonment and a
fine of€45,OOO.
ARTICLE 413·11
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
A penalty offlve years' imprisonment and a fine of€75,OOOapplies to any person not covered by article 413--10 who:
1" acquires possession of any information, process, article, document, computerised data or file which is in the
nature of a national defence secret;
2° destroys, removes or duplicates In any manner any such information, process, article, document, computerised
data or file;
3' brings to the knowledge of the public or of an unauthorised person any such informalion, process, article,
document, computerised dala or file;
ARTICLE 413·12
Attemplto commit the misdemeanours referred 10 under the first paragraph of Article 413-10 and Article 413-11 is
subject to the same penalties.
CHAPTER IV
SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Articles 414-110414-9

ARTICLE 414w1
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Where martial law or a state 01 emergency has been declared, or in the event of a general mobilisation or alert
decided by the Government, the offences referred to under articles 413·1 to 413-3 are punished by thirty years' criminal
detention and a fine of €450,000 and the offence relerred to under article 413-6 is punished by seven years' delention
and a fine of €100,000.
In the cases referred 10 under the previous paragraph, incilement, where done with the intent to harm national
defence, to commit the offences set out under article 413-2 IS punished by len years' imprisonment and a fine 01
€150,OOO and incitement to commit the offence referred to under article 413-6 is punished by five years' imprisonment
and a fine 01 £75,000.
ARTICLE 414-2
Any person who has al1empled to commit any of the offences set ou! under articles 411-2, 411-3, 411-6, 411"9 and
412-1 is exempted from punishment if, haVing informed Ihe judicial or administrative authorities, 118 makes it possible to
prevent the offence taking place and, Where relevant, to identify the other offenders.
ARTICLE 414·3
Any person who has participated in the conspiracy defined by article 412~2 is exempted from punishment if, before
prosecution, he has disclosed the existence of the conspiracy to the competent authorities and enabled the identification
of the other participants.
ARTICLE 414-4
The custOdial sentence incurred by the perpetrator or the accomplice to the offences sel out under articles 411-4,
411-5,411-7, 411-8 arJd 412-6 is reduced by half if, having informed the judicial or administrative authorities, he has
made it possible lor the criminal behaviour to be stopped or for human fatalities or permanent injuries resulting from the
offence to be avoided, and, where relevant, the other offenders to be identified.
Where the penalty incurred is criminal imprisonment for life, this penalty is reduced 10 twenty years' criminal
detention.
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ARTICLE 414-5
Natural persons convicted of one of the felonies or misdemeanours referred to under the present title also incur the
following additional penalties:
1" forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-26;
2" prohibition to hold public office or to undertake the social or professional activity in the course of which or on the
occasion of the performance of which the offence was committed, pursuant to the conditions set out under article

131-27;
3" confiscation of the thing which was used or intended for the commission of the offence, or of the thing which is
the product of it, with the exception of articles SUbject to restitution;
4" area banishment, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-31.
ARTICLE 414~
(Act no. 98-348 of 11 May 1998 Article 37 Official Joumal 12 May 199B; Act no. 2003-119 of 26 November 2003, Article

78)
Any alien convicted of any of the offences referred to under chapters I, Ii and IV of the present title, and articies

413-1 to 413-4, 413-10 and 413-11 may be banished from French territory either permanently or for a maximum period
of ten years in accordance with the conditions laid down under article

131~10.

ARTICLE 414-7
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences referred to under the present title pursuant to the
conditions set out under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1 0 a fine. pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131~38:
2° the penalties referred to under article 131-39.
The prohibition referred to in 2" of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the course of which or on the occasion of
the performance of which the offence was committed.
ARTICLE 414·8
The provisions of articles 411·' to 411-11 and 413-1 to 413-12 are applicable to the actions referred to under those
provisions when committed to the prejUdice of the signatory powers of the North Atlantic Treaty.
ARTICLE 414-9
The provisions of articles 411-610411-8 and ,113-10 10 413-12 are applicable to information covered by the security
agreement goveming certain exchanges of confidential information between the Government of the French Republic
and the Government of the Kingdom of Sweden, signed in Stockholm on 22 October 1973.
TITLE II
OF TERRORISM

Articles 421-', to 422-7

CHAPTER I
OF ACTS OF TERRORISM

Articles 421-110 421-5

ARTICLE 421-1
(Act no. 96-647 of 22 July 1996 Article 1 Official Journal 23 july 1996; Act no. 98-348 of 11 May 1998 Arlicle 37 Official
Journa/12 May 1998)
(Act no. 2001-1062 of 15 Novembar 2001 Article 33 Official Journal 16 November 2001)
The following offences constitute acls of terrorism where they are committed intentionally in connection with an
individual or calleclive undertaking the purpose of which ',s seriously to disturb public order through intimidation or terror:
1~ wilful attacks on life, wilful attacks on the physical integrity of persons, abduction and unlawful detention and also
as the hijacking of pianes, vessels or any other means of transport, defined by Book II of the present Code:
2° theft, extortion, destruclion, defacement and damage, and also computer offences, as defined under Book III of
the present Code;
3° offences committed by combat organisations and disbanded movements as defined under articles 431-13 to
431~17, and the offences set out under articles 434-6, <\41-2 to 441-5;
4° the production or keeping of machines. dangerous or explosive devices, sel out under article 3 of the Act of 19
June 1871 which repealed the Decree 014 September 1870 on the production of mililary grade weapons;
- the production, sale, import or export of explosive substances as defined by anicle 6 of the Act no. 70-575 01 3
JUly ',970 amending the regulations governing explosive powders and substances;
- the purchase, keeping, transport or unlawful carrying of explosive substances or of devices made with such
explosive SUbstances, as defined by article 38 of the Ordinance of 18 April 1939 defining the regulations governing
military equipment, weapons and ammunition;
_ the detention, carrying, and transport of weapons and ammunition falling under the first and fourth categories
defined by articles 4, 28, 31 and 32 of the aforementioned Ordinance;
- the offences defined by articles 1 and 4 of the Act no. 72-467 of 9 June 1972 forbidding the designing, production,
keeping, stocking, purchase or sale of biological or toxin-based weapons;
- the offences referred to under articles 58 to 63 of the Act no. 98-467 of 17 June 1998 on the application of Ihe
Convention of the 13 January ,993 on the prohibition of developing, producing, stocking and use of chemical weapons
and on their destruction;
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5° receiving the product of one of the offences set out in paragraphs 1 to 4 above;
6° the money laundering offences set out in Chapter IV of litle II of Book III of the present Code;
the insider trading offences set out in article L.465-1 of the Financial and Monetary Code.

r

ARTICLE 421~2
(Act no. 1996-647 of 22 July 1996 Article 2 Official Journal 23 July 1996)
(Act no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article B Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
The introdlJction into the atmosphere, on the ground, in lhe soil, in foodstuff or its ingredients, or in waters, including
territorial waters, of any substance liable to imperil human or animal health or the natural environment is an acl 01
terrorism where it is committed intentionally in connection with an individual or collective undertaking whose aim is to
seriously disturb public order through intimidation or terror.
ARTICLE 421-2-1
(Inserted by Act no. 96-647 of 22 July 1996 Article 2 Official Journal 23 July 1996)
The participation in any grOlJp fonned or association established with a view to the preparation, marked by one or
more material actions, of any of the acts of terrorism provided for under the previous articles shall in addition be an act
of terrorism.
ARTICLE 421-2-2
(Inserted by Act no. 2001·1062 of 15 November 2001 art. 33 Official Journal 16 November 2001)
It also constitlJtes an act of terrorism to finance a terrorist organisation by providing, collecting or managing funds,
seclJri~es or property of any kind, or by giving advice for this purpose, intending that such funds, security or property be
used. or knowing that they are intended to be used, in whole or in part, for the commission of any of the acts of terrorism
listed in the present chapter, irrespective of whether such an act takes place.
ARTICLE 421-2-3
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003 Art. 45 Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
Being unable to account for resources corresponding to one's lifestyle when habitlJally in close contact with a
person or persons who engage in one or more of the activities provided for by articles 421·1 to 421·2-2 is punishable by
7 years' imprisonment and by a fine of€100,000.
ARTICLE 421-3
The maximum clJstodial sentence incurred for the offences provided for under article 421-1 is increased as follows
where those offences constitute acts of terrorism:
'
1 it is raised to criminal imprisonment for life where the offence is punished by thirty years' criminal imprisonment;
2° it is raised to thirty years' criminal imprisonmenl where the offence is punished by twenty years' criminal
imprisonment;
3" it is raised to twenty years' criminal imprisonment where lhe offence is punished by fifteen years' criminal
imprisonment;
4 it is raised to fifteen years' criminal imprisonment where the offence is punished by ten years' imprisonment;
5° it is raised to len years' imprisonment where the offence is punished by seven years' imprisonment:
So it is raised !o seven years' imprisonment where the offence is punished by five years' imprisonment;
it is raised to twice the sentence incurred where the offence is punished by a maximum of three years'
imprisonment.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 goveming the safety period are applicable to the felonies referred to under
the present article, and also to the misdemeanours punished by ten years' imprisonment
0

b

r

ARTICLE 421-4
(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Micle 3 Offici<JI Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 Janu8ry
2002)
(Act no, 2002-113B of9 September 2002 Article 46 Offici<J1 Journal of 10 September 2002)
The act of terrorism set out under article 421-2 is punished by twenty years' criminal imprisonment and a fine of
€350,OOO.
Where this offence causes the death of one or more persons, it is punished by criminal imprisonment for life and a
fine of E750,OOO.
The firsl two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing tha safety period <Jre <Jpplicable to the felony referred 10 under
the present article.
ARTICLE 421-5
(Act no. 96-647 of 22 July 1996 Article 5 Official Journal 23 July)
(Act no. 2001-1062 of 15 November 2001 Article 33 Official Journal of 16 November 2001)
(Ordin<Jnce no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2004-204 of9 March 2004 article 6 XI Official Joum81 of 10 March 2004)
The acts of terrorism defined by articles 421-2-1 and 421-2-2 are punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of
E225,OOO.
Leading or organising [the type on group or 8ssociation provided for under ar1jcle 421-2-1 is punished by twenty
years' imprisonment and a fine of E500,000.
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Attempt to commit the misdemeanour set out under article 421·2·2 is subject to the same pena,'lies.
The first two paragraphs of article 132·23 governing the safety period are applicable to lhe offences referred to
under the present article.
CHAPTER II
SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Articles 422_1 (0422·7

ARTICLE 422-1
Any person who has attempted to commit an act of terrorism is exempted from punishment where, having informed
the judicial or administrative authorities, he makes it possible to prevent the offence taking place and, where relevant. to
identify the other offenders.
ARTICLE 422·2
The custodial sentence incurred by the perpetrator or the accomplice to an act of terrorism is reduced by half where,
having informed the judicial or administrative authorities, he has made it possible for the criminal bet1aviour 10 be
stopped or for loss of life or permanent injuries resulting from the offence to be avoided, and, where relevant, the olher
offenders to be identified.
Where the penalty incurred is criminal imprisonment for life, this penalty is reduced to twenty years' imprisonment.
ARTICLE 422-3
Natural persons convicted of any of the offences provided for under the present title also incur the fallowing
addilionaJ penalties:
1" forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131·26. However, tt1e
maximum period of the forfeiture is raised to fifteen years in the event of a faJony, and to ten years in the event of a
misdemeanour;
2" prohibition, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131~27, to hold public office or to undertake the social
or professional activity in the course of wt1ich or on the occasion of the performance of which tt1e offence was
committed. However, the maximum temporary prohibition is increased to ten years;
3" area banishment, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-31. However, the maximum period of the
banishment is raised to fifteen years in the event of a felony, and to ten years in the event of a misdemeanour.
ARTICLE 422-4
(Act no. 93-1027 of 24 August 93 Article 33 Official Joumal 29 August 1993)
(Act no. 98-468 of 17 July 1998 Article 37 Official Journal 12 May 1998)
(Act no. 2003·1119 of 26 November 2003 Article 78 III Official Journal of 27 November 2003)

Any alien convicted of any of the offences referred 10 under the present title may be banished from French terrilory
either permanently or for a maximum of ten years in accordance with the conditions laid down under article 131·30.
ARTICLE 422·5
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for acts of /errorisms set out under under the present title, pursuant to the
conditions set out under article 121~2.
- The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1" a fine, pursuant to the conditions set ou/under article 131·38;
2" the penalties referred to under article 131·39.
The prohibition referred to under 2" of article 131·39 applies to the activity in Ihe course of which or on the occasion
of the performance of which the offence was committed.
ARTICLE 422·6
(Inserted by Act no. 2001-1062 of 15 November 2001 Article 33 Official Journal of 16 November 2001)

Natural and legal persons convicted of act of terrorism shall in addition incur the complementary penalty of
confiscation of all or part of their property, whatever its nature, movable or immovable, severally or jointly owned.
ARTICLE 422-7
(Insertf:d by Act no. 2001·1062 of 15 November 2Q01 Article 33 Offici.a! Journ.a{ of 16 November 2001)
The producl of a financial or property sanction imposed on a person convicted of an act of lerrorism is allocated to

the contingency fund for victims of acts of terrorism and other offences.
TITLE III
VIOLATION OF THE AUTHORITY OF THE STATE
CHAPTER I
BREACHES OF THE PUBLIC PEACE
SECTION I
IMPEDING THE FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION, LABOUR,

Articles 431-1 Lo 436·5
Articles 431-1 \0431·21
Articles 431·1 to 431-2

ASSOCIATION, ASSEMBLY OR DEMONSTRATION
ARTlCLE431-1
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Seplember 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000
2002)
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Concerted obstruction, wilh the use of threats, 10 the exercise of the freedom of expression, labour, association,
assembly or demonstration is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of €15,OOO.
Concerted obstruction to the exercise of one of the freedoms referred to under the previous paragraph with the use
of blows, acts of violence, or acts of destruction or damage within the meaning of the present Code is punished by three
years' imprisonment and a fine of€45,OOO.
ARTICLE 431-2
Natural persons convicted of any of the offences provided for under article 431-1 also incur the fOllowing additional
penalties:
l' forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights pursuant 10 the conditions set out under article 131-26;
2" prohibition, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-27, to hold public office or 10 undertake the social
or professional activity in the course of which or on the occasion of the perfonnance of which the offence was
committed;
3' prohibition to hold or carry a weapon requiring a licence for a maximum period of five years.
SECTION II
PARTICIPATION IN AN UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLY

Articles 431-3 to 431-8

ARTICLE 431-3
An unlawful assembly is any gathering of persons on the public highway or in any place open to the public where it
is liable 10 breach the pUblic peace.
An unlawful assembly may be dispersed by the forces of public order after two orders to disperse have been issued
without success by the prefect. the sub-prefect, the mayor or one of his deputies, any jUdicial police officer in charge of
public safety, or any other JUdicial police officer, bearing the insignia of their office.
These orders are made in a manner appropriate to inform the persons taking part in the unlawful assembly of Ihe
obligation to disperse without delay; the manner shall be specified by a Decree of the Conseil d'Etat, which shall also
determine Ihe insignia to be borne by the persons referred to under the previous paragraph.
However, the representatives of the forces of order called to disperse an unlawful assembly may directly resort to
the use of force where acts of violence are carried out against themselves or if they are not in a position otherwise to
protect the place they are occupying.
ARTICLE 431-4
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 OffICial Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January

2002)
Wilful participalior'! in an unlawful assembly, after Ihe orders have been issued, committed by a person not carrying
a weapon is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of€15,OOO,
ARTICLE 431~5
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January

2002)
Wilful participation in an unlawful assembly whilst carrying a weapon is punished by three years' imprisonment and
a fine of €45,OQO.
Where the person carrying a weapon has wilfully conlinued to participate in an unlawful assembly after the orders
have been issued, the penalty is increased to five yeers' imprisonment and to a fine of €75,OOO.
ARTICLE 431-6
Directly inciting an armed, unlawful assembly, either through shouting or public speeches, or lhrough writings,
whether displayed or distributed, or through writings, words or pictures broadcast in any Way, is punished by one year's
imprisonment and a fine of €15,OOO.
Where the incitement is acted upon, the penalty is increased to seven years' imprisonment and to a fine of
€100,OOQ,
ARTICLE 431~7
Natural persons convicted of any of Ihe offances provided for under articles 431-5 arid 431·6 also incur the following
additional penallies·
1" forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant 10 Ihe conditions set out under article 131-26;
2" prohibition to hold or carry a weapon requiring a licence, for a maximum period of five years;
3° confiscation of one or more weapans belonging to the convicted person or which are freely available to him;
4" area banishment pursuant to the conditions under article 131-31.
ARTICLE 431-8
Any alien convicted of any of the offences referred to under articles 431-5 and 431-6 may be banished from French
territory either permanently or for a maximum period of ten years, pursuant to the conditions set out under article
131-30.
SECTION III
UNLAWFUL DEMONSTRATIONS AND UNLAWFUL PARTICIPATION TO Ar1icles 431-9 to 431-12
A DEMONSTRATION OR TO A PUBLIC MEETING
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ARTICLE 431·9
(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Articla 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The following offances are punished by six months' imprisonment and a fine of €7,500:
1° the organisation of a demonstration on the public highway without filing a prior notice pursuant to the conditions
laid down by law;
2" the organisation of a demonstration on the public highway which has been prohibited pursuant to Ihe conditions
laid down by the law;
3° drawing up an inaccurate or incomplete notice liable to mislaad about the objective or conditions of the proposed
demonstralion.
ARTICLE 431-10
(Ordinance no. 2000·916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 Jan1.Jary
2002)
Participating in a demonstration or public meeting while carrying a weapon is punished by thrae years' imprisonment
and a fine of E45,000.
ARTICLE 431·11
Natural persons convicted of any of the offences provided for under article 431·10 also incur the foHowing additional
penalties:
1 foneiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the conditions set out under articie 131·26;
2" prohibition to hold or carry a weapon requiring a licence for a maximum period of five years;
3° confiscation of one or more weapons which belonged to the convicted person or which are freely available to
him;
4 area banishment pursuant to the conditions under article 131-31.
0

0

ARTICLE 431·12
Any alien convicted of any of the offences referred to under article 431-10 may be banished Ifom French territory
either permanently or for a maximum period of ten years in accordance with the conditions laid down under article
131·30.
SECTION iV
COMBAT GROUPS AND DISBANDED MOVEMENTS

Articles 43',-13 to
431-21

ARTICLE 431-13
Unless otherwise provided by the law, a combat group is any group of persons holding or having access 10
weapons, which has an organised hiararchy and is liable to breach the public peace.
ARTICLE 431·14
(Ordinance no. 200Q.916 of 19 September 2000 Artide 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Participating in a combat group is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine ofE45,OOO.
ARTICLE 431·15
Participating in [he maintenance or re-establishment, whether secret or open, of an association or group disbanded
by Ihe Act of 10 January 1936 on Combat Groups and Private Militias is punished by three years' imprisonment and a
fine of €45,OOO,
Where the association or the re-eslablished or maintainad group is a combat group within the meaning of article
431,14, the penalty is increased 10 ~ve years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,OOO.
ARTICLE 431-16
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Sep/ember 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Organising a combat group is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,OOO.
ARTICLE 431·17
The mainlenar.ce or re-estabiishment, whether secret or open, of a combat group disbanded under the
aforementioned Act of 10 January 1936 is punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of €100,000,
ARTICLE 431·18
Natural persons convicted of any of the offences provided for under the present section also incur the following
additional penalties:
1" foneiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131·26;
2" the complete or partial dissemination of the decision, or of an official statemant informing the public of the
reasons and the contents of the decision, pursuanllo the conditions set out under article 221·10;
3" area banishment, pursuanl 10 the conditions set out under article 131-31.
ARTICLE 431·19
(Act no. 93·1027 of 24 August 1993 Article 33 Official Journal 29 Augusl 1993)
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Any alien convicted of any of the offences referred la under the present section may be banished from French
territory either permanently or for a maximum of ten years, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-30.
ARTICLE 431-20
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences set out under the present Section, pursuant to the
conditions sel out under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1° a fine, pursuant to the condilions sel out under article 131-38;
2° the penalties referred to under article 131-39.
The prohibition referred to under 2" of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the course of which or on the occasion
of the performance of which the offence was committed.
ARTICLE 431·21
Natural or legal persons convicted of the offences sel out
sentences:
1" confiscation of movable or immovable property belonging to
maintained or re-established group;
2° confiscation of uniforms, insignia, emblems, weapons and
combat group or association or by the maintained or re-established

under the present Section also incur the folloWing
or used by the combat group or association or by the
any equipment used or designed to be used by the
group.

CHAPTER II
OFFENCES AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT COMMITTED BY CIVIL

Articles 432-1

to 432-17

SERVANTS
SECTION I
ABUSE OF AUTHOR!TY DIRECTED AGAINST THE PUBLIC

Articles 432-1 to 432-3

ADMINISTRATION
ARTICLE 432·1
(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Artide 3 Official Journal of 22 September 20QQ in force 1 January
2002)
The taking of measures designed to obslruct the implementation of a law, committed by a person holding public
authority in [he discharge of his office. is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,OOO.
ARTICLE 432-2
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The offence set out under article 432-1 is punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of€150,000 where it was
successful.
ARTICLE 432-3
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Articfe 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in forca 1 January
2002)
The continued exercise of an office by a person holding public authority or discharging a public service miSSion, or
by a person holding a public electoral mandate, after having been officially informed of the decision or the circumstance
pulting an end to his functions, is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,000.
SECTION II
OF ABUSE OF AUTHORllY COMMITTED AGAINST INDIVIDUALS
Paragraph 1
Of offences a9ainst personal liberty

Articles 432-4 to 432-9
Articles 432-4 to 432-6

ARTICLE 432-4
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Officiaf Journal of 22 September 2000 ;1'1 force 1 January
2002)
Tne arbitrary ordering or carrying oul a violation of personal freedom committed by a person holding public authority
or discharging a public service mission, acting in the exercise or on the occasion of nis office or mission, is punished by
seven years' imprisonment and a fine of €100,000.
Where the violation consists of a detention or a restraint exceeding seven days, Ihe penalty is increased to thirty
years' criminal imprisonment and to a fine of €450,000.
ARTICLE 432·5
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal or 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The unlawful deprivation of liberty, the wilful failure either to put an end 10 such deprivation when he has the power,
or, alternatively. the wi,'ful failure to bring about the intervention of a competent authority, by a person holding public
authority or discharging a public service mission who has knowledge of sucn deprivation in the course of or on the
occasion of his office or mission, is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of €45,000
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A person referred to under the previous paragraph who, having leamt of an allegedly unlawful deprivation of liberty
in the course of or on the occasion of the discharge of his office or mission, wilfully abstains either from making such
necessary verifications as he is empowered 10 make, or, allematively, from transmitting Ihe complaint to a competent
authority, is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of E15,OOO where the deprivation of liberty, later found 10 be
unlawful, conlinued.
ARTICLE 432-6
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Sep/ember 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The reception or retention of a person by an agent of the prison administration, without a warrant, a judgment or a
detention order drafted in confonnity with the law, or the undue extension of a detention, is punished by two years'
imprisonment and a fine of €30,OOO.
Paragraph 2
Discrimination

Article 432-7

ARTICLE 432-7
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Discrimination defined by article 225-1, committed in respect of a natural or lega\ person, by a person holding public
authority or discharging a public service mission, In the discharge or on the occasion of thaI office or mission, is
punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,000 where it consists:
10 of refusing the benefit or a right conferred by the law;
2° of hindering the normal exercise of any given economic activity.
Paragraph 3
Of offences against the inviolability of the domicile

Article 432-8

ARTICLE 432-8
(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Entering or attemPting to enter another person's residence against his will, except in cases where the law provides,
by a person holding pUblic authority or discharging a public service mission. acting in the exercise or on the occasion of
his office or mission, is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine ofE30,000.
Paragraph 4
Violating the confidentialily of correspondence

Article 432-9

ARTICLE 432-9
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 o{ 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Joumal o{ 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002;
Act n. 2004-669 of 9 July 2004 Article 121, Official Joumal10 JUly 2004)
Except where provided for by law, the ordering, committing or facilitation of the misappropriation. suppression or
opening of correspondence, and the disclosure of the contents of such correspondence, by a person holding public
authority or discharging a public service mission acting in the course of or on the occasion of his office or dUty, is
punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of €45.000,
The same penalties apply to the persons referred to under the previous paragraph, or to employees of electronic
communication networks open to the pUblic, or to employees of a supplier of telecommunication services, who, acting in
the performing of their office, order, commit or facilitate, except where proVided for by law, any interception or
misappropriation of correspondence sent, transmitted or received by a means of telecommunication, or the use or the
disclosure or its contents.
SECTION III
BREACHES OF THE DUTY OF HONESTY
Paragraph 1
Improper demands or e)(emptions in relation to taxes

Articles 432-10 to
432-16
Article 432-10

ARTICLE 432-10
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 o{ 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Joumal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Any acceptance, request or order 10 pay as public duties, contributions, taxes or impositions of any sum known not
to be due, or known to exceed what is due, committed by a person holdin9 public authority or discharging a public
service mission is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,000,
The same penalties apply to the granting by such persons, in any form and for any reason, of any exoneration or
exemption from dues, contributions taxes or impositions in breach of stalulory or regulatory rules.
Attempt to commit the misdemeanours referred to under the present article is SUbject to the same penalties.
Paragraph 2
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Passive corruption and trafficking influence by person holding public

Article 432-11

ARTICLE 432-11
(Acl no. 2000-593 of 30 June 2000 Article 1 Official Journal 1 July 2000)
(Ordinance no. 200Q..916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Joumal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 Jenuary
2002)

The direct or indirect request or acceptance without right and at any time of offers, promises, donations. gifts or
advantages, when done by a person holding public authority or discharging a public service mission, or by a person
holding a public electoral mandate, is punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of €150,OOO fine where it is
committed:
1" to carry out or abstain from carrying out an act relating to his office, duty, or mandate, or facilitated by his office,
duty or mandate;
2" or to abuse his real or alleged influence with a view to obtaining from any public body or administration any
distinction, employment, contract or any other favourable decision.
Paragraph 3
Unlawfull taking of interest

Articles 432-12 to
432-13

ARTICLE 432-12
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)

The taking, receiving or keeping of any interesl in a business or business operation, either directly or indirectly. by a
person holding public authority or discharging a public service mission, or by a person holding a public electorat
mandate who at the lime in question has the dUty of ensuring, in whole or in part, its supervision, management,
liquidation or payment, is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of€75,000.
However, in municipalities of no more than 3,500 inhabitants, mayors, tIleir deputias or municipal counsellors acting
by delegation from Or in substituti011 for the mayor, may contract with the municipality of which they are the elected
representatives for the transfer of movable or immovable property or for the supply of services within the limit of an
annual sum of€16,000.
Furthermore. in those municipalities, mayors, their deputies or the municipal counseliors acting by delegation from
or in substitution for the mayor may acquire a plot in a municipal housing development to build their personal dwelling, or
enter into a residential tenancy agreement with the municipality for their personai accommodation. These contracts muS1
be authorised by a reasoned decision from the municipal council after a valuation of the property concerned has been
made by the public domain service.
In the same municipalities, the same elected officials may acquire property belonging 10 the municipality for the
eslabl,:shment or development of their business. The price may not be lower than the valuation made by the public
domain service. The contract must be authorised by a reasoned decision from the municipal council, whatever the value
of the property concerned.
For the application of the three previous paragraphs, the municipality is represented in accordance with the
conditions laid down under article L 122-12 of the Municipalities Code and the mayor, deputy or the municipal
counsellor concerned must abstain from participating in the deliberation of the municipal council regarding the
completion or approval of the contract. Furthermore, notwithstanding the second paragraph of article L. 121-15 of the
Municipalities Code, the municipal council may not decide to meet in camera.
ARTICLE 432~13
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Joum.f:J1 of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)

An offence punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,000 is committed by any person who, in his
capacity as a civil servant or agent or official or a public administration, and specifically by reason of his office, is
entrusted with the supervision or control of any private underta~ing, or with the conclusion of contracls of any type with a
private enterprise, or who by services, advice or investment takes or receives any part in such an enterprise, before the
expiry of a period of five years fOllowing the end of his office.
The S.f:Jme penalties apply to any participalion through work, advice or investment in a private undertaking which
owns 30 per cent or more of the capital in Ol1e of the undertakings referred to in the previous paragraph, or which has
concluded a contract carrying legal or de f.acto exclusivity with such an enterprise.
For the purpose of the present article, any public enterprise exercising its activity in .f:J compatitive sector and in
accordance with the rules of private law counts as a private enterprise.
These provisions are applicable to the employees of public corporations, nationalised enterprises, mixed economy
companies in which the Slate or public bodies hOiding directly or indirectly more than SO per cent of the capital, and the
employees of the public operators enumerated by the Act no. 90-568 of 2 July 1990 governing the organisalion of lhe
public postal and telecommunications service.
The offence is not committed by investment in the capital of companies listed on the stock market or where the
capital is received by devolution under a succession.
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Paragraph 4
Offences against equal access in respect of public lenders and public Article 432-14
service delegations

ARTICLE 432·14
(Act no. 95-127 of B February 1995 Article 10 Omcial Journal 9 February 1995) (Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19
September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000;(1 force 1 January 2002)
An offence punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,DOO is committed by any person holding public
authority or discharging a public service mission or holding a public electoral man daLe or acting as a representaLive,
administrator or agent of the State, territorial bodies, public corporations, mixed economy companies of national interest
discharging a public service mission and local mixed economy companies, or any person acting on behalf of any of the
above-mentioned bOdies, who obtains or attempts to obtain for others an unjustJfled advantage by an ael breaching the
s~atutory or regulatory provisions designed to ensure freedom of access and equality for candidates in respect of
tenders for public service and delegated public services.
ParagraPh 5
Purloining and misappropriating property

Articles 432-15 to

432-16
ARTICLE 432·15
(Ordinance no. 2000·916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in (orce 1 Januarj
2002)
The destruction, misappropriation or purloining of a document or security, of private or pUb~c funds, papers,
documents or securities representing such funds, or of any other object entrusted to him, committed by person holding
public authority or disCharging a public service mission, a public accountant, a public depositary or any of his
subordinates, is punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of €150,OOO,
Attempt to commit the misdemeanour referred to under the previous paragraph is subject to the same penalties.
ARTICLE 432·16
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article .3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Where the destruction, misappropriation or purloining of assets referred to under article 432-15 was committed by a
third party as a result of the negligence of a person holding pUblic authority or discharging a public service mission, a
public accountant or a public depositary, the latter is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of €15,000.

SECTiON IV
OF ADDITIONAL PENALTIES

Article 432-17

ARTICLE 432-17
(Act no. 92·1336 of 16 December 1992 Article 365 and 373 omciaf Joumal of 23 December 1992 in force 1 March 1994)
The following additional penalties may be pronounced in the cases referred to under the present chapter:
l' forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the conditions sel out under article 131-26;
2" prohibition, pursuant 10 the condilions set out under article 131-27, to exercise a public office or to undertake the
social or professional activity in the course of whicl'1 or on the occasion of which the offence was committed;
3' confiscation, pursuant to the conditions sel out under article 131-21, of the sums or objects unlawfUlly received
by lhe offender, with the exception of objecls subject 10 restitution;
4" in the case referrad 10 in article 432,7, public display or dissemination of the decision, pursuant to the conditions
set out by articie 131-35.

CHAPTER III
OFFENCES AGAINST THE PUBLIC ADMINISTRA liON COMMfTIED BY
PRIVATE PERSONS

Articles 433-110 433-25

SECTION I
ACTiVE CORRUPTION AND TRAFFICKING IN INFLUENCE
COMMITIED BY PRIVATE PERSONS

Articles 433-1 to 433-2

ARTICL E 433·1
(Act no. 2000-595 of 30 June 2000 Article 1 Official Joumal1 JUfy 2000)
(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article :1 OffICial Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Unlawfully proffering, at any time. directly or indirectly, any offer, promise, donation, gift or reward, in order to induce
a person holding public authority, discharging a public service mission, or vested with a public elecloral mandate:
1° to carry out or abstain from carrying out an act pertaining to his office, dUty, or mandale, or facilitated by his
office, duty or mandate;
2° or to abuse his real or alleged in~uence with a view to obtaining distil'1clions, employments, conlracts or any other
favourable decisiol'1 from a public authority or the government;
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is punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of €150,aOa.
The same penaltias apply to yielding before any person holding public authority, discharging a public service
mission, or vested with a public electoral mandate who, unlawfully, al any lime, directly or indirectly solicits offers,
promises, donations, gifts or rewards to carry out or to abstain from carrying out any act specified under 1°, or to abuse
his influence under the conditions specified under 2".
ARTICLE 433~2
The direcl or indirect request or accaptance of offers, promises, donations, gifts or rewards made to abuse one's
real or supposad influance with a view to obtaining dislinctions, employments, contracts or any other favourable decision
from a public authority or administration, is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of 05,000
The same penalties apply to yielding to the demands set out under the previous paragraph, or unlawfully proffering.
directly or indirectly any offer, promise, donation, gift or reward so that a person may unlawfuily use his real or supposed
influence with a view to obtaining distinctions, employments, contracts or any other favourable decision from a public
authority or administration.
SECTION II
THREATS AND INTIMIDATION AGAINST PERSONS HOLDING PUBLIC

Article

433~3

OFFICE
ARTICLE 433-3
(Act no. 96~647 of 22 July 1996 Article 16 Oflicial Joumal23 July 1996)
(Ordinance no. 2000~916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The threat to commit a felony or a misdemeanour against persons or property made against a person holding
elected public office, a jUdge or prosecutor, a juror, an advocate, a legal professional officer or a public officer, a
member of the Gendarmerie or national police, customs, the penitentiary administration, or any other person holding
pUblic authority or discharging a public service mission, a fireman (whether professional or volunteer), the accredited
warden of a building or group of buildings or an agent carrying out on behalf of the tenant the duty of caring for or
watching an inhabited building in pursuance of articla L. 127.1 of the Code of Construction and Habitation, in the
exercise or on account of his functions or mission, when the capacity of the victim is known or apparent to the
perpetrator, is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,OOO. These provisions also apply to threats made
against the spouse, the ascendants and direcl descendants of these persons or against any other person who habitually
resides in their home, because of the duties carried out by these persons.
The threat 10 commit a felony or a misdemeanour against persons or property made against a person employed by
a public transport network or any other person carrying out e public service mission or against a health professional in
the exercise of his duties, where the stalus of the victim is apparent or known to the perpetrator, is subject to the same
penalties.
The penally is increased to five years' imprisonment and to a fine of €75,OOO where this is a death Ihreat or a threat
10 attack property in a manner involving danger to other persons.
The use of Ihreats, violence or the commission of any other intimidating act to obtain, from a person referred to
under the first or second paragraph or who holds' a public electoral mandate, either the performance or the abstention
from performance of any act pertaining to his office, duly or mandale, or facilitated by his office, duty or mandale, or the
misuse of his real or supposed authority with a view to obtaining distinctions, employments, contracts or any other
favourable decision from a public authority or administration, is punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of
€150,OOO,
SECTION III
PURLOINING AND MISAPPROPRIATING PROPERTY FROM A PUBLIC

Article 433--4

DEPOSIT
ARTICLE 433-4
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The destruction, misappropriation or purloining of a document or security, of privato or public funds. of papers,
documents or securities representing such funds, or or any olher object handed over to a person holding public authority
or discharging a pubtic service mission, or to a public accountant, to a public depositary, or to one of his subordinates,
by reason of his office or duty, is punished by seven years' imprison men I and a fine of €100,OOO.
Attempt to commit the misdemeanour under the previous paragraph is SUbject to the same penalties.
SECTION IV
CONTEMPT

Articles 433-5 to
433-5-1

ARTICLE 433-5
(Act no. 96-647 of 22 July 1996 Article 19 Official Journal 23 July 1996)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
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(Act no. 2002-1138 of 9 September 2002 Arlicle 45 Official Joumal of 10 September 2002)
Contempt is punished by a fine of E7,500. It consisls of words, gestures or threats, written documents or pictures of
any type not released to the pUblic, or the sending of any erticle eddressed to a person discharging a public service
mission, acting in the discharge or on the occasion of his office, and liable to undermine his dignity or the respect owed
10 the office Ihat he holds,
When il is addressed 10 a person holding public authorily, contempt is punished by six months' imprisonment and a
fine of €7,500.
When it is addressed to a person dl'scharging a public service mission and the offence is committed inside a scnoal
or an educational establishment, or in tne surroundings of such an establishment al a time when the pupils are arriving
or leaving Ihe premises, contempt is punished by six months' imprisonment and by a fine for E7,500.
When committed during a meeling, contempt under the first paragraph is punished by six months' imprisonment and
a fine of €7,500, and Ihe contempt set out in tl1e second paragraph is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of
E15,OOO.
ARTICLE 433-5-1
(Inser1ed by Act no. 2003-239 of 18 March 2003. Ar1, 113 Official Journal of 19 MarCh 2003)
The act of publiciy insulting the national anthem or tricolour flag at a
demonstration organised or regulated by Ille public authorities is punished
bya fine ofE7,500.
Wnere it is committed as a group action, Ille insult is punislled by six
months' imprisonment and a fine ofE7,500.
SECTION V
OF OBSTRUCTION

Articles 433-6

to 433·10

ARTICLE 433-6
Obstruction consists of opposing violent resistance to a person 1l01ding public authority or discllarging a public
service mission acting in lne discllarge of his office for the enforcement of laws, orders from a pUblic autllority, judicial
decisions or warrants.
ARTICLE 433·7
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Ar1icle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Obstruction is punished by six months' imprisonment and a fine of €7,500.
Obstruction committed as a group action is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of €15,OOO.
ARTICLE 433-6
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Ar1icle 3 Official Joumal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Armed Obstruction is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of €45,OOO,
Armed obstruction committed as a group action is punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of E100,OOO.
ARTICLE 433-9
Notwithstanding articles 132~2 to 132-5, where the person guilty of obstruction is imprisoned, tile penalties imposed
for the misdemeanour of obstruction are consecutive 10, and may not run concurrenlly with, any currently being served
by the person concemed, or imposed for a connected offence for which he is detained.
ARTICLE 433-10
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicie 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Direct incitement to obstruction, whether demonstrated by shouting or public speeches, or by the circulation or
display or communication in any olher way of writings, or by wards or pictures, is punished by a fine or £7,500.
When the misdemeanour under the preVious paragraph is committed through Ihe press or by broadcasting, the
specifiC legal provisions governing tllose matters are applicable to define the persons who are responsible.
SECTION VI
OBSTRUCTION TO THE EXECUTION OF PUBLIC WORKS

Article 433-11

ARTICLE 433-11
(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Ar1icle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Obstructing, by acts of violence, ltle execution of public works or works of public utility is punished by one year's
imprisonmenf and a fine of E15,OOO.
SECTIONVll
USURPATION OF OFFICE

Articles 433-12 to
433-13

ARTICLE 433-12
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(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Any person acting without authority who interferes in the discharge of a public service by performing an act reserved
for the holder of this office is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of €45,OOO.
ARTICLE 433-13

(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 Seprember 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
A penalty of one year's imprisonment and a fine of €15,DDD is incurred by any person who:
1° exercises an activity in conditions liable to create in the mind of the public a confusion with the discharge of a
public service or an activity reserved to legal professional officers or public officers;
2° uses papers or written documents presenting a similarity to judicial or extra-judiciel documents or a similarity to
administrative documents, liable to cause misapprehension in the mind of the public,
SECTION VIII
OF USURPATION OF INSIGNIA RESERVED TO A PUBLIC AUTHORITY Articles 433-14 to
433-16
ARTICLE 433-14

(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Artide 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
A penalty of one year's imprisonmenl and a fine of€15,OOO is incurred by any person who publicly and unlawfully:
1 0 wears a costume, uniform or decoration regUlated by public authority;
2° uses a document establishing an official capacity or an insignia regulated by public authority;
3° uses a vehicle displaying outwardly visible insignias identical to those used by Ihe national police or army,
ARTICLE 433-15

(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journat of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Wearing a costume or uniform in pUblic, using a vehicle, or using an insignia or a document which bear a
resemblance 10 costumes, uniforms, vehicles, insignia badges or distinctive documents reserved for the national police
or army, and thus is liable to mislead the public, is punished by six mor;(hs' imprisonment and a fine of€7,50D.
ARTICLE 433·16

(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The offences defined by articles 433-14 and 433-15 are punished by three years' imprisonmenl and a fine of
€45,OOO where their object is to prepare or facilitate the commission of a felony or a misdemeanour.
SECTION IX
OF USURPATION OF TITLES

Article 433-17

ARTICLE 433-17
The unlawful use of a tille attached to a profession regulated by public authority or of an official certificate or
capacity of which the conditions of attribution are fixed by public authority is punished by one year's imprisonment and a
fine of €15,OOO.
SECTION X
THE UNLAWFUL USE OF A POSITION

Article 433-18

A.RTICLE 433-18

(Oniinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 In force 1 January
2002)
A penally of sentence of siX months' imprisonment and a line of €7,500 is incurred by the founder or the lawfUl or de
facto manager of a profit-making enterprise, Who inscribes or causes to appear in an advef'lisement made for the
enterprise that he manages or intends to creale:
1" the name, with indication of his capacity, of a member or a former member of the Government, the Parliament,
the European Parliament, the deliberating body of a local assembty, the Constitutional Council, the Conseil d'Etat, the
Social and Economic Council, the High Council (or the judiciary, the Cour de cassation, the Court or PubUc Auditors, the
Institute of France, the executive board of the Bank of France or of a collegiate body having the duly to supervise or to
give advice;
2° the name, with indication of his capacity, of a jUdge or prosecutor or former judge or prosecutor, of a civil servant
or former civil servant, or of a legal professional officer or a public officer;
3° the name of a person with the indication of any decoration, regula1ed by the public authority, awarded to him,
A banker or salesman who uses the advertising referred to under the previous paragraph is subject to the same
penalties.
SECTION XI
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OFFENCES AGAINST THE CIVIL STATUS OF PERSONS

Articles 433-19 to
433-21-1

ARTICLE 433-19
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Sep/ember 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in fDrce 1 January
2002)
A penalty of six months' imprisonment and a fine of €7,500 is incurred by:
1° using a name or part of a name other than that assigned by civil status;
2" changing, altering or modifying a name or part of a name assigned by civil status;
in an authentic or public dDcument or in an administrative document drafted for public authority, other than where
regulations in force permit the drafting of such documents under an assumed civil status.
ARTICLE 433·20
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
A person bDund by marriage WhD cDntracts another marriage befDre the dissolution of the existing marriage is
punished by Dne year's imprisDnment and a fine Df €45,OOO,
The same penalties apply to any public officer who solemnises lhe marriage having knowledge Df the existence of
the previous maniage.
ARTICLE 433·21
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Any minister of religiDn WhD habitually conducls religious ceremonies of marriages withDUt being presented
beforehand with the marriage certificate received by officials responsible for civil status is punished by six mDnths'
imprisonment and a fine D1£7,500.
ARTiCLE 433·21·1
(Act no. 92-1336 of 16 December 1992 Article 366 and 373 Official Journal of 23 December 1992 in force 1 March 1994)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 Df 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Any person conducting a funeral in a manner cDntrary to the wishes Df the deceased or to a judicial decisiDn, this
being a wish or decision of which he is aware, is punished by six months' imprisDnment and a fine of €7,500.
SECTION XII
ADDITIONAL PENALTIES APPLICABLE TO NATURAL PERSONS AND
LIABILITY OF LEGAL PERSONS

Articles 433-22 to
433-25

ARTICLE 433·22
Natural persons convicted of any of the offences provided for under the presenl Chapter also incur the following
additional penalties:
_
1 0 forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the conditions sel out under article 131-26:
2° prohibition to hold public office or to undertake the social or professional activity in the course of which or on the
occasion of the performance of which the offence was committed, for a maximum period of five yeers;
3" the public display or dissemination of the decision, pursuant 10 the conditions set out under article 131-35.
ARTICLE 433·23
In the cases referred to under articles 433-1, 433-2 and 433-4, the confiscation of the funds or articles unlawfully
received by the offender may also be imposed. with lhe exception of articles subject to restitution.
ARTICLE 433-24
Natural persons convicted of any of the offences provided for under article 433-8 also incur the following additional
penalties:
1 prohibition to hold or carry a weapon requiring a licence, for a maximum period of five years;
20- confiscation of one or more weaporJs which belonged to the convicted person or which are freely available to
him.
0

ARTiCLE 433-25
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences referred to under Sections 1, 6, 7, 9 and 10, pursuarJt to
the Conditions set oul under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1" a fine, pursuant to tl1e conditions set out under article 131-38;
2" for a maximum period of five years, the penalties referred to under points 2", 3",4", 5°, 6" and 7" of article
131-39;
3" cOrJfiscation provided for by article 131-21;
4" the public display or dissemination of the decision, pursuant to the conditions set oul under article 131-35.
The prohibition referred to under 2" or Article 131·39 applies to the activity in the course of which or on the occasion
of the perlormance of which the offence was committed.
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CHAPTER IV
PERVERTING THE COURSE OF JUSTICE
SECTION I
OBSTRUCTING THE INTERVENTION OF JUSTICE

Articles 434-1 to 434-47
Articles

434~1

to 434-7

ARTiCLE 434·1
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in furce 1 January
2002)
Any person who, having knowledge of a felony the consequences of which it is still possible to prevent or limit, or
the perpelrators of which are liable to commit new felonies that could be prevented, omits to inform the administrative or
judicial authorlties, is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of €45,000,
E)(cep! where felonies committed against minors under ~fteen years of age are concemed, the following are
exempted from the provisions above:
1" the relatives in a direct line and their spouses, and lhe brothers and sisters and their spouses, of lhe perpetrator
or accomplice to the felony;
2° tile spouse of Ihe offender or accomplice te the felony, or Ihe person who openly cohabits with him.
A!so exempted from the provisions of the first paragraph are persons bound by an Obligation of secrecy pursuant to
the cond~,ions laid down under article 226-13.
ARTICLE 434-2
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Where the felony referred 10 under the first paragraph of article 434-1 consists of a violation of a fundamental
interest of the nation as defined by title I of the present Book or an act of terrorism referred to under title II of the present
Book, the penalty is increased to five years' imprisonment and to a fine of€75,000.
ARTICLE 434-3
(Act no. 98-468 of 17th June 1998 Article 15 Official Joumal18 June 1998; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Article 3 Official Jouma{ of 22 September 2000 in furce 1 January 2002)
Any person who, having knowledge of matlreatment, deprivations, or sexual assaults inflicled upon a minor under
fifteen years of age or upon a person inca.pable of self-proteclion by reason of age, sickness, infirmity, psychical or
psychological disability or pregnancy, omits to report this to the administrative or judicial authorities is punished by three
years' imprisor,ment and a fine of£45,000.
Except where the law otherwise provides, persons bound by an obligation of secrecy pursuant to the condilions set
out under article 226-13 are exempled from the above provisions.
ARTICLE 434-4
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Septembar 2000 Article 3 Official Journal Df 22 september 2000 in force 1 January
2002J
Where it is done in order to obstruct the discovery of the truth, a penalty of three years' imprisonment and a fine of
£45,000 applies to:
l' modifying the scene of a felony or a misdemeanour either by the alteration, falsification or obliteration of dues or
evidence, or by bringing, removing or suppressing any given article;
2' destroying, purloining, concealing or altering a private or pub',(c document or an article liable to facilitate the
discovery of a felony or a misdemeanour, the search for evidence or the conviction of the guirty party.
Where the acts provided for under the present article are committed by a person who, because of his posilion, is
called to taka part in the discovery of the trulh, the penalty is increased to five years' imprisonment and to a fine of
£15,000.
ARTICLE 434-5
(Ordinance no. 2000·916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in furce 1 January
2002)
Any threat or any other intimidation made against any person with a view to persuading the viclim of a .felony or a
misdemeanour not to file a complaint or to retract is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of£45,000.
ARTICLE 434-8
(Act no. 96-647 of 22nd July 1996 Article 7 OfficIal Journal 23 July 1996; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000
Artide 3 Official Journal of 22 Septembar 2000 in forca 1 January 2002)
Providing the perpetrator or accomplice to a felony or an act of terrorism punished by at leas1 ten years'
imprisonment with accommodation, a hiding-place, funds, Ihe meanS of existence or any other means of evading
searches or arrest, is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of €45,CQO. The penalty is increased 10 five
years' 'Imprisonment and a fine of€75,OOO where the offence is committed habitually.
Exempted from the above provisions are:
l ' the relatives in a direcl line and their spouses, and the brothers and sisters and their spouses, of the perpetrator
or accomplice to tl',e felony or terrorist offence;
2" the spouse of the perpetrator or accomplice 10 the felony or act of terrorism, or the person who openly cohabits
with him.
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ARTICLE 434-7
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The concealment or hiding of the dead body of a victim of a homicide or of a person who has died as a result of acts
of violence is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,000.
SECTION II
OBSTRUCTING THE COURSE OF JUSTICE

Articles 434-7-1 to
434-23

ARTICLE 434-7-1
(Act no. 92-1336 of 16 December 1992 Articles 213, 367 and 373 Official Journal of 23 December 1992 In force 1 March
1994)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The refusal by a judge or other member of a court or administrative authority to render justice after being required to
do so and which continues despite a warning or injunction from his superiors, is punished by a fine of €7,500 and
prohibition to hold a pUblic position for a period of five to twenty years.
ARTiCLE 434·7-2
(Inserted by Act no. 2004-204 of9 March 2004 article 13 Official Joumal of 10 March 2004)
Without prejudice to the rights of the defence, any person who by reason of his office, has knowledge, in
accordance with the provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure, of information that has come oul of an enquiry or an
investigation that is being carried out into a felony or a misdemeanour, and who directly or indirectly reveals this
information to persons who may be implicated in tile commission of these offences, either as perpetrators, accomplices
or receivers of stolen goods, in circumstances where this revelation is liable to impede the course of the investigation or
the discovery of the truth, is punished by five years' imprisonment and by a fine of€75,000.
ARTiCLE 434-8
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Any threat or any intimidation directed against a jUdge or prosecutor, a juror or any other member of a court, an
arbitrator, an interpreter, an expert or the lawyer of a party, with a view 10 influencing his behaviour in the discharge of
his office, is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of €45,000.
ARTiCLE 434-9
(AcI no. 2000-595 of 30 June 2000 Article 1 Official Journal 1 JUly 2000)
The direct or indirect request or unlawful acceptance of offers, promises, donations, gifts or advantages, at any
time, by a judge or prosecutor, a juror or any other member of court of law, an arbitrator or an expert appointed either by
a court or by the parties, or by a person appointed by a judicial authority to carry out conciliation or mediation, in relurn
for performing or abstaining from performing an act of his office, is punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of
€150,000.
Yielding to the solicitations of a person described in the previous paragraph, or 10 a proposal of any offer, promise,
donation, gift or reward with a view 10 oblaining from such a person the performance or non-performance of an act
pertaining to his office at any lime, is subjecl to the same penalties.
Where the offence referred \0 under the firsl paragraph is committed by a judge or prosecutor in favour or against a
person who is being criminally prosecuted, the penalty is increased to fifteen years' criminal imprisonment and a fine of
€225,000.
ARTrCloE434·10
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2003-495 of 12 June 2003 art. 3 I Official Journal of 13 June 2003)
The driver of a terrestrial vehicle, or a river or sea~going craft who, knowing that he has just caused or brought
about an accident, fails 10 slop and thereby attempts to evade any civil or criminal Iiabilfly that he may have incurred, is
punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,000.
Where articles 221-6 and 222-19 are applicable, the penallies appiicable under those articles are doubled, except in
cases provided for by articles 221-6-1, 222-19~1 and 222-20-1.
ARTICLE 434-11
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Any person who, having evidence thai a person provisionally detained or senlenced for a felony or misdemeanour is
innocent, wilfully abstains from presenting tile evidence before the administrative or jUdicial aulhorities is punished by
three years' imprisonment and a fine
€45,000.
However, any person who is late in brif1ging his testimony but does so spontaneously is exempt from penalty.
Also exempted from the provisions of the first paragraph are:
l' the perpetrator or accomplice to the offence that led to the prosecution, their direct relatives and their spouses,

or
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their brothers and sisters and their spouses;
2" the spouse of the perpetrator or the accomplice to the offence that led to the prosecution, or any person who
openly cohabits with him.
Also exempted from the provisions of the first paragraph are persons bound by an obligalion of secrecy under the
conditions specified by article 226-13.
ARTICLE 434-12
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 o( 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
A person who, having Publicly declared that he knows the perpetrators of felony or a misdemeanour, refuses to
reply to questions put to him in this respect by a judge is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of €15,000.
ARTiCLE 434-13
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 OfflCisl JournsJ o( 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
False testimony made under oath before any court of law or before a judicial police officer acting in the exercise of a
rogatory commission is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,OOO.
However, the false witness is exempt from penalty where I',e retracts his testimony spontaneously before the
decision terminating the procedure has been made by the judicial investigating authority or the court of trial.
ARTICLE 434-14
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
False Lestimony is punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of €100,000:
1" where it is procured by the handing over of a gift or a reward;
2° where the person against whom or in favour of whom the false testimony wss committed is liable to a penalty
applicable to a felony.
ARTICLE 434-15
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 Jenuery
2002)
The use of promises, offers, presents, pressures, threats, acts of violence, manoeuvres or tricks in the course of
proceedings or in respect of a claim or defence in court to persuade others to make or deliver a statement, declaration
or false affidavit, or to abstain from making a statement, declaration or affidavit, is punished by three years'
imprisonment and a fine of €45,OOO, even where the subornation of perjury was ineffective,
ARTICLE 434-15-1
(Act no. 2000-516 of 15 June 2000 Arlicle 32 Official Journal 16 June 2000 in force 1 Janusry 2001)
(Act no. 2000-1354 of 30 December 2000 Article 11 Official Journal of 31 December 2000)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 o( 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 Januery
2002)
(Act no. 2002-11380(9 September 2002 Arlicle 39 Official Journal of 10 September 2002)
Any person, summoned by an invesligating judge or a judicial police officer acting in the exercise of a rogatory
commission in order to be heard as a witness, who refuses to appear, to take the oath or to make a deposition without
justification or excuse, is punisned by a fine of €3,750.
ARTICLE 434-15-2
(Inserted by Act no. 2001-1062 of 15 November 2001 Arlicle 3116 November 2001)
A penalty of three years' imprisonment and a fine of €45,OOO are incurred by anyone who, having the key to
decipher an encrypted message which may have been used to prepare, facilitate or commit a felony or a
misdemeanour, refuses to disclose that key to the judicial authorities or to operate it following instructions issued by the
judicial authorities under of title 'I and III of Book I of the Code of Crimina! Procedure.
Where ~he refusal was made where the disclosure of the key or fts operation would have prevented the commission
of a felony or a misdemeanour or would have limited its consequences, he penally is increased to five years'
imprisonment and a fine of€75,000.
ARTICLE 434-16
The plJblication, prior to the pronouncement of the final Judicial decision, of commentaries by pressure to influence
the statements of witnesses or tl1e decision of the judicial investigating authority or trial court is punished by six months'
imprisonment and a fine of €7,500.
When the offence is committed through the press or by broadcasting, the specific legal provisions goveming these
matters are applicable to define the persons who are responsible.
ARTICLE 434-17
Perjury in civil matters is punished by Lhree year5' imprisonment and a fine of€45,OOO.
ARTICLE 434-18
The misrepresentation of the substance of the translated words or documents committed in any matter by an
interpreter is punished in eccordance wilh the distinctions referred to in articles 434-13 and 434-14 by five years'
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imprisonment and a fine of U5,000 or by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of £100,000.
ARTICLE 434-19
The subornation of an interpreter is punished in accordance with the conditions seL out under Article 434-15.
ARTICLE 434-20
(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 Saptamber 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The falsification of any data or findings by a jUdicial expert in his written or oral presentation is punished, in
accordance with the distinctions set out under articles 434-13 and 434-14, by five years' imprisonment and a fine of
U5,000 or by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of £100,000.
ARTICLE 434-21
The subornation an expert is punished pursuant to the conditions laid down under article 434-15.
ARTICLE 434-22
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 Septembar 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The breaking of seals affixed by the pUblic authority is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of £30.000.
Attempt to break the seals is subject to the same penalties.
The same penalties apply to any misappropriation of articles placed under seals or under judicial safekeeping.
ARTICLE 434-23
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 Sap/amber 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Assuming the name of another person in circumstances that lead or could have led to the initiation of a criminal
prosecution against such a person is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,OOO.
Notwithstanding the provisions of articles 132-2 to 132-5, sentences imposed for this misdemeanour are cumulated.
and may not run concurrently with any imposed for the offence in the context of which the nama was usurped.
The penalties set out under the first paragraph apply to a false statement in respect of the civil status of a person
which has led or could have led to the initiation of a criminal prosecution against another person.
SECTION III
OFFENCES AGAINST THE AUTHORITY OF JUSTICE

Articles 434-24 to
434-43

Paragraph 1
Violation of the respect due

to justice

Articles 434-24 to
434-26

ARTICLE 434-24
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Septamber 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Abuse by words, gestures or threats. written documents or pictures of any type not pUblicly available, or the sending
or any article to a judge or prosecutor, a juror or any other member of a court acting in the course of or on the occasion
of the discharge of his office and liable to undermine hiS dignity or the respect owed 10 the office which he holds is
punished by one year'S imprisonment and a fine of £15,000.
If the abuse occurs al a hearing by a court, tribunal or any jUdicial forum, the penalty is increased to two years'
imprisonment and 10 a fine of €30,DDO.
ARTICLE 434·25
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Joumal of 22 Seplember 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The attempt to publicly discredit a court's act or decision by actions, words, documents or pictures of any type, in
circumstances /Iable to undermine the authority of justice or its independence, is punished by six months' imprisonment
and a fine of €l,500.
The provisions of the previous paragraph are not applicable to technical commentaries or Lo acts, words, documents
or pictures of any type oriented towards the amendment, cassation or revision of a decision.
When the offence is committed through the press or by broadcasting, the specific legal provisions goveming those
matters are applicable to define the persons who are responsible,
Criminal proceedings are time barred after three months from the day on which the offence defined by the present
article was committed, if in the meantime no act of investigation or prosecution has taken place.
ARTICLE 434-26
(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
A false complaint made to a judicial or administrative authorily detailing the facts of a felony or a misdemeanour
which causes the jUdicial authorities to make needless enquiries is punished by six months' imprisonment and a fine of

€l,SOO,
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Paragraph 2
Escape

Articles 434-27 to
434-37

ARTICLE 434-27
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2004-204 of9 March 2004 articie 1941 Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Punishable escape occurs when a person who is detained absconds from custody.
Escape is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of €4S,OOO.
Where this escape is carried out through violence, breaking out, or corruption, even if this was committed by a third
party acting in conjunction wi1h the detainee, the penalties are increased to five years' imprisonment and to a fine of
€7S,OOO.
ARTICLE 434-28
For the purpose of the present paragraph, a person is considered as being detained:
1" who is in police cuslody;
2 who is about to be or is being brought before a jUdicial authority at the end of police custody or pursuant to a
bench warrant:
3" who nas been served a detention warrant or of arrest warrant which remains in force;
4" who is serving a custodial sentence or.....no has been arrested to serve lhat sentence;
S" who is placed in custody pending extradition.
0

ARTICLE 434-29
(Act no. 92-1336 of 16 December 1992 Article 368 and 373 Official Journal of 23 December 1992 in force 1 March 1994)
(Act no. 97-1159 of 19 December 1997 Article 1 Officlai Joumal31 December 97)
An escape is subject to the same penalties where:
1 a detainee placed in a hospital or health institution absconds from the supervision to which he is sUbjected;
2" a convicted person evades the control to which he is sUbjected whilst posted to a non-custodial assignment, or
under electronic supervision, or whilst enjoying partial or temporary leave;
3" a convicted person fails to return to the penitentiary institution at 1he end of an order suspending or dividing a
senlence of imprisonment, of a non-custodial assignment, semi-detention or temporary leave;
4 a convicted person placed under electronic supervision neutralises by any means the apparatus permitting the
detection from a distance of either his presence in or his absence from any premises designated by the penalty
enforcement judge.
0

0

ARTICLE 434-30
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
(Acf no. 2004-2040(9 March 2004 artide 6 XII, article 194 fI Official Joumal of 10 March 2004)
The offences defined by article 434-27 and 1" of article 434-29 are punished by seven years' imprisonmen1 and a
fine of €1 00,000 where they are committed using the threat of a weapon or an explosive, incendiary or toxic substance.
The penalties are increased to ten years' imprisonment and to a fine of€150,000 where use was made of a weapon
or an explosive, incendiary or toxic substance or where the offences were carried out by an organised gang, whether or
not the members of this gang were detainees.
ARTICLE 434-31
Notwithstanding the provisions of articles 132-2 to 132~S, the penalties imposed for lne misdemeanour of escape
are cumulative, and may not run concurrently with those that the escapee was serving or lhose imposed for the offence
for which was detained.
ARTICLE 434-32
A penalty of lhree years' imprisonmenl and a fine of €45,000 is incurred by any person who procures a detained
person with any means of absconding from the cuslody he was subjected to is punished by a sentence.
If the support so given was accompanied by acts of violence, a break-out or corruption, the offence is puniShed by
five years' imprisonment and a fine of€75,000.
If the support consists of the supply or use of a weapon or expfosive, incendiary or toxic substance the offence is
punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of €100,000,
ARTICLE 434-33
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 In force 1 January
2002)
A penalty of ten years' imprisonment and a fine of €1S0,000 is incurred by any person exercising the supervision of
a detainee who facilitates or prepares the escape of the detained person, even by deiiberate omission.
These provisions are also applicable to any person authorised by his position to enter a penitentiary institution or to
approach detained persons in whatever capacity.
In the cases set out under the present article, where the support provided consists of the supply or use of a weapon
or explosive, incendiary or toxic substance the offence is punished by fifteen years' Imprisonment and a fine of
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€225,000,
ARTICLE 434-34
The persons referred to under articles 434-32 and 434-33 may be jointly sentenced to pay any damages that the
victim is entitled to obtain from the detainee as a civil party in the prosecution for the offence for which latter was
detained.
ARTICLE 434-35
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Art. 3 Official Journai of 22 September 2000 in force on 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2003-239 of18 March 2003. Art. 73 I Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
A penalty of one year's imprisonment and a fine of €15,OOO is incurred by anyone who, in any place whatever,
delivers to a detained person or procures for or receives from him any money, correspondence, articles or substances
other than those permitted by regulations, or who communicates with a detainee in circumstances other than those
permitted by regulations.
The penalty is increased to three years' imprisonment and 10 a fine of €45,000 where the convicted person was
entrusted with the supervision of detained persons or where he was authorised by his position to enter a penitentiary
institution or to approach detainees in any capacity.
ARTICLE 434-35-1
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-239 of 1B March 2003. Art. 73 /I Official Journal of 19 March 2003)
To enter a prison institution or to climb ils perimeter fence without authorisation under the legislative or statutory
provisions, or the permission of the competent authorities, is punished by a year's imprisonment and by a fine or
€15,OOO.
ARTICLE 434-36
Attempt to commit the misdemeanours referred to under the present paragraph is subject to !he same penalties.
ARTICLE 434-37
Any person who has attempted to commit, either as a principal or as an accomplice, any of the offences set out
under the present paragraph is exempted from punishment if, having informed the judiciai authorities or the penitentiary
administration, he has enabled the escape to be prevented,
Paragraph 3
Other offences against the authority of criminal justice

Articles 438-3810
434-43

ARTICLE 438-38
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 Saptember 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The appearance in a prohibited place by any person subject to area banishment is punished by two years'
imprisonment and a fine of€30,OOO.
The same penalties apply to any person SUbject to area banishment who evades any supervision measures ordered
by a judge.
ARTICLE 434--39
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Where a judgment has ordered as a penalty the public display of the sentence, the suppression, concealing or
learing, in whole or in part, of the posters displayed is punished by six months' imprisonment and a fine of €7,500.
The judgment will order the renewed enforcement of the public display at the expense of the convicted person.
ARTICLE 434-40
Where a prohibition 10 undertake a social or professional activity referred to under articles 131-27 to 131-29 has
been ordered as a penalty, any breach of the prohibition is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,OOO.
ARTICLE 434-41
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Joumel of 22 Sep/ember 2000 in force on 1 January
2002)
(Act nO 2003-495 0(12 June 2003 art. 31 Official Journal of 13 June 2003)
A penalty of two years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,OOO applies to any breach by the convicted person of any
obligations or prohibitions arising from the suspension or cancellation of a driving licence, the prohibition to drive certain
motor vehicles, the prohibition to appear in certain places or to associate with certain persons, the obligation to complete
a course, the prohibition to hold or to carry a weapon, the withdrawal of a hunting licence, the prohibilion to draw
cheques or 10 use payment cards, the mandatory closure of premises or the disqualification from public tenders imposed
by application of articles 131-5-1, 131.6, 131-10, 131-14, 131-16 or 131-17.
The same penalty applies to the destruction, misappropriation or attempt to destroy or misappropriate a vehicle that
has been immobilised, or a vehicle, weapon or olher article confiscated by virtue of articles 131-6 131·10, 131-14 or
131-16.
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The same penalties also apply to the refusal, by a person receiving notification of a decision imposing on him, under
the eforementioned articles, the suspension or the cancellation of a driving licence, the withdrawal of a hunting licence
or the confis,.-ation of a vehicle, a weapon or any other article, \0 hand over the licences suspended, cancelled or
withdrawn or the article confiscated, 10 the representative of the authority enforcing the decision.
ARTfCLE 434-42
(Act no. 92-1336 of 16lh December 1992 Arliele 369 and 373 Official Journal of 23rd December 1992 in force 1st March
1994; Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Breach by the convicted person of the obligations derived from community service imposed whether as a principal
or an additional sentence is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of€30,000.
ARTICLE 434-43
(Act no. 2001·504 of12 June 2001 Article 17 Official Journal of13 June 2001; Ordinance no, 2000-916 of19 September
2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 In force 1 January 2002)
Where any of the penalties referred to under article 131-29 has been imposed upon a legal person, breach by a
natural person of the obligations arising from the sentence is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of
€30,000.
A natural person who takes part in the maintenance or reconstruction, overt or clandestine, of a legal person of
which the dissolution has been ordered in accordance with the provisions of 1" of article 131-9 is punished by three
years' imprisonment and a fine of€45,000.
Where the dissolution was ordered for an offence committed repeatedly, or for the offence referred to under the
previous paragraph, the penalty is increased to five years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,000.
SECTION IV
ADDITIONAL PENALTIES AND LIABILITY OF LEGAL PERSONS

Articles 434-44 to
434-47

ARTICLE 434-44
Natural perSons convicted of any of the offences provided for under articles 434-410434-8,434-11,434-13 to
434-15,434-17 to 434-23, 434-27, 434-29, 434·30, 434-32. 434-33, 434-35, 434-36 and 434-40 to 434-43 are also liable
\0 forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights pursuant to the condilions set out under article 131·26.
In the cases sel out under articles 434-16 and 434-25, the public display or dissemination of the decision
pronounced may also be ordered, pursuanl to the conditions set out in article 131-35.
In the cases referred to under article 434-33 and in the second paragraph of article 434~35, prohibition to hold public
office or to undertake the social or professional activity in the course of which or on the occasion of the performance of
which the offence was committed may also be ordered, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-27.
In all the cases sel out under the present Chapter, [he confiscation of the thing which was used or intended for the
commission of the offence is also applicable, with the exception of articles sUbjectto reslilulion.
ARTICLE 434-45
(Act no. 2003-495 of 12 June 2003 ar1. 3 I Official Journal of 13 June 2003)
Natural persons convicted of the offence referred to under article 434-10 are also liable 10 incur the suspension of
their driving licence for a maximum period of five years. This suspension may not be restricted 10 the driving of a vehicle
ou1side professional activities.
ARTICLE 434-46
Any alien convicted of any of the offences referred to under the second paragraph of article 434.9, under article
434-30, under the lasl paragraph of article 434-32 or article 434-33 may be banished from French territory either
permanently or for a maximum period of len years, pursuant to the condilions set out under article 131-30.
ARTICLE 434-47
(Acl no. 2001-504 of 12 June 2001 Article 18 Officia!Joumal 13 June 2001)
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences referred 10 under articles 434-39 and 434-43, pursuanl to
the conditions set aul under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1" a fine. pursuant to the conditions sel oul under article 131-38;
2" for a maximum period of five years, the penalties referred to under 2",3",4",5°.6" and r or article 131-39;
3" confiscalion set out by article 131-21;
4° the public display or dissemination of the decision. pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-35.
5" for the offences of the second and third paragraphs of article 434-43, Ihe penalty of dissolution referred to under
1" of article 131-39.
The prohibition referred 10 under 2' of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the course of which or on the occasion
of the performance of which [he offence was committed.
CHAPTER V
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OFFENCES AGAINST THE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES, MEMBER STATES OFTHE EUROPEAN UNION, OTHER FOREIGN

Articles 435-1 to 435-6

8TAlES AND PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS
SECTION I
PASSIVE CORRUPTION

Article 435-1

ARTICLE 435·1
(Act no. 200·595 of 30th June 2000 Arlicle 2 Official Journal 1 July 2000; Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 Ssp/ember
2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002)
For the implementation of the Convention on tile Fight against Corruption involving Officials of the European
Communities or Officials of Member States of the European Union signed at Brussels on the 26th May 1997, the
unjustified request or acceptance al any time, directly or indirectly, by a community civil servant or national civil servant
of another member Stale of the European Union or by a member of Ihe Commission of the European Community, Ihe
European Parliament, the Courl of Justice or the Court of Auditors of the European Communily of any offer, promise,
donation, gift or reward of any kind, to carry oul or abstain from carrying out an act of his office, mission or mandate, or
facilitated by his office, duty or mandate, is punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of €150,OOO,
SECTION II
ACTIVE CORRUPTION
SUBSECTION 1
ACTIVE CORRUPTION OF CIVil SERVANTS OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITY, CIVil SERVANTS OF MEMBER STATES OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,
MEMBERS OF THE INSTITUTIONS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

Articles 435-2 to 435-4
Article 435-2

ARTICLE 435-2
For the implementation of the Convention on the Fight against Corruption involving Officials of the European
Communities or Officials of Member States of the European Union signed al Brussels on the 26th May 1997, the
unlawful proffering, at any time, direclly or indireclly, of any offer, promise, gift, present or advantage of any kind to a
community civil servant or national civil servent of another Member Slate of the European Union or to a member of Il1e
Commission of the European Community, lhe European Parliament, Ihe Court of Justice or the Court of Auditors of the
European Community to carry out or abstain from carrying oul an act of his office, mission or mandale, or facilitated by
his office, duty or mandale, is punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of€150,OOO.
The same penalties apply 10 yielding 10 any person specified in the previous paragraph who unlawfully solicits, at
any time, directly or indirectly, any offer, promise. gift. present or advantage of any kind to carry out or abstain from
carrying out an act specified in the previolJs paragraph.
SUBSECTION 2
OF ACTIVE CORRUPTION BY PERSONS ACTING UNDER THE
AUTHORITY OF FOREIGN STATES OTHER THAN THE MEMBER STATES OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION AND PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS OTHER THAN THE

Articles 435-3 to 435-4

INSTITUTIONS OF TH
ARTICLE 435·3
(Act no. 200-595 of 30th June 2000 ArtiCle 2 Official Journal 1 July 2000; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002)
For the implementation of Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Pubiic Officials in International Business
Transactions signed in Paris the 17th December 1997, the unlawful proffering, a1 any time, directly or indirectly, of any
offer, promise, gift, present or adllantage of any kind to a person holding public office or discharging a public service
mission, or an electoral mandate in a foreign State, or within a public international organisation, to carry out or abstain
from carrying out an act of his function, duty or mandale or facilitated by his function, dUty or mandate, with a view to
obtaining or keeping a markel or other improper adllantage in international commerce is punished by ten years'
imprisonment and a fine of€150,OOO.
The same penalties apply [0 yielding to any person specified in the previous paragraph who unlawfully solicits, at
any time, directly or indirecUy, any offer, promise, gift, present or advantage of any kind to carry out or abstain from
carrying out an acl specified in the previous paragraph.
Prosecution of the misdemeanours referred to under the present article may only be initiated on the orders of the
public proseculor.
ARTICLE 435-4
(Act no. 200-595 of 30th Juna 2000 Article 2 Official Joumal1 July 2000; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002)
For the implemenlation of Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in In[ernational Business
Transactions signed in Paris the 17 December 1997, the unlawful proffering, at any lime, directly or indirectly, of any
offer, promise, gift, present or advantage of any kind to obtain from any judge or prosecutor, juror or any other person
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holding judicial office, arbitrator or expert (whether nominated by the court or by the parties) or a person entrusted by
judicial authority with a duty of conciliation or mediation, in a foreign State or within a pUblic international organisation, to
carry out an act or abstain from carrying out an act of his office, duty or mandate or facilitated by his office, duty or
mandate, with a view to obtaining or keeping any market or olher unjustified advantage in international commerce is
punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of €150,OOO.
The same penal lies apply to yielding to any person specified in the previous paragraph who unlawfully solicits, at
any time, directly or indirectly, any offer, promise, gift, present or advantage of any kind to carry oul or abstain from
carrying out an act specified in the previous paragraph.
Prosecution of the misdemeanours referred to under the present article may only be initiated on the orders of (he
public prosecutor.
SECTION III
ADDITIONAL PENALTIES AND LIABILITY OF LEGAL PERSONS

Articles 435-5 to 435-6

ARTICLE 435-5
(Act no. 200-595 of 30th June 2000 Article 2 Official JOurna{ 1 July 2000)
Legal persons convicted of any of the offences set out under the presenl Chapter incur the following additional
penalties;
1" forfeitL're or civic, civil and family rights in accordance with the conditions laid down under article 131·26;
2" prohibition to hold, for a maximum period of five years, a public office or to undertake the professional or social
activity in the course of which or on the ocx:asion of the perfomlance of which the offences was committed;
3" public display or dissemination ofthe decision in accordance with the conditions sel out under article 131-35;
4" confiscation, in accordance with the conditions laid down under article 131-21, of the object which was used or
intended to commit the offence or the object which is the product of it, except for articles liable to restltution.
Banishment from French territory, either pemlanent or for a period of up to ten years, may be imposed under
conditions set out in article 131-30, may additionally be imposed on any foreigner who is gUilty of one of the offences
mentioned in the first paragraph.
ARTICLE 435-6
(Act no. 200-595 of 30th June 2000 Article 2 Official Jouma/1 July 2000)
Legal persons may incur criminal liability pursuant to the conditions set oul under article 121-2 for the offences set
out under articles 435-2, 435-3 and 435-4.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1° a fine, in the manner prescribed to under article 131-38;
2° for a maximum period of five years:
- prohibition (0 undertake directly or indirectly lhe professional or social activity in which or on the occasion of which
the offence was committed;
- placement under judicial supervision;
- closure of the establishment or one of the establishments of the enlerprise which was used to commrt the offence;
- disqualification from public tenders;
- prohibition to draw cheques, except those allowing the withdrawal of funds by the drawer from the drawee or
certified cheques, or to use payment cards:
3~ confiscation. in accordance with the conditions laid down under article 131-21, Of the thing which was used or
intended for Ihe commission of the offence, or of the thing which is the product of it, except for articles liable 10
restitution:
4' The public display or dissemination of the decision, in accordance with the condllions set out under article
131-35,
CHAPTER VI
TAKING PART IN MERCENARY ACTIVITY

Articles 436-1 to 436-5

ARTICLE 436-1
(Inserted by Acl no. 2003-340 of 14 April 2003, Art 1 Official Journal of 15 April 2003)
The following are punished by five years' imprisonment and by a fine of €75.000·
10 For any person who has been specially recruited to participate in an armed conflict, and who is neither a citizen
of a State involved in the aforesaid conflict. nor a member of the amled forces of the State, and has not been sent on a
mission by another State not involved in the conflict as a member of the armed forces of this Slate, to directly participate
or to attempt to directly participate in the hostiliUes, with a view 10 obtaining personal advantage or remuneration
considerably in excess of what is paid Or promised to the combatants of the same rank and with the same duties in the
amled forces fighting on the same side;
20 For any person who has been specially recruited to take part in a concerted Violent act designed to overthrow
institutions or 10 at1ack the territorial integrity of a State, and who is not a citizen of the State against which the attack; is
planned, nor a member of the aforesaid State's armed forces, and who has not been senl on such a mission by another
State, to lake part in such an act with a view to obtaining a personal advantage or a significant payment.
ARTICLE 436-2
(Inserted by Act no, 2003-340 of 14 April 2003. Art. 1 Officiai Journal of 15 April 2003)
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Directing or setting up an organisation for the purpose of recruiting, employing, financing, equipping or providing
military training for a person described in article 436-1 is punished by seven years' imprisonment and by a fine of
€100,OOO,
ARTICLE 436·3
(Inserted by Act no, 2003-340 of 14 April 2003. Art. 1 Official Journal of 15 Apdl 2003)
Where the acts detailed in the present chapter are committed abroad by a French citizen or someone who generally
resides in French territory, French law applies notwithstanding the second paragraph of article 113-6, and the provisions
of the second sentence of article 113-.8 do not apply.
ARTiCLE 436-4
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-340 of 14 Apdl 2003. Art. 1 OffICial Journal of 15 April 2003)
NaltJral persons convicted of the offences set out in the present chapter also incur the following additional penalties:
1" prohibition of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131·26;
2" full or partial dissemination of the decision pronounced or of a communique informing the public of the grounds
for this pronouncement in accordance with the conditions set out under article 131-35;
3" area banishment, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-31.
ARTICLE 436-5
(Inserted by Act no. 2003-340 of 14 April 2003. Art. 1 Official Journal of 15 Apri/2003)
Legal persons may incur criminal liability, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 121-2, for the offence
outlined in article 436-2.
The penalties applicable to legal persons are:
1" a fine, pursuant to the conditions sel out under article 131-38;
2° the penalties enumeraled under article 131-39.
The prohibition determined under 2" of article 131·39 applies to the activity in the exercise of which or on the
occasion of the exercise of which tha offence was committed.
TITLE IV
UNDERMINING PUBLIC TRUST
CHAPTER I
FORGERY

Articles 441·' 10445-4
Articles 441-1 to 441·12

ARTICLE 441-1
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Miele 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Forgery consists of any fraudulent alteration of the truth liable to cause harm and made by any means In a
document or other medium of expression of which the object is, or effect may be. to provide evidence of a right or of a
situation carrying legal consequences_
Forgery and the use of forgeries is punished by three years' imprisonment and a fine of €4S,OOO.
ARTICLE 441-2
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Miele 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Forgery committed in a document delivered by a public body for the purpose of establishing a righi, an identity or a
capacity, or to grant an authorisation is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of US,OOO.
The use of a forgery specified in the previous paragraph is subject to the same penalties.
The penalty is increased to seven years' imprisonment and 10 a fine of €100,OOO where the forgery or the use or Ihe
forgery is committed:
1" by a person holding public authority or discharging a public service mission acting in the exercise of his office;
2" habitually;
3" or with the intent to facilitate the commission of a felony or to gain impunity for the perpetrator.
ARTICLE 441-3
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Artide 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The dishonest possession of any of the forged documents defined by article 441-2 is punished by two years'
imprisonment and a fine of€30,OOO.
The penalty is increased to five years' imprisonment and to a fine of €7S,OOO where more than one forged
documents ere unlawfully possessed.
ARTICLE 441-4
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Ar/de 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Forgery in an authentic or public document or a record prescribed by a public authority is punished by ten years'
imprisonment and a fine of €150,000.
The use of a forgery as described in the previous paragraph 'IS subject lo the same penalties.
The penalty is increased to fifteen years' criminal imprisonment and to a fine of €225,000 where the forgery or the
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use of forgery was c:ommitted by a person holding public authority or to discharge a public service mission whilst acting
in the exercise of his office or mission.
ARTICLE 441-5
(Ordinance no. 2000-915 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Unlawfully procuring for another person a document delivered by a public body for the purpOSe of establishing a
fight an identity or capacity, or the grant of an authorisation is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of
€75,000.
The penalty is increased to seven years' imprisonment and to a fine of £100,000 where the offence is committed:
l' by a person holding public authority or to discharge a public service mission whilst acbng in the exercise of his
office;
2' habitually;
3° or with the intent to facilitate the commission of a felony or to gain impunity for the perpetrator.
ARTICLE 441-6
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Unlawfully obtaining from a public administration or from an institution discharging a public service mission, by any
fraudulent means, any document intended to establish a right, an identity or a capacity, or to grant an authorisation is
punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of £30,000.
The same penalties appiy to the submission of a false statement so as to obtain from a public administration or from
an institution discharging a public service mission an allowance, a cash payment or benefit that is not dua.
ARTICLE 441-7
Except as otherwise provided in the present Chapter, a penalty of one years imprisonment and a fine of £15,000 is
incurred by:
1° drafting an attestation or certificate stating materially inaccurate facts;
2° forging an attestation or certificate which was originally genuine;
3° using an inaccurate or forged written attestation or certificate;
The penalty is increased to three years' imprisonment and a fine of €45,000 where the offence was committed with
a view to prejudice Ihe Public Treasury or the estate of another person.
ARTICLE 441-8
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
A penalty of two years' imprisonment and a fine of £30,000 is incurred by any person Who, acting in the exercise of
his profession, directly or indireclly makes offers, promises, gifts, donations or advantages of any kind to produce an
attestation or a certificate stating facts tl1at are materially inaccurale.
The same penalties apply 10 yielding to the solicitations described in the previous paragraph. or the use of acts of
violence or threats, or the direct or indirect proposal of offers, promises, gifts, donations or advantages of any kind to
obtain from a person acting in Ihe exercise of his profession an attestation or certificale stating facts that are materially
inaccurate.
The penalty is increased to five years' imprisonment and to a fine of £15,000 where the person described in the first
two paragraphs is a medical or hearth practitioner and the written statement containing inaccurate facts conceals or
unlruthfully certifies the existence of a sickness, disability or a state of pregnancy, or provides wrongfUl indications as to
the origin of a sickness or a disability or as to the cause of e death.
ARTICLE 441-9
Attempllo commit the misdemeanours referred to under articles 441-1. 441-2 and 441-4 10 441-8 is subject to the
same penalties.
ARTICLE 441-10
Natural persons conl,lieted of the felonies or misdemeanours referred to under the present Chapter also incur the
following additionai penalties:
1" forfeiture of civic, civil and famiiy rights, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-26;
2° prohibition to hold public office or to undertake a social or pmfessional activity pursuant to the conditions set out
under article 131-27;
3" disqualification from public tenders;
4" confiscation of the thing which was used or intended for the commission of the offence, or of the thing which is
the product of it, except for articles subject to restitution.
ARTICLE 441~11
Any alien convicted of any of the offences referred to under the present Chapter may be banished from French
territory either permanently or for a maximum period of len years pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-10.
ARTICLE 441~12
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences referred to under the present Chapter pursuant to the
conditions set out under article 121-2.
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The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
l' a fine, pursuant to the conditions set oul under article 131·38;
2' the penalties rererred to under article 131-39.
The prohibition referred to under 2' of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the course of which or on the occasion
of the performance of which the offence was committed.
CHAPTER II
COUNTERFEITING

Articles 442-1 to 442-15

ARTICLE 442-1
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journai of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
(Act no. 2004-204 of9 March 2004 article 6 XIII Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
The counterfeiting or the forging of coins or banknotes which are legal tender in France or are issued by authorised
intemational or foreign institutions for that purpose is punished by thirty years' criminal imprisonment and a fine of
€450,000.
The same penalties apply to the manufactlJre of any coins and banknotes mentioned in the previous paragraph by
making use of equipment or material authorised and designated for this purpose, where this is done in breach of the
rules made by 1he institutions authorised 10 issue this money and without their agreement.
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing the safety period are applicable to the offences referred to
under Ihe present article.
ARTICLE 442-2
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
(Act no, 2004-204 of 9 MafCh 2004 atticle 6 XIV Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Transporting, putting into circulation or holding with a view to putting into circulation any forged or counterfeited
money referred to under article 442-1, or money thai has been illegally produced in breach of ltie second paragraph of
that article, is punished by fen years' imprisonment and a fine of £150,000.
Where commiHed by an organised gang, the same offences are punished by thirty years' criminal imprisonment and
a fine of £450,000,
The first two paragraphs of article 132-23 governing Ihe safety period are applicable to the offence referred to under
the second paragraph the present article.
ARTICLE 442-3
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Septembar 2000 Article 3 Official Journal or 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The counterfeiting or forging of French or foreign coins or banknotes which are no longer legal tender or are no
longer authorised is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,000.
ARTICLE 442-4
PL'Hing into circula1ion any unauthorised money designed to replace coins or banknotes that are legal tender in
France is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of €75,000.
ARTICLE 442-5
(Act no. 2001-1168 of 11 December 2001 art. 17 Official Journal 12 December 2001)
The unauthorised manufacture, use or possession of raw materials, equipment, computer programs or any other
object specially designed for the manufacture of coins and banknoles, or for the protection of banknotes or coins against
counterfeiting, is punished by fwo years' imprisonmenl and a fine or €30,000.
ARTICLE 442-6
A penalty of one year's imprisonment and a fine of £15,000 applies to the manufacture, sale or circulalion of any
articles, prinled documents or forms which resemble the instruments referred to in article 442-1 so as 10 facilitate their
acceplance in (ieu of the lender they resemble.
ARTICLE 442-7
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 Septamber 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
Any person who, having received forged or counterfeited money referred 10 under artide 442-1 believing them 10 be
genuine, returns them to circulation after discovering Iheir falsity is punished by a fine of £7,500.
ARTICLE 442-8
AHempt to commit the misdemeanours referred to under the first paragraph or article 442-2 and under articles 442-3
to 442-7 is subject to Ihe sarne penallies.
ARTICLE 442-9
Any person having attempted to commit one of the offences set out under the present Chapter is exampt from
penalty if, having informed the judicial or administrative authorities, he has made it possible to prevent the oHence and,
where relevant, to identify the other offenders.
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ARTICLE 442-10
The custodial sentence incurred by the perpetrator or accomplice to the oHences set out under articles 442-1 to
442-4 is reduced by half whare, having informed the judicial or administrative authorities, he has made it possible to
prevent the offence and, where relevant, to identify the other offenders.
ARTICLE 442-11
Natural persons convicted of the felonies or misdemeanours set out under articles 442-1 to 442-6 also incur the
following additional penalties:
1" forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-26;
2" prohibition to hold public office or to undertake a social or professional activity in the manner prescribed under
article 131-27;
3" area banishment pursuant to the conditions under article 131-31.
ARTICLE 442-12
(Act no. 93-1027 of 24 August 1993 Artic/e 33 Official Journal 29 August 1993)
(Act no. 98-349 of 11 May 1998 Article 37 Official Journal 12 May 1998)
(Act no. 2003-1119 of 26 November 2003 Article 78 III Officiai Journel of 27 November 2003)
Any alien convicted of any of the offences referred to under articles 442-1 to 442-4 may be banished from French
territory either permanently or for a maximum period of ten years, pursuant to the conditions set out under article
131-30.
ARllCLE 442·13
In all the cases set out under the present Chapter the court may also order confiscation of the thing which was used
or intended for the commission of the offence or the thing which is the product of it, wilh the exception of articles which
may be subject to restitution.
The confiscation of counterfeit or forged coins and banknotes, as well as of (he raw materials and equipment
designed for their manufacture, is mandatory.
The counterfeit or forged coins or banknotes are respectively reltJmed (0 either the Coins and Medal Administration
or to the Bank of France, for the purpose of eventual destruction. To these bodies are also given, for the same purpose,
any confiscated raw materials or equipment (hal they select.
The confiscation of the articles, printed documenls or forms referred to under article 442-6 is also mandatory. It
entails the transFer of the thing confiscated, ror the purpose of destruction, 10 the Coins and Medals Administration or 10
the Bank of France, in accordance with the distinction made in the previous paragraph.
ARTICLE 442-14
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences referred (0 under the present chapter, pursuant to the
conditions set out under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1 a fine, pursuant to the conditions set aut under article 131-38;
2 the penalties referred 10 under article 131-39.;
3~ confiscation, pursuant to the conditions set oul under article 442-13.
The pmhibition mentioned in 2 0 of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the exercise of which or on the occasion of
the exercise of which the offence was committed.
0

0

ARTICLE 442-15
(Inserted by Act no. 2001-1168 of 11 December 2001 Article 17 OffiCial Joumal12 December 2001)
The pmvisions of articles 442~1, 442-2 and 442·5 to 442-14 as regards banknotes and coins intended to be put into
circulation, but have not yel been issued by the authorised inslilutions and are not yet legal tender.
CHAPTER III
FORGERY OF SECURITIES ISSUED BY PUBLIC AUTHORITIES

Articles 443-1

t0443~8

ARTICLE 443-1
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 SeD/ember 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The counterfeiting or the forgery of papers issued by the Public Treasury with its stamp or mark or of papers issued
by foreign States with their slamp or mark, as well as the
use or transport of such forged or counterfeited papers, is punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of
€100,OOO.
ARTICLE 443-2
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The counterfeiting or forging of stamps or other postal fiduciary securities, and also of stamps issued by the pUblic
finance administration, and ttle sale, transport, circulation or use of such counterfeited or forged stamps or securities is
punished by five years' imprisonmenl and a fine of€75,OOO.
ARTICLE 443·3
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
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~2002)
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A penalty of one year's imprisonment and a fme of €15,000 is incurred by manufacturing, selling, transporting or
distributing any articles, printed documents or forms which resemble documents of title or other fiduciary securities
issued by the State, local councils, public corporation, or the public operators referred to by Ac! n° 90-568 of 2 July 1990
goveming the organisation of the postal and telecommunications publiC service so as to facililate the acceptance of such
articles, printed documents or forms in lieu of the securities they resemble,
ARTICLE 434-4
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
A penally of six months' imprisonment and a fine ofO,500 is incurred by counterfeiting or forging foreign stamps or
other postal securities issued by the postal service of a foreign country, and also the selling, transport, distribution or use
of those counterfeited or forged stamps or securities.
ARTICLE 443-5
Attempt to commit the misdemeanours referred 10 under the present Chapter is subject 10 Ihe same penalties.
ARTICLE 443·6
Natural psrsons convicted of the felonies or misdemeanours referred to under the present Chapter also incur
following additional penalties:
1" forfeiture of ciVic, civil and family rights pursuant \0 the conditions sei out under article 131-26;
2" prohibilion to hold public office or to exercise a social or pmfessional activity, pursuant 10 the conditions set
under article 131-27;
3" confiscation of the thing wNctl was used or intended for the commission of the offence or of the thing which is
product of it, except for articles subject to restitution.
The confiscation of the corpus delict( is mandatory in every case. II entails handing over the thing seized to
public administration for the purpose of eventual destruction.

the

out
the
the

ARTICLE 443-7
Any alien convicled of any of the offences referred to under articles 443-1 and 443-2 may be banished from French
territory either permanently or for a maximum period of ten years in accordance with the conditions laid down under
article 131-10.
ARTICLE 443-8
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences set oul under the present Chapter pursuant to the
conditions set out under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1" a fine in Ihe manner prescribed under article 131-38;
2" the penalties referred to under article 131-39;
3" confiscation, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 443-6.
The prohibition referred to under 2" of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the course of which or on the occasion
of the performance of which the offence was committed.
CHAPTER IV
FORGERY OF THE GOVERNMENTS OFFICIAL MARKS

Articles 444-1 to 444-9

ARTICLE 444-1
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The counterfeiting or forgery of the seal of the State, of nalional stamps, or of hallmarks used to mark gold, silver or
platinum, and the use of such counterfeit or forged seals stamps or hallmarks is punished by ten years' imprisonment
and a fine of€150,000.
ARTICLE 444-2
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal o( 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The unlawful use of the seal of the State, or of national stamps or hallmarks used 10 mark gold, silver or platinum is
punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine 01 €100,000.
ARTICLE 444-3
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002;
Act no. 99-574 of 9th July 1999 Arlicle 101 Official Joumal10 July 1999)
A penalty of five years' imprisonment and a fine of€75,000 is incurred by:
1" counterfeiting or forging seals stamps or marks of a public body, or the use of such counterfeit or forged seals
stamps or marks:
2° counterfeiting or forging headed papers or official forms used in the assemblies instituted by the Constitution, by
public bodies or courts, as well as the sale or circulation, and also the use of such counterfeit or forged papers or forms:
3" counterfeiting or forging identification marks or marks certifying [he intervention of inspectorate or sanitary
supervision services of France or of a foreign country.
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ARTICLE 444-4
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002;
Act no, 99-574 of 9 July 1999)
The unlawful use of seals, marks, stamps papers or forms showing the intervention of the inspectorate or sanitary
supervisions services referred to in article 444-3 is punished by Ihree years' imprisonment and a fine of €45,OOO,
ARTICLE 444-5
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Sepfember 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
2002)
The manufacture, sale, distribution or use of printed documents which so closely resemble papers carrying a
heading or with official forms used in the assemblies instituted by the Constitution, public bodies Of courts of law as to be
liable to cause a mistake in tha mind oflt1e public is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of€15,OOQ.
ARTICLE 444-6
Attempt to commit the misdemeanours referred to under the present Chapler is subject to the same penallies,
ARTICLE 444-7
Natural persons convicted of the felonies or misdemeanours referred to under the present Chapter also incur the
following additional penalties:
10 forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131~26
2° prohibition to hold public office or to undertake a social or professional activity pursuant to the conditions set oul
under article 131-27;
3° disqualification from public tenders;
4° confiscation of the thing which was used or intended for the commission of the offence or of the thing which is the
product of it, except for articles which may be subject to restitution.
The confiscation cf the corpus delicti is mandatory in every case. It entails handing over the thing seized to the
public administration for the purpose of a possible destruction.
ARTICLE 444-8
Any alien convicted of any of the offences referred to under the present Chapter may be banished from French
territory either permanently or for a maximum period of ten years, pursuant to the conditions laid down under article
131-10.
ARTICLE 444-9
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences referred to under the presenl Chapter pursuant to the
conditions set cut under article 121~2,
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1 a fine, pursuantto the conditions set out under article 131-38;
2° the penaltias referred to under article 131-39;
3° confiscation, pursuant to the conditions set out under article 444-7.
The prohibition referred 10 under 2" of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the course of which or on the occasion
of the performance of which the offence was committed.
0

CHAPTER V
CORRUPTION OF PERSONS NOT HOlOING A PUBLIC FUNCTION.
SECTiON I
Passive and active corruption of persons not holding a public function

Articles 445-1 to 445-4
Articles 445-1 to 445-4

ARTICLE 445-1
(Inserted by Act no. 2005-750 of 4th July 2005 Article 3 Official Journal of 6th July 2005)
Making or lendering, at any time, directly or indirectly, offers, promises, gifts, presents or any other advantages, to
obtain from a person who, not being a public official or charged with a publiC service mission, hoids or occupies, within
the scope of his professional or social activity, a management position or any occupation for any person, whether natural
or legal, or any other body, the performance or non-performance of any act wilhin his occupation or position or facilitated
by his occupation or position, in violation of his legal, contractual and professional obligations, is punished by five years'
imprisonment and a fine of €75,OOO.
The same penailies apply to giving in to any person referred lo in the above paragraph wi',o solicits, at any time,
directly or indirectly, offers, promises, gifts, presents or any other advantages, to carry out or refrain from carrying out
any acl referred to in the above paragraph, in violation of his legal, contractual or professional obligations.
ARTICLE 445-2
(Inserted by Act no, 2005-750 of 4th July 2005 Article 3 Official Journal of 6th July 2005)
Any person who, nol being a public official or carrying on a public service mission, but holding or carrying on, in the
context of a professional or social activity, any management position or any occupation for any person, whether natural
or legal, or any other body, solicits or accepts, at any time, directly or indireC1ly, promises, gifts, presents or any
advantages in order to carry out or refrain from canying any act wilhin his occupation or position or facilitaled by his
occupation or position, in violation of his lega\. contractual and professional obligations. is punished by five years'
imprisonment and a fine of €75,000.
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ARTICLE 445-3
(Inserted by Act no. 2005-750 of 4fh July 2005 Article 3 Official Joumal of 6th July 2005)
Natural persons found guilty of the offences set out in article 445-1 and 445-2 also incur the following additional
penalties:
1°: Forfeiture of civic, civil and fcImily rights as set out in article 131-26;
2°: the prohibition to carry on the professional or social activity in the exercise or the context of which the offence
was commil1ed, for a maximum of five years,
3°: the confiscation, according to the conditions set out in article 131-21, of the thing which was used or intended for
the commission of the offence or of the thing which is its prodUct, except for articles subject to reslitulion;
4°; the display or dissemination of the decision according to the conditions set out in article 131-35.
ARTICLE 445-4
(Inserted by Act no. 2005-750 of 4th July 2005 Article 3 Official Joumal of 6th July 2005)
Legal persons can be held criminally liable, according to the conditions set out in article 121-2, for offences defined
by article 445-1 and 445-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1°: a fine according to the conditions set out in article 131-38;
2°: the penalties referred to in 2°, 3°, 4°, S°, 6° and 7" 01 article 131-39 for e maximum of five years.
The prohibition referred to in 2° of article 131-39 concems the aclivlty in the exercise or the context of which the
offence was committed;
3°: the confiscation, according to the conditions Sel out in article 131-21, of1he thing which was used or intended for
the commission of the offence or of the thing which is ils product, except for articles subject to restitution;
4°: the display or the dissemination of Ihe decision according to the conditions set oul in article 131-35.

SECTION II
additional penalties applicable to natural persons and criminal
responsibility of legal persons
TITLE V
PARTICIPATION IN A CRIMINAL ASSOCIATION

Articles 450-1 to 450-5

ARTICLE 450-1
(Act no. 2001-420 of 15th May 2001 Article 45 Official Jouma/16 May 2001; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Article 3 Official Joumal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 Jenuary 2002)
A criminal association consists of any group formed or any conspiracy established with a view to the preparation.
marked by one or more material actions, of one or more felonies, or of one or more misdemeanours punished by at least
five years' imprisonment.
Where the offences contemplated are felonies or misdemeanours punished by ten years' imprisonment, the
participation in a criminal association is punished by ten years' imprisonmenl and a fine of €150,000.
Where the offences contemplated are misdemeanours punished by at least five years' imprisonment, the
participation in a criminal association is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of £75,000.
ARTICLE 450-2
Any person who has participated in Ihe group or the conspiracy defined by article 450-1 is exempted from
punishment if, before any prosecution is instituted, he discloses the existence of the group or conspiracy to the
competent authorities and enables the other participants to be iden1i~ed.
ARTICLE 450-2-1
(Act no. 2001-420 of 15th May 2001 Article 45 Official Joumal16 May 2001; Ordinanca no. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002)
The inabiiity' by a person to juSlify an income corresponding to his way of life, while being habitually in contact with
persons engaged in aclivities sel oul under article 450-1, "s punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine of€7S.000.
ARTICLE 450-3
Natural persons convicted of the offence referred to under articles 450-1 also incur the following additional
penallies:
1" forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights, pursuant to the conditions set out under arlicie 131-26
2" prohibition to hold public office or to undertake a social or professionai activity in the course of which or on the
occasion of the performance of which the offence was committed pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-27;
3" area banishment pursuant to the conditions under article 131-31.
The other additional penalties incurred for the felonies or misdemeanours that the group or conspiracy was
designed to commit may also be pronounced against such persons.
ARTICLE 45D-4
(Act no. 98-468 of 17 Juna 1998 Article 22 Official Journa/18 June 1998)
Legal persons may incur criminal liability pursuant to ths conditions set out under article 121-2 for the offence
provided for under article 450-1 ,
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
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l ' a fine, in the manner prescribed to under Article 131-38:
2" 1he penalties referred to under article 13" -39.
The prohibitior referred to under 2' of article 131-39 applies to the activities in the course of which or:m the
occasion of the periormance of which ~he offence was committt:!d.
ARTICLE 450-5
(Inserted by Acl no. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 article 6 xv Official Journal of 10 March 2004)
Natural and legal persons convicted or the offences set out undor the second paragraph of <Irticle 450-1 and article
450-2-1 also incur the additional penalty of confiscation of all or part of their assets, whatever their nature, movable or
immovable, severalJy Dr jointly owned.
BOOKV
OTHER FELONIES AND MISDEMEANOURS

Arlicles 511-1 to 521-2

TITLE I
OFFENCES AGAINST PUl:3l1C HE:ALTH

Articles 511_1 to 511-28

CHAPTER I
OFFENCES AGAINST BIOMEDICAL ETHICS
SECTiON I
PROTECTION OF THE HUMAN SPECIES

Articles 511-1 to 511-28
Articles 511-1 to
511-1-2

ARTICLE 511·1
(Act no. 94-653 of 29 July 1994 Micle 9 Offlcia.l Journal 30 jUly 1994)
(Act no. 2004-800 of 6 August 2004 Art/de 78 /I Official Joumal of 7 August 2004)
The abstraction of cells with a view to causing the birth of a child genetically identical to another person living or
deceasee is punished by ten years' imprisonment and a fine of£1 50.000.
ARTICLE $11·1·1
(Act no. 2004-800 of6 August 2004 Article 28/1 Offlcial ~'oumal of7 August 2004)
Where the misdemeanour under article 511-1 is committed abroad by a French national or by a person who
habituall}' resides on French terrilory. French law is applicable ooIWithslanding the second paragrapr of article 113-6
and the r:rovisions of the second paragraph of articlo 113-8 do not apply_
ARTICLE 511-1·2
(Act no. 2004-800 of6AugLst 2004 Article 28 "Offlcial Journal of7 August 2004)
It is on offence punishable by three years impri!':onmAnt and a fme of £45,000 10 incite another person. whether by
gifts, promises, threats. orders or abuse of aulhority or power, to abstract cells or gametes .....ith the eim or causing the
birth of a child genetically identical to another person living or deceased.
The same penaHies apply 10 popaganda or adliertising, in whatev8l" form, in favour of eugenic practices or
reprOductive cloning.
SECTION "
OF THE PROTECTION OF THE HUMAN BODY

Articles 511-2 to
Sj 1-8-2

ARTICLE 511·2
(Ae! no, 94~5!i.l 01 29 july 1994 Article 9 Offidal Journal 30 July 1994; Ordinance r:o. 2000-915 of 19 September 2000
Article 3 Offlcial Joumal of 22 September 200e in force 1 January 2U02)
Procuring from anolher person any of his organs in return for a payment, in whatever form. is punished by seven
years' imprisonment and a ~ne of €100,OOO,
The same penalties apply 10 acting as an intp.rmediary to facilitale the obtaining of an organ for payment, or the
supply for paymenl of an organ belonging 10 another person's boey.
The same penally is .:;pphcable where the organ procured in the conditions referred to under the first paragraph
comes from a foreign countly.
ARTICLE 511-3
(Act no. 94-653 of 29 July 1994 Article 9 Official Journal 30 July 1994; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000
Article 3 Official Journal of22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002; Act no. 2004-800 of6 August 2004 Article 28/1
Official Juurnal of 7 August 2004)
The removal of an organ from a living adult without Obtaining the person's consent pursuant to the :;ondibons set out
by article L. 671-3 of the Public Health Code, or withol..t authorisation being prOVided under ;:.aragraphs two and five of
thaI provision, is punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of £100.000, even when dore for therapeutic
purposes,.
The same penalties apply to the removal of an organ from a liVing minor donor, or a Ii\'ing adult donor who is the
SUbject of a proteclive guardianship order, without complying With the conditions re'erred 10 under articles l. 671-4 and
L. 671-5 of1he PLblic Health Code.
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ARTICLE 511-4
(Act no. 94-653 of 29 July 1994 Article 9 Official Journal 30 July 1994: Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000
Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002)
Procuring from another person human organic tissues, cells or body products in return for payment in whatever form
is punished by rive years' imprisonment and a fine of€75,000.
The same penalties apply to acting of as an intermediary to facilitate the procuring of human organic tissues. cells
or human products in retum for any form of payment, or supplying human organic tissues, cells or products of the body
of others for payment.
ARTICLE 511-5
(Act no. 94-853 o( 29 july 1994 Article 9 Official Journal 30 July 1994; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000
Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002; Acf no. 2004-800 of 6 August 2004 Article 28 Ii
Official Journal of 7 August 2004)
The removal of human organic tissues or cells, or the collection of a bodily product, from a living adult who has not
expressed his consent as provided for by article L. 1241-1 of lhe PubRc Heath Code is punished by five years'
impriscnment and a fine of€75,000.
The removal from a living minor or from a living adult who is the subject of a protective guardianship order of any
red blood-producing cells from the bone marrow wilhout complying with the conditiQf1s laid down by, as applicable,
articles L. 1241-3 or L. 1241-4 of the Public Health Code, is punished by seven years' imprisonmenl and a fine of
€100,000.
ARTICLE 511-5-1
(Inserted by Act no. 2004-800 or6 August 2004 Article 28 1/ Offic/a! Journal of 7 Augus/2004)
The taking of samples for scientific purposes from a deceased person without having transmitted the protocol
required by article L. 1232-3 offhe Public Health Code is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of€30,OOO.
The same penalties apply to using a protocol that has been suspended or forbidden by the Minister responsible for
research.
ARTICLE 511-5-2
(Inserted by Act no. 2004-800 of 6 August 2004 Article 28 1/ Official Journal of 7 August 2004 rectifying Official Journal
of 27 november 1998)
I. It is an offence punishable by five year's imprisonrnen\ and a fine of €75,OOO to keep and transform for scientific
purposes, inclUding purposes of genetic researcl'" any organs, lissue, cells or blood. or its components or products
derived from it:
1 without haVing made in respect of it lhe preliminary declaration required by article L 1243-3 of the Public Health
Code;
2 where the Minister responsible for research has objected to these activities, or has suspended them, or forbidden
them.
II. The same penalties apply to keeping or transforming any organs, tissue, cells or blood, or its compDnents or
products derived from it, with a view to handing them over for scientific use, including purposes of genetic research,
without having first obtained- the authorisation required by article L 1243-3 of the Public Health Code, or when this
authorisation has been suspended or withdrawn.
0

0

ARTICLE 511-6
(Act no. 94-853 of 29 july 1994 Article 9 Official Journal 30 July 1994, Ordinance no. 2000·916 of 19 September 2000
Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force the 1 January 2002)
The collection or removal of gametes from a living person without his written consent is punished by five years'
imprisonment and a fine of€75,OOO.
ARTICLE 511-7
(Act no. 94-653 of 29 July 1994 Article 9 Official Journal 30 July 1994; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000
Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002; Law no. 2004-800 of 6 August 2004 Article 15
4° Official Journal of 7 August 2004)
Taking samples from organs or grafts from organs, or taking samples of tissue or cells. grafting tissue or
administering cellular therapy products, or keeping or transforming tissues or cellular therapy products, in an
establishmen\ fhat has not obtained the authorisation required by articles L. 1233-1, L. 1234~2, l. 1242-1, l. 1243-2 or
L. 1243-6 of the Public Health Code, or after s'Jch authorisalion has been suspended or Withdrawn, is punished by two
years' imprisonment and a fine of£30,000.
ARTICLE 511-8
(Acl no. 98-535 of 1st july 1998 Article 19 Official Journal 2 July 1998; Ordinance no. 2QOO·916 of 19 September 2000
Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002; Law no. 2004-800 of 6 August 2004 Article 15
5° Official Journal of 7 August 2004)
The distribution or transfer of organs, tissues, or cell therapy products for U',erapeUlic purposes, or of human
products with a view to donation, when the sanitary security rules imposed by the provisions of Article l. 1211--6 of lile
Public Health Code have not been complied with, is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of€30.aOO.
ARTICLE 511-8-1
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(Act no. 9B*535 of 1st July 199B Article 19 Official Joumal2 July 199B; Ordinence no. 2000-916 of 19 Seplefflber 2000
Article 3 Officiaf Jouma( of 22 September 2000 in 'orce 1 January 2002; Law no. 2oo4-BOO of 6 August 2004 Article 15
6° Official Journal of 7 August 2004)
Distributing or transfening tissues or cell therapy products intended for cell therapy in breach article L. 1243·5 of tre
Public Health Code is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,OOO.
ARTICLE 511-9
(Act no 94-653 of 29 Jl,ly 1994 Article 9 Officiel Joumal 30 JUly 1994; Oroinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2Doo
Articfe 3 Official Joumal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002)
Obtaining 9ametes for payment in whatevllr form, other them payment for services rendered by ins1ilutiors carrying
out the preparation and the conservation of such gameLes, is punished by five years' imprisonmenl and a fine of
€75,OOD,
The same penalties apply to acting as an intermediary to facilitate [he procuring of gametes for payment in whalever
form, or the supplying to third parties, for payment of gametes provided by donation,
ARTICLE 511·10
(Act no. 94·053 of 29 July 1994 Article 9 Official Journal 30 July 1994; Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2{J{){J
Articte 3 Official Joumal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002)
The disclosure of information making it possible to identify bolh the parson or couple .....ho have donated gametes,
and the couple that have roceived them, is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine d€30,OOD.
ARTICLE 511.11
(Ordinance no. 2000·9i6 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Joumal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January
20U2)
The collecting or removal of gametes from a living person with a view to carrying oul a medically assisted
procreation without testing for transmissible diseases as required by article L 665-15 of the Public Health Codfl is
punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of€30,OOO.
ARTICLE 511~12
(Act no, 94-653 of 29 JUly 1994 Article 9 Official Joumal 30 July 1994; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000
Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 7000 in forr:e 1 Janvary 2002)
Carrying out artificial insemination using fresh spenn or a mixLure of spenn supplied contrary to article L 673-3 of
the Public Health Code is punished by tv..o years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,OOO.
ARTICLE 511*13
(ACI no. 94-653 of 29 July 1994 Artie/e 9 Official Journal 30 Jvly 1994; Orriinance no. 20OC-916 0(19 September 2COU
Article 3 Official Joumal' of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002)
Conditioning the benefii of a donation of gameles to !he designation by the receiving couple of a person who has
voluntarily accepted to make such a donation in favour of a third-party couple in breach of artk;le L. 673-7 0' the Public
Heallh Code is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,OOO.
ARTICLE 511-14
(Act no. 94-653 of 29 .My 1994 Article 9 Official Joumal30 July 1994; Orriinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2eOO
Article 3 Official Joumal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002)
Collecting, handling. preserving or transferring gametes supplied by way of conation without haVing obtained the
necessary authorisation required by article L. 673-5 of the Public Health Code it) punit)hed by two years' imprisonment
and a fine of €30,OOO.
ARTICLE 511-8-2
(Act no, 98-535 of 1s1 July 1996 Article 19 Official Joumaf 2 July 1998; Law no. 2004-I:iOO of 6 AugUSI 2004 Article 15 7"
Official Journal of 7 August 2004)
Importing or exporting organs, tissues, cells or cell therapy products in breach of the rules made for the applica~on
of articles L. 1235-1 and L. 1245 of the Public Health Code Is pUlli~hed uy five ears' imprisonmont and a fine of€30.000,
SECTION 1"1
OF THI" PROTECTION OFTHE HUMAN EMBRYO

Articles 511-15 to

511-2;i
ARTICLE 51'-15
(Ae! t;o. 94-653 of 29 July 1994 Article 9 Official Joumol30 July 1994; Ordinance nn. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000
Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002;
Procuring human embryos in return for any form of payment is punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of
€100,OOO.
The same penalties apply to acting of as an intermediary to facilitate the procuring of human embryos in return for
any form of pc.yment, and the supply, for consideration, of human embryos 10 third ::arties.
ARTICLE 511·16
{Act no, 94-653 of 29 July 1994 Articla 9 Official Joumai 30 July 1994; Ordinance no. 200':).916 of 19 Septamber 2'100
Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002; Law no. 2004-800 of 6 August 2004 Article 28 fI
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Official Journal of 7 August 2004)
Obtaining human embryos without complying with Ihe conditions set oul undt::r articles L. 2141-5 and L. 2141.6 of
the Public Health Code is punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of€100,OOO.
ARTICLE 511·17
(Acl no. 94·653 of 29 JUly 1994 Article 9 Official Journal 30 July 1994; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000
Article 3 Offioal Journal of 22 September 2000 in fcrce 1 January 2002;{Law no. 2004·8OD of 6 August 2004 Arliele 2ElI
Official Journal of 7 August 2004)
The in vitro concep1ion or creation by cloning of human embryos for industrial or commercial purposes is punished
by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of€100,OOO.
The same penalties app:y to the use of human embryos for incustriol or commercial purposes.
ARTICLE 511·18
(Act ro. 94~553 of 29 JUfy 1994 Article 9 Official Journa{ 30 July 1994; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000
Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 in force 1 Januery 2002; Law no. 2004·800 of 6 August 2004 Article 28/1
5" Officiaf Journal of7 August 2004)
The in vitro conception or croation by cloning of hum;:ln embryos for the purposes of research or experimentation is
punished by seven years' imprisonment eno a fine of€100,000.
ARTICLE 511-18-1
(Inserted by Law no, 2004·800 of 6 August 2004 Article 28116 Official JUiJmal of7 August 2004)
The creation by cloning of human embryos for therapeutic purposes is punished by seven years' imprisonment and
a fine of oE100,OOO.
0

ARTICLE 511·19
(Act no. 94·653 of 29 July 1994 Article 9 Official Joumal 30 July 1994; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000
Article 3 Otticiaf Joumal of 22 Septl::mber 2000 in force 1 ~nuary 2002; taw no. 2004·800 of 6 August 2004 Art/de 28 (f
Official Joumal of 7 August 2004)
I. Carrying out studies or research on a human embryo:
10 without having previously obtained the wrilten consont and authorisation menlioned in article L. 2151·5 of the
Public Health Code, or when !his authorisation hesbeen withdrawn or suspended. or the consent has been revoked;
2" without complying with the slatutory end regUlatory requirements or those stated in the authorisa~on,
is punished by seven years imprisonment and i:I fine of €100,OOO.
II. Carrying out studies or research on embryonic stem cells
I" without having Pfev:ously obtained the written consent and authorisation mentioned in article L. 2151·5 of tr'e
Public Health Code, or when this authorisation has been withdrawn or suspondeo, or the con~ent h;:ls been revoked;
2" without complying w;/h the statulory and reglMtory requirements cr those stated 1'1 the authorisation,
~ punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fifle of€100,QOO.

r

ARTICLE 511·20
(Ad no. 94-653 of 29 July 1994 Article 9 Official Joumal30 July 1994; Ordinance no. 2000·916 of 19 September 2000
Article 3 Official Journal of 22 Soptember 2000 in frJrcp. 1 January 2002)
The making of an ante-natal diagnosis without having received the authorisation referred to under Article L. 162·16
of the Public Health Code is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of€30,OOO.
AR'TICLE 511·21
(Act no, 94·653 of 29 July 1994 Article 9 Official Journal 30 July 1994; Ordinance no. 2000·915 of 19 September 2000
/lrticJe 3 Official JOl:mal of 22 September 2000 in fo~e 1 January 2002)
Failure to observe the provisions of article L. 16';:'·17 of Ihe PUblic Health Code concerning pre.implant;:ltion
diagnosis is punished by M'O years' imprisonment and a fine of €3D,DDO.
AR'TICLE 511·22
(Act no, 94-653 of 29 JUly 1994 Article 9 Official Journal 30 July 1994; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000
Article 3 Official Journal of22 September 2000 in force 1 January 2002; law no. 2004·500 of 6 August 2004 Arlicle 28 /I
12" Official Journal Of ., August 2004)
Carrying out medically assisted procreations without having obtained Ihe authorisation set oul under article L.
2142,1 of the Pubk Heafth Code or without complying with Ihe requirements of such an authorisaticn is punished 'Jy
two years' imprisonment and a flntJ of €30 000.
ARTICLE 511·23
(Acl no. 94-653 of29 July 1994 Arlicle 9 Official Joumal30 July 1994; Ordinar;ce no. 2000-9160119 Sepi6f'1ber 2000
Arlicle 3 Official JO'.1mal of22 Seplember 2000 in force 1 January 2002; Law no. 2004·/300 of 6 August 2004 Arlicle 2811
13" Official Joumal of 7 August 2004)
Bringing human embr/os intc ;:l place requlated by the Public Health Code, or removing them from SUC1 a place,
wilt-out the authorisation required by article L. 2141-9 or the PUbic Health Code is Liunished by throe YODfS'
imprisonment and a fine of €45,OOO.
ARTICLE 511·24
(Ad no. 94·653 of 29 July 1994 Article 9 Official Joumal 30 July 1994; Ordinance no. 2000·916 of 19 September 2000
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Arocle 3 Official JournaJ of 22 September 2000 in force 1 Jar:uary 2002)
Carrying out medically assisted procreation!> for other purposes than those set out under article L. 152-2 of the
Public Health Code is punished by five years' imprisonment and a fine ofE:75,OOO.
ARTICLE 511-25
(Act no. 94-653 of 29 July 1994 Artida 9 Official Journal 30 July 1994)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Seplember 2000 Article J Official Journal of 22 September 2000 ifl force 1 January 2002;
Law no. 2004-800 of6 August 2004 Article 28 1114~ Official Journal of 7 August 2004)
I. Carrying out the activities necessary to implant a human embryo in the circumstances set out by article L. 2141-6
of the Public Health Code:
l' without having previously ensured that the jUdicial authorisation required by the second paragraph of the
aforesaid article has been obtained;
2~ or wilhoul being informed of the results of tests to detect infecticus illnesses required by the sixth paragraph of
the same article;
3° or cutside an establishment authorised in accordance with the provisions of the seventh paragraph of the same
article,
is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of E30,OOO.
II. The same pena~ies apply to the disclosure of personal information enabling the identification of both the couple
who have renounced an embryo and Ihe couple who have received H.
SECTION IV
OF OTHER PROVISIONS ANI) ADDITIONAL PENALTIES APPLICABLE
TO NATURAL PERSONS AND LlABILITY OF LEGAL PERSONS

Articles 511-26 to
511-28

ARTICLE 511·26
(Act no. 94-653 of29 Jury 1994 Arlicle 9 Official Journal 30 July 1994)
(Act no. 20004-800 of6 August 2004 article 28 1/14 • Official JournAl of 7 August 2004)
Attempt to commit the misdemeanours referred 10 under articles 511-2,511-3,511-4,511-5,511.5-',,511-5-2,
511-6, 511-9, 511-15, 511-16 and 511·19 is subject 10 {he same penalties.
ARTICLE 511-27
(Act no. g4-653 of'9 July 1994 Arlicle 9 Official Journal 30 July 1994)
Natural persons convicted of the offEnces referred to under the present Chapter also Incur the additional penalty of
prohibition, for a maximum period of ten years, to undertake the social or professional activity in the course of which or
on the occasion Of which Ihe offence was committed.
ARTICLE 511-26
Legal persons may incur criminal liability for the offences referred to under the present Chapter in accordance with
the condilions laid down under article 121-2.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1 a fine, pursuant 10 the conditions set out under article 131-38;
2~ 1he penallie!> reFerred to under article 131-39.
The prohibition referred to under 2° of article 131-39 applies to the activity in the course of which or on !lIe occar:;ion
of the performance of which the offence was committed.
0

TITLE II
OTHER PROVISIONS

Articles 521-' to 521-2

SINGLE CHAPTER
SERIOUS MALTREATMENT OR ACTS OF CRUELTY TOWARDS ANIMALS

Articles 521-1 to 521-2

ARTICLE 521-1
(Act no. Y4-653 of 29 .July 1994 art,cle 9 Official Joumal of 30 July 1994)
(Act no. 99·5 of6 January 1999 arlicle 22 Offici:!! Journal of! January 1999)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Saptembar arlide 3 OffiCial Journal of 22 September 2000 in (orca 1 January 2002)
(Act no. 2004-204 org March 2004 article 50 o.lficiaf Journal of 10 March 2D04J
The unnecessary infliction, in Jublic or otherwise, of serious maltreatmont, including sexual maltreatmellt, towards
or the commission of an act of cruelly on <::lny domestic or lame animal, or any ~)nimal held in capLivity. is punished by
two years' imprisonment and a flneof E30,OOO.
As an addiLional penalty, the court may iml'0se a prohibition, permanent or otherwise. against keeping an animal.
The ~rovisions of the present article are not applicable to bullfights where an uninterrupted local tradition can be
shown. Nor do they apply to cockfi9hts in localities where an IJninlerrupfed tradition can be establiShed.
The penalties set out in the first paragraph apply to the creation of any new centre for holding cockfights.
The same penalties also apply to the abandonment of a domestic or tamed animal, or of an animal held in captivity,
with the exception of animals used for repopulation purposes.
ARTICLE 521-2
Carrying out experiments or e:o;perimenta\ scientific research on animals withoLt complying with the provisions laid
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down by Decree of the Conseil d'Etat is punished by the penalties set out under article 511-1.

BOOK VII
PROVISIONS APPLICABLE IN THE OVERSEAS TERRITORIES, IN THE
TERRITORIES OF NEW CALEDONIA AND MAYOTTE

Articles 111-1 to 727-2

TITLE I
PROVISIONS APPLICABLE IN THE OVERSEAS TERRITORIES, AND IN THE
TERRITORY OF NEW CALEDONIA
CHAPTER I
COMMON PROVISIONS
CHAPTER II
ADAPTATION OF BOOK I
CHAPTER III
ADATATION OF BOOK II
CHAPTER IV
ADAPTATION OF BOOK III
CHAPTER V
ADAPTATION OF BOOK IV

CHAPTER VI
ADAPTATION OF BOOK V
CHAPTER VII
COMMON PROVISIONS
TITLE II
PROVISIONS APPLICABLE IN THE TERRITORIAL COLLECTIVITY OF MAYOTTE

CHAPTER I
COMMON PROVISIONS

Articles 711-1 to 727-2

Articles 711-1 to 721-2

ARTICLE 711-1
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11 jUly 2001 Article 75 Official Journal of 13 July 2001)
Apart from the adaptations referred to under the present litle, Book one except for article 132-70-1, and Books II to
V of the present Code are applicable in the territories of New Caledonia, French Polynesia and the islands of Wallis and
Futuna.
·Article 222 IV of the Act No. 99-209 of 19th March 1999 pertaining to New Caledonia which lays down:
"IV· In relation to all the legislati....e and regulatory pro....isions in force:
1" reference to the territory of New Caledonia is replaced by a reference to New Caledonia;
2" reference to the territorial assembly of New Caledonia is replaced by a reference to the Congress of New
Caledonia;
3" reference to the executive body of New Caledonia is replaced by a reference to the goyemment of New
Caledonia'"
ARTICLE 711-2
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11 July 2001 Article 75 Official Journal of 13 July 2001)
Books I to V of the present Code are applicable to the Southern Territories and the French Antarctic.
ARTICLE 711-3
(Act no, 2001-616 of 11 July 2001 Article 75 Official Journal of 13 July 2001; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 Saptember
2000 into force 1 January 2002)
In New Caledonia, in the territories of French Polynesia and in Wallis and Futuna, financial pena\lies incurred under
the present code are pronounced In the local currency, taking into account the exchange rate of that currency in relation
to the Euro.
For the enforcement of the present Code in the territories as referred to under article 711-1, the terms listed below
are replaced as follows:"
"department" by "territory"
"prefect" and "SUb-prefect" by the "representative of the Stale in Ihe territory"
Similarly, "references to pro....isions not applicable in these territories" are replaced by "references to provisions to
similar effect applicable locally".
ARTICLE 721-1
(Act no, 2001·616 of 11 July 2001 Article 75 Official Journal of 13 July 2001)
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Apart from jhe adaptations referred to urderlhe present title. Book 1 except for article 132-7-1, and 800ks /I to V of
the present Code are applicable to Mayotte.

ARTICLE 721-2
(Ac! no. 2001-616 of 11 July 200t Article 75 Official Journal of 13 July 2001)
For the application of the present Gud\:: in Mayotte, the following terms arA replaced as follows:
'Tribunal de grande instance" by ''Tribunal de premiere inslance";
"Gour c'assises" by "Cour criminells"
"department" by "territory"
'prefed" and "sub-prefect":JY the "fepresen!ati~·e of the Govemmert"
Similany, refe-ences to pru\lisions not applicoblo in the collectivity are replaced by references to prov',sions 10 similar
effect applicable !ocaHy.
CHAPTER 1I
ADAPTATION OF BOOK I

Articles 712-1

to 722-1

ARTICLE 712-1
(Act no. 96-1240 of 30 December 96 Arlicle 2 Official Journal 1 January 1997; Act no. 2001-616 of 11 July 2001 Article
75 Official Jouma.1 of 13 July 2001)
The last paragraph of article 131-35 is drafted as follows:
"The dissemination of the decision is by !he Official Journal of the RepUblic, by the Official Journal of the Territory,
by one or more other press pUblications, ur by one or mars means of bl'O:'JdcaBting. The publications or broadcasting
media entr'Jsted with this circulation are nominated by the court. They may not refu~e to carry them".

ARTICLE 712·2
(Act no. 96-1240 of 30 December 96 Article 2 Official Joumal 1 January 1997: Act no. 20C1-616 of11 July 2001 ArtiCle

75 Official Joumal of 13 July 2001)
7" of 2rticJe 132·45 is drafted as 'allows:

"r

To abstain from driving certain land vehicles in rel;:ltion to which a permit is necessary."

ARTICLE 722-1
(Act no. 96-1240 of 30 December 96 Article 2 Official Journal 1 January 199"; Act no. 2001·616 of 11 July 2001 Article
75 Official Journal of 13 JUly 2001)
of article 132-45 is drafted as Follows:
"l" to ab!\tain from driVing certain land vehicles in relation te which a permij is necessalY."

r

CHAPTER 111
AI')APTATION OF BOOK II

Articles 713-1 to 723"6

ARTICLE 713-1
(Act no. 2001·616 of 11 July 2001 ArlJcle 75 Official JoomaJ of13 July 2001: Ordinance r.o. 2000-918 of 19 September
2000 Arlicle 3 Official Joume/22 September 2000 info force 1 January 2002)
The firs! paragraph of article 223·8 i~ drafted as farrows:'
"Practising or causing biomedical rosearch Ie be pracli!\od on a person Without having obtained the free, informed
and explicit consent of Ihe person concerned, or that of the holders of parenlai al.thority or of the tutor is pLnished by
three years' imprisonment and a fine of £45, 000,"

ARTICLE 713-3

no. ?001-616 of 11 JUly 2001 ArJicie 75 Official Journal of 13 July 2001)
2° and 3° of article 225-3 is drafted as follows:
"2" discrimination based on state or health or handicap, if it consists of a refusal 10 hire or dismiss based en a
medically established incapacity, accordino;; to to (hA provisions on heaith at work or the civil sef'\lice applicable locally;
.
3 recruitment discrimination based on genoer when the fact of being male or lemale constilutes, according to
provisions locally applicable as regards labour law or the law of the ciYiI service, the determining factor in the exercise of
an employment or professional activity."
(Act

ARTICLE 713-4
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11 JUly 2U01 Article 75 Official Journal of 13 July 2001; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Miele J OffiCIal Journal 22 september 2000 into force 1 January 2002}
- ARTICLE 226-25 i!\ or::Jfl:ed as follows:
"The study of the genetic characteristics of a person tor medical purpuses without haVing obtaingc his prior consent
in writing is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of€15,OOO.
The provisions of the previous paragraph do not apply:
10 wt1ere the study is carried OLit in the context of judicia) ,::roceecings;
2" or where, unoer exceptional circumstances, in the person's interest and in respect for his confidence, the consent
of the latter has not creen obtained"

ARTICLE 713-5
(Act no, 2001-616 of 11 july 2001 Article 75 OffICial Journal of 13 July 2001; OrdinancQ no. 2000-916 of 19 September
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2000 Article 3 Official Joumal22 September 200') into force 1 Januar} 2002)
- ARTICLE 226·27 is drafted as follows:
"Researching the idenMication of a parson through his DNA profile for medical purposes witl":out obtaining :,is prier
consent in writing is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of €15.000.
The provisions of the previous paragraph do not appiy:
l' where the study is carried out in the context of judicial proceed_ngs;
2' or whera, under exceptional circumstances, in the person's interest and in respect for his confidence, the consent
of the latter has not been oblainAd".

ARTICLE 713-6
(Act r.o. 2001-616 cf 11 July 2001 Article 75 Official Journal of 13 july 2001; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Article 3 Official Journal 22 September 2000 mlo force 1 Januar; 2002)
- ARTICLE 226·28 is drafted as follows:
"Researching the idenliflcaticn of a person through his DNA prcfi(e for purposes neither medical nor scientific, or
olher than in an inquiry or investigation mace in the course of judicial proceedings, is punished by one year's
imprisonmert and a fine of€15,OCO.
The sama penalty applies to the disclosure of informa1ion concerning the identification of a person through his DNA
profile or proceeding to the identi"ication of a person through his DNA profile without holding the authorisation provided
under conditions laid down hy by Decree in the Conseil d'Etat".
ARTICLE 723-1
(Act no. 2001·616 of 11 July 2001 Article 75 Official Journal of 13 Jt;ly 2001; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Article 3 Official Joumal 22 September 2000 info Force 1 January 2002)
The first paragraph of article 223~8 is drafted as follows:
"Practising or causing biomedical research to he practised on a person withollt having obtained the free, informed
and explicit consent of the person concerned, or that of Ihe holders of parental authority or of the tutor Is punished by
lhree years' imprisonment and a line of €45,DDD."
ARTICLE 723-2
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11 July 2001 Article 75 Official Journal of 13 July 2001)
I. 1 0 of article 223·11 is drClf\ed CIS foJJows:
'1° after the expiry of the tenth week of pregnancy, except where it is practisec for a therapeutic motive;"
II. 3 of article 223·11 is drafted as follows:
'3" witl":in premises otller than a public or a private hospital complying with the conditions applicable 10c::Jlly."
0

ARTICLE 723·3
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11 Jj)Jy 2001 Article 75 Official Jeumal of 13 Ju:y 2001)
2" and 3 of article 225~3 is drafted as follows:
"2" discrimination based on st::Jte or heaflh or handicap, when if it consists of a refusai 10 hire or dismiss based on a
medically established incapacity, according to the provisions on health at work or the civil service applicable locally;
3° recruitment discriminalion base::l on gender when the fact of being male or female constitu1es, according to
provisions locally applicable as rl:lgards labour law or the law of the civil service. Ihe delermining factor in the exerdse of
an employment or professional activity in acco1:lance with the provisions of the Labour Code or of the laws definIng the
statutory fr::lmework of the public service."
ARTICLE 723-4
(Act no. 2001·616 of11 July 2001 Artide 75 Officiai ,,'oumalof 13 .July 2001; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Article 3 Official JOLmal 22 September 2000 inlc force 1 January 2002)
- ARTICLE 226-25 is draftee as follows:
"The study of the genetic ch;:Jrlilcleris!ics of a person for medical purposes without having obtained his prior consent
in writing is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of t':15,OOO.
The provisions of!he previous paragraph do not apply:
1" where the ~tudy is carried oul in the conlext of judic;i::J1 prol:'eedings;
2" or where, under el(ceplional circumstances, in the person's interest and in respeCl for his confidence, the cunsent
of the latter has not been obLained".
ARTICLE 723·5
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11 July 2007 Article 75 Offieia( Joumaiof 13 July 2001; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Articie 3 Official Journal 22 St;lpt'dlnber 2000 inlo force 1 January 20(;7)
- ARTICLE 226-27 is drafted as for:ows:
"Resp.::Jrchin~ the identification of a person through his DNA profile for medical purposes without obtaining his prior
consent in Writing is punished by one year's imprisonment and a fine of €15,OOO.
The p-ovisions ofthe previous paragraph do not apply:
1 wllere the study is carried oul in thA cnntext of judicial proceedings;
2~ or where, under exceptional circumsLances, in the person's interest and in respect for his confidence, the consent
of \:,e lalter has nOL been oblained".
0

ARTICLE 723-6
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(Act no. 2(J(J1-616 of 11 July 2001 Article 75 Official Journal of 13 July 2001; Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September
2000 Arlicle 3 Officiai Journal 22 September 2000 into force 1 January 2002)
- ARTICLE 226-28 is draftee as follows·
"Researching the identification of a person through his DNA profile for purposes neither medical nor scientific, or
other Ulan in an inquiry or investigation made in the course of jUdicial proceedings, is punished by one year's
imprisonment and a fine of€15,OOO,
The same penalty applies to the disclosure of informalion concerning the identification of a person through his DNA
profile or proceeding to the identmcation of a person through his DNA profile without holding the authorisation prOVided
under conditions laid down by Decree in the Conseil d'Etat".
CHAPTER IV
ADAPTATION OF BOOK III

Articles 714~1 to 724-1

ARTICLE 714-1
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11th JUly 2001, Article 75 Official Jouma/13th JUly 2001)
"A buikJing or a or registered movable article classined or registereu or protected under the rules Dpplicablo locally,
an archaeological discovery made in the course of excavations or fortuilousfy, land conlaining archaeological remains.
or an article preserved or deposited in a museum, library or archive belonging to a public body, or to a body discharging
a public service mission or recognised as of public interest",
ARTICLE 724·1
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11 TH JUly 2001 Article 75 Official Journal of 13th July 2001)
"A building or regislered movable article classified, registered or protected under the rules applicable locally, an
archaeOlogical discovery made in the course of excavations or fortuitously, land containing archaeological remains, or
an article preserved or deposited in .:l museum, library or archive helrmging to a public body, or to a bOdy discharging a
public serviC€ mission or recognised as of pUblic interest".
CHAPTER V
ADAPTATION OF BOOK IV

Articles 715-1

to

715-5

ARTICLE 715-1
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11th JUly 2001, Arlicle 75 Official Journa/13th July 2001)
"The production or possession of machines, dangerous or ellplosive devices. set Qui under article 3 of ltle Act of
19th June 1871 which repealed lI1e Decree of 4th September 1870 on the production of military grade weapons;
- the prOduction, sale, import or ellport of ellplosive substances in contr~vention of the rules applic~hle 10G<'IlIy;
- the purChase, detention, transport cr unlawful carrying of explosive substances or of devices made wilh such
explosive substances in contravention of the rules appficable in the locality;
-the detention, carrying, and transport of weapons and ammunition in breach of the rules applicable locally;
- the offences ffiferred to I.nder articles 1 and 4 of lI1e Act no. 72-467 of 9th June 1972 forbidding the cesigning,
prOduction, possession, stocking, purchase or sale of biological or toxin-based weapons,"
ARTICLE 715-2
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11th July 2001, Article 75 Official Joumal13/h JUly 2001)
The second paragraph of cuticle 432-9 is drafted as follows:
"The same penalties apply 10 the person referred to under the previous paragraph, or an employee of an enterprise
managing a telecommunications system esteblished pursuant to the rules in matlers of postal and telecommunication
services applicable locally, or an employee of a supplier of telecommunications services who, acting in the performance
of his office, orders, commits or facilitates, e)(cept where provided by the law, any interception or misappropriation of
correspondence sent, transmitled or receiveu by a means of telecommuniC<Jtion, or the use or disclosure of its COntents."
ARTICLE 715-3
(Ac! no. 2001-616 of 11th July 2001, Arlicle 75 OfficiaIJoumal131h July 2001)
The lasl paragraph of Article 432-12 is drafted as 'ollows·
"For lhe application of the three previous paragraphs, the municipality is represented in i1ccordance With the
conditiors laid down under article L. 122-12 of the Municipalities Code and the mayor, deputy or the municipal
counsellor concerned must abstain from participating in the deliberation of the municipal council regarding the
completion or approval of Ihe conlract. Furthermore, notwithstandin9 the second para!Oraph of article L. 1.21-15 or the
Municipalities Code <'IS made applicable locally, the municipal council may not decide to meet in camera."
ARTICLE 7154
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11th July 2001, Arlicle 75 Official Journal 13th July 2001)
The fourth paragraph of Article 432-13 is drafted as follows:
"T~se provision.,> are applicable 10 thf7 employees of pUblic corporalions, nafionalised enterphses, mixed economy
companies in which the State or public bodies hold directly or indirectly more than 50 per cenl of the capital, and the
employees of the public operators running the postal and telecommunications public serJice."
ARTICLE 725-1
(Act no. ?001-616 of 11TH July 2001 Arlicle 75 Official Journal of 13th July 2001)
"The production or possession of machines, da!"gerous or e)(plosive devices, set oul under article 3 of
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19th June 1871 which repealed the Decree of 4th Seplember 1870 on the production of military grade weapons;
- the production, sale, import or export of explosive substances in contravention of the rules applicable locally;
- the purchase, detention, transport or unlawfL'1 carrying of explosive substances or of devices made with such
explosive substances in contravention of the rules applicable in the locality;
- the detention, carrying, and transport of weapons and ammunition in breach of the rules applicable locally;
- the offences referred to under articles 1 and 4 of the Act no. 72-467 of 9th June 1972 forbidding the designing,
production, possession, stocking, pU,rchase or sale of biological or toxin-based weapons."
ARTICLE 725-2
(Act flO. 2001-616 of 11TH July 2001 Article 75 Official Journal of 13th July 2001)
The second paragraph of article 432-9 is drafted as follows:
"The same penalties apply to the person referred to under the previous paragraph, Of an employee of an enterprise
managing a telecommunications system established pursuant to the rules in matters of poslal and telecommunication
services applicable locally, or an employee of a supplier of telecommunications services, who, acting in the performance
of his office, orders, commits or facilitates, except where provided by the law, any interception or misappropriation of
correspondence sent, transmitted or received by a means of telecommunication, or the use or disclosure of its contents."
ARTICLE 725-3
(Act flO. 2001-616 of 11TH July 2001 Article 75 Official Journal of 13th July 2001)
The last paragraph of article 432-12 is drafted as follows:
"For the application of the three previous paragraphs, the municipality is represented in accordance with the
conditions laid down under article L. 122-12 of the Municipalities Code and the mayor, deputy or the municipal
counsellor concemed must abstain from partidpating in the deliberation of the municipal council regarding the
completion or approval of the contract. Furthermore, notwithstanding the second paragraph of article L. 1.21-15 of the
Municipalities Code as made applicable locally, the municipal council may not decide to meet in camera.~
ARTICLE 725-4
(Act 1'10.2001-616 of 11TH July 2001 Article 75 Official Journal of 13th July 2001j

The fourth para9raph of article 432-13 is drafted as follows:
''These provisions are applicable to the employees of pUblic corporations, nationalised enterprises, mixed economy
companies in which the State or public bodies holding directly or indirectly more than 50 per cent of the capital, ana the
employees of the public operators running the postal and telecommunications pUblic service."
ARTICLE 725-5
(Act flO. 2001-616 of 11 TH July 2001 Article 75 Official Joumal of 13th july 2001)
The provisions of articles 433-20 and 433..21 are not applicable to persons whose civil status is a common law one.
ARTICLE 725-6
(Act flO. 2001-616 of 11TH July 2001 Article 75 Official Journal of 13th july 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 into force 1 January
2002)

- ARTICLE 443·3 is drafted as follows:
VA penalty of one year's imprisonment and a fine of €15,000 is incurrtld by manufacturing, selling, transporting or
distributing any articles, printed documents or forms which resemble documents of title Or other fiduciary securities
issued by the Slate, local councils, pUblic corporation, or of the public operators running the postal and
telecommunicafions public service, so as to facilitate the acceptance of such articles, printed documents or forms in lieu
of tha securities they resemble."
ARTICLE 715-5
(Act flO. 2001-616 of 11th July 2001, ArticJe 75 Official Journal 13th july 2001)
- ARTICLE 443-3 is drafted as follows:
"A penalty of one year's imprisonment and a ~ne of €15,OOO is incurred by manufacturing, selling, transporting or
distributing any articles, printed documents or forms which resemble documents of title or other fiduciary securities
issued by the State, local councils, public corporalion, or of the public operators running Ihe postal and
telecommunications public service, so as to facilitate the acceptance of such articles, printed documents or forms in lieu
of Ihe securities they resemble."
CHAPTER VI
ADAPTATION OF BOOK V

Articles 716·1 to 726-15

ARTICLE 716-1
(Act flO. 2001-616 of 11th Juiy 2001, Article 75 Official Journal 13th July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000. Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 comiflg info force on
1$( January 2002)

- ARTICLE 511-3 is drafted as follows:
''The removal of an organ from a living adUlt person without obtaining the person's consent or without having
informed him of the risks and consequences of the act is punished by saven years' imprisonment and a fine of €100,000.
The seme penalties apply to the removal of an organ from a iiving adull donor placed under a jUdicial protective
order. Nevertheless, the removal of bone marrow from a minor in favour or his brother or sister may be authorised by a
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medical committee instituted in canfonnity with lhe rules applicable locally subject to the consent of each of Ihose vested
with parental authority or the legal representative of the minor.
The consents provided for under the preceding paragraphs are given before Ihe preskJenl of the Tribunal of First
Instance or the jUdge or prosecutor appointed by him. They may be revoked informally a! any time.
In the even! of emergency, the consent may be received by the Procureur de la Republique by any means.
The medical committee ensures lhat the minor was informed of the intended removal in order 10 enable him 10
express his wishes, jf capable of doing so. The refusal of the minor is a bar 10 lhe removal operation."
ARTICLE 716-2
(Act no. 2001·616 of 11th July 2001, Article 75 Official Joumal131h July 2001)
The second paragraph of article 511-5 is drafted as follows:
"The same penalties apply to the removal of human tissues Or cells and to the collection of a product from a living
adult donor who is Ule SUbject of a protective guardianship order."
ARTICLE 716-3

(Act no. 2001-616 of 11th July 2001, Article 75 Official Joumal13th July 2001)
- ARTiCLE 511-7 is drafted as follows:
"The removal or transplant of organs, the removal or grafting of human organic tissues, the preservation or
transformation of human organic tissues or the grafting of calls other than in an institution authorised to that effect is
punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,OOO."
ARTICLE 716-4

(Act no. 96-1240 of 30th December 1996 Article 3 Official Journal of 1s1 January 1997)
(Act no. 2001·616 of 11th July 2001, Article 75 Official Joumal13th Jl1ly 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000, Article 3 Official JOl1mal of 22 September 2000 coming inro force on
1st January 2002)
- ARTJCLE 511-8 is drafted as follows:
"The distribution or transfer, with a view to donation, of organs, human organic tissues, cells or human products
without complying with the sanitary security rules applicable locally is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of
£30,000."
ARTICLE 716-5

(Act no. 96-1240 of 30th December 1996 Article 3 Official Joumal of 1s1 January 1997)
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11th July 2001, Article 75 Official Joumal13fh July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-9f6 of 19 September 2000, Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 coming into force on
1sf January 2002)
• ARTICLE 511-11 is drafted as follows:
"The collec1in9 or removal of gametes from a liVing person with a view to carrying out a medically assisted
procreation without testing for transmissible diseases as required by regulations locally applicable is punished by two
years' imprisonment and a fine of€30,000."
ARTICLE 716-6

(Act no. 2001-616 of 111h July 2001, Article 75 Offidal Joumal13th july 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000, Article 3 Officiel JOl1maf of 22 Sepfember 2000 coming into force on
1st Janl1ary 2002)
- ARTICLE 511-12 is drafted as folk:Jws:
"Proceeding to artificial insemination using fresh sperm or
two years' imprisonment and a fine of€30,000."

a

mixture 01 sperm provided by donation is punished by

ARTICLE 716-7

(Act no. 2001-616 of 11th July 2001, Article 75 Official Joumal13th July 2001)
(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000, Article 3 Official Journal of 22 Seplember 2000 coming Into force on
1s1 January 2002)
• ARTiCLE 511·13 is drafted as follows:
"COnditioning t1'18 benefit of a donation of gameles to the choice by the receiving couple of a person who has
voluntarily accepted to make such a donalion in fayour of a third-party coL'ple is punished by two years' imprisonment
and a fine of €30,000."
ARTICLE 716-8
(Act no. 2001-618 of 11th July 2001, Article 75 Official Joumel13lh July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000, Article 3 Official Joumal of 22 September 2000 coming into force on
1s1 January 2002)
- ARTiCLE 511-14 is drafted as follows:
"COllecting, handling, preserving or transferring gametes supplied by way of donation without haVing obtained the
necessary authorisation is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of€30,OOO."
ARTICLE 716·9

(Act no. 2001-816 of 11th July 2001, Artide 75 Official Journal 13th July 2001)
(Ordinance no, 2000-916 of 19 September 2000, Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 coming into
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1s1 January 2002)
- ARTICLE 511-16 is drafted as follows:
"Obtaining human embryos without prior aulhorisation by judicial authority is punished by seven years'
imprisonment and a fine of E10,000. A jUdicial authority may grant such leave in en;eptional circumstances on
examination of the written consenL of the couple that conceived or, where one of the spoL'ses has died, of the surviving
spouse and after having verified that the act does not fall under the provisions of article 511-24 and that the receiving
couple can guarantee the satisfactory reception of the child that will be born."

ARTICLE 716-10
(Act no. 96-1240 of 30th December 1996 Article 5 Official Journal of 1st January 1997)
(Act no. 2001-616 of 111h July 2001, Article 75 Official Joumal13th July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000, Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 coming into force on
1st January 2002)
- ARTICLE 511-19 is drafted as follows:
"The study of or experimentation on embryos is punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of £100,000.
The previous paragraph does not apply to a stUdy made, in exceptional circumstences, for medical purposes
provided it does not harm the embryo and concerns an embryo from a couple who have consented in writing following
the favourable advice of the commission instituted in accordance with the conditions raid down by the rules locally
applicable."

ARTICLE 716-11
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11th July 2001, Article 75 Official Joumal 13th July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000, Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 coming into force on
1s1 January 2002)
- ARTICLE 511-20 is drafted as follows:
"The making of an ante-natal diagnosis other than in an institution authorised to that effect is punished by two years'
imprisonment and a fine of £30,000."

ARTICLE 716-12
(Act no. 96-1240 of 30lh December 1996 Article 5 Official Journal of 1st January 1997)
(Act no. 2001~616 of 11th July 2001, Article 75 Official Joumal13th July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000, Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 coming into force on
1st January 2002)
- ARTICLE 511-21 is drafted as follows:
"The making of a pre-implantation diagnosis without the certificate of a doctor practising in an institution referred to
under article 511-20 that there is a serious likelihood of the couple giving birth to a child affecLed by a partiCUlarly serious
genetic illness recognised as incurable at the time of the diagnosis is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of

€30,000.
Proceeding to a pre-implantation dia9nosis:
1° without having reC€ived the written consent of bolh parties;
2° or for purposes other than those of diagnosing, preventing or treating illness;
3° or other than in an institution authorised to fhat ettect;
is SUbject to the same penalties.

ARTICLE 716-13
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11th July 2001, Article 75 Official Joumal131h July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000, Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 coming into force on
1st January 2002)
- ARTICLE 511-22 is drafted as follows:
"Carrying ou! medically assisted procreations other than in an institution authorised to thaL effect is punished by two
years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,OOO."

ARTICLE 116-14
(Act no. 96-12400f 30th Decembar 1996 Article 5 Official Journal of 1st January 1997)
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11th july 2001, Article 75 Official Jouma/13th July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000, Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 coming into force on
1st January 2002)
- ARTICLE 511-24 is drafted as follows:
"Five years' imprisonment and a fine of 75,000 is incurred by carrying out medica) assistance for procreation where
this no! in response to the request of a couple and the benefiting couple does not consist of a living man and woman. of
an age to produce children, married or able to show that they have lived together for more than two years and having
given their prior consent to the lransfer of embryos or the artificial insemination.
The same penalty applies to canyin9 out medical assistance for prucrealion for any other purpose than as a remedy
for infertility the pathological nature of which has been diagnosed medically, or to prevent the transmission to a child of a
particularly serious disease."

ARTICLE 716-15
(Act no. 96-1240 of 30th December 1996 Article 5 Official Journal of 1st January 1997)
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(Act no. 2001-616 of 11th July 2001, Article 75 Official Journal 13th July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000·916 of 19 September 2000, Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 coming into force on
1sl January 2002)
• ARTICLE 511-25 is drafted as follows'
"The transfer of an embryo without having ascertained the results of the tests for infectious diseases as required by
provisions in force locally is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of £30,000."

ARTICLE 716·16
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11th July 2001, Article 75 Official Journal 13th July 2001)
- ARTICLE 521-2 is drafted as follows:
"CarTying out e)(periments or 8)(perimen1a1 or scientific research on animals without complying with the provisions in
force loca"y is punished by the penalties sel out under article 511-1'-

ARTICLE 726·1
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11 JUly 2001 Article 75 Official Journal of 13th July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 into force 1 January
2002)
- ARTICLE 511-3 is drafted as follows:
"The removal of an organ from a living adult person without obtaining the person's consent or without having
informed him of the risks and consequences 01 the act is punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of £100,000.
The same penalties apply to the removal o( an organ from a living adult donor placed under a jUdicial protective
order. Nevertheless, the removal of bone marrow from a minor in favour or his brother or sister may be authorised by a
medical committee instituted in conformity with the rules applicable locally Subject to Ihe consent of each of those vested
with paren1a1 authority or the legal representative of the minor.
The consents referred to in the paragraphs above are given before the president of the Tribunal of First Instance or
the judge or prosecutor appointed by him. They may be revoked informally at any lime.
In the event of emergency, the consent may be received by the Procureur de fa Republique by any means.
The medical committee ensures that the minor was informed of ttJe intended removal in order to enable him to
express his wishes, if capable of doing so. The refusal of the minor is a bar to the removal operation."

ARTICLE 726·2
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11 July 2001 Article 75 Official Joumal of 13 July 2001)
The second paragraph of article 511·5 is drafted as follows:
"The same I)enalties apply 10 the removal of human tissues or cells and to collecting a product from a living adUlt
donor who is lhe subject of a protective guardianship order."

ARTICLE 726-3
(Act no. 96-1240 of 30th December 1996 Article 10 Official Journal 1s1 January 1997)
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11 July 2001 Article 75 Official Joumal of 13th July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Joumal of 22 September 2000 inlo force 1 January
2002)
- ARTICLE 511-7 is drafted as follows:
"The removal or transplant of organs, the removal or grafting of human organic tissues, the presel'llalion or
trnnsformation of human organic tissues or the grafting of celis other than in an institution authorised to thaI effect is
punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of £30,000:

ARTICLE 726-4
(ACI no. 96-1240 of 30lh December 1996 Article 10 Official Joumal fst January (997)
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11 July 2001 Article 75 Official Joumai of 13 July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 Seplember 2000 into force 1 January
2002)
- ARTICLE 511-8 is drafted as lollows:
"The distJ1bulion or transfer, with a view 10 donation, of organs, human organic tissues, cells or human products
without complying with the senitary security rules applicable locally is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of

€30,000."
ARTICLE 726·5
(Act no. 96·1240 of 30 December 1996 Article 10 Official Joumal 1 January 1997)
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11 July 2001 Article 75 Official Journal of 13 July 20Ot)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journa{ of 22 September 2000 into force 1 January
2002)
- ARTICLE 511-11 is drafted as lollows:
"The collecting or removal of gametes from a living person with a view to carrying out a medically assisted
procreation without tesling for transmissible diseases reQuired by regulations locally applicable is punished by two years'
imprisor1ment and a fine of £30,000."

ARTICLE 726·6
(Act no, 2001-516 of 11 July 7001 Article 75 Official Joumal of 1h July 2001)
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(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 into force 1 January
2002)
- ARTICLE 511·12 is drafted as follows:
"Proceeding to artificial insemination using fresh sperm or a mixture of sperm provided by donation is punished by
two years' imprisol'1ment and a fine of €30.000."
ARTICLE 726-7
(Act no. 2001·616 of 11 July 2001 Arlicle 75 Official Journal 01 1h July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 into force 1 January
2002)
• ARTICLE 511-13 is drafted as follows:
"Conditioning the benefit of a donalion of gametes to the choice by the receiving couple of a person who has
voluntarily accepted to make such a donation in favour of a third-party couple is punished by two years' imprisonment
and a fine of£30,000."
ARTICLE 726-8
(Act no. 2001-616 01 11 July 2001 Arlicle 75 Official Joumal of 1h July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 into force 1 January
2002)
-ARTICLE 511·14 is drafted as follows:
"Collecting, handling, preserving or transferring gametes supplied by way of donation without haVing obtained the
necessary authorisation is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine 01 €30,000."
ARTICLE 726-9
(Act no. 2001·616 of 11 July 2001 Arlicle 75 Official Joumal of 1h July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Offidal Joumal of 22 September 2000 info force 1 January
2002)
- ARTICLE 511-16 is drafted as follows:
"Obtaining human embryos withoul prior authorisation by judicial authority is punished by seven years'
imprisonment and a fine of £10,000, A judicial authority may granl such leave in exceptional circumstances on
examination of the written consent of the couple that conceived or, where one of the spouses has died, of the surviving
spouse and after having verified that the act does not fall under the provisions of article 511-24 and that the receiving
couple can guarantee the satisfactory reception of Ihe child that will be born.
The act of obtaining a human embryo:
- where the anonymity between the couple receiving lhe embryo and the one renouncing it has not been respected;
- or where the couple receiving Ihe embryo are not in a situalion where medical assistance in procreation without
recourse to a third party would not succeed;
is also punished by seven years' imprisonment and a fine of£100,000
ARTICLE 726·10
(Act no. 96-1240 of 30 December 1996 Arlide 10 Officiel Jouma/1st January 1997)
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11 July 2001 Arlicle 75 OfficialJoumal of1h July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle J Official Journal of 22 September 2000 info forre 1 Jenuary
2002)
• ARTICLE 511-19 is drafted as follows:
"The study of or experimentation on embryos is punished by seven years' imprisonmenl and a fine of £1 00,000.
The previous paragraph does 1'101 apply to a study made, in exceptional circumstances, for medical purposes
prOVided il does not harm the embryo and concerns an embryo from a couple who have conSented in writing following
the favourable adVice of the commission instituted in acCOrdance with the conditions laid down by the rules locally
- app\iceble."
ARTICLE 726·11
(Act no. 2001-6160f 11 JUly 2001 Article 75 Officj~l Joumal of 1h JUly 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Joumal of 22 September 2000 into force the 1st
January 2002)
- ARTICLE 511-20 is drafted as follows:
'The making of an ante-natal diagnosis other than in an institution authorised to that effect is punished by two years'
imprisonment and a fine cf€30,OOO."
ARTICLE 726-12
(Act no. 96-1240 of 30 December 1996 Arlicle 10 OffIcial Journal 1st January 1997)
(Act no. 2001·616 of 11 July 2001 Arlicle 75 Official Joumal of 1h July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 into force the 1 January
2002)
- ARTICLE 511-21 is drafted as follows:
"LThe making of a pre-implantation diagnosis without the certificate of a doctor pracfising in an institution referred to
under article 511·20 that there is a serious likelihood of the couple giving birth to a child affected by a particularly serious
genetic illness recognised as Incurable at ihe time of the diagnosis is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of
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€30,000.
Proceeding to a pre-implantation diagnosis:
1" without having received the written consent of both part,'es;
2" or for purposes other than those of diagnosing, preventing or treating illness;
3" or other than in an institution authorised to that effect is subject to the same penalties.
ARTICLE 726-13
(AC! no. 2001~616 of 11 July 2001 Arlicle 75 Official Journal of 1h July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 into force 1 January
2002)
- ARTICLE 511-22 is drafted as follows:
"Carrying out medically assisted procreations other than in an institution authorised 10 that effect is punished by two
years' imprisonment and a fine of€30,000.~
ARTICLE 726-14
(Act no. 96-1240 of 30 December 1996 Article 10 Official Journal t January 1997)
(Act no. 2001-616 of 11 July 2001 Arllde 75 Official Joumel of 1h July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 into force 1 January
2002)
- ARTICLE 511-24 is drafted as follows:
"LFive years' imprisonment and a fine of €7S,OOO is incurred by carrying out medical assistance for procreation
where this not in response to the request of a couple and the benefiting couple does not consist of a living man and
woman, of an age 10 produce children, manied or able 10 show that they have lived together for more than two years
and having given their prior consent 10 the transfer of embryos Of the artificial insemination.
The same penalty epplies to carryIng out medical assistance for procreation for any other purpose than as a remedy
for infertility the pathOlogical nature of which has been diagnosed medically, or to prevent the transmission to a child of a
particularly serious disease."
ARTICLE 726-15
- ARTICLE 511-25 is drafted as follows:
"The transler of an embryo without haVing ascertained the results of the lests for infectious diseases as required by
proVisions in force locally is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,OOO."
CHAPTER VII
COMMON PROVISIONS

Articles 717-1

to 727-2

ARTICLE 717-1
(Act no. 2001-616 OF 11TH July 2001 Article 7S Official Journal of 13th July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Article 3 Official Journel of 22 September 2000 into force 1 January
2oo2)
A director or employee who requests or accepts, directly or indirectly, unknown to his employer or without his
authorisation, any offer, promise, donation, gift, discount or reward for performing or abstaining from performing an act
pertaining to his function is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of €30,000.
The same penalty is incurred by anyone who accedes to the requests reFerred to in the preceding paragraph, or
who initiates them.
In the cases covered by the present article, the court may also impose, as an additional sentence, the prohibition of
civic, civil and famify rights provided under article 131-26 for period of up to five years.
ARTICLE 717-2
(Act no. 2001~616 of 11TH July 2001 Article 7S Official Journal of 13th July 2001)
(Ordinance no. 2000-916 of 19 September 2000 Arlicle 3 Official Journal of 22 September 2000 into tbrce 1 January
2002)
Publishing, by any means, false or calumnious illformation. putting on the markel ofters intended to upset the
market price. or to upset price levels, or offers above the price required by sellers. or the use any other fraudulent
means !o cause or attempt 10 ceuse an artificial rise or fall in the price of goods or services or public or private assets, is
punished by two years' ;mprisonment and a fine of €30,OOO.
Where the rise or fall of tha prices ,involves foodstulfs, the penalty is increased to three years' imprisonment and e
fine of€45,000.
Natural persons convicted of the offences provided by the present article also inctH the following additional
penalties:
1" forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights pursuant to the conditions sel out under article 131-26;
2 0 the pUblic display or dissemination of the decision in accordance with the conditions set out under article 131·35.
ARTICLE 717-3
(AC! no. 2001-616 of 11 July 2001 Arlicle 7S Official Journal of 13 July 2001)
Legal persons may incur criminal liability pursuant to the conditions set out under article 121·2 for offences set out
under the previous paragraph.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
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l' A fine, in the manner prescribed to under article 131-38;
2' the penalties referred 10 under 2', 3", 4' 5', 6° and 9· of article 131-39.
The prohibition specified under 2· of article 131-39 relates to the activities in the course of which
of the performance of which the offence was committed.

or on the occasion

ARTICLE 727-1
A director or employee who requests or accepts, directly or indirectly, unknown to his employer or without his
authorisation, any offer, promise, donation. gift, discount or reward for performing or abstaining from pertorming an act
pertaining \0 his function is punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of€30,OOO.
The same penalty is incurred by anyone who accedes to the requests referred to in the preCeding paragraph, or
who initiates them.
In the cases covered by the present article, the court may also impose, as an additional sentence, the prohibition of
civic, civil and family rights provided accedes to article 131-26 for period of up to five years.
ARTICLE 727-3
Legal persons may incur criminal liability pursuant to the conditions set out under article 121-2 for offences set out
under the previous paragraph.
The penalties incurred by legal persons are:
1" a fine, in tt1e manner prescribed to under article 131-38;
2" tha penanies referred to under 2', 3~, 4' 5~, 6' and g" of article 131-39.
The prohibition specified under 2" of article 131-39 ralates to the activities in the course of which oron the occasion
of the performance of which the offence was committed.
ARTICLE 727-2
Publishing, by any means, false or calumnious information, putting on the market offers intended 10 upsel the
market price, or to upset price levels or offers above tha price required by sellers, or the use any other fraudulenl means
to cause or attempt to cause an artificial rise or fall in the price of goods or services or public or private assets, is
punished by two years' imprisonment and a fine of€30,OOO.
Where the rise or fall of the prices involves foodstuffs, the penalty is increased to three years' imprisonment and a
fine of €45,OOO.
Natural persons convictad of the offences provided by the present article also incur the following additional
penalties:
1" forfeiture of civic, civil and family rights pursuant to the conditions set out under article 131-26;
2" tha public display or dissemination ofthe decision in accordance with the conditions set out undar article 131-35.
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CERTIORARI TO THE UNlTED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE THIRD CIRCUIT
Syllabus
Each of lhe eight pel,'tioners, along wllh se..en unlndicted coconspirators and six codefendants, was charged with conspiring lo \lolale
(18 U S.C, § 371), and with 'Jiolaling. 18 U.S.C. § 1955, a pro'.lsion or the Organized Crime Control Act of1970 (Act) aimed at largescale gambling acll\\lies; and each peliliollEJr was con'.lcted and sentenced under both counts. The Court of Appeals affirmed. ~nd;ng
lhat prosecution and pU'lishmenl for both offenses were permitted by a recogniZed exception to Wharton's Rule, Under that RUle, an
agreement by two persons to commit a particular crime cannol be prosecuted as a conspiracy when the crime is of such a nalu,.. as
necessarily to JC!quire the participation of two pe!1>O,lS for its commiSSion, in such a case lhe conspiracy being deemed 10 ha..e
merged into the completed offense.

Held Petitioners weJC! properly con'.lcted and punished for ..Dialing 18 U.SC. § 1955 and for conspiring to '.loJale thai slelute. it being
clear that Congress, in enaclil1~ the Act. inlended to retain each offunse as an independent curb ill combating organized crime. Pp.
~20 U_ S 777-791.
(a) Traditionelly. conspiracy and lhe completed offense ha>.e been conside~ to conslilule separate crimes, ar;d this Court has
recognized that a conspiracy poses dangers quite apart from the substal1tile offense, Wharton's RUle is an exception lo Ihe general

principle that a cOl1spiracy and Ihe substal1li..e offense that is ils immediale end do 110t merge upon proof of the latter. Pp. 420 U_ S_

777-782
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(b) The Rule - which traditionally has peen applied to ollenses such as adultery where the harm allendant upon commission of the
subslantilE! offense is con~ned 10 the parties lo lhe agreement and wIlere the offense requires concened criminal aclilAty _ has
current IAlaiily only as a jUdicial presumption to be applied in the absence of a contrary legislatilE! intenl. Pp. 420 U. S. 762-786.
(c) Here such a contrary intent exisled, for, in dralting the Act, Congress manifested its awareness of the distinct nature of a
conspiracy
Page 420 U. S. 771
end the subslantilE! offenses that might constitute its immediate end, as well as a desire to provide a number 01 discrete weapons for
the beWa against organiLed crime. Pp. 420 U. S. 786-789.
(d) The I1lquirement of participation of "filE! or more persons" as an element 01 lhe § 1955 substantilE! olrense reflects no more lhan an
intent to limit federal inter.ention 10 cases wIlere federal interesls are substantially implicated, lea\lng to local law enforcement effons
the prosecution of small-scale gambling acti\ities. Pp. 420 U. S. 789-790.
477 F.2d 999, affirmed.
POWEll, J., delilE!red Ihe opinion of lhe Court, in which BURGER, C.J., and WHITE, BLACKMUN, and REHNQUIST, JJ., joined.
DOUGLAS, J., filed a dissenting opinion, in Part II ofwllich STEWART and MARSHAll, JJ., joined, post. p. 420 U. S. 791.
BRENNAN, J., filed a dissenting opinion, post, p. 420 U. S. 798.
MR. JUSTICE POWEll delilE!red the opinion of the Coun.
This case requires the Co un to consider Wharton's Rule, a doctrine of criminal law enunciating an exception to the general principle
that a conspiracy and the subslanli\le offense thai is its immediate end are discrete crimes for wIlich separate sanctions may be
imposed.

Petitioners '<\'ere tried under a six-count indictment alleging a variety of federal gambling olrenses. Each 01 the eighl petitioners, along
with selE!n unindicled coconspirators and six codefendanls, was charged, inler 81i8,
Page 420 U. S. 772
with conspiring I Footnote 1] to violate and violating 18 U.S.C. § 1955, a federal gambling statute making it a crime 1m ~w or more
person to cooo'uct, finance, manage, supe~se, direct, or own a gambliflg business prohibited by stale law. IFootnote 2J Each
petilioner was con"';cted of both offenses, IFootnote 3J and each was senlenced under both the substantiw and conspiracy counts.
[Footno~ The Coun of Appeals
Page 420 U, S, 773
fer the Third Circuit affirmed, ~nding that a recognized exception to Wharton's Rule permilled proeecutlon and punishment fer both
offenses, 477 F.2d 99 (1973). We granled ceniorari to resollE! the conflicts caused by the federal courts' disparate approaches to the
application or Wharton's Rule lo conspiracies 10 \.-folate § 1955. 417 U.S. 907 (1974). For the reasons nOW' to be staled, we affirm.

II
Wharton's Rule owes its name 10 Francis Wharton. whose treatise on criminal law idenlified the doctrine and its fundamef1!al
rationale:
"When 10 the idea of an offense plLlrality of agenls is logically necessary, conspiracy, which assumes the I,Qluntary accession of a
Olganls, cannot be maintained.. , . In other words, wIlef1
person to a crime of such a character that it is aggravated by a plurality
the law says, 'a combination between two pe~ons \0 effect a particular 6f1d shall be called, if the end be effected, by a certain name,'
It is not lawful for Ihe prosecution to call il by some other name: and wilen the law says, such an offense - e.g., adullery - shall halE!
a certain punishment. it is not lawful for lhe prosecution to evade this I,;mitation by indiclingthe offenSe as conspiracy."

0'

2 F. Wharton, Criminal law § 1604, p. 1862 (12th ed.1932). {Footnote 5]
Page
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The Rule has been app,l,'ed by numerous courts, slate (Footnote 6J and federal [Footnote 7J alike. It also has been recognized by this
Court, [Footnote 8) although we haw had no pre"';ous OCCasion carefully 10 analyze its justification and proper role in federal law.
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The classic formulation of Wharton's Rule requires thaI the conspiracy indictment be dismissed before trial. Wh~rt:m's description of
the Rule indicates that, where it is applicable, an indictmenl for conspiracy "cannot be maintained," ibid., a conclusion echoed by
Anderson's ml:lre recent formulation, see!! 5, supra, and by slatements
Page 420 U. S. 775
of this Court as well, see Gebaroi v. United Siales, 287 US. 112, 287 U. S. 122(1932); Uniled Siaies v. Ketz, 271 U. S. 354, 271
U. S. 355 (1926). Federal courts earlier adhered to th,'s literal intarpretation, and thus sUl>tained demurre~ 10 I;onsplral;y indictments.
See United Sleleli v. New York C. & H.R. R, CA.. 146 F.2d 8, 303-305 (CC SDNY 1906), affd, 212 U. S. 212 U,S. 481 (1909); United
Sialeli v. Dietn'ch, 126 F,6d 9 (CC Neb.1904). More recently, howeloer, seme federall;ourts haw differed oloer whether Wharton's Rule
requires initial dismissal of the conspi,racy indil;tment, In United Sia/es II. GrEenberg, 334 F.Supp. 1092 (NO Ohio 1971), and Uniled
Stflfes v. Figueredo, 350 F.Supp, 1031 (MO Fla.1972), rEv'd sub nom. United Stafes v. Vaglicl1, 490 F.2d 799 (CA5 1974), cet1.
pending sub nom. Scaglione II. United Slates, No. 73-1503, Dislriel Courts sustained preJ,'minary motions to dismiss conspiracy
indictments in cases in which the prosecution also charged 'o1olatiorl of § 1955. In this case, 339 F.Supp. 171 (WO Pa.1972), and in
United Stfltes v. Kohne, 347 F.Supp. 1178, 1186 (WO Pa.1972), howewr, the courts held that the Rule's purposes can be ser.ed
equally effectiwly by permitting the prosecution to charge both offenses arod instructing the jury that a CO,I1-..lction for the substantiloe
offense necessarily precludes conliction for the conspiracy.
Federal courts likewise hale disagreed as to the proper applicatiOn of the recognized "third-party exception," Which renders Wharton's
Rule inapplicable when the conspil"9cy imolws the cooperation of a greater number of persons than is required for commission of the
substantiw offense. See Gebaroi v. United States, supra, at 122 n. 6. In the present case, the Third Circuit conclUded that the thirdparty exception permitted prosecution because lhe conspiracy in..clwd more than the filoe pe~ons required to commit the substanliloe
offense, 477 F.2d
Page 420 U, S. 776
999, a 'o1ew shared by the Second Circuit, United States v. Becker; 461 F.2d 230, 234 (1972), vacaled and remanded on other
grounds, 417 U. S. 903 (1974). IFootnote 9] The Sewnth Circuit reaChed the opposile result, howewr, reasoning that, since § 1955
also COlers gambling acti'o1ties in..cl\olng more than fi;e persons, the third-party excaption is inapplicable. United States v. Hunler, 478
F 2d 1019, cert. denied, 414 U.S. 857 (1973).
The Courts of Appeals are at odds e;en oler the fundamental question whether Wharton's Rule e;er applies to a charge for COIlS piracy
'o1olale § 1955, The Seloenth Circuit holds that it does. Hun/er, supra; Uniled Stales v. Clarke, 500 F.2d 1405 (1974), cet1. denied,
post, p. 925. The Fourth and Fifth Circuits, on the other hand, hale declared that it does not. United Siales v. Bobo. 477 F.2d 974
(CA4 1973), cet1. pending sub nom, Gray v. United States, No. 7231; United Stales v. Pacheco, 489 F.2d 554 (CA5 1974), cet1.
pending, No. 73-1510,
(0

As Ihis brief description indicates. the history of the application of Wharton's Rule to charges for conspiracy to 'o1olate § 1955 fully
supports the Fourth Circuit's obseMtion that "rather than being a rule, [ill is a concept. the confines of which hale been delineated in
widely dil,€rse fashion by the courts," United States v Bobo, supra, at 986. With this di..ersity of-..lews in mind, we tum to an
examination of the history and purposes oflhe Rule.
Page 420 U. S. 777

III
A
Traditionally, lhe law has considered conspirac;y and the completed substantile offense to be separate crimes. Conspiracy is an
inchoate offense, the essence of which is an agreement to commit an unlawful act. See, e.g., Uniled States v Feola, ante, p. 42DJ,L
S. 671; Pinkerton v. United Siales, 326 U. S, 640, 328 U. S. 644 (1946); Bral,€rman v. United Stales, 317 U. S 49, 317 U. S. 53
(1942}. [FootnoleJQ] Unlike some I;nmes thal arise in a single tra,l1saclion. see Heflin v. United Sie/es, 358 U, S. 415 (1959); Pnnce
v. Unitad Siales, 352 U S. 322 (1957), the conspiracy to commit an offense and the subseQlJent commission of that crime normally
do not merge into a single punisheble acl. Pinkerton II. United States, supra, at 328 U S. 643. [Footnote 11J Thus, II is well
recognized that, in most cases, separete sentences can be imposed for the conspiracy to
Page 420 U S. 778
do ~n ael and for the subsaquent al;complishment of thai end. Feo/e. supra; Cailanan II United Slates, 364 U. S. 587 (1961);
Pinkerton, supra; Cat1er v McCfaughry, 183 U. S. 365 (1902). Indeed, the Court has elen held that the conspiracy can be punished
more harshly than the accomplishment of its purpose. Clune v. United Siales, 159 U. S. 590 (1895),
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The consistent rationale ot (his long line of decisions rests on lhe wry nature of the crime of conspiracy. This Court repeatedly has
recognized thaI a conspiracy poses distinct dangel'5 quite apart from those of the substanti.e offense.
"This settled p,~nciple deriws from the reason of things in dealing with socially reprehensible conduct' collectiw criminal agreement-.
partnership in crime - presents a greater potenlialthreat to the public than indi,,;dual delicts. Concerted action both increases the
likelihood thal the criminal object will be succeSSfully atlai,ned and decreases the probability that the individuals inwlwd will depart
from their path of criminality. Group association for criminal purposes often, if nol normally. makes possible the attainment of ends
more complex than those which one criminal could accomplish. Nor is the danger ot a conspiratorial group limiled lo lhe particular
end toward which it has embarked. Combination in crime makes mOre likely the commission of crimes unrelated to the original
purpose for which the group was formed. )n sum, lhe danger which a conspiracy generates is not con~ned to the 5ubstanli.e offense
which is the immediste aim of the enterprise."
Callanan v. United Siales, supra, at 364 U. S, 593-594. As Mr. Justice Jackson, no friend of the law of conspiracy, see Krulel'.ltch v.
United States, 336 U. S. 4~0. 336 U. S. 445

Page 420 U. S. 779
(1949) (concurring opinion). obserwd: "The basic rationale of the law or conspiracy is that a conspiracy may be an e>,ii in itself,
independently of any other e\tl it seeks to accomplish." Dennis v United Slates, 341 U. S ~94, 341 U. S. 573 (1951) (concurring
opinion). See also United Stales v. RBbinov.ich, 238 U. S. 78, 238 U. S. 88 (1915).

B
The historical difference between the conspiraCy and its end has led this Court consistently to attnbute to Congress
"a tacit purpose - in the absenca of any inconsistent expression - 10 maintain a long-established distinction between offenses
essenlially different; a distincllon whose practical importance inlhe criminal law is not easily owreslimated."
Ibid.; Callanan, SUplll. at 364 U. S. 594, W~arton's Rule announces an eil:ceplion to this general principle.

The Rule'traoces its origin to the decision of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in Shannon v. Common~alth, 14 Pa. 226 (1850), a
case in which the court ordered dismissal of an indictmenl allefling conspiracy to commit adultery lhat was broughl after the Slate
had failed to obtain con'o1ction for the suostantiw offense Prominent among the concerns \Qiced in lhe Shannon opinion is the
possibilily lhat the State could fon:;e the defendant to undergo subsequent prosecution for a lesser offense after failing to prOlE! the
greater. The Shannon court's holding reflects this concern, stating that
"where concert is a cOrlslituent part of Ihe act to be done, as il is in fornication and adultery, a PBrty acquitted of lhe major cannol be
indicBted of Ine minar.·'
Id. at 227-228.

Wharton's treatise first reported the case as one based on principles of double jeopardy, see F. Wharton, Criminal Law 198 (2d ed.
1852), and indicated that it was
Page 420 U. S 780
limiled to that conlext [footnoteJ11 Subsequenlly, howewr. Wharton came to 'o1ew the prirn:;lple as one of broader application. The
se;enth edilion of Wharton's treatise reported Ihe more general rule whi<:h is repeated in similar form today, Shannon v,
Commolliwaflh was said to be an application 01 the principle, rather than its soun:;e. 2 F. Wharton, Climinal Law 634 {7!h ed, 1874}.
This Court's PIl!";OUS discussions of Wharton's Rule haw not elaborated upon its precise role in federal law. In mast instances, the
Court simply has identified the Rule and described it in terms similar to those used in Wharton's trealise. But in United Stales v.
Holle, 236 U. S. 1~0 (1915), the sole case irl which lhe Court fell compelled specifica).'y to consider lhe apPlicabiiity of Wharton's
Rule, it decfined to adopt an expansiw definition of ils scope. In lhat case, Wharton's Rule was adl6nced as a bar to prosecution of a
female for conspiracy 10 \tolate lhe Mann Act. Rejecting that contention, lhe Court adopled a narrow construction of the Rule that
tm:uses on the statutory requirements of the substantilE! offense. rather than the e,,;derlce offered to pro.e those elements at l.~al
"The substanli\e offence might be committed without the woman's conserlt, for instance, if she were drugged or taken by force.
Therefore the decisions tllat it is impossible to tum the concurrence
Page 420 U S.781
necessary 10 effect certain crimes such as bigamy or dueling in!o a conspiracy to commit them do not apply."
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Id, at 145.
Wharton's Rule ftrst emerged at a lime when the contours of the law of conspiracy were in the process of acli-e fonnulation. The
general question whether the conspiracy merged inlo the completed felony offense rt!mained for some time a matter of uncertain
resolution. [Footnote 13J That issue is now sellled, howe-.er, and the Rule currently stands as an exception 10 the general principle
that a conspiracy and Ihe substanti\e offense that is its immediate
Page 420 U. S. 762
end do not merge upon prnofolthe latter. See Pinkerton II. United Slales, 328 U, S. 640 (1946). If the Rule is to sel"oe a rnlicmal
purpose In the contalft of the modem law of conspiracy, ils role must be more precisely identified.

c
This Court's prior decisions indicate that the broadly formulated Wharton's Rule does not rest on principles of double jeopardy, see
Pereira II. United States, 347 U. S. 1, 347 U. S. 11 (1954); Pinkerton, supra, at 328 U. S, 643-644. [Footnota 141 Instead, it has
current 'oitality only es e judicial presumption, to be appliad in tha absence oflegislali\e intent to lhe contrary. The classic Wharton's
Rute offenses - adultery, incest, bigamy, duellin9 - are crimes that are characterized by t~a general congruence of the agreement
and the completed substanti-e offense. The parties to the agreement are the only persons who participate in commission of the
substanti-e offense, [Footnote 15] and the immediate consequences
Page 420 U, S. 783
of the crime rest on the parties lhemsel-es, rather than on society at large. See United Sia/as It. Babo, 477 F.2d 987, Finally, the
agreement that altends the substenti-e offense does not appear/ikely to pose the distinct kinds of threats to society that the law of
conspiracy se:eks to a\ert. (Footnole 16] It cannol, for
Page 420 U. S, 784
example, readily be assumed that an agreemel1l to commit an offense of this nature will produce agreements to engage in a mort!
general pattern ofcrimil1al conduct Cr. Callanan II United Stales, 364 U. S, 587 (1961); United Slates II, Rabinowich, 238 U. S. 78
(1915).
The conducl proscribed by § 1955 IS signiftcantly different from the offel1ses 10 which the Rule traditionally has been applied. Unlike
the consequences of the classic Wharton's Rule offenses, the hann aUendant upon the commission of the substanti\e olrense IS not
restrictad to the parties to the agreement. Large-scala gambling actilities se:ek to elicit the participation of additional pen;ons -Ihe
bettors - who are parties l1efther to the consplrecy 110r to the substanti\e otrense that results from it. Moreo\er, Ihe parties prosecuted
for the conspiracy need not be the same pen;ons 'ftt10 art! prosecuted for commissiol1 of the subslal1ti-e offense, An endeawr as
complelf as a large-scale gamblil1g enterprise might inw(-.e persons 'ftt10 ha-.e played appreciably different roles, and whosa le-.el of
culpability varies significantly. It might, therefore, b.e appropriale to prosecute the owners and organizers of large-scale gamblil1g
operations both for the conspiracy and for the substanti-e offense, but to prosecute the lesser participants only for the subslanti\e
offel1se, Nor can it fairly be maintained that agreemel1ts to enter inlo large-scale gambling acti'oAlies are not likely to gel1erate
additional agreements to engage in ot,'ler cnminal endea',(lrs. As showl1 il1420 U. S. lhe legislati-e history of § 1955 prolides
documented testlmol1y to the contrary.
Page 420 U. S. 785
Wharton.'s Rule applies only to offenses that require concerted criminal acli'oAly, a plurality of criminal agel1ls. I" such cases, a closer
relalionship elf,;sts belween the conspiracy and the substal1tl\e offense because both require collecli\e crimi"al acli~ly. The
substanti\e offense therefore presents some of the s",me threats thatlhe law of conspiracy normally is lhoughllo guard against, and
it cannot automatically be assumed thai the legislature intended the conspiracy al1d the substal1li\e offense to remain as discrete
crimes upon consummation ofthe latler.IFootnote 17] Thus, absentlegislati-e il1tent to the
p",ge 420 U, S. 786
contrary, the Rule supports a prt!sumption that the two merge when the substal1\i\e offense is pro-.ed. [Footnote 18J
But a legal principle commands less respect whel1 extel1ded beyond Ihe logic that supports it. In this case, the significal1t differences
il1 characteristics and cansequences of the kinds of offel1ses that ga\e rise to Whartol1's Rule al1d the acli'oAties proscribed by § 1955
coul1sel against ",lIricuting signiftcant weight to the presumption lha- Rule erects. More important, as lhe Rule is essentially an aid to
the detenninalion of legislati-e intel1t, II must defer to a discernible legislali\e jUdgment. We tum now to lhat inquiry.
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The basic purpose oflhe Organized Crime Control Act of 1970, Pub.L. No. 9152, 84 Stat. 922, 923, was
"to seek the eradication of organized crime in the United Stales by slrengthenirlg the legal tools in the e'Jidence-gathering proces3, by
establishing new penal prohibitions, and by providing enhanced sanctions and new remedies 10 deal with the unlawful acti\4lies of
those engaged in organized crime."
The conlent of the Act reflects the dedication with which tha Legislature pursued this purpose. In addition to eflacting pro\lsions to
facilitate the disco>ery and proof of organized criminal actioities, Congress passed a number of relati>ely se>ere panally pro\lsions.
For example. 1ille X. codified in 18 USC. §§ 3575-3578,
Page 420 U. S. 787
identiftes for harsher sentencing treatment certain "dangerous special offenders," among them .Dersons who initiate, direct, or
supel'\Ase pallerns of criminal conduct or conspiracies to engage in such conduct, and persons who deriw substantial portions of their
income from those acti'olties. I Foolnote 191 § 3575(e).
Major gambling acti'olties were a principal focus of congressional concem. Large-scale gambling enterprises were seen to be both a
substantiw evil and a source of funds for other crim,;nal conduct. See S. Rep. No, 91617, pp. 71-73 (1969), !Footnole 201 "Tille vm thus
was enacted
Page 420 U. S. 788
"to gi..e the Federal Go..emment a new substanti'IE weapon, a weapon which will strike al organized crime's principal source of
re\Entle: illegal gambling,"

Id. at71. In addition 10 declaring that certain gambling actiljties \lolate federal as weI! as state law. 18 U.S,C. § 1955, "Title VIII
proljdes new penalties for conspiracies to obslruct state law enforcement atrorts for the purpose o( facilitating the conduct of these
actiljties, 18 USC. § 1511.
In dralling the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970, Congress manit.Jsted its clear awar1:!ness of the distinct nature of a conspiracy
and 100 5ubstanti..e offenses thal might constitute its immediate end. The identification of "special offenders" in Tille X speaks both to
persons Who commit

speci~c

felonies during the coullle of a pattern otl;riminal actMty and to Ihose who enter into conspiracies to

engage in patterns of criminal conduct 18 U.S. C. § 3575(e), And Congress speCifically utilized the law of conSpiracy to disco~rage
organized crime's I;OITUption of state and local officials for the purpose offacilitaling gambling enterprises, 18 U,S.C. § 1511.
[Footnote 211
Page 420 U. S. 789
BLl! the § 1955 definition of "gambling actiljties" pointedly a\(lids ret.Jrence to cOl1spirGcy or to agr1:!ement, the essentiat el€menl of
conspiracy. Moreowr, t~ limiled § 1955 definition is repealed in identifying lhe reach of § 1511, a prolision Ihat spocifically prohibils
conspiracies. Ylewecr in this context, and in light of the numerous references to conspiracies throughout the extensiw consideration
of the Organi2"ed Crime Control AI;!. we think thaI the limited congr1:!ssional definition of "gambiing actilAties" In § 1955 is significant.
The Act is a carefully crafted piece of legislation. Had

Cong~ss

intended to !oreclose the possibilily of prosecuting conspiracy

offenses under § 371 by merging Ihem into prosecutions uncrer § 1955, we think it would haw so indicated expliCitly It chose instead
to denne lhe substantl..e offense punished by § 1955 In a manner that falls specifically to inwKe the concerns which underlie the law

of conspiracy.
Nor do we find meril to the argumenl lhat the congressional requiremenl of participation of "flw or more per.;ons" as an eiement of the
substanti..e offense under § 1955 represents a legislati..e allempt 10 merge the conspiracy and the substanli..e offense into a single
crime. The h,'stoiY of the Act instead n:!'leals that this requirement was designed to restrict federal inler.ention to l:i1ses in which
federal interests are subslantlillly Implicaled. The findings accompanying Tille VIII. see note
Page 420 U. S. 790
following 18 U, S,C. § 1511, would appear 10 support the assertion of federal Jurisdiction o..er all illegal gambling acli\lties, cf Heart of

AflBnle Morel v. United Srales, 379 U. S 241, 379 U, S. 258 (1964): Kalzenbach v. McClung. 379 U. S. 294 (1964). Congress did
not, howe..er choose to exercise its power to the fullest. Recogl'!':zing that gambling acti... ties normally are matte~ 01 state concem,
Congress indicated a desire to extend federal criminal jurisdiction \0 reach only "those who are engaged In an illicit gambling
business of major proportions." S, Rep. No. 91-617, p. 73 (1969). II aCCOrdingly conditioned the application 01 § 1955 on a finding lhal
the gambling activities in'od..e ~..e or more persons and that they remain sUbstilntially in operation in excess of 30 days or attain
gross re..enues 01 $2.000 in a single day. 18 U.S.C, § 1955(b)(1)(Iii) (1970 ed. and Supp. III). [Footno(e 221 Thus, the requlr1:!ment of
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"concerted acti'>lly" in § 1955 rellecls no more than a concern to a\Qid federal proseculion ofsmall-scale gambling ac~i,.i1ies which
pose i!I limited threat 10 federal interests and normally can be combated eflecli;ely by local law enforcement efforts.
Viewed in the context olltlis legislation, there simply is no basis 1lJr relying on e presumption to reach a result so
Page 420 U S,791
plainly at odds with congressional intent. We think ,'[ e'>ldent that Conllress intended to retain each offense as an "independent cUrb"'
a'oQilab!e for use in Ihe strategy against organized crime. Gore 'f, United Siales, 357 U. S. 386, 357 U. S 389 (1958). We conclude,
therefore, Ihalthe history and slructure of the Orgenized Crime Control Act of 1970 manifest e clear and unmislakable legislali...e
jUdgment Ihat mo~ than outweighs ltny presumption of merger between the conspiracy to lAolate § 1955 and Ihe consummation or
that substan\j;e offense,

v
In expressing these conclusions, we do not imply that the distinct nature of the crimes of conspiracy to 'oiolate and '>Iolation of § 1955
should promDI prosecutors to seek: separale con'>lctions in e;ery case. or judges necessarily to senlence in a manner that imposes
an additional sanction for conspiracy to '>Iolale § 1955 and the consummation of that end. Those decisions /all v.ithin the sound
discretion of each, and should be rendered in accordance with the facts and circumstances of a particular cese. We conclude only
Ihat Congress intended to retaIn Ihesa lredilional options. Neither Wharton's Rule nor the history and structure of the Organized
Crime Conlrol Act of 1970 parsuade us 10 tho conlrary,
Affirmed
)Footnote 1J
The general conspiracy statute under which this action was brought, 18 U.S.C. § 371, pro'>ldes in partinent pan
"tftwo or more pel!.ons conspire either 10 commit any oflense ag<linst the Uniled States, or to defraud Ihe United Siales, or any
agency thereof in any manner or for any pmpose, and one or more of such persons do any <lct to affect the object of the conspiracy,
each shall be ~ned not more than $10,000 or imprisoned nol more than fi;e years, or both.
[Footnote 2]
TII,l e 18 U.S.C, § 1955 (1970 ed. and Supp. Ill) pro'>ldes in pertinent part:
"(a) Whoe;er conducts, finances, managas, super.ises, directs, or owns all or part of an illegal gambling business shall be fined not
more than $20,000 or imprisoned not more than fi..e years, or both."
"(b;As used in this seclion -"
"(1] 'illegal gambling business' mea,~s a gambling busil'ess which -"
"(i) is a '>Iolalion oftha law of a State or political sUbdi'>lsion in which it is conducted;"
"(II) in\Ql;es ~;e or more persons who conduct, ~nance, manage, super.;se, direct, or own aU

OJ

part of such business: and"

"(iii) has been or remains in substantially continuous operetion for a period in excess of thirty days or has a gross re;enue of $2,000
in any Single day."
"12) 'gambling' includes but IS not limited 10 pool-seiling, book making, mainl<lining slot machines, roul'elte wheels or dice tables, and
conducting lottelles, policy, bolita or numbers games. or selling chances therein
[Footnote 31
Petitioner Iannelli additionally was con'>lclad or mailing 9ambling parsphemalia, 18 U.S.C. § 1302, and using a fictitious name for the
purpose of conduc!lng unlawful bookmaking acti""lies by means of the Postal SeNce. 18 U,S.C. § 1342,

On Ihe substanli;e counls, each petitioner was fined and senlenced to imprisonment and a subsequent term of probation. Each
petitioner also was sentenced to an addilional probationary period for the conspiracy con'>lction. Pelltloner Iannelli's probationary
sentence is equal in length 10 that imposed for the sUbstan\i;e lAolations and is 10 be ser.ed concurrenlly. The probationary sentence
imposed on each of the other petitioners for the conspiracy offense likeWise is to be se~d concurrenlly with the probationary lerm
Imposed lor the § 1955 '>Iol'alion. In Iheir cases, howe;er, the probationary term for the conspiracy offense exceeds thai imposed for
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Ioiolation of § 1955.
[Foolnote 51
The current edition of Wharton's treatise states the Rule more simply:
"An agreement by two pe~ons to commit a particular crime cannot be prosecuted as a conspiracy when the crime is of such a
nature as to necessarily require the participation of two pe~ons for its commission. n
1 R. Anderson, Wharton's Criminal Law and Procadure § 89, p. 191 (1957).

iF ootnole

6]

Seoe. eg, People v, We/tengel, 98 Colo.193. 198, 58 P.2d 279, 281 (1935); People v Purcell, 304I1LApp. 215, 217, 26 N,E,2d 153,
154 (1940); Robinson v, Slata, 184A.2d 814, 820 (Md. CLApp. 1962).
[Footnote 7]

See, e.g., United States v, New Yorl! C. & HR R Co., 146 F.2d 8, 303-305 (CC SONY 1906), errd, 212 U S 481 (1909); United
Stales,", Zeuli, 137 F.2d 845 (CA21943); United States v Dietrich, 126 F.6d 9, 667 (CC Neb.1904); United States v. Seger, 49 F.2d
725,727 (CA2 1931).

I Footnote 81
The Court's most complete description of the Rule appears in GebaJdi v. United States, 267 U S 112, 267 U S 121-122 (1932):

"Of this class of cases, we say that the sUbstantilo8 offense contemplated by the statute itself inwllo8s the same combination or
community of purpose

01 two persons only which is prosecuted here as conspiracy, , , , [T]hose decisions. , . hold, consistently with

the theory upon which conspiracies are punished, that, where it is impossible under any circumstances to commit the sUbstantilo8
offense without cooperatl..e action, the preliminary agreement betv.ean the same parties to commillhe offense is nol an indictable
conspl'racy either at common law ... or under lhe federel statute."
(Citations omitted.) See also Pinhrlon v. United Steles, 328 U S. 640, 328 U. S 842 (1948); United States ,"" Katz, 271 U S 354,
271 U. S, 355 (1926); United States,", Holte, 236 U S. 140, 236 U, S, 145 (1915).

This appears to represent a departure tram tha Second Circuit's eartier ""eoN. The conspilacy charge dismissed in United States ,""
Sager, 49 F.2d 725 (CA21931), inloOllo8d agreements by more lhan two persons to commit substantive offenses that could have been
consummated by only two. In thai case, hCl'M:!lIer, the Second Circuit determined that Wharton's Rule precluded indictment for both
offenses.
[Footnote 10)
The agreement need not be shown to have been explicit It can instead be infer~ from lhe facls and circumstances of the case. See
Direct Sales Co. v. Uniled Stales, 319 U, S 703, 319 U, S 711-713 (1943). In some cases, reliance on such e.... dence pemaps has
tended 10

obscu~

lhe basic fact that the agreement is the essenlial

e~1

at which the crime of conspiracy is directed, See Note,

Oe..elopments in the Law- Criminal Conspiracy, 72 HarvLRev. 920, 933-934 (1959). Nonetheless, agreement remains the essential
elemenl of lhe crime. and serves to distinguish conspiracy from aiding and abetting which, although orten based on agreement, does
not require proof of lhal fact, see Pereira '"' United Stales, 347 U S 1, 347 U S. 11 (1954), and from other substantiw offenses as
well./d. al347 U. S, 11-12,
[Footnote 11J
This was not always the case Under the early common law, a conspiracy, which was a misdemeanor, was considered to merge into
the completed felony thai was its object. That rule was based on the significanl procedural differences ther1 existing between felony
and misdemeanor trials. As the procedural dislinctlons diminished, the merger conceptlosl its force, and e..entualty disappearad.
See generally Gallanan v Uniled Sl8tes. 364 U S. 567, 364 U, S, 589-590 (1961), ard sources c,'ted therein,
[Footnote 12J
The ~i)(th edition of Wharton's treatise reported the principle of Shannon ,"" Commo.1'MJ8/th, 14 Pa. 226 (1650), in the following
manner
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"It has been recently held in Pennsyil06nia that no indictment lies for a conspiracy between a mal'" and a woman to commit adultery. 11
was said by the learned JUdge w170 tried the case that, where concert is the essential ingredienlto the act, there is no conspiracy; but
from the peculiar circumstal"lce6 of the case, it is clear that this authority cannol be used oeyond the class of cases 10 which it
belongs."
3 F. Wharton, Criminal Law § 2321, p. 78 (6th ed. 1868).
[Footnote 13)
As pre~olJsly I"IOted, the general n.Jle in the early common lew was that the conspiracy merged with the felol"ly UPOI"I consummation of
Ihe latter. Thus, an il"ldictmel'11 that charged conspiracy in terms indicating that the felony actually had been commilled was
considered inwlid. See H. Carnal"', The Law 01 Criminal Conspiracies and Agreements as Found in the Americen Cases, published in
R. Wright, The law of Criminal Conspiracies and Agreements 191 (1887). When il was clear that the felony had been perpetrated,
Carnal'" considered a conspiracy indictment to be "fulile." Ibid.
Wharton's treatises like"""se recognized the difficully posed by the concept of merger oflhe felony arn1 the conspiracy 10 commit that
offense. The sewnth edition oflhe trealise notes that "[t)he technical rule of the old common law pleaders, that a misdemeal"lOr
always sinks into a felony when the I'NO meet" had been applied to the law of conspiracy. 2 F. Wharton, Criminal Law § 2294, p. 637
(7th ed. 1874). Wharton was more critical of this concept than Car6Dn, hO'Hewr, obser.ing Ihat the rute was one "with ~ry lillie
substantial reason." Ibid. He discussed apprulJingly English and American cases that were beginning to reflect a narrow lJiew of the
merger doctrine in the law of conspiracy, and to indicate that the conspiracy might be PUr6uec! as an independent offense ewn when
the felony was committed. Id. at 638-639, Wharton subsequently indicated that the pruper sentencing disposition in a case of
con'olction for both offenses was to apportion the penalty between the two. 2 F. Wharton, Criminal Law§ 1344, p. 198 (8th ed. 1880),
quoting from R. v. Button, 11 a.B. (Ad. & E., N. S,) -929,116 Eng.Rep. 720 (1848).
/Footnole 14)
In a proper case, this Court's opinion in Ashe v. Sv.enson, 397 U. S, 436 (1970), can afford protection against reproseculion following
acquittal,'a concem expressed by the PennsylV21nia Supreme Court in Shannon.
[Footnote 15{
An exception 10 the Rule generally is thought to apply in the case ,I'" which the conspiracy inlOl~s more pernons than are ~quired for
commission of the substanti~ ofTense. For example, while the two per6DnS who commit adultery cannot normally be prosecuted both
for that offense and for conspirncy 10 commit it, the third-party exception would pennit the conspiracy charge where a "malchmake~' - the third party - had conspired wilh tha principals to encourage commission of the substanli~ offense. See 1 R Andernon,
Wharton's Criminal law and Procedure § 89, p. 193 (1957); Stale v. Clemenson, 123 Iowa 524, 526, 99 N.W. 139 (1904). The
rationale supporting this exception appears to be that the addition of a third party enhances the dangers presented by the crime,
Thus, it is lhought that the legislature 'NOu(d not ha~ intended to preclude punishment for a combination of greater dimension than
that required to commit the substanl.;~ offense. See Comment, Gambling Under the Organized Cnme Control Act: Wharton's R~'le
al"ld the Odds on Conspiracy, 5glowa L.Rev. 452, 460 (1973): Note, Oevalopments in the Law. supra, 1}10, at 956.
Our detennination thai Congress authorized prosecution and conlJiction for both offenses in al! cases, sea 420 U. S 775. We note,
howewr, that the statute and ils legislatl~ history seem 10 suggest that it could not By its tanns, § 1955 reaches gambling acti'flties
inlOllJing "~~ or more pernons." Moreovar, the legislativa history of the statute irldicates that Congress assumed thai it would
generally be applied in cases in Which more than the stalutory minimum number were imolvad. See D. 21, infra. It thus would seem
anomalOL'S to conclude that Congress intended (he substal1ti~ ofTense 10 subsume the conspiracy in one case, but not in the olher.
[Footnote 16)
Commentators who hava examined the Rule ha~ Identilied its major underlying premise to be that agreements to commil crimes to
which it applies do nol seem to present the distinct dangers that the law of conspiracy seeks to awrt. See Comment, Gambling
Under the Organized Crime Control Act, supra, D. 15, at 456; Note, De~lopments in the Law, supra, I} 10, at 955. The same
consideration is also apparent in Shannon .... Commonv.ea/lh, 14 Pa. at 227. As Chief Justice Gibson there noted:

"It confederacy constituted conspiracy, without regard to the quality of the ael to be done, a party might incur the guilt of it by

ha~ng

agreed to be the passiw subject of a ballery, which did not inlOlw. him in a breach of the peace. By SUch preconcerted encounter6, it
has been said, a reputation lor prowess is sometimes purc,~ased by gentlemen of the lancy. In the same way there might be a
conspiracy to COmmit suicide by drowning or hanging i,~ concert, according to the method of the Parisian roues, though no one could
be indicted if the lelony were committed. II may be said such conspiraCies are ridiculous and Improbable. BUI nothing is more
ridiculous than a conspiracy to commit adullery - were we not bound to treat it with becoming 9ra'olty, it might pro\Oke a smile - or
more improbable than that the parties would deliberately postpone an opportunity to appease the most unruly of their appetites.
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more improb<!ble than that the p<!rties would deliberatety postpone an opportunity to appease the most unruly of their appetites.
These are subtle premises for a legall conclusion, but their subtlety is ir'lthe analysis of the principle, not in the manner of Ireating iI."
[Footnote 17]
The test articulated in 810ckburger v. United States, 284 U. S 299 (1932), selVils a glmerally similar function of Identifying
congressional Intent to impose separate sanctions for multiple offenses arising in !he course of a single act or tr8l'lsaction. In
detennining

whet,~er separate

punishment mighl be imposed, Blockburger requires lhat courts examine the ofl'enses to ascertain

"wt1ether each pro\lisior'l requires proof of a fact which the olher does not" Id. at 284 U, S. 304. As 810ckburger and olher decisions
applyin9 its principle rewal, see, e.g.. Gore

v. United Sla/ea,

357 U S. 386 (1958); American Tobacco Co.

v. United States,

328 U.

S, 781, 328 U. S, 788-789 (1946), the Court's application of lhe !est focuses on lhe statutory elements of the offense. If each requires
proof of a fact that the other ooes not. the Blockburger test is satisfied, notwithstanding a substantia! owrtap in the proof offered to
establish the crimes. SE'(t Gore

v. Umted States, supra.

We think that lhe Blockburgertest would be satisfied in this case. The

v. United Stales, ~7 U.S. at 347 U. S. 11-12; Braverman v.
v. California, 291 U. S. 82, 291 U. S. 92·93 (1934), an element not
definition of the § 1955 oflense. In a similar fashion, proof of \liolation of § 1956 requires establishmer'lt of a

essence of the crime of conspiracy is agl<!ement. see, e,g., Pereire

United States, 317 U. S. 49, 317 U. S. 53 (1942): Morton
contained in the statulory

fact not required for con\liction for conspiracy to "';olate that statute. To establish \liolation of § 1955 the prosecution must prow tllat
the defendants actually did "conduct, finance, manage, supe!\lse, direct. or own all or part of an illegal gambling business." §
1955(01). The owrt act requi'l!ment in the conspiracy statute can be satisfied much more eaaily. Indeed, the act can be innocant in
nature, pro\lided it furthers the purpose of the conspiracy, See Yates

v.

Uniled Stales, 354 U. S. 298, 354 U. S. 333-334 (1957):

Braverman, supra
[Footnote lBi
We do not considar initial dismissal of the conspiracy charge to be required in such a case. When both charges are considered at a
singte trial, the real problem is the aloOidance of dual punishment. This problem is analogous to that presented by the threat of
con'>'iction for a greater and a leaaer included offense, and should be traated in a similar manner, 8 J. Moore, Federal Practice: 31.03
(2d ed.1975). Cf, Comment, Gambling Under the Organized Crime Contrul Act, supra, 420

U-,----::L 15,

at 461--464.

[Footnote 191
Additionally, Title IX, codified in 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961-1968, seeks to pre-.ent the infiltration of legitimate business operations alfacting
inters tale commerce by indi\liduafs who haw obtained in-.estment capilal rom a pattern of racketeering acli.,.;ty. See § 1962, Title IX
pro\lides penalties for such conduct, § 1963, and alao afforns ci.,.;t remediea for its pre-.ention and correction, including pro...isions
permitting United States district courts to requira diwstiture of interasls so acqUired and impose reasonable restrictIOns on the future
inwstment acti>i!ies of persOrlS identified by the statule. § 1964.

"Law enforcement officials agree almost unanimOUsly thai gambling is the grealest source 01 re..enue for organized crime. It ranges

!rom lotteries, such as 'numbers' .. , to off-track horse belting.... In large cities where o~anized criminal groups exist, ..ery feIN of
the gambling operators are IIldependent of a la~e o~anilation,
"Most large-city 9ambiing IS establish€!d or controlled by organized crime members through elaborate hierarchies."

"There IS no accurate way of ascertaining organized crime's gross rewnue iTom gambling in the United Slales. Estimales oUhe
annual intake haw IIaried from

~7to ~50

billion. Legal

betti~g

al racelracks reaches a gross annual ngure of almost $5 bUlion, and

most enforcement officials belie..e thaI illegal wagerin9 on horse races, lotteries, and sporting ewnts totals at least $20 billion each
year. Analysis of organized criminal betting operatiOns indicates that the pront is as high as one-third of gross re-.enue - or $6 to $7
billion each year. While the commission cannot judge the accuracy of these figures, ewn the most consen.atlw estimates place
substan!JaJ capitat in the hands of organized crime leaders."
Report of the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Adminislration of Justice, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society
188-189 (1967).
(Footnote 21J
The Senate iniHally contemptaled a more sweeping prohibition. The Senate ..ersion of lhal pro"';sion declared it untawful for
"two or more persons to participate ir: a scheme to obstrucl the enfon::ement of the criminal laws or a Stale or political sUbdi\lision
lher~of, With the intent to facilitata an illegal gambling business."
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thereof, with the intenllo facititate an illegat gambling business."
S. 30, 91st Cong.. 1st Sess., § B02 (1969). Discussions in the Senate hearings re\ealthat this language was intentionally chosen 10
obtain the broadest possible cO\erage for that pro~sion. It was hoped that prohibiting "schemes", rather than "conspiracies." would
enable the prosecution to obtain con>ictions in cases in which they might be unable 10 establish the requisite k:nowledge of the major
members of the enlerprise required for a conspiracy con>iclion. See Hearings on S. 30 before the Subcommittee on Criminal Laws
and Procedures of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 91st Cong" 1st Sess., 397 (1969). The Senate \ersion was criticized in
hearings before the House Judiciary Subcommittee, where it was asserted that this tanguage was too vague. See Hearings on S 30
before Subcommittee No, 5 of the House Committee on the Judiciary, 91st Cong" 2d Sess., ser. 27, p. 496 (1970). The bill reported
from the House judiciary Committee prohibited conspiracies, rather than schemes, and that \ersion SUbsequently was enacted into

1{Footnote 22]
Congress was aware that the imposition of this requirement would ha\e the practlcat effect of Iimitin9 federal criminal jurisdiction to
e-en larger gambling enterprises than those identified in § 1955.

"It is anticipated that cases in which this standard can be met will ordinarily in'>{lt-e business-type gambling operations of
considerably greater magnitude than this definition would indicate, ... because it is usually possible to pro-e only a relati-ely small
proportion of the total operations of a gambling enterprise. Thus, lhe legislation would, in practice, not apply to gambling that is
SpOfl'ldic or of insignificant monetary proportions, It will raach only those who prey syslematically upon our citizens and whose
syndicated operations are so continuous and so substantial as to be a mailer of national concern."
S.Rep. No, 91-617, p, 73 (1969).
MR. JUSTICE DOUGLAS, dissenting.
The eight petitionars in this casa ware tried, along with othar codefendants, on a mulliple count indictment alleging the commission of
various orrenses in connection with gambling actilAties, Petitioners welt! con>icted both of participating in an "illegal gambling
business," 16 U.S,C, § 1955, and of conspiring to commit Ihat offense, 1B U.S.C. § 371. On both statutory and constitutional
Page 420 U. S 792
grounds, I would hold that the simultaneous com~ctions under both statutes cannot stand.

In my ~aw, the Double Jeopardy Cl.ause fortids simultaneous prosecution under §§ 1955 and 371. Wharton's Rule, in its original
formulation, was rooled in the double jeopardy concern of a'>{liding multiple prosecutions. Carter v. McClaughry, 1133 U. S. 365, 183 U.
S. 394-395 (1902), and later cases [Footnote 2f1,! confine the double jeopardy protection to prohibitin9 cumulali\e punishment of
offenses that are absolutely identicaL but I would not extend those cases so as to permit both con~ctions in this case to stand,
The e'oldence against patitionars consisted largely 01 con-ersatlQr1s that in'>{lIWd gambling transactions. The GO\emment's lheory of
the case was that petitioner Iannelli was the central figult! in the enterprise who. through other employees or agents, recei\ed bets,
arranged payolfs, and parceled out commissions. The evidence established. In the Gowrnmenl's ~ew, "syndicated gambling," the
kind of actilAty proscribed by § 1955. The \ery same e~dence was relied upon to establish the conspiracy ~ a conspiracy, apparently,
enduring as long as tha substanti-e offense conllnued, and prowbie by the same acts that established the 'ololalion of § 1955. Thus,
the \ery same transactions amon9 Ihe defendants gale rise to c~minOiI 1i00bility under both stOitules.
Under these circumstances, I would require the prosecutor to choose between § 371 OInd § 1955 OIS the instrumenl for criminal
punishment. See my dissenting opinion in Gom v. United Stales, 357 U S. 385, 357 U. S. )9~-397 (195B), where the Go-emment
brought thlt!e charges based on
Page 420 U. S. 793
a single sale 01 narcotics. To permilthis k:ind of muitiple prosecution is \0 place in the hands of the GOlemmenl ;:In ;:Irtitrary power 10
increase punishment. Helt!, as in GOrB, I would requilt! the prosecutor to obselW the .. ..,undamenlal rule of law Ihar oul of the same
facts a series of charges shall not be preferred, om id. 011 357 U. S. 396, quorinr; Reina v Eln'nfl/Dn, 9 CoJl C. C. 86, 90, 1 B&S 688,

696 (1861).

II
Apart from my 'ola'NS of the Double Jeopardy Clause, I would re\erse on lhe additional ground Ihat Congress did not intend to permit
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simultaneous t:onliclions under §§ 371 and 1955 for the same acts. The rule that a conspiracy remains separable from the completed
t:rime, lhus permilling simullalneous t:onlit:lion lOr both, rests on the assumption thai lhe at:t of t:onspiring presenls s pet:iai dangel1i
the Legislature did not address in defining the substantiw crime and that are not adequately t:het:ked by its prosecution. [Footnote
2/2] But the rule of separability is one of construction only, an aid to discerning legislatiw intent. Wharton's Rule teaches lhal. where
the substanlile crime itself is aimed at the elAls traditionally addressed by the law of conspiracy, separability should not be lOund
unless the c1earesllegislatiw statement demands it. In my -.lew, this case fits the rationale of Wharton's Rule, and there is no
)egislati>,e
Page 420 U. S. 794
statement Justifying the inference that Congress intended to permit multiple conlictions.
Title 18 U.S.C, § 1955. which creetes the substantile offense, is aimed at a particular form of concerted actility. The prolAsion was
added by the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970, Pub,L. 9152, 84 Stat. 922. This statute, as its title indicates, was directed at
criminal aclility carried out by large organizations, described by Congress as hierarchical in structure and as haling their O'Nn system
of law and independent enlOrcement institutions. [Footnote 2/31 Most of the Acl was del,Oted to altering the powers and procedures of
law enforcement institutions to deal with e:w::isting offenses. [Footnote 2/41 Only a feIN prolisions added new prohibitions of primary
conduct. Among these was Title VIII, which appeal1i under the heading "Syndicated Gambling." Section 1955, included in Title VIII,
prohibits participation In an "illegal gambling business," which is defined as one inl,OllAng alleast fi>,e pel1ions who "conduct, finance,
manage, supel'olse, direct, or 0WI'l all or part or' the enterprise. Congress thought that federal law enforcement resources would be
used to combat large enterprises, "so continuous and so substantial as to be a matter of national concern." [Footnote 2/51
ConlolClion under § 1955 satisfies, In my liew, the social concerns that punishment for conspiracy is supposed to address. The
pro-.lsion was aimed not at the single unla'Nfu! wager, but at "syndicated gambling." Congress -.lewed this actilAty as harmful because,
on such a scale,
Page 420 U. S 795
it wa6 Ihoughl to facilitate olher'forms of illicit actilAty, one of the reasons traditionally advanced for the' separale prosecution of
conspiracie6 Where § 1955 has been lAolated, the elements of conspiracy will almost invariably be found. The enterprises to which
Congress was rererring in § 1955 t:annot, as a practical maller, be created and perpetuated Without the agreement and t:oordination
that characlerize conspiracy. Section 1955 is lhus most sensibly lAewed as a statute directed at conspirat:y in a par1it:ular context.
All this the ma)olity seems to concede when it at:knowledges a "presumption that the two [crimes] merge when the substantiw
offanse is pro>,ed." Ante at 420 U. S. 786. But the majority concludes that simultaneous conlAction is authorized because it is not
"explicilly exclUded." Ante at 420 U. S. 7B9. The majolity thus implicitly concedes that the statute is silent on lhe matter of
simultar'leous cCr'lliction. [FDotnote 2161 To infer from silence an intention to permit multiple puniehment is. I thinll, e departure from
the "presupposition of our law to resolle dOIJbts in the enforcement of a penal code against the imposition of a hal1iher punishment,"
Bell v. United Stare.s, 349 U, S. 81, 349 U. S. B3 (1955). I would adhere to that plinciple, which is but a specific application of lhe
"ancient rule that a criminal statute is to be strictly cor,strued," Call1man v. United States, 364 U. S. 587. 364 U. S. 602 (1961)
(STEWART. J., dissenting).
The majority suggests, ante at 420 U. S. 784, thai § 371 may be
Page 420 U, S, 796
used to enhance the punishment for a § 1955 offense committed by

"O'Nne~

and organizel1i" of the enterprise, lealolng prosecution

under § 1955 alone lOr "lesser participar'lts," But this is the Court's suggestion, nol thai of Congress. Congress recognized lhal
syndicated operations would include persons halolng varying degrees of aulhorlly. I Footnote 2iiJ and sel a maximum penally
accordingly.
Congress did address the matter of sentence anhancemenl in Tille X of the Act, codified in 1B U.S.C. §§ 3575-3578. These prOlo1sions
authorize augmented punishment, to a maximum of imprisonment for 25 yearoJ, lOr felonies committed by a "dangerous special
offender," § 3575(b). Some of the procedural obstacles to sentence enhancemenl under lhese pro'olsions, and lhe constitutional
questions raised thereby, are now being litigated in the District Courts, [Footnote 21BJ Nothing in Tille

X.

hOW8-.er, supports the

majority's position. "Special offender," as defined in § 3575(e), includes a defendant t:on~cted of a felony thal was commiHed In
furtherance of a "conspiracy ..• lo engage in a pattern of conduct criminal under applit:able laW'S of any jurisdiction.... " The
application of this language to a § 1955 conloiction is not readily apparent. Though "pattern of criminal conduct" is nol defined in the
statute. it is clear from the legisiati-.e history that Congress was focusing on repeated offenders. [Foolnote 2/9J An enterprise
proscribed by § 1955 will inl,Olw repeated transactions; yeti ha-.e
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doubt that Congress intended that proof of a § 1955 offense atone wou',d constitute a "pattem,"
tn any case, the special procedures mTilie X are at odds with any notion that § 371 would be used to enhance punishment Sentence
may be increased under § 3575 only iftheludge makes special findings that the defendant is "dangerous," § 3575(f). And § 3575{a}
requirns that "[i]n no case shall the fact that the defendant is alleged to be a dangerous special offender be an issue upon the trial.
[or] be disclosed to the jury ...." The trial judge must state the reasons for enhancing sentence, § 3575(b), and there are proV;sions
for appellate rniew, § 3576. Among the purposes or Title Xwas
"impro\ing the rationality, consistency, and effecll'.eness of sentencing by testing concepts ollimiling and guiding sentencing
discretion, [Footnote 2110)"
a purpose undercut by authorizing the prosecutor to add charges under § 371. It, as the maJoIity says, the statute is a "carefully
crafled piece of legislation," ante at 420 U. S 789, we should lea>.e the differentiation of offendel'$ 10 the schema COngress expressly
created.
Conspiracy, if charged in a § 1955 prosecution, should be charged as a preparatory offense Chat merges with the completed crime,
and considered by the jury only il it fil'$t acquits the defendant of the § 1955 charge. The trial judge did allude to this use of the
conspiracy ChafRe, (Footnote 2111J and he did suggest that the jury might deler
Page 420 U S. 796
com;ideration of the conspirncy count until after delioeration of the § 1955 charge. But that was only a suggestion: the instructions
permitted cOrll.lctions on both charges, The error cannot be corrected merely by vacating the sentences on the conspiracy count; it
requires a new trial. We so held in Milanovich v. United Siales, 365 U. S. 551 (1961), where the trial judge had permitted the jury to
convict the defendant both of larceny and of receiving stolen goods. We held that simultaneous con\o1'ctior, of bolh offenses was
impermissible, and that the proper remedy was a new trial:
"[l]here is no way of knowing whether a properly instlllcled jury would ha-.e found the wife guirty of larceny or or receiving (or,
conceiwbly, of neilher)."

Id. at 365 U S. 555.
I would accordingly re-.el'$e these convictions.
MR JUSTICE STEWART and MR. JUSllCE MARSHALL join Part II of this opinion,
fFootrrote 2/11
E.g., Morgan v. Delllne, 237 U. S. 632, 237 U S. 641 (1S15), Pinkerton
Gore v, United Stales, 357 U. S. 366 (1958).

v. United Siales, 326 U. S. 640, 326 U. S, 643-644 (1916);

[Footnote 2/2]
See United Stale$

v Rabino'otich. 238 U. S, 78, 238 U. S. 88 (1915):

"For two or morn to confederate and combine together to commit or cause to be committed a breach of the criminal laws is an
offense of the gra>.est character, somelimes quite outweighing, in injury to the public, the mere commission of the contemplated
crime. It in;cl-.es deliberate plollmg to sub-.ert the la'WS, educating and preparing the conspirators for further and habitual criminal
practices. And i\ IS characteriled by secrecy, rendering it difficult of detection, requiring more time for its disco-.ery. and adding 10 the
importance of punishing it when disco>.ered"
[Footnote 2f31
See S.Rep, No 91-617, pp. 361 (',969) (hereinafter Senate Report).

[Footnote 2/41
Tille I aulhorized the con-.enif'g of special grand juries, and Titles II through VI were aimnd at enhancing the proseculors abilily 10
obtain testimony of witnesses. TIlle X pro\1des for the enhancement of sentences of designated offender.
Ifootnote 2/5]
Senale Report 73.
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I Footnote 2/61
By thl! application of18 US,c. § 1511, a defendant may be found guilty both of~olating § 1955 and of conspiracy 10 "obstruct lhe
enforcement of Ihe chminal laws of a State or political sUbdi'olsion thereof, with lhe intent to facilitale an illegal gambling business."
An essential element or the narrowly defined § 1511 conspiracy is participalion of an "official or employee" of a gO\emmental unit.
ThaI requirement is nol satisfied here, and thus § 1511 is inapplicable.
IFootnote 217J
See Senate Report 441; H.R.Rep. No. 91-1549, p. 53 (1970).

[Footnole 2/81
See United States v. Kelty, 3B4 F.Supp. 1394 (WD MO.1974): Unitocf Slates v. Duarrii, 3134 F.Supp. 874 (WD MO.1974); Unitocf
SlIdes v. Ed\1iBrds, 379 F.Supp. 517 (MD FJa.1974).

!Footnote 2/9J
Repeated offenders included both those ha'olng plior con~ctions and lhose who, by '.4rtue of particular positions in a criminal
organization, had commilted pre~ously undetected climes. Senate Report 87-88: H.R. Rep. No. 91-1549, supra, at 61-62.
IFootnole 2L1.Q]
Sellate Report 83.
[Foolnole 2/111
TI1e tlial judge explained:
"II is lheol<!tically possible lhallwo people could conspire to form a business offi\e [participants] or more. It would be theoretically
possible, too, that, if the business were underway and ollry reached a total of four. ... lhel<! would be no ~olation of Section 1955,
but there slill could be a conspiracy charge on Ihe part of those who planned the agreement to ultimately make a business of fi\e,
e\ell though they ne;er actually reached fi;e."
Tr. 2505.
MR. JUSTk:E BRENNAN, dissenting.
In Bell v. Un;larJ Slales, 349 U. S. 81 (1955), lhis Court held thiilt. in criminal cases,
U[w]hell Congress lea-.es to the Judiciary the task of imputing 10 Congress an undeclarnd will, the iilmbiguity should be resol\ed in
faloOr of lenity."
Id. at 349 U. S. 83. Jagl<!e with MR. JUSTlCE OOUGLAS that n[§] 1955 is .
most sellsibly 'olewed as a statule dil<!cled al
in iii particular conlext," anle iill 420 U. S. 795, and thiilt the statute is at best silent on wnelher punishment for both Ihe
substiilnli\e cnme and conspiJilcy was illtended. In this situation, I would inloOke Bei!'s rule of lenily. I therefore dissent.
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Council of Europe
Conseil de l'Europe

***

**
•*
**.* *
Convention for the Protection
of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms

as amended by Protocol No. 11
with Protocol Nos. 1, 4, 6, 7, 12 and 13

The telC! of t~e Convention had been amended according to the pro\lisions of
Protocol No.3 rETS No. -45), which entered into force on 21 September 1970,
of Protocol No. S (ETS No. 55), which ontered inl0 force on 20 December 1971
and of Protocol No 8 (ETS No. t 18), which entered Into force on 1 Janu~ry
1990. and CO"l'Iprised ~'so the text of Protocol NO.2 (ETS No. 44) whic/1, in
accordance wilh Article 5, paragraph 3 lhereof, rad been an integral part of the
Con\lention s:nce its entry into !crce on 21 September 1970. All provisions
which had u\ltln amended or added by lhese Protocols are replaced by
Protocol No. 11 (ETS No. 155t as from the dale of its entry into force on
1 NO\lember 1998. As from ltlal date, Protocol No.9 (ETS No. MOj, which
enterec Into terce on 1 Oclooer 1994, is repealed.
Registry of tre European Court of Human Rights
September 2003

Convention for the Protection
of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freadoms
Rome, 4.X1.1 950
The governments slgrlatory hereto, beirg member!> of the Council of Europe,
Cons'daring the Urliversal Declaration of Human Rights proclaimed by
the General Assembly of the United Nations on 10th December 1948;
Considering that this Dedaration aims at seaJring the universal and
effec~ve recognition and observance of the Rights therein declared:
ConSidering that Ihe aim of the Council of Europe is tha achievement of
greater unity between its members and that one of the methods by
which that aim is to be pursued is the maintenance and further
realisation of human rights and fundamental freedoms;
Reaffirming their profound belief in those fundamental freedoms which
are the foundation of Justice and peace in the world and are beSI
maintained on the one hand by an effective political democracy and on
the other by a common under!>tanding and observance of the human
rights upon which liley depend;
Being resolved, as the govemments of European countries which are
like-minded and have a common heritage of political traditions, ideals,
freedom end the rule of law, to lake the first s(eps for the collective
enforcemerl\ of certain of the rights statEd in the Unillersa( Declaration,
Have agreed as follows:
Article 1 - Obligation to respect human rights
The High Contrac~ng Parties shall secure 10 elleryone within their
jurisdiction the rights and freedoms defined in Section t of this
Convention.

,
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the entrusting of Ine protection of a PartYs interests and those of its nationals
to a third State in accordance with the rules of international law relating to
diplomatic relations is no obstacle to Ine designation of Protecting Powers for
the purpose of applying the Con-.enlions and this Protocol.

7. My subsequent mention In this Protocol of a Protecting Power indudes
also a sUbstitute.

M 6. Qualified persons
1. The High Contracting Parties shall, also in peacetime. endeallOur, with the
assistance of the national Red Cross (Red Crescent, Red Lion and Sun)
Societies, to train qualified personnel 10 facilitate Ine application of the
Con..entlons and of Inis Protocol, and in particular the acti....Wes of the
Protecting Powers.

2. The recruitment and training of such personnel
jurisdiction.

are

within domestic

3. The fnternational Committee 01 the Red Cross shall hold at the disposal of
Ine High Contracting Parties the lists of persons so trained which the High
Contracting Parties may ha..e established and may ha..e transmitted to it for
that purpose.
4. The conditions go-.erning the employment of such personnel outside the
national territory shall. in each case, be the subject of special agreements
'
between Ine Parties concerned.

Miele 7· t.Aeetings
The depositary of this Protocol shall con..ene a meeting of the High
Contracting. Parties, at Ihe request of one or more of the said Parties and
upon, the approval of the majority of the said Parties, to consider general
problems concerning the application of the Con-.entions and ofthe Protocol.

Part. IlINOUNOEO, SICK AND SHIP\!\'RECKED
Section I : General Protection

MS. Terminology
For the purposes of this Protocol:
a) 'Wounded" and "sick" mean persons, whether military or civilian, who,
becaus e of trauma, disease or other phys ical or mental disorder or disabU ity,
are in need of medical assistance or care and who refrain from any act of
hostility. These terms also co..er maternity cases, new-born babies and other
persons who may be in need of immediate medical assistance or care, such
as the infirm or expectant mothers, and who refrain from any act of hostility,
b) "Shipwrecked" means persons, whether military or civilian, who are in peril
at sea or in other waters as a result of misfortune affecting them orlhe -.essel
or aircraft carrying them and who refrain from any act or hostility. These
persons, pro'tided that they continue to refrain from any act of hostility, shall
continue to be considered shipwrecked during their rescue until they acquire
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another status under the Con-.entions or this Protocol;
c) "Medical personnel" means those persons assigned, by a Party to the
conflict, excJusi-.ely to the medical purposes enumerated under e) or to the
administration of medical units or to the operation or administration of
medical transports. Such assignments may be either permanent or
temporary. The term includes:
i) medical personnel of a Party to the conflict, whether military or civilian,
induding those described in the First and Second Con-.entions, and those
assigned to civil defence organizations;
Ii) medical personnel of national Red Cross (Red Crescent, Red Lion and
Sun) Societies and other national wluntary aid societies dUly recognized and
authorized by a Party to the conflict;
iii) medical personnel or medical units or medical transports described in
Mcle 9, paragraph 2.
d) "Religious personnel" means military or civilian persons, such as
chaplains, who are exclusively engaged in the work of their ministry and
attached:
i) to the armed forces of a Party 10 the conflict;
ii) to medical units or medical transports ofa Party to the conflict;
iii) to medical units or medical transports described in ..orode 9, Paragraph 2;
0'

iV) to civil defence organizations of a Party to the conflict
The attachment of religious personnel may be either permanent ortemporary,
and the relevant provisions mentioned under k) apply to them;
e) "Medical units" means establishments and other units, whether military or
cl'>lilian, organized for medical purposes, namely the search for, collection,
transportation, diagnosis or treatment - inclUding first-aid trealm enl- of the
wounded, sick and shipwrecked, or for the prevention of disease. The term
includes for elCample, hospitals and other similar units, blood transfusion
centres, preventive medicine centres and institutes, medical depots and the
medical and pharmaceutical stores of such units. Medical units may be fixed
or mobile, permanent or temporary:
1) "Medical trans portation" means lt1e conveyance by land, water or air of the
wounded, sick, shipwreck.ed, medical personnel, religious personnel,
medical equipment or medical supplies protected by the Con-.entions and by
this Protocol;
g) "Medical transports" means any means of transportation, whether military
or civilian, permanent or temporary, assigned exclus\-.ely to medical
transportation and under the control of a com pelenl authority of a Party to the
conflict;
h) "Medical -.ehides" means any medical transports by land;
i) "Medical ships and craft" means any medical transports by water;

j) "Medical aircraft" means any medical transports by air;

iere. 0 r9/ ../f6c Bb9fee14anfdc125 641e.,
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k) "Permanent medical per~onnel", "permanent medical units" and
"permanent medical transport&" mean those assigned exdusi-.ely to medical
purposes for an indeterminate period. ''Temporary medical personnel"
"temporary medical-units" and ''temporary medical transport&" mean those
de'oOted exclusi-.ely!o medical purposes for limited periods during the whole
of such periods. Unless otherwise specified, the terms "medical personnel",
"medical units" and "medical transports" cover both permanent and temporary
categories;
I) "Dislincti-.e emblem" means the distincti-.e emblem of the red cross, red
crescent or red lion and sun on a white ground when used for the protection of
medical units and transports, or medical and religious personnel, equipment
orsupplies;
m) "Distincti-.e signal" means any signal or message specified for the
identification exclusi-.ely of medical units or transports in Chapter III of Annex I
to this Protocol.

M 9. Field of application
1. This Part, the pro,,;sions of which are intended to ameliorate the condition of
the wounded, sick and shipwrecked. shall apply to all those affected bya
situation referred to in Micle 1, without any ad....erse distinction founded on
race, colour, sex, language, religion or belief poli1ical or other opInion, national
or social origin, wealth, birth or other status. or on any other similar criteria.
2. The relevant pro-.1sions of Mdes 21 and 32 of the First Convention shalf
apply 10 permanent medical units and trans ports (other than hos pital ships, to
which hticle 25 of the Second Con-.ention applies) and their personnel made
available to a Party 10 the confiict for hum anita rian
purposes:
(a) by a neutral or other Slate which. is not a Party10 that conflict;
(b) by a recognized and authorized aid society of such a Stale:
(c) by an impartial international humanitarian organization.

M 10 Protection and care
1. All the wounded, sick and shipwrecked, to whichever Party they belong.
shall be respected and protected.

2. In all cirt:umstances they shall be treated humanely and shall recei~. to the
fullest extent practicable and with the least possible delay, the medical care
and attention required by their condition. There shall be no distinctjon among
them founded on any grounds other than medical ones.

Miele 11 - Protection or persons

1. The physical or mental health and integrity of persons who are in the power
of the adverse Party or who are intemed, detained or otherwise deprived of
liberty as a res ult of a sih.Ja1ion referred to in Micle 1 shall not be endangered
by any unjustified act or omission. Accordingly, it is prohibited to subject the
persons described in this Micle to any medical procedure which is not
indicated by the state of health of the person concerned and which is not
consistent with generallyaccepled medical standards which would be applied
icrc.orgl ..jf6c8b 9fee14a 77 fdc12 5641e,.
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under similar medical circumstances to persons who are nationals of the
Party conducting the procedure and who are in no way deprived of liberty.
2. It is, in particular, prohibited to carry out on such persons, e~n with Iheir
consent
(a) physical mutilations;
(b) medical or scientific ellperim ents;
(c) removal of tissue or organs for transplantation, except where these acts
are justified in conformity with the conditions provided for in paragraph 1.
3. Exceptions to the prohibition in paragraph 2 (c) may be made only in the
case of donations of blood for transfusion or of skin for grafting, provided that
they are gi~n wluntarily and without any coercion or inducement, and then
only for therapeutic purposes, under conditions consistent with generally
Cl-ccepted medical standards and controls designed for the benefitofboth the
donor and the recipient.
4. Any wilful act or omission which seriously endangers the physical or mental
health or integrity of any person who is in the power of a Party other than the
one on which he depends and which either violates anyofthe prohibitions in
paragrapr,s 1 and 2 or fails to comply with the requirements of paragraph 3
shall be a gra'A! breach of this Protocol.

5. The persons described in paragraph 1 have the right to refuse anysurgical
operation. In case of refusal. medical personnel shall endea\AJur to obtain a
written statement to that effect. signed or acknowledged by the patient.
6. Each Party to the connict s hall keep a medical record for e~ry donation of
blood for transfusion or skin for grafting by persons referred to in paragraph 1,
if that donation is made under the responsibility ofthat Party. In addition, each
Party to the conllict shall endeawur to keep a record of all medical procedures
undertaken with respect to any person who is intemed, detained or otherwise
depri~d of liberty as a result of a situation referred to in Article 1. These
. records shall be awilable at all times for inspection by the Protecting Power.

M12 Protection of medical units
1. Medical units shall be respected and protected atall times and shall not be
the object of attack.
,2. Paragraph 1 shall apply to civilian medical units, provided that they
(a) belong 10 one of the Parties to the connic\;
(b) are rerognized and authorized by the competent authority of one ofthe
Parties to the conflict; or
(c) are authorized in conformity with Article 9, paragraph 2, of this Protocol or
Article 27 ofthe First Convention.
3. The Parties to the conflict are invited to notify eaet1 other of the location of
their fixed medical units. The absence of suet1 notillcation shall not exempt
any of the Parties from the obligation to comply with the provisions 01
paragraph 1.
4. Under no circumstances shall medical units be used in an attempt to
shield military objecti~s from attack. V\rt1enever possible, the Parties to the
conflict shall ensure that medical units are so sited that attacks against
military objectives do not imperil their safety.
icrc.org/.. ./f6c8b9fee 14a77fdc125641e .
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M 13. Discontinuanca of protection of civilian medical units
1. The protection to which civilian medical units are entitled shall not cease
unless they are used to commit, outside their humanitarian function, acts
harmful to the enemy. Protection may, however, cease only after a waming
has been given setting. whenever appropriate, a reasonable time-limit, and
after such waming has remained unheeded.
2. The following shall not be considered as acts harmful to the enemy
(a) that the personnel of the unit are equipped with light indi'otdual weapons for
their own defenca or for that of the wounded and sick in their charge;
(b) that the unit is guarded by a picket or by sentries or by an escort;
(c) that small arms and ammunition taken from the wounded and sick, and
not yet handed to the proper service, are found in the units;
(d) that members of the armed forces or other com batants are in the unit for
medical reasons.

M 14 - Limitations on requisition of civilian medical units
1. The Occupying Power has the duty to ensure that the medical needs ofthe
ci'otrian population in occupied territory continue 10 be satisfied.
2. The Occupying Power shall not therefore. requisition civilian medical units,
their equipment, their materiel or the seMces of theirpersonnel,so long as
these resources are necessary for the pro'ots ion of adequate medical services
for the civilian population and for the continuing medical care of any wounded
and sick already under treatment
3. Provided thallhe general rule in paragraph 2 continues to be observed, the
Occupying Power may requisition the said resources, subject to the following
particular conditions:
(a) that the resources are necessary for the adequate and immediate medical
treatment of the wounded and sick members of the armed forces of the
Occupying Power or of prisoners of war;
(b) that the requisition continues only while such necessity exists; and
(c) that immediate arrangements are made to ensure that the medical needs
of the civilian population, as well as those of any wounded and sick under
treatment who are affected by the requisition, continue to be satisfied.

,Art 15. Protection of civilian medical and religious personnel

1. Civilian medical personnel shall be respected and protected.
2. If needed. all available help shall be afforded to civilian medical personnel
in an area where civilian medical servicas are disrupted by reason of combat
activity.
3. The Occupying Power shall afford civilian medical personnel in occupied
territories every assistance to enable them to perform, to the best of their
ability, their humanitarian functions. The Occupying Power may not require
that, in the performance of those functions, sud1 personnel shall give priority
to the treatment of any person except on medical grounds. They shall not be
icrc.org/.../f6cBb9fee14 i:l77fdc125641e..
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compelled to carry out tasks which are not compatible with their humanitarian
miss;ion.
4. Civilian medical personnel shall have access to any place where their
services; are essential, subject to such supervisory and safety measures as
the relevant Pa rty 10 the conflict m ay deem necessary.
5. Civilian religious personnel shall be respected and protected. The
provisions of the Conventions and of this Protocol conceming the protection
and identification ofmedicaJ pers;onnel shall apply equally to such persons.

M 16. General protection of medical duties
1. Under no circumstances shall any person be punished for ca~ng out
medical acti ....ties compatible with medical ethics, regardless of the person
benefiting therefrom.
2, Persons engaged in medical acti....ties shall not be compelled to perform
acts or 10 carry out work contrary to the rules of medical ethics or to other
medical rules designed for the benefit of the wounded and sick or to the
pro\r1sions of the Conventions or of this Protocol, or to refrain from perform ing
acts or from carrying out woO< required by those rules and provisions,
3. No person engaged in medical activities shall be compelled to give to
anyone belonging either to an adverse Party, or to his own Party except as
reqUired by'the law of the latter Party, any information concerning the wounded
and sick who are, or who have been. under his care. if such information
would, in his opinion. prove harmful to the patients concerned orto their
fumilies. Regulations for the compulsory notification of communicable
diseases shall. howewr, be respected.

M 17, Role of the civilian population and ofaid societies
1. The civilian population shall respect the wounded, sick and shipwrecked,
even if they belong to the adverse Party, and shall commit no act of violence
against them, The civilian population and aid societies, such as national Red
Cross (Red Crescent Red Lion and Sun) Societies. shall be permitted. e'wen
on their own initiative. 10 collect and care for the wounded. sick and
shipwrecked, even in invaded or occupied areas. No one shall be harmed,
prosecuted, convicted or punis hed for such hum anitarian acts.
2. The Parties 10 the conflict may appeal 10 the civilian population and the aid
societies referred to in paragraph 1 to collect and care for the wounded, sick
and shipwrecked, and to search for the dead and report their location; they
shall grant both protection and the necessary facilities to those who respond
10 this appeal. If the adverse Party gains or regains control of the area, that
Party also shall afford the same protection and fucililies for as long as they are
needed.

M 18. Identification
1. Each Party to the conflict shall endeavour to ensure that medical and
religious personnel and medical units and transports are identifiable.
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2. Each Party to !he conflict shall also endea-.uurto adopt and to implement
me!hods and procedures which will make it possible to recognize medical
units and transports which use the distinctive emblem and distincti'.'e signals.

3. In occupied territory and in areas where fighting is taking place or is likeJyto
taKe place, civilian medical personnel and cilJilian religious personnel should
be recognizable by the distinctive emblem and an identity card certifying their
staltls.
4. With the consent of the competent authority, medical units and transports
shall be marked by the distinctive emblem. The ships and craft referred to in
Miele 22 of this Protocol shall be marked in accordance with the prolJisions of
the Second Con'.'enlion.
5. In addition to the distinctive emblem, a Party to the conflict may, as prolJided
in Chapter III of Annexl to this Protocol, authoriZ!! the use of distinctive signals
to identify medical units and transports. Exceptionally, in the special cases
CO'.'ered in that Chapter, medical transports may use distinctive signals
without displaying the distinctive emblem.

6. The applicatlon of the pro",;sions of paragraphs 1 to 5 of this articte is
governed by Chapters I to III of Mnex I to this Protocol. Signals designated in
Chapter JII of the A'lnex for the exclusive use of medical units and transports
shall not, except as provided therein, be used lor any purpose other than to
identify the medical units and transports specified in that Chapter.

7. This article does not authoriZ!! any wider use of the distinctive emblem in
peacetime than is prescribed in Article 44 of the First Convention.

8. The provisions of the Conventions and of this Protocol relating to
supel"Jision of the use of the distinctive emblem and to the prevention and
repression of any misuse thereof shall be applicable to distinctive signals.

M 19. Neutral and other States nol Parties to the connict
Neutral and other States not Parties to the conflict shall appJythe relevant
prolJisions of this Protocol to persons protected by this Part who may be
received or intemed within their territory. and to any dead of the Parties to that
conflict whom they may find.

M 20. - Prohibition of reprisals
Reprisals against the persons and objects protected by this Part are
prohibited.
SECTION II. MEDIC,AL TRANSPORTATION

M 21. Medical vehicles
Medical '.'ehicles shall be respected and protected in the same way as mobile
medical units under the Conventions and this Protocol.

M22. Hospital ships and coastal rescue craft
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1. The prolo1sions ofthe Con~ntions relating to:
(a) ~ssels described in Micles 22, 24, 25 and 27 of the Second
(b) their lifeboats and small craft,
(c) their personnel and crews, and
(d) the wounded; sick and shipwrecked on board.

Con~ntion,

shall also apply where these ~ssels carT)' civilian wounded, sick. and
shipwrecked who do not 'Delong 10 any of the categories mentioned in Article
13 of the Second Con~ntion. Such civilians shall not. howewr, be subject to
surrender to any Party which is not their own, or to capture at sea. If they find
themsel~s in the power of a Party to the conflict other than their own they
shall be cowred by the Fourth Con~ntion and by this Protocol.

2. The protection provided by the Conwntions 10 wssels described in Mide

25 of the Second Conwntion shall extend to hospital ships made awilable for
humanitarian purposes to a Party to the conflict::
(a) bya neutral or other State which is not a Party to that conflict; or
(b) by an im partial international humanitarian organization,
provided that. in either case, the reqUirements set out in that Mde are
complied with.
3. Small craft described in Article 27 of the Second Conwntion shall be
protected, e~n if the notification envisaged bythatMicie has not been made.
The Parties to the conflict are, newrtheless, invited to inform each other of any
details of such craft which will facilitate their identification and recogn ition.

M 23. Other medical ships and craft
1. Medical ships and craft other than those referred to in Article 22 ofthis
Prolocoi and Article 38 of the Second Con~nlion shall, whether at sea or in
other waters, be respected and protected in the same way as mobile medical
units under the Conwntions and this Protocol. Since this protection can only
be effectiw if they can be identified and recogni2l!d as medical ships or craft:,
such wssels should be marked with the dislinctiw emblem and as far as
possible comply with the second paragraph of Mcle 43 of the Second
Con~ntion.

2. The ships and craft referred to in paragraph 1 shall remain subject to the
laws of war. My warship on the surface able immediately to enforce its
command may order them to stop, order them off, or make them take a certain
course, and they shall obey ewry such command. Such ships and craft: may
not in any other way be di~rted from their medical mission so long as they
are needed for the wounded, sick and shipwrecked on board.
3. The protection prolo1ded in paragraph 1 shall cease only under the
conditions set out in McJes 34 and 35 of the Second Conwnlion. Aclear
refusal 10 obey a command giwn in accordance with paragraph 2 shall be an
act harmful to the enemy under Micle 34 of the Second Conwntion.

4. A Party to the conflict may notify any ad'oErse Party as far in advance of
sailing as possible of the name, description, expected time of sailing, course
and estimated speed of the medical ship or craft:, particulariy in the case of
ships of o~r 2,000 gross Ions, and may provide any other information which
would facilitate identification and recognition. The adwrse Party shall
acknowledge receipt of such information.
i crco rg/.../f6c8b 9fee 14a77fdc125641e .
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5. The pro'olsions of A.rticle 37 of the Second Convention shall apply to medical
and religious personnel in such ships and craft.

B. The prO'olsions of the Second Convention shall apply to the wounded, sick
and shipwrecked belonging to the categories referred to in Artide 13 of the
Second Con'-"3ntion and in Artide 44 of this Protocol who may be on board
such medical ships and craft.. Wounded, sick and shipwredled ci'ollians who
do not belong to any Or the categories mentioned in Mide 13 of the Second
Convention shall not be SUbject, at sea, either to surrender 10 any Partywhich
is not their own, or to removal from such ships or craft; if they find themselves
in the power of a Partylo the conflict other than their own, they shall be covered
by the Fourth Convention and bythi, Protocol.

M 24. Protection of medical Aircraft
~dical aircraft shall be respected and protected, subject to the pro",sions of
this Part.

M 25. Medical aircraft in areas not controlled by an adverse Party
In and over land areas ph~icany controlled by friendly forces, Or in and over
sea areas not ph~icaUy controlled by an adverse Party, the respect and
protection of medical aircraft of a Party to the conflict is not dependenton any
agreement with an adverse Party. For greater safety, however, a Party to the
conflicl operating its medical aircraft in these areas may notify the adverse
Party, as provided in Ntide 29, in particular when such aircraft are making
flights bringing them within range of surface-to-air weapons s~tems of the
adverse Party.

M26.

~dical

aircraft in contaclor similar zones

1.ln and over those parts of the contact zone which are physically controlled by
friendly forces and in and over those arees the physical control of which is not
clearly es lablished, protection for medical aircraft can be fully eft"ective only by
prior agreement between the competent military authorities of the Parties to
the conflict, as provided for in Miele 29. Although, in the absence of such an
agreemen~ medical aircraft operate at their own risk, they shall nevertheless
be respected after they have been recognized as such.

2. "Contact zone" means any area on land where the forward elements of
opposing forces are in contact with each other, especially where they are
exposed 10 direct fire n-om the ground.

M 27. Medical aircraft in areas controlled by an adverse Party
1. The medical aircraft of a Party to the conflict shall continue 10 be protecled
while flying over land or sea areas phy.;.ically COntrolled by an adverse Party,
provided that prior agreement to such flights has been obtained from the
competent authority of that adverse Party,

2. A medical aircraft which flies over an area physically controlled byan
adverse Party without or in deviation from the terms of, an agreement
iere. org/. ../f6(8b9f~~ 14a nfdc12 5641e.
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provided for in paragraph 1, either through navigational error or because ofan
em ergency affecting the safety of the night, s hall make every effort to identify
itself and to inform the adverse Party oflhe circumstances, As soon as such
medical aircraft has been recognized by the adverse Party, that Party shall
make all reas onable efforts to give the order to land or to alight on water.
referred to in .Article 30, paragraph 1, or to take other measures to safeguard
its own interes ts, and, in either cas e, to allow the aircraft tim e for compliance,
before resorting to an attack against the aircraft.

M28. Restrictions on operations of medical aircraft
1. The Parties to the connict are prohibited from using their medical aircraft to
attempt to acquire any military adwntage over an ad'oErse Party. The presence
of medical aircraft shall not be us ed in an attempt to render military objectives
immune from attack.
in~elligence data and
shall not canyany equipment intended for such purposes, They are prohibited
from carrying any persons or cargo not included within the definition in Aiicle
8 (6). The carrying on board of the personal effects of the oceupanls or of
equipment intended solely to facilitate navigation. communication or
identification shall not be considered as prohibited.

2. Medical aircraft shall not be used to collector transmil

3. Medical aircraft shall not carry any armament except small arms and
ammunition taken from the wounded, sick and shipwrecked on board and not
yel handed to the proper ser.1"ce, and such light individual weapons as may be
necessary to enable the medical personnel on board to defend themsel'oEs
and the wounded, sick and shipwrecked in their charge.
4. VVnile carrying out the flights referred to in .Articles 26 and 27. medical
aircraft shall not, except by prior agreement with the ad'oErse Party, be used to
search forthe wounded. sick and shipwrecked.

M 29. Nobfications and agreements concerning medical aircraft
1. Notifications under Article 25, or requests for prior agreement under /loIicles
26,27,28, paragraph 4. or 31 shall state the proposed number of medical
aircraft. their night plans and means of identification. and shall be understood
10 mean that every flight will be carried out in compliance with IVticie 28.
2. A Party which receives a noun cation given under Plticle 25 shall at once
acknowledge receipt of such notification. 3. A Party which recei'oEs a request
fof prior agreement under Micles 25, 27, 28, paragraph 4, or31. shall, as
rapidly as possible, notify the reques ting Party:
(a) that the request is agreed to;
(b) that the request is denied; or
(c) of reasonable alternatve proposals to the requeslltmayalso propose
prohibition or restriction of other flights in the area during the time invol'oEd.lf
the Party which submitted the request accepts the alternative proposals, it
shall notify the other Party of such acceptance,
4. The Parties shall take the necessary meas UTeS to ensure that notifications
and agreements can be made rapidly.

5. The Parties shall also take the necessary measures to dissem inate rapidly
rerc.org/.. ,/f5cBb9fee14a77fdc125 541e...
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the substance of any such notifications and agreements to the military units
concerned and shall instruct those units regarding the means ofidentification
that will be used by the medical aircraft in question.

M 30. Landing and inspection of medical aircraft
1. Medical aircraft flying owr areas which are physically controlled byan
adwrse Party, or owr areas the physical control of which is not clearly
established, may be ordered to land or to alight on water, as approprt;:lte, 10
permit inspection in accordance wl1h the following paragraphs. Medical
aircraft shall obey any such order.

2. If such an aircraft lands or alights on water, whether ordered to do so or for
other reasons, it may be subjected to inspection solely to determine the
matters referred to in paragraphs 3 and 4. My such inspection shall be
commenced withoLIl delay and shall be conducted e>::peditiously. The
inspecting Party shall not require the wounded and sick to be remowd from
the aircraft unless their removal is essential for the inspection. That Party shall
in anyewntensure that the condition of the wounded and sick is not adwrsely
affected by the inspection orbytTle removal.
3. If the inspection discloses that the aircraft:
(a) is a medical aircraft. within the meaning of Artiele B, sub-paragraph j),
(b) is not in violation of the conditions prescribed in Micle 28. and
(c) has not flown without or in breach of a prior agreement where such
agreement is required,
.
the aircraft and those of its occupants who belong to the adwrse Partyorto a
neutral or other State not a Party to the conflict shall be ;:Iuthorized to continue
the fljght without delay.
4. If the inspection discloses that the aircraft:
(a) is not a medical aircrafl.within the meaning of Miele 8, sub-paragraph j),
(b) is in violation or the conditions prescribed in Micle 2B, or
(el has ftown without or in breach ofa prior agreement where such agreement
is required,
the aircraft m;:ly be seized. Its occupants shall be treated in conforrnity with the
relevant prollisions of the Conwntions and
this Prolocol. My aircraft seized
which had been assigned as a permanent medical airerafl. may be used
thereafter only as a medical aircraft.

0'

.Art 31. Neutral or other States not Parties to the conflict

1. E:w:r;ept by prior agreement, medical aircraft shall not fly owr or land in the
territory of a neutral or other State not a Party to the conflict However, with sLJch
an agreement. they shall be respected throughout their flight and also for the
duration of any calls in the territory. Newrtheless they shall obey any
summons to land or to alight on water, as appropriate.
2. Should a medical aircraft, in the absence of an agreement or in deviation
from the terms of an agreement, fty over the territory of a neutral or other State
not a Party to the conflict, either through navigational error or because of an
emergency affecting the safety of the flight. it shall make every effort to giw
notice of the flight and to identify itself. /As soon as such medical aircraft is
icrc.org/., ./f6c8b9fee 14a77fd (125641 e..
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recognized, that State shall make all reasonable efforts to giw the order to
land or to alight on water referred to in Mide 30. paragraph 1. orto take other
measures to safeguard its own interests. and, in either case, to ailow the
aircraft time for compliance. before resorting to an attack against the aircraft.

3. If a medical aircraft, either by agreement or in the drcumstances mentioned
in paragraph 2, lands or alights on water in the territoryofa neutral or other
State not Party to the conNict. whether ordered to do so orforotherreasons.
the aircraft shall be subject to inspection for the purposes of determining
whether it is in fact a medical aircraft. The inspection shall be commenced
without delay and shall be conducted expeditiously. The inspecting Party shall
not require the wounded and sick of ttle Party operating ltIe aircraft to be
remowd from it unless ttleir removal is essential for the inspection. The
inspecting Party shall in any ewnt ensure that the condition of the wounded
and sick is not ad-.ersely affected by ltIe inspection or the remowl. If the
inspection discloses that the aircraft is in fact a medical aircraft. the aircraft
with its occupants, other than those who must be detained in accordance with
ttle rules of international law applicable in armed conflict, shall be allowed to
resume its 1\ight, and reasonable facilities shall be giwn for the continuation
of the Nighl. If the inspection dis doses that the aircraft is not a medical aircraft,
it shall be seized and the occupants treated in accordance with paragraph 4.
4. The wounded, sick and shipwrecked disembarked. ottlerwise than
temporarily, from a medical aircraft with the consent of the local authorities in
the territory of a neutral or other Slate not a Party to the conflict shall, unless
agreed otherwise between ttlat State and the Parties to the con1\ict. be
detained by that State where so required by the rules of international law
appllcable in armed conftict, in such a manner that they cannot again take par1
in the hostilities. The cost of hospital treatment and internment shall be borne
by the State to which those persons belong.

5. Neutral or other States not Parties to the conflict shall apply any conditions
and restrictions on the passage of medical aircraft owr, or on the landing of
medical aircraft in, ttleir territory equally to all Parties to the conflict.

Section III Missing and Dead Persons

ht 32. General principle
In the implementation of this Section. the activities of the High Contracting
Parties, of the Parlieg to the conflict and of the international humanitarian
organizations mentioned in the Con-.enlions and in this Protocol shall be
prompted mainly by the right of famil ies to know the tate of their relati-.es.

ht 33. Missing persons
1. As soon as circumstances permit, and at the latest from the end ofactiw
hostilities, each Party to the conflict shall search for the persons who haw
been reported missing by an adw~e Party. Such adwrse Party shall transmit
all relevant information concerning such persons in order lofacililatesuch
searches.

2. In order to facilitate the gathering of information pursuant to ttle preceding
paragraph. each Party to the conflict shall, wittl respect to persons who would
not receive more fa',(lurable considera~on under the Conwntions and this
i crc.orgl ../f6c8b9fee14a77fdc125641e..
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Protocol:
(a) record the information specified in Pitide 138 of the Fourth Convention in
respect of such persons who have been detained, imprisoned or otherwise
held in captivity for more than two weeks as a result of hostilities or
occupation, orwho have died during any period of detention;
(b) to the fullest extent possible, facilitate and. if need be, carry out the search
for and the recording of information conceming such persons if they have died
in other circumstances as a result of hostilities or occupation.

3. Information conceming persons reported missing pursuantto paragraph 1
and requests for such information shall be transmitted either directly or
through the Protecting Power or the Central Tracing Agency of the Intemational
Committee of the Red Cross or national Red Cross (Red Crescent, Red Lion
and Sun) Societies. Wlere the information is not transmilled through the
International Committee of the Red Cross and ils Central Tracing Agency,
each Party to the confiict shall ens ure that such information is als 0 supplied to
the Central Tracing Agency.
4. The Parties to the conflict shall endeal.Clur to agree on arrangements for
teams to search for, identify and recowr the dead from battlefield areas,
including arrangements, if appropriate, for such teams to be accompanied by
personnel of the adverse Party while carryin9 out these missions in areas
controlled by the adwrse Party. Personnel of sud'lteams shall be respected
and protected while exclusiwly canying out these duties.

M 34. Remains of deceased

1. The remains of persons who have died for reasons related to occupation or
in detention reSUlting from oCaJpation or hostilities and those or persons not
nationals of the counby in which they haw died as a res ult of hostilities shall
be respected, and the grawsites of all such persons shall be respected,
maintained and marked as provided for in Mide 130 of the Fourth
Conwntion, where their remains or grawsiles would not receive more
fal.Clurable consideration under the Conwntions and this Protocol.

2. P8 soon as circumstances and the relations between the adwrse Parties
permit, the High Contracting Parties in whose territories graws and, as tha
case may be, other locations of the remains of persons who have died as a
result of hostilities or during occupation or in detention are situated, shall
condude agreements in order:
(a) to facilitate access to the gravesites by relatives of the deceased and by
representatives of official graws registration services and to regUlate the
practical arrangements for such access:
(b) to protect and maintain such graws ites permanently;
(c) to facilitate the return of the remains of the deceased and of personal
effects to the home country upon its request or, unless thatcounbyobjects,
upon the request of the next of kin.
3. In the absence of the agreements provided for in paragraph 2 (b) or (c) and
if the home counby or such deceased is not willing to arrange at its expense
for the maintenance of such grawsites, the High Contracting Party in whose
territory the gravesites are situated may offer to facilitate the return of the
remains of the deceased to the home country. V\t1ere such an offer has not
been accepted the High Contracting Party may, after the expiry or five years
from the date of the offer and upon due notice to the home counby, adopt the
arrangements laid down in its own laws relating to cemeteries and graves.
icrc, arg/. ..If6e8b9fee 14 a77fde 12 5641e.,
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4. A High Contracting Party in whose territory the gra'oE sites referred to in this
Article are situated shall be permitted to e::d1ume the remains only:
(a) in accordance with paragraphs 2 (cl and 3, or
(b) where emumatlon is a matter or o'oErriding public necessity, including
cases of medical end in\estigati\e necessity, in which case the High
Contracting Party shall at all times respect the remains, and shall gi\e notice
to the home country or its intention to e::d1ume the remains together with
deteils of the intended place ofreinterment.

Part III. Methods and Means of Warfare Combatant and Prisoners-Of-War
Section I. Methods and Means of Warfare

Pit 35. Basic rules

1. In any armed conflict, the right of the Parties to the conflict to choose
methods or means of warfare is not unlimited.
2. It is prohibited to employweapons. projectiles and material and methods of
warfare of a nature to caus e superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering.

3. It is prohibited to employ methods or means of warfare which are intended,
or may be expected, to cause widespread, long-term and se'oEre damage 10
the natural environment.

Pit 36. New weapons
In the study, development, acql1isition or adoption of a new weapon, means or
method of warfare, a High Contracting Party is under an obligation to
determine whether its employment would, in some or all circumstances, be
prohibited by this Protocol or by any other rule of intemationallaw applicable to
the High Contracting Party.

Pit 37. Prohibition of Perfidy

1. It is prohibited to kill, injure or capture an ad'oErsary by resort to perfidy. Acts
inviting the confidence of an ad'oErsaryto tead hIm to belie'oE that he is entiUed
to, or is obliged to accord. protection under the rules of international law
applicable in armed conflict, with intent to betray that confidence, shall
constitute perfidy. The following acts are exam pies of perfidy:
(a) the teigning of an intent to negotiate under a flag oftruce or of a surrender;
(b) the feigning of an incapacitation by wounds or sickness;
(c) the feigning of civilian. non-com batant status: and
Cd) the feigning of protected status by the use of signs. emblems or uniforms
of the United Nations or of neutral or other States not Parties to the conflict.
2. Ruses of war are not prohibIted. Such ruses are acts whIch are intended to
mislead an ad'oErsary or to induce him to act recklessly but which infringe no
rule of international law applicable in armed conflict and which are not
perfidious because they do not invite the confidence of an ad\ersary with
respect 10 protection under that law. The following are examples ofsuch
ruses: the use of camouflage, decoys, mock operations and misinformation.

icrc.o rg/. ../f6c8h9fee14 anfdc12 5641e...
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M 38. Recognized emblems
1. It is prohibited to mak.e improper use of the distincti-..e emblem of the red
cross, red crescent or red lion and sun or of other emblems, signs or signals
pro\otded for by the Con-..entions or by this Protocol. It is also prohibited to
misuse deliberately in an armed conflict other intemationallyrecognized
protectiw emblems, signs or signals, induding the flag of truce, and the
protectiw emblem of cultural property.

2. It is prohibited to mak.e use of the distinctiw emblem of the United Nations,
except as authorized by that Organization.

M 39. Emblems of nationality

1. It is prohibited to make use in an armed conflict of the flags or military
emblems, insignia or uniforms of neutral or other States notPar1ies to the
conflict.

2. It is prohibited to make use of the flags or military emblems, insignia or
uniforms of adwrse Parties while engaging in attacks or in order to shield,
favour, protect or im pede military operations.
3. Nothing in this Mide or in Miele 37, paragraph 1 (d), shall affect the
existing generally recognized rules of international law applicable to
espionage or to the use of flags in the conduct of armed conflictatsea.

M 40. Quarter

It is prohibited to order that there shall be no survivors, to threaten an
adwrsary therewith or to conduct hos.liIities on this basi s.

M41. Safaguard of an enemy hors de combat
1. A person who is recogniZEd or who, in the circumstances, should be
recogniZEd to be hors de combat shall not be made the object of attack.
2. A person is hors de combat if
(a) he is in the power of an adwrse Party;
(b) he clearly expresses an intention to surrender; or
(c) he has been rendered unconscious or is otherwise incapacitated by
wounds or sickness, and therefore is incapable of defending himself,
prolJided that in any of these cases he abstains from any hostile act and does
not attem pt 10 es cape.
3. \/\tIen persons entiUed to protection as prisoners of war haw fallen into the
power of an adwrse Party under unusual conditions of combat which prewnt
their evacuation as prolJided for in Part III, Section I, of the Third Conwntion,
they shall be released and all feasible precautions shall be taken to ensure
their safety.

ierc.org/. ..Jf6c8b9fee 14 a77fd c125641e.
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Mcle 42 • Occupants of aircraft
1. No person parachuting from an aircraft in distress shall be made the object
of attack during his descent
2. Upon reaching the ground in territory controlled by an adw~e Party, a
pe~on who has parachuted from an aircraft in distress shall be giwn an
opportunity to surrender before being made the object of attack, unless itis
apparent that he is engaging in a hostile act.
3. fIlirborne troops are not protected by this Mide.
Section II. Combatants and Prisoners of war

M43. AImed forces
1. The armed forces of a Party to a conflict consist of all organized armed
forces, groups and units which are under a command responsible to that
Party for the conduct or its subordinates, ewn if that Party is represented by a
gowrnment or an authority not recognized by an adwrse Party. Such armed
forces shall be subject to an internal disciplinary system which, inter alia,
shall enforce compliance with the rules of international law applicable in
armed conflict.
2. Members of the armed forces of a Party to a conflict (other than medical
personnel and chaplains cowred by Mcle 33 of the Third Conwnlion) are
combatants, that is to say, they ha~ the right to participate direcdy in
hostilities.
3. Wlene~r a Party to a conllict incorporates a paramilitary or armed law
enforcement agency into its armed forces it shall so notify the other Parties to
the conflict.

M 44. Combatants and prisoners of war
1. My combatant, as defined in Mide 43, who falls into the power of an
adwrse Party shall be a prisoner of war.
2. Wlile all combatants are obliged to comply with the rules ofintemational
law applicable in armed conflict, ,""olations of these rules shall not depriw a
combatant of his right to be a combatant or, if he falls into the power of an
ad~rse Party, of his right to be a prisoner of war, except as pro'Jided in
paragraphs 3 and 4.
3. In order to promote the protection of the civilian populalion frOm the effects
of hostilities, combatants are obliged to distinguish themselves from the
ci'ol'lian population while they are engaged in an attack or in a military
operation preparatory to an attack.. Recognizing, howewr, that there are
situations in armed conflicts where, owing to the nature of the hostilities an
armed combatant cannot so distinguish himself, he shall retain his status as
a combatant, pro,""ded tha~ in such situations, he
carries his arms openly:
(a) during each military engagement, and
(b) during such time as he is ,""sible to lhe adve~arywhile he is engaged ir, a
military deployment preceding the launChing of an attack in which he is to
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participate .

.Acts which comply with the requiremen1s of this paragraph shall not be
considered as perfidious within the meaning of Micle 37, paragraph 1 (c).
4. A combatant who falls into the power or an adverse Party while failing to
meet the requirements set forth in the second sentence of paragraph 3 shall
forfeit his right to be a prisoner of war, but he shall, nevertheless, be giwn
protections equiwlent in all res pects to those accorded to prisoners of war by
the Third Convention and by this Protocol. This protection includes protections
equiwlent to those accorded to prisoners of war by the Third Conwntion in the
case where such a person is tried and punished for any offences he has
committed.

5. My combatant who falls into the power of an ad-.erse Party while not
engaged in an attack or in a military operation preparatorylo an attack shall
not forfeit his rights to be a combatant and a prisoner of war by virtue of his
prior acti".;ties .
6. This Article is without prejudice to the right of any person to be a prisoner of
war pursuant to Miele 4 oflhe Third Conwntion.
7. This Artide is not intended to change the generallyaCCElpted practice of
States with respect to the wearing of the unifonn by combatants assigned to
the regular, uniformed armed units ora Party to the conflict.
8.ln addition to the categories of persons mentioned in Mcle 13 of the First
and Second Con-.entions. all members of the armed forces ofa Party to the
conflict, as defined in Micle 43 of this Protocol, shall be entitled to protection
under those Conventions if they are wounded or sick or, in the case of the
Second Con-.ention, shipwrecked at sea or in other waters.

M 45. Protection of persons who ha-.e taken part in hostilities
1. A person who takes part in hostilities and falls into the power of an adverse
Party shall be presumed to be a prisoner of war. and therefore shall be
protected by the Third Conwntion, if he claims the status of prisoner or war, or
if he appears to be entitled to such status, or if the Party on which he depends
claims such status on his behalf by notification to the detaining Powerorto
the Prolectjng Power. Should any doubt arise as to whether any such person
is entitled to the status of prisoner of war, he shall continue to ha-.e such
status and, therefore, to be protected by the Third Convention and this Protocol
until such time as his status has been determined bya competenttribunaJ.

2. If a person who has fallen into the power of an adwrse Party is not held as
a prisoner of war and is to be tried by that Partyforan offence arising out of the
hostilities, he shall have the right to assert his entitlement to prisoner-of-war
status before a judicial tribunal and to have that question adjudicated.
W1ene-.er possible under the applicable procedure, this adjudication shall
occur before the trial for the offence. The representatives of the Protecting
Power shall be entitled to attend the proceedings in which that question is
adjudicated, unless, exceptionally, the proceedings are held in camera in the
interest of State security. In such a case the detaining Power shall advise the
Protecting Power accordingly.
3. My person who has taken part in hostilities. who is not entitled to prisoner-
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of-war status and who does not benefit from more favourable treatment in
accordance with the Fourth Conwntion shall haw the right at all times to the
protection of Article 75 of this Protocol. In occupied territory, any such person,
unless he is held as a spy, shall also be entitled, notwithstanding Article 5 of
the Fourth Conwntion, to his rights of communication under that Convention.

Art 46. Spies
1, Notwithstanding any other provision of the Conventions or of this Protocol,
any member of the armed forces of a Party to the conflict who falls into the
power 01 an adwrse Party while engaging in espionage shall not haw the
right to the status of prisoner of war and may be treated as a spy.
2, A member of the armed forces of a Party to the conflict who, on behalf of that
Party and in territory controlled by an adverse Party, gathers or attempts to
gather information shall not be considered as engaging in espionage if, while
so acting, he is in the uniform of his armed forces.
3. A member of the armed forces of a Party to the conflict who is a resident of
territory occupied by an adverse Party and who, on behalf of the Party on which
he depends, gather.; or altern pts to gather information of military value within
that territory shall not be considered as engaging in espionage unless he
does so through an act of false pretences or deliberately in a clandestine
manner. Moreowr, such a resident shall nat lose his right to the status of
prisoner of war and may not be treated as a spy unles.s he is captured while
engaging in espionage.
4. A member of the armed forces of a Party to the conflict who is not a resident
of territory occupied by an adwrse Party and who has engaged in espionage
in that territory shall not lose his right to the status of prisoner of war and may
not be treated as a spy unless he is captured before he has rejoined the
armed forces to which he belongs.

Art 47. Mercenaries
1. A mercenary shall not haw the right to be a combatant or a pris oner of war.
2. Amercenary is anyperson who:
(a) is s pecialfy recruited locally or abroad in order to fight in an armed conflict:
(b) does, in fact, take a direct part in the hostilities;
(c) is motivated to take part in the hostilities essentially by the desire for private
gain and, in fact, is promised, byor on behalfofa Party to the conflict, materiai
compensation substantially in excess of that promised or paid to combatants
of sim ilar ranks and functions in the armed forces orthal Party,
(d) is neither a national of a Party to the conflict nor a resident of territory
controlled bya Party to the conflict;
(e) is nota member of the armed forces ofa Party to the conflict; and
(1) has not been sent by a Stale which is not a Party to the conflict on official
duty as a memberofits armed forces.
Part IV. Civilian Population
Section r. General Protection
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Chapter I. Basic rule and field of application

M48. Basic rule
In order to ensure respect for and protection of the cj"";lian population and
dllliian objects, the Parties to the conflict shall at all times distinguish between
the ci"";lian population and combatants and between ci'ollian Objects and
military objectives and accordingly shall direct tIleir operations only against
mHila ry objectiws.

M49. Definition of attacks and scope of application
1. "Attacks" means acts of "";olence against tile adversary, whether in offence
or in defence.
2. The pro"";sions of this Protocol with respect to attacks apply to all attacks in
whatewr territory conducted, including the national territory belonging to a
Party to the conflict but under the control of an adwrse Party.
3. The pro....sions of this section apply 10 any land, air orsea warfare which
may affect the ci"";lian population, indi"";dual ci..,.;lians or ci"";!ian objects on land.
They further apply to all attacks from the sea orfrom tile air against objecti\oES
on land but do not otherwise affect the rules ofintemational law applicable in
armed conflict at sea or in the air.
4. The pro"";sions of this section are additional 10 the rules concerning
humanitarian prolection contained in the Fourth Conwntion, particular1y in part
II thereof, and in otller international agreements binding upon the High
Contracting Parties, as well as to other rules of international law relating to the
protection of ci..,.;lians and ci"";lian objects on land, at sea or in the air againsl
the effects ofhostilities.
Chapter II. Ci"";!ians and ci"";lian population

M50. Definition ofci..,.;Jians and ci"";lian population
1. A ci"";lian is any pe~on who does not belong to one of the categories of
persons referred 10 in Miele 4 (Aj (1), (2), (3) and (8) of the Third Convention
and in Article 43 of this Protocol. In case of doubt whether a person is a
ci..,.;lian, that person shall be considered to be a ci"";lian.
2. The ci .... lian population comprises all persons who are ci"";lians.
3. The presence within the ci'Jilian population of individuals who do not come
within the deflnition of civilians does not depri\oE the population ofils civilian
character.

M 51. - Protection of the ci'Jilian population
1. The ci'Jilian population and indillldual ci'JiJians s hall enjoy general protection
against dangers arising from military operations. To giw effect to this
protection, the following rules, which are additional to other applicable rules of
international law, shall be obser.ed in all circumstances.
2. The ci'Jilian population as such, as well as individual civilians, shall notbe
jerc.org/. ../f6eBb9fee14a77fdc12 5641e..
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the object of attack. Pets or threats of\/iolence the primary purpose of which is
to spread terror among the civilian population are prohibited.
3. Ci\/ilians shall enjoy the protection afforded by this section. unless and for
such time as they take a direct part in hostilities.
4. Indiscriminate attacks are prohibiled.lndisa-iminate atta.cks are:
(a) those which are not directed at a specific military objectiw;
(b) those which employ a method or means of combat which cannot be
directed at a specific military objectiw; or
(c) those which employ a method or means of combat the effects of which
cannot be limited as required by this Protocol;
and consequently, in each such case, are of a nature to strike military
objecti..es and ci"';lians or civilian objects without distinction.

5. ,Among others, the following types of attacks are to be considered as
indiscrim inate:
(a) an atta.ck by bombardment by any methods or means which treats as a
single military objectiw a number of clearly separated and distinct military
objecti..e5 located in a city, town, "';lIage or other area containing a similar
concentration of ci"';lians or ci'.1lian objects;

(b) an altae'" which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life,
injury to civilians, dam aga to civilian objects, or a com bination thereof, Which
would be excessi\oe in relation 10 the concrete and direct military advantage
anticipated,
6. Macks against the ci\/ilian population or ci"';lians by way of reprisals are
prohibited.

7. The- presence or mo..ements olthe ci\/ilian population or indi\/idual ci\/ilians
shall not be used to render certain points or areas immune from military
operations, in particular in attempts to shield militaryobjecti..es from attacks
or to shield, favour or im pede military operations. The Parties to the conflict
shall not direct the mowment of the civilian population or individual ci'.1!ians in
order to attempt to shield military objecti..es from attacks orto shield military
operations.

8. Any \/iolation of these prohibitions shall not release the Parties to the conflict
from their legal obligations with res pect to the ci"';lian popUlation and ci\lilians.
including the obligation to take the precautionary measures prollided for in
Miele 57.
Chapter III. Ci\lilian objects

M 52. General Protection of ci\lilian objects
1. Ci\liJian objects shall not be the object of altack or of repris als. Civilian
objects are all objects which are not military objecti..es as defined in
paragraph 2.
2. Macks shall be limited strictly to militaryobjectiws.ln sofaras objects are
concemed, military objectiws are limited to those objects which by their
nature. location, purpose or use make an effective contribution 10 military
ierc.orgl.../f6c8b9fee14 a77fdc12 5641e..
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action and whose total or partial destruction, capture or neutralization, in the
circum stances ruling at the time, offers a definite military adwntage.
3. In case of doubt whether an object which is normallydedicaled to ci'ollian
purposes, such as a place of worship, a house or other dwelling or a school.
is being used to make an effective contribution to military action, il shall be
presumed not to be so used .

.Art 53. Protection of culbJral objects and of places ofwors hip
Wthout prejudice to the pro'olsions of the Hague Convention for the Protection
of Cultural Property in the Event of hmed Conflict of 14 May 1954, and of other
relewnt international insln,sments, il is prohibited:
(a) to commit any acts of hostility directed against the historic monuments,
works of art or places of worship which constitute the culbJral or spiritual
heritage of peoples;
(b) to use such objects in support oflhe military effort;
(c) to make such objects the object ofreprisals .

.Art 54. Protection of objects indispensable to the surviwl of the civilian
population
1. Starvation of civilians as a method of warfare is prohibited.
2. It is prohibited to attack, destroy, reiTlo-.e or render useless objects
indispensable to the survival of the ci'.1lian popUlation, such as food-sbJffs.
agricultural areas for the production of foOd-SlUffs, crops, li-.estock, drinking
water ins tallations and supplies and irrigation works, for tl1e spacific purpose
of denying them for tl1eir sustenance wlue to the ci'ollian population orto the
ad-.erse Party, whate-.er the motive, whether in order 10 sta~ out civilians, to
cause them to move away, or for any other motive.
3. The prohibitions in paragraph 2 shall not apply to such of the objects
covered by itas are used by an adverse Party
(a) as sustenance solely for the mem bers of its armed forces; or
(b) if not as sustenance, then in direct support of military action, provided,
however, that in no e-.ent shall actions against these objects be taken which
may be elq)ected 10 lea-.e the civilian population with such inadequate food or
water as to cause its slarvation or force its movement.
4. These objects shaH not be made the object of reprisals.
5. In recognition of the vital reqUirements of any Party to the conflict in the
defence of its national territory against inwsion, derogation from the
prohibitions contained in paragraph 2 may be made by a Party to the conflict
within such territory under its own control where required by im perati-.e military
necessity.

.Art 55. Protection of the natural environment
1. Care shall be taken in warfare to protect the natural en'olronment against
widespread, long-term and se...ere damage. This protection includes a
prohibition of the use of methods or means of warfare which are intended or
may be elq)ected to cause such damage to tha natural environment and
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thereby to prejudice the health or sUMval of the population.
2. Macks againsllhe natural environment by way of repris als are prohibited.

Art 56. Protection of works and installations containing dangerous forces

1. VVorks or installations containing dangerous forces. namelydams,d~es
and nudear electrical generating stations. shal! not be made the object of
attack, ewn where these objects are milita'Y objectiws, if such attack may
cause the release of dangerous forces and consequent sewre losses
among the civilian population. Ott1er milita'Y objectiws located at or in the
Vicinity of these works or installations shall not be made the object 01 attack if
such attack may cause the release of dangerous forces from the works or
installations and consequent sewre losses among the ci'o1lian population.
2. The special protection against attack provided by paragraph 1 shall cease:
(a) for 21 dam or a dyke only if it is used for other than its norm 211 function and in
regular, signincan1 and direct support ot military operations and If such attack
is the only feas ible way 10 tem'linate such support;
(b) for a nuclear electrical generating station only if il provides electric power in
regular, significant and direct support of milita'Y operations and ifsuch attack
is the only feasible way 10 tem'linate such support;
(c) for other military objectiws located at or in the \oicinity of these works or
installations only if they are used in regular, significant and direct support of
military operations and if such attack is the onlyfe.asible way to terminate such
support
3. In all cases, the dvilian population and individual ci\rtlians shall remain
entitled to all the protection accorded them by inlernationallaw, including the
protection of the precautionary measures provided for in Article 57.ltthe
protection Ceases and any of the works, installations ormilita'Yobjectiws
mentioned in paragraph 1 is attacked. all practical precautions shall be taken
to avoid the release of the dangerous forces.
4. It is prohibited to make any of the works. installations or militaryobjectiws
mentioned in paragraph 1 the objectofreprisals.

5. The Parties to the conflict shall endeavour to avoid locating any milita'Y
objectiws in the vicinity of the works or installations mentioned in paragraph
1. Newrtheless. installations erected for the sole purpose of defending the
protected works or installations from attack: are permissible and shall nof
themsel-..es be made !he object of attack, pro\rtded lhatthey are not used in
hostilities except for defensiw actions necessary to respond to attacks
again st the protected works or installations and that their armament is limited
to weapons capable only of repelling hostile action against the protected
works or installations.
6. The High Contracting Parties and the Parties to the conflict are urged to
condude further agreements among themsel-.es to provide additional
protection for Objects containing dangerous forces.

7. In order to facilitate the identiflcation of the objects protected by this article.
the Parties to the conflict may mark them with a special sign consisting of a
group of three bright orange circles placed on the same a>:is, as specified in
Mde 16 of ,Annex I to this Protocol [Article 17 of Amended Annex]. The
absence of such maf1(,'ng in no way relie-..es any Party to the conflict of its
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obligations under this .Article.
Chapter IV. Precautionary measures
.ArtS? Precautions in attack
1. In the conduct of military operations. constant care shall be taken to spare
the civilian population. civilians and civilian objects.

2. With respect to attacks, the following precautions shall be taken:
(a) those who plan or decide upon an attack shall:
(i) do e'o'Elrylhing feasible 10 'o'Elrify that the objectives 10 be attacked are neither
civilians nor civilian objects and are not subject 10 special protection but are
military objecti'o'Els within the meaning of paragraph 2 of Article 52 and that it is
not prohibited by the provisions of this Prolocollo attack them;
(ii) take all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of attack:
with a view to avolding, and in any event 10 minimizing, incidental loss or
civilian life, injury to civilians and damage to civilian objects;
(iii) refrain from deciding to launch any attack which maybe expected 10 cause
incidental los 5 of civilian life, injury 10 civilians, dam age to civilian objects, or a
combination thereOf. which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and
direct military advantage anticipated;
(b) an attack shall be cancelled or suspended if it becomes apparent that the
objecb"'o'El is not a military one or is subject to special protection orlhalthe
attack may be expected 10 cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to
civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be
excessi'o'El in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated;
(c) effective advance warning shall be giwn of attacks which may affect the
civilian population. unless circumstances do not permit.

3. 'M1en a choice is possible between se....eral militaryobjecti'o'Els tor obtaining
a similar military advantage, the objectiw to be selected shall be that the
attack on which may be expected 10 cause the least danger to ci\'ilian Ii'o'ElS and
10 civilian objects.
4. In the conduct of military operations at sea or in the air, each Party to the
conflict shall, in conformity with its righti and duties under the rules of
international law applicable in armed conflict, take all reasonable precautions
to a\'Oid losses of civilian Ii....es and damage to civilian objects.

5. No provision of this article may be construed as authorizing any attacks
against the civilian populalion, ci\'ilians or civilian objects.

Art 58. Precautions agains t the effects of attacks
The Parties to Ihe conflictshall, 10 the maximum extenlfeasible:
(a) wilhout prejudice to Micle 49 of the Fourth Con....ention, endea\'Ourto
remolf'!! the civilian population, individual civilians and civilian objects under
their control from the "';cinity of military objecti....es;
(b) a\/Oid locating military objectiws within or near densely populated areas;
(c) take the other necessary precautions to protect the ci\'ilian popUlation,
individual civilians and civilian objects under their control against the dangers
res ulting from military operations.
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Chapter V Localities and zones under special protection

Art 59. Non-defended localities
1. It is prohibited for the Parties to the conflict to attack. by any means
whatsoever, non-defended localities.
2. The appropriate authorities of a Party to the conflict may declare as a nondefended locality any inhabited place near or in a zone where armed forces
are in contact which is open for occupation by an adverse Party.
Such a localityshall fulfil the following conditions:
(a) all combatants, as well as mobile weapons and mobile military equipment
must have been evacuated;
(b) no hostile use shall be made of fixed military installations or
establishments;
(c) no acts of hostility shall be committed by the authorities or by the
population; and
(d) no acti.,,;ties in support of military operations shall be undertaken.
3. The presence, in this locality, of persons specially protected under the
Conventions and this Protocol, and of police forces retained for the sole
purpose of maintaining law and order, is not contrary to the conditions laid
down in paragraph 2.
4. The declaration made under paragraph 2 shall be addressed to the
adverse Party and shall define and describe, as precisely as possible, the
limits of the non-defended locality. The Party to the conflict to which the
declaration is addressed shall acknowledge its receipt and shall treat the
locality as a non-defended locality unless the conditions laid down in
paragraph 2 are not in fact fulfilled, in which event it shall immediately so
inform the Party making the declaration. Even if the conditions laid down in
paragraph 2 are not fulfilled, the locality shall continue to enjoy the protection
pro"';ded by the other prOl,4sions of this Protocol and the other rules of
inlernationallaw applicable in armed confiict
5. The Parties to the confiict may agree on the establishment of non-defended
localities even if such localities do not fulfil the conditions laid down in
paragraph 2. The agreement should define and describe, as precisely as
possible, the limits of the non-defended locality; if necessary, it may lay down
the methods of s upel'.1sion.
6. The Party which is in control of a locality governed by such an agreement
shall mark it, so far as possible, by such signs as may be agreed upon with
the other Party, which shall be displayed where they are clearly visible,
especially on its perimeter and limits and on highwar..;.
7. Alocalityloses its status as a non-defended locality when its ceases to fulfil
the conditions laid down in paragraph 2 or in the agreement referred to in
paragraph 5. In such an eventuality, the locality shall continue to enjoy the
protection provided by the other pro·...isions ofthis Protocol and the other rules
ofintemationallaw applicable in armed conflict.

Art 60. Demilitarized zones
1. It is prohibited for the Parties to the conllict to extend their military operations

to zones on which they have conferred by agreement the status of
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demilitarized zone, if such extension is contrary 10 the terms oflhis agreement
2. The agreement shall be an express agreement, may be concluded verbally
or in writing. either directly or through a Protecting Power or any impartial
humanitarian organization, and may consist of reciprocal and concordant
declarations. The agreement may be concluded in peacetime, as well as after
the outbreak of hostilities, and should define and describe, as precisely as
possible, the limits of the demilitarized zone and, if necessary, lay down the
methods of supervision.

3. The subject of such an agreement shall normally be any zone which fulfils
the following conditions:
(a) all combatants, as well as mobile weapons and mobile military
equipment, must haw been evacuated;
(b) no hostile use shall be made of fixed military installations or
establishments:
(c) no acts of hostility shall be committed by the authorities or by the
population; and
(d) any activity linked to Itle military effort must haw ceased.
The Parties to Itle conflicts hall agree upon the interpretation to be given to the
condition laid down in subparagraph (dl and upon persons to be admitted to
the demilitarized zone oltlerthan Itlose mentioned in paragraph 4.
4. The presence, in this zone, of persons specially protected under the
Conwntions and this Protocol, and of police forces retained for the sole
purpose of maintaining law and order, is not contrary 10 the conditions laid
down in paragraph 3.

5. The Party which is in control of such a zone shal! mark it, so far as possible,
by such signs as may be agreed upon with the other Party, which shall be
displayed where they are cJearly vis ible, especially on its perimeter and limits
and on. highways.
6. If the fighting draws near to a demilitarized zone, and if the Parties to the
conflict haw so agreed, none of them may use the zone for purposes related
to the conduct of military operations or unilaterally rewke its status.
7. II one of Itle Parties to the conflict commits a mater;,al breach of the
provisions of paragraphs 3 or 6, the other Party shall be released from its
obligations under the agreement conferring upon the zone the status of
demilitarized zone. In such an ewntuaJity, the zone loses its status but shall
continue to enjoy the protection pro'o1ded by the other provisions of this
Protocol and the other rules of international law applicable in arm ed conftlct.
ChapterVl. Civil defence
,Art

61. - Definitions and scope

For the purpose of this Protocol:
(1 l "Cillil defence" means the performance of some or all 01 the
undermentioned humanitarian las ks intended to protect the civilian populati on
against the dangers, and to help it to raco..er from the immediate effects, of
hostilities or disasters and also to pro'o1de the conditions necessary for its
sur,..ival. Thase tasks are:
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(a)waming;
(b) evacuation:
(C) management of shelters;
(d) managementof blackout measures;
(e) rescue;
(1) medical sel'\lices, including lirstaid, and religious assistance;
(g) lire-fighting:
(h) detection and marking of danger areas;
(i) decontamination and similar protecl:ive measures;
Ul prollision of emergency accommodation and supplies;
(k) emergency as sistance in lt1e restoration and maintenance of order in
distressed areas;
~) emergency repair of indispensable public utilities;
(m) emergency disposal of the dead;
(n) assistance in lt1e preservation of objects essential for sul'\livaf;
(o) complem entary actillities necessary to carry out any of the tasks mentioned
above, inCluding, but not limited to, planning and organization;
(2) "Ci",1 defence organizations" means those establishments and other units
which are organized or authonzed by the competent authontles ofa Party to
the conflict" to perform any of the tasks mentioned under (1), and which are
assigned and de'-'Oted exclusively to such tasks; (3) "Personne!" ofeilli!
defence organizations means those persons assigned by a Party to the
conflict" exdusively to the performance of the tasks mentioned under (1),
including personnel assigned by the competent authority of that Party
exciusi\Elyto the administration of these organizations:

(4) "Materiel" of cillil defence organizations means equipment, supplies and
transports used by these organizations for the perfOlmance of the tasks
mentioned under (1).

M 62. General protection
1. Cillilian ci",1 defence organizations and their pers onnel shall be respect"ed
and protect"ed. subject" to the prollisions of this Protocol, particular1ythe
prollisions of this section. They s hall be entitled to perform their ci'vil defence
tasks except in case of imperative militarynecessity.

2. The provisions of paragraph 1 shall also apply to ci",lians who, although not
members of cillifian cillil defence organizations, res pond to an appeal from the
com petent authorities and perlorm cillil defence tasks under their control.

3. Buildings and materiel used for civil defence purposes and shelters
pro'vided for the cillilian populal;on are covered by.Article 52. Objects used for
civil defence purposes may not be destroyed or diverted from their proper use
except by the Party to which they belong.

M 63. Cillil defence in occupied tenitories
1. In occupied territories, ci'vilian ci'otl defence organizations shall receive from
the authorities the facilities necessary for the performance of their tasks. In no
Circumstances shall their personnel be compelled to perform act"illities Which
would interfere with the proper perlormance of these tasks. The Occupying
Power shall not change the structure or personnel of such organizations in
i ere. org/. .;f5e8b 9fee14 a77fdc125541e..
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any way which might jeopardize the efficient performance of their mission.
These organizations shaff not be reQuired 10 give priority to the nationals or
interests of that Power.
2, The Occupying Power shall not compel, coerce or induce civilian civil
defence organizations to perform their tasks in any manner prejudiCial to the
interests 01 the ci...l Iian population,

3. The Occupying Power may disarm civil defence personnel for reasons of
security.

4. The Occupying Power shall neither divert froM their proper use nor
requisition buildings or materiel belonging to or used by civil defence
organizations if such diwrsion or requisition would be harmful to the civilian
population.
5. Provided that the general rUle in paragraph 4 continues 10 be obser-.ed. the
Occupying Power may reQuisition or di\oErt these resources, SUbject to the
following particular conditions:
(a) that the buildings or matenel are necessary lor other needs of the civilian
population; and
(b) that tne requisition or diversion continues only while such necessityellists.
6, The Occupying Power shall neither divert nor requisition shellers provided
for the use of the civilian population or needed by such population.

Civilian ci"";l de~nce organizalions of neutral or other Slates not Parties
to the conflict and international co-ordinating organizations

,Art 64.

1. Artides 62. 6~, 65 and 55 shaf[ also apply to the personnel and materiel of
civilian civil defence organizations of neutral or other States not Parties to the
conflict which perform civil defence tas ks mentioned in Miele 51 in the tenitory
of a Party to the conflict, with the consent and Under the control of that Party.
Notification of such assistance shall be gi\oEn as soon as possible 10 any
ad\oE~e Party concemed. In no circumstances shall this actillity be deemed to
be an interference in the conflicl This acti,.;ty should, howe-.er, be performed
with due regard to the security interests of the Parties to the conflict
concemed.
2. The Parties to the conflict recei"";ng the assistance referred to in paragraph
1 and the High Contracting Parties granting i! should fad/ltate internationaf co-

ordination of such ch,il defence actions when appropriate. In such cases the
relevant international organizations are cO'oered by the provisions of this
Chapter,
3, In occupied territories, the Occupying Power may only exclude or restrict the
activities of civilian civil defence organizations of neutral or other States not
Parties to the conflict and of international co-ordinating organizations if it can
ensure the adequate performance of civil defence tas~s from its own
resources or those of the occupied lemfory.

.Alt 55. Cessation of protection

1. The protection to whiC'1 civilian civil defence organizations, their personnel.
buildings, shellers and materiel are enttled shall not cease unless they
i ere.org/...jf6c8b9f~e 14a771d cl2 5641~..
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commit or are used to commit, outside their proper tasks, acts harmful to the
enemy. Protection may, howe..er, cease only after a warning has been gi-.en
setting, whene-.eT appropriate. a reasonable time-lim it, and after s ucll warning
has remained unheeded.
2. The following shall not be considered as acts harmful to the enemy:
(a) thai ci'oil defence tasks are carried out under the direction orconlrol 01
military authorities:
(b) that ci'wi!ian cl.... 1defence personnel co-operate with military personnel in
the performance of ciVil defence tasks, or thai some military personnel are
attaohed to cilAlian civil defence organizations;
(0) that the performance of ci'wil defence tasks may inddentally benefit military
lliC'tims, particularty thOse who are hors de cornbal
3. It shall also not be considered as an act himnfuJ to the enemy thai cilotlian
cilotl defence personnel bear light individual weapons for the purpose of
maintaining order or lor self-defence. Howe-.er. in areas where land fighting is
taking place or is hkelyto take place. the Parties to the conflict shall undertake
the appropriate measures to limit lhe5e weapons to handguns. such as
pistols or rew[ve~. in order to assist in distinguishing between civil defence
personnel a nd combatants. ftJlhough cilotl defence personnel bear other light
individual weapons in such areas, they shall newrtheless be respected and
protected as soon as they haw been recogni;red as such.
4. The formation of cilotJian chil defence organizations along military lines. and
compulsory service in them, shall also not depliw them of the protection
conferred bylhis Chapter.

Arl66.ldentlfcation
1. Each Party to the conflict shall endea\A:lur to ensure that its ci'.'il (iefence
organizations, their personnel, buildings and materiel are identifiable while
they are exclusively de\A:lted to the performance of dvil defence tasks. Shelters
proltfded fur Ihe dill/ian population should be simitarlyidentifiable.
2. Each Party to the conflict shall also endea\A:lur to adopt and im:llement
methods and procedures which will make it poSSible to recognize civilian
shelters as well as civil defence personnel, buildings and materiel on which
the international distinctive sign of civil defence is displayed,
3. In occupied territories and in areas where

~ghting

is taking place or is likely

to take place. d,.;,ian civil defence personnel should be recognizable by the
International distinctive sign of civil defence and by an Identity card certifying
their status.
4. The international distinctive sign of civil defence is an eqUilateral blue
triangle on an orange ground when used for the protection of ci\lil defence
organizations, their personnel, buildings and mntenel and for civilian shelters.
5. In addition to the distincti...e sign, Parties to the conflict may agree upon the
use of dislinctiw signals for cl.... 1 defence identification purposes.
6. The application of the provisions of paragraphs 1
Chapter Vof .Annex I to this Protocol.

to 4 Is go...emed by

7, In time of peace, the sign described in paragraph 4 may. with the consent of
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the competent national authorities, be used for civil defence identification
purposes,
B. The High Contracting Parties and the Parties to the connict shall take the
measures necessary to supervise the display of the intemational distinctiw
sign of civil defence and to pre...ent and repress any misuse thereof.

9. The identification of civil defence medical and religious personnel, medical
uni~

and medical transports is also go\,@med by Article 1B.

M 67. Members of the armed forces and mililary units assigned to ci'vll
defence organizations
1. Member.!i of the armed forces and military unils assig1ed to civil delence
organi:zations shall be respected and protected, provided that
(a) such personnel and such units are permanenttyassigned and exclusi\,@ly
dewted 10 the performance of any of the taSks mentioned in .Article 61;
(b) if so assigned, such personnel do not perfotm any other military duties
during the conflict;
(c) such personnel are clearly distinguishable from the olner members ofthe
anned forces by prominently displaying the intemational dis tincti\,@ sign of civil
defence, which shall be as large as appropriate, and such pe~onneJ aTe
provided with the identity card referred to in Chapter V of fll1nex 1to this
Protocol certifying their status;
(d) such personnel and such units are equipped only with light individual
weapons for the purpose of maintaining order or for self-defence. The
provisions of Miele 65, paragraph 3 shall also apply in this case;
(e) such perso1nel do not partidpale directly in hostilities, and do not commit,
or are not used to commit, outside their dvil defence tasks. acls harmful to the
adwrse Party
(f) sum personnel and such units perform theiravil defence tasks onlywilhin
the national territory of their Party,
The non-observance of the conditions stated in (e) abow byanymemberof
the armed forces who is bound by the condifions prescribed in (a) and (b)
abow is prohibited.
2. Mili~ry personnel seNing within civil defence <Irganizations shall, if they fall
into the power of an adwrse Party, be prisoners of war. In occupied territory
they may, but only in the interest of the civilian population of that territory, be
employed on civil defence tasks in so far as the need arises, provided
howe'oEr that, if $I uch work is dangerous, they wlunteer for SUch tasks.
3 The buildings and major ilems of equipment and transports of military units
assigned to civil defence organizations shall be c1eariy marked with the
inlernCltional distinctive Sign of civil defence, This distinctiw sign shall be as
large CIS appropriare.

4. The materiel and buildings of military units permanently assigned to ci'vll
defence organizations and exdusiwly de'oQted to the performance ofcivi)
defence tasks shall, if they fan into the hands of an adwtse PClrty, remain
$I ubject to the laws of war. They may not be diverted fTcm their civil defence
purpose so long as they are required for the performClnce of civil defence
tasks, except in case of imperative military necessity, unless previous
arrangements have been made for adequate provision ror the needs of the
civilian population.
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Section 11. Relief in Fal,Uur of the Ci'Vilian Population

MBS. Field of application
The provisions of this Section apply to the ci"";lian population as defined in this
Protocol and are supplementary to Artides 23, 55, 59, 60, 61 and 62 and other
relewnt provir>ions of the Fourth Conwntion.

Art 69. Basic needs in occupied territories

1. In addition to the duties specified in Mele 55 of the Fourth

Con~ntion

concerning food and medical supplies. the Occupying Power shall, to the
fullest eld:ent of the means 3\QilabJe 10 it and without any ad~rse distinction,

also ensure the pro'Vision of clothing, bedding, means of Sherter, other
supplies essential to the survival of the civlian population ofthe occupied
territory and objects necessaryfor religious wOrlihip.

2. Relief ections fOr the benent of the civilian population of occupied territories
are go~med by k1icles 59, 60, 61, 62, 108, 109,110 and 11f ofthe Fourttl
Con~ntion, and by Mcle 71 of this Protocol, and shall be implemented
without delay.

M 70. Relief actions
1. If the civilian population of any territory under the control of a Party to the
conflict, other than occupied territory, is not adequately provided wittl the
supplies mentioned in Mcle 69, relief actions which are humanitarian and
impartial in character and conducted wilhout any adwrse distinction shall be
undertaken, subject to the agreement of the Parties concerned in such relief
actions. Offers of such relief shall nol be regarded as interference in the
armed conflict or as unfriendly acts. In the distribution of relief consignments,
priority shall be gi..en to those persons, such as children, expectant mothers,
matemity cases and nursing mothers, who, under the Fourth Comention or
under this Protocol, are to be accorded privileged treatment or special
protection.
2. The Parties to the conflict and eacl1 High ContraCljng Party shall allow and
facilitate rapid and unimpeded passage of all relief consignments, equipment
and personnel provided in accordance with this Section, e~n if such
assistance is destined for the civilia" populalion of the adl.'erse Party

3. The Parties to the conflict and each High Contrac~ng Party which a/low the
passage 01 relief consignments, equipment and personnel in accord~u'lce
with paragraph 2:
(a) shall ha..e the right to prescribe the technical arrangements, including
search. underwhicl'1 sucl'1 passage is permitted;
(b) may make such penn iss ion conditional on the distributiOn of this
assistance being made under the local supeMsion ofa Prolecting Power;
(c) shall, in no way whatsoe..er, di\ert relie~ consignments from the purpose
for which they are intended nor delay their forwarding, except in cases of
urgent necessity in the interest of the civilian population concemed.
4. The Parties to the conflict shall protect relief consignments and facilitate
their rapid distribution.
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5. The Parties to the con~ict and each High Contracting Party concerned sl1al/
encourage and facilitate effective international co-ordination of the relief
actions referred to in paragraph 1.

M 71. Personnel participating in relief actions
1. lJIJhere necessary, relief personnel mayfurm part of the assistance prolJided
in any relief action, in particular for the transportation and distribution of relief
consignments; the participation of SLich personnel shall be s\.bject to the
appro\lSll of the Party in whose territory they wjIJ cany oul their duties.

2. Sud1 personnel shall be respected and protected.
3. Each Party in receipt of relief consignments shall, to the fuUesteJd:enl
practicable, assist the relief personnel referred to in paragraph 1 in carrying
out their relief minion. Only in case of imperative miliiarynecessitymaythe
actilJities of the relief personnel be limited or lIleir movements temporarily
restricted.
4. Under no circumstances may relief personnel e;:.a:;eed the terms oflt'leir
m is sion under this Protocol. In partiCUlar they shall take account of the security
requirem ents of the Party in whose territory ltley are carrying out their duties.
The mission of anyofthe personnel who do riot respectlhese conditions may
be terminated.

Section III. Treatment of Persons in the Power ofa Party to the Conflict
Chapter L Field of application and protection of pers ons and objects

ht 72. Field of application
The prolJisions of this Section are additional to the rules concerning
humanitarian protection of cilJilians and cilJilian objects in the power of a Party
to the conflict contained in the Fourth Convention, particularly Parts I and III
thereof, as well as to other applicable mles of international law Telating to the
protection of fundamental human rights during international armed conflict

Art73. Refugees and stateless persons
Persons who, before the beginning of hostilities, were considered as
stateless persons or refugees under :he relevant internationaf instruments
accepted by the Parties concerned or under the naUonal legislation of the
State of refuge or Slale of residence shall be protected persons within the
meaning of Parts I and 111 of the Fourth Convention, in all circumstances and
without any adwrse dis~nction.

Art 74.

~eunion

of dispersed families

The High Contracting Parties and the Parties to the conflict shaH facilitate in
every possible way the reunion of families dispersed as a result of armed
conflicts and shall enco\.lrage in parllcular ttle work of the humanitarian
organizations engaged in this task" in accordance with the provisions afthe
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Conventions and of this Protocol and in eonfonnHy with theirrespeeti\oOe
security regulations.

/lit 75. Fundamental guarantees
1. In so far as they are affected by a situation referred to in .A.rtide 1 of this
Protocol, persons who are in the power of a ?arty to the conflict and wllo do
not benefit from more favourable treatment under the Con~ntions or under
this Protocol shall be treated humanely in all circumstances and shall enjoy,
as a minimum, the protection pro"";ded by this ..article without anyadwrse
distinction based upon race, colour, sex. language. religion or belief, political
or other opinion, national or social origin, wealth, birth or other slatus, oron
any other similar criteria. Each Party shall respect the person, honour,
convictions and religious practices of all such persons.
2. The following acts are and shall remain prohibited al anytime and in any
place what9oel.er, whether committed byci"";!ian or by military agents:
(a) violence to the life, health, or physical or mental well-being of persons, in
particular:
(i) murder;
(ii) torture of all kinds, whether physical or mental;
(iii) corporal punishment; and
(;lI) mutilation:
(b) outrages upon personal dignity. in particular humiliating and degrading
treatment, enforced pros titution and any form of indecent assault;
(c) the taking of hostages;
(d) collective punishments: and
(e) threats to com mit any of the foregoing acts.
3. My person arrested. detained or interned for actions related to the armed
conflid shall be informed promptly, in a language he understands, of the
reasons why these measures haw been taken. Except in cases of arrestor
detenO'on for penal offences, such persons shaH be released with the
minimum delay possible and in any event as soon as the circumstances
justifying the arrest, detenton or intemment haw ceas ed to exist.
4. No sentence may be passed and no penalty may be eEcuted on a person
found guilty of a penal offence related to the a"m ed conlict except purs uant to
a conviction pronounced by an impartial and regularly constituted court
respecting the generally recognized principles of regular jUdicial procedure,
which include the fallowing:
(a) the procedure shaJl provide for an accused 10 be informed without delay at
the particulars of the offence alleged against him and shall afford the accused
before and during his trial all necessary rights and means of defence;
(b) no one shall be con"";ded at an offence except on the basis of indi"";dual
penal responsibility:
(c) no one shall be accused or con~cted of a criminal offence on account or
any a~ or omissIon whIch did not constitute a criminal offen~e under the
national or intemational law to which he was subject at the time when it was
committed; nor shall a 'lea";er penalty be imposed than thai which was
applicable at the time when the criminal offence was committed; if, after ltle
commission of the offence, prolJision is made by law for the impOSition ota
lighter penalty, the offender shall benefitthereby:
(d) anyone charged with an offence is presumed innocent until pro~d guilty
according to law;
iereo rg/" .1f6c8b9fee14a 77fdc 125641e..
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(e) anyone charged with an offence shall halA! the right to be tried in his
presence;
(f) no one shall be com pelled to testify agains j him self or to confess gUilt;
(g) anyone charged with an offence shall ha-.e the right 10 examine, or halA!
examined, the witnesses against him and to obtain the attendance and
examination of w:tneues on his behalf under the same conditions as
witnesses against him:
(h) no one shall be prosecuted or punished by the same Party for an offence
in respect of which a final jUdgement acqUitting or con'Jiding that person has
been preYously pronounced under the same law and judicial procedure;
(I) anyone prosecuted for an offence shall ha'l!lthe right to halA! the judgement
pronounced pubJJdy; and
(j) a con'Jicted person shall be ad"';sed on con"';ction or his jUdicial and other
remedies and olthe time-limits within which they may be exercised.
5. V\bmen whose liberty has been restricted for reasons related to the armed
conflict shall be held in qua1ers separated from men's quarters. They shall be
under the immediate supervision of women. Ne-.ertheless, in cases where
families are detained or inmrned, fheyshaJI. whenewrpossibJe, be heJd in the
same place and accommodated as family units.
6. Persons who are arrested, detained or inlerned fOr reasons relat£!d to the
armed conflict shall enjoy the protection provided by this Article until their final
release, repatriation or re-establishment, even after the end of the armed
conflict.
7. In order to avoid any doubt concerning the prosecution and trial of persons
accused of war crimes or ctimes against humanity, the following principles
shall apply:
(a) persons who are accused of such crines should be submitted forthe
purpose of prosecution and trial in aceordanoe with the applicable rules of
international law; and
(b) any such persons who do not benefit from more fa\oOurabJe treatment
under the Con'l!lntions or this Protocol shall be accorded the treatment
prolJided by this Article, whether or not the crimes of which they are aCUJsed
constitute gra-.e breaches of the Con-.entions or of this Protocol.

B. No prollision or this .Jlfticle may be construed as limiting or infringing any
other more fa\lJurable pro'Jision granting greater protection, under any
applicable rules of international law, 10 persons co..ered by paragraph 1
Chapter I!. Measures in fa'oOur ofwomen and children
Art 76. Protection of women
1. Women shall be the object of special respect and shall be protected in
particular against rape, forced prostitution and any other form of indecent
assaull
2. Pregnant women and mothers having dependent infants who are arrested,
detained or interned for reasons related to the armed conflict, shall have their
cases ronsidered with the utmost priority.
3. To tne maximum eldent feasible, the Parfes to the conflict shall endea\oOur
to a'oOid the pronouncement of the death penalty on pregnant women or
mothers ha'Jing dependent infants, lor an offence related to the armed conllict.
The death penalty for such offences shall not be executed on such women.
inc. or9l jf5cBb9fee14377fdc 125541e, ..
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M 77. Protection of children
1. Children shall be the object of special respect and shall be protected
against any form of indecent assault. The Pa1ies to the conflict shall pro~de
them with the care and aid they require, whether because of their age or for
any other 'eason.

2. The Parties 10 the conflict shall take all feasible measures in order that
children who ha~ not attained the age of fifteen years do not take a direct part
in hostilities and. in particular, they shall refrain from recruiting them inte their
anned forces. In recruiting among those persons who ha~ attained the age
of fifteen years but who ha~ not attained the age of eighteen years the Parties
to the conflict shall endeavour to gi~ priority to those who are oldest
3. If. in exceptional cases, despite the pro'o'isions of paragraph 2, children who
ha..e not attained the age offifteen years take a direct part in hostilities and faU
into the power of an adverse Party, they shall continue to benefitfrorn the
special proledon accorded by this Mcle, whether or not fhey are prisoners of
war.

4. If arrested, detained or interned for reasons related to the armed conflict,
children shall be held in quarters separate from the quarters of adUlts, except
where families are accom'11odated as family units as proloided inMde 75,
paragraph 5.
5, . The death penalty fur an offence related to the arm ed conflict shall not be
executed on persons who had nol attained the age of eighteen years at the
time the offence was committed.

Art 78. E-.acuation of children

1; No Party to the conflict shall arrange for the evacuation of children, other
than its own nationals, 10 a foreign country except for a temporary eweJafion
where compelling reasons of the health or medical treatrnenloflhe children
or, ellCElpt in occupied territory. their safety. so reQ,uire. W1ere the parents or
legal guardians can be found, their written consent to such evacualion is
reqUired. If these persons cannol be found, the written consent te such
evacuation of the persons who by law or custom are primarily responsible for
the care of the children is reQ,uired. Any such evacuation shall be supervised
by the Protecting Power in agreement with ttle Parties concerned, namely. the
Party arranging for the evacuation, the Party recei~ng the children and any
Parties whose nationals are being evacuated. In each case, all Parties 10 the
conflict shall take an feasible orecautions to a\'Oid endangering the
evacuation.
W1ene~r an evacuation occurs pursuant to paragraph 1, each child's
educaijon, including his religioUS and moral education as his parents desire,
shall be provided while he is away with the greatest possible continUity.

2.

3. ~th a Ioiew to facilitating the return to their families and CQuntry of children
evacuated pursuant to this Mcle, the authorities of the Party arranging for the
evacuation and, as appropriate, the authoriijes of the receiVing country shall
establish for each child a card with photographs, which Iheyshall send to the
Central rracing Pgencyofthe International Committee of the Red Cross. Each
card shall bear, whene~r POSSible, and whenever it inw\ves no risk of harm
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to the ~hild, the following information:
(al surname(s) of the child;
(b) the child's first name(s):
(el the child's sex;
(d) the place and date of birth (or, if tt1at date is not known, the approximate

age);
(e) tf1e father's full name;

(f) the mcthe(s full name and her maiden name:
(9) the child's next-of-kin;
(h) the child's nationality;
(i) the child's nati~ language, and any other languages he speaks;
0) the address of the child's family:
(k) anyidenti:'ication number for the child;
(I) the child's state of health;
(m) the child's blood group;
(n) any dis linguishing features;
(0) the date on which and the place where the dlild was found;
(p) the date on which and the place from which the child left the country,
(q) tt1e child's religion, if any.
(r) the child's present address in the recei"';ng country;
(s) should the child die before his return, the date, place and circumstances of
death and place otinterment.

Chapter III. Journalists

.Art 79. Measures or protection for journalists
1. Journalists engaged in dangerous professional missions in areas 01
armed conflict shall be considered as civilians within the meaning of Mide
50, paragraph 1.
2. TI'ey shall be protected as such under the Con>enlions and !his Protocol,
pro",ded !hat they take no action ad~rsely affecting their status as ci"';lians,
and without prejudice lD lhe right of war correspondents accredited to the
armed forces to the status pro",ded for in Article 4 (A) (4) of the Third
Conl'8nlion.
3. They may obt3in an identity card similar to the model inMnexllofthis
Protocol. This card, which shall be issued by the go>emment of the State of
which the Journalist is a national or in whose territory he resides or in which
the news medium employing hi" is localed, shall atlcstto his status as a
journalist.
Part V. Execution of the

Con~ntions

and of its Protocols

Section I. General DrO"';sions

.Art 80. Measures for e)Cl2!cution
1. The High Contracting Parties and the Parties 10 he conflict shall without
delay take all necess ary measures for the 8)C12!cution of their obligations under
the Con-.entions and this Pmtocol.
2. The High Contracting Parties and the Parties to the conflictshall gi-.e orders
and instructions to ensure observance of the Con>enlions and this Protocol,
and s hall supervise their execution.
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Nt B1 ,.Activities of the Red Cros s and other humanitarian organizations
1. The Parties to the conflict shall gran110 the International Committee of the
Red Cross all facilities, within their power so as to enable it to carry out the
hum anitarian functions assigned to it by the Con-.entions and this Protocol ir
order to ensure protection and assistance to the victims of conflicts; the
International Committee of the Red Cross may also carry out any other
hum anitarian activities in fa\rtlur of these '-'etims, subject to the consent of the
Parties to the COnflict concerned.
2. The Paroes to the conflict shall grant to their respecti-.e Red Cross (Red
Crescent, Red Lion and Sun) organizations the facilities necessary for
carrying out their humanitarian activities in falrQur of the victims of the cOnflic1.
in accordance w·lth the provisions of the Conventions anj Ih,s Protocol and the
fundamental principles of the Red Cross as formulated by the Intemational
Conferences onne Red Cross.

3. The High ConlTacting Parties and the Parties to the conftict shall facilitate in
every possible way the assistance Which Red Cross (Red Crescent, Red Lion
and Sun) organizations and the League of Red Cross Societies extend to the
victims of conflictsn accordance with ltJe provisions of the Comentions and
this Protocol and with 'ltJe fundamental principles of the red Cross as
fOrmulated by the lntemalional Conferenctls of the Red Cross.

as

4. The High ConlTacting Parties and the Parties 10 the conflict shall, as far
possible, make fadlities similar to those mentioned in paragraphs 2 and3
available to the other humaritarian organizations referred to in the
Con~nUons and this Protocol which are duly authorized by the respecti-.e
Parties \0 the conflkt and Which perform ltJeir humanitarian activities in
accordance with the provisions ofll1e Con-.entions and this Protocol.

M 82. Legal advisers in armed forces
The High Contracting Paroes at all times, and the Parties to the conflict in time
of armed conflict, shall ensure lI1at legal advisers are available, when
necessary, to advise mil:tary commanders at the appropriate level on the
application of the Con-.entions and this Protocol and on the appropriate
instruction to be gi-.en to the armed forces on this subject.

Nt 83. Dissemination
1, Tile High Contracting Parties undertake, in time of peace as in time of
armed connict, to disseminate the Con-.entions and this Protocol as widely as
possible in their respective countries and, in particular, 10 indude the study
thereof in their pro';lram mes of military ins InJction and to encourage Ihe sllldy
thereof by ltle ci"';lian population, so that those instruments may become
known 10 the anned fOrces and to the ci.,.;lian population.

2. kly military or civilian autl1ori:ies who, in time of armed conflict, aSSUMe
responsibilities in respect of the application of the Con~ntions and ltJis
Protocol shall be fully acquainted with the text thereof.

Nt 84. Rules of application
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The High Contracting Parties shall communicate to one another, as soon as
possible, lI1rough !tie depositary and, as appropriate, through the Protecting
Powers, their official translations of this Protocol, as well as the laws and
regulations which they may adopt to ensure its application.

Section II. Repression of Breaches of the ConWlntions and of this Protocol
Mcle 85 - Repression of breaches of this Protocol

1. The pro'.lsions of the ConWlntions relating to the repression of breaches
and graWl breaches, supplemented by this Section, shall apply to the
repression of breaches and graWl breaches of Ihis Protocol.

2. Pets described as graWl breaches in the Con~ntions are gra~ breaches of
this Protocol if committed against persons in the power of an ad~rse Party
protected by Mldes 44, 45 and 73 of thi$ Protocol, or against the wounded.
sick and shipwrecked of the ad~rse Party who are protected by this Protocol,
or against those medical or religious personnel, medical units or medical
transports which are under the control of the adWln;e Party and are protected
by this Protocol.
3. In addition to the graWl breaches defined in Mide 11. the fbUowing acts
shall be regarded as gra~ breaches of this Protocol, when committed wilfully,
in violation or the relewnl provisions of ltIis Protocol, and causing death or
serious injury to body or health:
(a) making the civilian popUlation or individual civilians the Object of attack:
(b) launching an indiscriminate attack affecting the ciyllian popUlation or
cilJiJian objects in lhe knowledge that such attack will cause e)(Cessi~ loss of
life, injury to civilians or damage to cilJilian objects, as defined in Mde 57,
paragraph 2 (a){iii);
(cl launching an attack against works or installations containing dangerous
forces in lI1e knowledge lI1a1 such attack will cause excessiWl loss of life,
injury to civilians or damage to civilian objects" as deflned 1'1 Article 57,
paragraph 2 (aWii):
(d) making non-defended 'ocali~es and demilitariz.ed rones the object of
attack:
(e) making a person the Object of attack in the knOWledge that he is hors de
combat;
(f) the perfidious Lse, in ,,;olation of Article 37, of the distindiWl emblem ofthe
red cross, red crescent or red lion and sun or of other protecliWl signs
recognized by the ConWln1ions or this Protocol.
4. In additon 10 the graWl breaches defined in the preceding paragraphs and
in the ConWlntions, the following shall be regarded as gra~ breaches of this
Protocol, when committed wilfully and in Violation of the Con'oo'e'1tions or the
Protocol:
(a) the transfer by the occupying Power of parts of ils own civilian population
into the territory it occupies, or the deportation or transfer of all or parts of the
population of the oCOJpied territory within or oulslde this territory, in violation of
Me/e 49 oflhe Fourth ConWlntion;
(b) unjustifiable delay in the repatriation of prisoners ofwar or civilians;
(c) practices of apartheid and other inhuman and degrading practices
involVing outrages upon personal dignity, based on rncia! discrimination;
(d) making Ihe dearty-reoognized historic monuments, works of art or places
of worship which constitute the cultural or spiritual heritage of peoples and to
which special protection has been giWln by special arrangement, for example,
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wilhin the framework of a competent intemational organization, the object of
attack, causing as a result e)!ensive destruction thereof, where there is no
e'vidence of the Yiolation by the adverse Party of Mcle 53, iuoparagraph (b),
and when such historic monuments, works of art and places of worship are
nollocated in the immediate pro)i'jmily of military objectives;
(e) depriYing a person protected by the Conventions or referred to in
paragraph 2 of this Mcle of the rights of fair and regular trial.

5. Wthoul prejudIce to \he application of the Conventions and of this Protocol,
grew breaches of these instruments shall be regarded as war crimes.

Mae. Failure loac;l
1. The High Contracting Parties and the Parties to the con:llict shall repress
grave breaches, and lake measures necessary to suppress all other
breaches, of the Conventions or 01 this Protocol which result from a fajlure to
act when under ill duly to do so.
2. The fact that a breach of the Conventions or 01 this Protocol was committed
by a subordinate does not abso'~ his superiors from penal or disciplinary
responsibility, as the case may be, if they knew, or had information which
should ha~ enabled them to condude in the drcumstances at the lime, that
he was committing or was going to commit such a breach and Ifthey did not
take all feasible measures within their power to prellent or rep res 50 the breach.

Ma? Dutyofcommanders
" The High Contracting Parties and the Parties to the conflict shall require
military commanders, with respect 10 members or the' armed forces under
Iheir command and other persons under their control, to prevent and, where
necessary. to suppress and to reponto competentauthorilies breaches of the
Con~ntions and orthis Protocol.

2. In order to prevent and suppress breaches. High Contracting Parties and
Parties 10 the conllict shaH requIre that, commensurate with theirle\02lof
responsibility, commanders ensure that members of the armed brces under
their command are aware of their obligations under (he Conventions and this

Protocol.
3. The High Contracting Parties and Parties to the conflict shall require any
commander who is aware ltJat subordinates or other persons under his
control are going to commit or have committed a breach of the Conventions or
or this Protocol, to initiate such steps as are necessary to pre~ntsuc"
\oiola~ons of the Con~ntions or this Protocol, and, where appropriate, 10
initiate disciplinary or penal action against \liolato~ lf1ereof.

Nt as. Mutual assistance in criminal matters
1. The High Contracting Partie s shall afford one another the greatest meas ure
of assistance in connexion with criminal proceedings brought in respect of
graw breaches of the Conventions or of this Protocol.
2. Subject to the rights and obligalions established in the Conventions and in
Article SS, paragraph 1 of this Protocol. and wher, circumstances permit, the
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High Contracting Parties shall co-operate in the matter of extradition. They
shall gi-.e due consideration to the request ofthe State in whose territorylhe
alleged offence has occurred.

3. The law of the High Contracting Party requested shall apply in all cases.
The prO"";sions of the preceding paragraphs shall not, however, affect the
obligations ariSing from the prolJlsions 01 any other treaty of a bilateral or
multilateral nature which governs or will go-.ern the whole or part of the sUbject
of mutual assistance in criminal matters.

Ai 89. Co-operation
In siruations of serious violations of the Conventions or of this Protocol, the
High Contracting Parties undertake to act jointly or individually, in co-operation
with the United Nations and in ccnfOrmitywith the United Nations Charter.

Art 90. IntelTlational

Fact~Finding

Commiss;on

1. (a) ki International Fact-Finding Commission (hereinafter referred toas
"'the Commission") consisting of 15 members 01 high moral standing and
acknowledged impartiality shall be established;
(b) \/"hlen not less than 20 High Contracting Parties ha-.e agreed to accept the
competence of the Commission pursuantlo paragraph 2, the depositary shall
then, and at intervals of fhe years thereafter, conW-ne a meeting of
u~presentali\es of those High Contracting Parties for the pUllJose of electing
the members at the Commission. At the meeting, the represenlatiws shaH
elect the members of the Commission by secret ballot from a lislot persons
to which each of those High Contracting Parties may nominate one person;
(c) The members ot the Commission shall serve in their personal capacity
and shall hold ofrice until the election of new members at !he ensuing
meeling;
(d) At !he election, the High Contracting Parties s hall ensure 111al1l1e persons
to be elected to !he Commission individually possess the qualifications
required and that, in the Commission as a whole, equitable geographical
representation is assured;
(e) In the case of a casual vacancy, the Commission itself shall fill the
vacancy, having due regard to the provisions of the preceding subparagraphs:
(f) The depositary shall make available to the Commission the necessary
adm jnistrati\oe facilities forthe performance of its functions.
2. (a) The High Contracting Parties may at the time of signing, ratifying or
acceding to the Protocol. or at any other SUbsequent time, declare thatthey
recognize ipso facto and without spedal agreement, in relalion to any other
High Conlracting Partyac.:epting :he same Obligation, rne compeltnce of the
Commission to inquire into allegations by such other Party, as authorized by
this Article;
(b) The declarations referred to abo\oe shall be deposited with the depos;tary,
which Shall transmit copies thereat to the High Contracting Parties;
(c) The Commission shall be competent to:
(i) inquire into any facts alleged to be a graoe breach as de~ned in the
Con\oentions and this Protocol or other serious violation of the Con\oentions or
otthis Protocol;
(iil facilitate, through its good offices, the restoration of an attitude of respect
for the Con\oentions and this Protocol;
(d) In other situations, the Commission shall institute an inquiry at the request
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of a Party to the conflict only with the consent of the other Party or Parties
concerned;
(e) Sub;ect 10 the foregoing provisions or this paragraph, the provisions of
ktide S2 of the First Conwntion, Micle 53 of the Second Conwntion, Mde
132 or the Third ConV'ention and Miele 149 of the Fourth Conw:ntion shall
continue to apply to any alleged violation of the Conventioros and shall extend
10 any alleged 'ololation of this ?rotocol.

3. (a) Unless o~heTWjse agreed by the Parties concerned. all inquiries shall be
undertaken by a Chamber consisting of seven members appointed as
follows:
(i) fiw members of the Commission not nationals of any Party \0 the conflict,
appointed by :he President of the Commission on the basis of equitable
representation of the geographical areas, after cons ullation with the Parties to
the conflict;
(ii) two ad hoc members, not nationals of any Party to the conflict, one 10 be
appointed by each side;
(b) Upon receipt ofthereques! tor an inquiry, the President of the Commission
shall specify an appropriate 1ime-limlt for setting up a Chamber. If any ad hoe
member has not been appointed within the time-limit, the President shan
immediately appoinl such additional member or members of the
Commission as may be necessary to complete the membership of the
Chamber.
4. (a) The Chamber set up under paragraph 3 to undertake an inquiryshall
in'w1te the Parties to the conflict to assist it and to presente'oldence. The
Chamber may also seek such other evidence as il deems appropriate and
may carry out an investigation of the situation in loco;
(b) I>JI e'lidence shall be fully disclosed to the Parties. which shall haw: the
right to commenton itto the Commission;
(c) EachPartyshaU have the ight 10 challenge such evidence.
5. (al The Commission shall submit to the Parties a report on the findings of
fact of the Chamber, with such recommendations as it may deem appropriate;

(b) If the Chamber is unable to secura sufficient e'w1dence tor factual and
impartial findings, the Commission Ii hall state the feasons for thaI inability.
(c) The Commission shall not report itt findings publicly, unless all the
Parties to the conflict haw requested the Commission to do so.
S. The Commission shall establish its own rufes, including rules forthe
presidency or the Commission and the presidency of the Chamber. Those
rules shalf ensure that the functions of the President of the CommiSsion are
exerdsed at all times and that, in the case of an inquiry. they are e'llBrcised by
a person who is not a national of a Party to the conflict.
7. The administrative e>:penses of the Commissi01 shall be metby
contributions from the High Contracting Parties which made declarations
under paragraph 2, and by \Qluntary contributions. The Party or Parties to the
conflict requesting an inquiry shall advance the necess aryfunds for e>:penses
incurred by a Chamber and s hall be reimbu~ed by the Party or Parties
against which the allegations are made to the extent of 50 per cent of the
costs or the Chamber. Yv1lere there are counter-allegations before the
Chamber each side shall advance 50 per cent of the neccssaryfunds.

M91, Responsibility
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A Party to the conflict which "';olates the pro"';sions or the Conventions or of this
Protocol shall, iflhe case demands. be liable to pa1'compensation.ltshall be

responsible for all acts committed by persons forming part of its armed
forces.
Part IV. Final Resolutions

M 92. Signature
This Protocol shaff be open for signalure by the Parties to Ihe Conventions six
months aflE!r the signing of the Final Act and will remain open for a period or
twelve months.

Art 93. Ratification
This Protocol shall be ratified as ~oon as posSible. The instruments of
ratification shall be deposited with the Swiss Federal Council, depositary of
the Conventions.

Art 94 . .A£:cess ion
This Protocol shall be open fer aecession by any Party to the Conventions
which has not signed it. The instrumenm of accession shall be deposited with
the depositary.

Nt 95,· Enlryinto force

1. This Protocol shall enter inlo force six months after two instruments of
ratification or accession haw been deposited.
2. For each Party to the Conwntions thereafler ratifying or acceding to this
Protocol. it shall enter into force six months after the deposit by such Partyof
its instrument of ratification or accession.

Art 96. Treaty relations upon entry into force or this Protocol
1. When !he Parties to the Conlo'enfions are also Parties to thIS Protocol. the
Conwntions shall apply as supplemented by this Protocol.

2. Wnen one of the Parties
Parties to the Protocol shall
shall furthermore be bound
Which are not bound by it.
thereof.

to the conflict is not bound by this Protocol, the
remain bound by it in their llutual relations. They
by this Protocol in relation to each of the Parties
if Ihe latter accepts and applies the provisions

3, The authority representing a people engaged against a High Contracting
Party in an armed conflict of the twe referred 10 in .Article 1. paragraph 4, may
undertake to apply the ConYentions and this Protocol in rela~on to that conflict
by means of a unilateral declaraUon addressed to the depositary. Such
declaration shall, upon its /eceipt by the depositary. haw in relation to that
conflict the following etfucts:
(a) the Conventions and this Protocol are brought into (orce for the said
aulhorityas a Party 10 the conflict with immediate effect;
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(b) the said authority assumes the same rights and obligations as those
which have been assumed by a High Contracting Party to the Conventions
and this ProtOCOl; ani
(c) the Conventions and this Protocol are equally binding upon all Parties 10
the conflict

Nt 97. Pmendment
1. hly High Contracting PClrty may propose amendments to this Protocol. The
text of any proposed amendment shalf be communicated to the depositary,
which shall decide, after oon$ ultation with alllt1e High Contracting Parties and
the International Committee of the Red Cross, whether a conference should
be convened to consider !he proposed amendment
2. The depositary $hall im.He to that conference all the High Contracting
Parties as well as the Parties to the Conventions, whether or not they are
signatories or this Protocol.

Nt 98. Re-Asion of hlnex I
1, Not later than four years a1ter the entry into force of thi$ Protocol and
thereafter at intervals of not less than four years, the Intema~onal Committee
of the Red Cross shall consuJtthe High Contracting Parties concerning Jlnnex
I to this Protocol and, if it considers it necessary, may propose a meeting of
technical e~erts 10 re"";ew Pnnex r and to propose suc:h amendments to it as
may appear 10 be desirable. Unless, within six months of the communication
of a proposal fOr such a meeting to the High Contracting Parties, one third of
them object the In;emational Committee of the Red Cross shall convene the
meeting, in\oiting also ob5er.ers of appropriate international organizations.
Such a meetng shall also be convened by the International Committee of the
Red Cross at any time at the request cf one third of the High Contracting
Parties.
2. The depos It8ry shall conwne a conference of 1I1e High Contracting Parties
and the Parties to the Conventions to consider amendments proposed by the
meeting of technical e:-:perts if, a1tertllat meeting, the fnternational Committee
of the Red C'oss or one third of the High Contracting Parties so request
3, Amendments to Mnex , may be adopted at such a conference by a twothirds majority or the High Contracting Parties present and voting.
4. The depositary shall communicate an.,. amendment so adopted to the High
Contracting Parties and to the Parties to the Conventions. The amendment
shall be considered to have been accepted at !he end ofaperiod of one year
after il has been 50 communicated, unless within that period a declaration of
non-acceptance or the amendment has been communicated 10 t/"e depositary
by nolless than one third orthe High Conlrading Parties.

5. Pn amendment considered to have been accepted in accordance wit!l
paragraph 4 shall enter into force three months all'er il.s acceptance fur all
High Contracting Parties other than those which have made a declaration of
non-acceptance in accordance witn that paragraph. My Party mak.ing such a
declaration may at any time withdraw it and the amendment shall then enter
into force for that Party three months thereafter.
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6. The depositary shall notify the High Contracting Parties and the Parties to
the Conventions of the entry into force of any amendment, of the Parties bound
thereby, of the date of its entry into force in relation to each Party, of
declarations of non-acceptance made in accordance with paragraph 4, and 01
withdrawals ofsuch dedarations .

.Alticle 99 - Denunciation

1. In case a High Contracting Party should denounce this Protocol, the
denunciation shall only take effect one year after receipt of the instrumentof
denunciation. If. however. on the expiry of that year the denouncing Party is
engaged in one of the situations referred to in .Altide I, the denunciation shall
not lake effect before the end of the armed conflict or occupation and not, in
any case, before operations connected with the final release, repatriation or
re-establishment of the persons protected by the Conwntion or this Protocol
haw been terminated.

2. The denunciation shall be notified in writing to the depositary, which shall
transmit it to all the High Contracting Parties.

3. The denunciation shall haw effect only in respect of the denouncing Party.
4. kiy denunciation under paragraph 1 shall not affect the obligations already
incurred, by reason of the armed conflict, under this Protocol by such
denouncing Party in respect of any act committed before this denunciation
becomes effective.

Mde 100 - Notifications
The depositary shall inform the High Contracting Parties as well as the
Parties to the Conventions, whether or not they are signatories of this Protocol,

"(a)

signatures affixed to this Protocol and the deposit of instruments of
ratification and accession under .Altides 93 and 94;
(b) the dale of entry into force of this Protocol under Article 95;
(c) communications and dedarations received under Mides 84, gO and 97;
(d) declarations received under .Alticle 96, paragraph 3, which shall be
communicated by the quickest methods; and
(e) denunciations under Article 99.

M 101. Registration
1. Mer its entry into force, this Protocol shall be transmitted by the depositary
to the Secretariat of the United Nations for registration and publication, in
accordance with .Alticle 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.

2. The depositary shalf also inform the Secretariat of the United Nations of all
ratifications, accessions and denunciations received by it with respect to this
Protocol.

M 102. Allhentic texts

The original of this Protocol, of which the Arabic, Chinese, English, French,
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Russian and Spanish texis are equally authentic, shall be deposited with the
depositary, which shall transmit certified true cop'les thereof 10 all Ihe Parties
10 the Conl.-entions .

.ANNEX I AS A'vlENDED ON 30 NOVEMBER
CONCERNING IDENTIFICATIOf'.l
(This hlnexreplac:es the former h1nexl)

1993:

REGULATIONS

C\

[Former] h1nex I. Regulations Concerning Identification
see the introduction: ttl

CL (for explanations,

hlnexl\.ldentityCard for Journalists on Dangerous Professional fJlssions
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The Federal Constitutional Court

Deci'lLons
Copyriglll (; 2009 BVerfG

ZilieTUlIg: BVer [G, 2 BvR 564/95 yom 14 0 j ,2004, AbsBtZ·Nr. (I . 117),

IlllpJ/"",\\\,by~rfl:!.-delenbdlCjdlU1g,,"/rQO(141) I 14

2hvr(15(>J'i:5 hlrn!

Frei fOr den .1ichl gCl.Ierblichen Gebrauch KDl11merziel]e NUlzll1Ig [1m mil Zusl1mmung des Geric/Hs

Leitsatze
zum Beschluss des Zweiten Senats \Om 14. Januar 2004
- 2 B'vR 564/95 •

1. Der erweiterte Verfall (§ 73d StGB) I.€rfolgt nicht repressi\l-I.€rgeltende, sondem pr3l.€nti\l-ordnende Ziele
und ist daher keine dem Schuldgrundsatz unterliegende strafahnliche Maf!nahme.
2. § 73d StGB I.€rletzt die Unschuldswrmulung nicht.
3. Die Annahme der deJiktischen Herkunft eines Gegenstands im Sinne des § 73d Abs. 1 Satz 181GB ist
gerechtfertigt, wenn sich der Tatrichler durch AusschOpf,mg der \Orhandenen Be-.veismittel \On ihr
Oberzeugl hat.

BUNDESVERFASSUNGSG~CHT

- 2 B\oR 564/95-

1m Namen des Volkes
In dem Verfahren
fiber
die Verfassungsbeschwerde
des Herrn M ...

- Be....ollmac,'ltigler:
Rechtsanwalt Christoph Prasse,
Friedrich-Ebert-Stral1e 120, 48153 MOnstergegen
a)

den Beschluss des Bundesgerichlshofs \Om 22. NOlr€mber 1994·4 SIR 516/94-,

b)

das Urteil des Landgerichls Bochum \Om 11. Mai 1994 - 22 KLs 47 Js 159/93 • I
4/94 .,

c)

mittelbar

§ 73d 81GB

und Anlrag auf Wiedere;nsetzung in den \Origen Stand
bu ndesverfassu ng sgericht. del, ./rs2004.,.
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hat das Bundes\erfassungsgericht • Zweiter Senat - unter Mitwirk.ung der Richterinnen und Richter
Vizeprasident Hassemer,
Jentsch,
BroJ3,
Osterloh,
Di Fabio,
Mellinghoff,
LObbe-Wolff,
Gerhardt
am 14. Januar 2004 b€schlossen:
Die Verfassungsbeschwerde wird zuruckgewiesen.

GrLinde:

A.
1
Die Verfassungsbeschwerde betriffl die Vereinbark.eit des § 73d StGB (Erweiterter Verfall) mit dem Grundgesetz.
Sie richtet sich zugle,;ch gegen die Anwendung dieser Vorschrift in der Auslegung durch den Bundesgerichtshof.

I.

2
Art. 1 Nr, 7 des Gesetzes zur Bekampfung des illegalen RalJschgifthandels und anderer Erscheinungsformen der
Organisierten Kriminalitat (OrgKG) \Qm 15. Juli 1992 (8GBI I S. 1302) hat die Vorschrift des § 73d Ober den
erweiterten Verfall in den Allgemeinen Teil des Strafgesetzbuchs eingefOgt. Sie erganzt die Regelung des § 73
StGB Ober den (einfachen) VerfaJl, wonach das Gericht, wenn der Tater oder Teilnehmer etwas aus einer
rechtswidrigen Tat oder fOr sie erlangt hat, den Verfall des Er1angten anordnet. Die Anordnung des Verfalls
erstreckt sich gemal1 § 73 Abs. 2 StGB auf Nutzungen und Surrogate, ferner gemaJ3 § 73a StGB auf den
Geldwert nicht oder nicht mehr entziehbarer VermOgens\Qrteile. Sie linterbleibt, soweit dem Verletzten aus der Tat
ein Anspruch erwachsen ist, dessen ErfOliung dem Tater oder Teilnehmer den Wert des aus der Tat Erlangten
entziehen wOrde (§ 73 Abs, 1 Satz 2 StGB), oder wenn sie fOr den Betroffenen eine unbillige Harte ware (§ 73c
StGB). Die rechtskrattige Anordnung des Verfalls bewirkt gemaJ3 § 73e StGB, dass das Eigentum an der Sache
oder das '.erfallene Recht auf den Staat Obergeht, 'Nenn es dem \Qn der Anordnung Betroffenen zu dieser Zeit
zusteht.

3
Die Vorschriften lauten:

4
§ 73 Voraussetzungen des Verfalls

5
(1) 1st eine rechtswidrige Tat begangen worden und hat der Tater oder Teilnehmer fOr die Tat
oder aus ihr etwas erlangt, so ordnet das Gericht dessen Verfall an. Dies gilt nicht, soweit
dem Verletzten aus der Tat ein Anspruch erwachsen ist, dessen ErfOllung dem Tater oder
Teilnehmer den Wert des aus der Tat Erlangten entziehen warde.

6
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(2) Die Anordnung des Verfalls erstreckt sich auf die gezogenen Nutzungen. Sie kann sich
auch auf die Gegenstande erstrecken, die der Tater oder Teilnehmer durch die Veraul1erung
eines erlangten Gegenstandes oder als Ersatz fur dessen ZersIOrur1g, Beschadigung oder
Er1lziehung oder auf Grund eines erlangten Rechts erworben hat.

7
(3) Hat der Tater oder Teilnehmer fOr einen anderen gehandelt und hat dadurch dieser etwas
erlangt, so richtet sich die Anordnung des Verfalls nach den Absatzen 1 und 2 gegen ihn.

8
(4) DerVerfall eines Gegenstandes wird auch angeordnet. wenn er einem Dritten geh6rt
oder zusteht, der ihn fur die Tat oder sons! in Kenntnis der Tatumslande gewahrt hal.

9
§ 73a Verfall des Wertersatzes

10
Sowei! der Verfall elnes bestimmten Gegenstandes wegen der Beschaffenheit des
Erlangten oder aus einem anderen Grunde nicht moglich ist oder \On dem Verrall eines
Ersatzgegenstandes nach § 73 Abs. 2 Satz 2 abgesehen wird, ordnet das Gericht den
Verfall eines Geldbetrags an, der dem Wert des Ertangten enlsprlcht. Eine solche
Anordnung trifft das Gericht auch neben dem Verfall eines Gegenstandes, soweil dessen
Wert hinter dem Wert des zunachst Erlangten zurtlckbleibt.

11
§ 73c Harte\Orschrilt

12
(1) Der VerfalJ wird nicht angeordnet, soweit er fur den Betroffenen eine unbillige Harte ware.
Die Anordnung kann ur1terbleiben, soweit der Wert des Erlangten zur Zeit der Anordnung in
dem Vermogen des Betroffenen nicht mehr v::Jrhanden isl oder wenn das Ertang!e nur einen
geringen Wert hat.

13
(2) FOr die Bewilligung v::Jn lahlungserleichterungen gilt § 42 entsprechend.

14
§ 73e Wirkung des Verfalls

15
(1) Wird der Verfall eines Gegenstandes angeordnet, so geht das Eigentum an der Sache
oder das 'verfallene Recht mit der Rechtskrafl. der Entscheidung auf den Staat Ober, wenn
es dem v::Jn der Anordnung BetrofFenen zu dieser Zei! zusteht. Rechte Dritter an dem
Gegensland bleiben bestehen.

16
(2) Vor der Rechtskralt wirkt die Anordnung aJs Vera'Ur..erungs'verbot im Sinne des § 136
des BUrgerlichen Geselzbuches; das Verbol umfar..t auch andere VerfOgunger1 als
Veraur..erungen.

17
Nach § 73d Abs. 1 Satz 1 StGB ist, wenn eine rechtswidrige Tat nach einem auf diese Vorschrift 'verweisenden
Gesetz begangen worden ist, der Verfall \On GegenstMden des Taters oder Teilnehmers auch dann anzuordnen,
wenn die Umstande die Ar1nahme rechtfertigen, dass diese Gegenstande fur (andere) rechtswidrige Taten oder
aus ihnen erlangt worden sind. § 73d Abs. 1 Satz 2 StGB sieht die Anordnung des erweiterten Verfalis auch dann
\Or, wenn der Gegenstand dem Tater oder Tellnehmer nur deshalb nicht gehort oder zusleht. weil dieser ihn fur
eine rechtswldrige Tat oder aus ihr ertangt hal.
bu ndesverfassungsg erichtde/., .Irs2004._.
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18
§ 73d StGB eTWeitert somit den Anwendungsbereich des Verfalls zum einen auf VermOgensgegenstande, die
nicht aus dem abgeurteilten Delikt, sondern aus anderen rechtswidrigen Taten stammen; einen Nachweis der
konkrelen Umstande dieser Talen 'oerlangt die Vorschrift ebenso wenig wie die schuldhafte Begehung und die
strafrechtliche Verfolgbarkeit. ZUm anderen erfassl sie auch solche Vermogenswerte, die der Tater oder
Teilnehmer wegen eines Verstol3es gegen strafrechtliche Vorschriften zi"';lrechtlich nicht wirksam erwerben konnte
(Nichtigkeit auch des Verfugungsgeschafts gemal1 §134BGB.-.g1. die Begrundung des Entwurfs eines ...
Strafrechtsanderungsgesetzes - ErNeiterierVerfall- <... StrAndG> \Um 9. Marz 1990, BTDrucks 11/6623, S. 7(8).
Zi"';lrechtliche Ersatzansproche des durch die rechtswidrige Tat Verfetzten hindem die Anordnung des erweiterten
Verfalls ebenfalls nicht (-.gl. BlDrucks 1116623, S. 7).

19
§ 73d StGB hat folgenden Wortlaut:

20
§ 73d Er'Neiterter Verfall

21
(1) 1st eine rechtswidrige Tat nach einem Gesetz begangen IMJrden, das aufdiese Vorschrift
'.erweist, so ordnet das Gericht den Verfall ~n Gegenstanden des Taters oder Teilnehmers
auch dann an, wenn dIe Umstande die Annahme rechtfertigen, daB diese Gegenstande fur
rechts'W'idrige Taten oder aus ihnen erfangt worden sind. Satz 1 isl auch anzuwenden, wenn
eln Gegenstand dem Tater oder Teilnehmer nur deshalb nicht gehOrt oder zusteht, wei! er
den Gegenstand fOr eine rechtswidrige Tat oder aus ihr erfangt hat. § 73 Abs. 2 gilt
entsprechend.

22
(2) 1st der VerfaJi eines bestimmten Gegenstandes nach der Tat ganz oder teilweise
unmOglich geworden, so finden insoweit die §§ 73a und 73b sinngemaB Anwendung.

23
(3) 1st nach Anordnung des Verfalls nach Absatz 1 wegen einer anderen rechlswidrigen Tat,
die der Tater oder Teilnehmer 'vOr der Anordnung begangen hat, emeut Ober den Verfall \Un
Gegenslanden des Talers oder Teilnehmers zu entscheiden, so berOcksichtigl das Gericht
hierbei die bereits ergangene Anordnung.

24
(4) § 73c gilt entsprechend.

25
Verweisungen auf § 73d StGB finden sich im Besonderen Teil des Strafgesetzbuchs, und zwar jeweils fur den
Fall der banden- oder gewerbsrnal3igen Begehung, in den Abschnitten Geld- und Wertzeichenfalschung (§ 150
Abs. 1), Straftaten gegen die sexuelle Selbstbestimmung (§ 181c, § 184 Abs. 7 Satz 1), Diebstahl und
Unterschlagung (§ 244 Abs. 3, § 244a Abs. 3), Raub una' Erpressung (§ 256 Abs. 2), BegOnsligung und Hehlerei
(§ 260 Abs. 3, § 260a Abs. 3, § 26-1 Abs. 7 Satz 3 und 4), Betrug und Untreue (§ 263 Abs. 7), Urkundenfalschung
(§ 282 Abs. 1), Strafbarer Elgennutz (§ 286 Abs. 1), Straftaten gegen den Wetlbewerb (§ 302) und Straftaten im
Amt (§ 338). 1m Bereich des Nebenstrafrechts '.eTWeisen \Ur allem die Vorschriften des Betaubungsmittelgesetzes
(§ 33 Abs. 1 Nr. 1 und 2 BtMG) auf § 73d StGB, aur!erdem § 84 Abs. 5, § 84a Abs. 3 des
Asyl'.erfahrensgesetzes, § 92a Abs. 5, § 92b Abs. 3 des Auslandergesetzes, § 24 Abs. 3 des Gesetzes ober die
Kontrnlle 'vOn Kriegswaffen, § 54 Abs, 3 Satz 2 des Waffengesetzes, § 36 Abs. 3 des Aul1enwirtschaftsgesetzes
und § 19 Abs. 3 des AusfuhnJngsgesetzes zum ChemiewaffenObereinkommen.

26
Verfahrensrechtliche Vorschriften Ober den erweiterten Verfall, der unler den Voraussetzungen des § 76a StGB
auch selbstandig angeordnet werden kann, enthalten § 442, §§ 430 ff. StPO. Die Regelungen der §§ 111b ff. StPO
ermoglichen eine ~rfaufige Beschlagnahme \>Qn beim Beschuldiglen \Urgefundenen Vermogensgegenstanden, urn
bun desverfa ss ungsg eri cht.de/...jrs2004...
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die Durchsetzung einer spateren Anordnung des Verfalls oder \On
sicherzustellen.

Ersatzansprochen Tatgeschadigter

II.

27
1. Der BeschwerdefOhrer wurde am 11. Mai 1994 \Om Landgericht wegen gemelnschafllich begangenen
gewerbsmal1igen unerlaubten Handeltrelbens mit Bet!1ubungsmitleJn in nicht gennger Menge in zwei FaJlen zu
einer Gesamtfreiheitsstrare \On sieben Jahren wrurteilt, weil er (jeweils zusammen mit einem MitangekJagten) am
15. Oktober 1992 telefonisch den Ankauf \On drei Kilogramm Heroin wreinbart und am 1. August 1993 ein
Kilogramm Heroin entgegen genom men halte. Daneben verhangte das Landgericht gegen den BeschwerdefOhrer
Mal1regeln gemal1 § 69, § 69a StGB und bestimmte aul1erdem, dass ein aufseinem Sparkonto \Orhandenes
Guthaben in H6he \On 42.520,18 DM dem erweiterten Verfall unterliege und eingezogen werde.

28
Die Kammer war zu der Oberzeugung gelangt, dass dieses Geld aus anderen, ihr nicht bekannten
RauschgiflgescMften des Beschwerdefilhrers stamme. Er habe es angesichts seines dauerhafl geringen
Durchschniltseinkommens \()n 850 DM monatlich und der \IOn ihm neben seinen allgemeinen
Lebenshaltungskosten und den laurenden Kosten eines Autos zu bestreitenden monatlichen Miete \IOn zuletzt 600
DM nicht aus legalen Mitteln ersparen k6nnen; also komme nur ein strafbarer Erwerb in Betracht Die beiden
abgeurteilten, jeweils gewerbsmal1ig begangenen BtM-Straftaten zeigten - auch wenn aus ihnen kein Gewinn
erzielt worden sei (in dem einen Fall, weir das GescMft nicht zu Stande kam, in dem anderen Fall, weil das
erworbene Rauschgift beschlagnahmt 'MJrde) ., dass er mit Drogen gehandelt habe, w!1hrend es an
AnhaJtspunkten fOr irgendwelche anderen strafbaren Verhaltensweisen des BeschwerdefOhrers rehle. Nach
Oberzeugung der Kammer konnte er das Geld daher nur aus anderen Betaubungsmittelstraftaten erlangt haben.

29
2. Die \Om BeschwerdefOhrer gegen das Urteil mit der Roge einer Verletzung fonnellen und materiellen Rechts
eingelegte Re"';sion -.erwarf der Bundesgerichtshof unter Hinwe)s auf die als zutreffend erachteten Ausfilhrungen
des Generalbundesanwalts gemal1 § 349 Abs. 2 StPO (BGHSt 40, 371). Die gegen den Besch-werdefOhrer
ergangene Anordnung des erweiterten Verfalls beruhe auf einer wirksamen RechtsgrundJage. 1m Schrifttum
erhobene Bedenken gegen die Verelnbarkeit des § 73d StGB mit der Unschulds..ermutung und der
Eigentumsgarantie kMnten durch eine ..erfassungskonforme Auslegung ..ennieden werden:

30
Die in § 73d Abs. 1 Satz 1 SIGB fOr die Anordnung des erweiterten Verfails (nur) ..erlangte "ganz hohe
Wahrscheinlichkeit", dass "Gegenstande fOr rechtswidrige Taten oder aus ihnen erlangt worden sind", setze das
Institut des erweiterten VerfaJls dem ..erfassungsrechtlichen Bedenken aus, es beruhe auf einer Unterstellung \On
Straflaten. Oeshalb sei das nonnativ wertende Element "wenn die Umstande die Annahme rechtfertigen" in § 73d
Abs. 1 Salz 1 StGB • dem nach dem Willen des Gesetzgebers die Aufgabe zukomme, bei der Gesamtbewertung
des Sach..erhalts auch die Grundrechts-.erbOrgungen zu berOcksichtigen • \erfassungskonform einengend
auszulegen. Die Anordnung des erweiterten Verfalfs komme nur in Belracht, wenn der Tatrichter auf Grund
erschoprender Beweiserhebung und -wurdigung die uneingeschrankte Oberzeugung gewonnen habe, dass der
Angekfagle die \IOn der Anordnung erfasslen Gegenstande aus rechtswidrigen Taten erlangl habe. Ermittlungen
und Feslstellungen zu dies en Taten im Einzelnen seien jedoch nicht erforderlich. An die Oberzeugungsbildung
durften keine oberspannten Anforderungen gestellt werden. Vcr allem sei das Gericht nicht gehindert sondern
lJielmehr gehalten, die restgestellten Anlasstaten in seine Oberzeugungsbildung mit einzubeziehen - wie es das
Landgericht getan habe -, auch wenn aus Ihnen kein Gewinn erlangt worden sei. Oiesen Anforderungen wurden die
Oarlegungen der persbrllichen und wirtschaftlichen Verh~llnisse des BeschwerdefOhrers in den GrUnden des
landgerichtlichen Urteils noch gerecht.

III.

31
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Gegen das Urteil des Landgerichts und den Besch!uss des Bundesgerichtshofs richtet sich die
Verfassungsbeschwerde, mit der der BeschwerdefOhrer eme Verletzung seiner Grundrechte und
grundrechtsgleichen Rechte aus Art. 14, 20 Abs, 3 und 103 Abs. 2 GG rOgt. Mittelbar wendet sich die
Verfassungsbeschwerde gegen die Vorschrift des § 73d StGB Llber den erweiterten Verfall, der nach Auffassung
des BeschwerdefOhrers den Charakter einer Strafe hat.

32
§ 73d StGB knOpfe die Anordnung des VerfaJls lediglich an die Voraussetzung. dass "UmslMde die Annahme
rechlfertigen. dass Gegenstande fOr rechtswidrige Taten oder aus Ihnen erlangt worden sind", Die Vorschrift
..erlange also den wilen Nachweis weder dafOr, dass der betroffene Gegenstand aus einer schuld haft begangenen
Straftat stammt, noch dafur, dass dieser gemeinschaftswidrig gebraucht wurde oder ein solcher
Eigentumsmissbrauch in konkretem ZUsammenhang zu der abzuurteilenden AnknOpfungstat stehl. Damit
..erstof1e er gegen das Schuldprinzip und ~ wegen der Unterstellung wn Straftaten - gegen die
Unschuldsvermutung des Art, 6 Abs. 2 der Konvention zum Schutze der Menschenrechte und Grundfreiheiten \.Om
4, November 1950 (EMRK), auUerdem gegen das Bestimmtheitsgebot. Auf Grund dieser Mangel verletze § 73d
StGB zugleich die Eigentumsge'M:Ihrleistung des Art. 14 GG und - mangels Begrenzung des Zugriffs - den
Verflaltnis maf1 ig keitsgrundsatz.

33
Der \.Om Bundesgerichtshof wrgenommenen -.erfassungskonformen Auslegung stehe der Gesetzeswortlaut
entgegen, UnabhMgig da\.On werde die landgerichtliche Entscheidung den \oOm Bundesgerichtshofaufgestellten
erfltJhten Beweisanforderungen nicht gerecht. Vor allem habe es die Strafkarnmer versaumt, [jber die Er()ffnung
und FOhrung des Sparkontos, Ober die Hohe der zwischenzeitlich erfolgten Einzahlungen und Abhebungen sowie
Qber weitern Konten des BeschwerdefOhrers Beweis zu erheben. Dabei hatle sich ergeben, dass das Guthaben
auf dem Sparkonto durch Einzahlungen \.On anderen, schon frOher bestehenden, Konten des BeschwerdefOhrers
entstanden sei. Insoweil lieg.e auch ein Verstof1 gegen das ROckwirkungsverbot des Art. 103 Abs. 2 GG \.Or; die
Anordnung des Verfalls erstrecke sich auf VermOgensgegenstande, die er \.Or Inkrafttreten des § 73d StGB
erworben habe.

IV.

34
Zu der Verfassungsbeschwerde haben sich namens der Bundesregien.mg das Bundesministerium der Justiz
sowie das Bayerische Staatsministerium del" Justiz, die Vorsitzenden des 1., 2., 3. und 5. Strafsenats des
Bundesgerichtshofs und der Generalbundesanwalt geauf1ert.

35
1. Nach Auffassung des Bundesministeriums del" Justiz widersprichl die einengende Auslegung des § 73d
Abs. 1 StGB durch den Bundesgerichtshof im Ausgangsverfahren dem in den Gesetzesmaterialien zum Ausdruck
gebrachten Willen des Gesetzgebers, den Nachweis der Her1o:unft eines Gegenstands aus rechtswidrigen Taten zu
erleichtem. Auch mit dieser Beweiserleichterung stehe die Regelung Ober den erweiterten Verfall, die mit der
Formulierung "rechtfertigen" eine Wertung im Einzelfall verlange, mit dem Grundgesetz in Einklang,

36
a) Die Vorschrift verstor1e nicht gegen den Schuldgrundsatz oder die Unschu!dsvermutung, weil eine Anordnung
des Verfalls nach § 73d Abs. 1 StGB keine Strafe oder straf'dhnliche Sanktion sei und deshalb keine
Schuldfeststellung \.Oraussetze. AJs Sonderform des Verfalls bezwecke der erweiterte Verfall den Ausg!eich
unrechtmaf1iger VermtJgens-..erschiebungen. Dieser Zweck bestimme die Rechtsnatur des Instituts, bei dem es
sich um eine AbschOpfung eigener Art des aus der Straftat Erlangten handele.

37
b) § 73d StGB verletze auch nicht die '&1assungsrechtlich geschOtzte Selbstbezichtigungsfreiheit des
Beschuldigten. Dieser sei rechtlich nicht gezwungen, zur Abwendung einer Anordnung des Verfalls Angaben Ober
e.igene strafrechtlich erflebliche Verhallensweisen z u machen.
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31
c) Die Regelung tlber den erweiterten Verfall verstor..e auch nicht gegen die Eigentumsgewahrleistung des
Art. 14 GG. Eine Anordnung des Verfalls entziehe zwar nach § 73d StGB konkrete Rechtspositionen und greife
dam it in den Schutz bereich des Eigentumsgrundrechts ein. Die Vorschrifl: bilde aber eine vtlm Grundgesetz
slilisch'Neigend zugelassene Eigentumsschranke. Der erweiterte Verfall diene der Bekampfung der organisierten
Kriminafilat, insbesondere des iIIegalen Betaubungsmitlelhandels, und dallit dem Schutz elementarer
Rechtsgtlter. Er finde - wle in der Entscheidung des Bundeswrfassungsgerichts \Om 12. Dezember 1967
(BVerfGE 22, 387 <422» wrtangt - eine Rechtfertigung in der Vertassung und enlspreche daruber hinaus dem
Grundsatz der VerMltnismal'!igkeil. Er sei geeignet, die Gewinne aus dem Drogenhandel abzusch6pfen und den
Straftatem die Mittel fur weitere 5traftaten zu entziehen.

39
Der erweiterte Verfall sei hierzu auch erfordertich. Vcr Einfuhrung des erweiterten Verfa.lls sei die Absch6pfung
deliktisch elZielter Gewinne Mufig daran gescheitert, dass die fur die Anordnung eines (einfachen) Verfalls gemtll'!
§ 73 Abs. 1 5tGB erforderliche sic here ZUOrdnung beim Beschuldigten \Orgefundener Venn6gensgegenstande zu
einer bestimmten Tat nicht rn6glich gewesen seL Gegen eine deswegen in Polizeikreisen. aber auch international
- etwa in Art. 5 Abs. 7 des Ubereinkommens der Vereinten Nationen \Om 20. Dezember 1988 gegen den
unerlaubten Verkehr mil Suchtstoffen und psychotropen Stoffen ('091. BlDrucks 12/3346) - geforderte Beweislast
des Beschuldi91en fOr den redlichen Erwerb wrdachliger Verm6genswerte habe die Bundesregierung
~rfassungsrecht\iche Bedenken gehabt. Die anstelle einer salchen Beweislastumkehr in § 73d StGB \Orgesehene
Beweiserteichterung sei das mildeste Mittel gewesen. um die ZUgritrsm6glichkeiten auf Tatgewinne zu erweitem.

40
Der mit dem erweiterten Verrall wrbundene Eingriff stehe auch nicht aul'!er Verhaltnis zur Bedeutung der Sache.
Der VelfaJl diene dem AusgJeich unrechlma!1iger Verm6gensWlSchiebung und mQsse daher \Om Betroffenen
grundsatzlich hingenommen werden. Unzumutbare Ergebnisse wlirden durch die HMe\Orschrifl: des § 73c 51GB
~rmieden.

4l
2. Das Bayerische Staatsministerium der Justiz hat keine verfassungsrechtlichen Bedenken gegen die Regelung
des § 73d 5tGB.

42
a) Gie set mit der Unschuldswrmutung und dem Schufdgrundsatz vereinbar. Beim erweiterten Verfall handele es
sich grundsatzlich nicht urn eine Strafe oder strafcihnliche Sanktion, sondcm um eine quasi-kondiktionelle
Ausgleichsmal1nahme, deren Anwendung gem~m § 73d StGB die Feststellung \On Schuld nicht \Oraussetze.
~3

b) Der Eigentumsgew3hrleiSlung des Grundgesetzes werde § 73d StGB hinreichend gerecht. Nach der
Rechtsprechung des Bundeswrfassungsgerichts sei die Entziehung \On Eigentum als Nebenfolge einer
strafrechtlichen Verurteilung \Om Grundgesetz als traditionelle Eigentumsschranke stillschweigend zugelassen,
Die aus Art. 14 Abs. 1 Satz 2 'GG in Verbindung mit Art. 14 Abs. 2 GG herzuleitende ZUI.!lssigkeit-..on
Eigentumssanktionen rechtfertige sich aus dem Gedanke1 des Missbrauchs: Wer einen Verm6gens\oQrteil auf
strafbare Weise eiange. gebrauche das Eigentum in einer I.Qm Grundgesetz nicht gebiUigten Weise. Er verwiri<e
deshalb insoweit sein Eigentumsrechf. Der entsprechend dem Missbrauchsgedanken erforderliche konkrete
Zusammenhang zwischen der die Verwirkung aus16senden strafbaren Handlung und dem zu entziehenden
Vermogensgegenstand werde \On § 73d StGB vorausgesetzt. Die \Orgesehene Beweiserleichterung sei mit Art. 14
Abs. 1 GG vereinbar. An der Bekampfung der organisierten K"iminalitat bestehe ein ganz erhebliches
Allgemeininteresse, welches das Interesse des E,nzelnen am Schutz seines Eigentums Qberwiegen kanne.

44
§ 73d StGB beruhe auf der Erfahrung, dass die organisierte Kriminalitat mit dem herkommlichen strafrechtlichen
Instrumentarium nicht erfolgreich bekampft werden kanne. Es falle in die Einschatzungsprerogatiw des
Gesetzgebers, ob eine effektivere Abschtlpfung der aus der Begehung von Straftaten erzielten Gewinne zu einer
wirl<sameren Bek3mpfung dieser Art der Krlminali~at beitragen werde.
bu ndesverfassu n9s9 Hicht.d el- .. Irs 2004...
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45
Die Beweiserleichterung enlspreche auch dem Grundsatz der VerMllnismal1igkeit. Sie sei geeignet, die
Abschbpfung '.Un illegalen Gewinnen und dami! das .liel einer effekti\eren Bekampfung der organisierten
Kriminalitat zu f6rdem. Sie sei auch erforderlich, da nicht ersichtlich sei, in welcher die Eigentumsgarantie
schonenderen Weise die Abschopfung illegaler Gewinne erleichlerl werden k6nnte. Schlier..lich sei die Regelung
mit dem Obermar..\erbot \ereinbar, auch wenn sie die Gefahr einer Einziehung legal erworbener Gegenstande in
sich berge. Diese Gefahr sei angesichts des in § 73d Abs. 1 StGB \erlangten hohen Wahrscheinlichkeitsgrades
sehr gering und angesichts des mil dieser Vorschrift \erfolglen besonders gewichtigen Aligemeininteresses
hinzunehmen.

46
c) Ein Verstor.. gegen das Bestimmtheitsgebot des Art. 103 Abs. 2 GG liege nich1 '.Ur, weil § 73d StGB keine
Strafe anordne.

47
3. Nach Ansicht des 1. Strafsenats des Bundesgerichtshofs ist die \erfassungskonforme Auslegung des § 73d
StGB durch den 4. Strafsenat des Bundesgerichtshofs im Ausgangs\erfahren mit dem Wortlaut der Vorschrift und
der Intention des Gesetzgebers, "eine ganz hohe Wahrscheinlichkeit" der deliktischen Herkunft fur die Anordnung
des erweilerten VerfaJls genogen zu lassen, un\ereinbar. UnOberwindliche Bedenken gegen die
Verfassungsmanigkeit der Regelung hatten daher die Einholung einer ...erfassungsgerichtlichen Entscheidung
gemar.. Art. 100 Abs. 1 GG nahe gelegt.

48
Der 3. Strafsenat hat sich der '.Um 4. Strafsenat im Ausgangs-.erfahren -.ertretenen Auffassung angeschlossen,
die Anordnung des erweiterten Verfalls gemar.. § 73d Abs. 1 StGB setze die '.Ulle Oberzeugung des Tatrichters
'.Un der deliktischen Herkunft der erfassten Gegenstande '.Uraus. 1m Obrigen haben die Strafsenate auf ihre
Rechtsprechung Bezug genom men.

49
4. Der Generalbundesanwalt halt § 73d StGB in der -.erfassungskonformen Auslegung des Bundesgerichtshofs
und seine Anwendung im Ausgangs-.erfahren fur \erfassungsrechtlich unbedenklich.

50
a) Die Regelung -.erstone nicht g-egen die Unschulds-.ennu(ung oder gegen das Sctiuldprinzip. Die
kondiktionsahnliche Abschtipfung bemakelten Vermogens zwecks pra...ention sei etwas wesens...erschieden
Anderes als eine straftypische, konkrel schuldbezogene Nachteilszufugung. Schuldfeslstellungen '.Ur
Schuldspruchreife hinsichtlich der Herkunttstaten seien mil elner Anordnung des Verfalls gemar.. § 73d StGB nicht
-.ertlunden.

51
b) § 73d StGB -.erletze die Eigentumsgewahrleislung nicht. Der mit dem erweiterten Verfall ermoglichte Zugriff
auf das Vermtlgen oryanisiert '.Urgehender Tater sei geeignet, kriminellen Oryanisationen das "In-.estitionskapital"
fur weitere Straftalen zu entziehen, und diene damil der pra.-.entl-.en SJcherung ObelTagender
Gemeinschaftsbelange. Dagegen kOnne das Belassen solcher Gewinne das Rechtsbewusstsein der Be~lkerung
untergraben. Mit dem Institut des erweiterten Verfalls ...ertlundene Eigentumsbeeintrachtigungen stOnden nicht
aur..er Vemaltnis zu dem mit ihm erreichbaren ZUwachs an Rechtsgoterschutz, zumal man dem Tater keine
wohlerwomenen, sondern durch rechtswidrige Taten bemakelte Positionen nehme. Unbillige Harten k6nnten im
Einzelfall gemar.. § 73d Abs. 4 StGB in Verbindung mit § 73c StGB -.ermieden werden. Die in § 73d StGB
\rOrgesehene Beweiserleichterung unterliege keinen ...erfassungsrechtlichen Bedenken, da das Grundgesetz keine
ausdrOcklichen Regeln zur Beweisfuhrung und Oberzeugungsbildung enthalte.

B.

52
Die Verfassungsbeschwerde ist nur teilweise zuJassig.
bu ndesverfassu ngsgericht. de/.../rs2004...
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53
Soweit der BeschwerdefCIhrer rOgt, das La1dgericht habe gegen das ROckwirkungs\€rbot des Art. 103 Abs. 2 GG
\€rsloBen, wejJ es die Anordnung des VerfaJls - mangeJs hinreichender Sach\€rhaJtsaufkJarung - auf
VermOgensgege1sta.nde erstreckt habe, die er schon \Qr Inkrafttreten des § 73d 5tGB elWorben habe, sleht einer
BerOcksichtigung dieses Vortrags der Grundsatz der maleriellen Subsidiaritat der Verfassungsbeschwerde
entgegen. Der ,n § 90 Abs. 2 Satz 1 BVerfGG zum Ausdruck kommende Grundsatz der Subsidlaritat der
Verfassungsbeschwerde \€rlangt neben der formalen ErschOpfwng des Rechtswegs, dass der Beschwer:::lefOhrer
affe fachgerichtfichen MCgfichkeiten genutzt hat, um die geltend gemachte Grundrechts\€rletzung zu \€rhindern
oder zu beseitigen (vgl. BVerfGE 95, 163 <171>; stRspr). Der Beschwerdefuhrer hat es ;nsoweit -.ersaumt, im
Re\.1sions\erfahren eine zulassige Aulkl3nmgsruge zu erheben.

c.
54
Soweit die Verfassungsbeschwe'de zulassig ist, ist sie unbegrondet.

I.

55
§ 73d StGB ist in der Auslegung des Bundesgerichtshofs mit dem Grundgesetz \ereinbar.

56
1. § 73d SIGB wrsto[H nicht gegen den Schuldgrundsatz.

57
a) Der Grundsatz "Keine Strafe ohne Schuld" (nulla poena sine culpa) ist in der Garantie der Worde und
Eigen-.erantwortlichkeit des Menschen (Art. 1 Abs 1 GG und Art. 2 Abs. 1 GG) sowie im Rechtsstaatsprinzip
\€rankert. Er gebietet, dass Strafen oder strafclhnliche Sanktionen in einem gerechten VerMltnis zur Schwere der
Tat und zum Verschulden des T,~Hers stehen. Straftatbestand und Strafrechtsfolge mOss en sachgerecht
aufeinander abgestimmt sein. Insoweit deckt sich der Schuldgrundsatz in seinen die Strafe begrenzenden
Auswirkungen mit dem Verfassungsgrundsatz des Obermal1wrbots. Er schliel1t die strafende oder strafahnliche
Ahndung einer Tat ohne Schuld aes Taters aus (vgl. BVerlGE 20, 323 <331>; 45, 187 <228>; 50, 125 <133>; 50,
205 <214 f.>; 81, 228 <237;;.; 86, 288 <313:>0; siehe auch Urteil des Zweiten Senats des
Bundes\€rfassungsgerichts \Q111 S. Februar 2004 - 2 8'oR 2029/01 -I.

58
Strafe ist die Auferlegung eines Rechtsnachleils wegen einer schuldhal't begangenen rechtswidrigen Tat. Sie ist neben ihrer Aufgabe abzuschrecken und zu resozialisieren - eine angemessene Antwort auf stratechtlich
\.€rbotenes Verhalten (\91. BVerfGE 21, 378 <383>; 21, 3E1 <404> 22, 125 <132>; 45, 187 <253 f.>; 95. 96
<140». Mit der Strafe wird ein rechtswidriges sozial--cthisches Fehlwrhalten IErgolten Das dem Tater auferlegte
SlrafUbeJ soll den schuJdhaften Norm\€rstoJ1 ausgJeiehen; es isl Ausdruck \ergellender Gerechligkelt ("91.
BVerfGE 9,167 <171>; 22, 49 <79 f.>; 95, 96 <14C>; 96, 10 <25».

59
Dem Schuldgrundsatz unterliegen auch Sanktionen, die wie eine Strafe wirken ("91. BVerlGE 22,125 <131>; 27,
36 <40 :If.>; 35, 311 <320>; 74, 358 <375 f.>). SlrafahnJich isl eine MaBnahme freiJich niehl schDn dann, wenn sie
mit einer Einbul1e an Freiheit oder Vermogen -.erbunden ist und damit faktisch die Wirkung eines Obels entfaltet.
Bei der Beurteilung des p6nalen Charakters einer Rechtsfolge sind vielmehr weitere. wertende, Kriterien
heranzuziehen, insbesondere der Rechtsgrund der Anordnung und der \Um Gesetzgeber mit ihr \€rfolgte ZNeck
(\91. BVerfGE 9. 137 <144 ft.>; 21, 378 <383 ff.>; 21. 391 <403 ff.>; 22, 125 <131>; 23, 113 <126>; 27, 36
<40 ff.>; 80, 109 <120 If>; Urteil des ZNeiten Senats des Bundes\€rfassungsgerichts \Um 5. Februar 2004 ~ 2
B'oR 2029/01 - <C. 111. 2.>; siehe auch Volk, ZStW 1971, 5. 405 ff.). So hat das Bundes\€rfassungsgericht den in
§ 890 Abs. 1 ZPO gere~!ten ZwangsmaBnahmen, die neben der DiszipJinierung des SchuJdners auch SOhne fur
eine begangene ZUwiderhandlung bezwecken, straf;;lhnliche Wirkung beigemessen (\91. BVerfGE 20, 323
<330 fr.>, 58, 159 <162>; 84, 82 <87»; dagegen hat es die Anordnung \(In Unte-suchungshaft im
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Ermittiungs\A3rtahren und die Unterbringung drogenabh~ngiger T,~.ter in einer Entziehungsanstalt gemar! § 64 8tGB
wegen des sichemden Charakters dieser Ma~nahmen nicht als strafclhnlich angesehen (\91. aVerfGE 19, 342
<347 f.> und aVerfGE 91, 1 <27 'If.».

60
b) Das Rechtsinstitut des erweiterten Verfalls gerat mit dem Schuldgrundsatz nicht in Konflikt, weil es keinen
slrafenden oder strafahnlichen Charakter hat. Eine an Wortlaut, Systematik und Entslehungsgeschichte des
§ 73d 8tGB on"entierte Auslegung ergibt, dass die in der Vorschrift angeordnete Entziehung deliktisch er1angter
VennOgens\Qrteile nicht bezweckt, dem Betroffenen die Begehung der Herkunfl.stat als Fehl\.erhalten v.:lrzuwerfen
und ihm deswegen -.ergeltend ein Obel zuzu1t.igen (aa). Vielmehr -.erfolgt die Regelung des § 73d StGB
wrmOgensordnende und nonnstabilisierende Ziele (bb). Das beim erweiterten Verfall geHende Bruttoprinzip andert
hieran nichts (ee).

61
aa) Das Strafgesetzbueh bezeiehnet Vertall und erweiterten Verfall nieht als "Strafen", sondem als
"Mar..nahmen", zu denen es gemar.. § 11 Abs. 1 Nr. 8 StGB aueh die in § 61 StGB aufgefuhrten Mar!regeln der
Besserung und Sicherung zahlt. Die Verfall\.Qf5ehriften sind zusammen mit der Regelung der Einziehung (§§ 74 ff.
StGB) in einen eigenen, den Siebenten Tltel des Dritten Abschnitts eingeordnet wnd dadurch \On den im Ersten
Tltel des Dritten Abschnitts geregelten, als "Strafen" bezeiehneten, Reehtsfolgen der Tat geschieden. Die
begriffliche Abgrenzung des Verfa!ls \On den im Strafgesetzbueh v.:lrgesehenen Strafen und seine systematische
ZUsammenfassung mit andersn pra-.entiv ausgerichteten MaBnahmen spreehen gegen einen strafenden oder
strafahnlichen Charakter des § 73d SIGB. Auch die Regelung des § 76a StGB, wonach der el"Neiterte Verfall
unabhangig \On der slrafrechtlichen Verfolgung einer Person angeordnet werden kann, ist nur bei einer nicht·
pOnalen Natur des Rechtsinstituts -.erstandlich.

62
Die Entslehungsgeschichle des § 73d StGB bestatigt, dass der Gesetzgeber mit dem erweiterten Verfall ein
Instrument der GewinnabschOp1l.Jng ohne Strafcharakter sehaffen wollte.

63
Die AbschOpfung rechtswidrig erzielter Ge'Ninne ist nicht notwendig eine \A3rge!1ende Sanktion ("91. BVerfGE 81,
228 <237 f.». Der Gesetzgeber kann weitgehend lrei daruber entscheiden, ob und auf welche Weise er
rechtswidrig er1angte wirtschaflliche Vorteile entziehen will. So kann er die Vorteilsentziehung selbstandig neben
der Festsetzung einer - entspreehend dem Sehuldgrundsatz - nur am Verschulden des Taters orientierten ponalen
Sanktion v.:lrsehen oder, in Fallen, in denen eine solche Sanktion nicht verMngt werden Kann, auch als Inhalt einer
in einem objeKti-..en Vertahren ergehenden gesonderten Anordnung. Ebenso steht es ihm offen, eine strafende
Sanktion so zu bemessen, dass mit ihr zugleich die AbschOpfung des GeYlinns sichergestellt wird (a.a.O., S.
238). Es liegt mlthin in der Entscheidung des Geselzgebers, ob er mit einer gewinnabschOpfenden Ma~nahme
zugleich Strafzwecke \erfolgen will oder nieht.

64
Mit der Vorschrifl des § 73d StGB bezweekt der Gesetzgeber keine pOnale Rechtsfolge. Seiner Aull'assung nach
teilt der erweiterte Verfall die Rechlsnatur des einfachen Verfalls nach § 73 StGB ("91. BIDrucks 11/6623, S. 6
und 7 sowie die Begrundung des Entwurfs eines Gesetzes zur Bekampfung des illegalen Rauschgifthandels und
anderer Erscheinungsformen Q€r Organisierten Kriminalitat <OrgKG> \Om 25. Juli 1991, BTDrucks 12/989, S. 23:
"Eigenstandige Erscheinungsform des Verfalls''). Ausweislich der Gesetzesmaterialien zu § 73 StGB soli die
AbschOpfung deliklisch erzielter Verm6gensv.:lrteile als gesonderte Reehtsfolge neben die Strafe lreten und \Or
allem das Tagessatzsystem erganzen. Der Gesetzgeber halt es nicht filr sinn\OlI, den Tater zu bestrafen und ihm
zugleich das aus der Tat unrechtmal1ig Erlangte zu belassen; dies Konne geradezu als Anreiz zur Begehung
weiterer entgelt- und gewinneinbringender Straftalen wirken ("91. die BegrOndung des Entwurfs eines
Strafgesetzbuches <StGB> E 1962 v.:lm 4. Oktober 1962, BlDrucks IV/6SC, S. 241 und 245 sowie das ProtokoJl
der 28. Sitzung des Bundestags-Sonderausschusses filr die Stralreehtsrefonn \Om 22. September 1966, S. 542
<Gohler».

65
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Der Gesetzgeber sieht in der GewinnabschOpfung also nicht die ZUfOgung eines Obels, sondern die Beseitigung
eines Vorteils, dessen Verbleib den Ti!:lter zu weiteren Taten ..ertocken konnte. Auch die EntwurfsbegrQndungen zu
§ 73d StGB betonen, der erweiterte Verfall sei keine Strafsanktion, sondern eine MaP.,nahme eigener Art mit
"kondiktionsahnlichem Chara~ter" (\91. BTDruc~s 11/6623, S, 4, 5 If. und 8, BTDrucks 12/989, S. 1, 23, sowie die
Beschlussempfehlung des Rechtsausschusses des Deutschen Bundestags vom 4. Juni 1992, BTDrucks 12/2720,
S. 42 f.). Dernnach hat der Gesetzgeber den erweiterten Verfall als selbsti!:lndige, nicht-ponale MaP.,nahme neben
die Strafe gestellt.

66
bb} Eine von den Vorstel1ungen des Gesetzgebers abweichende Einordnung (\91. dazu BVerfGE 22, 125 <131»
des erweiterten Verfalls als Strafe oder strafahnliche MaP.,nahme *:Ilgt auch nicht aus den mit der Regelung des
§ 73d SIGB ..erfolgten weiteren Zwec~en.

67
(1) Die strafrechtliche Gewinnabschopfung soli einen "ordnenden ZUgriff' des Rechts zur Korrektur einer
deliktisch zu Stande gekommenen Verm6genszuordnung erm6glichen (so BTDrucks 11/6623, S. 7 und 8). Der
Gesetzgeber misst dem erweiterten Verfall in erster Linie eine \Ermogensordnende Aufgabe zu: Das BOrgertiche
Recht kann deliktJsche Vermbgens'.Eranderungen nur zum Teil unterbinden, indem es ..erbotenen
Rechtsgeschaften - etwa im Bereich des illegalen Betaubungsmittelhandels - die ziviltechtliche Wirksamkeit
..ersagt (§ 134 BGB, \91. BGHSt 31, 145 If.; Mayer-Maly/ArmbrOster. in: MOnchKommBGB, 4. Aufl., § 134 Rn. 10;
Sack, in: Staudinger, BGB, 2003, § 134 Rn. 223, jev..oeils m.w.N,). Es \€rhindert nicht, dass ein Straftater durch
die Begehung rechtswidriger Taten faktisch Vermogensvorteile erlangt, etwa Gewinne aus der Weiter.erauP.,erung
von Orogen. Der Gesetzgeber siehl in einem sole hen deliktischen Vermbgenserwerb eine korrekturbedOrftige
Storung der Rechtsordnung, die die Strafgerichte im Wege der GewinnabschOpfung beseitigen sollen. Erweist
dem Verfallrecht der §§ 73 fJ. StGB die AUfgabe zu, einen rechlswidrigen ZUstand durch ordnenden ZUgn'ffvon
hoher Hand zu beenden.

68
Die \€rmOgensordnende Funktion macht den erweiterten Verfall nicht zu einem strafahn/ichen Rechlsinstitut. Die
Beseiligung einer bereits eingetretenen Sl6rung der VermOgensordnung setzt zwar \€rgangenheitsbezogene
Feststellungen voraus und ist insoweit relrospektiv. Oer konigierende EingrifJ aber, mit dem der Staal auf eine
deliktisch entstandene VermOgenslage reagiert, ist nicht notwendig repressiv. Auch das bffentliche
Gefahrenabwehrrecht ertaubt -hoheitliche MaP.,nahmen, um St6rungen zu beseitigen. Gefahrenabwehr endet nicht
dart, wo gegen eine Vorschrift \ErstoP.,en und hierdurch eine Stbrung der 6ffentlichen Sicherheit bewirkt wurde. Sie
umfasst auch die Aufgabe, eine Fortdauer derSt6rung zu \€rhindem (\91. etwa Friauf, in: Badura u.a" Besonderes
Verwaltungsrecht, 11. Aull., S. 138; WOr1enberger, in: Achterberg u.a., Besonderes Verwaltungsrecht, Band II,
2. Autl., S. 445; Gbtz, Aligemeines Polizei- und Ordnungsrecht, 13. Autl., S, 63, Jeweils m.w.N.).

69
MaP.,nahmen der StOrungsbeseiligung sind ein Fall der Gefahrenab'-Nehr, Sie knopfen zwar an in der
Vergangenheit begrOndete ZUslande an, sind in ihrer Zielrichtung aber zukunftsbezogen, Sie wollen nicht ein
normwidriges Verhalten 6ffentlich missbilligen und slihnen, sondern \€rhindern, dass eil'1e bereits eingetrelene
StOrung der Rechtsordnung in ZUkunft andauer1. Dementsprechend sollte eine auf § 211 Abs, 2 Satz 3 BNatSchG
a. F. gesll1tzte Einziehung 'oOn Elfenbein, das ohne die erforder1iche Genehmigung in die Bundesrepublik
Deutschland eingefuhrt worden war, einen VerstoP., gegen die fur Elfenbein geltenden Handelsbeschrankungen
beseitigen (\91. den Beschluss der 3. Kammer des Zweiten Senats des 8undes\€rfassungsgerichts vom 19.
Januar 1989 - 2 BvR 554/88 -, NJW 1990, S. 1229). § 21f Abs. 2 Satz 3 BNatSchG a.F. zielte nicht auf
Repression und Vergeltung fur ein rechtswidriges Verhallen, sondem dienle als Teil eines Systems von
Handelsbeschrankungen, die die wir1schaftliche Nutzung gefahrdeter Arlen eindammen sollen, der
Gefahrenabwehr (a.a.O., S. 1229).

70
Auch § 73d StGB \Erfolgt einen solchen pra\Enti\En Zweck. Der erweiterte Verfall ist zwar nicht systematisch als
SicherungsmaP.,regel ausgestaltel, die eine drohende Rein\Estition 'o'On Dellktsgewinnen durch kriminetle
Organisationen -..erhindem soli und sich auf eine entsprechende Gefahrenprognose stOlzt. Die Erwagung des
bu ndesverfa ssun g5g ericht.d eJ. _/r52004...
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Gesetzgebers, die strafrechtliche Gewinnabschepfung kenne auch sichernde Wirkungen erzieJen ("'91. BlDrucks
1116623, S. 7 und BlDrucks 12/989, S. 1), hat in der Regelung des § 73d StGB nicht unmittelbar Niederschlag
gefunden ("'91. WeP.,lau, StV 1991, s, 226, 232 f.; Wallschlager, Die strafrechtlichen Verfallsl,Qrschriften, 2002, S.
158). Die W'rmogensordnende lielsetzung der Vorschrift ist aber klar zukunftsbezogen und praW'ntiv. Der
betroffene Straftater soil deliktisch eriangte Gegenstande nicht behalten: die mit der Bereicherung des TSters
-..erbundene Starung der Rechtsordnung soli nicht auf Dauer bestehen bleiben; die Gewlnnabschbpfung soli
-..erhindern, dass die bereits eingetretene Starung der Vennogensordnung auch zukonftig fortdauert.

71
Mit dieser pra-..enti\€n lielsetzung wirkt der erweiterte Verfall nicht wie eine Strafsanktion. Seine Anordnung
ertolgt nichl, um dem Betroffenen die Begehung der Herkunftstat 'wOrzuhalten und Ober sie ein sozialethisches
Vnwerturteil zu sprechen. Sie zielt ~elmehr darauf, einen rechtswidrigen lustand fur die ZUkunft zu beseitigen. Die
Entziehung dellktisch erlangten Verrnogens isl nicht Ausdruck 'oIErgeltender, sondem ordnender Gerechligkeil
(ahnlich BGH, NSIZ 1995, S. 491; GOntert, Gewinnabschopfung als strafrechtliche Sanktion, 1983, S. 11 ff., 17;
Schmidt, in: LKStGB, 11. Auft., § 73 Rn. 8; Jekewitz, GA 1998, S. 276, 277).

72
(2) Der mit der Regelung des § 73d StGB beabsichtigte W'nnOgensordnende ZUgriff soli nach dem Willen des
Gesetzgebers zugleich Anreize fur gewinnorientierte Delikte reduzieren. Auch dieses in der Begrllndung des
Entwurfs eines. StrafrechtsMderungsgesetzes· Erweiterter Verfal! ~ (... StrAndG) \Om 9. MSrz 1990 (BlDrucks
11/6623, S. 4) als generalpra-.entiY bezeichnete liel der Gew-innabschOpfung W'rleiht dem erweiterten VerfaU
keinen stra~hnlichen Charakter.

73
Der Entziehung deliktisch erzielter Vermogens\Qrteile wird zwar zu Recht eine straferganzende Funktion
beigemessen. Denn die Obelszufugende und damit abschreckende Wirkung einer Strafe kann sich mindern, wenn
der materielle Tat\Qrteil in der Hand des Taters 'oIErbleibt (VlJI. Eser, Die strafrechtJichen Sanktionen gegen das
Eigentum, 1969, S. 86 und S. 284). Dies wird I,Qr allem bei Geldstrafen deutlich, die der Tater aus dem Tatgevvinn
bestreiten kannte. Ein maglicher negati~r Einftuss unterbliebener GewinnabschOpfung auf die NachdrOcklichkeit
einer Strafe bedeutet aber nicht, dass die GewinnabschOpfung sefbst strafende Wirkung erzielt oder intendiert (vgl.
GOntert, GewinnabschOpfung als strafrechtliche Sanktion, 1983, S. 15 ff.).

74
Eine Abschreckungswirkung im Sinne der negati-..en Generalpra-..ention ist mit dem erweiterten Verfall
ausweislich der Gesetzesmaterialien nicht beabsichtigt. In der Begliindung des Entwurfs eines Gesetzes zur
Bekampfung des illegalen Rauschgifthandels und anderer Erscheinungsfonnen der Organisierten Kriminalitat
(OrgKG) hem.t es im Anschluss an die Darslellung der mit der GewinnabschOpfung verfulgten liele, der Entwurf
sehe neben der GewinnabschOpfung auch Strafscharfungen zur ErMhung der Abschreckungswirkung bei
Straftaten der organisierten Kriminalitat \Or (VlJI. BlDrucks 12/989, S. 1). Der Gesetzgeber hat damit die ZJele der
GewinnabscMpfung ausdrocklich \Om Abschreckungszweck emehter Strafandrohungen unterschieden (siehe
auch BlDrucks 12/989, S. 21 sub B.).

7S
Die mit den strafrechll!chen Verfall\Orschriften beabsichti9te generalpraventi-.e Wirkung soli nach dem Willen des
Gesetzgebers auf andere Weise erzielt werden: Indem der Staat dem Tater detiktisch Er1angtes wegnimmt, fuhrt
er ihm, wie auch der Rechlsgemeinschaft, I,Qr Augen, dass strafrechtswidrige Bereicherungen nichl gedufdet
werden und Straftaten sich nicht lohnen. Del' 'oIErmogensordnende Eingriff soli die Vn-.erbrllchlichkeit und die
Gerechtigkeit der Rechtsordnung erweisen und so die Rechtstreue der Be\dlkerung starken.

76
Diese auch als positi-.er Aspekt strafrechtlicher Generalpra-.ention anerkannte lielsetzung (vg1. BVerfGE 45, 187
<256» ist - wie die AusfOhrungen zum Gefahrenabwehrrecht gezeigt haben - keifl Spezifikum strafrechtlicher
VOTSchriften (VlJI. BVerfGE 22, 125 <132». Soweit es um die Abschapfung deliklisch erlangten Verm6gens geht,
deckt sie sich mit einem aile Rechtsgebiete obergreifenden Grundsatz, wonach eine mit der Rechtsordnung nicht
Obereinstimmende Vennogenslage auszugleichen ist (VlJl. GOntert, Gewinnabschbpfung als strafrechtliche
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Sanktion, 1983, S. 11 m.w.N,). Die normbestaligende Zielsetzung des § 73d StG8 charakterisiert den erweiterten
Verfall daher nicht zwingend als pbnale Mar..nahme ('0'91. 8GHSt 47, 369 <373 ff".>; GOntert, Gewinnabschopfung
als strafrechtliche Sanktion, 1983, S. 17; Schmidt. in: LKStG8, 11. Aufl .. § 73 Rn. 8; Eberbach, NStZ1987,
S. 486, 489 f.; Groth, Verdeckte Ermittlung im Strafverfahren und GewinnabschOpfung, 1995, S. 151; anders
Schultehinrichs, Gewinnabschbpfung bei Betaubungsmilteldelik.ten - ZUr Problematik der geplanten Vorschrift Ober
den elWeilerten Verfall, 1991, S. 153 f.; wohl auch Wer..lau, StV 1991, S. 226, 231 f., und Hoyer, GA 1993,

S. 406, 417 ff.. 421).

77
cc) Schlie!1lich hat das Rechtsinstitut des Verfalls auch nicht deshatb strafahnlichen Charakler angenommen,
weil der Gesetzgeber parallel zur Neuregelung des § 73d SIGB das bis dahin im Verfallrecht geJtende Nettoprinzip
(AbschOpfung des TaterlOses abzOglich der Tatkosten) durch das 8ruttoprinzip (AbschOpfung des erlangten
"Etwes", des TaterlOses ohne Abzug fOr die Tat geleisteter Auf.Nendungen, '0'91. BGH, NStZ 1994, s. 123 f.; BGHSt
47,369 <371 ff.» ersetzt hat. Die Auffassung, der Verfall sei nur noch der Form nach eine Mar..nahme, dem Inhalt
nach dagegen eine tat\ergeltende ZUfi.lgung eines Obels, weil das Gesetz nunmehr dem deliktisch bereicherten
Tater - Ober die blor..e Kondik.tion hinaus - eine wirtschaftliche Einbulle zumute (\gl. Nachw. bei Eser, in:
SchOnke/SchrOder, StGB, 26. AUfl., § 73d Rn. 2 ff" § 73 Rn. 18 ff.; Fischer, in: Trtmdle/Fischer, SIGB, 51. Aufl.,
§ 73d Rn. 4 ff., § 73 Rn. 3; Lackner, in: Lackner/KOhl, StGB, 24. Auft., § 73 Rn. 4 ff.; JeschecklWeigend,
Lehrbuch des Strafrechts, 5. Aufl., S. 793; Hom, in: SKStGB, § 73 Rn. 5; Herzog, in: NomosStG8, § 73 Rn.
10 ff.: anders 8GH, NStZ 1995, S. 491: Schmidt, in: LKStG8, 11. Aufl., § 73d Rn. 4, § 73 Rn. 8; Katholnigg, JR
1994, S. 353, 354; BaumannlWeberfMitsch, Strafrecht, AJlgemeiner Teil, 10. Aufl., S. 716; Goos, wistra 2001,
S. 313, 315), ist nicht zwingend. Das Bruttoprinzip tasst sich auch anders und in gror..erer Nahe zum WiJlen des
Geselzgebers sowie zum systematischen Ort des Verfalls einordnen:

78
Der Gesetzgeber hat dem Rechtsinstitul des Verfalls durch die Einfuhrung des Bruttoprinzips den
kondiktionsahnlichen Charakter nicht genom men. Vielmehr hat er sich eine an Wortlaut und Gesetzessystemalik
der §§ 812 ff, 8GB orientierte Sichtweise des zi",;lrechtlichen 8ereicherungsrechts zu Eigen gemacht. Danach
beschr~nkt sich die Funktion der §§ 812 ff. BGB nicht auf die Abschbpfung noch \rOrhandener Verm6genswerte;
",;elmehr ist die Kondiktion ein eigenstandiges Instrument zur Korrektur irreguf::lrer VermOgenszuordnungen, das
allein den gutglaubigen 8ereicherungsschuldner I,Qf Vermbgenseinbu!1en schUtzt (§ 818 Abs. 38GB), wah rend es
dem Bosglaubigen wirtschaftliche Verlustrisiken zuweisl (§ 818 Abs. 4, § 8198GB; \gl. 8GHZ 53, 144 < 147 f.>;
55, 128 <135> und 57,137 <146 ff.>; Lieb, in: MOnchKommBGB, 3. Au1l., § 818 Rn. 47 ff.; Lorenz, in: Staudinger,
8GB, 1999, § 818 Rn. 1; Sprau, in: PaJandt, 8GB, 62. Au1l., § 818 Rn. 27 ff.: H.P. Westermann, in: Erman, 8GB,
10. AutI., § 818 Rn. 2; zur risikozuweisenden Wir'Kung des Bruttoprinzips im strafrechtlichen Verfallrecht "31.
Katholn,:gg, JR 1994, S. 353, 356 und 8ayObLG, NStZ~RR 1997, S. 339).

79
Ausweslich der Gesetzesmaterialien 5011 die EinfOhrung des 8ruttoprinzips das Verfallrech! der §§ 73 ff. StG8
an die im zi",;lrechtlichen 8ereicherungsrecht \Qrgefundene Risikozuweisung angleichen. In der Begrundung des
Entwurts eines Gesetzes zur Anderung des Aullenwirtschal'tsgesetzes, des Strargesetzbuchs und anderer
Gesetze \rOrn 10. September 1991 (BlDrucks 12/1134, S. 12) hei!1t es hierzu, die mit der NetloabschOpfung
-.erbundene Saldierung habe zu Wertungswidersprochen innertJalb der Gesamtrechlsordnung gefOhrt, weil das
Zivilrecht demjenigen, der sich aullerhalb der Rechtsordnung stelle, in § 817 Satz 2 8G8 die Zuhilfenahme der
Gerichte bei der Rockabwickiung seines zweifelhaften Geschatts \ersage. Cer Rechtsgedanke des § 817 Satz 2
8G8, wonach das in ein \erbotenes Geschaft In-.estier1e unwiederbringJich \erloren sei, solie deshalb auch beim
Verfall Anwendung find en.

80
Mil seinem 8ezug auf den der Regelung des § 817 Satz 28GB nach Qberwiegender Meinung zu Grunde
liegenden Gedank.en der Rechtsschutz\elWeigerung ("3'. 8GHZ 44, 1 <6>; Lorenz, in: Staudinger, BGB, 1999,
§ 817 Rn. 4 f.; Honsell, Die ROckabwicklung siltenwidriger oder \erbotener Geschafte, 1974, S. 58 ff.; Canaris, in:
Festschrift fOr Steindorff, 1990, S. 519, 523 ff.; Dauner. JZ 1980, S. 495, 499: Lieb, in: MOnchKommBG8, 3. Aufl.,
§ 817 Rn. 9) hat der Gesetzgeber klargestelJ!, dass er dem \rOn einer Anordnung des Verfalls 8etroffenen lediglich
eine rechtliche BegOnstigung versagen und damit die im zivilrechtlichen 8ereicherungsrecht \rOrgefundene
bundesverfa~sungsgericht.del
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Risikozuweisung Obemehmen, nicht aber eine neue ponale Rechtsfolge schaffen wollte.

81
lnsgesamt betrachtet ist die GewinnabschOpfung gemar.. § 73d StGB keine pOnale Reaktion auf ein frOheres
narrnwidriges Verhalten des Betraffenen, Vielmehr antwartet sie auf eine gegenwartige StOrung der
VerrnOgensordnung mit einem korrigierenden und nonnbekraftigenden Eingrifr. Der erweiterte Verfal! verfolgt nicht
repressi......vergeltende, sondern prtl\E!ntiv-ordnende lisle und ist daher k,eine dem Schuldgrundsalz unterliegende
strafahnliche Mar..nahme. Die verschuldensunabhangige Ausgestaltung des erweiterten Verfalls begegnet insaweit
keinen vertassungsrechtlichen Bedenken.

82
2. § 73d StGB isl mit der Unschuldso,eITTlutung \E!reinbar.

83
a) Die Unschulds\E!rmutung ist eine besondere Auspragung des Rechtsstaatsprinzips. Sie muss in ejnem
prozessordnungsgemar..en Vertahren widerlegt werden, bel,Or wegen eines Tal\orwurfs Entscheidungen getrofJen
werden, die die Feststellung \On Schuld erfordem. Sie schatzt den Beschuldigten \Or Nachteilen, die
Schuldspruch oder Strafe gleichkommen, denen aber kein rechtsstaatliches, prozessordnungsgem3r..es Verfahren
zur Schuldfeststellung und Strafbemessung \-Orausgegangen jst ("91. BVerfGE 19, 342 <347 f.:>: 35, 311 <320:>;
74,358 <369 ff>; 82, 106 <118 fr.:».

84
b) Das Rechtsinstitut des erweiterten Verfalls verletzt die Unschuldsvermutung nicht.

85
§ 73d StGB sieht die Entziehung \-On Vermogenswerten \-Or, die der Beschuldigte aus rechtswidrigen, aber nicht
notwendig schuldhatt: begangenen, Taten erlangl hat. Die Anordnung des erweiterten VertaHs setzt die
Feststellung \-On Schuld nicht ..or<:1US. Sie ist daher \-On Gesetzes wegen auch nicht mit einer gerichtlichen
SchuldzuweislJng \E!rblJnden (\ogl. BTDrucks 11/6623, S. 5 und BTDrucks 12/2720, S_ 42 t.). Eine strafgleiche
Rechtsfolge ordnet § 73d StGB - wie IJnter C. I. 1. ausgefOhrt - ebenfalls nicht an ('{It auch das Urteil des
Europaischen Gerichtshofs fOr Menschenrechte \-Om 24. Oktober 1986 - Nr. 14/1984/86/133 -, EuGRZ 1988, S,
513, 519 zu einer zollrechtlichen Vertallerklarung). Die Unschulds\E!rmutung steht einer Anordnung des erweiterten
Verfalls ohne gesetzlichen Schuldnachweis daher nicht enlgegen.

86
3. Die Vorschrift des § 73d StGB verstMt in der AlJslegung des Bundesgerichtshofs auch nicht gegen die
Eigentumsgarantie des Art. 14 Abs. 1 GG.

87
a) Soweit § 73d StGB den Zugriff auf Vermogenswerte erlaubt, die dem unmittelbar Betrolfenen wegen eines
Verslar..es gegen strafrechtliche VOfschriften zilJilrechtlich nicht zustehen ("91. § 134, § 935 BGB), ist des sen
Eigentumsgrundrecht schon mangels einer schutzfahigen Rechlsposition nicht berOhrt ("91. BVerfGE "83, 201
<209:>; 95, 267 <300». Dies betrifft \-Of all em die Enlziehung \(]n Gewinnen aus illegal en Dragengeschaften. Denn
wegen des strafrechtlichen Verbals des Handeltreibens mit Betaubungsmit!eln ist gemar.. § 134 BGB neben dem
schuldrechtlichen Verp:'lichtungsgeschaft zugleich die Obereignung sowohl der Drogen als auch des fOr sie als
Kaufpreis gezahlten Geldes zilJilrechtlich IJnwirksam ("91. BGH, NJW 1983, S. 636; Mayer-Maly/Armbroster, in:
MOnchKommBGB, 4. Aun, § 134 Rn. 10; Sack, in: Staudinger, BGB, 2003, § 134 Rn. 223, jeweils m.w.N.). Einer
un'.ertiffenllichten Erhebung des Statislischen Bundesamts zufolge ergehen gut acht \On zehn AnordnlJngen des
erweiterten Verfalls im Bereich der Bett3ubungsmitteldelikte. Auch nahmen die Gerichte in den zu § 33 Abs. 1
BtMG \E!roffentlichlen Entscheidungen regelmar..ig - wie das Landgericht im Ausgangsverfahren - an, die fur
\E!rlallen erklarten VerrnOgens'Nerte stammten ihrerseits aus Betaubungsmittelstraftaten ('{II. die bei
Gradowski/liegler, GeJdwasche, Gewinnabschopfung, 1997, S, 82 ff. referierten Faile sowie BGH, NStZ 1995,
s. 540; SIV 1995, S. 633: NStZ-RR 1998, S. 297; NStZ 2001, S. 531; NStZ-RR 2003, S. 75; OLG Stuttgart, NJW
2000, S. 2598, 2599). Demnach beruhren die meisten Anwendungsffllie des § 73d StGB kein durch Art. 14 Abs. 1
GG geschutztes Eigentum. Die Geltung des Bruttoprinzips andert hieran nichts. Es versagt dem Betroffenen
lediglich eine Erstattung seiner Tatauf\.Vendungen ('{II. C. I. 1. b) cc) sowie Katholnjgg. JR 1994, S, 353, 356).
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88
b) Soweit § 73d StGB die Entziehung \.On Gegensl3nden anordnet, die der Belroffene zwar deliktisch, aber
gleichwohl zivilrechtlich wirksam erworben hat, enthalt er eine Inhalts- und Schrankenbestimmung des Eigentums
im Sinne des Art. 14 Abs. 1 Satz 2 GG. Diese genugt in der Auslegung des Bundesgerichtshofs den
wrfassungsrechllichen Anforderungen.

89
aa) Das Bundes\erfassungsgericht hat schon im 8eschluss \.Om 12. Dezember 1967 (BVerfGE 22, 387 <422»
klargestellt, dass der Verlusl \On Eigentum als Nebenfolge einer strafrechtiichen Vel\lrteilung zu den traditionellen
Schranken des Eigentums gehort. Das Grundgesetz hat dem Gesetzgeber in Art. 14 Abs. 1 Salz 2 die Aufgabe
Obertragen, den Inhalt und die Schranken des Eigenlums zu bestimmen. Die das Eigentum ausformenden
Vorschriften des bOrgerlichen und des 6ffenllichen Rechts legen generell und abstrakt Rechte und Pflichten
hinsichtlich sole her Rechtsguter fest, die als Eigentum im Sinne der Verfassung zu \erstehen sind ("91. BVerfGE
52, 1 <27 f.>; 56, 137 <144 f.>; 56, 300 <330>; 70, 191 <200>; 72, 66 <76>; 100, 226 <240». Solche
Vorschriften bleiben Inhalts· und Schrankenbestimmungen des Eigentums auch dann, wenn sie konkrele
Vermogenspositionen ganz oder teilweise entziehen oder hierzu fur den Einzelfall die Grundlage bildell ("91.
BVerfGE 58, 300 <351>; 70,191 <200>; 83, 201 <212>; 100, 226 <240».

90
bb) § 73d StGB selzt dem Eigenlum Schranken; die Vorschrift spricht deliklisch erlanglen Rechtspositionen in
der Hand des Talers oder Teilnehmers den Schutz als Eigentum ab und ordnel ihre Enlziehung an.

91
(1) Schon mit der Einfuhrung des einfachen Verfalls gemaB § 73 StGB hal der Gesetzgeber bestimmt, dass der
Inhaber deliktisch erlangten Vermogens die damit wrbundenen Befugnisse nicht nach eigener Entscheidung zu
seinem Nutzen soli ausuben konnen. Die Vorschrift regell absfrakl-generell, dass delikliseh erlangte
Vermogensgegenstande und deren Surrogate dem Talbeteiligten \ICIn hoher Hand entzogen werden sollen.
Zugleich bestimmt § 73 StGB die Voraussetzungen fur den Vollzug der Eigentumsbeschrankung.

92
(2) Die Regelung Ober den erweiterten Verfall lockert die Voraussetzungen fOr die Entziehung del.iktisch erzielter
Gewinne und Entgelte. § 73d Abs. 1 Satz 1 StGB erlaubt den ZUgriff auf deliktisch erlangte
Verm6gensgegenst3nde-in der Hand des Taters oder Teilnehmers auch dann, wenn sie nicht aus der abgeurteilten
Tat, sondem aus anderen, mOglicherweise nicht mehr wrfolgbaren, rechlswidrigen Taten stammen; der erweiterte
Verfall eines Gegenstands ist gemaB § 73d Abs. 1 Satz 1 StGB anzuordnen, wenn die Umstande die Annahme
rechlfertigen, dass der Gegenstand Ii..lr eine rechtswidrige Tat oder aus ihr erlangt worden ist. Nach § 73d Abs. 1
Satz 2 StGB unlerliegen auch solche Gegerlstande dem erweiterten Verfall, die dem Betroffenen wegen ihrer
deliktischen Erlangung nicht gehoren oder zustehen. Die Anordnung des Verfalls erstreckt sich auf Nutzungen und
Surrogate (§ 73d Abs. 1 Satz 3, § 73 Abs. 2 SIGB) sowle auf den Geldwert nicht oder nichl mehr entziehbarer
Vermogens\Orteile (§ 73d Abs. 2, § 73a StGB). Sie unterbleibt, soweit sie fOr den Betroffenen eine unbillige Harte
ware (§ 73d Abs_ 4, § 73c 8tGB).

93
cc) Nach der \.Om Bundesgerichtshof im Ausgangs\oerfahren \oertretenen Auffassung isl die Annahme der
deliktischen Herkunft eines Gegenstands nur dann im Sinne des § 73d Abs. 1 Satz 1 SIGB gerechtfertigt, wenn
sich der Talrichter durch Ausschopfung der \oQrhandenen Beweismittel \ICIn ihr Oberzeugt hat. Fur eine solche
Oberzeugungsbildung \erlangt der BUndesgerichtshof keine Feststellungen Ober konkrete Herkunftstaten. Auch sei
der Talrichter nicht gehindert, sondern gehalten, die nachgewiesenen Anlassta!en in seine Oberzeugungsbildung
einzubeziehen, selbst wenn aus ihnen kein Gewinn erzielt worden seL Insgesamt dUrft.en die Anforderungen an
den Her1<unftsnachweis nicht Uberspann1 werden (BGH8t 40, 371 ff.).

94
Diese Auslegung des § 73d Abs. 1 Satz 1 StGB ist \.On Verfassungs wegen nieht zu beanstanden.

95
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(1) Sie ist mit dem Wortlaut der Vorschrift. I.E!reinbar, die mit der Formulierung "wenn die Umstande die Annahme
rechtfertigen" einen Spielraum zur Bestimmung des erforderlichen Beweisman.es eroffnet (zu den Grenzen
zula.ssiger Gesetzesauslegung BVerfGE 8, 28 <34>; 49, 148 <157>; 54, 277 <299 f,>; 71, 81 <105>; 90, 263
<275». Die Auffassung des Bundesgerichtshofs tritt auch nicht in Widerspiuch zum Willen des Gesetzgebers.
Ausweislich der Gesetzesmalerialien 5011 die Regelung des erweilerten Verfalfs die strafrechtliche
GewinnabschOpfung erleichtern; nach bisherigem Recht scheitere sie haufig daran, dass "wegen des konspirati\en
die Herkun1'l: \-Qn Vermogensgegenstanden des Taters aus
Charakters des iUegalen Betaubungsmittelhandels
bestimmten Straftaten nicht nachgewiesen werden" kOnne ("91. BTDrucks 11/6623, S. 1). Die in § 73d Abs. 1 Satz
1 StGB \-Qrgesehenen Beweiserleichterungen konnten der Schwierigkeit entgegenwirken, "dass bei den
Tatbeteiligten Vermogenswerte angetroffen werden, deren kriminelle Herkunfl zwar nahe Iiegt, sich jedoch nicht
konkret fassbaren, womOglich gar den im anhangigen Straf\erfahren zur Untersuchung gezogenen Straftaten
zuordnen Jassen" ("91. B"'TDrucks 12/989, S. 22). Die Vorschrifl salle einen Eigentumsentzug in Fallen
ermoglichen, in denen die Herkunfl des Gegenstands des Verfalls mit den Erkenntnismoglichkeiten des Gerichts
nicht aUfgeklart werden kanne, eine deliktische Erlangung jedoch angesichts der Einkommens- und
Vermogenssituation des Taters sowie seines Vorlebens so hoch wahrscheinlich sei, dass sie sich fur einen
objektil.E!n Betrachter geradezu aUfdrange (\91. BTDrucks 1116623, S. 7). Dabei fordere und ermogliche das in dem
Begriff "rechtfertigen" enthaltene normatil.E! Element eine Anwendung der Vorschri1'l:, die in jedem Einzelfall der
Eigentumsgewahrleistung hinreichend gerecht werde (VJI. BTDrucks 11f6623, S. 5).

96
Diesen gesetzgeberischen ZJelen tragt die Auslegung des § 73d Abs. 1 Satz 1 StGB durch den
Bundesgerichtshof Rechnung. Sie erleichtert einerseits den fur die strafrechtliche GewinnabschOpfung
erforderlichen Nachweis einer deliktischen Vermogenserlangung, indem sie auf die Feststellung einer konkreten
HerkunM:stat I.E!rzichtet und dem Tatrichter in weitem Umfang eine nur mittelbare Beweisfuhrung erlaubt.
Andererseits verlangt sie, dass Eingriffe in das verfassungsrechtlich geschotzte legah.ermogen des Betroffenen
I.E!rmieden werden, indem sich der Tatrichter zumindest \-Qm "Db" der deliktischen Venn6gensherkunM: Oberzeugt.
Nach Ansichl des Bundesgerichtshofs wird eine Anwendung des § 73d Abs. 1 Satz 1 SIGB nur bei dieser
einschrankenden Normauslegung der Eigentumsgewahr1eistung hinreichend gerecht. Da der Gesetzgeber mit der
Fassung des § 73d Abs. 1 Satz 1 StGB eine l.erfassungsgema~e Anwendung der Norm in jedem Fall
sicherstellen wollte, war der BUf'1desgerichtshof nicht gehindert. ZlJ diesem ZWeck den moglichen Wortsinn der
Vorschrift. auszuschOpfen.

97
Die restrikti-.e Auslegung des § 73d Abs. 1 Satz 1 StGB durch den Bundesgerichtshof entspricht auch den \-Qm
Gesetzgeber mit der Vorschrifl: I.E!rfolgten weitergehenden Zielen der Gewinnabsch6pfung ("91. dazu bereits oben
C. I. 1. b) bbl. Sie konzentriert den Anwendungsbereich des erweiterten Verfalls auf nachweisbar deliktisch
erlangte Gegenstande und stellt damit sicher, dass die Eigentumsordnung nur dart korrigiert wird, wo dies
erforderlich ist, urn deliktisch '.E!rursachte Stbrungen zu beseitigen. Eine derartige KOfTektur fehlerhafter
Vermogenslagen I.E!rwir'Klichl zugleich das liel des Gesetzgebers, das Vertrauen der Be'.-Qlkerung in die
Gerechtigkeit und die Un'.E!rbl'Ochlichkeit der Rechtsordnung zu star'Ken.

98
(2) Die Auslegung des Bundesgerichtshofs beruht auf sachbez0genen und nach\-QlIziehbaren Erwagungen. Sie
bietet keine Anhaltspunkte fur den Vorwurf der WilikOr oder fur eine Verkennung der Bedeutung und Tragweite
grundrechtlicher Gewahrieistungen (zu diesem Profungsmar..stab BVerfGE 18, 85 <92 I.>; 60, 348 <357>; 70, 230
<239> ).

99
dd) In der Auslegung des Bundesgerichtshofs beschf3nkt § 73d StGB den Inhalt des Eigentums in
I.E!rfassungsrechtlich zulassiger Weise.

200
(1) Bei der ErfOliung des ihm geman. Art. 14 Abs. 1 Satz 2 GG erte,i/ten Au1'l:rags, In halt und Schranken des
Eigentums zu best,immen, muss der Gesetzgeber die grundgesetzliche Anerkennung des Privateigenlums durch
Art. 14 Abs. 1 Satz 1 GG wie auch das SoziaJgebot des Art, 14 Abs. 2 GG beachten ("91. BVerfGE 52, 1 <29>;
bu nd esverfa ss lin 9s9ericht. de/. ../rs 2004.__
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71,230 <246 f.>; 81, 208 <220» und jie schutzwOrdigen Interessen des EigentOmers sowie die Belange des
Gemeinwohls in einen gerechten Ausgfeich und ein ausgewogenes VerhaJtnis bringen (BVerfGE 100, 226 <240>;
stRspr), Dabei ist er an den Grundsatz der Verhaltnismar..igkeit gebunden, Einschrankungen der
Eigentumerbefugnisse mussen \(lm jeweiligen Sachberejch her gebolen und auch in ihrer Ausgestaltung
sachgerechl sein. Sie durien nicht weiter gehen als es ihr Grund, der Schutz des Gemeinwohls, erfordert (>gl.
BVerfGE 20, 351 <361>; 52, 1 <29 f.» und sie dOrfen insbesondere auch nicht. gemessen am sozialen Bezug
und an der sozialcn Bedeutung des tigentumsobjekts sowie im Blick auf den Regelungszweck, zu einer
Obermar..igen Belastung fOhren und den EigentOmer im \oermogensrechtlichen Bereich unzumutbar treffen (>gl.
BVerfGE 58,137 <148». Zudem muss eine Inhalts- und Schrankenbestimmung des Eigentums mit aI/en anderen
Verfassungsnormen \oereinbar sein, insbesondere mit dem Gleichheitsgrundsatz (>gl. BVerfGE 14, 263 <278>; 18,
121 <132>; 25,112 <117>; 52, 1 <27>; 62,169 ""183».

101
(2) Die Regelung ober den erweiterten Verfall wird dies en Mar..staben gerecht. Sie enthan in der Auslegung des
Bundesgerichtshofs eine sachgerechte Beschrankung der Eigentumerbefugnisse, die den Gn..mdsat7 der
Verhaltnismar!igkeit wahrt und auch sonst mit dem Grundgesetz \oereinbar ist.

102
(a) De" Gesetzgeber will mit der slrafrechtlichen CewinnabschOpfung £line StOrung der Vermogensordnung
beseitigen und so der materiel/en Rechtsordnung Geltung ..erschaffen. oas In §§ 73 ff. StGB geregelte
Rechtsinstitut des Verfalls kann dazu beitragen, dieses legitime gesetzgeberische lie! (\91. BVerfGE 81, 228
<237 f.» zu erreichen (zu den Anforderungen an die Geeignetheit einer gesetzlichen Regelung BVerfGE 30, 292
<316>; 33, 171 <187>; 67, 157 <173,175:>; 70, 278 <286>; 96, 10 <23;»:

J 03
oas Vertrauen der Be\()lkerung in ~ie Gerechtigkeit und die Un..erbruchlichkeit der Rechtsordnung kann Schaden
nehmen, wenn StrafUiter deliktisch erlangte Vermogens\Qrteile dauerhaft behalten dOrfen. Eine DuldlJng satcher
strafrechtswidrigen VermOgenslagen durch den Staat konnte den Eindruck herwrrufen, kriminelles Verhalten zahle
sich aus, und damit staatlich gesetzten Anreiz zur Begehung gewinnorientierter Delikte geben. Die strafrechtliche
Gewinnabschopfung ist ein geeignetes Mittel, um dies zu ....erhindern. Sie kann der Be\oOJkerung den Eil'7druck
~rmitteln,
der Staat unlemehme alles ihm rechtsstaatlich Mogliche, um eine Nutznier..ung '.<In
Verbrechensgewinnen zu unterbinden ("91. Hoyer, GA 1993, S. 406, 412; Perron, JZ 1993, S. 918,921,922 f.;
Julius, ZStW 1997, S. 58, 97). Indem § 73d StGB die GewinnabschOpfung erleichtert, kann er den mit ihr
verfolgten ZwaCk, dar Rechtsordnung Geltung zu \13rschaffen, zusatzlich fOrdern.

104
(b) Ein im Vergleich zur Regelung des § 73d SIGB milderes, aber gleich effekti\13s Mittel zur Erreichung dieses
liels de!" Gewinnabschopfung ist nicht ersichtlich. Das gilt auch fur die Erstreckung des erweiterten Verfalls aut
die \{1m Tater anslelle des ursprunglichen Tatgewinns oder -entgelts aworbenen Surrogate gemar.. § 73d Abs. 1
Satz 3, § 73 Abs. 2 StGB urd fOr die in § 73d Abs. 2, § 73a StGB angeordnele Wertersatzpnicht; ohne sie kannte
der Tater die mit der Vorschrifl. angestrebte GewinnabschOpfung unterlaufen.

105
(c) De Entziehung deliktisch erlangter VemClgenswerte im Wege des erweilerten Verfalls ist einem
Tatbeteiligten grundS3tzlich zumutbar. Unbillige Harten, die sich im Einzelfall aus der Wertersatzpflicht des § 73d
Abs. 2 in Verbindung mit § 73a 51GB und aus dem 8ruttoprinzip ergeben kOnnen, sind VJn den Fachgerichten
durch eine Anwerdung der in § 73d Abs. 4, § 73c Abs. 1 StGB \{Irgesehenen Regerung auszuschlier..en. Eine
Beeintrachtigung legal erworbener Vermogenspositionen des Betroffenen is! nach der \{1m Bundesgerichlshof im
Ausgangs....erfahren \{Irgenommenen Auslegung des § 73d Abs. 1 Satz 1 StGB nicht zu besorgen; diese stellt
sic her, dass der Richter sich '.<If] der deliktischen Hcrkunfl. des Objekts des Varialls Dberzeugt.

106
(d) § 73d Abs. 1 Satz 2 StGB ermoglicht unter anderem die Abschopfung \{In Gewinnen aus illegalen
Drogengeschaften, bei denen der Verli~ufer n8ch der fachgerichtlichen Rechtsprechung gemar.. § 134 BGB kein
Eigentum an dem \{In dem Abnehmer als Kaufpreis gezahlten Geld erwerben kann ("91. C. J. 3. a) sowie BTDrucks
bu nd esve --{assu ngsgericht.de;'..jrs 2004...
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11/6623, S. 7 f.). Die Vorschrift beschrankt zugleich in zulassiger Weise das Eigentumsrecht des an der Tat
beteiligten Drogenkaufers. Seine fOr deliktische Zwecke freiv.riflig aufgegebene Vermogenspositi01l verdient keinen
-.erlassungsrechtlichen Schutz (\91. auch den in § 817 Satz 2 BGB zum Ausdruck gekommenen
Rechtsgedanken),

107
(e) Anordnungen des erweiterten Verfalls gem a/! § 73d Abs. 1 Satz 1 und 2 StGB kOnnen jedoch
vermogenswerte
Rechtspositionen
tatgeschadigter
Dritter
beeintrachtigen
(\9'.
Schultehinrichs,
GewinnabschOpfung bei Betaubungsmitteldelikten • ZUr Problematik der geplanten Vorschrift Ober den erweiterten
Verfall, 1991, S. 186 fr.; Fischer, in: TrondlefFlscher, StGB, 50. Autl., § 73d Rn. 5; Eser, in: SchOnkeJSchrbder,
StGB, 26. Autl., § 73d Rn. 6 f.; Schmidt, in: LKStGB, 11. Autl., § 73d Rn. 7). Denn anders als beim einfachen
Verlall (§ 73 Abs. 1 Satz 2 StGB) hat der Gesetzgeber beim erweiterten Verfall Schadensersatzansprochen-..:Jn
Tatopfem keinen Vorrang -..:Jr der strafrechtlichen Gewinnabschopfung eingeraumt. Er sieht in dieser
Ungleichbehandlung selbst einen Systembruch, der im Rahmen einer GesamtOberaroeitung der §§ 73 ff. StGB
behoben werden soli (\91. den Entwun eines Gesetzes zur verbesserten AbschOpfung 'oOn Vermogens',l[Jrteilen aus
Straftaten ',l[Jm 3. Februar 1998, BTDrucks 13/9742; er raumt Tatgeschadigten ErstattungsansprOche gegen den
Staat ein, die in einem gesonderten Nachverfahren geltend z.u machen sind).

108
In der BegrOndung des Entwurfs eines ... Strafrechlsanderungsgesetzes • ErweiterterVeriall- (.. , StrAndG) 'oOm
9. Marz 1990 (BTDrucks 11/6623, S. 7) hemt es hierzu, wegen des auf bestimmte Betaubungsmitteldelikte
beschrtl.nkten Anwendungsbereichs des § 73d $tGB sei eine VerkOrzung der Rechte Tatgeschadigter au13erst
unwahrscheinlich. Die gemi:m § 73d Abs. 4 $tGB entsprechend anwendbare Harteregelung des § 73c Abs. 1
StGB biete insoweit einen ausreichenden Schutz \-Or "unbilligen Ergebnissen".

109
Inzwischen hat der Gesetzgeber den erweiterten Verfall auf eine Reihe anderer Delikle, insbesondere auch auf
Vermogensstraftaten wie Bandendiebstahl und -hehlerei erstreckt (\91. A. I.). Auf der Grundlage dieser neuen
Verweisungstatbeslande sind nach einer Erhebung des Statistischen Bundesamts in den Jahren 1993 bis 2001
insgesaml 115 Anordnungen des erweiterten Verfalls ergangen, Damit ist eine Beeintrtl.chtigung \-On
Eigentumsrechten und ErsatzansprOchen Tatverletzler durch die Regelung des § 73d StGB wahrscheinlicher
geworden. Dje strafprozessuaJe "ZUrOckgewinnungshilfe" der §§ 111b ff. StPO, die Geschadigten die
Durchsetzung ihrer aus der Straftat erwachsenen Ersatzanspruche erleichtem soli, bietet wegen der zeitlichen
Begrenzung des in § 111i StPO \-Orgesehenen zwangs'-'JllstreckungsprilAJegs nur einen un\-Olikommenen
Opferschutz '(\91. Giintert, GewinnabschOpfung als strafrechtliche Sanktion, 1983, S. 72 f.; Lenz, Einziehung und
Verlall - de lege lata und de lege ferenda ., 1986, S. 289 ff.; Schafer, in: LKStGB, 10. Aufl., § 73 Rn. 26, 28;
Achenbach, in: Festschrifi fur Blau, 1985, S. 7, 15 f., 20). Daher hat der Gesetzgeber • auch unter
sozialstaatlichen Aspekten • zu profen, ob die Rechte Tatgeschadigter beim erweiterten Verfall nach der
Ausdehnung seines Anwendungsbereichs noch hinreichend gewahrt sind.

m§

110

73d Abs. 1 Satz 1 StGB schrankt in der Auslegung des Bundesgerichtshofs die im Rechlsstaatsprinzip
verankerte Selbstbelastungsfreiheit des Angeklagten nicht ein. Dieser muf1 sich weder zu der angeklagten
AnJ.asstat noch zu e..entuellen anderen strafbaren Verhaltensweisen auf1em, um eine Anordnung des erweiterten
Verlalls zu -.ermeiden.

III
(g) Die angegriffene Regelung ist in der Auslegung des BundesgerichtshOfs auch hinreichend bestimmt. Sie
enaubt einen ZUgriff auf .aile \-Om Betroffenen deliktisch enangten und durch dieses Kriterium \-On seinem
-.erfassungsrechWch geschlltzten LegalvermOgen abgrenzbaren Gegenstande. Das '-'Jm Bundesgerichtshof
hinsichtlich der deliktischen Vermogensherkunfi geforderte Beweism.af1 der richterlichen Oberzeugung macht eine
Anordnung des erweiterten Verfalls fOr den Tater klar \-Orhersehbar.

112
(h) § 73d $tGB -.erstbf1t nicht gegen das ROckwirkungsverbot. Nach AUffassung des Bundesgerichtshofs ist der
bu nd esverfassu ngsgeri chtde/ ..jrs2004.,.
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erweiterte Verfall 'vOn Gegenst~nden, die der Betroffene ~r lnkrafttreten der auf § 73d StGB \erweisenden
Vorsehrift erworben hat, gemar.. § 2 Abs. 5 in Verbindung mit Abs. 1 5tGB ausgeschlossen (\91. BGHSI41, 278;
BGH, N5tZ 2001, S. 419 und wtstra 2003, S. 228 f,). Bei dieser ...-erfassungsrechtlieh unbedenkliehen
Gesetzesauslegung entfaltet die Vorschrift llber den erweiterten Verfall keine Rllckwirkung.

113
(i) 5ehlier..lieh \erstor..t es nieht gegen das Gleichbehandlungsgebot des Art. 3 Abs. 1 GG, dass § 73d StGB die
erleiehterte Absehopfung \oOn Deliktsgewinnen auf bestimmte, dem "organisierten Verbrechen" zugerechnete
Tatergruppen besehrtlnkt Die abweiehende Behandlung dieser T~tergruppen ist durch besondere
Beweissehwierigkeiten und durch die \oOm Gesetzgeber mit der Rege/ung des § 73d 5tGB \erfolglen
Gewinnabschoptungsziele saehlich hinreiehend gerechtrertigt (zum Maf!sfab BVerfGE 96, 315 <325>; 100, 138
<174»:

114
Mil den in § 73d Abs. 1 Satz 1 5tGB \oOrgesehenen Beweiserleichterungen will der Gesetzgeber einen ZlJgriff auf
deliktiseh erlangte Vennogensgegenst~nde aueh dann ennOglichen, wenn deren Herkunlt aus bestimmten
5trafl:aten wegen des konspirati\en Vorgehens des 'vOn der Vorsehrilt erfassten Taterkreises nieht aufgeklatt
werden kann (\91. oben C, I. 3. b) cc) (1) sowie BlDrueks 11/6623, 5. 1). Aur..erdem soIl eine effektivere
GewinnabsehOptung gerade denjenigen T~tem, die fur die "organisierte Kriminalit~t" typische Delikte begangen
haben, den Anreiz zur Begehung emeuler gewinnorienlierter 5trafl:aten nehmen.

115
Die Einschatzung des Gesetzgebers, eine effekti\e Gewinnabsehopfung sei bei "organisiert" 'vOrgehenden
Straftatem wegen deren erfahrungsgemM konspiratl'.en Vernaltens nur unter den erleichterten Voraussetzungen
des § 73d 5tGB mog/leh, ist nieht offensichtlich fehlsam und genOgt daher den \Erfassungsrechtlichen
Anforden..mgen. Auch die Typisierung der "organisierten Kriminalitat" durch das Merkmal der banden- oder
gewerbsmar..igen Tatbegehung wahrt die Grenzen des dem Gesetzgeber ~m Gl1Jndgesetz zugebliligten
Beurteilungsspielraums (\91. dazu BVerfGE S, 71 <80>; 30, 292 <317»,

II.

116
1. Die Ruge des Beschwerdefuhrers, das landgerichtliehe Urteil ver1etze sein Eigentumsgrundreeht, weil es den
'vOm Bundesgeriehlshof in einengender Auslegung des § 73d Abs. 1 5atz 151GB aufgestellten
Beweismar..anforder-.Jngen nicht genuge, ist unbegrOndet Die Ausfuhrungen des Landgerichts in den Grunden des
angegriffenen Urteils belegen, dass es die Ober:zeugung gewonnen hat, das \Om Beschwerdefuhrer auf einem
5parkonto angeiegte Geld stamme aus -.erbotenen Drogengesehalten.

117
2. Damit erweist sich auch der Einwand des Besehwerdefuhrers, der seine Re";sion ...-erwerfende Besehluss des
Bundesgeriehtshofs halte den Verfassungs...-erstol3 des landgeriehts aufrecht, als unbegrundet.
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